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Defence in the Age of Precision Guided Munitions

Werner Heierli
Arthur Eiff

Heierli Consulting Engineers
CH-8033 Zurich, Switzerland

ABSTRACT Historically, however, embargoes alone have seldom
succeeded in bringing a nation to the point of surrender

Images of the pinpoint destruction of Iraq's military since there always seem to be ways to overcome them
infrastructure in 1991, broadcast to every comer of the Today, the former Yugoslavia and Iraq serve to illustrate
world, have left the impression that there is no defence this point.
against this "new," non-nuclear weapons threat.
Certainly, the defence of key infrastructure has been World War I, with its first applications and modest
made more difficult. However, there remain many successes in air warfare, changed the practice to think in
defensive options that, when properly applied, can offset terms of frontiers and fronts and tempted strategists to
some of this threat. The Gulf War also illustrated that contend that air attacks against cities could alone and of
the line between "civilian" and "military" infrastructure themselves deal crippling blows to a defender and
targets in today's modem, centralized economy is no quickly subdue him. Indeed, in World War II, both
longer distinct. Therefore, true defence becomes "total Germany and the Allies believed that air warfare against
defence." Attacks with precision guided weapons against cities could be a decisive means of overcoming the
political, military and industrial facilities can, in principle, enemy. As few are aware, this belief did not prove to be
deprive a country not only of the possibilities of effective true in actual practice; neither did Hitler win the "Battle of
military defense - thereby exposing it to the possibly Britain" by attacking British cities, nor were the Allies
disastrous effects of enemy occupation - but also of the able to bring Germany to its knees by countless massive
nation's survival in the aftermath of war. Defense is 1 000-bomber attacks against German cities. In fact, war
incomplete and ineffective if it cannot achieve the production in Germany peaked in the fall of 1944. Only
reasonably 'uninjured' survival of the population during, concentrated attacks against transportation facilities
and after, the war. (including coal hydration plants for gasoline

synthetization) curbed German armament and, finally,
the country had to be conquered almost square mile by

INTRODUCTION square mile.

With the advent of large nuclear weapons and means
for their intercontinental delivery, many people were

"To be able to foresee events, one has to consider the convinced that nuclear weapons employed against cities
past, since the actors on the stage of this world - men - could decide a war. Fortunately, we have not really
always had the same passions and, therefore, the same seen this concept put to the test. Who knows the
cause will always produce the same effect'. reasons for this? Fear of a retaliatory bNow was certainly

one of them; the prospect of destroying the industrial
Niccol6 Machiavelli (1469-1527) potential of the country to be conquered probably was

another. Possibly, responsible politicians and generals
had the insight that, while nuclear weapons had
tremendous effects, they could not completely wipe out

Until less than a century ago, conquering a country the defenses of an entire country. It was certainly
required physically crossing borders and carrying a realized that, while protection cannot be afforded at the
surface attack into a nation's heartland. Defense meant very center of the attack, survival of the military and the
the prevention of such action, and the Great Wall in entire population can be assured quite close to it - in the
China, Roman frontier fortifications in Central Europe area of collateral damage - through a reasonable
("limes") and the Maginot line bear witness to this shelter program.
concept. The one other way to indirectly influence a
country's resistance was blockade or embargo. Now that the nuclear weapons threat has moved from

1



the limelight, precision guided weapons have, in some population. The attacker might even formally remain, so
ways, taken their place. While hundreds of attacks and to speak, within the international conventions governing
thousancs of bombs were r,-n1ed to destroy a specific warfare.
target in World War II, pý-•-sion guided weapons have
now reduced the magrvulde of resources necessary for The viewpoint taken is that of a small to medium sized
successful attack. They have enabled an attacker to country as the defender - not a superpower The options
target, hit and eliminate specific facilities deep in the of a preemptive strike or second (counter) strike are not
defender's territory with ever-increasing efficiency. It is considered in this spresentation in spite of their possible
now imaginable to cripple a country's military reasonableness and probable cost-effectiveness
instaliations, its centers of government and its many
nodes of vulnerable peacetime infrastructure to such an
extent that the country would be left defenseless - even DEFENCE OPTIONS
helpless - in regard to the day-to-day necessities for
survival. The Gulf War has given a prelude to a 1 PROTECTION AGAINST DIRECT HITS
scenario in which decisive air blows almost exclude
coordinated defense efforts and render the necessary The very chaiacter of precision attacks requires an
supplies to the population critically difficult to attain, attacker to select a limited number of targets; targets

whose destruction decisively degrades the defensive
The presentation's aim is to analyze, in a very general capabilities of those who are attacked Today, many
way, whether - and how - a defending country can countries have not, or not yet, hardened or otherwise
thwart the evolving strategy of crippling Drecision guided protected their selection of Important defense facilities
weapons attacks against political, military and economic to the extent necessary. The graph below helps illustrate
nerve centers. The fact that neither the air war strategies the order of magnitude of protective layers that are -
of World War I, World War II nor of the Cold War among many other measures - required to survive under
yielded convincing results makes one hope that options the effects of modem precision guided standard or
might exist which can render this type of attack penetration weapons
inefficient. If there were no way of doing so, one would
face considerable world instability because any attacker The graph shows concrete thicknesses required to avoid
could arm himself with the appropriate weapons and at penetration or heavy damage by the weapons listed.
least intimidate other countries with the threat to wipe The spread shown illustrates uncertainty due to the
out, for example, a few hundred vital facilities quickly, application of the various penetration formulae Two
efficiently and without the stigma of directly attacking the salient features should be highlighted:
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Figure 1: Concrete Thicknesses At Which Failure Occurs
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0 As expected, angles of attack of 20" and less, Containers can be standardized and maintained
and impact velocities of 400 m/s (or more), lead at central yards at low cost in peacetime
to required concrete thicknesses far in excess of
those for more "traditional" angles of 45* and By using relocation tunnels (and many other facilities like
impact velocities of 250 mis. basements, underground car parks, etc., defensive

assets have a multitude of places where they cannot
0 Solid layers of shaped blocks of rock with joints only hide, but where they are protected from attacks

fully filled with mortar substantially reduce the even if their location was known. It should be mentioned
necessary protective thicknesses, making the that tunnels may even offer significant NEMP protection
hardening measures more feasible. All traffic tunnels - road and rail - are easily and quickly

accessible for containers. Changing from rail to road is
Another indirect consequence of these thickness achieved quickly. Traffic tunnels, especially in rock, offer
determinations is that facilities in rock - provided rock is an ideal combination and synergy of accessibility,
available at some reasonable distance - soon become a concealment, and protection. The concept can be
viable alternative if attacks with heavier weapons are to expanded by providing certain key facilities in the
be assumed. tunnels: facilities like data links (communications),

power, food and water.
All facilities - concrete or rock - remain vulnerable at
their exits and other aboveground connections, thus 3. PROTECTION AGAINST COLLATERAL EFFECTS
requiring additional protective measures, among which
are redundancies. To survive in a war, everyone living in an area of

possible weapons engagement needs protection against
2. RELOCATION TUNNELS collateral effects of those weapons, especially if the risk

of nuclear and chemical weapons cannot be excluded
In the 1991 Gulf War, fixed Scud facilities were quickly Unless protection against such effects is provided, the
destroyed because their location was known and they defender risks losing what he is fighting for - the survival
were not hardened. Mobile Scuds, however, posed a of the population. After all, survival is still the first aim in
significant problem for the coalition forces because they war, even before freedom and democracy. War history
could not be reliably tracked. They were hidden and analysis show that the collateral effects of nuclear,
anywhere - in underpasses, under bridges, in garages - chemical and conventional weapons require only
and the hideouts were randomly changed (relocation). relatively modest countermeasures for survival. This

analysis is shown in Figure 2 which illustrates the risk
Relocation tunnels are a combination of three factors of distribution for a typical war scenario in Europe,
effective defence - dispersal, concealment, hardening - including nuclear, chemical and conventional threats.
that use road and rail tunnels, and other rock facilities,
as alternative "hideouts" for defensive resources.

OCerpressure Collateral elfects from
The tactic of relocation is not new, but its combination and primary confwitional weapons
with hardening in traffic tunnels and systematic use for radiation torn (est. 10%) Chemical weapons
avoiding modem precision guided weapons could be. ciose nlear dond~effcis
Many functions can be organized such that they are road detonation uest. 40%l
or rail transportable. Modem containers could help (est. 5%)
greatly; their use as "mobile homes" for many defense
functions brings many advantages:

" Containers can be used for road and rail
transport.

" "Defense Containers" are difficult to tell from
"normal" containers. Radioactive fallout from

distant nuclear explosions (est. 45%)
" Containers can be designed as "protective

structures" against chemical warfare agents and
could even offer some fragment protection. Figure 2: Typical Risk Distribution

" Containers can be easily driven to and into their The "risk pie" shows us that it is not the exact number of
hideouts. bars of overpressure that matters, but rather the

balanced protection against all, predominately the
chemical and radiological, effects.
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4. ECONOMY U Food. This is the big problem, as seen more
than enough in former Yugoslavia, in Iraq, the

If the population can survive the direct effects of the Sudan, Somalia and earlier in many other parts
attacks themselves - a matter of days or weeks - but not of the world. From peace-time standards, one
the aftermath of them, the defensive task is not fulfilled, can reduce water consumption by a factor of
Several wars, including the 1991 Gulf War, have 100, but food consumption only by a factor of
illustrated how much the prolonged survival of the about 2. In the course of years, one may be able
population - months to years - depends on the minimal to bring agriculture up to speed to replace food
functioning of a small but essential part of the economy. imports, but with the dependence of modern
,The destruction of a few key points - electricity farming on electricity, pesticides, storage,
generation and distribution, communication, traffic transportation, fuel and communication,
nodes, etc. - is sufficient to create tremendous supply emergency agriculture will not be a reliable short
problems for the population. After the Gulf war there to medium term supplier for the period of months
were about 70,000 civilian casualties due to the absence to years after the onset of an attack. This, of
of a sufficient supply of water, food and medication - course, always assumes that no outside supplies
compared to only about 2,000 civilian deaths as a result from other sources can be brought in.
of immediate weapons effects during air attacks. This
and other examples show wlsre protective measures A viable solution, therefore, seems to be long
can spare lives. term food storage. The questions, however,

are:
The threat to eliminate a few key points of our vulnerable
modem economy can become decisive, whether it be as What to store: Food that keeps for years -
blackmail to invoke surrender, or as part of a "world sugar (keeps indefinitely), cereals, pasta,
police ca!l to order and peace" of, for example, the potato powder, milk powder, rare elements
United Nations or a similar organization. and vitamins. Whereas the latter must be

changed periodically, other items can be
The threat to modem economies urges one to find an stored at normal temperature, with special
answer. It would not make much sense to prepare for packaging, for so long - years to many
the defense of a country without providing the basis for decades - that change-out will not be a major
prolonged survival - months to years. Due to the consideration. This simplifies food storage.
complexity of modem economies, it would be almost
impossible to try to harden their key installations. Where to store: In order not to be dependent
Instead, it is believed that there is a viable approach that on vulnerable means of transportation, food
is proposed below. The main tasks are to provide: storage should be regionally based, close

enough to the consumer that it can be
"* Protection against weapons effects (Figure 2) and distributed with little or no use of trucks, cars

inclement weather. The solution is to provide a or rail lines. These requirements, together
shelter space for each inhabitant. No heat is with population density, will define the size of
required, even in winter, due to the heat the food storage.
generated by shelterees (assuming an area of
about 1 m2 /person). Long shelter stays, with How to store: It is expected that modem
occasional short periods outside, are viable, as airtight food packaging does not require dry or
history and experiments have shown, cooled rooms, just simple below ground, or

partly below ground, storage rooms. If
"* A Supply of water. This task is solved with change-out of food can be largely eliminated

relative ease in most climates by reducing water through very long durability, available space
consumption from peacetime levels of 500 to can be used almost exclusively for storage.
1000 liters/day per person to the long term Little space is required for access.
survival standard of 5 to 10 liters/day per person.
Further, impure water can be purified easily. • How much to store: For the period of time it

takes to reestablish normal supply lines (i.e.,
"* Communications. Experience shows the great months to years).

need of information and communication in an
emergency. Basic systems, independent of 5. DIRECT EFFECTS OF ENEMY OCCUPATION
peacetime electrical supply and cable networks,
are one technical solution, together with One of the saddest lessons of war history is that the
establishing a trained service able to use these effects of enemy occupation, not the direct effects of
technical means. combat, often take most of the lives in the
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surrendering defender's country. This has been true from protection of static defense installations by
the times of Caesar to those of Mongolian Warlord sufficiently hardening their key elements. The
Genghis Khan in the 13th century and on to modem surviving functions must be able to perform the
times, with memorable exceptions such as the Western necessary minimal role of defense. Concrete,
Allied occupation of Europe at the end of World War II rock masonry and tunnels/cavities are part of the
Fewer lives were lost in all European air attacks in World answer. In most cases, today's existing
War II than in the concentration camps. We now witness hardened facilities will require considerable
the genocide or fratricide in former Yugoslavia that upgrading if they are not to become an easy
seems to confirm the lessons of the overwhelming prey to modem air attacks.
negative effects of enemy occupation. Sadly enough, the
conventions of Geneva and the Hague have not been survival of "movable" defense facilities, whereby
effective enough in the past. A defensive strategy basements of modern large structures - and
without sufficient protection against the effects of especially traffic tunnels - will play a key role.
occupation is therefore not acceptable. Combining rock traffic tunnels with mobility

(containers) promises an especially efficient
The only reliable means of avoiding losses under enemy alternative to fixed facilities.
occupation seem to be to prevent the attacker from
crossinq the borders - a means only achieved if a sound immediate survival of the population under the
military organization is available. Peace movements collateral weapons effects of modem war;
intentionally (or not) ignore this fact; they either pass or protection not only against conventional attack,
misunderstand the lessons of history, or their intention is but also against the collateral effects of nuclear
not that of true and lasting peace. Peace efforts, without and chemical/biological weapons. Treaties
avoiding the often devastating physical and moral effects banning such weapons do not sufficiently protect
of enemy occupation, are clearly incomplete. Peace us against those nations that, by their sheer
marches and initiatives against defensive military forces intention to violate another nation's existence,
are, therefore, bound to be as potentially destructive as show they lack the intention to abide by modem
the weapons of the attacker. international law and standards.

extended survival of the population, after
precision guided and other attacks have crippled
the normal, modem economy that can hardly be
protected. Apart from shelter against inclement
weather and weapons effects, and apart from

CONCLUSION some simple means of communication, one
needs minimum supplies of water, food and

Precision guided attacks against political, military and medicine during an extended period of time at,
industrial facilities can, in principle, not only deprive a or close to, where the population lives. These
country of its military defense capabilities (and protection supplies, and their distribution, must not rely on
against enemy occupation), but also expose the modem technical facilities like electricity and
population to the lack of water and food in the aftermath modern road traffic. The methods and resources
of war. Defense is incomplete and ineffective if it cannot can be primitive, but they must be able to survive
achieve the 'uninjured' survival of the population, both a war lasting months to years.
during and after the war.

Finally, while civil defense and "economic defense" are
The 20th century has given birth to several strategies of important, active defenses remain indispensable in
air war aimed at speedy victories over a defender. These keeping an attacker at bay - away from one's population.
strategies have at least partially failed for several The suffering of men, women and children under enemy
reasons; reasons like inadequacy of means of attack, occupation throughout the ages should be sufficient
hardening of defense installations and preparations that cause for the governments, politicians and the
halfway enable the population to survive war's indirect population to maintain an active defense.
effects. It would, therefore, seem that precision guided
weapons systems, while providing an attacker with the The research work underlying this presentation was
capability to deal enormous blows, are not the epilogue organized and sponsored by KASKO, the Swiss Federal
of the defense of small to medium countries in general. Committee responsible for advising the government on
Defense certainly has a chance. While precision guided the protection of military, civilian and economic facilities.
weapons - and maybe active defense systems - will play
an important part in that defence, the following measures
and precautions form an integral part of the modem
"total" defense:
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ABSTRACT penetration). As a result the model has to include non-
Projectile penetration into geologic materials was normal penetration in its solution algorithms.
investigated by analyzing the penetration problem in Projectile penetration into geologic targets has
various stages. Governing equations were either been studied by numerous investigators in the past thirty
selected or derived using lower-bound and upper-bound years, leading to various models for predicting depth or
solution techniques. These equations can be generalized path of penetration. These models are either empirical,
to model non-normal penetration into layered geologic analytical or numerical in nature, [11. Empirical methods
targets. The tower-bound solution is based on force predict depth of penetration based on numerous
equilibrium and failure conditions in the target material, experiments in homogenous soil and rock targets and
whereas the upper-bound solution uses energy tracking normal penetration. They have also been incorporated
to satisfy kinematics in the target material adjacent to the into computer programs for prediction of the path of
projectile. The momentum-impulse principle was used to projectiles in layered structures. As a common
track the momentum of the projectile as a function of deficiency, these models do not explicitly describe
time. This resulted in displacement, velocity, and impact wave interaction with the projectile and are not
deceleration history of the projectile in space and time reliable for non-normal penetration (penetration angles
domains. The model was compared with two field different from 900). Analytic models are often based on
experiments in Thirsty Canyon Tuff and Antelope Tuff. cavity expansion theories (cylindrical and spherical) in an

elastic or elasto-plastic material. Because of symmetry
requirements and the fact that interfacial friction between

INTRODUCTION projectile and the target is not included in the solution
scheme, cavity expansion theories are not suitable for

An effective means for protecting structures non-normal penetration modeling in layered targets.

against earth penetrating projectiles is to build a Numerical models used for projectile penetration analysis
protective layered structure in the path of the projectile. include Finite Difference (FD), and Finite Element (FE),proTechve layered structure an the pasdthofhect a codes. These are general purpose main frame codes
The layered structure can be designed to deflect and which require extensive constitutive material parameters
force the projectile away from the structure. A layered for each layer of the target. Because of this and the time
protection may consist of a concrete screen, an air gap, involved to generate the input files and interpret the

and sol bakfil. Te cncrte sree absrbsthe output files, the use of numerical models is only justified
initial impact energy and deflects the projectile, and the in les, these

soil backfill absorbs the remaining energy of the final design stages.

projectile and stops it before it hits the protected The study presented here is a theoretical model
structure. that when completed will be used for predicting the path

In order to design an effective protective structure, of projectiles in layered materials. The model overcomes

it is necessary to model the path of the projectile in a the shortcomings associated with existing methods and
layered material. For this purpose one needs a model provides a relatively simple way of optimizing the design

that incorporates the most important parameters that for a layered protective structure.
affect penetration. These parameters are the deformation
and strength properties of the protective layers, impact STAGES OF PENETRATION AND GOVERNING
pressure wave propagation in the target and subsequent EQUATIONS
target material degradation, and layering interface effects.
In most cases, the path of the projectile in the target will At the moment of hitting a hard target, the
deviate from normal penetration (900 angle of projectile generates a shockwave in the target material.
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This shockwave propagates ahead of the projectile and where p target material density,
interacts with the target first. This interaction may u = particle velocity imparted to
change the properties of the traveried material. In the target,
addition, some of the energy of the shockwave is and cP = seismic wave velocity in
reflected back towards the projectile when the target material.
shockwave impinges on an interface in the target.
Depending on the intensity of the shockwave and the Assuming that oa is attenuated inversely proportionally to
strength of the target material, a pulverized and fractured the distance from the point of impact (r), the radial stress
zone develops which is limited to a certain radius. The at any radius r, o, is:
projectile, then instead of penetrating into an intact r(
material will penetrate into a material with residual a, =- a (2)
strength. r

The projectile penetrates into the target (intact or
fractured) by creating a zone of highly stressed material where r. the initial penetration radius
around its nose. Because of high stresses, the material (shown in Fig. 1),
in this zone is pulverized or heavily fractured. Due to and the tangential stress, a is:
the geometry of the nose, before the full penetration of
the nose, the highly stressed target material around the ae = K - a, (3)
nose is restrained from large movements. However,
when the entire length of the projectile is embedded in
the target, the pulverized material starts flowing around where K = Coefficient of Lateral
the aft body into the void created in its wake. If the Pressure.
projectile has a pusher plate attached to its tail, upon
impact of the pusher plate on the target surface, the plate The radial and tangential stresses are the major
is stripped off and the energy associated with this impact and minor principal stresses and at the boundary of the
travels down the path of projectile and further degrades failed material around the point of impact they can be
the target material ahead of the projectile. Figure 1 related through the linear Mohr-Coulomb failure theory
shows four stages of penetration. The first stage occurs as:
during nose penetration when the target material is ,n
restrained from large movements; the second stage is o, = qu + oetans (45 +-) (4)
the partially restrained penetration due to chipping and 2

cratenng at the point of impact, which allows larger
movements of material around the projectile; the third where qs = unconfined compressive
stage occurs when the projectile is fully embedded and strength of the target
the pusher plate hits the target and strips off; and finally, and material,
the fourth stage occurs when the full length of the angle of internal friction of the
projectile is penetrating in the target and the target target material.
material flows around the projectile into the wake cavity
behind the projectile. Substituting Eqs. (2) and (3) in Eq. (4), and solving for r,

the following equation is obtained for the radius of failed
material due to initial impact:

S z •r = r0- 1 - K tan 45 + (5)

Within distance r, the residual properties of the
target material will be used in calculating resisting

.OX ,D4T, K,,, AN, O UW ,,VWT ,, LL, , stresses acting on the projectile, whereas outside of r,
n'w the intact properties will be used.

Figure 1. The four stages of penetration. The resisting stresses acting on the projectile are
due to generation of a pulverized or highly deformed

Resisting stresses acting on the projectile at each region around the nose of the projectile and the inertia of
stage of penetration can be quantified through equations the material in this region as it is pushed away from the
suitable for each stage. But before these equations can nose. They can be quantified by calculating static
be used, the extent of material degradation due to initial resistance to penetration of the nose and adding the
impact has to be determined. For this purpose, the inertial effects as dynamic stresses.
magnitude of the initial impact stress is calculated as: The subject of static resistance to penetration

a, = p ,u c (1) (slow penetration) has been investigated extensively in
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the field of drilling. There are two solutiun schemes that Upper-bound solution
are usually followed. The first is a lower-bound solution
where only equilibrium and yield (or material failure) are An upper-bound solution based on the Prandtl
considered, with no consideration of kinematics, [2]. The mechanism is derived here, [6]. Figure 3 shows this
second solution scheme is an upper-bound solution mechanism adjacent to the nose of the projectile. The
where the velocity (kinematics) and strain boundary mechanism consists of a log-spiral shear zone (ACD),
conditions are satisfied and resisting stresses are and a constant stress passive zone (ADE). The resisting
determined by equating the rate of work done by the stress, P, can be calculated by setting the rate of work
penetrator to the rate of energy dissipation on slip done by the projectile, W, equal to the rate of energy
surfaces, [3]. In this study during the restrained dissipation in the target material:
penetration stage of penetration, a lower-bound solution
is used. During the fully developed flow, an upper-bound WP= + E + ,z +W. (8)
solution is utilized.

Lower-bound solution where

The lower-bound solution used in this study is that 1  = Rate of energy dissipation due to
developed by Pariseau, and Fairhurst, [4]. In their friction along the nose length, AC.
analysis of wedge penetration in a plastic material they Ego Rate of energy dissipation along the
derived the following equation for resisting stresses, P,: log-spiral zone, CD.

11 = Rate of energy dissipation along the
. 1 cos2e(1 + cotStan20)sin0 exp (21tano) - passive zone, DE.

tan 2,} tanj3 = Rate of work done to move
2tanotanIL (6) pulverized material up around the aft

body.

where the angles e, 13, g, and E are shown in Figure 2.

- b-=.

J -7 '

SHEAR ZONE Cf
Fig. 3. Assumed slip line field and velocity diagram.

Fig.2. Slip line field around the nose of the projectile.

6 is related to the angle of interfacial friction 0' through Expanding each term of Eq. (8) and simplifying
the following equation, [5]: leads to the following equation for pressure acting

normal to the surface of projectile:

P.=. No +(d - d.) .y -N 
(9)No

where C = cohesion of the target
material, where

= friction angle between N = exp(2ttano) (coso + coto) - coto, (10)
projectile and target material,

a = mean stress in the plastic
material, and

a /P No = sing tan-' (11)
2 -- sing3 + cosf3tano' tan3 + tano'
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and Table 1. Material properties for Thirsty Canyon and

N 2 exp(E an0)sln(J! - ± 12 Antelope Tuft s.
N sin • x (12) Thirsty Antelope

exp((Uano)cos Tr - 0Cnoex~~tn~~cs .Angle of Internal 220 250

Friction,

Angle of Interface 20 20

Dynamic Stesses Friction, 0'
Seismic Velocity of 2,865 m/s 1,346 m/s

Dynamic stresses are generated due to inertia of Sntact Rock, Cp 2,865 ____,34 ___

the target material as it is pushed aside by the nose. Inatok,__
The magnitude of dynamic stresses can be calculated Seismic Velocity of 1,270 m/s 610 m/s
through the impulse-momentum principle applied to the Shock Conditioned
material around the nose of the projectile: Rock, C.

P0 = P " u • cP (1 + tan O'cotp) (13) Target Material 1,928 kg/m3  1,714 kg/M 3

Density, p

where PD = dynamic stress normal to the Unconfined 63.0 MPa 15.0 MPa
nose of the projectile, Compressive

u = projectile velocity normal to the Strength, q.
nose surface.

Cohesion, C 10.4 MPa 5.0 MPa
The dynamic stress of Eq. (13) is added to static stress
of Eq. (6) or (9) in order to calculate the total resisting
stress on the nose of the projectile. Dimensions of the projectiles for the two events are

shown in Figure 4. The coefficient of interfacial friction for
the rock-projectile interface was assumed to have a low

CALCULATION OF PROJECTILE PENETRATION value of 0.03 (tano' = .03) due to melting that occurs at
the interface. This value was selected based on a

The resisting force acting on the projectile can be numerical study of sliding friction, experimental
calculated by integrating static and dynamic stresses observations, and a thermodynamic analysis of the
over the contact area of the nose and the aft body. The rubbing contact at the nose. The thermodynamic
resisting force equations for various stages of penetration analysis indicated that the heat generated around the
will then be used to calculate depth, velocity, and nose during penetration at velocities higher than 30 m/s
deceleration of the projectile in the target as a function of was larger than the ability of the steel to transfer heat
time. For this purpose the solution is carried out in time away from the contact surface. The temperature rise due
domain incrementally, and in each time increment, At, to this excess heat at the nose-rock interface was larger
the principal of impulse-momentum is utilized to calculate than the melting point of steel and resulted in a thin melt
the change in penetration velocity, deceleration and layer. At velocities smaller than 30 m/s the rate of heat
depth. generation at the interface dropped to a lower value and

The incremental calculations are carried out until heat transfer away from the interface became large
the kinetic energy of the projectile is exhausted, i.e., AV, enough to cause the temperature of the steel to drop
approaches zero. below its melting point. As a result, during the final

stages of penetration the thin melt layer starts cooling
down and solidifying and the coefficient of friction

COMPARISON WITH FIELD EXPERIMENTS increases correspondingly. The sudden increase in the
coefficient of friction brings the projectile to a halt rapidly.

Two normal penetration experiments in tuff were Figures 5 and 6 show the results of model
selected for application of the penetration model predictions with those measured experimentally. Overall,
described in this paper. The first experiment was carried the model predicts the trends observed experimentally.
out in a Thirsty Canyon Tuff target, and the second In both figures the model predicts a sharp rise in
experiment was in Antelope tuff. Material properties of deceleration up to fPill nose penetration. Then there is a
interest for the two targets are shown in Table 1. steady state penetration phase up to full penetration of

the projectile. The steady state phase is disrupted by the
pusher plate impact. At this point there is a spike in
deceleration when the pusher plate strips off from the
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projectile, resulting in a smaller mass for the projectile. ANTELOPE TUFF

After the pusher plate impact, the deceleration falls q .0 = 15.o MP

continuously, tending towards another steady state
phase corresponding to a fully developed flow condition 3000

around the aft body. This is clearly visible in Fig. 6, . XP•_ E-IMTAL

where due to lower strength of the rock, the projectile
traveled longer and reached a greater depth of 2000

penetration. Another phenomenon observed in p
experimental data of Figures 5 and 6 is the sudden I

2

deceleration increase just before penetration stopped. o
As discussed earlier, this may be due to an increase in 1000 b"L

coefficient of friction at lower velocities. In the present
model when the projectile velocity dropped below 30

m/s, it was assumed that an increase in coefficient of a
friction occurred resulting in a sudden halt in further
penetration. This is shown in Figures 5 and 6 as
deceleration spikes at the end of penetration. -1000

0 10 20 30 40

TIME FROM IMPACT (ms)

TSW CAMfC APIM T.flfl~ l
-- •Figure 6. Model predictions in Antelope Tuff.

b .Ia11" .15m

4 1.52.. I.5Gm

de .4o4C .30..

d JC 9.25 6.00

cR14 NON-NORMAL PENETRATION

IN LAYERED TARGET

Figure 4. Projectile profiles in Thirsty Canyon, and The theoretical model presented above has to be
Antelope Tuff. refined further in order to predict the non-normal path of

projectile in a layered target The lower and upper
bound solutions can be readily generalized for non-
normal penetration by including the angle of incidence of
the projectile into the equations for slip surfaces. As

THIRSTY CANYON TUF6 shown in Figure 7, slip surface AB will have a longer
q u= 63.0 MPa length than slip surface AC. This will result in larger

static and dynamic r-essures on AB than on AC. As a
result, J hooking of the projectile, defined as deviation

5000 Eof the path of projectile from its path at the time of
ooOSMENToA.T impact (change in angle w shown in Fig. 7) will result.

4000 /This can be calculated by obtaining the sum of resisting
"4000\ / forces in the x and y directions (F,, and F.), and taking

"-" their moments (M) about the center of mass of the
o300 ! \\- L projectile. The angular acceleration 6 can then be

I/ 'IeCIO calculated as:

8 2000 M(1)

1000
where Im = Mass moment of inertia of the

_J1 projectile.

0 5 10 15

TIME FROM IMPACT (ma) The change in angle ( over At is then equal to:
1.

Figure 5. Model predictions in Thirsty Canyon Tuff. 2=-(i.iAt) 2  (15)
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Into Rock, Int. J. Rock Mech. & Min. Sci., Vol. 4,
pp. 165 - 180, 1967.

/ "- cm [5] Ibid, p. 170.
[61 Chen, W. F., Developments in Geotechnical

/M OF• • l•aDE °Engineering 7, Limit Analysis and Soil Plasticity,
Elsevier Scientific Publishing Co., Amsterdam,

C 1975.

Figure 7. Slip surfaces in non-normal penetration.

CONCLUSIONS

A theoretical model was developed for prediction
of projectile penetration in geologic materials based on
energy tracking and the impulse-momentum principle.
The model was developed by analyzing the various
stages of penetration separately and then coupling them
together to calculate resisting stresses on the projectile,
and displacement, velocity and deceleration of the
projectile as a function of time. The coupled model was
then applied to two field experiments in different
materials. The comparison indicated good agreement
between predictions and experimental observations.

The governing equations were developed for
normal penetration. However, the assumptions leading
to these equations are also valid for non-normal
penetration. As a result a procedure was developed for
prediction of the projectile path in two dimensions. This
procedure can be used with the governing equations
presented in the paper after modifications are made to
include the angle of attack, &, in the equations.
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ABSTRACT

Rock-rubble overlays have shown to be effective in stopping, de- rn•.tr.timo Poroectil.

flecting, or breaking impacting projectiles. In this paper, the Fi- *ock Rb.

nite Block Method, along with an energy approach to the dynamic / -c\ bI

fragmentation of rocks, is used to model the penetration problem.
The Finite Block Method is a discrete element method based on

the minimization of the total energy of the block system. The -

analysis follows fundamental physical principles and shows that

the Finite Block Method is able to simulate a penetration problem Earth Hound

with results comparable to experimental observations described in -Shelter Structur

the literature.

Figure 1: Typical example for the use of rock rubble

INTRODUCTION

Burster slabs used to protect underground facilities from threaten- Experiments by: the Air force Civil Engineering Support

ing penetrating projectiles are inordinately expensive and unable Agency, Tyndal AFB, Florida; the U.S. Army Engineers Wa-

to be easily and quickly repaired after withstanding repeated hits. terways Experiment Station, Vicksburg, Mississippi; the Naval

On the other hand, rock-rubble overlays (Fig. 1) have the poten- Weapons Center, China Lake, California; and, the Air Force Ar-

tial to overcome the above mentioned drawbacks. However, more mament Laboratory, Eglin AFB, Florida, have shown that the

in-depth understanding of this defensive mechanism is needed, es- protective potential of the rock-rubble overlay depend to a great

pecially for categories II and Ill weapons, (see Table 1). Numeri- extent on the characteristics of the weapon against which the

cal, analytical, and empirical investigations have been conducted structure is to be protected. These characteristics include: length

on rock-rubble overlay protection systems [1]-[2]. The numeri- to diameter (L/D) ratio, sectional pressure (W/A), caliber or di-

cal methods developed in the past are limited by using simplified ameter (D), thickness of walls, material strength and fracture

fracturing schemes and by modeling the rock rubble as a uniform thoughness of the case. Test results have also shown that the

mesh of octagons [2]. A good numerical simulation of the pen- dominant mechanism of defeat depends on the characteristics of

etration mechanism will save valuable time and resources from the boulder pile such as: rock size, rock unconfined strength, num-

field experiments and provide insight for improving fortification ber of layers, and filler materials (sand and grout fillers have been

design. In this paper, the Finite Block Method is introduced to tested).

model rock rubble penetration and rock fracture based on funda- Rock rubble overlays have proved to be effective in breaking.

mental physical principles, up category I weapons due to triaxial loading or disarming them

by fuze disruption. On the other hand, rock rubble overlays were

BACKGROUND less effective with category II and III weapons since they are un-

likely to break because of their short L/D ratio and their high

Rock-rubble overlays have been proposed as an alternative to strength case. However, due to the short L/D, such projectiles

burster slabs for protecting underground installations from high may rotate significantly and tumble in the boulder pile. There-

kinetic energy penetrating projectiles. To understand the effec- fore the function of the boulder screen in this case is to reduce

tiveness of the rock-rubble overlay it is important to start by the depth of penetration by increasing the rotation and tumbling

identifying the threat weapon. Rohani [31 divided the weapons of the penetrator.

of interest into three categories, (Table 1). Where L, D, W, and The basic mechanisms involved in this defensive process are:

A are respectively the length, the diameter, the weight, and the the high probability of non-normal impacts will induce large obliq-

cross-sectional area of the penetrator. Whereas GP, AP, and SAP uity and yaw angles which will cause the projectile to deflect from

stand for general purpose, armor-piercing and semiarmor-piercing its original path; the fragmentation of rocks will result in a sudden

respectively. increase in the stress fields that is resisting the projpctile motion
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Category Weapon Type Characteristics vX - 0.0
I GP weapons Low to moderate L/D;, vy - 3000.0

Low WV/A; wxy - 0.0
Thin walls;

Low strength;

Low fracture toughness.
II SAP weapons Low to moderate L/D;

Moderate W/A;
Thick walls;2
Mild steel. 0

Ir , AP weapons Moderate to high L/D;High W/A

Thick walls; 24 I

High strength ;
High fracture toughness

Table 1: Categories of weapons 212

thus promoting loss of velocity (thus loss of energy) and projec-
tile rotation; the moving of boulders in different directions will
also lead to the loss of energy. The above list of mechanisms is
not inclusive but it shows that the rock-rubble overlay has good
potential of defeating the penetrators. Figure 2: Finite Block Model

THE FINITE BLOCK METHOD based and uses hard contacts which better represents the contact

Researchers have approached the solution of the above described between rocks and between rocks and penetrator [7]. Moreover.

penetration problem from three different techniques: analytical, the representation for the displacement and velocity vectors by

empirical and numerical. The heterogeneous nature of rock rub- FBM directly gives strains, strain-rates and stresses that are nec-

bles and their complex constitutive behavior are definite obstruc- essary for implementing a fracturing scheme which is a major

tions to the application of analytical and empirical methods. Al- contribution of the present work.

though these methods have been used with some measure of suc-
cess, only numerical methods are credible in modeling structural DYNAMIC FRACTURE OF ROCK
analysis of rock-rubble overlays.

The method of Discrete Deformation Analysis (DDA) devel- The concept of dynamic fracture of flawed brittle material such
oped by Shi and Goodman [41 is the precursor of the Finite Block as rocks has been extensively studied by Grady and Kipp [9]. It
Method (FBM) which is a name coined by W.F.Chen (5] to bet- is basic to this concept to distinguish between the response of a
ter describe the present analysis. Chen recognized the essence single crack and the response of a system of cracks to impulsive
of these computer-based methods in extending limit analysis [6] loading. Experimental studieo of fracture under high strain rates
techniques to frictional materials, have revealed unusual features associated with the fracture phe-

Shi and Goodman [4] provides a complete kinematic theory nomenon, such as greatly enhanced material strength and fracture
that enables a large assemblage of blocks to undergo large defor- stress dependence on loading conditions. Grady and Kipp [9] dis-
mations under loading or unloading conditions without the over- cuss two theoretical descriptions of dynamic fragmentation which
lapping of one block onto another (Fig. 2). A system of equi- they describe as not compatible. The first is explicitly based on
librium equations for the block assemblage can then be derived the concept of a distribution of flaws that act as points of frac-
through the minimization of the total energy of the system (i.e. ture initiation. The second has no recourse to a flaw distribution:
potential, strain, frictional). These equations are solved itera- fragment size is based strictly on energy balance considerations.
tively in each time interval until the constraints of no-overlap and In the latter approach a tacit assumption of some sufficient flaw
no-tension between blocks are satisfied. At the end of each itera- distribution is implied. For the rock rubble problem where rocks
tion. external and internal equilibrium are satisfied for each block, are mined from quarries this assumption is satisfied.
and Coulomb's Law of friction is fulfilled at all contact points. A In his energy balance analysis Grady [10] states that it is rea-
major advantage this procedure offers is its ease in modeling a sonable to assume that if the material has sufficient flaws ("fa-
discontinuous block medium as an assemblage of convex, concave vorably disposed") a reasonable prediction of the dynamic spall
or even multi-connected polygons. strength (P,), the time to failure (t,), and the nominal fragment

The above characteristics of the Finite Block Method form the size (s) created in the spall event can be given by Eqs. (1)(3.)
basis for chosing this method to simulate the penetration and frag-
mentation phenomena as opposed to other discrete element and P. = (3pc0 K1 ()1/3 (1)

finite element approaches. The rock-rubble boulder can be easily
modeled by the Finite Block Method; and the method is energy-
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dynamic fragmentation and presented an excellent review of the
background of important earlier works.

There appears to be general agreement over the application of
geometric statistical fragmentation in one dimension - namely,
the random distribution of points which partition the line into a
distribution in fragment lengths. On an infinite line. the position
of the points is a Poisson variate and the only parameter is the av-
erage number of points per unit length which is expected to relate
to the intensity of the fracturing load. In contrast, there is ap-
parently no agreement on the application of geometric statistics
to the random partitioning of two and three dimensional bod-
ies. Although it is generally agreed that the random placement
in the space is Poisson, there are a variety of partitioning con-
structions which can be formed with these points. The theory of
Mott [15], for example, differs fundamentally from that of Gilvarry
[16] which also differs from that of Grady and Kipp [12], even
though all of them start with a Poisson process. Other common
constructions which have been explored extensively include the
Voronoi and the Johnson-Mehl [121. Such statistical fragmenta-
tion methods have been broadly applied in other areas of science

Figure 3: Example of Voronoi fragmentation including metallurgy, geology, and biology. Different statistical
constructions have been found to provide different fragment size
distributions and consequently it becomes necessary to rationalize
a particular choice to each application.

S1 r.3,'c]~2/3 In the present rock rubble study the Voronoi construction
= o j"[ 0(2) (Fig. 3) is chosen. The Voronoi construction uses perpendicu-

CO 1Pco ] lar bisectors between the random points to partition the block

2 /3 area [17]. Although this construction produces strongly centered
s 2 p C0 (3) fragment sizes [121, with a lag of the larger and smaller fragmentsthat are usually found in dynamic fragmentation, preliminary rock

Experimental evidence shows [11] that under high strain rates rubble penetration experiments appear to show that the fragment
these spall properties are less sensitive to microstructural details shapes are well represented by a Voronoi construction. Crain [18]
of the material, but depend more on a balance of the driving noted that "the perimeter and area are highly correlated show-
energy in the transient stress wave loading and some continuum ing that the polygon shapes tend to be equant or quasicircular
measure of fracture dissipation such as fracture toughness, surface rather than elongated". Moreover, the Voronoi construction is
tension or flow stress. extensively used for a wide range of applications including finite

In the present rock rubble problem, most rocks can be easily element mesh generation [19] and computer graphics [20].
considered as "favorably disposed" for fracture and the impacting
projectile will create high strain rates in the rocks. Thus the PROPOSED FRAGMENTATION
energy approach derived above is ideal for incorporation into the
Finite Block Method. PROCESS

It is important to note that the size of the rocks considered
DYNAMIC FRAGMENTATION in the rock rubble fortification problem is about three times the

diameter of the penetrator; hence the analysis is different from
The geometric modeling of fragments is an important part of a penetration problem where a projectile impacts a continuum
the present work since impact dynamics depends not only on the which is relatively large in size and where upon impact the pen-
size and fracture toughness of the impacting bodies, but also on etrator becomes embedded in the continuum. In the case of the
their shape. Unfortunately, the literature has focused more on system being analyzed, the projectile proceeds in a succession of
achieving a better understanding of the distributions in particle impact and fracturing of rocks that come into its path of pene-
size which result from severe fragmentation ([12]-[141), and have tration. The velocity of the projectile ranges between 1 000 ft/sec
tended to ignore any description of the shape of the fragments. In and 2 500 ft/sec, thus upon impact a high stress level is reached
this section a brief overview of this work will be given from which in the rocks, leading some rocks to severe fragmentation.
the choice of theVoronoi construction approach for the present Impact between two or more bodies is known to go through
work will be explained. three stages. In the first stage, upon impact, each of the bodies

Statistical and physical principles underlying the dynamic will start to contract under a certain strain rate thus acquiring in-
fragmentation process have been substantially explored in the lit- ternal kinetic and elastic energy. The contraction will continue to
erature [121. Numerous ideas have been pursued which are clearly the point of maximum deformation which is stage two where there
related to observed fragmentation phenomena. However, a com- is zero kinetic energy and maximum elastic energy. In the third
plete theory of dynamic fragmentation is not yet available, and stage, depending on the material properties and the strain rates,
in many cases observed phenomena lack even a good explanation. solid bodies will either regain their original shape, stay perma-
Grady and Kipp [12] have focused on the statistical nature of nently deformed, or even fracture. It is worth noting that only in
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the nominal fragment size created by the spall process is approx-
vx - 63.26 imated by Eq. (3) and used to distribute N Poisson points inside
wxy--10.9 the fractured block element. N being the ratio of the area of the

fractured block to the nominal fragment area.

The Poisson points will form the basis of the Voronoi con-
struction that partitions the fractured block into a collection of
randomly shaped polygons. Each polygon is then given an initial
velocity th.t results from the kinetic energy not used to fuel thle

I fragmentation, referred to as the Kinetic Energy Difference. The
3 6 Finite Block analysis of the system is then continued to the next

contact, impact, and fracture progression. This process is con-
24 1 11tinued until the projectile stalls or penetrates through the rubblea layers.

9• 3The Kinetic Energy Difference can be calculated by noting
1 that the total kinetic energy K.E. of a sphere expanding with a

t2120 strain rate i can be represented by

K.E. = 8 f j p .r2 (r2 sin(d)drdO do) (6)

is
which is equivalent to

Figure 4: Finite Block Analysis without fragmentation K.E. = •2 (7)

Using the kinetic energy available for fracture from Eq. (8):

the case of perfectly elastic impact the total energy of the system 10 p2 2 (8
is conserved. In the general case where elasto-plastic or plastic T 1---20 (8)
impact takes place, the coefficient of restitution is not unity, lost
energy is transformed into creating new fracture surfaces, generat- after multiplying it by the volume of the sphere since Eq. (8) repre-

ing elastic waves within the colliding bodies, as well as generating sents the kinetic energy density, the product will give the Kinetic

heat. Energy Difference K.E.D. as:

Thus in the restitution period, failure or rupture of condensed 1 .2

rock may occur due to stresses in excess of the tensile strength K.E.D. = 90ri s p (9)

- a process which is referred to as the spall process. The spall The Kinetic Energy Difference is used to initiate the dispersion
process becomes fairly complex under transient loads, especially velocity of the fragments. By equating K.E.D. to (I II v) the
when the load leads to high compression before the material is 2

carried into tension. The material is thus in a state of tensile velocity v of each fragment can be calculated by:

stress that is intrinsically unstable and small perturbations can F2
lead to the opening of voids and initiation of the spall process. V = i S (10)

The threshold tensile stress at which void nucleation occurs
and spall fracture initiates, the time at which the threshold ten-
sile stress is reached, and the nominal size of the fragments were joins the center of gravity of the fragment to the equivalent center

derived by Grady [10] and are presented by Eqs. (1), (2) and (3), of gravity of the fractured block.

respectively.
In the rock rubble analysis, the Finite Block Method contin- ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLE

ues without fracture until contact between the penetrator and a AND DISCUSSION
boulder element occurs and a critical strain rate is reached. At
this strain rate the strain energy density U, needed for fracture is To illustrate the fragmentation process, a penetrator (E = 29x10 6

calculated using: 0b/in 2 , v = 0.30, and p = 0.28404 lb/in3 ) with an initial ve-
U, = 68...2c (4) locity of 15000 in/sec impacts an igneous rock rubble that has

62cot the following material properties: E = 14x10 6 lb/in 2 , v = 0.25.

where t is the time after contact and - = K 2 /(2pc2) is the frac- p = 0.102 lb/in3, and K1(= 7.764xi0 3 lb/in 3/ 2.
ture surface energy density per unit area. In this process it is Knowing that the spall process appears at strain rates that
assumed that the strain rate in compression has the same order range between 10' /sec and 104 /sec. a strain rate of 103 /sec was
of magnitude of the strain rate in tension, thus the material will used in Eq. (2) to approximate the spall fracture time for the

expand at the same strain rate as it was compressed. U, is com- igneous rock at 6 psec. Thus a time step of the order of 1 it sec

pared to the elastic energy density U found in the Finite Block is needed for the analysis. A maximum displacement of 0.005
elements which can be written as: in. per time step and a contact spring stiffness of 109 lb/in wore

B0 i2 t2 set for the Finite Block analysis. Note that fragmentation of the
U= 2 (5) projectile was not considered and that double precision on a 32-

bit SUN Sparcstation was used to minimize the effect of round-off
Fracture will occur when U > U,. After checking for fracture, errors.
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Even though a 2D cross section of a rock rubble is by no means
compact, a compacted 2D finite block mesh was used in the anal-
ysis to reduce rigid body movements and to create the 3) effect of
confinement (compare Fig. 2 with Fig- ). The Finite Block code
was modified to allow the input of initial velocities for each block
and gravity acceleration which was used to settle the blocks into
a confined rubble. Gravity loading was explicitly incorporated
into the Finite Block Method by adding a new loading case to the
forcing vector.

The example to follow is used to illustrate the fragmentation
A of a block at an intermediate stage of the penetration process

when the velocity of the projectile is reduced to a point that frag-
mentation results in 19 new blocks (Fig. 5). At an initial velocity
of impact (v t 30000 in/sec) rocks may reach strain rates of up
to 104 /sec leading to more than 6 000 fragments according to the
fracture calculations outlined. This phenomenon represents the
pulverization of the blocks that the projectile initially impacts
and has been actually observed.

In Fig. 5 the fracturing process is shown by the Finite Block
output. At the first time step (t = 1 usec) the fragmentation
takes place. The initial velocity of the fragments is calculated
according to Eq. (10) and stresses, strains, and strain rates are
initialized to zero. The Finite Block analysis is then continued
to the next time step (t = 2usec). The vertical velocity of the
projectile is now reduced from 15000 in/sec to 14250 in/sec,
and the horizontal and rotational velocities increase from zero to
39.2 in/sec and 7.3 rad/sec, respectively. Two interior fragments
reach high strain rates that lead them to pulverize and are shown
shaded in Fig. 5(a). The pulverized fragments are then removed

, -. ,4toeo since their effect is negligible. The sequence of pulverization and
breakup is further shown by Figs. 5 and 6. Fig. 6 shows the pro-
jectile penetrating the fractured rock, with its vertical velocity
now reduced to 14 150 in/sec, and its horizontal and rotational
velocities increased to 44.2 in/sec and 26.8 rad/sec, respectively.

- " CONCLUSION

The Finite Block Method is used to analyze the impact of high
kinetic energy penetrators into rock rubbles. An energy balance
approach to the dynamic fragmentation of brittle maerial has
been incorporated into the Finite Block Method that allows blocks
to fracture at high strain rates. The analysis follows fundamen-
tal physical principles that govern the phenomena and realistic
results are obtained when compared with experiments described
"in the literature. The fracture and fragmentation analysis is im-
portant in the penetration problem since without fracture, large
and unrealistic deflection of the projectile path is simulated. The
analysis results have also shown that high velocities, high strain
rates, and small time steps can be used effectively in the Finite
Block Method to model the pulverization and fragmentation of
the rock rubble and to detect the change in velocity components
of the projectile.
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ABSTRACT SAMPLL, PENDEPTH or PENCO2D. Although these methods

are useful for some impact/penetration analyses,

The rigid-body penetration code PENCO2D has been their shortcomings make them a poor choice for many
linked with the general-purpose analysis code ABAQUS" common penetration analyses.
to provide a method of analyzing the structural
response of projectiles subjected to impact/penetra- Since the coupled method of analysis utilizes a code
tion loads. The logic and forcing functions of the that allows the user to model the target as well as
trajectory code PENCO2D are used as an ABAQUS DLOAD the projectile, the analyst does not have to conduct
user subroutine to compute the loads experienced by a separate penetration analysis to determine the
the projectile during a penetration event. The loading history. The shortcomings of the coupled
computed penetration loads are a function of the analysis method are that sliding surface algorithms

material properties of the target and the velocity, are required to define the projectile/target
position, and deformed shape of the projectile. The boundary, computational techniques such as rezoning
resulting simply coupled penetration trajectory/ are usually required to handle the large
structural dynamics model can be used to analyze deformations of elements located in the target, and
various normal and oblique impact/penetration constitutive models currently available are not
problems. The time-history of the structural adequate to accurately model many target materials.
response, depth of penetration, velocity, and Also, since this approach requires that the target
acceleration of the projectile is computed. The as well as the projectile be modeled, these problems
deformed shapes predicted by the PENCO2D/ABAQUS** generally involve very large numbers of elements.
model compared well with the deformed shapes of Because of the large size of the resulting models,
projectiles which were tested at the US Army and the aforementioned shortcomings, the coupled
Engineer Waterways Experiment Station Projectile method of analysis can be very expensive and time
Penetration Test Facility. consuming.

INTRODUCTION An uncoupled approach which uses a structural

dynamics code and a penetration trajectory code

Projectiles and earth penetrators are designed to greatly simplifies the size and complexity of the FE
survive a specified range of impact and penetration analysis. In this approach, the analyst must first
events. For that reason, nonlinear finite element conduct a penetration analysis to determine the
(FE) analyses are conducted to investigate the time-history of the penetration loads on a rigid
structural response of the projectile. Most projectile and then use these loads as input to a
impact/penetration problems are investigated by structural dynamics code. A shortcoming of this
utilizing either a coupled or an uncoupled method of approach is that the computed penetration loads are
analysis. The coupled method of analysis involves not a function of the projectile's structural
the use of a special purpose computer code response. Also, a significant amount of effort is
(Reference 1), such as EPIC or DYNA, which includes often required to translate the load data generated
algorithms that allow the analyst to model the by the rigid-body trajectory code into a format that
interaction between the target and the penetrator. is compatible with the selected FE code.
The uncoupled method of analysis involves the use of
a structural dynamics code (References 2 and 3), The impact/penetration model created by linking the
e.g. ABAQUS or NASTRAN, to determine the response of rigid-body penetration code PENCO2D (References 4
a projectile subjected to a loading history which is and 5) and the general-purpose FE code ABAQUS
computed with a penetration trajectory code such as (References 6, 7 and 8) represents an alternative

approach to penetration problems. This approach
"ABAQUS is available under license from Hibbitt, does not require modeling of the target or a

Karlsson and Sorensen, Inc. separate analysis to determine the penetration loads
"*PENCO2D/ABAQUS denotes the model created by using and in many cases it is less time-consuming and less
the logic and forcing functions of the trajectory expensive than either of the two aforementioned
code PENCO2D as an ABAQUS DLOAD user subroutine; it approaches. Also, since the deformation of the
is not a product of, and it is not endorsed by, projectile at a given time step is allowed to
Hibbitt, Karlsson and Sorensen, Inc. influence the loads obtained from the trajectory
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code at the next time step, this approach represents nodal points which lie on the plane of symmetry.

a simply coupled method of analysis (Reference 9). For a general 3D impact/penetration problem the
entire projectile is modeled and no boundary

THE PENCO2D/ABAQUS PENETRATOR ANALYSIS MODEL conditions are applied.

The PENCO2D computer code was developed to compute The projectile penetration analyses under consider-

the trajectory and penetration loads of a rigid ation are nonlinear structural dynamics problems.

projectile due to impact with geologic and man-made To account for material nonlinearities an appropri-

targets such as soil, rock, and concrete (References ate constitutive model must be utilized for the

10 and 11). A description of the target and the projectile material. The analysis presented in this

shape, mass, moment of inertia, initial position, paper utilized the ABAQUS PLASTIC option. This

and initial velocity of the projectile are the input option is used to specify a Mises yield surface with

data required for a PENC02D analysis. The associated plastic flow and isotropic hardening, To

projectile is divided into a mesh of differential account for geometric nonlinearities the NLGEOM

area elements. At each time step of a PENCO2D option must be specified in the ABAQUS solution

analysis the equations of motion are integrated, and procedure description.

the position, velocity, and acceleration of the
projectile's center of gravity are updated. The PENCO2D/ABAQUS IMPACT/PENETRATION ANALYSES

updated position and velocity of the projectile are
then utilized in the empirical forcing functions to EXAMPLE PROBLEM: OBLIQUE IMPACT INTO CONVENTIONAL-

determine the magnitude of the force acting on each STRENGTH CONCRETE

differential area element of the projectile. The
forces acting on the differential area elements are The example problem investigates the structural

then integrated to obtain the total forces and response of a projectile as it impacts and

moments acting on the projectile. These forces and penetrates a concrete half-space. The impact

moments are used as applied loads for the next time conditions are described by an angle of obliquity of

step. PENCO2D also contains algorithms to account, 15 degrees, and an angle of attack of 15 degrees.

in an approximate manner, for interface and free- The impact speed of the projectile is assumed to be

surface effects, approximately 12,000 in./sec. The projectile is
composed of material that is assumed to obey an

The general-purpose FE code ABAQUS provides users elastic-plastic material law with an initial yield

with the option of linking their own FORTRAN stress of 192,000 psi. The concrete half-space is

subroutines with the ABAQUS code. ABAQUS provides assumed to have an unconfined compressive strength

several different interfaces; the interface utilized of 7,000 psi, a mass density of 0.000225 Ib-

in this work is known as the DLOAD user subroutine. sec
2
/in.4, and a rigidity index of 350.

The DLOAD user subroutine consists of a user
supplied FORTRAN subroutine that computes the Figure 2 contains plots of the deformed shape of the

magnitude of a non-uniform distributed load. The projectile at 0.00, 3.01, 4.99 and 6.72 milliseconds
DLOAD user subroutine is called by ABAQUS at each (msec) after impact; a scale factor of 1.0 was used

load integration point where a non-uniform for this plot. Plots of FE analysis results
distributed load is applied. The PENCO2D/ABAQUS presented in this paper were created with the post-

impact/penetration model described in this paper is processing module of the I-DEAS software package (I-

created by utilizing segments of PENCO2D code, DEAS is available under license from the Structural

rewritten to provide compatibility with FE code, as Dynamics Research Corporation, Milford, Ohio). The

the heart of an ABAQUS DLOAD user subroutine, large flat element shown in Figure 2 represents the
surface of the target. The vertical distance

THE PROJECTILE FINITE ELEMENT MODEL between the large element and the nose of the
projectile represents the penetration depth at the

The nodal coordinates of the projectile FE model timestep considered in the plot.

define the initial position and orientation of the
projectile. The element type and connectivity An examination of Figure 2 reveals that the

define the structural shape of the projectile, and magnitude of the predicted structural deformations

the position and orientation of the projectile's is quite large, and leads to the conclusion that a

surface. The correct mass, center of gravity, and projectile subjected to those impact conditions

mass moment of inertia of the projectile can be would sustain significant permanent damage, i.e.

obtained by utilizing several materials which are significant levels of plastic strains. The

identical except for the value of their densities, photograph in Figure 3 shows the posttest condition
Thus, the mass of internal components is accounted of a projectile that was subjected to the impact

for by utilizing these artificial density values, conditions used in the simulation. An examination
of Figure 3 indicates that, as predicted by the

The initial (impact) velocity vector, and therefore PENCO2D/ABAQUS analysis, the projectile did sustain

the angle of attack, of the projectile is defined by permanent large-scale bending deformation. A

specifying the initial velocity of the translational comparison of the predicted deformed shape and the

degrees of freedom at each nodal point of the FE photograph of Figure 3 indicates that the

model. The angle of attack and the angle of PENCO2D/ABAQUS prediction is very close to the

obliquity are defined in Figure 1. For a two- actual deformed shape.

dimensional (2D) impact/penetration problem it is
only necessary to develop a FE model of a 180-degree
section of the projectile; of course this requires
that symmetry boundary conditions be imposed on all
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS US Army Engineer Waterways Experiment Station,
Vicksburg, MS.

An impact/penetration model for the structural
response analysis of deformable projectiles has been 5. Creighton, D. C. 1991. "Three-Dimensional
introduced. The model was created by linking the Projectile Penetration in Soil and Rock: User's
rigid-body trajectory code PENCO2D with the general- Guide for Computer Code PENCO3D," Technical Report
purpose finite element code ABAQUS. The resulting SL-91-13, US Army Engineer Waterways Experiment
weakly coupled impact/penetration model can be used Station, Vicksburg, MS.
to determine the time-history of the structural
response, depth of penetration, velocity, and 6. Hibbitt, Karlson aad Sorensen, Inc., 1989.
acceleration of deformable projectiles subjected to ABAOUS Users Manual. Version 4-8., Providence, RI.
very general impact/penetration loading events.

7. Hibbitt, Karlson and Sorensen, Inc., 1989.
The results of the example problem indicate that the ABAOUS Theory Manual. Version 4-8., Providence, RI.
PENCO2D/ABAQUS impact/penetration model introduced
herein represents a very effective method of 8. Hibbitt, Karlson and Sorensen, Inc., 1989.
determining the structural response of projectiles ABAOUS Examoles Manual. Version 4-8., Providence,
subjected to impact/penetration loading events. The RI.
method of analysis represented by the PENCO2D/ABAQUS
model makes very efficient use of both computer time 9. Longcope, Donald B., Jr. 1990. "Coupled
and the analyst's time while still providing Bending/Lateral Loading Modeling of Earth
significant insight into, and a reasonably accurate Penetrators-, Report SAND90-0789, Sandia National
estimate of, the time-history of the projectile's Laboratories, Albuquerque, NM.
response.

10. Bernard, R.S. and Creighton, D.C. 1979.
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Longitudinal Axis

Y V: Initial Velocity Vector

C.G.: Center of Gravity

Angle of Obliquity

C.G. Angle of Attack

V
Bottom of 1st layer (air) at 0.0

~ Concrete

Bottom of last layer (air) at 1 .EO

Figure I. Illustration of initial projectile orientation for a

2-D impact/penetration example problem.
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a. 0.00 msec. b. 3.01 msec.

c. 4.99 msec. d. 6.72 msec.

Figure 2. Deformed shape of projectile at (a) 0.00 msec, (b) 3.01 msec, (c) 4.99 msec,
and (d) 6.72 msec, after impact (Scale Factor = I).

Figure 3. Photograph of the posttest condition of a projectile subjected to
the oblique impact conditions considered in the example problem.
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DEVELOPMENT OF INSTRUMENTATION TECHNIQUES TO INVESTIGATE HIGH VELOCITY
PROJECTILE PENETRATION INTO CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS

Jeffrey Peters, William F Anderson, Alan J Watson

Department of Civil and Structural Engineering
University of Sheffield, UK

ABSTRACT mortar targets. This work has progressed with
experimental techniques refined and new methods

Instrumentation has been developed to examine in real developed to examine impact on both mortar and concrete.
time the complex mechanisms involved when a high
velocity projectile impacts mortar or concrete. Bullet
deceleration and propagation of a plastic cracked zone
during bullet penetration are monitored using optical glass TEST ARRANGEMENT
fibres and high speed photography. Cracking of the target
and the arrival of stress waves at the back face of the The projectiles being used are 7.62 armour piercing (AP)
target have been monitored using silver paint detectors and bullets with a bullet length of 32.7mm and average mass
piezoguages respectively. A time history for the event is of 9.4g. They have a hardened steel core with length
reported. 23.8mm, diameter 5.75mm and a mass of 4.42g. These

are fired from a 7.62mm proof barrel attached to a
pressure housing incorporating a breech, firing pin, bolt

INTRODUCTION and trigger mechanism with safety catch. The
arrangement is mounted on a rigid steel frame bolted to

There is a considerable amount of information published the range floor. Firing is carried out by activating an 11.4
on projectile penetration into a wide range of materials. kgf solenoid with 18mm stroke length which is linked to
Homogeneous materials such as metals, heterogeneous the trigger. The solenoid is activated from a remote
composite materials such as concrete, particulate materials control room by a firing box with arming key either
such as soil and layered materials such as laminates have manually by pressing an off-biased switch or
all been studied using a number of approaches, i.e. automatically by a high speed camera when it is at speed
empirical, analytical and numerical. Empirical approaches and is ready to photograph the event.
give little or no insight into the mechanisms involved
when a projectile impacts and penetrates a target, and Twenty metres down range the target is held in a rigid
analytical and numerical methods require simplifying frame with edge support only. Initially square targets
assumptions to be made before solutions may be obtained, were tested but in order to develop an axisymmetric
All methods require validation by experiments and situation most tests have been carried out with central
virtually all experimental data is obtained from post test impact on circular targets 450mm diameter and 125mm
examination of impacted targets. thick.

When heterogeneous construction materials are impacted Projectile velocity prior to impact is measured using a
by small arms rounds post test damage consists of an laser based velocity measurement rig positioned up range
impact face spall crater, a projectile burrow which is often of the target. The bullet passes through a laser "curtain"
found to deviate from a straight line continuation of the created by a narrow laser beam striking one of a pair of
bullet flight path and, depending on the thickness and front silvered mirrors at an angle of about 20 to the normal
nature of the target, a back face scab crater. It is most resulting in a continuous triangular grid of beams reflected
unlikely that these damage features are produced between the pair of mirrors. The beam is broken by the
independently and a complex sequence of events occurs. bullet and a timer is started when the beam is re-
Anderson et al (I) reported that initial stages of a established, the bullet having passed through. A similar
fundamental study to examine the interaction of events in system a fixed distance away stops the timer. Further
real time when a small arms round impacts and penetrates details may be found in Anderson et al (1).
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The velocities measured for the batch of rounds used in The beam is reflected between the mirrors to form a laser
these tests has been fairly consistent with a mean value of "curtain". At the end of its passage between the mirrors
864.8m/s and standard deviation of 13.2m/s. the beam is launched down the end of a polymer fibre

optic cable giving a datum which may be recorded

INSTRUMENTATION photographically. A small semi-silvered area on one of
the mirrors near the end of the beam passage allows some

Instrumentation has been developed to monitor projectile of the laser light to pass through the mirror while the
deceleration within the target (optical glass fibre remainder of the beam is reflected. The part of the beam
detectors), crack propagation (optical glass fibre detectors which passes through the mirror strikes an optoschmitt
and silver paint circuits) and arrival of compressive waves detector and allows the time datum to be recorded
at the target boundary (piezoelectric transducers). Using electronically and optically simultaneously.
this instrumentation data is recorded either electronically When the bullet hits the laser curtain the beam is broken.
(silver paint circuits, piezoelectric transducers) or Because of the separation of the reflected paths of the
photographically using a high speed camera in pseudo beam and the ogive shape of the nose of the bullet there is
streak mode (optical glass fibre detectors). Fundamental uncertainty about what part of the bullet has broken the
to all measurements is a reliable datum. i.e. the time at beam. However, the bullet has a flat back and as it
which the projectile tip contacts the front surface of the completes its passage through the curtain the laser beam is
target. re-established.

Impact Detector Optical Glass Fibre Detectors

Two methods of detecting impact, a tin foil "make" circuit Anderson et al (1) showed the potential of using optical
and an optical glass fibre array were used in the early glass fibre detectors as a non-invasive method of
stages of the study(l), but it soon became apparent that monitoring transient events and the technique has now
inconsistent delays of up to 10ps could occur using the tin been developed to the stage where optical glass fibres may
foil method and there were doubts about whether the be routinely cast in both mortar and concrete targets to
projectile tip or shank broke the optical glass fibre array. monitor projectile deceleration or target cracking.
A new method based on the successful laser "curtain"
velocity rig was therefore developed. To protect the Target moulds are formed from 1.5mm thick steel sheet
mirrors, laser and detector from spall debris when the rolled to form 450mm diameter rings which are tig welded
target is impacted all parts of the new detector are to give a smooth joint. The moulds have lifting lugs and
mounted in a section of rolled steel channel 720mm long restraining clips mounted on them. The latter are used to
and 130mm wide with a central hole in it as shown in Fig. securely position the rings on a 620mm x 1200mm
1. After the target specimen is mounted in the target wooden base plate as shown in Fig. 2.
frame the steel channel is bolted to the front of the target
holder. The 40tim diameter optical glass fibres are used in bundles

of about 20 fibres cut to a length of 2.5 metres and each
A small collimated laser diode is mounted on the channel bundle is fed through a stainless steel tube (2.00mm i.d.,
and the laser beam strikes one of a pair of parallel front 2.65mm o.d.) which goes through diametrically opposite
silvered mirrors at an angle of about 20 to the normal. holes drilled in the target mould (Fig. 2). Each target may

i ost;I Mi I -

Fig. 1. Laser "curtain" impact detector.
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Circulor Y•lJ':ig

Free Fibre Ends

Lifting Luq/ Fibre Array To Form Light F,-nrt3

Fig. 2. Casting of optical glass fibres in targets.

have up to 30 separate bundles of fibres fed through steel The bundles of optical glass fibres are illuminated by
tubes placed in arrays, the positioning of which depends butting them up against a back silvered 1000W projector
on what is being examined, bulb in a high intensity light box with reflective inner

surfaces. At the other end the thirty bundles of fibres are
In tests examining projectile deceleration the thirty glued to a serrated plate to form a horizontal array (Fig. 2)
bundles of fibres are arranged in six layers varying in which, when the fibres are illuminated, gives thirty points
width from 12mm at a depth of 15mm from the front of of light on a straight line in the same plane. Breakage of a
the target to nearly 40mm at a depth of 90mm, fibre fibre bundle by the bullet or a crack results in that point of
bundle spacing being about 5mm. The divergence of fibre light being extinguished.
array width is to allow for deviation of the bullet within
the target as it penetrated. The orientation of the arrays is The extinguishing of light points is monitored using a high
varied to ensure that no planes of weakness are introduced speed 16mm cine camera which has been modified to run
into the targets. This arrangement gives a concentration of in pseudo streak mode by optically bypassing the framing
fibres around the centre of the target. prism and projecting the image of the thirty light points

directly onto the film through a 50mm lens. The film
In tests examining crack propagation an identical passes through the camera at a rate of approximately 6000
technique is used but the number of layers in the array is frames per second (45m/sec film speed) and each of the
reduced to three. Two layers are placed at depths of light points from the optical fibres forms a straight line
30mm and 60mm from the front surface, each layer having streak on the film, the streak terminating when the light
thirteen bundles of fibres at spacings of 5-7mm to pick up from a fibre bundle is extinguished as shown in Fig. 3.
cracks generated by the penetrating bullet. A third layer,
only 15mm from the rear face of the target, consists of
four bundles of fibres at 15mm spacing to detect rear face 1 msec
scabbing.

When all the bundles of fibres have been fed through the Laser Line Bullet Shadow Timing Blip
array of tubes the mortar or concrete, maximum aggregate 00 a 0 0 0 a 00 0

size 10mm, is placed in the mould and vibrated. The steel
tubes are carefully withdrawn from the mould leaving the
fibres in position in the mortar or concrete, which is then
vibrated again to ensure intimate contact with the fibres 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
and a good bond when cured. Curing takes place under
polythene sheeting for at least three weeks before impact Sprocket Holes Fibre Break Point
testing is carried out. The targets, with the steel ring left Unbroken Fibre
in place to avoid damaging the fibres, are removed from
the mould base plates and carefully mounted in the target Fig. 3. Section of developed film.
frame.
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The optical output from the laser "curtain" impact detector Piezoelectric Transducers
also marks the film as a streak which is broken and
reformed as the bullet passes through the detector, and this The arrival at the target back face of the stress pulse
allows fibre streak times from impact to be calculated generated by projectile impact on the front face has been
when the film is examined using a Vanguard film monitored by piezoelectric transducers. The tranducers
analyser. The time resolution is 0.45 *s. are 15mm diameter and 4mm thick and, being effectively

strain rate sensitive, allow detection of the first arrival of
For times to be converted into velocities it is necessary to the stress pulse at the rear surface of the target. To ensure
accurately pick up the position of the fibre bundles within that each of the transducers was coupled to the specimen
the target This is done by sawing the target in half and Swarfega was applied to the tranducers before mounting
illuminating the free ends of the fibres. The positions of them, but it was still necessary to preload the tranducers
the fibre bundles on the sawn faces of the concrete are against the specimen to ensure good contact. This was
easily identified as points of light on the sawn concrete done by fixing the transducers in set positions on a plastic
face and the distances from the front face of the specimen positioner as shown in Fig. 5. Each transducer was
measured to an accuracy of 0.1 mm using a modified isolated from its neighbours by foam tape. The preload
digital vernier, was applied using an elastic cord stretched over a wooden

load spreader placed horizontally behind the transducers.Silver Paint Crack Detectors

The transducers, being piezoelectric, required no input
Breakage of silver lines painted on the surface of concrete voltage nor signal conditioning and their output was fed
specimens has been used previously (2) for detection of directly to a digital storage oscilloscope which was
crack propagation during dynamic testing. For this project triggered by the output from the impact detector
a preliminary study using a four point static load test on a optoschmitt.
concrete prism on which silver paint lines of varying width
and thickness had been painted was carried out. This F'iezoqauqes l dmm dj

showed that open cracks can form in concrete without a 4Fom fpe_"m 11 /- U P
break in continuity of the silver paint circuit because F'-i-- od L _
concentrations of silver paint around aggregate particles W-lid Ihiouqh HukL_.-"/ o'

can stretch across gaps. Thus much higher strains are 10mm imDl
required to cause cracking in the silver paint than the
concrete. BNC Cuneu ,,

Great care was therefore taken in the preparation of silver
paint lines. The fine colloidal silver paint was diluted
considerably and a retarder added to allow the thinnest
possible lines (2mm wide), which still provided continuity
for a circuit, to be drawn on the targets. For front and Fig. 5. Piezoelectric transducer positioning.
back face cracking 300mm long paint lines were
positioned as shown in Fig. 4, and the lines connected
through a simple interface circuit, allowing the signal to RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
go from "low" to "high" for better resolution, to digital
storage oscilloscopes which were triggered by the Impact Detector
optoschmitt output from the laser "curtain" impact
detector. Fig. 3 is a representation of the streaks obtained on the

high speed film. Examination of the laser line shows that
the laser beam is broken as the bullet passes through the

I,, , \\ /' curtain. Of importance is when the beam is re-established
............. . after the "bullet shadow" break because this indicates the

2______ time at which the flat back face of the bullet has passed the

4 detector. Knowing the length of the bullet its velocity and
... - ,-~-------the standoff from the front face of the target (Fig. 6) the

impact time may be calculated with an accuracy of 1.0 ps.
The breaking up of the laser line after it has been
reestablished on the film is due to target front face spaill

Fig. 4. Silver paint line positions. debris passing through the laser curtain after impact.
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"tin foil" impact detector used in early tests must cast
LUse, 1`D sl•udull some doubt on the accuracy of the early results. With the

new laser curtain impact detector very consistent results

/Ipec ien Lesef G have been obtained as shown for three tests in Fig. 7.

Bul_/ -Stress Wave Velocity
Bullet _ A

_• • Bullet Veky Estimates of the stress wave velocities through concrete

may be obtained from the arrival times at the target back
face of stress waves produced by bullet impact on the front
face. Fig. 8 shows a typical trace from one of the

* piezogauges mounted on the target back face. Initial
examination would suggest that there is a little noise on

Bullet / Tqet Gp the trace but that the large increase in voltage at time = 40
ps signifies stress wave arrival. However, closer

Fig. 6. Laser "curtain" standoff. examination of the pulse shows thiat initial disturbance of
the trace with a positive voltage rise occurs at 30 lis. It

Bullet Deceleration could be argued that this is when the tip of the bullet
contacts the target and it takes a further 10 jts before a

Fig. 3 also shows the way the streaks produced by the significant area of the bullet is in contact. Compressive
fibre optic light points terminate when bundles of fibres stress wave velocity through the concrete used in these
are broken. Each batch of streaks represents an array of 0.3

fibre bundles at nominally the same depth from the front 025

face of the target, with those closest to the front face being ,0.2
shown as the top array. It can be seen that within an array SW 0.15

there is generally a variation in breakage time, with one of
a 01

the central fibres breaking first indicating the arrival of the (M
bullet at that array. The termination of a streak after the 2
first arrival may indicate breakage by the bullet or by a > o

crack as the projectile burrow enlarges. By plotting the -0.05
first arrival time for each array of fibres against distance .0.1 .. .008

-00 0.1 0 0.01 0.02 0.03 0.04 00
from the impact face as shown in Fig. 7, the deceleration rime (ms.c)
profile for the bullet may be deduced. Fig. 8. Piezoelectric transducer output.

specimens based on the clear increase in voltage is 4280
.... . . m/s, and based on the first disturbance is a higher than

E.. " expected 5130 m/s. This discrepancy needs further
.. .-- .. examination.

U. Test No. - Crack Propagation Spalling and Scabbing
SF6 -

S..F7 _ The wide arrays of embedded optical glass fibres and the
F8 * silver paint circuits on the target surface allow times of

a-arrival of cracks and crack propagation velocities to be
deduced. Fig. 9 shows when breakages occur in arrays of

Time (micro Sec.) optical glass fibres at depths of 30mm and 60mm from the
target front face. It can be seen that cracking is first

Fig. 7. Fibre depth v time (bullet deceleration). detected at 37.5 pIs after impact. The crack propagation
velocity is difficult to determine because the crack length

In the initial work reported earlier by Anderson et al(l) the between breaks in adjacent optical glass fibres is
breakage of the optical fibres to monitor bullet unknown. However, if it is assumed that the cracks
deceleration gave a velocity higher than the impact progress by the shortest distance between adjacent fibres
velocity of the bullet, and it was argued that this could be the lines through the points representing fibres break
due to crack propagation at a higher speed in front of the points have a slope equal to the velocity of propagation of
penetrating bullet. However, the inconsistent delays in the the cracks. It is interesting to note that the value of 919
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Time(c) Event Bullet Penetrauon (mm) Bullet VelocirY (mm/plsec)

Tm -45 Tip of projectile breaks laser curtain. -387 086

T- -10 Rear of projectile clears laser curtain (time datum established). -86 086

T- 0 Tip of pro-ectile touches target (stress %Iaves start to proPagate) 0 0 896

T-22 First layer of fibres break 17 0 76

T- 25 First indcatioi• of stress wac arri% ingL at rear surface. (125 nun depth) 19 076

T- 26 Front face silver paint shows first disturbance 25mm from impact point. 20 0 76

T- 33 Full stress wave arriving at rear surface 25 076

T- 40 Front face silver paint shows clear break 25 mm form impact point 30 0 76

T-44 Second layer of fibres break 36 076

T-55 Rear Face silver paint shows first disturbance. 41 076

T-61 Third layer of fibres breaks 49 072

T-75 Rear Face silver paint shows shows clear break. 59 067

T"-82 Fourth layer of fibres breaks 65 0,64

T-t05 Fifth layer of fibres breaks 75 0.43

T-143 SLthl layer of fibres breaks 94 0,27

T- 200 Projectile Stops. 113 00

T- 240 Internal rear face scab crack f-actures rear fibres. 113 00

Table 1. Time history of 7.62 AP projectile penetrating cementitious material

E U)l0A
1*• -° m -- :- - __

I*epho Febm. 1mm 0 ,

• •.. 04 -

o 5')

- a ~02

1717... .- 0.2
401 0.1 03 05

Time Irmdcro sec.) Time (msec.)

Fig. 9. Fibre radial distance v time (plastic crack zone) Fig. 10. Silver paint circuit output.

m/s obtained from these slopes compares well with a
theoretical value of 928 m/s(l). ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
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We develop an empirical equation for penetration depth of
ogive-nose projectiles penetrating concrete targets at normal - I
impact. Our penetration equation contains a single, N 2 2442b
dimensionless empirical constant that depends only on the
unconfined compressive strength of the target. We determine where the projectile has mass m, shank radius a. caliber-radius-
the empirical constant from penetration depth versus striking head V, and rigid-body velocity V. The target is characterized
velocity data for targets with unconfined compressive strengths
of nominally 14 MPa (2 ksi), 35 MPa (5 ksi), and 97 MPa (14 by density p and the constants (roA) and B that involve only
ksi). Predictions are in good agreement with six sets of material parameters obtained from triaxial tests.
penetration data for striking velocities between 250 and 800 m/s. Previous studies [2.3,4] showed that B depends mostly on

the compressibility of the target material and B has a narrow
range: for example, B = 1. 1 for aluminum targets [2,31. and B =

INTRODUCTION 1.2 for soil targets (4]. By contrast. ( r0 A) depends mostly on

the shear strength of the target materials, and ( r)A) has a broad
Brown [1] presents an historical account of empirical range. For this empirical equation, we take B = I and

equations for penetration and perforation of concrete targets. (roA) = Sf,, where S is the dimensionless empirical constant
These empirical equations result from curve-fits with test data
and do not provide physically based descriptions. In addition, that multiplies unconfined compressive strength. Thus, the
the empirical equations in [ I ] are expressed in terms of specific empirical equation for axial force takes the form
units, so these equations are dimensionally dependent. In this
paper, we develop a dimensionally consistent empirical equation F = ra 2(Sfl + NpV2 ), z > 4a (2)
for depth of penetration into concrete targets that contains the
functional form of recently published, experimentally verified, where N is given by equation (I b). Equation (2) is limited to
analytical models (2,3,4]. penetration depths z > 4a. For z < 4 a, the process is

MODEL FORMULATION dominated by surface cratering.

Forrestal and Luk [4) derive an analytical equation for Post-test observations ot soil and concrete targets show that
penetration into soil targets that requires triaxial material data the cavity left after penetration has a conical region with length
from samples cored from the target material. Unfortunately, about two projectile shank diameters (4a) followed by a circular
most penetration studies lack the necessary triaxial test data cylinder with diameter nearly equal to the projectile shank
required for input to analytical and computational models, diameter (2a). Thus. the cavity length 0 < z < 4a is called the
Many experimental studies do, however, report the unconfined crater region, and the cavity length 4a < z < P is called the
compressive strength f, for concrete targets. To use this data tunnel region, where z is measured from the target surface and P
base, we develop an empirical penetration equation that is final penetration depth. For the soil penetration tests analyzed
describes the concrete targets in terms of unconfined in [4], P= 10Ia; so the crater region was ignored. However,
compressive strength f, a dimensionless empirical constant S both the crater and tunnel regions must be taken into account in

that multiplies f', and density. the analysis of the more resistant concrete targets.

Deceleration data [41 show a rise time during the craterThe development of the empirical equation starts with the region. followed by a decaying pulse during the tunnel region.
equation for force on the projectile nose given in [4]. For the For this model, we take force on the projectile nose as
analytical model in (4] and this empirical equation. we assume
normal impact and that the projectile is a rigid body F=('z, 0<z<4a (3a)
(nondeforming nose). Axial force is given by
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F=ra 2(Sfs-NpV 2), 4a<z<P (3b) -_Co (7d)

),.
where c is a constant. From Newton's second law

Values of il, V1. and c can be determined with equations (7b.
d2z c n )

mdt2 =-cz, 0<z<4a (4) c,andd).

Depth of penetration in the tunnel region is found from

With the initial conditions z(t = 0) = 0 and V(t =O) = V,,
equation (4) has the following solutions for projectile d2 mvd- •=-ra 2 (Sf + NpV 2 ), 4a < z<P P 8

displacement, velocity, and acceleration: m-d- dz

(V.'\ Integrating (8) from V, to zero and 4a to P gives the final
z = (0 sin a, 0 < z < 4a (5a) penetration depth

V=-Z=Vcosowt, 0<z<4a (5b) P= , Inil+ ) +4a, P>4a (9)
dt 2iZrpN ( Sf '

d 2z wV, sin wt. 0< z <4a (5c where V, is related to the striking velocity V, in equation (7c).

DETERMINATION OF EMPIRICAL CONSTANT FROM

_2 C PENETRATION DATA= -- (5d)
m

We solve for S in equation (9) and obtain

We now define t1, and V, as the time and rigid-body 2

projectile velocity at z = 4a. The unknowns t1, V1, and c are S = NpV1 1 (10)
found from the conditions of continuity of force, velocity, and f 4raNp [ex 21ra2(P-4a)Np
displacement at z = 4a and t = t1. + m ) If m J

From equations (3) and ý5) For each experiment, all terms on the right side of equation

(10) are known, so we can calculate S for each data point. We
mo9V sin o 1 = Yraw(Sfc + NpV2), atz =4a (6a) take the average value of S for the data points in each data set

and compare results from equation (9) and penetration data.

Vscoson, = Vl, at z =4a (6b) This procedure produced accurate data fits for six sets of
penetration data.

(V4-/sin or = 4a, atz = 4a (6) 14 MPa (2 ksi) Grout Targets.
kr) Hanchak and Forrestal [5] conducted depth-of-penetration

experiments with 0.064 kg, 12.7-mm-diameter projectiles with
Substituting (6c) into (6a) gives 3.0 and 4.25 caliber-radius-head nose shapes into grout targets.

Table I lists the other parameters for these experiments. The
C _a(, + 2) value of S in Table I is the averag! of the values calculated
4 NPv2, (7a) from equation (10) for each data point. Figure I shows the

results from equation (9) with S= 21 and the data sets with

Squaring and then adding (6b) and (6c) give 'V = 3.0 and V = 4.25.

m(V2 _ VI) 35 MPa (5 ksi) Concrete TarMets.
c = ---6a- (7b) Canfield and Clator [6] present depth-of-penetration data

for full-scale (5.90 kg, 76.2-mm-diameter) and one-tenth scale
(0.0059-kg, 7.62-mm-diameter) armor-piercing projectiles.

Equating (7a) and (7b) gives the rigid-body velocity at z = 4a Table I lists the other parameters for these experiments and the
as calculated value of S. Figures 2 and 3 show penetration data

and results from equation (9) with S = 13 for the full-scale

V2 = +mV2 - 4ffa3 Nf (7c) projectile and S = 14 for the one-tenth scale projectile.

m + 41ra3NO Ehrgott and Cargile [7] conducted depth-of-penetration
experiments with 0.90 kg, 26.9-mm-diameter projectiles.

From (6b), Table I lists the other parameters for these experiments and the
calculated value of S. Figure 4 shows penetration data and
results from equation (9) with S = 12.
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97 MPa (14 ksi) Concrete Targets.
Ehrgott and Cargile [7] conducted depth-of-penetration

experiments with 0.90 kg, 26.9-mm-diameter projectiles. Table I Penetration Parameters
Table I lists the other parameters for these experiments with
the calculated value of S. Figure 4 shows penetration data and Parameter Ref. [51 Ref. [51 Ref. [61
results from equation (9) with S = 7. m (kg) 0.0642 0.0642 590

2a (mm) 12.7 12.7 76.2
An Estimate for S versus f•. 3 4.25 1.5

We obtained values of S for six data sets. For the two data N 0.106 0.076 0.204
sets with nominal 14 MPa (2 ksi) grout targets, S = 21; for the p (kg/m3) 1960 1960 2310
three data sets with nominal 35 MPa (5 ksi) concrete targets, S Cc (MPa) 13.5 13.5 35.1
= 12, 13, and 14; and for the single data set with a nominal 97 M 1 1 3
MPa (14 ksi) concrete target, S = 7. The model prescribes that 2 2
S depends only on f,, and equation (10) shows that S is Parameter Ref. [6] Ref. [7] Ref. (7]
proportional to l/f,. Figure 5 shows the calculated values of S m(kg) 0.0059 0906 -m (g) .009 0906 0.904
and a curve-fit where S is proportional to l/f,. 2a (nmm) 7.62 26.9 26.9
SUMMARY 1.5 2.0 2.0

N 0.204 0.156 0. 56

We present a dimensionally consistent empirical equation p (kg/m3) 2240 2370 2340

for penetration depth of ogive-nose projectiles penetrating tc (MPa) 34.6 36.2 96.7
concrete targets. This equation has a single, dimensionless S 14 12 7
empirical constant S that multiplies unconfined compressive
strength f,. The empirical constant S depends only on the
unconfined compressive strength of the concrete target and is ,_ _

independent of the projectile parameters and striking velocity.
We note that the penetration equation is limited to normal , =, , /
impact and rigid projectiles (nondeforming nose). Most of the 4 O14 25 /D

penetration data base is limited to V, <800 m/s, and for -- /
V, < 800 m/s, the nose remained undeformed. " //
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Abstract Objectives and Approach

With the development of sophisticated conventional
Modern weapons with increased terminal velocities, high weapons we have to consider an increased threat potential.
strength cases and with high length/diameter ratios Advanced conventional weapon threats, forecasted for the
delivered with pinpoint accuracy force the structural next 40 years, are characterized by the following terminal
engineer to provide a structure with a a higher level of parameters (1):
protection. The current database for design is inadequate.
Other data derived from model tests can therefore help. - New high strength case material
Model tests allow variations of parameters with regard to - Improved case design
both potential threat and protective measures at affordable - Higher terminal velocities due to boosters (bombs up to
costs and time. 600 m/s, hypervelocity projectiles up to 1500 m/s)

- Greater cross section loads caused by higher
This paper describes the results of model tests carried out at length/diameter ratios (up to 16)
the Ernst-Mach-Institut, where generic model bombs were - More effective nose shapes
fired against sections of a scaled protective structure.The - Higher penetration performance through attitude control
sections consisted of a layer of grouted rock boulders which (yaw angle and impact velocity)
were backed by a reinforced concrete slab. The gap - Pinpoint accuracy with laser guide and infrared sensor
between the roof slab and the above-mentioned backing slab - Target identification with radar seekers
was filled with either asphalt or ashes. A scaled German - Smart fuze and improved energy output
WW II Armour Piercing Bomb PD 500 was chosen. The
inert bombs struck the target at right angles to the surface For future planning and design of new protective structures
in the high velocity range of 400 m/s and 500 m/s. it is important to investigate the penetration mechanics of

potential future weapons against targets of various designs
The penetration behaviour of the weapon is strongly with different protection systems.
dependent upon the yaw angle of the bomb. If a bomb
strikes with a yaw angle, the penetration depth in the The aim of these tests was to achieve an insight into the
grouted rock rubble layer will be approximately twice the effectiveness of a grouted rock boulder layer, backed by
caliber. During the penetration process the bomb deflected reinforced concrete slabs against modern penetrating
and the casing underwent Euler buckling. Without the yaw weapons. Two kinds of projectiles have been used:
the bomb perforated the rock rubble layer and penetrated
into the reinforced slab. In all tests the backing slabs were 1. A generic AP weapon with good penetration ability,
practically undamaged and only small cracks could be chosen because it had been tested extensively against
observed, massive rock targets and for which resultant data is

From the results it can be concluded that a grouted rock known.

boulder layer backed by a reinforced concrete slab offers a 2. A hard target penetrator (HTP).
high level of protection against the effects of Armor
Piercing bombs. It can be assumed that in the future modern HTP with

greater penetration performance, resulting from greater
Tests with hard target penetrators against the same cross sectional loads, higher terminal velocities, high
protective structure at velocities of 740 m/s resulted in strength alloys like special steel and tungsten-sinter alloys
penetrator failure in the rock rubble layer. will be used against point targets. Earlier impact tests

performed by the EMI (2) with KE penetrators against
concrete demonstrated that the border line between normal
penetration and hydrodynamic region (where reduced
penetration depths were measured and where the data
scatter) was reached at approximately 800 m/s. The border
line between these effects depend on material properties and
nose shapes. In the hydrodynamic range standard concrete
penetration formulae cannot be used.
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This paper describes the results of tests carried out at the Test Facility and Experimental Set-up

EMI where ;eneric model bombs and HTP were fired
against generic targets. This test series was also a pilot The impact tests were performed at the ERNST-MACH-
project in an extensive near-future determination research Institute proving ground, Wintersweiler. The range building
program. The objective will be the evaluation of a database itself has a total length of 46 m and covers an area of

for the design of protected structures against modem bombs 670 m including offices, machine shops, conference room,
and advanced HTP. dark room, control room, instrumentation rooms and a

target preparation and storage area. Figure 5 shows a floor
plan of the facility. The range itself consists o" rooms for
the launcher system and the blast tanks resp. Here flash
X-ray tubes and shadowgraph stations are installed,

Test Parameter whereas the impact bunker is surrounded by an instrumenta-
tion area, so that several X-ray channels, a ruby laser

Target stroboscope, optics for holography and a radar technique

The model target consists of a reinforced concrete slab can be employed.
which is protected by single or multiple layers of grouted The impact bunker is a 67 m large chamber made of 75 cm
rock boulders, backed by a reinforced concrete slab.The thick walls consisting of high reinforced concrete. The
gap between the roof slab and the backing slab was either bunker is constructed for 9 bars overpressure, so one can
filled with asphalt or ashes. In accordance with the similari- handle around I kg HE at ambient pressure and about 2.5
ty laws the model had geometric similarity and consisted kg at reduced ambient pressure. A large double access door
of the same material with the same material properties as at the rear side of the chamber allows transportation of
the full scale prototype target. All the lateral dimensions of heavy (up to 5 tons) and large targets in and out of the
the target layers, thickness as well as the diameter, and the chamber.
spacing of the reinforcing bars need to be scaled. The
scaling factor is equally valid for the size of concrete The range is a completely closed system connected to
aggregates- efficient vacuum and exhauster installations.

Figure 1 shows the two types of layered target Figure 6 shows a schematic drawing of the range. The
construction. Thicknesses are: quarzit boulders in concrete launcher system itself is a hybrid-type launcher for different
- 30 cm; burster slab - 26 cm; ash layer - 25 cm (type A), launch tube calibers (25 - 100 mm) and three different
asphalt - 7.5cm (type B); roof slab - 35 cm.The rock layer energy storages for a wide range of masses and velocities.
had a thickness of 30 cm for the tests with bombs impacting For the low and ordnance velocity regimes single stage gas
at 400 m/s. The rock layer was doubled for the PD 500 at and powder gun propulsion are applied. Velocities higher
500 m/s. For the tests with HTP the rock thickness was than 2000 m/s are obtained with a two-stage light gas gun.
tripled to 90 cm. The compressive strength of the quarzit
boulders was 250 MN/m2 and the density 2.5 g/cm3. The The bombs and the HTPs were launched from a 100 mm
boulders had a maximum edge length of 25 cm and the cal. and a 50 mm cal. resp. smooth bore gun with sabots
interstices between the boulders were filled with B 35 made from hard styrofoam, polyethylene and hard plastics.
concrete. All layers were bonded together with prestressed The sabot segments which encase the projectile during the
steel rods. acceleration in the launch tube are aerodynamically

Projectile separated from the projectile in the first blast tank and they
are stopped by a steel catcher plate with a central hole.

Bomb Two supplementary velocity measurement systems are
installed. The first system is located in the first blast tank

The German WWUI Armor Piercing Bomb PD 500 was and consists of three 150 kV X-ray channels, one orientated
chosen as a prototype threat weapon. AP bombs have heavy vertically, two horizontally. All X-ray film cassettes are
cases of alloy steel which resist deformation when striking well protected inside the tank, whereas the X-ray tubes are
heavily protected targets.The prototype bomb - figure 2 - outside. The X-ray system is installed near the muzzle, and
with mass 500 kg, explosive mass 30 kg, Caliber 280 mm, in addition to the velocity measurement, it permits the
L/D 5.6 was in this case scaled 1:4 in the main dimensions. observation of the sabot separation process.
The model bombs were made from high strength steel,
tensile strength 1000 N/mm2 . The mass was 7.81 kg and The second velocity measurement, the flow field around the
caliber 69 mm. Figure 3 shows the model bomb with projectile and its orientation after sabot orientation are
sabot. The inert model bombs impacted normally to the obtained in the second blast tank by means of two
target surface at velocities of 400 m/s. shadowgraph stations with point light sources.
Penetrator

The penetrator hits the target in the impact chamber, which
In addition to using the PD 500 bomb, the effectiveness of has five windows with 0.2 m diameter at opposite sides at
high velocity penetrators was also evaluated. For these tests the level of the flight axis, so that the above mentioned mea-
penetrators were made from tungsten sinter alloy, shown in surement techniques for the penetration process can be
figure 4 with sabot having the following material proper- used.
ties: density: 17.7 g/cm 3, hardness: 429 HVIO, tensile
strength Rm: 1230 N/mm2, stress Rp 0.2: 1090 N/mm2 and
percentage elongation after fracture A5: 18%. The mass
was 1.13 kg, caliber is 25 mm and the L/D ratio is 9.3.
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Two tests with the HTP design shown in figure 4 were
Test Results and Interpretation carried out at 740 m/s impact velocity, the rock rubble

layer thickness being, as already stated, increased to 0.90
The first series of the test program were designed to m. As shown in figures 12 and 13 the maximum
provide data of the target protection function under strictly penetration depth achieved was 37 cm. The rear layers were
controlled test conditions. Inert PD 500 model bombs undamaged, the penetrators had low horizontal yaw of 1°
impacted normally to the target surface. The velocity and and 20, resp. However, the HTP were broken into more
the projectile orientation (yaw angle) at the moment of the than 10 pieces due to strong interaction effects between the
impact were measured. penetrator and the matrix of high strength rock and

concrete forming the shield. It is thought that if the HTP
The penetration behaviour of a bomb depends largely upon had been made of higher strength tungsten sinter alloys, the
its yaw angle (angle between the trajectory and the interaction of impact velocity and strength of shield would
penetrator axis). Figure 7 gives a schematical drawing of not have been critical and the weapon would not have
the craters, caused by bomb penetration in two tests (no$ disintegrated.
751 and 752) with impact velocities of 400 m/s and yaw
angles of +2* and +6', resp. The penetration depths of We intend to continue these studies with higher strength
20 cm and 18 cm, resp. (approximately 2 calibers), into the tungsten sinter alloys and high quality steel alloys.
grouted rock rubble layer are relativelv small. During the
penetration process the bomb de'ý ,ted. The casing
underwent Euler buckling. Figure o shows the model Summary and Conclusions
bombs after penetration.

With the development of more effective conventional
In test No 796, the bomb impacted without yaw and caused Wihtedvlp nto mre fecveovnina
adeeper crat er in6 the tiargete wfi thour ya. T e r ckrubled weapons important point targets require a higher level of
a deeper crater in the target - figure 9. The rock rubble protection. The ERNST MACH Institut has performed
layer was completely perforated and the bomb nose scale tests to demonstrate the effectiveness of using apenetrated 10 cm into the concrete burster slab. The grouted rock boulder layer matrix as a shield.
impacting bomb caused a wide crater hole with a zone of
additional crushing of the rock material. The resulting The grouted rock rubble layers indeed offer a high protec-
amount of fragmented fine material was measured to be tion level against AP bombs which strike the target with
17 litres. Figure 9 shows the actual impact crater supersonic velocities. Hard target penetrators impacting at
dimensions and, in a broken line, the crater after removal velocities of 740 m/s were destroyed by the grouted rock
of the 17 litres fragmentated crush. The bomb penetrated boulder matrix.
without noticeable deformation - see figure 10.

In conclusions, the current database for the design of
In order to investigate the interaction between the PD 500 hardened structures against such new threat weapons is
bomb and the hardened target structure at higher impact inadequate and requires further study. The ERNST-MACH-
velocity, the thickness of the quarzit layer was doubled to Institut intends to carry out an advanced research project
60 cm. The bomb hit the target at right angle to the surface with wide parameter variations of modern threat weapons
at a velocity of 500 m/s and with a yaw angle of -5'. This and new protective design concepts.
resulted in a penetration depth of 40 cm - see figure 11,
test 800. The figure shows the crater dimensions before and
after removal of additional 55 liters crushed materials. On
the right hand side of figure 10 the bomb deformation is References
shown.
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A physical model simulating the impact behaviour
of projectiles on hard layers will be presented.
It is based on the Bernard theory [1]. The cor-
responding computer code accounts for the 3D D, a
geometry of a cylindrical projectile with ogival
or blunt nose.

In the operational range of 200-300 m/s impact
velocity, projectiles with ogival nose can
penetrate into a burster slab for angles of
incidence less than 45 to 550. A greater R
obliquity leads to ricochet. Blunt noses enable
more reliable penetration up to about 750
obliquity. For higher values of the obliquity,
blunt projectiles rebound on hard layers.

Results of parametric studies on the impact
behaviour -ricochet, tumbling motion or penetra-
tion- of projectiles with blunt and ogival noses Fig. 1. Symbols and parameters.

will be presented. 1. Introduction

During the field tests in Val Nalps (Switzerland)
in 1987 and 1988, 22 GP and SAP, inert and live
Swiss bombs were dropped -a rock rubble layers as
well as 4 Mark 82 and 84 bombs. These full scale
experiments have not answered all questions asked

List of abbreviations, symbols and parameters [2, 31. It was assumed that Mark bombs with
ogival nose would penetrate more into the

a "calibre, of 2D projectiles protective layer than blunt Swiss bombs. Although
CRH calibre radius head = R / D this assumption was most likely right for targets
D calibre of lower hardness than a burster slab, the
F penetration force effects of the four different Mark bombs dropped
L projectile length did not lead to clear conclusions. In previous
L/D projectile slenderness field tests, bombs with ogival nose had showed
R curvature of the ogival bow strong path deflection in the target material and
V impact velocity a poor penetration ability [4]. Since the
x,y,z rectangular coordinates publication of the last reports [2, 3] on the
xz-plane plane of incidence (y = 0) above mentioned tests, an attempt has been made
Y target strength to study these topics by using a physical model.
2D 2 dimensional
3D 3 dimensional For this purpose, a previous 2D model simulating
GP general purpose the impact behaviour of blunt bombs on hard
SAP semi armor piercing layers [5, 6] has been extended for rigid bombs
a obliquity or angle of incidence with ogival nose as well.
lim(a) limit of a
7 angle of attack A further question has been how the number of
Sbow angle of the ogive dimensions influences the model results;
Sangular velocity of the projectile in Therefore, the model has been extended to 3

the xz-plane dimensions.
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Experiments in White Sands Missile Range (N.M) Actually, the model reported here in is not fully
with 1-2000 bombs [7, 21, have raised a few more 3-dimensional: the angle between the c.g.
questions as well. One of them will be to ve"'locity vector and the projectile axis (fig. 1)
determine as well as possib)le the actual remains in. the plane of incidence. It implies
protection offered by existing shelters and their that the pitc.h angle is zero throughout the
burster slab. impact event. This jimitation is of minor

importance in this study. in most of the
2. Development and description of the model computations, the initial angle of attack set is

zero.
The penetration force due to material inertia and
strength is calculated with the Bernard theory 3. Comparison between the 2D and 3D model
[1), discarding strain hardening, compressibility
effects and friction. The influence of the The curves of fig. 2 below show the limit of the
reduced strength due to the free surface is taken obliquity a in function of the impact velocity V
into consideration [5, 61. Such semi-empirical for several types of projectiles: for values of a
penetration theories often do not give accurate below this limit, the projectile type considered
values of the penetration depth. In the code penetrates into the target. For values of a above
used, they are adjusted by one global factor to the curves, it rebounds after its impact on the
match the mean depth reached by the bombs dropped burster slab or performs only shallow
in the full scale tests. This model is not a penetration. In the last case, defined by a
penetration theory; it allows investigations only penetration depth less than one calibre D, the
on the case of shallow penetration. Hence, the damages caused by an unconfined explosion would
typical errors made by modelling roughly the be light; this case may occur if a projectile
mechanical properties of the target material do began to rebound throughout nose burial, but
not play an essential role. would come to rest before losing the contact with

the target.
The equations of motion are solved numerically.
The conservation of energy is checked throughout Currently, air-delivered bombs achieve an impact
the time integration to get an estimate of the velocity between 200 and 300 m/s.
errors.

9o
In an earlier study, excellent agreement between
experimental results and the model was obtained 80- -. .
for impacting spheres [1]. Another model for 2D - -
projectiles described in [1) has been extended to -0 - . - -7

account the observed bending of GP bombs at 60 Z. / -

impact [6]: in (6], the projectiles are made of
two rigid parts held by a hinge. This hinge has a so --- - -
rigid ideal plastic caracteristic corresponding
respectively to the yield bending strengthes of 40 -

the GP and SAP bombs. The bending angles of the
GP bombs established during the tests and the 30 -b
angles given by this simple model of projectile 20 -bkst oA1du_
deformation correspond qualitatively.... 2Da•

10 - -O- -ve -

The sphere refered to in fig. 2 has the same 0 ---

weight and the same cross section as the SAP 0 100 200 300 400 500
bombs used in the tests. The motion of 2D hpkdvw [nVsf
projectiles remains in the xz-plane or plane of
incidence (fig. 1). In a 3D space, such 2D
projectiles would have a constant vertical shape Fig. 2. Limit of the obliquity a in function of
in the y-direction. In the code, they have a V for several types of projectiles.
square cross section of equal area to that of 3D
cylinders. Their side a is given by: A 2D beam rebounds on a hard layer for smaller

D2/4) - 0.89 D angle of incidence than a 3D cylinder (fig. 3).
sqrt( D.The explanation is obvious: the penetration force

This useful assumption simplifies the comparison F is proportional to the buried part of the

with 3D projectiles. The 2D projectiles have the front. The corresponding area and the force F are
shape of blunt or pointed beams depending on the greater in the case of a 2D quadratic cylinder as
type, "beam* or "2D ogive". The 3D projectiles long as less than half of the front is embedded.tye ba"o 2 gve.Te3 rjcie The resulting force acts farther from the
have a circular cross section of diameter D and a
blunt ('cylinder*) or ogival nose ('3D ogivel). projectile axis than in the case of a 3D
For 2D and 3D ogives, the CRH set is 4. cylinder. The resulting torque, inducing aforward rotation, is greater as well. The

corresponding explanations for projectiles with
ogival nose will be given below.
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2D 3D

2D BEAM 30 CYLINDER

Y Fig. 5. The different impact behaviour of 2D and
"3D ogives. The dash at the c.g.
represents the velocity vector.

Z
As we see, analysis of impact phenomena with 2D
or 3D models may lead to opposite conclusions.

Fig. 3. Distribution of the penetration force F

for 2D and 3D blunt projectiles. 4. Different impact behaviour of 3D ogives and
cylinders

Generally, the angle of attack y increases
throughout the impact event or shallow The resulting force F acting on the front of a
penetration of projectiles with ogival nose. If blunt projectile has a directior. close to the
it becomes greater than the bow angle * of the velocity vector and primarily slows the
ogive (fig.4), the pressure distribution on the projectile down. Its lever arm and torque are
tip depends essentially on the number of dimensi- small. The forward rotation of the projectile in
ons: in the case of the 2D model, no force can the xz-plane begins slowly (fig. 3 and 6). It has
act on the underside of the ogive and the projec- a tendency to raise the projectile and to enhance
tile penetrates into the target. In the case of 1 the penetration ability. Hence, the torque and
dimensions, because of the twofold curvature the impact behaviour of blunt projectiles depend
(fig. 4), vertical sections (parallel to the essentially on the angle of attack and much less
xz-plane) of the tip change with the distance to on the impact velocity.
the plane of incidence. Therefore, the slab
material can exert some pressure on the underside V - 200 m/s
of the nose. If y becomes greater than *, 3D
projectiles with ogival nose would ricochet more
easily than 2D ones (fig. 5).

zzz.V.=400xm•

30 OGIVE 30 CYLINDER

Fig. 6. The different impact behaviours of 3D
Fig. 4. Distribution of the penetration force F ogives and cylinders. The dash at the

on the tip of a 3D ogive. c.g. represents the velocity vector.

In the case of an ogival nose, the angle between
F and the velocity vector V is greater than in
the case mentioned above. The torque of F, too.
The projectile rotation backward is faster,
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leading to a considerable deflection of its Fig. 7 shows clearly that the impact behaviour of
initial trajectory and to a richochet tendency. cylinders depends strongly on the angle of attack
Hence, projectiles with ogival nose rebound for y contrarily to the impact behaviour of 3D
clearly lower obliquity than blunt ones. But, as ogives. Nevertheless, they are able to penetrate
soon as the tip of an ogive is embedded, the into the target more reliably than projectiles
pressure exerted by the target material on its with ogival nose.
upper side reduces the richochet tendency. This
effect increases with the impact velocity as will 7. Influence of the slenderness L/D
be discussed in section 5. Therefore, the impact
behaviour of 3D ogives and the corresponding The slenderness ratios chosen correspond partly
limit of a depend primarily on impact velocity, to existing bombs (Swiss bombs: L/D = ca. 4.8,
For such projectiles, it is almost independent of 1-2000: L/D = 7). In the model, weight and volume
the angle of attack y because a variation of y of explosive and case material remain equal for
induces only a small change of the angle between all L/D values. It implies that the calibre D
F and V mentioned above. decreases if the projectile length increases. The

limit of a and the penetration ability increase
5. Influence of the impact velocity V with growing L/D ratio (fig. 8). The projectile

cross section and, hence, the penetration force F
For all types of projectiles considered, the decreases with increasing slenderness. The impact
limit of a increases with velocity (fig. 2). The behaviour depends on the L/D ratio and on the
initial angular velocity is assumed to be zero; impact velocity in a similar way for similar
hence, it increases slowly throughout the impact reasons (cf. section 5): the moment of inertia
event until it becomes noticeable. During this increases with the projectile slenderness,
process, the projectile penetrates more or less reducing the projectile rotation and the tendency
into the target, depending on its initial to rebound.
velocity. The embedding process prevents further
projectile rotation: in fig. 6 above, we can see 90
the shape of cylinders and 3D ogives at equally
spaced times of the impact event. The projectile eo__ - ....
deflection throughout nose burial decreases
clearly with increasing impact velocity. The r 70
deceleration is greater for blunt projectiles ___.__

than for the 3D ogives. 60

At lower impact velocities, say less than 200 so

m/s, the projectiles achieve only shallow 40 __• _ ,
penetration. In this case, it becomes difficult
to distinguish between actual penetration or . 30- MM o/Wdwj a2W0nV)
rebound with forward or backward rotation. The -biojifdw (v =3WnVm)s
same problem occurs with very hard targets 20 -3000• (V -250 n*)
(cf. section 8). 10 3D -- o*-(v -350 r)

6. Influence of the angle of attack y o .. ..
0.1 2.5 4.8 7 10 12

v =250ni• Merdee LID

Fig. 8. Influence of the slenderness ratio on the
C 70- ------------- limit ofa .

- ....- - .- "'--.. , The increase of the limit of a with growing
a . slenderness is less pronounced above L/D 7 than

below this value. The opposite trend between
-o - L/D = 2.5 to 4.8 for 3D ogives can be explained

by the chosen geometrical assumption: for such
4 projectiles, the L/D ratio is changed by holding

constant not their nose curvature, but their CRH.
30 -- This assumption makes the nose sharper -

R increases with decreasing slenderness. It leads
-0 --tkacv -- to a higher penetration ability and compensates

- partly the effect of the decreasing slenderness
C o - Ion the limit of a. For 3D ogives, the slope of

the line in that slenderness range would be
.10 4 4 4 -2 0 2 4 a 8 10 steeper if the L/D ratio ,;ere changed by holding

anglefattack gamma (I constant the nose curvature.

Fig. 7. Relation between the limit of a and the
angle of attack.
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8. Influence of the target strength Bombs with ogival nose falling on a flat area
penetrate better into a target than blunt ones if

The impact behaviour depends considerably on the the angle of incidence is within the limit.
target strength (fig. 9). On hard rocks reaching Moreover, their impact behaviour is almost
more than 150 MPa yield strength, the projectiles independant of the angle of attack. It cannot be
achieve only shallow penetration. Their impact made worse by a guidance system like Paveway If.
behaviour is similar to that of slow projectiles
-say V < 200 m/s- hitting a reinforced concrete The full scale tests and the model have showed
slab of 35 MPa yield strength. Because the that burster slabs of about 3 calibres thickness
weapons effects would be minor in both cases offer a very good protection against 450 kg bombs
mentioned, it is not important to know whether independently of their impact behaviour
the projectiles would rather rebound or not. - penetration or rebound. The level of protection

can be expressed by a number of hits per unit
v 25 sorV area without significant damages. However, we

90 cannot expect that burster slabs of the tested
thickness achieve a sufficient protection against

80 bombs like 1-2000: investigations on the impact
70 behaviour of such bombs with the model presented

herein lead to the conclusion that guided 1-2000,
so dropped under operational conditions, would not

10 _rebound. Such bombs can be defeated only by thick
__50 rock rubble layers imparting strong deviations to

the penetrating bombs and limiting the
40 -penetration depth in this way. The costs for the
3 ____--___corresponding level of protection are only

justified for the most important installations.
20 _ F Of course, camouflage and deception is another

1-3D00- important topic for the protection of all
10 __underground structures as well.

0
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ABSTRACT constrained, the flow field of the concrete was expected to be
localized compared to the size of the target. Although the

Spherical-nose Cu and Ta rods were gun launched with resulting penetration depths were of the order of one third to
the velocities ranging from 0.15cm/ps to 0.19cm//As one half of the lengths of the targets, no visible traces of
against concrete and simulant reinforced concrete targets. deformation were found in the rear of the structures. The
Target hole profiles and projectile residual masses were examination of the condition of concrete near the edge of the
measured and reported. Penetration performance P/Lpp front surface indicated that this portion of the material was
for both the Cu and the Ta projectiles against plain subjected to a relatively low strain field, which further
concrete targets was computed within the framework of supported our initial assumption that the size of the targets
the Tate's theory of penetration, and the calculations are would be adequate to approximate the impact response of a
compared with the experimental data for various semi-infinite configuration. The targets that were intended
velocities. Based on the results of these calculations, a to simulate the response of a semi-infinite reinforced concrete
comparison is made for the penetration efficiencies of the structure to a ballistic impact, included a 1.6cm thick and
Cu and the Ta projectile materials. A rationale for 30.5cm square steel plate imitating a reinforcing rebar,
treating a semi-infinite reinforced concrete structure as a which was embedded 3.8cm away from the front face of the
composite comprised of layers of concrete proper and target and welded to the front grid of transverse reinforcing
reinforcing steel was adopted, and the results of the bars. The probability of hitting 1.6cm rebar by a gun
analysis are compared with the experimental data for the launched projectile is very low. and this was the reason for
siimulant reinforced concrete targets. The effects of simulating the reinforcing rebar with a steel plate of an
varying thicknesses of the surface layer of the concrete as equivalent thickness and strength. Steel grades with similar
well as the thicknesses of the steel reinforcement on the strength characteristics were used for both the plates and the
penetration resistance of a concrete/steel/concrete reinforcing bars, which according to the manufacturer's
composite were investigated via this theory, and the specifications had an yield strength of 4.1Kbar. For the
results are discussed. velocities above 0.15cm/ps, the penetration depth is

expected to be affected mostly by the thickness of the rebar
EXPERIMENTS WITH THE SIMULANT TARGETS rather than by its geometric form, therefore such an

approach of substituting the equivalent plate for the rebar is
The experimental part of this study included terminal acceptable for a meaningful study of penetration resistance
ballistic experiments which established the data on of reinforced concrete structures.
resistance of semi-infinite concrete and reinforced concrete
structures attacked by high velocity projectiles. Spherical The schematic of the test set up is shown in Fig. I Tie
nose Cu and Ta projectiles with 1.3cm and 2.0cm diameter,, projectiles were positioned in a plastic sabot, placed in a
and varying L/D were gun launched against simulant 83mm diameter and 10.9m long launching tube, and firul.
concrete and reinforced concrete targets with the velocities To ensure the structural integrity of the projectile-sabot
ranging from 0.15cm/pus to 0.19cm/pis. Most of the assembly during the rapid acceleration in the launching tube,
structures were instrumented with evenly spaced break the rear end of the sabot was reinforced with an aluminum
gages, and the recorded trigger times provided the data of pusher plate. At the downstream end of the launching tube,
the flow field of the concrete as the projectile was traversing past the gas expansion chamber, the accelerated projectile
the target. followed by the separating sabot proceeded along the drift

tube, where their motion was photographed at two
The simulant targets were 91cm diameter and 91cm long orthogonal viewing station with a streak camera. The
right circular cylinders, and were constructed from a stations were 75cm apart from each other, and comparing
concrete with maximum aggregate size of 1.9cm and the two photographs taken at the set exposure times
uiniconfined compressive strength of 0.374Kbar. In order to provided reliable measurement of the projectile's velocity.
minimize the influence of the lateral boundary of these Tile targets were housed in a massive steel tank, and tile
moderately sized targets, to prevent their shattering, and to access for the two X-ray shadowgraph systems was provided
achieve accurate hole profiles, the lateral surface was through the horizontal and vertical window ports located at
constrained by a spiral reinforcing bar and tack wehlded to the sidewall. The X-rays were focused to cover tihe area in
the enclosing corrugated steel shell. The rear and front ends front of the target. so that the yaw and the condition of the
of the skeleton of this structure were also fortified by a grid projectile just prior to the impact was confidently
of transverse reinforcing bars, and the rear end grid was tack established from tile shadowgraphs. The targets were
welded to a thin steel end plate. Since the diameter of the positioned approximately Im away from the muzzle of the
structure exceeded the projectile diameters by 50 to 70 gun, however, this distance was insufficient for complete
times, and the lateral and rear boundaries were heavily aerodynamic separation of the sabot. In order to minimize
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Fig. 1. Schematic of the experimental set up. The steel tank containing the target is located behind the
reinforced concrete wall.

the damage to the front of the target by the debris of the projectiles with like diameters A typical configuration of a
sabot assembly, a sandwich of plywood and steel plates with crater for a plain concrete target is shown in Fig. 2. For the
a circular opening along the path of the projectile, was placed 1.3cm diameter projectiles the entrance of a crater measured
directlv onto the target's surface. The diameter of the hole typically 25cm in diameter and rapidly narrowed down to a
and the thickness oF this buffer were chosen to allow the diameter of 5cm, 10.5cm away from the level of the original
projectile to freely pass through, but to stop the aluminum surface of the target. The deeper portion of the crater
pusher plate and the sabot parts from reaching the target. exhibited a distinct form of a well rounded and slightly
Two break screens placed 30.5cm apart from each other were tapered tunnel. For the simulant reinforced concrete
employed to trigger the X-ray system as well as to provide targets, the form of the entrance of the crater was
an auxiliary measurement of the projectile velocity. The significantly perturbed, since the front layer of the concrete
impact velocities were also verified from the X-rays, which was shaken off by the motion of the steel plate excited by the
correlated fairly well with streak camera records. projectile piercing the plate. Behind the plate, the hole was

very well preserved, and, similar to the plain concrete
The performance of the launched projectiles against the targets, resembled a well rounded and slightly tapered
targets is summarized in Table 1. In all the tests, the crater tunnel. The profiles of the tunnel portions of the craters are
profiles were very similar for both the Cu and the Ta given in Table 2.

• - • .9

PASCUI-4 . ,. a ,,

"Entrance of the Crater , " -*

4 9 4 • • -

• • 9 - e

"" Tunnel ?.' -

-- i "* J

"Debris of the Projectile
• "J•* 

. • . -

Break Gages . ..

(i,) .. o

Fig. 2. Crater produced in a target by a projectile impact. (a) A chose-lip photograph of a crater caused by
a proJ•ectile impact with velocity 0.1836cm/pss. The tunnel which starts approxiinatehv 10.5cm from iehe
surface is visible in the center of the crater. (b) Schematic drawing of a typical crater profile.
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Concrete Steel Concrete Referring to Fig. 3, we adopted a rationale for treating the
" /".. *J. .•" ' . reinforced concrete targets as comprised of layers of concrete

L• j .: . proper and reinforcing steel. The Tate's theory was
, -. - -extended to include the analysis of composite targets so that

' •- the increased resistance of the reinforced concrete was
.. primarily attributed to the strength and the thickness of the

'. reinforcing steel, while the intricate effects of interactions
S"" "between the motion of the penetrator with the reinforcing

o •. •" . steel and the concrete were neglected. Thus, according to
7 'Tate's model, the motion of a projectile penetrating the

S . . .composite target is governed by the following set of
equations, which were applied to each of the layers

Fig. 3. A composite semi-infinite target is impacted by a rod
projectile. The conditions of continuity of the projectile's Y=-p-
length and the velocity of the rear end are imposed at the dt
interfaces between the layers. Al =4 7(1)

ANALYSIS OF THE IMPACT RESISTANCE OF pp(V- u)2 + Y= 2ptiu + i
CONCRETE AND REINFORCED CONCRETE
TARGETS Here, I is the length of the projectile, pp and Pti are the

densities of the projectile and the ith layer of the target (for
We -applied the one-dimensional theory of penetration of the plain concrete i=1, and i=1,2,3 for the reinforced
Tate (1-2) and extended it to the analysis of motion of concrete), u and v are the velocities of the front and the rear
projectiles penetrating semi-infinite concrete and reinforced ends of the projectile, and Yand Rti are the strength factors
concrete targets. Within the framework of this theory, the of the projectile and the ith layer of the target, respectively.
essence of the mechanics of penetration of a solid projectile
into a solid target is represented through erosion of the The system of Eqs. (1) was integrated numerically, and the
penetrator's material which is combined with it's rigid body penetration depth per unit mass of the penetrator P/Lpp was
motion. Although, the Tate's theory neglects the three computed as a function of the initial impact velocity vo for
dimensional nature of the flow field of the interacting both the Cu and the Ta projectiles, and plotted in Fig. 4.
projectile and target, it demonstrates good qualitative and Normalizing the penetration depth by the areal mass of the
quantitative agreement for the impact velocities in the penetrator, the penetration capabilities were collated for the
ballistic range. In our experiments, all the targets were projectiles of different materials with the same kinetic
sectioned in search of the residual parts of the projectiles. energy, and, thereby, comparative penetration efficiencies
The results of the sectioning of the targets are given in Table were infered for the projectile materials. The set of values
1, which show that for the tested velocities the penetration R=4.26A'bar for the concrete, Y--6.86Kbar for the Cu, and
was accompanied by almost complete erosion of the Y=13.44Kbar for the Ta seems to provide the best
projectiles. agreement with the low velocity data for the steel from

0.54 0 Data: Steel, Canfield & Clater
L Dataý Cu, this work

0.48 -- Calculated curve, Cu
7 Data: Ta, this work

0.42 -4'- Calculated curve, Ta

0.36 0

S0.30

0.240

0.18

R=4.26Kbar, Y=6.86Kbar
0.12

0.06 R=426Kbar, Y=13.44Kbar
crm//Is

0.00 ,

000 0.03 0.06 0.09 0.12 0 15 0.18 0.21 0.24 0 27 030

Fig. 4. Calculated penetration performance of the Cu and tie Ta projectiles against plain concrete targets
for varying impact velocities compared with experimental data.
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Fig. 5. The calculated trajectories of the front end of the projectile compared with the experimental records
from the break gages. Parameters used: pp=8.9g/cm3, Y=6.86Kbar for the projectile and Ptt=P13=2.24g/cm 3,
Ru=Rt0=4.26Kbar for the concrete. (a) Plain concrete target, vo=0.1836cm/ps. (b) Simulant reinforced
concrete, vo=0.1875cm/ps, pt2=7.9g/cm3, Rt2=26.7Kbar, zl=3.81cm, z2=5.4cm for the steel.

Canfield (5), as well as with the Cu and the Ta data from these calculations with the experimental trigger time data
this work. The values of Y=6.86Kbar and Y=13.44Kbar from the break gages. For the plain concrete, Fig. 5(a), the
compare with the respective values for the Cu and the Ta of experimental data agree very well with the slope of the
Y=3.8Kbar and Y=11.OKbar found by Wilkins (6) at much calculated trajectory of the projectile. The offset of the
lower velocities. The difference in the values for the Cu is experimental data from the calculated trajectory was
75%, while for the Ta is 22%, and these variations may be attributed to the early trigger times of the break gages ahead
attributed to rate effects as well as to the initial conditions of of the projectile, apparently at the elastic-plastic boundary,
the stock material. Comparing the calculated curves for the where the strains were sufficient to cause an interruption in
Cu and the Ta projectiles, the Ta is estimated to be a more the applied voltage. For the simulant reinforced concrete,
efficient penetrator material than the Cu for the lower Fig. 5(b), the calculated trajectory exhibits a distinct change
velocities, while the reverse is true for the higher velocities, of slope as the projectile traverses different material layers of
Also, as illustrated in the Fig. 4, the penetration the target, and a similar trend is indicated in the
performance of a Ta projectile against plain concrete experimental data.
calculated within the framework of the Tate's theory, is
evaluated to be almost 3 times higher for the velocities circa In Fig. 6 we presented the results of penetration calculations
0.11cm/ps than for the velocities above 0.18cm/ps. for a composite concrete/steel/concrete target for varying

the thickness of the first layer of concrete and the same
The penetration P=P(v) and the time t=t(v) were computed thickness of the steel. The analysis indicated virtually
by solving the system of Eqs. (1). These two functions identical penetrations for almost the entire range of the
represent a trajectory of the front end of a projectile, where calculations. Since the computational model completely
the parameter v is the velocity of the rear end of the ignores the details of the flow field of the penetrator and the
projectile, 0 < v < vo. In Fig. 5 we compared the results of target materials, these calculations might not be realistic for

small thickness of -the first layer and more complicated
projectile geometries.

6 0 RC. v=0 I770cm/las PC, i:=O 1872cm/i.is
-5 4 • ,Engineering analysis for a concrete/steel/concrete composite

"4 8" -is presented in Fig. 7. The calculations indicated virtually
S _ ------ a ------ - .------ linear decrease in the penetration P with varying the

42 - -- _-•_,•- - ------ ---- - thickness of the steel layer t=zrzi, while the areal weight of
J,6 the structure wtr=PtlZl+Pt2t+Pt3(P-z2) required to defeat the

:6RC •-- -projectile is almost the same. Areal cost of this structure
:3 0 RC, calculated. v=O 1872cm/gs was calculated as f=f~c(P-t)+frt, where Qc=0.76$/rn2c"n
2 4 A-A PC. calculated v=0. 1872cm/gs and flr=17.44$/m2cm are the areal costs per unit depth of
1 8 PC. data t=0 1872cm/i.is the structure for the concrete and the reinforcing steel,

RC. data v=0 1770cm/= s respectively. The cost of the concrete was taken from the1 2 - RC, calculated z:=O 1770cm/ is reference (3), and the Q, was estimated for the grade 60 #4
0 6 *-e PC. calculated v=0 1770c"/IXIs reinforcing bar from the reference (4).
00

0 0 6 5 13 0 19 5 26.0 32.5 The results of the penetration calculations for a
Thlzckncss of the first layer of concrete. cm concrete/steel/concrete composite for different thicknesses

of the steel layer and varying impact velocities are presented
Fig. 6. Resistance of a concrete/steel/concrete composite for in Fig. 8. These calculations are compared with the similar
varying thicknesses of the surface layer of the concrete. analysis for the plain concrete and the plain steel targets.
pl,= 16.Gg/cm 3, V= 13.4-1 KNITr for the projectile, The curves for the composite exhibit gradual transition from
pt2=7.99/c7f 3 , !?,2=26.7hbar, t=z.2-zl=l.59cm for the steel, the plain concrete to the plain steel with increase of the
and pti=Pt3=2.24g/cm 3, Iti=Rt3=4.26Kbar for the thickness of the steel layer. Also, the analysis indicates that
concrete. the penetration performance against a composite target is
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50 170 addition, by shear plugging the steel layer of a moderate
45 Penetration Areal Cost, $/rn2  153. thickness. If these corrections are introduced in the
40 136 S computational model, the calculated curves should exhibit
35 119 gradual transition from the plain concrete to the plain steel

for the entire range of the impact velocities.
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Fig. 8. Penetration performance of a Ta projectile against a concrete/steel/concrete composite with different
thicknesse of the steel layer for the varying impact velocities. 'lie curves for the comiposite are hound
between the similar curves for the plain concrete and the plain steel. Parameters used: p,=16.6g/c.n3,
Y=13.44Kbar for the projectile, pt2=7.99/cm3, Rt2=26.7Kbar for the steel, and pti=pt3=2.24g/crM3.
Rut=l1t3=4.26hbar for the concrete.
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Table 1. Performance of Cu and Ta projectiles against plain concrete targets (PC) and simulant reinforced
concrete targets (RC). The targets (i) were instrumented with the break gages. For the tests marked 0 no
projectile debris were reported to be found from the sectioning of the targets.

Test Target Projectile Impact Velocity Depth of Projectile mass
mat. diam., cm length, cm cm/ps penetration, cm debris/initial, y

PA9CuI.1 RCi Cu 1.30 19.00 0.1626 32.5 0/224
PA9Cu2.2 RCi Cu 1.30 14.00 0.1875 25.0 55/164
PA9Tal.3 RCi Ta 1.27 10.32 0.1717 35.4 8/216
PA8Cul.4 PCi Cu 1.30 19.00 0.1836 36.3 124/224
PA9Cu3.5 RCi Cu 2.00 14.00 0.1663 33.5 160/381
PA9Ta2.6 RCi Ta 1.30 7.66 0.1475 25.0 ®/158
PA9Ta3.7 RCi Ta 2.00 7.90 0.1770 33.8 0/397
PA8Tal.8 PCi Ta 1.27 10.32 0.1872 40.9 0/215
PAOCu2.RS9 RC Cu 1.30 14.00 0.1756 31.5 25/164
PAOCu2.RLIO RC Cu 1.30 14.00 0.1750 32.5 0/164

Table 2. Hole profiles of the tunnel portions of the craters. The measurements were obtained by inserting
cylindrical gage probes into the hole and measuring the depth from the level of the original surface.

Probe Depth of the probe, cm
Diameter, cm PA9Cu1.1 PA9Cu2.2 PA9Tal.3 PA8Cu1.4 PA9Cu3.5 PA9Ta2.6 PA8Tal.8
2.0 32.3 23.6 34.5 32.0 26.7 25.0 40.4
2.5 32.1 23.0 32.0 31.5 26.9 25.0 40.4
3.0 32.0 22.2 30.2 31.3 26.5 24.5 39.7
3.5 19.8 17.1 26.2 29.6 26.5 22.9 32.8
4.0 16.6 11.7 18.5 15.2 25.3 19.0 27.9
4.5 15.5 10.0 16.0 12.7 25.2 16.4 26.4
5.0 14.5 9.1 15.0 10.5 25.2 14.8 23.5
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PENETRATION COUNTERMEASURES

James M. Underwood and LT Michael K. Westmoreland USN

Applied Research Associates, Inc., Tyndall AFB, FL
HQ AFCESA Tyndall AFB, FL

Abstract Various antipenetration systems have been tested, using rock
rubble as an overlay against various types of weapons (2), but

If yaw is induced into a projectile prior to impacting a hard rock rubble is not practical if the rock is not readily available.
target, the projectile can be caused to break up or significantly Oblique impacts showed a tendency of the weapon to rotate in
reduce its penetration capability. Forty-four subscale tests the boulder layer, revealing the importance of local impact
were conducted to investigate the use of a cemetitious conditions (3).
deflection grid to induce yaw during the free flight of the A yaw-inducing concept tested by WES using steel bars
weapon The tests investigated geometry and material showed how effective a simple design could be in defeating
composition to determine their effect on the amount of rotation low length to diameter, armor-piercing projectiles (4) The
induced into the projectile. To increase the contact time bars provided an unsymmetrical load on the projectile nose,
between the deflection grid and the penetrator, nylon fibers which in turn caused a rotation of the projectile around its
were added to the concrete which resulted in a material center of gravity.
capable of absorbing higher amounts of energy Through the Previous AFCESA tests at the Tyndall AFB Sky X Test Area
use of higher unit weight concretes and the nylon fibers, the had been conducted with deflection type devices constructed of
volume of material needed to deflect the weapon was cemetitious materials. A basic deflection grid geometry was
significantly decreased tested to observe the reaction between the deflection grid and

the projectile. Data reduced from these exploratory tests
Background showed a variance in induced projectile rotational rate as the

physicaa; properties of the concrete changed. The magnitude of
Current protective construction practice in the USAFE and the effect of each material variable, such as compressive
PACAF areas consists of heavily reinforced concrete, w' 'ch strength, density, and toughness, was not determined, nor was
requires massive amounts of materials and labor. This typ, .f the effect of impact point. Due to the irregular design of the
construction is designed to prevent breaching, and to reduce deflection grid, projectile rotation was induced, at least in part,

spall on the inside of exterior walls. Various combinations of by unsymmetrical loading. The findings of this earlier work
soil layers, burster slabs, and rock rubble overlays have been indicated the material properties of the concrete provide a
used to trap penetrating weapons. Semihardened and hardened significant contribution to projectile tumble rate. For a system
facilities are protected from aerial bombardment by a burster to be effective, it must have an overall weight advantage over
slab, designed for a particular threat. Weapon shape, weight, existing construction techniques, and provide the structural
case material properties, charge-to-weight ratio, velocity, and integrity to resist multiple strikes and maintain consistent
fusing are the principal variables considered in the design of a performance.
burster slab. Its purpose is to break up or detonate the weapon
at a sufficient distance to prevent serious damage to the target. Approach
With the increased accuracy of today's weapons, existing
construction techniques do not provide guaranteed protection Many variables affect the behavior of dynamically loaded
against weapon penetration, and the cost to do so could be concrete. In the case of a deflection grid, the interaction of the
prohibitive due to the shear mass required to defeat a deep projectile and the grid is very complex due to the grid's
penetrating weapon. In tests conducted by the Waterways nonhomogeneous nature. Data from previous tests on concrete
Experiment Station (WES), it was found that yaw, the angle deflection grids made of normal steel-reinforced concrete
between the penetrator's center of gravity translational velocity showed a wide variation in induced projectile rotation rate.
vector and its geometric centerline, induced into the projectile Figure 1 shows the projectile rotation in relation to body

prior to striking the bizrster slab, greatly affects its penetration lengths of travel. The slope of the line is the projectile rotation
capability (1). Stre• . levels generated in the weapon case rate. Figure 2 shows similar data for tests performed on grids
during impact can trigger a variety of failure mechanisms. constructed with a nylon fiber content of 10 pounds per cubic

yard, and reduced conventional reinforcing steel. This tends to
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30 0, -- S0 Shot #1 thereby increasing the rotational energy in the system and
S Shot #2 maximizing the yaw induced into the projectile. The test plan

25 v Shot #325 v Shot #4 was developed to find the system that would provide
2JC3/ 0 Shot #5 maximum deflection, consistent performance, survivability

20 -- 1 from multiple strikes and still provide a suitable cost trade off
/ /

// 7/ Laboratory Test Setup

10 , ~->The antipenetration tests were conducted at the SKY X
S/ ,Structures and Pavements Test Area located at Tyndall AFB

Florida. The gun facility consists of a Third-Generation
5 Aircraft Shelter for housing the targets and data acquisiton

equipment, with a smooth bore 155 mm howitzer located at the
0 - entrance to the shelter to launch the projectiles. The weapon
0.0 0.5 1 0 o 5 2 0 2.5 3.0 5 being modeled is a generic design. It is 23.6 inches long and

flo(y Icociths of (roae. (1Ji.) 3.35 inches in diameter, with a body cavity to house an

Figure I. Projectile Rotation versus Body Lengths of Travel instrument package for in-flight telemetry, or an inert material
to simulate the explosive charge. The case is forged from a
single piece of 4130 steel. The projectile is propelled by an
explosive charge placed in the breech of the howitzer. A sabot
constructed of poly-isofoam holds the projectile centered in the
barrel. A nylon pusher plug seals explosive gases generated
for launching the projectile. Velocities can be varied by

30 . .0 Shot #25 altering the weight of the propellant charge. Various recording
* Shot #30 devices are used to collect data; such as high-speed Photec 16
V Shot. #31

25 W Shot #32 mm cameras, capable of 10,000 frames per second and a four-
O Shot #33 tube 300 KV Flash X-Ray unit, which provides orthogonal

20 •imagery. As the projectile passes through the last velocity
screen attached to the face of the deflection grid, a signal is

'5 ,sent to the flash X-ray trigger unit, which incorporates a delay
to fire the first set of X-ray tube heads as the projectile just
exits the grid. The second set of tube heads fire 3.28

0 -o milliseconds later, x-raying the projectile prior to impacting
the burster slab.

5-

Materials Testing
0 *

00 05 1, 0 1 2) 2 3.0 • •5 All material tests were conducted in the AFCESA Structural
Blody Lenqghn of 1r0vel. (DL)) Materials Laboratory in the 9700 Area at Tyndall AFB Florida.

Data on static compressive strength, flexural strength, and
toughness were obtained with a Forney Static Compression

Figure 2. Projectile Rotation versus Body Lengths of Travel Test Apparatus and a Forney System 2000 controller capable
of a maximum load of 400,000 lbs. Information on load,

support the theory that the fibers create a more homogeneous deflection, and time are recorded for static compressive
structure and thereby produce more consistent turning rates. strength tests for cylinders and flexural tests for beams.

Flexural tests were conducted using third point loading, with a
If the fibers add to the structural integrity of the concrete and 12 inch support span. Due to the presence of the nylon fibers,
delay the time to failure, an increased contact time between the deflections were expected to be extremely high. To ensure
penetrator and thr 'eflection grid is achieved. Since reaction accurate measurements, deflections for the beams were kept to
impulse is the kL, in determining the resultant projectile .5 inches, so as not to exceed the linear range of the LVDT.
rotation rate, it might be beneficial to maximize the toughness Toughness indices for the flexural tests were calculated in
of the grid material. By so doing, contact time for force accordance with ASTM CI 018 and the Japanese Standard JCI-
application would be extended. SF4 (6). In the ASTM standard, toughness indices 1-5 and I-

10 are calculated using deflections at 36 and 5.56, where 6 is
Contact time between the penetrator and the deflection grid is the deflection at the first crack. These toughness indices are
directly related to the time to failure of the material. Since dimensionless numbers that represent the ratio of two areas
toughness is a measure of the energy-absorption capability of under the load deflection curve. Another method for
the material, it seems reasonable to assume, that by describing the energy absorbed a material in flexure is the
maximizing the material toughness, contact time is increased, Japanese Standard JCI-SF4, which calculates the area under
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the curve up to the deflection equal to 1/150 of the span. This
yields a value in inch-pounds, and is a reliable indicator of U
absorbed energy. For the compressive strength tests, a Chinese 1 r
standard test method was implemented, in which the critical
load point of 85 percent of the ultimate load replaces the first I J E • U n F]

flexural crack point in defining the compressive toughness / I- U
index (7). This method was selected because ASTM has no /"
method for determining the toughness index for a cylinder in U r.
static compression. - LJ

Test Program

The FY 91 test program was an exploratory experimental - m m -
effort to determ ine the effect of perforated concrete slab .. .. .. El . . . ..... . . .

sections on the stability of an advanced penetrating weapon. "-........-
This effort, in its early stages, focused on the geometry of the L' L D I' [-] [E-
concrete deflection grid, and the influence of compressive
strength. Due to a wide variance in projectile rotational rates,
and the catastrophic damage to the deflection grids at high Eii E Li Li Ei [--E
compressive strengths, steel and nylon fibers were added to the i 0
mix designs. Burster slabs were not incorporated into the tests - - D w
until FY 92, since observatior of the projectile's induced
rotation was the objective of the FY 91 tests. The projectile
was allowed to travel freely for 20 feet after striking the 7 FD1 D D•- • -
deflection grid, to obtain sufficient high speed photography of
the event. Based on the FY 91 test results, the FY 92 test
program systematically varied deflection grid and burster slab D D Di L Li L
configuration parameters to obtain response data from which
to develop an antipenetration system design procedure.

Figure 3. Deflection Grid Type 01
FY 91 Tests

reduced the amount of steel reinforcement, and reduced the
A test matrix was developed to determine the effects of deflection grid thickness to four inches. Simplicity of
geometry, compressive strength, impact angle, amount of steel construction was a major factor in these earlier designs, to
reinforcement, and fibers. Table I shows the test schedule. minimize labor and construction costs for the full-scale

systems. To achieve the target compressive strengths shown in
the test matrix, four mix designs were developed. Low

TABLE 1 FY91 ANTIPENETRATION DEFLECTION GRID TESTIMATRIX strength is classified as 4,000 psi and high strength as 8,000
. EFO,,CEM VALUES psi. Table 2, contains results obtained in FY 91, including shot

S GRRT RREIRCEMN•,s IMPACT number, impact angle, exit angle out ot the grid, rotation rate

_I •. in degrees per body lenghts of travel, and remarks on the
3, X material composition of the deflection grid.

S XI X 30
0 01 VI

S 0, o 0 g FY 92 Tests
'S 0'X 0X O,0 01 0,0 X X

0' X •Based on observations during the FY91 program, a test matrix
3? 31 X 30

3 X X 0 was developed to investigate the effects of geometry, density,
3 .X. . 0 0 and compressive strength for a series of eighteen experiments,

W 03 0 0
;as shown in Table 3. Four densities and two compressive

13 0 X X o strengths were selected, resulting in six concrete mix designs.
n 03 X X Initially, strike points were selected at locations that would
27 0
29 - produce conservative rotation rates, with all shots conducted at

normal impact. The test matrix shows three grid types tested
for the FY 92 program. To conserve materials and reduce the

Molds for three geometric deflection grid patterns were test specimen weight, the grid dimensions were reduced to
constructed from marine grade plywood. Grid type 01 was a three foot square, with a thicknees of four inches. Reinforcing
square hole perforation design as shown in Figure 3. Grid type steel was reduced to a single layer of #3 rebar. Figure 4 shows
02 was a staggered circular hole configuration to accomodate a an isometric view of Grid Types 16, 20, and 25, named for the
higher percentage of reinforcing steel. Grid type 03 was a number of perforations. Grid Type 20 was designed with
waffle style design which eliminated the grid perforations, rectangular openings in an offset pattern to enhance irregular
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IS- 44,:: ...... 44....... 4:.,,:,,, ....... •.4/:,,4,71,.,,,,a a,,u Eighteen deflection grid tests were performed on the three
NF • Nyh: I,, Il,
SU Slv. 1,.1w,, basic geometries. With the exception of four targets, impact

points were generally confined to the center of a web were
theoretical modeling had shown the resulting weapon rotation
would be least. Table 4 provides data by shot number,
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fracture lines upon impact. This design had the least volume 46 116 144.4 52 4 4 :,44 4474 , .

of all six geometries. Grid Type 25 still maintains the same 4 4 121 ,40-N 44 .4 4427 44444 I

size hole perforation but has a reduction in spacing. The 51 151 45 4 t, 2 7 5 144 4444 1

purpose was to retain the symmetry but decrease the mass in 44 '07 10 10 6 , X 01 'S , ' 1A
.44 2447 644244 Il44 4444 24.4, 44)4 441044

the web areas. Six concrete mixes were designed to achieve the IN 35 K1 124, 1 4 74 7 1 4444 1446,7 2

target values in the test matrix. To maintain precise control
during construction of the deflection grids, a single rubber including grid type designation, target material unit weight in
mold was cast for each geometry type, and concrete mixes pounds per cubic foot, static compressive strength in pounds
were poured in batches of three. The two light weight mixes per square inch, exit angle in degrees, rotation rate in degrees
were designed for a unit weight of 110 pcf and a static per body lengths of travel (DBLT), tctal yaw in degrees at
compressive strength of 4,000 and 8,000 psi, designated three body lengths of travel (the distance between the
LW4000 and LW8000, respectively, deflection grid and the burster slab), velocities before and after
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impact in feet per second, and strike point. Early in the testing Burster Slab with Deflection Grid
series, the impact point was chosen to align with the center of a
web to achieve the most conservative amount of rotation. As Since heavier concrete mixes performed 100% of the time in
the light weight mix designs were tested, rotations of the preventing perforation, an HDM Grid Type 20 is selected,
projectile were not as high as expected, and the impact point resulting in a unit weight of 207 pcf. Using the design
was changed so as not to waste the possibly useful data that parameters in the FY 92 test program, the deflection grid
could be obtained for off-center impacts. requires a thickness of 4 inches, followed by a 72-inch air gap,

terminating at an 18-inch burster slab The overall depth of
All penetrators stopped by the burster slab had an angle of the combined system is 94 inches. The weight of the deflection
attack of at least 12.5 degrees. The light weight concretes grid is 5,520 pounds for 26.6 cf of concrete at 207 pcf. The
showed increased fracturing as the compressive strength was weight of an 18 inch burster slab is 22,500 pounds, for a
increased, and did not perform as well as did the heavier combined weight of 28,020 pounds. This results in a 17
concretes. This could be related to the contact time of the percent weight reduction and a 22 percent volume reduction
penctrator and the deflection grid and the associated angular based on a sectional slice of the overall system.
impulse. Lightweight, high-strength concretes have a shorter
time to failure, and do not provide the contact time required to A cost breakdown was performed on the six mix designs for a
overcome inertia forces in the shorter distances. 1-yard volume. The following represents the amounts based

on bulk quantity purchases and there ranking in performance

To determine if a deflection grid system is a viable alternative

to present construction practices, an example is presented, MilDesin Cosugr Yar frdozmane
comparing a stand-alone burster slab system over a buried
hardened structure, to the use of a deflection grid system and a LW4000 $108,16 6
thinner burster slab. LW8000 $178.13 5

NW4000 $ 111.95 4
Stand Alone Burster Slab NW8000 $ 121.44 3

HDM $206.10 2
The approach taken in this example is to design the slab with a VHDM $1,623.10 1
thickness to prevent penetration of the weapon. Concrete f c
will be established at 4,000 psi, since quality control for All the costs include a set price of $50 per 10 pounds of
massive concrete pours is difficult to maintain. The weapon nylon fibers, which is excessively high. This was a price
will have the same parameters as tested in the laboratory for established by the supplier for both small and large quantities.
both scenarios. Alternate materials could be substituted at a much lower price,

x = Absolute penetration depth (in) but were not tested because of lack of time. In the
t = Thickness required to prevent perforation (in) construction of a full-scale deflection system, there would be a
V = Velocity of the projectile (I00IO/sec) reduction in weight and volume of materiais over existing
fc = Compressive strength of concrete (psi) protective construction practices. This would translate into a
W = Weight of projectile (b) decrease in total labor costs and a possible reduction in
d = Diameter of projectile (in) material construction costs for the facility being protected, due
N = Factor for projectile nose shape to the reduced overburden pressure of the deflection grid
n = Caliber radius head system.

Using the NDRC equation for penetration, (Reference 8)

Conclusion

In reviewing the laboratory data on the compression and
flexural tests, a significant relationship was observed between

N-0.72O0.25,1,-025 -0.72O0.25,-8.75-0.25 -1.4 unit weight and material toughness. An almost linear
relationship exists when toughness is calculated using the JCI

( d d 4 .5) 3.35 - 18.37in Method as shown in Figure 5. Total yaw was related to unit
weight, compressive strength, and toughness, where again

t-1.24(x) +1.32(d)-1.24(8.37)+1.32(3.35) - 27.2 toughness exhibited excellent linearity based on the FY 92
data. For this particular penetrator, angles -,.it attack greater
than 12 degrees upon impact with the burster s:au defeated the

Therefore, the thickness of a burster slab required to prevent weapon. The advantages of such a protective system become
perforation is equal to 27.2 inches of concrete having a unit more apparent every day With rising costs in the construction
weight of 150 pcf Total weight of a 10-foot by 10-foot industry, and the penetration capability of advanced weapons
section of the slab would be 34,000 pounds. increasing, current construction practices do not yield effective

protection for critical airbase resources. This effort has
developed an innovative design, and has achieved its original
objective. Based on the observations and deductions of the FY
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91 and FY 92 programs, this concept has displayed: 5. Creighton, D.C., "Non-Normal Projectile Penetration in
(I)consistency in performance, as shown by the 20-hole Soil and Rock: Useres Guide for Computer Code PENCQ2D,"
geometry design; (2) limited damage to the deflection grid Technical Report SL-82-7, U S Army Engineer Waterways

Experiment Station, Vicksburg, MS, September 1982
6. Nemegeer, D., "An Identity Char- for Steel Fibres,"
Fiber Reinforced Cements and Concretes Recent

250______ Qex2Mei Elsevier Applied Science, 1989, pp. 40-4 10250 ' •---~- '7 Zhao, J., Xu, P., and Fan, C., "An Investigation of the
Toughness and Compressive Toughness Index of Steel Fiber

200 Reinforced Concrete," International Svmoosium on RecentDevelooMents in Concrete Fiber Comoosite, Transportation
-a Research Record No. 1226, 1989, pp.88-93.
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Figure 5. Unit Weight versus Toughness with JCI Test Method

with increased penetrator contact time, as a result of the nylon
fibers; and (3) overall 17 percent weight and 22 percent
volume reductions as compared to standard protective
construction practices. The nylon fibers performed better than
did the steel fibers in this particular application. At very high
strain rates, the steel fibers failed from pullout, while the nylon
fibers stretched to absorb the mechanical energy. These
findings dictate a continued effort to exploit this extremely
promising technology.
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between the wall and the building.
Abstract Whitham [4] describes an analytical method of calculating

This paper describes a programme of research in the shape of shock fronts which have diffracted around external
which detailed measurements of the blast environ- corners. It is an approximate theory and if applied to a blast
ment were made behind a 1/101 scale vertical blast wall assumes firstly, that the shock wave incident at the top of
wall when scaled realistic threats were detonated at the wall would be vertical and plane and, secondly, reflections
appropriate distances from the wall. A grid for mena- from the ground do not occur. This method may be useful for
surement was established out to six wall heights be- examining waves which have progressed only a short distance
hind the wall and up to three wall heights above from the wall.
the ground. From the pressure-time histories thus Beyer [5] presents blast wall design criteria derived from a
obtained, contour plots of overpressure and impulse series of high explosive trials. These criteria are based on peak
were developed. These were compared with histories blast overpressure, total blast impulse and effective duration.
obtained with the wall absent so that the regions of The objective was to express these quantities in terms of the
maximum benefit from the wall's presence could be important problem parameters. These are net explosive weight,
identified. distance of point of interest behind the wall, elevation of the

point of interest behind the wall, elevation of the charge above
the ground, distance of the charge from the wall and the mass of
the canopy attached to the wall. The experimental programme
was performed at 1 /61A scale, and the results from one of the
ten trials is comparable with the work undertaken in the study

Introduction reported here.
Further experimental data is contained in Jones et al [6]

Car and other vehicle bombs have proved to be a major terrorist which describes a series of blast wall tests which were carried

threat in many parts of the world. They can have devastating out as part of the U.S. Department of State "Design of Struc-

effects not only on the occupants of buildings but also on the tures to Resist Terrorist Attack" programme. There were two

building structure itself. Although a significant degree of hard- objectives to the tests. The first was to determine the benefit
derived from a perimeter wall in terms of the airblast pressureening may be incorporated into new buildings at relatively low recigabldnstuedehdtewl.Tescodbj-

cost (Elliott, Smith and Mays [11), the hardening of an existing reaching a building situated behind the wall. The second objec-
cost(Eliot, Smth nd ays I]) th harenig o an xising tive was to investigate various designs of perimeter wail. This

building to minimise the damage sustained from every conceiv-
able form of attack is a very expensive procedure. Furthermore, data was employed in the formulation of exponential equations
the resulting appearance of the hardened structure is likely to for both pressure and impulse contained in the U.S. Department

of Transportation (DOT) Technical Manual (7].
be extremely austere. An alternative method of protection is to A method isOsugges hil [frsa t teba

construct a perimeter wall which increases the stand-off from any A method is suggested by Philip o8f for estimating the blast

bomb and so reduces the blast resultants (overpressure, impulse pressure and impulse on one side of a wall resulting from the
and fragments) to an acceptable level from the point point of explosion of a charge on the other side of the wall. This method

and ragent) t anaccptale lvelfro th pont oin of is based on empirical reduction factors linked to the sum of the
view of the building and its occupants. Such a wall is designed chare/ w all retian Tare appled to blastpa

to stop not only the vehicle but also to prevent any breaching charge/wt alul/target angles. These are applied to blast pa-

by the bomb. rameters calculated from the charge to wall plus wall top to

Procedures exist to enable solid and composite reinforced target path length.

concrete walls to be designed to resist these threats provided This paper describes an experimental programme of research,

there is some separation between the wall and the point of det- the objective of which is to define accurately the blast environ-ther issom sepraton etwen te wll nd he pintof et- ment behind vertical cantilever blast walls.

onation of the explosive device [2). Also, criteria exist for as-

sessing the damage to buildings, given the blast environment at
the building [3]. However, there is little published information
on methods for predicting the blast environment in the region
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channel with pressure transducers located at H/2 intervals was

Experimental Method and placed to complete the spacial grid at h=0. For the experiments
which involved the wooden box alone or when the channel sectionProgramme was located some distance from the wall, blanking plates (which

The experimental layout and design of the apparatus was gov- were weighted on the underside to improve stability) were used

erned by the desire to make pressure measurements in an area to fill the gap between the slabs and ensure the uniformity of

which extended six wail heights beyond the blast wall and three blast wave reflections.

wall heights above the ground. This was considered to be the In the main series of trials a charge equivalent to 7 5g of

most important area of interest given a typical operational wall TNT was employed. The charge was spherical and supported on
height of about 3m. With this figure in mind it was also de- a polystyrene block so that its centre was located at r=138mmheigt o abot 3. Wth tis igue inmin itwas lsode- from the wall and z=109mm above the ground.
cided at the outset that 1/10" scale experiments should be per- fro m the wlaerim enthe ground.A summary of the experimental programme is contained in
formed as this scale provided the best compromise in terms of Table 1 below. In this table the column summarising the ge-
ease of construction and measurement, and the charge weight ometry contains three entries: the first states whether or not
limitations of the Explosives Research and Demonstration Area the blast wall was present, the second describes the vertical and
(ERDA) at the Royal Military College of Science (RMCS). The horizontal intervals on which measurements were made, and the
use of small-scale models to obtain useful blast loading data is third describes whether measurements were made on or above
discussed by Smith et al [91. the ground.

The test structure was a vertical cantilever wall 2100mm long
and 350mm high with a base 600mm wide. It was constructed
from 20mm thick steel plate in three 700mm long sections which Results
were subsequently bolted together to form the test wall.

An area of ground at the ERDA was cleared and a bed In this section examples of the results of the pressure measure-
of sand was laid and made flat. The wall was positioned and ments and scaled impulse calculations are given. Figure 2 shows
600mmx600mm concrete slabs 50mm thick were laid over the the logarithm of peak pressures measured with and without the
base of the wall making the effective wall height H=300mm. wall along the horizontal gauge line h = 0.SH (150mm), ie in
The slabs extended away to a distance of 2400mm (8H) behind the shadow of the wall half a wall height above the ground. Fig-
the wall and formed a flat reflecting surface above which mea- ure 3 is the graph of the logarithm of scaled impulse for the same
surements could be made. On the near side of the wall concrete gauge line. Both sets of data are plotted against scaled distance
slabs were also laid, but in the central region where the charges behind the wall (R/W'/ 3 ). The benefit of the presence of the
were to be detonated, thick steel plates were positioned and made wall is clear in both graphs.
level with the top of the slabs. Contour plots of the natural logarithm of peak pressure and

This layout proved to be fairly robust and although small actual scaled impulse are shown in Figures 4 and 5 for the trials
adjustments had to be made to the wall and slabs throughout when the wall was not present, and in Figures 6 and 7 when the
the experimental programme, no major alterations to the system wall was present. Both sets of data are shown on spacial axes
were necessary during the trials. A diagram showing the layout which are marked in intervals of the wall height H. In Figures 6
of the concrete slabs and the blast wall is given in Figure 1. and 7 the wall occupies the region from (0,0) to (0,H).

The design of the measuring system was again linked to the
aim of measuring in a 6Hx3H space behind the wall. It was
decided to make measurements of side-on overpressure using Comparison with Other Methods
Kistler type 603B and 6031 piezo-electric pressure transducers in
a "mushroom mount" arrangement. The action of this arrange- No Wall
ment is effectively to separate the incident wave from any pulses
which have reflected from the measuring equipment. Clearly, The primary means of validating the data captured during the
such reflected waves cannot be completely avoided, but the aim blast wall experiments was to perform the same series of ex-
was to delay the reflections for a length of time sufficient to pre- periments without the blast wall and compare the results with
vent them overlaying the incident wave. published data. Two sources were available for comparison with

The mounts themselves were attached at right angles to the the data measured at the ground surface (h=0): the first -.-;as
end of long square section steel tubes. The transducer cables ran the program DNA BLAST [10] and the other was the program
inside the tubes and were completely shielded from the blast. BLASTTNW [11]. The second of these also provided a means

A large wooden box was constructed around a steel angle of comparison for points above the ground (h >0). In this sec-
frame, with a series of square holes at H/2 intervals in which tion graphs are presented which show the comparison of peak
the tubes and transducer mounts could be located and secured pressure and scaled impulse data for the horizontal gauge line at

by clamps. This box also contained the amplifiers and an inter- h=0.

com system used to facilitate communication between the test Figure 8 demonstrates good agreement between the surface
area and the instrumentation laboratory. Generally, three pres- pressure measurements and the data from the other two sources.
sure measurements were possible at one time by positioning the The calculation of blast resultants by the program DNA BLAST
gauges at intervals above the ground. The box was moved for- was performed using appropriate scaling and a nuclear device
wards and backwards to complete the spacial grid for each series twice the weight of the equivalent TNT charge. This is in ac-
of tests. The box and mounts can be seen in Figure 1. cordance with the range of TNT equivalences for nuclear explo-

The two rows of concrete slabs behind the wall had a gap sions given in Baker et al [121. Figure 9 shows good agreement
of about 80mm between them. In this gap an inverted steel between experimentally determined scaled impulse values and
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those obtained from the program DNA BLAST. However, all of The benefit plot for impulse (Figure 13) shows a very similar

the impulses calculated from the no wall records showed the ex- pattern, except the reduction is less pronounced than for the

perimental results to be approximately 50% higher than those pressure. The area above the wall and for a distance of H behind
calculated using BLASTINW. it shows a small disadvantage and the shadow region immediately

behind the wall shows a reduction to 40% of the no wall value
Wall Generally, for the area extending beyond 3H (the area most

likely to be of interest) the impulses are between 60% and 80%
The comparison of blast wall data with other sources is more dif- of those measured without the wall
ficult because of the scarcity of other data and predictive meth- It should be recognised that the generalisations mentioned
ods. In this section the data of Beyer [5] and the equations above are for the one particular set of parameters and the shape
contained ia Mayor and Flanders [7] are used for comparison, of the benefit plots will vary with these parameters.
Because the data of Beyer were measured along only two gauge The summary of Reference [6] concludes that the pressure on
lines (at h=0 and h=H) there are only two sets of comparable a structure behind a blast wall is t54% of that expected without
data. Strictly, none of the Beyer data is directly comparable a wall. Similarly, the impulse is 72% of the value without a wall-
because different values of H/W

1 1 3 and r and z were employed. These are essentially the same results that have been found in
The Beyer data presented here is taken from the experiments the present study.
which most closely matched those conducted for this project.
The parameters are summarised in Table 2.

The graphs comparing peak pressure and scaled impulse with Conclusions
data from the above sources are given in Figures 10 and 11.

It should be mentioned that the equations of Reference [71 It has been demonstrated that blast experiments can be per-

from the U.S. Department of Transport (DOT) were not in- formed successfully at 1/10'h scale and that data obtained from

tended to describe the process of blast wave diffraction around a experiments with blast walls are self-consistent.

wall but to provide a guide for designers based only on the dis- The benefit of a blast wall has been quantified in terms of

tance behind the wall. As a consequence they predict the same a so-called "shadow" region behind the wall where overpressure

pressures and impulses for the -omparisons at both h=O and and overpressure impulse levels undergo substantial attenuation.

h=H and their correlation with the experimental data is poor. The experiments described here are a starting point for a
more comprehensive investigation in which the parameters
H/W,1'/3 r/W

1
/

3 and z/W'/ 3 will be varied with the aim of de-
Comparison of Wall with No Wall veloping a series of charts that will be of assistance to designers in

In this section the benefit of a blast wall will be demonstrated providing blast walls for optimum reduction of blast resultants.

by comparing the pressure and impulse data from the two sets
of experiments, with and without the blast wall. Acknowledgements
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Figure 1: Experimental layout at ERDA
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ABSTRACT expanding product cloud. This shock propagates
outward and initially is followed closely by the

When a weapon or warhead detonates within the expanding products cloud. The fragments, which
confines of a room or structure, a complex form when the case ruptures, are propelled
transient environment is produced. This outward, with an initial velocity equal to the radial
environment includes hot gas flow, air shock, velocity of expansion of the case at the moment of
fragmentation from the weapon case, and elevated rupture. The gases are moving outward at a
temperature. The relative magnitude and time of higher velocity than the case fragments, and hence
arrival of each effect will vary with size of the cause these fragments to be accelerated, during the
room, size of the weapon, type of explosive, and early phase of their flight.
location within the room. In this paper, we use a
single idealized explosion to show how the The velocity and strength of the shock wave
transient effects environment varies in time and decrease with increasing distance outward from the
space, to illustrate the implications for defining weapon point of detonation. The velocity of the
loading functions for the structure, and to indicate hot gas cloud decreases even faster, since it is
areas where caution must be exercised when experiencing cooling, as well as simple diffusion
weapon effects are idealized or simplified for effects. The fragment velocity falls off still more
model analyses. slowly with increasing distance, since the principal

velocity degradation for the fragments is
aerodynamic drag. Note that, as indicated earlier,

INTRODUCTION the fragments are actually accelerated during the
early part of their flight, up to the point where

Consider a weapon which has successfully their instantaneous velocity equals the velocity of
penetrated to the interior of a structure. Further, the expanding products cloud.
assume that the fuzing system of the weapon has
survived, and will function at the desired time, This occurrence of multiple temporally and
detonating the weapon within a room or spatially varying effects produces the complex
compartment of the structure. Explosion of the environment associated with internal detonation of
main charge produces large volumes of product a weapon. In fact, exactly these same effects are
gases, compressed to an exceedingly high produced when a weapon detonates in free air.
pressure, within the confines of the weapon case. The internal explosion environment is further
The internal pressure expands the case until the complicated by the stoichiometry of the situation.
strain reaches the point of failure, at which time Only a certain amount of oxygen is present in the
the case ruptures. The hot product gases, which air within the enclosure. Dependent on the type of
had been contained within the expanding but explosive in the weapon and its oxygen balance,
unruptured case now jet through the interstices the combustion process may be incomplete, may
opened by the case fragmentation. Since these jets occur over a longer period of time than the same
are exiting the case at supersonic speed, an air process in free air, or may require the breach of
shock is formed at the forward edge of the the initial compartment bounding planes, thus
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allowing the reacting products to propagate into wave. As the radial distance is increased to about
surrounding space, where more oxygen is 5 charge radii, the contact surface will lag the
available. The thermal environment within the front of the shock by about 0.4 charge radii.
initial space, or the expanded space, will be of Figure 2 shows the approximate geometry at 5
more concern than for the same detonation in free
air, since the reacting products cloud will expand
throughout the structure until a volume of space • to
has been enclosed sufficient to provide the (n RECI NWPSS.ED-
requisite oxygen for combustion. Addition of PoOIf s2 - -s

___ ___AIR

admixtures such as powdered aluminum to the LU0.5 S- --
explosive fill simply compound the problem even P M
further, due to the longer reaction times involved. o _ ..AGMENT r 22

0 1 2 3 4 5 6

To an analyst or engineer attempting to assess DISTANCE, feet

effectiveness, vulnerability, or structure survival,
it will be necessary to have modeling capability to
treat this multicomponent, time- and space- Figure 2
dependent environment.

charge radii [after Kinney, 1968 and Brode, 1957].
In Figure 2, we show the relative overpressure.

ENVIRONMENT ILLUSTRATION The position of the fragments from the weapon
case is also indicated. As the expansion continues,

Consider an idealized spherical, cased charge, as let us take another "snapshot" at a distance equal
illustrated in Figure 1. Let us consider the to I I charge radii, as indicated in Figure 3. Note
detonation of this item in detail.

W to
0W 24kCOMPR SSEDWTOT. PRO CTk94

(1000 ~ ~ ~ 40 b)Ib)rTS" N

0.5 ____ HOCKED
40.1 CM0.

(118 )WFAGWNS-_. S2-U Si
> 08

32-8 cmDISTANCE, feet

(400 Ib)

Figure 3
Figure I

the second shock, inward directed, at this time.
Initially, consider the charge of Figure 1 to Note also the pressure rarefaction behind or inside
detonate in free air. As discussed above, the case the region of recompressed products.
will initially expand to a radius of about 22 inches,
before rupture. At that point, the gas escape and In an idealized sense, assuming a sufficient supply
initial shock formation will begin. Initially, and of oxygen, the products cloud will reach a
out to a distance of some 2 charge radii, the maximum dimension of about 16 charge radii.
contact surface, or interface between outer edge of Within that distance from the weapon, the
products cloud and shocked air, will nearly environment will be one of complex blast, as
coincide - the contact surface will be just over one opposed to pure air blast, and any structural
shock front thickness behind the front of the shock element within this region will first see the air
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shock, followed closely by the products fragments and blast will arrive with adequate time
recompression flow, and finally the fragments. separation to allow the effects of each to be
Note the relative position of the fragment mass at considered independently - i.e., by simple super-
this 16 charge radius point, as indicated in position analysis. Inside such a range, the
Figure 4. The fragments are just within the combination of loading effects must be considered

together - whichever effect arrives first will
- produce strain or section modification in an

to[ o1 70 Aa-i - element, which then will be in some deformed
05 i. i 2 i c state upon arrival of the second effect.

FC S• T Let us consider some examples of the additional
00 2 , ,-Sl complexity resulting from detonation of this ideal

, . ý g2 0 V//hweapon within a structural compartment. Unless
0 24 8 10 12 14 16 IS 20 22 24 the mean dimensions of the compartment are larger

DISTANCE, feet than about 30 charge radii, the entire bounding

surface of the compartment will see composite
blast, not simple air blast. This combined loading
is difficult to model by any method short of a

Figure 4 fairly rigorous hydrodynamic code, allowing for
the "burr" of the explosive. Further, for most

region through which the shock front has passed. surfaces in coiipartments of that or smaller
Beyond this distance, the shock arrives first, dimensions, the inWtial loading of the complex blast
followed by the fragments -the products cloud has will be followed quite shortly by the arrival of the
ceased to enter into the environment (in the free case fragments. Now such fragments are
air case). Figure 5 illustrates an interesting frequently considered only as perforation damage
range - the fragmentation and shock front arrive vectors, and often not included in momentum or
simultaneously. In terms of momentum delivered energy analyses. However, particularly in the case
to a structural target element within some critical of heavy construction, these fragments may
time, this point represents the maximum threat produce both impulsive loading of structural
intensity. Beyond the point indicated in Figure 5, elements, and reduction of sectional area,
the fragments will arrive first, followed by the air especially in cases in which the fragments do not
shock. This is the traditional "far field" regime, perforate the structural element. Thus, ignoring

fragments in structural loading calculations or
analyses may give erroneous results.

1- ,SHOCK The internal explosion environment is furthero O
% - PIODTS compounded by the venting condition of theE| If /_ .. FF AG5 _compartment. If the compartment is not vented, or

only slightly vented (vent area < about 5% of the
total surface area), the pressuretime history in the

0 4 8 12 16 20 24 28 32 36 40 compartment is totally different than for the free
DISTANCE, feet air case. In such an unvented condition, the

overpressure will not fall rapidly from the peak to
ambient, and continue downward into a negative

Figure 5 phase. Rather, the overpressure will decay from
the peak shock value to a point of maximum

which is treated in most free field analyses of quasistatic pressure. The overpressure will then
combined loading on structural elements. At some decay very slowly from that point back to ambient,
distance, dependent on the dynamic properties of as the products cool adiabatically. For our TNT
the structural element being considered, the ideal charge, the maximum quasistatic
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overpressure may be estimated from Equation 1, 4000
due to Weibull [1968]. .

(I) • 3ooo
_3 00

P=22.5 2.20 0 a
V ~~~~~2000 ______

800

0 1.0 2.0 ! 4.0

W here: P = pressure, bars 0 ASS-VOU ME PAT2IO, kg/m 3

Q = weight of TNT, kg

V = compartment volume, m3
Figure 6

This quasistatic pressure phase can be important
for structural loading. A heavy element could mass to air volume. Bear in mind that for an
survive the impulsive loading of the initial blast, explosive with an oxygen balance that is different
only to fail under the effective static loading of this from TNT, a different thermal peak should be
phase, at a lower pressure, but over a longer time. expected. Figure 7 shows an actual record of

temperature obtained within a partially vented
Finally, one needs to consider the thermal
environment produced by such an internal 2000
explosion. As indicated above, this effect is
usually ignored in most free field weapon effects 1600

studies, since the high thermal excursions occur
only in the fireball region, and within this region 1200

most targets of interest are damaged by the blast
and/or fragmentation effects. Within a structure 800

however, the fireball is likely to fill an "average"
sized compartment, as indicated above. Two 400
mechanisms lead to temperature reduction from
peak fireball temperatures. First, the original o . . . . . . . . .I
walls or surfaces of the compartment may be -.0 0 to 2.0 3.o 4.0 5.0

breached, allowing expansion of the products cloud TAE, sec

(or fireball) into adjacent spaces, and consequent
cooling. Second, if the products are contained in Figure 7
an unbreached or unvented enclosure, only heat
transfer to the surrounding surfaces will cool the chamber during experiments at our laboratory.
fireball. In either case, the temperature will Note that, while the temperature reaches a high
remain elevated for an appreciable period of time. initial value, the longterm or residual temperature

is much below this peak. The peak fireball
Peak (or fireball) temperatures may be estimated temperatures, as inferred from data such as Figure
for our ideal TNT weapon, using published results 6, will last only a very short time - of the order of
[Kinney, Sewell, and Graham, 1979]. As can be milliseconds to tens of milliseconds, while the
seen from Figure 6, the peak temperature within a elevated residual temperature will typically decay
space is controlled largely by the ratio of explosive over durations of seconds to minutes.

AN INTERNAL EXPLOSION

Let us consider the detonation of our idealized
warhead at the exact geometric center of a room,
32 feet square in plan, with 10 foot height, floor to
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ceiling. Further assume that the structure is of If we assume the only shock failure to be breach
very heavy reinforced concrete design. Let the of the roof slab, the structure will still be only
structure be of single floor design, buried with a slightly vented. The maximum quasistatic
light earth cover, and with the floor slab bearing pressure, from applying Equation 1, can be
on compacted soil and subgrade. Consider that the estimated as about 235 psi. The loading on each
32 foot square room is only one of several rooms structural surface will decay from the peak
in the structure. resulting from the interacting shocks to this value,

which will be effective over tens of msec.
At about 280 microseconds after the detonation,
the underside of the roof and the floor will see the The volume of this room is smaller than the
arrival of the initial air shock. The peak reflected volume required to allow full development and
pressure from this shock will be approximately mixing of the gaseous products cloud with the
11,300 psi, and will load the area of full normal internal air. Hence, the products cloud or fireball
reflection for approximately 4.9 milliseconds. will completely fill the room, and the burn
This strong initial shock will give rise to strongly reaction will not proceed to the completed carbon
reflected shocks, which will reverberate over the dioxide end point, until the breach occurs,
floor to ceiling space several times, and will allowing products to exit the structure in a plume.
perturb the lateral shock and gas flow toward the Continued burn of the partially reacted products
walls. Approximately 55 square feet of the floor will occur in the initial phases of the plume exiting
and roof will be subjected to the full normal the breach. The internal temperature, following the
reflected shock pressure. It is probable that such form of Figure 6, will reach some 3,000 degK,
loading will cause a breach of the roof structure. and will drop from that peak to a value of perhaps
The breach area will be only some 5% of the total 300 degK which will persist for several seconds to
surface area of this room, however, so that the minutes.
situation will still fall within the limits of the
Weibull relation discussed above. As can be seen from this cursory actual case

study, which is highly idealized, the time-
The fragments from the warhead case will impact dependent loading functions for structural elements
the floor and roof at about I msec after detonation, are very complex. We point out that we have not
or during the time that those elements are still considered realistic warhead geometries, which
experiencing very high reflected pressure loadings. lead to loss of the simple spherical symmetry we

have used to advantage in this illustration.
Outside the region of full normal reflection on the Further, if the detonation occurs at a point other
roof and floor, the remaining area will be than the geometric center of the room, the time-
subjected to Mach pressures, of the order of 2,000 dependent shock interactions become much more
psi. This loading will propagate over the floor and complex. Finally, we have used a "pure"
ceiling over some period of time. explosive, without additives such as aluminum,

which would have further compounded the
The walls of the room will see an initial reflected problem. A final simplification, which we must
shock pressure of the order of 900 psi, arriving point out, is that we have considered only the roof
some 2.3 msec after the detonation. By this time, breach to represent failure reaction of the
interactions of the strong reflected shocks from the structural boundaries of this room. If the other
roof and floor will complicate the post-peak surfaces - floor or walls - are treated as
behavior of the reflected pressure load on the walls responding, the dynamic properties of these
to a high degree. Fragments from the warhead elements, and their failure times, will add further
will impact the walls at about 3.3 msec, again complication to the problem. Also, if the
while these elements are under significant blast structural elements are considered as truly
load. responding, the arrival of the impulsive loading

from the fragments, during the time when the
element is undergoing strain from the shock load.
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will add complexity to the loading function, and Brode, H.L., Calculation of the Blast Wave from
the calculation of response of the element. a Spherical Charge of TNT, RM-1965, Rand

Corporation, 1957
SUMMARY

Weibull, H.R.W., "Pressures Recorded in Partially
We have discussed, in a cursory form, the Closed Chambers at Explosion of TNT Charges,"
processes leading to the formation of the complex in Prevention of and Protection Against Accidental
environment created by an internal explosion, and Explosion of Munitions, Fuels, and Other
presented some points of concern which should be Hazardous Mixtures, Annals of the New York
addressed in attempts to model such an Academy of Sciences, Vol. 152, Art. 1, 357-361,
environment. We have not treated the NYAS, New York, 1968
complexities of even pure air blast in bounded
spaces - corner reflections, constructive or Kinney, G.F., R.G.S. Sewell, and K. Graham,
destructive shock interferences, etc. We assume Peak Overpressures for Internal Blast, NWC TP
that these are recognized, and that appropriate 6089, Naval Weapons Center, China Lake, 1979
hydrodynamic modeling approaches will consider
these. Our main points are:

- the blast environment will be complex,
consisting of both air shock and products
components;

- fragmentation effects, as a source of
momentum transfer as well as perforations,
cannot be ignored;

- fireball dynamics and particularly thermal
transients are a strong function of the
oxygen balance of the explosive, and are
complicated by additives such as aluminum.

All of these points must be considered when
defining the internal environment, and establishing
loading functions on structural elements.
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BLAST IN TUNNELS AND ROOMS FROM CYLINDRICAL HE-CHARGES
OUTSIDE THE TUNNEL ENTRANCE

G. Scheklinski-Glack

Fraunhofer-Institut ftr Kurzzeitdynamik
Ernst-Mach-Institut
Freiburg, Germany

ABSTRACT

To protect an underground structure, the exact knowledge
of the blast loading on blast doors and ventilation systems is
needed at each location in a given configuration of tunnels
and rooms. Using model tests, a data base for detonations
of cylindrical charges outside the tunnel in a wide range of
validity is generated. Empirical formulas for the blast
parameters are developed, focussing on short analytical
expressions. All information is bound in the reconstruction
of the pressure time histories in form of Friedlander
functions by means of a computer program. Comparison of
measured and computed p(t) curves delivers a quality check
on the approximation model. Parameter influence studies
are possible for numerous configurations of tunnels and
rooms.

Fig. 1 Experimental set-up. Cylindrical HE-charges
with L/D = 5 in vertical position outside the

INTRODUCTION tunnel entrance. The distance varies from I to 5
tunnel diameters, the angle from 0° (tunnel

This study is one step in a sequence of investigations axis) to 90° (charge touching the wall).
concerning the propagation of blast waves from conventio-
nal weapons. In the case of a direct hit, if the charge
detonates inside the tunnel entrance, empirical formulas for
the blast in tunnels and rooms are reported in Reference 1.
As a generalization for any chamber volume independent of
the tunnel cross section, formulas are given in Reference 2.
In this part, the results from surface detonation of standing
cylindrical HE-charges in different distances and directions
outside the tunnel entrance are elaborated.

EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP

The cylindrical RDX-charges have a length/diameter ratio
of 5 and are standing upright outside the tunnel entrance in
distances of 1 to 5 tunnel diameters D in steps of D. The
direction is graduated from 00 (tunnel axis) to 90* in steps
of 300, additionally the 45 0-direction. For 90°, the charge
touches the wall (Fig. 1).
In full scale, the tunnel diameter is 3.56 m, the tunnel cross Fig. 2 Shadow-schlieren photography: oblique
section 10 m2, and the charge size 4000 kg, 2000 kg, or penetration of a shock wave in a tunnel
1000 kg. In accordance with the cube-root scaling law, in entrance. Vortices at the entrance reduce the
model scale for a tunnel diameter of 9 cm, the charge size afterflow behind the passing shock front.
is 64 g, 32g and 16 g.

TRANSFORMATION TO AN INSIDE DETONATION the vortices at the entrance. The speed of the afterflow
Shadow-schlieren photography is used to investigate the behind the passing shock front is reduced by these vortices.
shock structure. Fig. 2 shows the oblique inflow of a shock This indicates a separation between inside and outside wave
wave in a tunnel entrance. The most significant feature are propagation.
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Fig. 3 Transformation to an inside detonation:
measured p(t) curves in the tunnel from an outside detonation
smooth p(t) curves: a reduced charge in the tunnel entrance
generates the identical blast propagation

On this condition, we try to describe the blast inside by 0.S
any smaller "reduced charge" detonating in the tunnel
entrance by means of the equations in Reference 1 03
mentioned above. This procedure was successfully .- measured Ratio ploutl/plan) versus

conducted for all measured distances and angles. Fig. 3 1 distance outside Tunnel
shows an example. The correspondence is evident. 0.2 cylindrical Charges L/O = 5 in

- % vertical Position. direction
of tunnel axis lC")

a 10%=0.1DEVELOPMENT OF EMPIRICAL FORMULA: 0! 8%
INFLUENCE OF THE DISTANCE 0.08

After transforming the problem from outside to inside
detonation, the new task is to develop a mathematical Approximation Function of peak overpressure
algorithm for the reduced charge in dependence of the for Charge outside /inside Tunnel Entrance
charge size, the distance and the angle outside the tunnel p (out)
entrance. pline

The development of empirical formulas by means of the
Hopkinson-Cranz law of similarity requires the invention of
appropriate scaled parameters. For instance, the scaled - Distance X for Charge outside Tunnel in 0
charge Z = Q/D 3 is independent of the tunnel diameter D.

In this case, building the dimensionless parameter p(out)/-
p(in) {peak pressure for charge outside/inside the tunnel Fig. 4 Comparison between peak overpressure for
entrance} is the key for solving the problem. In Fig. 4, charge outside/inside the tunnel entrance
p(out)/p(in) is plotted versus the distance outside in D for
the 0° - direction (tunnel axis). The resulting equation is:

For all charge sizes the same ratios are measured. It is p(out)/p(in) = 0.375 - X-0.96 (1)
important for the success in data reduction that the chosen
parameter is independent of the charge size. X = distance in D outside the tunnel

for D -< X -< 5 D
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Fig. 5 Variation of the distance:
measured p(t) curves in the tunnel from different outside detonations
smooth curves calculated for inside detonations according to equation (1).

The calculation of the reduced charge is possible by means 0.5

of the formulas for inside detonation (Reference 1):

ps = 53.1 . y-1.124. Zo.83 03 0" Tunnel 0 0"

Y = LUD scaled distance of the gauge 0.2

Z = Q/D3 scaled charge 0.10.

The reduced charge Z' in the tunnel entrance 01 ,

Z' = Z [p(out)/p(in)Jl10°s3 'a 900

generates the same peak pressure ps at the same location Y • 0.05.
in the tunnel as the charge Z detonating outside. For the Approximation Function of peak overpressure
calculation, the distance X outside must be added to Y. for Charge outside/inside Tunnel Entrance
Fig. 5 gives a piece of evidence for several distances from p (oud I ne e c
1 D to 5 D outside the tunnel. 0.37S -X

p (inl
for 00 s .a 600

DEVELOPMENT OF EMPIRICAL FORMULA: 0 ! X S SD

INFLUENCE OF THE ANGLE D Distance X for Charge outside Tunnel in 0

Fig. 6 shows the results for the whole test program. 1 2 3 5

It is a breakthrough in data reduction, to join together
these results for the different distances and directions in one
resulting equation, except the 90°-direction. There only Fig. 6 Ratio of peak pressure for charge outside/inside
diffracted waves can enter the tunnel. For a = 0' to 600, the tunnel entrance for different distances and
parallel lines in double log scale result. Their slope -0.96 is angles against the tunnel axis.
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0. __ measured angles against tunel axis the exponent of the given power function for the distance
0.05 X. The Y-intercept contains the influence of the angle a. In

30* Fig. 7 half log scale is chosen to produce a straight line
versus ci. Their slope -0.0063 leads to the exponential

! 0.3 function for a given in equation (2).

0.25
-C y - intercept The resulting equation
. tfor dittertnt angles :

1o0.20- p(out)/p(in) = 0.375 X." ••)-ca (2)

range of validity: D S X ! 5 D
ploutl 0.375 eUS0 a"
p0ml0 s ° !5 600

for 0@ a _ 600
masters the behaviour of the blast parameters for any
distances and any angles in the given range of validity.

a m in degree Fig. 8 proves this for different angles by the evident
ange ndcorrespondence of measured and calculated p(t) curves.

0.1

0 10 20 30 40 s0 60 70 so 90

Fig. 7 Influence of the angle: y-intercepts versus
angle a.

0 = 3.6m
A = 10m 2

QL = 1000kg (L/D =5) vertical Position

00 10 0 Tunnel

6
.0 00
.S 300 300

304

4 600
60° 900
60

3

1 900

0 5 10 1s 20 25

time an ms

Fig. 8 Variation of the angle:

measured p(t) curves from outside detonations of different directions
smooth curves calculated for inside detonations according to equation (2)
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Fig. 9 Parameter study: Blast propagation through tunnels and rooms.
a) Variation of the direction for an outside detonation
b) Influence of a tunnel branching
c) Variation of the chamber volume
d) Blast in the tunnel behind the chamber
e) Comparison with a straight tunnel

APPLICATIONS AND PARAMETER STUDIES
we measure caused by the expansion effect of the blast

Using this tool, we have the ability to carry out studies for wave a maximum pressure of 4.5/2.6/1.8 bar. On the way,
several different parameter scenarios with a high degree of the positive duration is increased to the fivefold.
flexibility. We can examine the influence of each singular Section d) shows the blastwave in a tunnel 20 D behind the
component of the configuration (tunnel length, tunnel cross chambers (see References 6, 7). The peak pressure is decre-
section, charge mass, tunnel branches, chambers with ased behind the 1000 m3-chamber to 2.6 bar after a total
different shapes and different volumes, tunnels behind the distance of ca. 40 D in the structure. At this location, we
chambers etc.) at any location in the shelter, compare with a measured curve in order to prove as well

this result as the whole sequence of calculations.
For the planning of underground tunnel/chamber systems in For comparison: in part e) , leading to the same ps = 2.6
which blast loading effects are to be predicted a program of bar, a straight tunnel (formulas see Ref. 1) without junction
this type will be economically advantageous in the enginee- and without chamber, needs a length of 180 D.
ring stages of development.

COMPARISON WITH THE U.S.-HANDBOOK TM 5-855
An example is shown in Fig. 9:
Part a) shows the blast inflow from the detonation of a Calculations by means of the TM 5-855 "Fundamentals of
standing cylindrical charge of 4500 kg with L/D = 5 from Protective Design" (Reference 8) are possible for hemisphe-
different directions outside the tuninel entrance , measured rical surface burst from end-on and side-on direction. For
at a location 10 D in the tunnel. The peak pressure is 00 (end-on), the TM 5 leads in part a) of Fig.9 (Q = 4500
42/34/12 bar for a = 00/450/900. We follow the 00-directi- kg RDX, I D = 3.57m outside the tunnel) to ps = 34 bar,
on. In part b), we are behind a tunnel branching 10 D in instead of 42 bar for the standing Cylinder with L/D = 5.
the main tunnel (ps = 20 bar) and in the branch tunnel (ps For understanding see Reference 9.
= 7 bar), respectively (see Reference 3). In the 900 - direction (side-on), the TM 5 calculates 19 bar
We follow the main tunnel. With 20 bar, the blastwave for hemispheres, instead of 12 bar for the standing Cylinder
enters a chamber of 1000/2000/3000 m3 volume. The p(t) touching the wall. The key for understanding this inverse
curve is here approximated by a parabola and annexed behaviour is the different geometry, and the different
Friedlander function (see References 4 , 5). In the chamber touching area on the wall.
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CONCLUSIONS

Empirical formulas are developed for detonatiomis of
cylindrical charges outside the tunnel entrance in a broad
range of validity. The problem is transformed to calculati-
ons of reduced charges detonating in the tunnel entrance.
Measured and calculated curves are compared. An analysis
tool is created which can be used to predict conventional
weapons effectiveness for numerous configurations of
tunnels and rooms.
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Abstract

Blast valves are often considered as an expensive sur- At the beginning it was quite understandable, that
plus, developed for the benefit of a few manufacturers mechanical devices had not been considered, as there
only. Therefore they are substituted, merely by open- was no available knowledge about duration of positive
ings, grilles and louvres or expansion chambers made and negative pressure phase or magnitude of impulses.
in concrete as part of the building structure. But arn Solutions were then studied and very pragmatic meth-
such "blast protection elements" honestly capable & ods found.
giving the required protection in the case of real events
or is it just a gamble with the fact that if they do fail Labyrinths
nobody will survive to complain?
The following paper, based on research and practical
tests carried-out in the laboratories of the Swiss
Defence Technoiogy and Procurement Agency (GRD)I J
and completed by field tests in USA, deals with this -
subject.
Comparisons are made between open holes, louvres, _ __

attenuators and blast valves, their possibilities and
limits of application all depending on the blast pressure The oncoming pressure waves were reduced by several
and duration. deviations

Pipe bundles
Background

Bunkers were already built in the I World War 1914-
1918 During this period, breathing air was no real
problem because the bunkers were not overcrowded , .

and small openings to the outside insured the
necessary supply of fresh air. The pressure waves,
created from bombs available at that time, were not L___.....
vsry harmful inside the shelter, after penetrating
through the small ventilation openings. Oncoming blast wave to be split up and reduced in

combination of pipes
The situation dramatically changed in World War II,
1939-1944. New, very powerful bombs had been devel- Expansion chambers
oped and these were dropped in very large numbers.
Not only the military but also the civil population sought i - - . . ...
protection in bunkers. The civil shelters were mainly
overcrowded and therefore required the increased -
amount of fresh air to breath and to provide acceptable
survival conditions in respect of smells and humidity.
With the increase of blast pressures, air inlets and
outlets became a real problem. The openings became
relatively large and mechanical ventilation had to be
installed. This was then the moment when "blast pro- The oncoming pressure wave is reduced by expansion
tection" for air intakes had to be developed, within the antechamber.
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Stone beds
t•be

Objective

No prejudices, but only an open mind can help to
answer all these questions. As the weapons have

The labyrinths across the gravel reduces the oncoming changed menaces have altered too. The Gulf War has
pressure wave. Sand was also used with the idea to ab- added supplementary experience and knowledge, plus
sorb war gases. research on the damaged shelters.

Therefore, the question of protection for air inlet and
outlet openings requires careful consideration. Even
though this is just a small problem within the entire

At the end of the fifties, beginning of the sixties, it be- shelter design, an incorrectly protected opening can
came known that the new atomic bombs were creating weaken the whole shelter or even lead to its destruc-
a long lasting pressure wave of more than 100 milli- tion.
seconds. This made it absolutely clear that systems un- The aim of this paper is to present different solutions
able to close off the openings were completely inade- with their specific performances.
quate.

Blast protection systems
In the USA, but mainly in Europe, Government and pri-

vate companies started to develop mechanical blast systemm Expectations Production
valves. Civil protection programmes, aimed at "a fully
equipped shelter place for each inhabitant", created a Labyris in con- Reduction of pres- Simple design, to be
large potential. It was also evident that standards and crete or steel sure, due to deviat- built on site in con-
test facilities had to be established. We built the first ions crete or by the local
blast wave test tube here in Switzerland, which today black-smith.
after some upgrading, still fulfils its duty in the Swiss Pipe bundles Splits up the blast Simple and under-
Government test laboratory. wave front into small- standable principle.

er parts and reduced To be built by the loc-
During this period, many different types of blast valves by friction in several al plumber.

were developed. However, most of them have since pipes.

disappeared as being unsatisfactory, although a small Expansion chambers Reduction of pres- Simple, to be built on
number are still on the market as historical monuments. sure expected throu- site

Only a very few companies have permanently invested gh small opening with
in research and new development to cope with today's following expansion
modem weapon technology. After many years of more Stone bed Reduction of pres- Corresponding room
or less unlimited funds for protection buildings, nowa- sure wave expected to be filled with gravel

through friction, de- on site
days the pressure increases to reduce costs. Quite a viation, contraction
contradictory situation has developed: Old threats have and expansion
vanished and led, under pressure from the people, to Blast louvres Reduction of blast Local blacksmith
very reduced defence budgets. On the other side, the pressure expected by
actual situation shows that political storm-centres have passino the fins of
immensely increased in comparison to the last decade. louvre
Many of them concealing various unforeseeable dan- Blast attenuators Compact unit. Reduc- Standardised units.
gers. tion of pressure due developed and practi-

to reflection, contrac- cally tested, in vol-

It is obvious, with restricted defence budgets, that the tion, expansion and ume production

most economic solutions have also to be achieved in deviation ____

the construction of shelters But are solutions, which Blast valves ý,nmpact units. Clos- Standardised units.
were considered as obsolete twenty years ago, really ing under positive developed and practi-
what is required? Or are self declared experts trying to and negative preE- cally tested. n voi-

sure. therefore pre- ume production
redevelop the wheel, due to the lack of real under- venting blasts pene-
standing of blasts? Is the application of blast valves trating into the struc-
really a waste of money'> ture
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How far will the expectations be fulfilled? Let us try to Blast louvre
evaluate the effectiveness of the different systems. A
practical example will give us some useful hints without
being perfect. The design of most of the checked
systems can be altered with direct influence on blast
attenuation, space requirement and price.

Example: P 0
- Shelter size: W6 x LS x H4m P 1 r1
- Airflow required for 10000m3 /h

normal ventilation (5880dfm)
- Max. permitted pressure drop

of blast protection system 200 Pa 5,OM
during normal ventilation mode (0,8W/G)

- Max. expected reflected blast
pressure in front of blast 11 bar
protection system (150 PSI) Peak pressure P1 (0,5m) 2,0 bar

- Blast duration 1 Omilliseconds Peak overpressure in room 820 Pa
(approx. effects of a 2000lbs
GP bomb, exploding on ground Attenuator type AA

at a distance of 15 meters)
- Max. permitted pressure behind

blast protection system, preventing 0,5 bar-i,0 bar
harm to people and equipment (7-14 PSI)

Results

The following blast reduction systems have been cal-
culated, based on literature and our own test results.

Open hole, pipe bundles 0

One open hole, several open holes or pipe bundles 8,0 -

give very similar results.

Peak pressure P1 (0,Sm) 1,1 bar
Peak overpressure in room 400 Pa

Blast valves type FC

P0I

Peak pressure P1 (0,5m) 5,2 bar.•'" 0.• •••,

Peak overpressure in room 2000 Pa 8.O -•-•

Peak pressure P1 (0,5m) 0,55 bar
Peak overpressure in room 40 Pa
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These results can be compared diagrammatically. Chicanes

Peek pressure behind blast reduction device Chicanes in concrete with a small inlet slot and an open
hole into the shelter

Open Hole -

Louvre ____?

Attenuator AAE
Thresho°dof P- "

l e Human injuries "'Blast Valve FC-H

Pressure Pr (bar) 0 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5

Peak overpressure inside shelter

P0 11 bar Blast pressure
P1 6,5 bar

Open Hole P2 1,34 bar Shelter
Additional construction volume 95m3

Louvre Chicanes have only little efficiency and can not reduce
the pressure to a safe level.

Attenuator AA

Single expansion chamber
Blast Valve FC-H

A large expansion chamber with an open hole from out-
Pressure Pf (Pa) 0 500 1000 1500 2000 2500 side and into the shelter.

The analysis of the results show that the shelter occu-
pants would not survive a design with open holes or .6
louvres. A well designed blast attenuator can be tolera- r- - ,-
ted, given an optimal relation between hole and room -

section. Only the quick closing blast valve would stop , P i i _ -,
the arriving blast wave, so that hardly any effects would Q ,,
be noticed in the shelter. - - P2

Construction measures

For purely civil engineering measures to give results %. 0°Y- -; - -

comparable to those of a blast valve, considerable eff- 0 8-
orts must be taken. 8..T

We will take a look at some possibilities to reduce the
blast pressure with such construction measures, always
maintaining approximately 200 Pa maximal pressure
drop under normal ventilation mode: P0 11 bar Blast pressure

P1 2,7 bar Expansion chamber
P2 0,8 bar Shelter
Additional construction volume 256m3

With a large expansion chamber, the required pressure
reduction can be attained.
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Double expansion chanmbr The following diagram shows the final pressure in the
shelter, obtained with structural measures. Also for

Two expansion chambers with open holes from outside comparison the blast attenuator and blast valve are
into the first chamber, an open hole from chamber ene listed.
into chamber two and into the shelter.

Chicans

"0• Single expansion

"-P Double expansion

E. chamber Threshold of
st!n. d human injuries

Attenuator AA

Blast Valve FC-H

SPressure Pr (bar) 0 0.5 1 15 2 2.5

The diagram shows clearly that the solution with chi-
canes is not acceptable, the others are marginally ac-

Pa 11 bar Blast pressure ceptable. The blast valves give the highest level of
P1 4,8 bar Expansion chamber one safety.
P2 1,7 bar Expansion chamber two
P3 0,6 bar Shelter Cost comparisons
Additional construction volume 288m3

With this expanded construction, the necessary pres- After finding technically feasible solutions, the next
sure reduction will be obtained, concern is the resulting costs. Since chicanes do not

fulfil the requirements, they are no longer considered.
Stone Bed

A lm layer of gravel placed in the air inlet shaft and an A cadof add, Ctofblast ! Total
open hole. n.e.urs va reduconi coatvoehoe=n3 US$ 1) device US$ 2) USM

PO -Single misu
do mist 405 162000 - 1600

- Double emis~ieda
chernbw 455 182000 - 182001

- Stone bed 105 42000 18000 60000

' -Blat ettanust - - 8-000 8V

1) Basing on US$ 400 per m3 concrete construction,
additional costs for land not included.

'.- -- n 2) 60mm gravel and support, attenuator or blast valve

PO 11 bar Blast pressure
P1 2,5 bar
P2 0,7 bar Shelter
Additional construction volume 105m 3
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The following diagram shows the cost relation of the Summary
previously listed table in a graphic.

Are blast valves for the protection of air inlets and out-
lets really a waste of money? Can they be substituted
by constructional measures?

Single expansion _

chamber The different possible technical solutions were studied

Double expansion _ based on realistic examples. Unsuccessful measures
chamber were dropped and only those reducing the pressure

o level inside the shelter to values allowing the survival of
Stone bd human beings, were included in the cost analysis.

Attenuator AA The comparisons clearly showed that blast valves are
the best technical and financial solution. Compared with

Blast Valve FC-H construction measures, they only cost about 5% of the
I total sum.
Tot cost 1000x USS 0 50 100 150 200

Therefore it can be stated that the application of blast
valves is not a waste of money - on the contrary - they

Conclusion help to keep the costs of effective shelters to a reason-
able level.

The comparison of the various possible solutions for
blast reduction in a specific case, impressively reveals
the high costs of the building measures, in obtaining the
low pressure required for survival in the shelter. Also
arguing about the cost per m3 concrete work or other
values, will not make that much difference to the total
amount.

Blast valves offer the most economical solution. They
are standard products, which have been tested and
manufactured under very high quality assurance stan-
dards. Technical leaflets are available giving all the in-formation required, so that customer, consultants and References: - FMB 73-11, Weapon effects and shelter design,formtio reuird, o tat cstoerconultntsandSwiss Research Institute for Military Construction.
contractors know exactly what they are going to get as
well as the performance of the product. The effective- - Test Report: Louvres, Luwa FST-VS 9108, tested
ness of blast reduction construction measures can not at Swiss Defence Technology Laboratories, Spiez.
be physically demonstrated. The available formula for
calculations are only approximations and estimations. - Passive Blast Attenuators - A Possible Alternativeto Active Biast Valhes, (Luwa Ltd., J. Hasler) 5th

Int. Seminar of Interaction of Non-Nuclear Muni-
High quality blast valves are shown to be the best solu- tions with Structures, April 1991 Mannheim,
tion available today. Germany.
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PREDICTION OF IN-STRUCTURE SHOCK

Ph. van Dongen and J. Weerheijm

TNO Prins Maurits Laboratory
P.O. Box 45 - 2280 AA Rijswijk - The Netherlands

ABSTRACT

The in-structure shock in underground structures can cause Po = f-(p'c)'48.8"(2.52"R/WI/ 3 )-n (eq 1)
considerable damage to the equipment installed inside, even if
the structure itself resists the explosion load. For economic where P0  = peak pressure (Pa)
design of special shock isolators it is essential that the internal W = charge weight (kg)
shock environment is well defined. The Military Technical R = distance to the explosion (m)
Manual TM5-855-1 provides directives to quantify free-field p = mass density of soil (kg/m3)
soil motions and in-structure motions of an underground c = seismic velocity in soil (m/s)
structure due to a non-nuclear underground explosion. (p.c) = acoustic impedance of soil (kg/s-m 2 )
The procedures described in the Technical Manual TM5-855-1 n = attenuation coefficient (-)
to obtain free-field and in-structure shock data are discussed in f = coupling factor (-)
this paper. Predictions are compared with the results of scaled
experiments. A, = 1235.6W-1l/3"f'c.(2.52"R/Wi/ 3 )(-n- t ) (eq 2)

INTRODUCTION where Ao = peak soil particle acceleration (m/s 2)

Economic protection of sophisticated military equipment against For preliminary design considerations a table is presented in
high amplitude accelerations and shocks in underground which the seismic velocity, c, the acoustic impedance, (p-c),
structures due to an external underground explosion is and the attenuation coefficient, n, are given as function of soil
desirable. Sophisticated equipment can be protected against high descriptions. Disadvantage of the TM5-855-1 is that it presents
accelerations and shocks with special shock isolators. For only a limited group of soil characteristics.
economic design of these shock isolators it is essential that the Field experiments in dry, loose, backfilled sand have shown
internal shock environment is well defined. If an acceleration- that the predicted free-field peak pressure as well as the free-
time histogram of the in-structure can be predicted a shock field peak soil particle accelerations were underpredicted by
spectrum can be determined. This spectrum presents maximum about 5 to 100%, depending on the scaled distance [2, 31. It
response values of One-Mass-Spring Systems caused by this was concluded that the attenuation coefficient of the shockwave
load as function of their natural frequencies. Together with must be chosen carefully since it influences the result largely. A
damage criteria of the internal equipment, adequate shock 10% lower value of the coefficient means almost doubling of
isolators can be developed. the peak values.
The Technical Manual TM5-855-1 is one of the literature
references that provides directives to quantify in-structure The in-structure motions are presented as the average peak
motions of an underground structure due to an external non- pressure of a volume of free-field soil particles with the same
nuclear underground explosion. The empirical formulas to dimensions as the structure. Therefore, the average acceleration
estimate in-structure motions are derived from free-field ground of the soil particles, Aavg, across a rectangular structure (see
shock empirical relationships. In this paper this procedure is Figure 1) is calculated by integrating the acceleration-range
evaluated and compared with the results of experiments. function (eq 2) over the span of the structure divided by the

span (R2 - RI). To adjust the average one-dimensional
PREDICTIONS TECHNICAL MANUAL TM5-855-1 acceleration, Aavg, to a volume unit a reduction factor, RF, is

introduced which depends on the dimensions of the structure
The manual TM5-855-1 presents directives for predicting free- and the distance to the point of explosion (see Figure 2).
field ground shock parameters like peak-pressure, peak
impulse, soil particle peak acceleration, velocity and Test data have shown this method to be conservative for
displacement. These ground shock parameters are depending on rectangular buried structures I l1. The estimated peak values for
charge weight, the distance to the point of explosion, the in-structure acceleration, velocity and displacement can be used
acoustic impedance of the soil and the attenuation coefficient of to develop an approximate shock spectrum of the in-structure
the soil. environment.
The peak values of free-field stress and motion from bombs
detonating in soil are given with equations I and 2.
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Figure is a schematic view of the interaction pressure, Pi(t). The
dotted line in this load diagram represents the free-field stress.

9121346

PI P

high -explosive P
charge. W, L, B

k dl
L HI-11H

R2 
to

Figure 1 Side burst load case of a buried rectangular Figure 3 One-Mass-Spring System with damping and inter-
structure. [11 action load diagram, Pi(t).

In the next section, the in-structure accelerations predicted with
912,3-7 the TM5-855-1 are compared with response results of the Mass-

Spring System loaded with predicted interaction pressures and
D •with measured interaction pressures. These results are

0T compared with measured in-structure accelerations.
08

COMPARISON PREDICTIONS WITH EXPERIMENTAL
RESULTS06

Set-up conditions

a, 0 - ,Experiments were performed in dry, loose, backfilled sand. The
free-field ground shock pressure was measured with special soil
pressure transducers. These transducers record the interaction

W -K" at,,odpressure between soil particles and transducer adapter. A built-
L C. * or rootin accelerometer records the motion of the adapter which is usedR1 duitlaý front oxPboon to

WodrQ•,, oe01,d. to adjust the measured interaction pressure to the actual free-
0 Ifield pressure the soil particles experiences. This measurement

S2 technique is discussed in 131 and appeared to be valid. The
R /H' rateofrargelolh2 ofwad (sie ox) or l1 adjustment appeared to be essential. As mentioned earlier,

a 01 ratnge Io wdh of rool (ov""ad to"t) references (21 and 13j concluded that the free-field ground

shock parameters were underpredicted when compared to
Figure 2 Reduction factor, RF, for in-structure acceleration. measured values.

[1] A fully instrumented cubic concrete structure (volume = I m3 ,
mass = 1000 kg) was buried at a depth of 2 metres. The

In this approach it is assumed that the average motion of a measured in-structure accelerations are used to verify the TM5-
volume unit of soil particles responds in the same way as any 855-1 predictions and the Mass-Spring System results.
given structure with the same dimensions. However the actual Table I shows the scaled distances of the structure and the free-
interaction process taking place is a function of shockwave, field pressure transducers to the point of explosion.
structure and surrounding soil characteristics. Because of the
acoustic impedance difference between surrounding soil and Table I View of performed experiments (21
structure, reflection of the shock wave will occur. Therefore the
actual peak load on the structure can be significantly higher than Experiment Charge Rs R s R s
the free-field stress. The decay of the load in time is determined Number Weight Structure T•,nsducer I Transducer 2
by rarefaction waves which are developed at the edges of the (kg) (mikgI/ 3) (m/kgl/ 3) (mA/gl/ 3)
structure. These wave properties depend on the free-field ... ...
shockwave velocity and duration and the structure dimensions. 1, 2, 3 0.125 6.0 6.3 4.0
One method to quantify the dynamic response of a structure 4.5, 6 0.250 4.8 5.0 342

loaded with a interaction pressure, Pi(t), is modelling with a 7. 8,6 0.35 4.2 5.0 2

One-Mass-Spring System. In such a model the structure is 7, 8 ,9 0.5 4.2 4.4 2.8

characterized as a lumped mass and the surrounding soil that
offers resistance against the motion of the structure is
characterized with a spring and damper. A schematic view of Rs* = Scaled Distance RIWI/ 3

this system is presented in Figure 3. Also presented in this
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Prediction TM5-855-1 Figure 4 shows the response of the lumped mass loaded with a
pressure-time diagram as predicted with the TM5-855-1 (scaled

The manual [I] suggests for dry, loose sand an attenuation distance 3.8 mi/kg"/ 3), i.e. peak pressure is 30.6 (2x15.3) kPa,
coefficient, n, of 3.00 to 3.2-. A worst case value of 3.00 is duration is 32 ms and risetime is 1.6 ms.
chosen for the predictions. The acoustic impedanc, (p.c) is
suggested to be 2.7.105 kg/m 2-s [1. The coupling factor, f, is
for this set-up condition 1.0.
According to the Technical Manual [1 ] the duration of the free- '-

field shock wave, to, is twice the predicted time of arrival which E
is defined as the distance to the point of explosion (3 m) -
devided by the seismic velocity of the shock wave (183 m/s) '- !
and is therefore 32 is for all charge weights. The risetime, tr, is
defined as 10% of the time of arrival, i.e. 1.6 ms l]. [ I].-
In Table 2 the prediction of free-field shock wave parameters in . " .... _

front of the structure and the in-structure acceleration for this
experimental set-up are presented. -.

Table 2 Prediction of free-field and in-structure parameters [ 0 2o 40 60 4.

R/W i/3 P0  to tr AO. Lu...... mass(m/kgI/3) (kPa) (nis) (mns) (•xTVsI)

6.0 3.8 32 1.6 4.8 Figure 4 Acceleration of lumped mass (scaled distance
4.8 7.7 32 1.6 9.7 3.8 m/kg 1/3) to TM5-855-1 load.
4.2 11.5 32 1.6 14.5
3.8 5.3 32 1.6 19.4 The response of the Mass-Spring System on the measured load.

i.e. peak pressure is 43.6 kPa, duration is 17 ms and risetime is
ATM* = In-structure acceleration (= RF-Aavg) 3 ms [21, is shown in Figure 5.

One-Mass-Spring System calculations F

As explained earlier, the Technical Manual procedures ignore 20.]
the interaction process taking place between the ground shock I
and structure. To quantify this miscalculation towards in- 104
structure motions, One-Mass-Spring System calculations are
performed with the predicted and the measured interaction load..-----/ _ ... 0_ _
One of the major difficulties to determine the dynamic response o._-
of a structure in soil is quantifying the volume of soil that offers
resistance against the motion of the structure and therefore the -10-
spring constant. Richart (41 defines the spring constant, k, for a - .
One-Mass-Spring System as function of the shear modulus, a 0 20 40 6o 80 1(j

normalized radius of the surface that experiences the resistance, Ti.o 1-;1

the length of the structure and Poisson's ratio of the soil. acct•o -at,o umoo. mass

According to reference [4] the spring constant for this set-up
has a value of 9.6-10 7 N/ni.
The damping of the system is characterized with the acoustic
impedance [51 and measures 2.7.105 kg/m2 -s [1]. Figure 5 Acceleration of lumped mass (scaled distance
The response of the Mass-Spring System is calculated with the 3.8 m/kg 1/3) to measured load.
predicted and measured interaction load. In the case of the
predicted load its shape is simplified to a triangular shape with a This response simulations are also performed for the remaining
certain risetime, peak load and duration. The risetime as well as scaled distances of 4.2, 4.8 and 6.0 n/kg'/ 3 . The results are
the duration of the load function is the same as for free-field presented in Table 2.
shock wave. The amplitude is amplified with a factor two to
include the reflection process. This is the case in which the Experimental results
structure does not move during impact and is therefore the
worst case. Calculations have shown that the influence of the On each scaled distance three experiments are performed.
rarefaction process, i.e. the influence of the kink in the decay of Figure 6 shows an example of a measured in-structure
the load (see Figure 3) on the peak response is negligible, acceleration in the case of a scaled distance of 3.8 m/kg /3.
Therefore the decrease of the load is taken to be linear.
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In [2] and [31 it was stated that the measured free-field ground
20i -shock parameters were about 5 to 100% higher than the

predictions depending on scaled distance. For useful corn-
SI parison of the Mass-Spring System results with measured in-

structure accelerations (AMEAS) the response calculations were
Ic- also performed with the measured interaction pressure as load

on the lumped mass. These Mass-Spring results (AME.SDOF)
... are almost similar with measured values (AMEAS).

--- - - -- - - ---- The measured in-structure accelerations (AMEAS) are about 30
to 100% higher than predicted values (ATM). This means for
this particular test program that the TM5-855-1 is not as

-.0 conservative as it is presented. Nevertheless the TM5-855-10 o2 40 6'0 80 00o0miO I,0 procedures are presented only for preliminary design purposes
G--,o-a ,,,kQ and in that context they are useful.

CONCLUSIONS
Figure 6 Example of measured in-structure acceleration(scaled distance 3.8 m/kgI/3). The Technical Manual TM5-855-1 presents a procedure to

determine in-structure shock data for preliminary design

The mean measured peak accelerations of three experiments per purposes. However, the manual ignores the aspects of the
scaled distance are presented in Table 3. In this table the interaction process between ground shock and structure. The
predicted and Mass-Spring System results are also included, paper examined the introduced errors by comparison with

experimental and theoretical results.
Table 3 In-structure peak in-stnucture acceleration dam In the particular test set-up the approach of the TM5-855-1 to

ignore the interaction process and the dynamic response of the
structure, gives reasonable good results (within 10%). InR/W!/3 A ATM-S )F AME-Sl2OF AMEFS general, it depends on the structure and surrounding soil

(m/kg1/3) (rn/Ts) (nT/s?) (n/Sz) (nflsz) characteristics in what extent the ignored interaction process
influences the result.

6.0 4.8 5.2 7.9 10.2 The dynamic response determined with the proposed procedure
4.8 9.7 10.6 12.9 14.7 agreed well with measured in-structure accelerations.
4.2 14.5 15.8 7.3 19.9 The applied procedure enables us to predict the in-structure
3.8 9.4 22.4 24.2 25.1 shock, due to the measured load, within 30%.

The applicability of the TM5-855-1 to predict the in-structure

ATM = Prediction of TM5-855-1 shock is limited by the accuracy of the free-field ground shock.
=Response One-Mass-Spring System on twice TM Under the applied test conditions the shock was underestimatedATM-SDOF =RsosOn-ssprnSytmotieTM up to 100%.

free-ficld load
AME-SDOF = Response One-Mass-Spring System on measured

interaction load REFERENCES
AMEAS = Mean measured value 1. TM5-855-1,'Fundamentals of protective design for con-

ventional weapons'. US Army Corps of Engineers, Huntsville
Table _j shows that the TM5-855-1 predictions, which are Division. November, 1985.
assumed to be on the conservative side, underpredict the in-
structure acceleration. 2. Van Dongen, Ph., 'Verification of experimental determined
The calculations of the response of the Mass-Spring System on ground shock parameters with TM5-855-1 and the response of
the predicted free-field loads are executed with a reflection a buried concrete structure' (in Dutch). PML 1991-69.
factor 2 (ATM-SDOF). The peak acceleration of the lumped 3. Van Dongen, Ph. and Weerheijm, J. 'Interaction of
mass is about 10% higher than the predictions (ATM). With this Ground Shock with Soil Pressure Transducers'. Structures
result it is concluded that in this particular test case the Under Shock and Impact II: Proceedings of the Second Inter-
structures' peak response is almost the same as the soil particles national Conference, held in Portsmouth, U.K., 16 th-
so the TM5-855-1 procedure is in this particular case accurate. 18 th June, 1992.
To quantify the effect of another mass weight on the dynamic
response the same calculation is performed with a mass of 4. Richart, F.E. and Woods, R.D., 'Vibrations of soils and
5000 kg and 500 kg in stead of 1000 kg on a scaled distance foundations', Prentice-Hall, Inc., Englewood Cliffs,
of 3.8 m/kg 1/3. The results are respectively a peak acceleration New Jersey, 1970.
of 5.9 and 34.3 n/s 2 and are considerable different than the
TM5-855-1 prediction of 19.4 m/s 2 (see Table 3). In this 5. Hinman, E.E. and Weidlinger, P., Single-Degree-of-
example only the mass is varied but is obvious that also the Freedom solution of structure-medium interaction. Inter-
other Mass-Spring parameters have effect on the response nationales symposium'Interaktion konventioneller munition mit
result. So it depends on the structure and surrounding soil schutzbauten', band 1. BRD, Mannheim, 09-13 Marz 1987.
characteristics if the prediction of the manual is acceptable or
not.
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STOCHASTIC SIMULATION OF IN-STRUCTURE SHOCK
DUE TO CONVENTIONAL WEAPON EFFECTS

Erwin Kessler, Consultant of Laboratory Spiez
Bernard Anet

Defence Technology and Procurement Agency
Laboratory Spiez, CH-3700 Spiez, Switzerland

ABSTRACT and without burster slabs (fig. 1). The simulation code
combines three different shock components: (a) Rigid

SHOCK is a computer program able to stochastically body motion of the shelter, (b) inelastic deformations and
simulate in-structure shock effects within shelters due to (c) elastic vibrations in the reinforced concrete structure.
conventional weapons effects. The simulation model
combines three different shock components: the rigid body (a) Rigid body motion

motion of the shelter, the inelastic deformation of the To calculate the motion of the center of gravity of the

reinforced concrete structure and the elastic vibrations of shelter, the structure is modelled by a rigid body embedded

the structure. The program provides stochastic default in the soil [2). So far only a one-dimensional wave model

values, e.g. in term of probability distributions for many is implemented, suited for superseismic nuclear loadings

model parameters or the user has the option to define his but less adapted to the case of conventional weapons

own specific values for particular site conditions. loading because the plane wave assumption is rather
inexact in this loading case. We are presently working
towards a better solution.

(b) Inelastic deformations of the shelter
Dynamic inelastic deformations of the shelter are a main

INTRODUCTION loading effect for equipment attached to the inside of the
shelter. The ceiling, walls and floors of the shelter are

Under contract with the Laboratory Spiez, a computer modelled by Equivalent Simple Oscillators (one-degree of
program has been developed to stochastically simulate in- feedom) - a classical procedure - assuming that the main
structure shock effects within shelters. The name of the inelastic deformations are governed by the fundamental
program is SHOCK. Some years ago, the nuclear shock mode of the system. The soil-structure interaction is based
simulation part of the program was completed and has anthe interaction of one-dimensional ground shock waves
been successfully applied since for various practical with themovinganddeformingshelterwall(2,5. Meanwhile,
purposes such as shock testing of shelter equipment this model has been developed and published
[1,2,3,4,5]. Conventional weapons effects are now independently by other authors [6,7,8]. The basic principle
implemented too and we are working on further of the model is the physical fact that the dynamic soil
improvements. pressure on a wall due to the reflection of a plane pressure

wave becomes weaker, if the wall moves away due to rigid
body motion and/or deformaiton.

INSTRUCTURE SHOCK MODELING
(c) Elastic vibrations

The application range of the program SHOCK includes The amplitudes of the elastic vibrations are limited by the
shallow buried reinforced concrete box-type shelters with ultimate strength of the shelter construction materials
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Fig..L Shelt:.Ji concept underlaying the program SHOCK

(steel, concrete). Although these elastic vibrations are developed with the the theoretical frequencies as mean
mainly responsible for the peak acceleration level of the values. Thei 100 damped harmonic vibrations with
total shelter response, their contribution to the velocity and stochastically changed frequency, phase and amplitude
displacement of the shelter are small. They are therefore were superposed. This allows to determine the elastic
only critical for brittle equipment staying in direct contact vibration loading at each point of the shelter wihre
with the shelter walls. Usual fixing elements are able to equipments are attached. Although sophisticated analysis
absorb the very small displacements related to high ofthe problem have been performed [4]. the model is rather
frequencies above 300 Hz. Thus the frequency range of the hypothetical and needs to be verified by large scale tests.
elastic vibration model for typical Swiss shelter has been The vibrations are damped by the soil contact as the
chosen from about 50 Hz (the fundamental frequency) to vibration energy radiate into the soil. That means that the
300 Hz. In this frequency range, nevertheless about 100 laoding due to the elastic vibrations is less intense in small
different vibrational modes can be identified for a three shelters than in larger ones with many partitioning walls
dimensional shelter construction. These modes cannot be which are not in contact with the soil. Such partitioning walls
calculated or measured exactly, as they are very sensitive can vibrate quite freely in certain modes and induce
to small variations in dimensions, stiffness, cracks etc that resonance effects in attached equipment. The elastic
may occur under practical conditions. To overcome this vibrations of the shelter dominate the peak acceleration
inherent difficulty, a stochastic vibration model has been values of the total shelter response, but their contributions
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to velocity and displacement are negligible, penetration characteristics of the bomb; the dynamic

The pressure time functions of the detonating weapons are structural parameters of the shelter as well as the soil

taken from standard literature [10.11]. properties which are in our case representative of Swiss

shelters. For each parameter the user has the option of
applying either the pre-defined random variables or his

STOCHASTIC SHOCK SIMULATION AND EQUIPMENT own specific values for particular site conditions.

TESTING
The results of a large number of purely stochastical

The not precisely known location of the many vibration sinulationsprovidestatistica lInformationforcertain shelter

modes of the shelter mentioned above is not the only classes, enabling the user to define maximum instructure

aspect of the shock simulation problem requiring a shockeffectsonthedeslred confidencelevel. This again is

stochastic modelling. The penetration of projectiles into a basis for balanced shelter and equipment design.

soil and concrete is another one: to determine if a bomb Furthermore, the stochasticshock-time-functions provided

perforates a shelter or if it causes spalling effects at 'he by the program can be used to drive servo-hydraulic

inside, a stochastic model has been implemented based facilities for shock testing of equipment and to gather

on a paper presented by Lawrence Twisdale and others at information about suvivability of a particular equipment.

the 5th International Symposium in Mannheim, Germany,
in 1991. In this paper (91 probability distributions are given

forthe penetration depth of projectile and forthe occurrence EXAM PLE

of spalling. For many other model parameters, our program
provides "stochasticdefault values", that means probability A bomb with 250 kg TNT penetrates deep into the soil by

distribution functions. Among these are: the actual impact the side of a small shelter and detonates 6 m away from the

point on the target taking into account the Circular Error shelter wall. The shock time functions, here in terms of
Probability (CEP); the impact angle, velocity and the acceleration histories, arecalculatedforthefollowingcases:

a) horizontal rigid body motion of the the shelter (acceleration in units

g = 9.81 m/s 2):
maximum acceleration = 28.7 g
maximum velocity = 2.0 m/s

90. ~-

60. -- - - - -

a [p

30.

0.

-30.

-90.

.0 .05 .10 .15 .20 0.25 0 30

Time [86
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b) horizontal motion at the center of the front wall due to rigid body motion
+ Inelastic deformation:
maximum acceleration = 198.9 g
maximum velocity = 2.99 m/s

ak (g]

90. _
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30.~~ 7__ __

30.

-30._______

-60. s___ ___

-90. ________
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c) horizontal rigid body motion + inelastic deformation + elastic vibrations
at the center of the wall:
maximum acceleration = 211 g
maximum velocity = 3.1 mls

90. _
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ABSTRACT

The paper charts the development of a numerical model, attractive option as well. The benefits of computer
using the AUTODYN finite difference computer code, modelling are: the accurate prediction of results by
designed to replicate centrifuge experiments carried out to computer reduces the need for experiment, with savings in
examine the effects of sub surface barriers on ground both time and money; also, because a computer can
shock attenuation. The experimental results have been used readily produce far more results than an experiment, the
to validate the model performance but the material models computer model can be used to select the most fruitful
used have derived from other sources. In this way the areas for experimental investigation and, finally, if the
model is independent of the experimental parameters. The mathematical model is a good idealisation, it may aid
numerical modelling has not included the model structures understanding of physical behaviour.
used in the original experimentation but has concentrated
upon free field pressures in front of and behind the various With the rapid evolution of computer capabilities, the
barrier options tried viz polystyrene foam, concrete and prime need is to validate the numerical models being
composite. The modelling results show an encouraging developed. The i ucity of data from explosive tests make
agreement with experimental measurements. Some the dynamic effects of explosive events and material
limitation in the soil model has been identified due to the response at high rates of strain difficult to model. A
unknown effects of pore water pressures but, at a number of researchers are working to develop better
reasonable working range for structures, the model material models and techniques [eg References 2,3 and 4].
produces very acceptable results.

Centrifuge model tests provide an excellent means of
INTRODUCTION validating numerical methods by comparing results

obtained. In a scale model, the boundary conditions are
Sub surface barriers have been considered for screening exactly specified; removing the necessity for making
the effects of ground shock against underground structures. approximations of boundary locations in the analysis.
Such barriers might be installed during the building of Materials which have well defined properties may be
these structures or else be added later to enhance chosen for the model and the repeatability of model tests
protection. Barriers could screen out the ground permits the applied loading and system response to be
transmitted shock altogether or just attenuate the shock and closely monitored.
loading effects. The traditional approach to ground shock
prediction has been to carry out instrumented tests at full Studies of the attenuation of ground shock using protective
scale and use the results to derive the likely effects in barriers have been conducted using centrifuge model
similar situations. Full scale tests are very expensive and testing [References 1 and 5] and these have provided the
considerable effort has been devoted to making use of opportunity to make use of the recent advances in
scale modelling techniques and numerical analysis. Such numerical modelling to develop a method which can be
techniques require validation. It has been shown that model validated using the results from the centrifuge experiments.
testing in a centrifuge gives good results, because the self
weight of the soil is increased to prototype values It is important to distinguish between models which rely on
[Reference 1]. input data obtainable only from experiments involving the

situations to be modelled and models that can predict
However, even centrifuge tests are considerable results using input data obtained from other sources. The
undertakings and this makes computer modelling an former type of model should, within its range of
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applicability, produce good predictive results but it will be NUMERICAL MODEL
of limited value in increasing understanding of the physics
of the problem. The latter type of model is more difficult The modelling was carried out using AUTODYN-2D
to construct but is potentially more valuable; for once Version 2.52. This is a two dimensional non-linear
suitable idealisations have been developed, the predictive hydrodynamic finite difference computer code. In this code
power of the model should not be restricted to the field for the conservation of mass, momentum and energy are
which it was developed. This latter approach has been expressed through differential equations which are solved
followed in the modelling to be described. with an explicit, centred difference time integration

method. Materials are described through an equation of
This paper reports the development of a model using the state and a failure model. Both Eulerian and Lagrangian
AUTODYN finite difference computer code and compares processors are available. An axial symmetry option is
the results obtained with those from the centrifuge provided.
experiments with barriers.

Since the experiments took place in cylindrical containers
THE EXPERIMENTAL BACKGROUND the axial symmetry model was appropriate. Because of the

large deformations involved in crater formation, it was
The experiments were carried out using the geotechnical decided to use a single Eulerian grid for the whole model.
centrifuge at the University of Manchester. This has a The grid chosen was rectangular, with a graduated mesh
diameter of 6.4 m. A field of 20 gravities was applied to in both radial and axial directions. The mesh was finest in
cylindrical steel experimental containers of 75cm diameter the area of the explosive and at radius 15cin (the barrier
and 46cm depth. The containers were lined with 12mm position). For preliminary studies a mesh of 30(radial) x
polystyrene foam to reduce internal stress wave reflections 70(axial) was used. This was progressively refined to
and were filled with Mersey River sand, drained from 140x60.
saturation to equilibrium. A charge equivalent to 2g C4
was buried centrally and model structures were buried at Various boundary conditions were used in developing the
a range of 20cm; some unprotected and some protected by model and the final choice was a Foam-Transmit boundary
subsurface barriers. Experiments were comprehensively in which the boundary behaved towards pressure waves as
instrumented. A typical experimental arrangement is a polystyrene foam boundary. This option was chosen as
shown in figure 1. Three types of barrier were used on the closest approximation to the experimental set-up.
chords 15cm from the axis. They were 12 mm polystyrene
foam, 15 mm concrete and a combination of the two. An axial gravitational field was incorporated into the

model. Time limitations prevented the development of an
equilibrium stress distribution in the soil before the
explosion, but a later computer simulation (over a two

Sbarrier week period) showed that this deviation from physical
reality is not important.

P -TLCU

charge MATERIALS AND THEIR MODELLING

LCý TLC TL
TL"C The materials to be modelled were explosive, air, sand and

the barrier materials of polystyrene foam and concrete.
Typical plan view AUTODYN contains a library of material models,

750mm including ones for explosives. Explosive C4 was chosen.
For air, an ideal gas model was selected. The other

150mnm '-t-----t-- 200mm material selections are discussed below."'"T"" "• ..... ..... . _-jl n

charge U Sand
460m "-barrier

I - - gravel The experimental material was a Mersey River sand. The
Typical section grading curve for the sand is given in figure 2 and the

relationship between its porosity and angle of friction in
figure 3 [Reference 61. The sand was modelled using the

Figure 1. Details of experimental test bed (P: Protected Porous equation of state and the Mohr-Coulomb Failure
structure, U: Unprotected structure, TLC: Total pressure Model. Data on the static high pressure of West Freugh
cell) sand of the same mineral content and similar grading
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(see figure 2) was provided (Reference 71. This MERSEY RIVER-SAND
information was obtained from the database maintained by
Imperial College, London and was generated using the 44Plane strain
GREAC cell technique [see Reference 41. The data was maximum
modified by the incorporation of the experimental value of c porosity
density and sound speed for the Mersey River sand. For = 40

the failure model, an angle of friction of 44 degrees was I Plane strain I

chosen, as appropriate to a dense condition or low 76 36 L rinimum - riaxial "

porosity, the expected state at high pressures (see , ,prosity

figure 3). The idealisation chosen was the simplest that C
could take into account the main physical characteristics of 34 36 38 40 42 44 46
the sand. But, it does not model the effects of partial Initial Porosity -%

saturation on stiffness at high loading rates and does not
take into account the varying relationship between porosity
and angle of friction. Figure 3. Mersey River sand: Angle of friction vs
Foam porosity (Reference 6).

In comparison with the mass of sand, the mass of foam MODEL DEVELOPMENT
was very small and so thus was its comparative capacity
for the irreversible absorption of energy through plastic Preliminary runs were made using a grid of 30(radial) x
action. It therefore seemed reasonable to model the foam 70(axial) cells and forming a cylinder 75cm x 100cm, as
as a linear elastic fluid; this being the most simple model in the experimental work. The objectives of the
in which a low acoustic impedance can be given, preliminary runs were to confirm that the model gave

satisfactory qualitative behaviour, to investigate boundary
Concrete models and to gain experience in the use and

characteristics of the model. Several runs were extended
This was modelled using the Porous equation of state and until craters were fully developed; a process too time
the Mohr-Coulomb failure model. Input was based on data consuming to repeat using finer grids. Having confirmed
for a similar concrete [Reference 71. the general suitability of the model and the selection of

boundary conditions, the grid was refined to 50 x 70,
with closely meshed areas containing the explosive and at

8.s. sieves the 15cm radius area, where foam barriers could be
200 107 2 2 - inserted. Runs were made both with and without a 12mm

100 -thick foam barrier at 15cm. At 20cm radius there was
90 - F good agreement with experimental results. However, at

80- low ranges the computer model gave lower values than the80 experiment and there were indications that some results
70 - were significantly affected by the discretisation chosen.++" ! i J i / , i !'!The radial meshing was therefore refined to produce a

Mersey i final mesh of 140 x 60. The developments had the
0iver I combined benefits of increasing the precision of the model

-- sandC1 ,and allowing the effects of varying the discretisation to be
-o 'West Istudied.West

9 30 Sand
"a o San CRATERING

20-
Mersey River Sand

10 C.= 1.5 The modelling of crater development was most useful in
.. West Freugh Sand confirming the qualitative behaviour of the model.

0 -. Convincing results were achieved during the examination
o ooooo_ C 9. N C. 0 ,, of crater development and a final result is illustrated at0 00 000 c; 0 0 a 600 - figure 4. The model crater shown is larger than a typical

Particle size in r,, experimental one and conical in shape when compared

with the bowl shape of experimentally produced craters.
Figure 2. Grading curves for Mersey River sand
(Reference 6) and West Freugh sand.
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The pressure-time output from the model showed typical 0 5 10 15 20 25 30
results with steep rise times to peak values that diminished Distance from Charge Centre (cm)
with range (figure 5). Comparisons with experimental
values are illustrated in figure 6, which shows peak
pressures against distance from the charge centre. At Figure 6. Free field pressure vs distance from charge
shorter ranges the model appears to underpredict pressure centre
values but at ranges of 20 cm and beyond the agreement
is much better. In the experimental tests, 20 cm was taken BARRIER EFFECTS
as the target range.

The modelling work included runs with barriers included
at 15 cm range. The barriers were 12 mm polystyrene,

PRESSUIRE 15 mm concrete and a composite of the two. The results
188,.9 are illustrated in figure 7. A typical set of pressure-time

plots at ranges behind a foam barrier are shown at
figure 8. Figure 7 shows the model free field peak
pressures for comparison and the model and experimental
values behind the various barriers. Table I shows the
attenuation efficiency of the barriers as the percentage
reduction in peak pressure values in comparision with the
free field results. The target range of 20 cm has been
selected to coincide with the experimental structure

69,9 positions.

Table 1: Pressure reductions behind barriers at 20 cm
range

) ,Li Barrier Type Model I Experiment

9.4 9,8
TIME Foam 75% 92%

Concrete 30% 78%
FINER Composite 69% 93%

Figure 5. Free field pressure outputs at 5 to 17 cm from
charge centre.
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KEY pressures and increased the effective soil strength. This
Pressures ] Model Experiment would reduce the crater volume. The numerical model, of
behind Barriwe Free field 0 course, made no allowance for the presence of pore water.

• 31 bar Foam barrier o

SConcrete barrier o a The numerical model did not reproduce the standard bowl
Composite barrier & A shape. The true angle of friction is a function of porosity.

thus at the sides of the crater, where the sand has been
12mm compressed by the shock wave, the angle of friction is
1 5m comparatively steep but elsewhere, particularly in fallen
27mm ejecta, the angle is lower. This produces the characteristic

1Foam bowl shape. The linear Mohr-Coulomb model must

Face of barrier ocrete inevitably produce a cone-shaped crater. To provide a
S• j• ompooste more exact result, it is likely that a material model

10 including the influence of pore water would be needed.
,to cm However, crater prediction is not a particular area of

"0 uncertainty because there is plentiful empirical data
0 o " available with reasonable predictive relationships

a • [Reference 81.

. 0 PRESSURE,3 6
0

0 I 2.a r
15 20 25 30 I"

Distance from Charge Centre (cm)

Figure 7. Pressure reductions behind barriers. V/1

The figures in the table show a significant underestimate //
by the model of the experimental attenuations achieved. 8 9.4 9. 12
However, the general trend of variations between barrier (CU, gm,s) TI•E
types is modelled. Also, the model predictions are on the FloR
safe side. Because the experimental pressure gauges were
not always at exactly 20 cm from the charge centre, some Figure 8. Pressure plots behind composite barrier at
judgement has been necessary in calculating the figures. "targets" spaced from 20 to 28 cm from charge centre.
Figure 7 clearly shows the relationships too. In addition,
it should be noted that the experimental barrier was planar, The free field pressure predictions. best summarised in
whereas the model barrier is cylindrical. Off the normal, figure 6, show reasonable agreement with experimental
the distance to the experimental barrier is increased and results, particularly at the range of interest for structures
the barrier thickness is also increased. Refraction effects being considered for barrier protection ie 20 cm in the
may occur. model. The higher experimental values at short range may

be due to the means of recording pressures.
DISCUSSION OF RESULTS Experimentally, free field pressures are measured using

load cells of finite mass, so there is inevitably some soil-
The preliminary work produced model craters of realistic structure interaction which is likely to enhance the
form though incorrectly proportioned. The lesser scale of pressures recorded [Reference 9]. This effect is likely to
the experimental craters, when compared with the model be most marked in areas of high rate loading near the
version (figure 4), was probably due to the influence of explosion and less significant when loading is slower. On
pore water. The initial experimental set up had relied upon the other hand, since the mathematical model chosen does
suction pressures in the pore water to achieve stability (to not take account of stiffness enhancement on initial loading
hold the model intact on its side prior to centrifuge spin at high rates in partially saturated soil, the computer mcdel
up). During soil failure under explosive pressures, might underpredict free field pressures close to the
dilatancy effects would have enhanced negative pore explosion.
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The behind barrier effects, which are best summarised in to allow the study of soil-structure interaction, in particular
figure 7, have been over-predicted by the model. This the phenomenon of inertial loading and by the use of a
provides a safe solution. There is closer agreement with 3-D model program.
the foam barrier results and this also applies to the foam-
concrete composite. These barriers are shown, by both ACKNOWLEDGEMENT
modelling techniques, to be effective in reducing ground
shock. This is, however, not the complete situation. The experimental results were produced with the support
Underground explosions can produce two forms of of the Procurement Executive, Ministry of Defence and on
pressure loading on buried structures: "shock loading" and behalf of the Defence Research Agency, Christchurch.
"inertial loading" [Reference 1]. Shock loading is
essentially the loading produced by free field pressure
waves, which may be enhanced on reflection at the soil- REFERENCES
structure boundary. Shock loading may be mitigated by the
insertion of low acoustic impedance barriers in the path of 1. Davies MCR and Williams AJ "Centrifuge Modelling
the shock wave. Inertial loading is the effect of the the Protection of Buried Structures subjected to Blast
momentum of the soil mass set in motion by the explosion. Loading" Structures under Shock and Impact I1 Bulson PS
Since momentum cannot be reflected, a foam barrier will Ed.,Thomas Telford London, pp 663-674, 1992
have minimal effect on inertial loading but a rigid barrier
may provide some protection. 2. Stevens DJ and Krauthammer T "A Finite

Difference/Finite Element Approach to Dynamic Soil-
The experimental programme was designed to study Structure Interaction Modelling', Comp and Str 29 (2), pp
barriers protecting against both forms of loading. 199-205, 1988
However, while free field pressures give a good indication
of shock loading pressures, inertial loading does not 3. Pullen AD, lanucci L, Newman lB and Perry SH,
become apparent until the motion of the soil mass is "Experimental Investigation of the Dynamic Loading of
obstructed by a structure. Unlike the experimental set-up, Soil and the use of Finite Element Simulation for
the computer model does not contain structures and so is Analysis", Structures under Shock and Impact Bulson PS
restricted for the time being to the investigation of free Ed, Elsevier Amsterdam, pp 443-454, 1989
field pressures, the determinants of shock loading 4. Sheridan AJ, Pullen AD and Newman JB, "The Search

CONCLUSIONS for a General Geologic Material Model for Application to
Finite Element Methods and Hydrocodes", Structures

There is very good qualitative agreement between the under Shock and Impact II, Bulson PS Ed, Thomas
experimental results and the output of the mathematical Telford London, pp 199-210, 1992
model developed. For the region of predominant interest
(range 20cm) there is good quantitative agreement for free- 5. Davies MCR, Williams AJ and Claber KJ, "Centrifuge
field stresses in the absence of a barrier and adequate Model Testing to investigate the use of Barriers to mitigate
agreement for the attenuation effects with various types of Blast Effects on Buried Structures", Proc 6th International
barrier. Symposium on Interaction of Nonnuclear Munitions with

Structures, Panama City Beach Florida, May 1993
A satisfactory mathematical model of the soil was
constructed using data obtained from non-explosive 6. Private Communication from University of Manchester
experiments. However, the model could usefully be Engineering Department, 1992
developed further to take account of the effects of partial
saturation, though this would be difficult, and thereby 7. Private Communication from the Defence Research
improve the prediction of free-field pressures. Also, the Agency Farnborough, 1992
variation of angle of friction with porosity could be
incorporated to improve crater shape. 8. TM5-855-1 Fundamentals of Protective Design for

Conventional Weapons, HQ Dept of the Army, Nov 1986
The shock attenuation effect, when using barriers, shown
by the model was in line with the experimental results 9. Dongen Ph van and Weerheijm J, "Interaction of
though less in scale. The numerical model developed gives Ground Shock with Soil Pressure Transducers". Structures
sufficient confidence in the method and the material under Shock and Impact II, Bulson PS Ed, Thomas
models to carry on with the work. It is intended to develop Telford London, pp 625-635, 1992
the model further: by the introduction of buried structures
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MATERIALS FOR EXTERNAL SHOCK MITIGATION

Larry C. Muszynski
Michael L. Rochefort

Applied Research Associates, Inc.
Gulf Coast Division, Tyndall AFB, FL

Abstract the peak deformation of the backfill material without a sharp
Shock mitigating materials can be used to enhance the increase in stress above the compressive strength.
survivability of any buried structure subjected to ground shock
Two shock mitigating material systems were developed and The majority of compressible materials that fit these criteria fall
tested Both materials significantly reduced both peak into two categories: materials having no distinct yield point; and
pressure and the impulse transmitted to a buried structure, materials having a distinct yield point. These materials are
Both systems use large volumes of entrapped air to isolate a referred to as plasto-elastic and elasto-plastic, respectively, as
structure from the impinging shock wave. In explosive tests at shown in Figures 1 and 2.
Tyndall AFB, a conventional weapon was detonated near a
below-grade wall of a typical hardened protective structure.
Two sections of the wall were protected by candidate shock
mitigation systems. Pressure gauges were used to record the Locking State
actual ground shock attemnation. One section of the shelter
wall was protected by a material system consisting of various
site plastic bottles cemented together with a low density C
cementitious mortar. The second section of the wall was r in e

protected by a system of epoxied hollow ceramic beads. U(b) =Energy Absorbed to Strain, 9-

Pressure gauges showed that both material systems attenuated
90 percent of the peak ground shock stress, and the plastic Locking Point
bottle composite system attenuated 95 percent of the ground
shock impulse. Plastic State

Strain
Background

The structural design of buried protective structures to resist Figure 1. Stress-Strain Curve for Ideal Plasto-Elastic Material
the effects of blast loading can be simplified if the structure can
be designed to attenuate the stress wave when shock-loaded.
Conservative designs of buried structures to resist blast
loadiigs can result in costly solutions. Locking State

The use of external, shock-mitigating "backpack" materials U(b) = Energy Absorbed to Strain,F.

surrounding a structure is one method of protecting a buried Yiel Point Locking Point
structure from the effects of blast loading. This method holds Plastic Sta
promise for retrofitting existing buried structures to provide _ _

additional protection from ground shock. By "backpacking" a , .
buried structure, stress can be attenuated when a shock wave is
transmitted through the backpacking material to the structure.

A suitable shock-absorbing backpacking material should be "__
crushable and should possess a low compressive strength and a Strain a
high degree of compressibility, thereby reducing the magnitude
of peak stress reaching the structure, and should accommodate Figure 2. Stress-Strain Curve for Ideal Elasto-Plastic Material
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The amount of energy absorbed by the backpacking material
can be determined by calculating the area under the stress-strain ceramic spheres ar made by a proprietary process that enables
curves. Typically, elasto-plastic materials are more efficient them to be very durable and lightweight
energy absorbers than plasto-elastic materials, but are also more A new and unique system was also proposed and tested This
costly, system makes use of a novel method of incorporating large

volumes of confined and entrapped air in a cementitious matrix
Ezperimental Empty polyester terephthalate (PET) bottles sealed with the

Materials that may mitigate the ground shock effects of close-in caps in place were packed into a mold and infiltrated with a

detonations of general purpose aerial munitions were evaluated, cellular cementitious material using a process similar to that

Assuming the detonation occurs at a sufficient scaled depth of used with preplaced aggregate concrete The matnx was

burial for ful energy coupling, that is, approximately 14 prepared using portland cement, water, and a chemical
surfactant, to produce a lightweight cellular matrix having a dry

ft/lb 1/3 or greater; and at a scaled standoff of 2 ft/lbl/, the unit weight of approximately 67 lbs/cubic foot.
peak incident free-field stress may range from 200 to 10,000
psi, depending on the soil type and condition. For this type of
scenario, the peak scaled fre-field displacement may exceed 2 Bonded Hollow Ceramic Spheres

in/lbl/3. The MacroliteR (ML 535) hollow ceramic spheres used in this
part of the laboratory effort had a size range of 5 7mm to

A. Selection Criteria 12 7mm, and a unit weight of 19 lbs/cubic foot The spheres

The basic requirement for external shock-mitigating (ESM) were bonded using an ordinary epoxy resin, at a concentration

materials is that they possess certain characteristics associated of 2 parts per hundred resin (phr), and having a viscosity of

with dynamic structure-medium interaction. The ESM material 500 centipoise at 25 0C The syntactic foam composite was

should dissipate incoming ground shock energy, reduce the ambient cured for 24 hours.

input stress reaching the structure, and accommodate the
deformation of the backfill surrounding the structure. Dynamic Figures 3 and 4 show static unconfined and confined
structure-medium interaction, due to ground shock resulting compressive stress stress-strain curves for the bonded hollow

from detonating a conventional weapon below the ground ramic spheres. In the unconfined state, the material was

surface, can be illustrated by three springs in series, the first crushe fail at a very small strain and producing a stress-

representing the bickfill, the second representing the ESM strain curve similar to that of an ideal plasto-elastic material In
material, and the third representing the wall of a buried the confined condition, the material behaved like an ideal
structure. Simply stated, the resistance of the ESM needs to be elasto-plastic material, and experienced lockup at about 20
less than that of the wall, to accommodate the displacement of percent strain.
the backfill and reduce the deflection of the wall.

B. Materials Compressive Stress, psi
100.

Materials that appear to perform satisfactorily as external shock
mitigators are referred to as plasto-elastic and elasto-plastic.
Examples of elasto-plastic materials include:

Rigid Polyurethane foam
Rigid Polystyrene foam 60 1

Syntactic foam
Cellular concrete
Inorganic foam 40!

Examples of plasto-elastic materials include:
Expanded clay, shale, and slag 20'
Perlite & Vermiculite
Flexible Organic foam
Foamed Rubber -......... . ______

Organic and Inorganic microballoons 0 0.001 0.002 0.003 0.004 0 005 0006

Expanded Polystrene beads Strain

Lab Evaluation of Candidate ESM Materials Figure 3. Unconfined Static Compressive Stress-Strain Curve

of Bonded Hollow Ceramic Spheres

Two candidate materials were thoroughly investigated. Hollow
ceramic spheres, which are manufactured and distributed by 3M
Corporation under the tradename MacroliteR Ceramic Spheres,
were utilized as a syntactic inorganic foam. These hollow,
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Coprsi sie". well as an entirely new system, consisting of grouted PET
300 bottles

250 / A Test Plan

200 Figure 6 illustrates the test site layout proposed for the two
/ / candidate ESM materials Figure 7 shows the expected crater

150 /profile, from the denotation located on the north side of the
NATO structure.

100

0

0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 r- . -

Figure 4 Confined Static Compressive Stress-Strain Curve of .: 2.
Bonded Hollow Ceramic Spheres

2. Cellular Grouted PET System L_:-' ' -!

The cellular grout binder for the PET ESM material system was
also tested, and the unconfined static compressive stress-strain t S IE, Pi7•,: :

curve is shown in Figure 5. The material appears to behave like I- . I -i I

an ideal plasto-elastic material. The static confined compressive
stress-strain curve could not be generated in the lab because of .- ,
load cell capacity restrictions.

Figure 6. External Shock-Mitigation Field Test Site Layout

Compressive Stress. psi
1400 wfro 5/
1200 /

1000 /pperent Crster

800 -.-;- --"- - -- - --

600/

0 0.005 0.01 o0015 Figure 7 Crater Profile for 21 Foot Standoff
Strain

Figure 5. Unconfined Static Compression Stress-Strain Curve Test Description

of the PET-ESM Cellular Grout Binder The ESM systems were mounted against the basement wall of

the NATO structure, equidistant from the center of gravity of
Field Demonstration the 1000-pound bomb, which was located 8.13 feet below the

ground surface. Four pressure gauges were also placed
A full-scale field demonstration was performed, incorporating a equidistant from the bomb center of gravity Gauges SI-2 and
1000 pound, general-purpose bomb, detonated against a buried SI-3 were embedded in the bare concrete basement wall
basement wall of the NATO structure at the Tyndall AFB Sky- Gauge SI- I was centered and located directly behind the ESM
10 test site The demonstration was performed to evaluate a material consisting of bonded hollow ceramic spheres (BHCS)
current, state-of-the-art syntactic foam ESM materal system, as Gauge SI-4 was centered and located directly behind the ESM

material consisting of grouted PET (GPET) bottles
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The standoff distance for the bomb was 21 feet from the NATO with a rule The GPET ESM system sustained a permanent
structure (19 5 feet from the ESM outer surface) The standoff deformation of only I to 2 inches, measured with a rule It
distance was calculated to give a soil displacement of appeared from the excavated samples that the GPET ESM
approximately 0 75 feet, which corresponds to 50 percent strain system experienced about the same peak deformation as did the
in the 18 inch thick ESM material systems The following BHCS system, but decompressed and returned to almost its
equation was used for scaled peak free-field soil displacement. onginal size

do/W 1/3 f( R5OX I /cXR/W 1/3)-n+ I The pressure gauges located on the bare concrete basement
where c = 600 fps wall, SI-2 and SI-3, recorded peak interface stresses of 1. 150

psi and 548 psi, respectively The theoretical interface pressure

n = 3 25 predicted by Conwep was about 490-500 psi From the shape
W = 526 lbs of the measured stress-time curve, it appears that gauge SI-2

malfunctioned, due to being contacted by a rock or bomb
Seismic velocity, c = 600 fps, for loose, dry, poorly graded fragment rhe transmitted stress recorded byv gauge SI- I.
sand. This yields the following result for the standoff distance, centered behind the BHCS ESM system, recorded a peak stress
R (ft) of 52 3 psi, as shown in Figure 8 Gauge SI-4, centered behind

the grouted PET ESM system, recorded a peak stress of 59 9
R 1 0)(500)(526)1/3 1/2 25 (526)1/3 = 21 4 feet psi, as shown in Figure 9

2 Materials 600

The mold used to preplace the PET bottles measured 3 by 3- 50o

the sealed mold, and infiltrated the intersices between the _4M00

sealed PET bottles The finished mold w, ghed 434 pounds, agtiaeVal
and based on the unit weight of the cellular concrete, 67 \0_oo _ !

1bs/cubic foot, the void volume (percent volume of air) was 1
calculated to be 52 percent 200 -

The hollow ceramic spheres, ranging in diameter from 5 7mm - 00
to 12.7mm and having a bulk density of 19 lbs/cubic foot. were 0 erinc Spheres

used to produce another potential ESM system. An epoxy o .
binder was used to "glue" the beads together, and the

composite material was cast into a mold of the same dimensions -100 t- -
described above The hollow spheres were premixed with 2 -001 60 001 002 003 004

percent epoxy by weight prior to being introduced into the Time Atter Arival (sec)

mold and cured overnight at room temperature Based on the Figure 8 Interface Pressure for BHCS-ESM Material System
unit weight of the hollow spheres, and the weight of the versus that for Bare Conci ctt Wall

finished ESM material, 305 lbs, the void volume (percent
volume of air) was calculated to be 38 percent

600 1 "

B E xplosive T est 500

The north basement wall of a typical hardened shelter at Tyndall 50
AFB, was excavated, and pressure gauges were attached to the 400
wall at the appropriate locations relative to the center of gravity N fo Mitgat.r (Bare Wall,
of the 1000 pound bomb The ESM material systems were then t, -oo, _--

buried, and the soil compacted, prior to placement of the bomb 1 I
guide tube at the 21 foot standoff distance, and at a depth such 200oo

that the bomb c.g. would be 8 13 feet below the ground

surface. The 1000 pound bomb was armed, and subsequently S 100 PET 11gar
lowered into place.____ ___

0

I Results
-100 I

001 00 00t .1 003 1'4
The detonation created a crater approximately 45 feet in T:,ra "r;r Arraf (sec,

diameter and 15 feet deep. The BHCS and the GPET ESM
systems were excavated and examined The BHCS ESM system Figure 9 Interface Pressure for PET-FSM Material System
sustained a permanent deformation of 9 to 10 inches, measured versus that for Bare Concrete Wall
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Abstract

After close-in detonations from conventional The two test stands were developed and tested in
weapons, the outer walls and adjacent floors of 4 phases by Battelle Motor and Vehicle Technology
hardened structures are loaded by shocks in the and Proving Ground 91 at Meppen. A total of 100
high shock region with peak accelerations in the tests without and with equipment were conducted.
range of 200 g to 5000 g or even higher, and with Construction, function, and test results will be
pulse durations from 2 ms to 0.2 ms, respectively, shown in the paper.

To meet these requirements, two types of test
stands had to be designed, and are now in use for Principles of Shock Genpration
shock testing of shelter equipment. and Layout of Test Stands

The shock table was developed using loadings by On both test stands, shock generation is made by
water-tamped explosions for producing shocks with explosives. For producing -shocks with pulse
positive pulse durations of 1 to 2 ms and peak durations in the range of I ms to 2 ms, loading
accelerations in the range of 200 g to 1000 g. by water-tamped explosions (Fig. 1), for shocks

with pulse durations of approx. 0.2 ms explosions
The shock slab is loaded by explosions in air for in air are used.
shocks with positive pulse durations of about
0.2 ms and peak accelerations of about 1000 g A sectional view of the test stand with water-
to 5000 g. tamped explosions ("shock table") is shown in

Fig.2. It consists of a U-shaped reinforced concrete
box open on top and rear side with a bolt-
connected front slab, which moves like a sledge on

Introduction lubricated steel rails. The movement is bounded by
rubber buffers as stops on the rear and front

Shock testing of shelter equipment for shocks from side. The open top is covered by a light steel plate
nuclear weapons is established in Germany with during the test to protect the inside installed
maximum values of 40 g acceleration, 4 m/s equipment against the water. The air blast is
velocity, and 10 ms pulse duration of positive relatively small because of the water stemming, the
acceleration in the highest test category. This also overpressure is about 5 kPa inside of the table.
covers some shock effects in the interior of
hardened structures under the loading of The test objects can be mounted on the front and
detonating corventional weapons. on the base plate. They can be fixed either with

screws in steel profiles flush mounted in the
The effects are different after a close-in detonation concrete which are fastened to the reinforcement,
of a conventional weapon against equipment and or individually with dowels which have to be set
installation if connection to the exterior construc- according to the dimensions of the test object.
tion elements is necessary. The survivebility of the
entire structure may depend on the resistance of a With the mass of the sledge of approximately
single auxiliary element. 12 metric tons, equipment up to approximately

3 tons can be tested without reducing notably the
Test methods had to be developed for shock loads performance data of the test stand. In practice, the
with the parameters as follows: most important restrictions are imposed by the

space available inside the box. Inside dimensions
pos. duration about 0.2 ms to 2 ms are 1.5 m in length, 1.8 m in width, and 1.8 m in
maximum accel. about 5000 g to 500 g height.
maximum displ. about 10 mm to 100 mm
maximum veloc. to 4 m/s.
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Two charges in chape of columns are centered -av-h the spectrum of the field data measured in the
in a plastic pipe of 1.2 m length and of 100 mm center of the shock plate, while curve 2 represents
diameter which are dipped in the watertank in a the equipment field data measured at an inside
defined arrangement. The total charge weight is in frame of the upper left corner of the switch
the range of 1200 g to 2400 g. cabinet

Fig. 3 shows a side view of the test stand with
loading by air blast ("shock plate") from a free Conchusirns
explosion. The test objects are mounted to a
suspended concrete slab being the movable front The two new developed test stands are exellent
plate of a chamber for blast protection of the test means for testing of equipment, of spring systems,
objects. The slab is guided in horizontal direction and of fasteners possibly exposed to an upper or
by steel rods, and hits against rubber buffers high shock environment.
serving as stops when the slab is accelerated. The
middle of the outside face of the slab is addi- The now existing test standard with directions for
tionally reinforced by a 10 mm thick steel plate the operation of the test facilities allows imple-
and covered by a soft material damping layer. Test mentation of shock tests with well defined support
objects can be fixed, as in the other test stand, motions on reasonable costs. The reproductions of
either on flush mounted steel profiles or by shocks of the same quality are a good base for
dowels. The total weight of the slab is 5 metric further studies about the resistance of equipment
tons. The amount of HE ranges from 1 kg to 20 kg. as well as about the behaviour and the effective-

ness of different types of e.g. fasteners, dowels,
Instrumentation is provided to measure accelera- dampers, and springs. The two test stands are
tions on the rear of the front plates, on the bottom ready for use at Meppen Proving Ground.
slab of the table , and on the equipment. In addi-
tion, the displacement of the table, and the blast
pressures inside and outside of the skock stands References
are determined.

1. K.-E. Meier-Dbrnbero. An Overwiew of Shock
Analysis and Testing in the Federal Republic of

Representative Shock Data Germany, The Shock and Vibration Bulletin, 10%1

On both stands, the shock strength varies with the 2. Fundamentals of Prote'tive Design for Cotnven-
driving charge applied. As far as the accelerations tional Weapons, Department of the Army, WES,
are concerned, the maximum values also depend on Nov. 1986
the filtering chosen in signal processing. Reason-
able filtering frequencies for low-pass filtering 3. Preliminary Procedures for Assessing Equipment
adapted to the respective pulse length are I kHz Survivability and Shock Isolation Requirements,
for the shock table and 10 kHz for the shock plate. NMERI-WA8-XX, AFWL, Kirtland AFB, Aug. 1987

Fig. 4 shows the charge dependend peak accelera- 4. Untersuchungen zur SchockvertrAglichkeit von
tions of the slabs acting as base drivers for the Betriebseinrichtungen in Schutzbauten gem.
mounted equipment The accelerations of the shock MF 177, Bericht R-66.818-1 der Battelle Motor-
table indicate typical different amplitudes of the und Fahrzeugtechnik GmbH, M8rz 1988
front slab and the bottom slab of the complete
device. Also, the peaks vary with the thickness of 5. Untersuchungen zur Schockvertrgglichkeit von
the front slab. Betriebseinrichtungen in militarischen Schutz-

bauten gem. MF 177, Phase II: Untersuchungen
Phase 4 of the project covered the main test series zur sprengtechnischen Schockerzeugung, Bericht
and also served as verification and last adjustment R-67.231-1 der Battelle Motor- und Fahrzeugtech-
of the developed test standard. This phase nik GmbH, Nov. 1989
included almost all equipment which is needed for
the operation of a hardened structure. All tested 6. Untersuchungen zur Schockvertr~glichkeit von
equipment was mounted like normally installed Betriebseinrichtungen in militdrischen Schutz-
during construction, e.g. hard mounted or mounted bauten gem. HF 177, Phase III: Bau und Erpro-
by means of dampers or springs using the usual bung von Prufstanden, Band 1 u. 2, Bericht
fasteners. R-67.476-1 der Battelle Motor- und

Fahrzeugtechnik GmbH, Marz 1991
The measured peak acceleration at the equipment is
much lower than the driving acceleration depending 7. F. Rischbieter, Entwicklung von Schockpruf-
e.g. on the type of the fasteners, the reaction of stAnden zur Simulation konventioneller waffen-
the fasteners during the test, and/or on the gage wirkungen im Hochschockbereich, 5. Int. Sympo-
location inside of the equipment. Table 1 represents sium Interaktion konventioneller Munition mit
a selection of some test results indicating the Schutzbauten, Mannheim, April 1991
tremendous drop of the peak accelerations.
However, shock-spectrum-analyses indicate much 8. Vorlmufige Ergebnisse der Untersuchingen zur
smaller differences between base and equipment in Schockvertr~glichkeit von Betriebseinrichtungen
velocities and in displacements (Fig. 5). Curve 1 is in milit. Schutzbauten, Phase IV, Jan. 1993
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PRACTICAL STRENGTHENING MEASURES FOR EXISTING STRUCTURES
TO INCREASE THEIR BLAST RESISTANCE - WALLS AND CEILINGS

Reuben Eytan

Eytan Building Design Ltd. Tel Aviv, Israel

and

Arkadi Kolodkin

Hardening Consultant, Tel Aviv, Israel

ABSTRACT .

The paper includes the description of
practical strengthening measures for
existing structures, developed in
Israel, to increase the blast resistance
of non-hardened structures. In the last
years numerous non-hardened structures
were subjected to real weapons and
terrorist attacks in Israel (during the
Gulf War) and in other countries. The
observed damages were relatively high
compared to the small explosive charges
and the practical conclusion was that
strengthening measures should be
implemented. New strengthening
methods for brick/blocks external
walls as well as light ceilings and
roofs were developed, following
extensive full-scale test and
research/development efforts. The wall Figure 1 Structues damaged by missile attack
strengthening methods include the
addition of internal or external layers The worldwide practice of strengthening
made of different materials and using existing walls and ceilings is mainly
new technologies. The light ceilings applied in key installations for
strengthening consists of the addition withstanding the effects of explosive
of an internal protective barrier charges in terrorist attacks (vehicle
beneath the ceiling, made of different bombs, etc). The recent large scale
materials and using new technologies, missile attacks on populated areas lead

to the need of providing protection from
blast effects to civilian population in
normal unprotected structures. We have
developed several types of strengthening
measures for existing walls and

INTRODUCTION ceilings, taking into consideration the
types of buildings mostly found in

During the Gulf War, numerous structures Israel:
were damaged in Israel by the explosive - Reinforced concrete framed
effects of Iraqi Scud missiles (see structures with masonry infill
figure 1). Extensive practical walls.
experience was gathered on the levels of - Structures with reinforced concrete
damage of masonry walls and light external wall elements (mostly
ceilings, which was complemented by the prefabricated units).
findings from full-scale tests on wall - Light wood/metal structures.
and ceiling test specimens, performed in At scaled distances of more than 3.2
Israel in 1991-1992. We have found that m/kg* 3 3 , no substantial damage occurs
the damage threshold of normal masonry for normal masonry walls. At smaller
walls is at scaled distances of about scaled distances, the masonry walls are
3.2 m/kg0 ' , at which range light damaged, while the main structural
ceilings/roofs are also damaged. elements remain functional. At these
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ranges it is effective to strengthen the
existing walls, taking into
consideration the integration of the
strengthening measures with the existing
structural elements. Light ceilings/
roof s normally used in residential homes
can also be strengthened efficiently at
these ranges. Obviously, the
strengthening of existing walls and
ceilings must be implemented togetherwith adequate strengthening of the
windows and doors.

STRENGTHENING MEASURES FOR EXISTING WALLS

Normal masonry walls have a low
resistance to withstand lateral loads Figure 2 - Steel plates cover
and therefore are damaged by relatively
low blast pressures, starting at scaled
distances of about 3.2 m/kg 3'
Complete failure of the wall occurs at
scaled distances of about 2.2m/kg0 ".
The above figures are representative for.
masonry walls about 2.7 meter high and
3.0 meters long. Higher and/or longer
walls may be damaged at larger scaled
distances than those mentioned above.
For comparison, the scaled distance at
which a 25/25 cm. reinforced concrete
column, 2.7 meters high, is severely
damaged, has been found to be about 1.1
m/kgT'
This shows that for scaled distances of
3.2-1.1 m/kgo'3 it is effective to Figure 3 -alistic material cover
implement strengthening measures for the
walls only, as the main structural
elements are not in the damage range. It been defined for scaled distances of
should be mentioned that carefull design about 2.1 m/kg"33 where no injuries of
of the wall strengthening measures is people will be induced. When covering
required to ensure that the additional the internal face of the existing wall
lateral loads are adequately transfered by a 5 cm sprayed concrete layer with an
to the stronger structural elements adequate steel mesh connected to the
(such as the horizontal ceiling slabs) wall (see figure 4), injuries can be
and not to columns. Light existing walls preven-ted at lower scaled distances of
- wood, metal, etc. cannot be used as a about 1.6 m/kg0 3 3 . Another type of wall
basis for the new strengthening measures
which therefore, must be designed as
independent elements.

DESCRIPTION OF WALL STRENGTHENING MEASURES

Three types of wall strengthening
measures have been developed:
a. Strengthening the existing wall by

using it's inherent resistance.
b. Adding an internal barrier designed

to stop the masony wall debris.
C. Adding an external barrier designed

to absorb the blast loadings before
reaching the existing wall.

Improving the blast resistance of the
existing wall can be achieved by
internal cover materials connected to Figure 4 Sprayed concrete layer
the inner face of the wall. Cover
materials such as thin steel plates
(see figure 2) or balistic material
(see figure 3) have been used in full
scale tests and adequate solutions have
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strengthening measures consists of the panels, double concrete walls with
addition of an inner barrier behind the internal air gaps or wood-cement blocks
wall, strong enough to stop the masonry filled with concrete. These new walls
debris from inducing injuries. The use prevent injuries at scaled distances of
of such barriers made of silicate blocks 1.6 m/kg
with acrylic glue between them (see
figure 5) or independent steel plate
construction (see figure 6) prevents
injuries at scaled distances of about
2.1 m/kg *3 . Stronger barriers have
been developed using wood - cement
blocks filled with concrete, which
proved efficient at scaled distances of L
1.6 m/kg 0 33

Figure 7 - Extenal sandwich metal plates

Figure 5 - Silicate blocks barrier

7,,

SFigure - Wood-cement blocks filled with concrete

STRENGTHENING MEASURES FOR EXSTING
CEILINGS

Light ceilings and roofs are expected to
fail and induce injuries to3 people at
scaled distances of 5 m/kgo' . Two new
types of innovative strengthening

- -measures have been developed and tested:
Figure 6 -steel plate barrier a. An additional barrier made of metal

panels, installed beneath the
ceiling (permanent solution), as

Finally, the use of sandwich metal shown in figure 9.
plates with different fill materials, b. An inner "tent" made of balisticinstalled externally at a certain material (temporary solution), as

distance from the wall (see figure 7), shoeb in figure m0.
proved effective in absorbing the blast The above strengthening measures provedeffective at scaled distances of 2.7
energy and preventing injuries at scaled effetiv auth s alein
distances of about 2.1 /kg Weakpermanentdilstcan b rces of aboutad.1 .Wequaty strengthening measures for existingwalls can be replaced by adequately ceilings, using different materials, aredesigned blast resistant walls such as presently in development stage.
reinforced concrete prefabricated
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Figure 9 - Metal panels barrier beneath coiling

Figure 10 - Balistic material "tent"

SUMMARY

In the last two years, numerous
strengthening measures for walls and
ceilings have been developed and tested
in Israel. These solutions are aimed to
be applied in existing structures, to
reduce considerably the rate of injuries
in case of future attacks. Special care
should be given to the adequate
integration of the strengthening
measures with the existing structural
elements ensuring appropriate lateral
and vertical loads transfer. Functional
as well as cost considerations should be
added to the protection aspects when
choosing the optimal solutions. The
research and development of further
innovative strengthening measures for
walls and ceilings is presently
continuing in Israel.
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Our experience from observing damaged
ABSTRACT windows in real attacks and in

full-scale tests is that severe injuries
The paper includes the description of to people are likely to occur at scaled
practical strengthening measures for distances of 15-18m/kg0 '33  from the
existing structures, developed in glass fragments thrown inward by the
Israel, to increase the blast resistance explosion blast loadings. If we compare
of non-hardened structures. In the last the above rang@ with the scaled distance
years numerous non-hardened structures of 3.2 mi/kgo, which we found to be
were subjected to real weapons and the damage threshold of external masonry
terrorist attacks in Israel (during the walls, it is clear that the windows are
Gulf War) and in other countries. The much more sensitive to the blast effects
observed damages were relatively high and therefore should be strengthened. We
compared to the small explosive charges have developed two types of
and the practical conclusion was that strengthening measures for windows:
strengthening measures should be a. Strengthening the existing window
implemented. The most vulnerable glazing by different films and
elements for blast effects were found to using additional shielding elements
be windows (glazing and frames) and - which can be done in emergency
wooden doors. Following extensive periods by unskilled people.
full-scale tests and research/ b. Replacing the existing window by a
development efforts, two main types of new blast-resistant window - which
strengthening measures for windows were requires skilled labor; this can be
finalized: done anytime as a permanent
a. Strengthening the existing window solution.

glazing by different films and
using additional shielding Normal internal wooden doors were found
elements. to be severely damaged in real attacks

b. New blast-resistant windows at scaled distances of about 8 m/kg0o3 ,
including protective glazing puting the people behind them at risk
materials and adequate from the doors debris. We have developed
aluminium/steel frames. two types of strengthening measures for

The same R/D effort included the doors:
development of new light blast resistant a. Strengthening the existing wooden
metal doors, fitting optimally in the door by different cover materials
existing structure. and mechanical devices.

b. Replacing the existing door by a
new security door.

INTRODUCTION EMERGENCY STRENGTHENING MEASURES FOR

Literature references include the EXISTING WINDOWS
following information about the Normal windows in Israel have a single
percentage of broken window glass as a 3-4 mm glass pane of about 1.2 square
function of the scaled distance: meters with wood or aluminum frame.
- 100% broken glass at scaled Emergency strengthening measures should

distances of 8-10 i/kg. prevent injuries from flying glass
- 50% broken glass at scaled debris and can consist of internal films

distances of 13-17 m/kg0 33. on the existing glass, films on both
- 10% broken glass at scaled

distances of 40-60 m/kg 0'33
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sides of the glass, or of an additional curtain. A curtain made of two layers of
internal shield which will prevent the kevlar of four layers of balistic nylon
glass fragments from injuring people proved effective in preventing injuries
behind the window. Security or safety from glass fragments at scaled distances
films to cover existing glass panes are of about 4 m/kg 33 (see figure 2).
commercialy available, with thicknesses
of 100 to 300 microns. We have found in
our tests that the optimal films are 100
micron polyesther films, which when
properly glued to the internal face of
the glass are effective in preventing
injuries from the debris at scaled
distances of about 8 m/kg033 . At this
range the strengthened glass pane fails
as a whole and falls near the wall,
without endangering the people (see
figure 1). Equivalent strengthening
measures involve the use of 50 mm
wide polypropylene bands, glued
horizontally and vertically on both
sides of the window glass or the use of
60 micron polypropilene films.

3 Figure 2 - Blast curtain

It should be ensured that the curtain is
properly connected to the wall and that
it has enough height to allow its
deflection while catching the glass
fragments. We also found that the
curtain material must be continuous,
without any holes. The main inadequacy
of the above emergency measures is that
blast leakage into the structure is not
prevented. Protection against chemical
agents is also not provided.

THE USE OF BLAST RESISTANT WINDOWS

A much more effective solution is theU EE - replacement of the weak glass window by
a new blast resistant window, including
polycarbonate or laminated glass glazing

Figure 1- Normal glass strengthened by safety film and adequate strong frame. Several
innovative blast resistant windows were

It should be mentioned that although the recently developed in Israel, providing
adequate protection for scaled distances

above emergency measures are relatively of 4-11 m/kg 3'3 (see figures 3 and 4):
simple and cheap, their effectiveness is - Windows with 6 mm polycarbonate or
limited to low blast pressure ranges: 7 mm laminated glass, providing
alreay at scaled distances of 6 protection at scaled distances of
m/kg the strengthened glass panes about 11 m/kg° 33 .
are thrown inward and induce large - Windows with 8 um polycarbonate or
fragments, endangering the people. - in ate glss providing
Preventing glass fragments from injuring 9 mm laminated glass, providing

peope cn beachevedby ddin anprotection for scaled distances of
people can be achieved by adding an about 8 rn/kg033.

adequate barrier behind the window. In Wiows w 10 p

emergency times, different materials, 10.5-11 mm laminated glass,
such as wooden planks, can be used to providing protection for scaled
seal off the window. An 8mm wood barrier distances of about 6 m/kg' 33 .
will provide adequate protection against - Windows with 12 mm polycarbonate or
glass fragments 33at scaled distances of 13.5 mm laminated glass, providing
about 6 m/kg° . However, at lower protection for scaled distances of
scaled distances the above strengthening about 4 rn/kg 03 n.

barrier becomes itself a hazard. A When using laminated glass, the internal
prefered solution, found by us in face of the glazing must be covered by
"full-scale tests, is the use of a an additional film, preventing spalling.
"flexible"~ barrier such as a blast Blast resistant aluminium and steel
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window frames were also developed and STRENGTHENING MEASURES FOR EXISTING
proved effective after considerable R/D DOORS
efforts. It should be mentioned that the
blast resistant windows are permanent Strengthening measures for existing
and are in daily use. Therefore wooden doors included the door frame
functional requirements such as strengthening, provision of additional
preventing U.V. radiation penetration, horizontal steel bars on the internal
ensuring the transparency of the face of the door, as well as covering
glazing, easy maintenance, etc. should the door leaf by a balistic material.
obviously be considered when choosing These measures prevent the door from
the type of blast resistant window, being dislocated or door debris to be

induced, at scaled distances of about 8
Sm/kg . Blast leakage is still

expected to occur although less than for
an unstrengthened door (see figure 5).

Figure 3 - Blast resistant window with polycarbonate
glazing and steel frame Figure S - Strengthening of existing wooden door

Commercially available metal security
doors could be used to replace the
existing weak doors (see figure 6).

Figure 6 - Commercially available security door

Figure 4 - Blast resistant window with laminated
glass and aluminium frame
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Their protection effectiveness is at
scaled distances of 6 m/kg03 . New
innovative blast resistant doors have
been developed in Israel and proven
effective in full scale tests for scaled
distances of about 4 m/kg°,3 These
doors can also provide protection
against chemical agents, if required
(see figure 7). It should be mentioned
that the new blast resistant doors
always open outwards.

.Th

Figure 7 -Blast resistant door

SUMMARY

In the last two years numerous
strengthening measures f or windows and
doors have been developed and tested in
Israel. These solutions are aime to b
applied in existing structures, to
reduce considerably the rate of injuries
in case of future attacks. In addition
to their blast resistance, the improved
windows and doors could also be
designed to protect people against
chemical agents. Functional as well as
cost considerationss should be added to
the protection aspects when choosing the
optimal solutions. The research and
development of further innovative
strengthening measures for windows and
doors is presently continuing in
Israel.
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FULL SCALE TESTS ON STRENGTHENING MEASURES FOR EXISTING STRUCTURES

Col. Yitzhak Fouks

Home Front Command
Israeli Defense Forces

ABSTRACT strengthening measures for existing
building components, to increase their

The paper includes the description of blast resistance.
extensive full-scale tests performed in
Israel in 1991-19!2 by the Home Front
Command. The tests goals were to check
the effectiveness of different TEST PROGRAM
strengthening measures for existing
structures to increase their blast In 1991-1992 the test program included
resistance. Explosive charges of several three test series performed in October
weights were activated in front of 1991, April 1992 and May 1992. The first
building elements such as walls, tests in October 1991 included 24
windows, doors and ceilings at different explosive charges detonations affecting
distances, in full-scale configurations. 89 targets: 49 windows, 16 doors, 23More than 140 targets were tested and walls and one complete single storey
considerable valuable information was building. The following tests in April
recorded, enabling the definition of the 1992 included 10 explosive charges
blast damage threshold of the various detonations affecting 51 targets: 27
building elements, in normal windows, 9 doors, 12 walls and 3
configuration and including different ceilings. In May 1992, 4 windows and one
strengthening measures. Following the ceiling were tested. The tests goal of
tests results analysis, cost-effective defining suitable strengthening measures
solutions, including innovative for existing buildings was fully
technologies, were summarized. achieved and, based on the tests results

analysis, the Home Front Command has
issusd technical regulations for
practical application. In 1993-1995,
additional innovative technologies will

INTRODUCTION be tested.

It was repeatedly found that normal EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
buildings are severely damaged by blast
loadings from nearby explosions. At The test configuration was a central
larger distances, the most sensitive explosive charge around which several
building components are the normal glass targets were placed at different
windows which fail under low blast distances, in an "arena" layout. The
overpresures. At closer ranges, the targets location was such that no
doors in the building start failing, interference from adjacent targets
followed by light roofs and ceilings. As occured. The scaled distances - R/W° 31
the blast level increases, normal brick - for which the different tests were
and masonry walls fail and at close performed varied from 1.06 to 32.26
ranges the structural elements: columns, m/Kg AS' . The "windows target" consisted
beams, etc. begin to "feel" the blast of a 5.00m long, 2.50m high, 0 2 m thick
loadings. As the weaker building concrete wall with two 1.Omxl.Om
components: windows, doors, ceilings and openings; in each explosive test two
brick/masonry walls are damaged by blast window specimens were installed in the
at relatively large distances and much target and replaced with other two in
earlier that the structural elements, the following test. The "doors target"
the Home Front Command has started a consisted of a 5.00m long, 2.50m high,
five-year research and development 0.2m thick concrete wall with two
program (1991-1995) to test and define 0.9mx2.05m openings in which two door
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specimens were installed in each polycarbonate or 11 mm layered
explosive test and replaced with two glass proved efficient.
others in the following test. Each type - to prevent injuries to people at
of wall to be tested was built as a scaled distances of 4m/kg' ,

"wall target" - 3.50m long and 2.70m glazings such as 12mm polycarbonate
high with the wall material built within or 14 -m layered glass or
a concrete frame. The "ceiling target" polycarbonate proved efficient.
was emplaced on a prefabricated room, The tests showed that changing the
3.0mx3.0m in plan and 3.Om high. The existing glass with stronger glazings is
complete single storey building was a only efficient, without strengthening
prefabricated building unit (two-rooms) the window frame, down to scaled
7.9 meters long, 3.5 meters wide and 2.7 distances of 11 m/kg' '. For lower
meters high. "Bikini" gages indicating values, the stronger glazings must be
the blast level were placed near all emplaced in strengthened window frames
targets. made of aluminimm or steel. Using the
In several tests, free field blast tests results from October 1991 and
pressures were recorded by using KISTLER April 1992, innovative blast resistant
6103 blast measuring devices. To windows with adequate strengthened
estimate the damage from window glass frames, locking devices and glazings
fragments, wooden planks were placed were finally tested and proved adequate
behind the windows and the number and in May 1992.
size of fragments was recorded for each
windowa test. DOORS TEST RESULTS
WINDOWS TEST RESULTS The tests results showed that normal

wooden doors failed under blast loadings
The test results showed that normal at scaled distances of 8 m/kg 0"
1.Omxl.Om glass windows - 3+4 mm. thick Strengthening existing wooden doors,
- failed under blast loadinis at scaled opening inwards - in the direction of
distances of 30+33 m/Kg ". Severe the external blast pressures - by
injuries to people from glass fragments additional steel bars and locking
would occur at scaled distances smaller devices - proved adequate (with
than 15-18 m/Kg33. Temporary expedient acceptable level damages) only for
strengthening measures such as: scaled distances of no less than 8 m/kg0.33
- additional "security film", 100 . For lower values, the wooden doors

microns thick, on the inner side of should be replaced by metal doors.
the glazing, or Different security metal doors tested in

- additional "safety adhesive bands" our tests proved to be effective at
on both sides of the glazing, scaled distances of 6 m/kg°',

prevent injuries to people behind the preventing blast leakage, although
window from the glass fragments at exhibiting acceptable damages to the
scaled distances of 13 m/kg"'3 . locking devices. The major "change" in
Providing an inner barrier behind the the door design was the change in the
window, consisting of two layers of opening direction - outwards. Innovative
balistic material, increases the metal doors proved efficient for scaled
injuries threshold to scaled distances distances of 4 m/kg°0*.
of 6 m/kg°', while the use of 4-5
layers of balistic material brings the TEST RESULTS FOR LIGHT CEILINGS AND ROOFS
threshold to 4 m/kg0 33 . However, the
above temporary strengthening measures Light ceilings and roofs are expected to
do not prevent blast pressures from fail and induce injuries to people at
reaching the internal areas and scaled distances of 5 m/kg ' . In our
affecting the people. Therefore, tests, two types of innovative
blast-resistant glazing materials were strengthening measures proved efficient
tested and the results were as follows: in preventing the debris of severely
- to prevent injuries to people at damaged light roofs and ceiligs from

scaled distances of llm/kg0" injuring people:
glazings such as 7 mm polycarbonate a. An additional barrier made of metal
or 7mm layered glass proved panels, installed beneath the
efficient. ceiling.

- to prevent injuries to people at b. An inner "tent" made of balistic
scaled distances of 8m/kg material sheets installed on a
glazings such as 8 mm polycarbonate metal structure.
or 9 mm layered glass proved The above strengthening measures proved
efficient, effective at scaled distances of 2.7

- to prevent injuries to people at m/kg 0 ".
scaled distances of 6 m/kg0 33 ,
glazings such as 10 mm
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WALLS TEST RESULTS Replacing existing wooden doors
with new metal doors opening

The tests results showed that the damage outwards, reducing the scaled
distance from a blast threshold ofthreshold of various "normal" brick and 8 mtkg to prevention of

masonry walls is at scaled distances of injuries at 4 m/kg33.3.2 m/kg 0 3. ijre t4mk
Three types of strengthening measures Adding an internal barrier beneath
were developed and tested: light ceilings/roofs, reducing the

wee evlpe adtete:scaled distance from a blast
a. Additional strengthening measures

on the inner face of the existing threshold of 5 m/kg0 '" to
prevention of injuries at 2.7wall. m/kg°'.33.

b. Additional strengthening measures St/kgti
on the outer face of the existing Strengthening existing walls by
wall. different internal or external

c. Replacing the weak existing wall by measures, reducing the scaled
a new wall. distance from a blast threshold of

The following wall strengthening 3.2 m/kgo'33 to pjevention of
measures were found to be effective in injuries at 2.1 m/kg
preventing injuries to people at scaled Replacing existing walls by new
distances of 2.1 m/kg .... innovative walls, reducing the
- Additional balistic material cover scaled distance from a blast

on the inner face of the wall. threshold of 3.2 m/kg°'3 to
- Additional internal 8 cm thick prevention of injuries at 1.6

silicate blocks on the inner face m/kg°3.
of the wall.

- Additional metal panels on the SUMMARY
inner face of the wall.

- Additional concrete layer on the Various cost-effective strengthening
inner face of the wall. measures for existing building

- Additional external metal panels at components were defined following
a small distance from the outer extensive full-scale tests. The research
face of the wall. and development program is proceeding in

The most effective wall strengthening the years 1993-1995 involving the
measures which would prevent injuries to definition of additional innovative
people at scaled distances of 1.6 strengthening methods.
m/kg 0'3 are:
- Additional concrete layer on the

inner face of the wall.
- Additional wood-cement bricks

filled with concrete built on the
inner side of the wall.

The following "new" walls could be used
to replace the weak existing walls:
- Reinforced concrete panels -

prefabricated - with adequate
connections.

- Double concrete wall with internal
air gap.

- Wood - cement bricks filled with
concrete.

CONCLUSIONS

Following the first two years of the
research and development program
including extensive full-scale tests,
strengthening measures were defined as
follows:
- Strengthening the glazing of

existing glass windows from the
blast threshold at scaled distances
of 33 m/kg0'3 to preventing
injuries at scaled distances of 13
m/kgo- .

- Changing the existing glass with
stronger glazing materials,
preventing injuries at scaled
distances of llm/kg 0.3

- Replacing existing windows with
innovative blast resistant windows,
preventing injuries at scaled 115
distances of 4 m/kg'0.



Conventional Explosive Airblast Effects Within Compartmented Structures

M. Rosenblatt, D.W Hatfield, & H.D. Zimmerman

California Research & Technology Div., Titan Corporation, Chatsworth, CA

ABSTRACT
California Research & Technology (CRT) has large non-linear distortions and failure can occur

supported the Defense Nuclear Agency (DNA) in during loading. Localized failure can alter the
development and evaluation of numerical simulation properties of the structure in important ways, and
techniques for predicting airblast effects due to massive amounts of debris can be swept into the
bursts within compartmented structures, including the airblast flow, altering that flow and creating another
critical effects of severe local damage to walls and agency for damage, i.e., debris impact. Thus, as the
consequent ejection of debris and airblast into adja- airblast loading forces increase, the structure and
cent spaces. airblast can dynamically interact such that both the

Effects on structures from confined conventional airblast and structure must be calculated simultane-

explosives detonated in underground or aboveground ously.
facilities are increasingly important for targeting In order to predict the damage in the neighboring
applications. Robust techniques are required to compartments, it is necessary to calculate:
predict airblast propagation through / between rooms • Munition detonation and case fragmentation
in compartmentalized structures (including passage
through doors / openings and connecting tunnels), - Airblas& and detonation product dynamics in the
and to predict interactions with structural compo- compartment containing the explosion
nents. A unique calculational approach for predicting - Loading of the structural components (walls &
airblast within compartmented structures, wall load- ceiling) by airblast and fragments
ing, subsequent fracture/breakup, and multiphase * Wall response including the large distortion and
airblast-debris-structure interaction will be presented. fracture of material, and the breaching of the wall

BACKGROUND permitting airblast and wall debris to flow into the

The simplest airblast effects calculations involve second compartment.
treating the structural elements as rigid. Numerical • Interaction of the airblast and detonation products
techniques with rigid boundaries representing the with the dynamically fracturing wall and with the
structureltunnel walls are able to model the airblast debris fragments of varying sizes and velocities (i.e.
flowing through openings (like doors), reflecting off a multiphase highly interactive flow)
wails and ceilings, and interacting with defined -Airblast and impact loading of walls in the second
geometric features (like intemal equipment). As a compartment
second, decoupled step, the predicted airblast loads
on the structural elements are then used in finite -Depending on the static and dynamic pressures
element structural codes to deform walls and doors, remaining in the airblast, and depending on the
etc. This decoupled approach works as long as the momentum/energy in the debris fragments, ad-
airblast loading does not change due to structural de- ditional rooms may be breached.
formation or failure.

In many realistic problems, however, the con- Numerical Analysis Tool - MAZ code
ditions which would justify decoupling are not sat- The primary numerical tool for calculating the
isfied, and a fully coupled approach is needed to cor- coupled airblast/structure effects is the MAZ
rectly treat the airblast interactions with a structure. (Multiphase/multimaterial Adaptive Zoning) finite
This is particularly true as the quantity of explosive difference code. The key features of this code which
increases in relation to the room volume, or when the make it uniquely suited for fully coupled multiphase
explosion occurs close to a wall. In these situations, airblast-debris-structure interaction:
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- Air, concrete, soillrock and other solid materials can ALE (Arbitrary Lagranglan Eulerlan) and Adaptive

be treated simultaneously to calculate the response Zoning
of the structure. Material interfaces are treated in a MAZ uses a flexible adaptive zoning technique
pure Lagrangian fashion, permitting detailed elastic- which includes an ALE feature; i.e., the ability to
plastic-failure material properties to be employed, move the outer mesh points in a Lagrangian,
MAZ uses an Arbitrary Lagrangian Eulerian scheme Eulerian or user-specified mode. Figure 1 shows an
(ALE) so that the Lagrangian surfaces can be early-time calculation of the airblast interaction with a
smoothly coupled with the Eulerian cells needed for 6 inch thick concrete wall and limestone floor in an
the detonation products and air. underground bunker. The geometry considered,

* Multiphase physics is treated with mature models adaptive mesh, and the pressure field 0.25 msec

that have been validated in dusty airblast and cloud after detonation of a 1000 lb conventional explosive

calculations(Rosenblatt, et. al., 1979) (Hassig et. (modeled in 2-D plane-strain) is presented. A real

al.,1991,1992). These models include the drag and gas EOS was used for the air (Doan & Nickel, 1963)

thermal interactions of solid debris with hot and HE products, a nonlinear Elastic Plastic

combustion products as well as air. This feature is constitutive model was employed, for the concrete

essential if the effects of the solid debris from a and limestone. At the time shown, the stress wave is

ruptured wall is to be calculated properly. moving faster in the limestone than in the air, but

A Second Order Closure Turbulence Model negligible deformation at the air/floor interface is

(SOCTM) is standard. This model is superior to k- s

models. For example, k-c models solve only two This calculation was run to 10 msec and com-

differential equations while SOCTM solves all 6 pared to Case 2, described in the following section,

differential equations for the Reynolds Stresses. which modeled the floor as a rigid boundary. The

Thus there are significantly less assumptions which results were essentially identical which indicates that.

must be made to achieve closure. SOCTM also at least for this yield and geometry, the rigid

treats the dispersion of dust/debris based on parti- boundary approximation is adequate. This example

cle size and turbulent intensities. This feature is illustrates the capability of MAZ to model complex

important for properly dispersing particulates debris multi-material geometries which is necessary in order

and for calculating the airblast wave dissipation due to investigate more severe loading scenarios.

to turbulence. Accurate modeling of the air/he/ground/structure
interfaces and proper use of the hysteretic

The MAZ (Multiphase/Multimaterial Adaptive Zoning) limestone/concrete material properties required the
code is based on the mature physics and chemistry material interfaces to be treated in a Lagrangian
models from the DICE (Rosenblatt & Eggum, "1973), fashion while the rest of the grid was smoothly
(Hassig et. al.,1991), and CRALE (Schuster et. al, moved between the interfaces. This ALE feature is
1984) codes. The aerodynamic and atmospheric essential if structural elements which deform and fail
multiphase physics models in DICE include are to be accurately modeled.
drag/thermal interactions for particles, a second
order closure turbulence model and finite rate The conditions for activating finer zoning or for

chemistry. Both the MAZ and DICE codes have dezoning are based on a user-specified subroutine

been validated with instrumented experiments (HE involving gradients in any physical parameter and/or

airblast, HE Nuclear simulators, Shock Tube and specific values and/or physical regions in space/time.

other events/experiments) (Hatfield, Hookham, & Thus. very fine zonina can be glaced in the

Rosenblatt,1991), (Rosenblatt, et. al., 1979), and airblast/structure regions of primary interest. The

(Hookham, et. al., 1990). The solid mechanics adaptive zoning captured the shock and contact

models in CRALE include sophisticated hydro- discontinuities quite well.

elastic-plastic-fracture material models and an Coupling Severe Local DistortionlFailure to
Arbitrary Lagrangian Eulerian (ALE) zoning Overall Structural Response and In-Structure
methodology. Similarly, this code has also neen Environment
extensively validated for cratering and ground shock
against both HE and underground nuclear test The approach of treating airblast loading and

(Rosenblatt, et. al., 1979), (Koik & Schuster, 1985), response as two separate, decoupled processes is

(Koik & Schuster, 1987), (Schuster, Cooper & acceptable so long as the response does not affect

Katz,1991) the loading. However, there is a broad and important
class of problems where this is not true, where the
airblast loadinl is so massive that response is
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immediate, or where the burst occurs close to a wall, has not had time to disperse through the wall debris.
where it produces severe local damage, breaching (The debris is shown by line contours superimposed
the wall and providing an early-time path for airblast on the pressure contour field). Also note the curved
and detonation products to flow into the adjacent shape of these debris contours and the larger
room. This situation requires a fully coupled downstream displacement along the roof. Here the
loading/response analysis. increased pressure due to the reflected wave off the

h following roof serves to enhance the wall loading in this region.
For efficiency, we performed the ex- At lower heights, a relatively weak airblast (-10 bar)

calculation in the 2-D plane-strain mode: The ex- has penetrated through the dispersing wall debris.
plosive was initialized as a uniform energy density The start of deformation and the development of a
source in a cylinder with radius 2 ft and length 10 it reflected pressure wave is also apparent at the base
(i.e., depth of room in z-direction). More realistic of the second wall. The second wall is experiencing
initial conditions, i.e. 1-0 HE bum calculations airblast pressures of 10 to 30 bars. A portion of the
overlaid into a 2-D or 3-!) mesh, are of course also first wall debris is just beginning to impact the second

wall. In this calculation, however, we did not
The calculation, described In the previous section, explicitly impart debris momentum to the second

indicated that modeling the floor boundary as a rigid wall. Failure of the second wall results from airblast
surface is adequate in order to simulate to airblast only.
interaction with the concrete wall.) Als6, this second Figure 2c shows the pressure field and wall debris
calculation involved airblast/debris interactions with at 14 msec. Note, that at this time, the second wall
two walls separating three bunker chambers. has fractured from the floor to 11 feet, and that over

Wall material was modeled with a 15 ksi un- 10 bar pressures exist in the third room. Figure 3
confined compressive strength (f'c) concrete. For shows a blowup of the complex air velocity and
these calculations, two simplifications were made debris concentration fields in the 2nd/3rd rooms. The
with respect to wall failure and break-up: low velocity motion field along the roof, to the right of
* Failure occurs when the tensile pressure in the the wall, is induce by the wall motion, prior to failure.

concrete exceeds 100 bars (at=1.5 ksi=O.lXf'c) and This calculation was also run out to 20 msec
directional shear fracture effects are ignored. indicating that the second wall completely shatters by

18 msec.

* Fracture occurs in regions defined by the outermost
MAZ computational cell; that is, a majority of CONCLUSION
embedded cells in a outer mesh cell (6 inch by 6 A calculational capability that allows for airblast
inch) must fail in order that ALL cell material in that interaction with dynamically deforming structure
region be converted to a mixture of dense wall surfaces has been presented. This unique first
debris and air. principal calculational approach for predicting airblast

Figure 2a shows pressure fields at 1 msec. At this within compartmented structures, wall loading,
time, the first wall has just begun to break-up at the subsequent fracture/breakup, and fully coupled
lower junction with the floor. Peak loading of 1 kbar multiphase airblast-debris-structure interaction can
on the wall at the centerline. The wall has been now be used to address many realistic problems.
displaced by about 6 inches &A this location and time. ACKNOWLEDGMENT
In order to show the locatioi; oi ihe wall in the figures, The work reported herein was conducted for the
a uniform gray-scale is usea Zo tag the intact (non- Defense Nuclear Agency under Contract No
fractured) wall material. Nevertheless, the full elastic- DNA001-92-C-0164. The permission from DNA to
plastic stress tensor is calculated in the intact wall. publish this paper is gratefully acknowledged.
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CASE 2: 1000 lb Burst Close to WaIV/Floor
Corner; Dual Concrete Walls.
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CASE 2: 1000 lb Burst Close to Wall/Floor Comer; Dual Concrete Walls.

t = 14 msec20 •::::• :::Debris
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Figure 3. Air velocity vector field and debris concentration field near 2nd concrete
wall.
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Structural Response to Multiple Pulse Blast Loading

Mark G. Whitney
Darrell D. Barker

Johnny H. Waclawczyk. Jr.

Wilfred Baker Engineering, Inc.
8700 Crownhill, Suite 310

San Antonio, Texas 78209

Abstralct history predictions representative of all methods are
Blast resistant structures must often be designed to typified by multiple pulses which arrive close together in
resist load histories made of several individual shock time, either separated or partially merged. These loads
peaks which reach the structure in a very close time do not resemble the idealized single triangular-pulse
frame. Structural response to a multiple pulse shock often selected for input to SDOF analysis. They are
load is often predicted by simplifying the load history as likely to be non-uniform and characterized by random
a single pulse. While this approximation is reasonable time variations in the arrival and duration's of individual
for structures in the impulsive and pressure response pulses.
realms, it may not be appropriate for multi-pulse loading Figure 1, taken from Ref. 3 is typical of the shock
in the dynamic realm. This paper explores this area of loading measured inside a partially vented enclosure.
load, applied to both elastic and elastic-plastic Illustrated are multiple spikes which occur in closeresponding systems. The paper principally references secession, with the first having the greatest magnitudecesponfined explosion bTh isagenerpripally t fenice o and succeeding pulses reaching lower peaks until themulti-pulse loading. shocks blend with the gas loading. Although Figure 1 istypical, it is possible for a blast environment to result in

Introduction secondary shocks with greater amplitude than the first.
The amplitude and phasing of individual shock pulses

Structures subjected to a confined explosion experience depends on the proximity of the charge to the point of
distributed, time-varying blast loads on internal measurement, the size and geometry of the enclosure,
surfaces. These loading functions are most often and proximity of other reflecting surfaces to both the
approximated in design and analysis as a temporally charge and the surface where the measurement is
well behaved, uniform load based on the average made.
pressure and impulse values over a structural element.
Analysis of blast loaded elements as equivalent Single Figure 2 is output from BLASTX for shock loading
Degree Of Freedom (SDOF) systems is widely accepted inside a cubicle with four walls and roof that are
(Ref. 1, 2 and 3) for both elastic and elastic-plastic non-responding. Predicted is multi-pulse loading similar
responding systems. Often the shock load is idealized to that in Figure 1. The SHOCK program does not
as a triangular-pulse with an instantaneous rise to a provide a plotted output, however a summary of shock
peak overpressure followed by a linear decay to either impulses and pressures are given (Figure 3) indicating
ambient pressure or to a lower amplitude, longer term the contribution from the incident wave and from
gas phase loading. A triangular shock pulse is chosen adjoining surfaces. In addition, an "equivalent triangular
because of the availability of closed form solutions and pulse" is provided which has a peak pressure equal to
design charts for response of elastic-plastic SDOF the largest pulse pressure and a duration which is
systems to such loads. adjusted such that the impulse is equal to that provided

by the total of all shock pulses. This equivalent pulse is
Methods predict loading in confined structures have recommended for use in design by Ref. 3. A similar
improved in recent years. Programs such as SHOCK methodology is offered by Ref. 2 which indicates that
(Ref. 4) and BLASTX (Ref. 5) are available which multiple pulses can be combined into a single triangular
predict blast loading inside concrete cubicles while pulse; however, the initial pulse duration is maintained
accounting for reflections off surfaces both near the and the peak pressure is adjusted to conserve the total
charge and adjoining the structural element under impulse.
consideration. Hydrocodes have been used to predict
loading on the structural shell of steel containment In this paper we study structural response to time
vessels such as test fire chambers (Ref. 6). Shock variations in the applied load similar to those
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enco,., itered in situations involving confined explosions It was desired to expand this evaluation for the following
The results are compared with response to simple conditions:
triangular approximations. The analysis is conducted
using a one-dimensional elastic-plastic spring mass Elastic-Plastic Response

system which is a true SDOF system. This is * A Combined Pulse as Defined in SHOCK
appropriate since this study evaluates only time * Variations of duration and Shock Arrival
variations in the shock load and because SDOF
equivalent systems are typically used in blast analysis Analysis

and design. Variations in load distribution over an For the current study, a similar approach was taken to
element are not considered here and are left to future that in the analysis described above Nondimensional
studies. Also, consideration of a total load history, terms now include scaled pulse duration, ultimate
shock plus a longer term gas load, typical of confined resistance, and deflection. These are defined as
explosions is not made here. Response to shock load follows:
alone is investigated and response to confined load are d 1 d/T,
left to future investigation.

In Ref. 2 we have evaluated the response of an elastic
spring mass system to a time varying load. The load is Tý rJP

comprised of the three pulses shown in the inset in
Figure 4 which are deemed representative of a shock where:
histcoy in a confined environment. The first pulse is the
largest with the second having half the amplitude (P/2) T= 2n ]_2l
and the same duration of the first. The third pulse has
half again the peak of the first (P14) while keeping its X. = r,,Ik
duration the same. The arrival of later pulses are
spread in proportion to the arrival time of the lead shock, The responding system is described by a bilinear,
which Reference 2 indicates is related to the time for elastic-perfectly plastic resistance-deflection curve. A
shocks to reverberate within a structure. The response program which solves the SDOF equation of motion for
of the spring-mass system to this triple pulse was an undamped, elastic-plastic system through numerical
compared to that under two separate triangular pulse integration was used to make numerous calculations of
load cases, also shown in Figure 4. One is a triangle response under the varied load conditions. The results
with the duration of the first pulse of the triple-pulse, and are provided in a series of plots which compare
a peak pressure adjusted to match the impulse of the maximum scaled deflection to scaled duration (Figures
triple pulse, we call the "combined pulse". The second 5-10 for several different scaled ultimate resistance
is the first pulse of the triple-pulse, or referred to simply values. In each plot four cases are evaluated as
as the "first pulse". follows:

The system can be solved for a maximum scaled elastic e Case 1: First Pulse Only
response * Case 2: Combined Pressure Pulse; Duration

= Pequal to incident pulse with pressure increased to

as a function of scaled pulse duration conserve impulse; i.e. Peak pressure = 1.75P and

I d - (IW, = 1d F . duration unchanged.
Case 3: Combined Duration Pulse: Similar to that

Definitions of terms are provided in the nomenclature, provided by SHOCK, pressure matching incident

The solution is shown graphically in Figure 4 for a pulse with duration increased to preserve impulse,

particular scaled shock pulse duration and arrival time i.e. Duration = 1.7 5td and peak pressure

combination. The scaled maximum response for the unchanged.
triple-pulse tends to lie between the response of the first Case 4: Triple-Pulse: Second peak half the first,

pulse and the combined pulse. This study indicated that third peak half the second and all durations the
the triple-pulse can cause maximum deflections in same, t .
resonance as great as the combined pulse which serves
as a conservative upper limit over a wide range of These four cases are depicted in figure 11. Note that

scaled frequency for elastic systems. the scaled pulse spacing for case 4 has not been
specified in Figures 5-*i0 as was provided in Figure 4,
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where a specific combination of pulse duration and The following suggestions are made for determination of
pulse spacing was evaluated resulting in resonance design loads in protective structure design:
peaks at several scaled time values in the dynamic
range (remember that pulse spacing is tied to duration). 1. A reasonable estimate of the time-varying load
In Figures 5-10 the reported scaled deflection for Case function could be made using methods such as
4 at each scaled duration value are maximums BLASTX or others which distinguish between
determined by varying the pulse arrival times while individual shock pulses This allows definition of
keeping duration constant. For example, at a scaled the pulse shapes (amplitudes and durations)
duration of 1.0, the pulse arrival time was varied over a Then, an adjustment of the pulse spacing is made
range starting with no separation between pulses out to to ensure resonance conditions Thus,
at least one natural period past the maximum inaccuracies in predictions of system period and
displacement; then, the largest scaled displacement shock pulse phasing are accommodated.
over this range was plotted. Thus, the reported 2. After prediction of the shock load history, a
information considers an upper limit of response for a design load can be defined as a single triangular
triple-pulse load (Case 4) regardless of their spacing. pulse which has a duration equal to that of the
The pulse spacing which results in resonance at each principal shock pulse and a pressure adjusted to
scaled duration is thereby selected. Figure 12 is a conserve total impulse Such an approximation
summary of the triple-pulse solutions (case 4), should always result in conservative response
presented in figures 5-10. predictions.

Discussion 3. The SHOCK program is often used to predict
A review of Figures 5-10 indicate that maximum design loading. It provides an equivalent
displacements resulting from the triple-pulse load often triangular pulse which adjusts the duration to
agree closely with one or more of the single triangular conserve impulse as in Case 3 above.
pulse approximations and at times it deviates from all. Application of this load can result in
To no surprise, triple-pulse displacements at small tJf', underprediction of response as noted. For
are nearly identical to displacements for either of the 0.3<tJT.<2 and 0.7<rjP 2.0 we suggest thatsingle triangular pulses where the total impulse is response predictions using the SHOCK output beconserved (Cases 2 and 3). Similar alignment is increased by 50%. This represents the largestcobserved forClargesvalues o and wheSgnompednto iexpected difference compared to a multi-pulse
observed for large values of tpulse when compared to load at resonance. Outside of these limits, noresults for single triangular pulses where the peak change in predicted deflections are necessary
pressure is conserved (Cases 1 and 3). These are
impulse and pressure sensitive load-response regimes, 4. Figure 12 can be used to estimate response if the
respectively, load under evaluation is characterized by a

significant lead pulse and smaller training pulses
In the range of about 0.3 < tJT,'< 2 the triple-pulse such that the load history resembles the pattern
deviates from the various single triangular in Case 4. If the first pulse if significantly larger
approximations. For r/P between 1.0 and 2.0, it tends than the trailing shocks, then we suggest the
to stay with the 1.75P curve (Case 2) at smaller values approach taken in Case 2. Maintain the lead
of tt/T,. and then transitions to the 1.7 5td curve (Case 3) shock duration and adjust the peak pressure to
as tdf', increases. Response is underpredicted by the conserve impulse.
1.75"1. aoproximation in this transition region and at
these scaled resistances. The largest difference we Nomenclature
encountered is an approximately 50% greater scaled r = ultimate unit resistance
displacement predicted for the triple-pulse condition
than for Case 3. As ru/P decreases below 1.0, Casse 3 k = unit stiffness t= load duration
tends to either approximate or overpredict (as r. /p
becomes smaller) deflections for the triple-pulse over m = unit mass (= frequency
the entire range of tl"T.. Demonstrated at ru/P = 0.7 is P peak shock pressure
close agreement out to about td'Tl' = 1.0. As ru/P
decreases, the 1.7 5td curve generally predicts greater X= deflection
displacements than the triple-pulse results. Note that
1.75P (Case 2) always is an upperbound for X, = elastic deflection
displacements, although significant response
overpredictions can occur, particularly in the pressure 7" = natural period
sensitive realm.

X., = max deflection of an elastic-plastic SDOF system

= maximum deflection of an elastic SDOF system
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TEST OF CIVILDEFENCE CONTROL CENTRE, RC 90

Tommy Wiren

Swedish Rescue Services Board
Kardstad, Sweden

ABSTRACT The shelter components were:

At White Sands Missile Range, NM, a series of tests with
conventional weapons were performed against a civil two types of doors (concrete/steel design).(one
defence rescue centre Rc 90. The purpose of the test was standard, one reinforced)
to validate the design and to performe a full scale test of
all technical systems. There were systems for power- steel shutter (40 mm outside and 10 mm inside plates)
generation, ventilation, airpurification, cooling, radio and
telephone. Also blast valves, doors, shutters and cable blast valves (2 round, with disc and springs), (1
inlets were tested. rectangular with tubes and springs)

The test programme included MK 82 GP bombs, 31 Kg over pressure valves
TNT charges and a 1000 Kg FAE charge.

The testresults show the importance of regarding the
fragment effect on doors and4 walls. The installation
systems functioned satisfactory, but the effect of small TEST PROGRAMME
charges at ciose range have to be considered when
chosing blast valves and other light mechanical The test object had been used during the DNA DISTANT
components. IMAGE test before the conventional weapons test with

minor damages, that was repaired.

The location of the charges can be seen on figure 5 In all
11 accelerometers and 11 pressure gages were used.

All installations were run during the tests.

INTRODUCTION TEST RESULTS

Rescue centres Rc 90 are operation centres for the peace .1 Test C1, a 31 Kg TNT charge
time rescueservices and also for the civildefence. They are
designed as two storey buildings with a total area of 300 - The charge was placed 2,0 m in front of the shutter on the420 m2. They are built as a part of a firestation and used ground.
in the everyday command and controle work The under-
ground storey contains all the technical installations. When The maximum pressure at ground level was 26 MPa. Theused in war, all the windows are closed with shutters and prototype rectangular blast valve was destroyed. Thethe centre is then entered through the basement via a discvalves got 10 mm radial deformations and shortenedblast lock, See fig 1. springs.

The rescue centre is designed to withstand the effects .2 Test C2, a MK 82 bomb
from 250 Kg GP bombs at 1,5 - 3,5 m from the walls
depending on the size of the centre. The bomb was placed 3,5 m in front of the door.

The test object was a shelter 5 x 6 m. See fig 2, fig 3 and The pressure pattern can be seen in figure 6. The maxi-fig 4. mum acceleration at the side wall and floor was 500 G.
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The fragments made up to 170 mm deep holes round the .6 FAE test
door, which was penetrated. See fig 7. Extensive spalling
occured around the door frame. The front wall got a 5 mm The large hole in the right side wall was repaned with
permanent deflection. The valves were hit by 50 concrete before the test. The overpressure valves were
fragments, some penetrating the 40 mm steelplate. covered with a steel plate.

The discs got an uneven loaddistribution causing de- The FAE charge was placed at 19,8 m distance from the
formations up to 14 mm on half of the discs. The flanges front wall on a 3 m high structure. The charge consisted of
of the cooling radiator were bent, due to the let through a container with 1000 litre fluid. The fluid was blown into
impulse, the air by an explosive charge in the container. The FAE

cloud should get 47 m diameter and 8.5 m height. The
The tubes in the tubevalve got stuck in outer position, due cloud could thus cover half of the object. The cloud was
to deformations. ignited as far from the object as possible.

.3 Test C4, a buried 31 TNT charge The reflected pressure on the front wall differed in the four
gages from 3,5 - 12 MPa. On the left side wall was

The charge was placed 3,5 m from the backwall at a level recorded 4 MPa and on right side wall 1,5 MPa. See fig
of the half wall height. There were no significant damage 12. These pressures were of short duration only a few
on the test object. milliseconds. Inside the object 10 KPa was recorded.

.4 Test C5, a MK 82 bomb The acceleration of the front wall was 3000 G. 5000 G was
recorded on the door leaf and 1400 G on the shutter

The backfill was removed before the test. The bomb was frame. Vertical acceleration in the floor and root was 50 G
placed 6 m from the right side wall. The pressure pattern and in the side walls 200 G and 300 G were recorded.
on the wall can be seen in figure 8. The acceleration in the
wall was about 1000 G. Extensive damages over the No new damages on the framework could be seen. It
whole wall were caused by fragments. Specially in a band seems as the old cracks had been enlarged and extended
at 1,6 - 2, 2 m height. The depth of the band was 50-150 in general. No enlarged permanent deflection of the walls
mm. could be found.

There was a hole 0,2 x 0,2 m2 which easily could be The valve discs got radial defomations from 5 - 11 mm.
enlarged to 0.7 x 1,4 m2 by a small hammer. On the inside The upper valve disc got an assymmetric deformation No
of the wall there was spalling from an area of about 2 m2  damage on the tube valve, but the dustfilter behind the
and also diagonal cracks. See figure 9 and 10. The over- valve was destroyed. One of the cable transits was pushed
pressure valves were pressed through their seats. The inwards.
airpurification unit was tom from the wall, but otherwise
working. .7 Test C3

.5 Test C3A, a MK 82 bomb The test was performed as test C2 with the intention to
test a reinforced door leaf. The door leaf consisted of a

The bomb was placed 6,9 m from the wall. Before the test steelframe covered with 8 mm steelplates. Additionally the
all the installations were taken out. door had another two 8 mm steelplates inside. The interior

of the door was filled with concrete. The door thickness
The fragments gave also this time a band of damage was 120 mm.
about 1,9 m above ground. The damage was less severe
than after test C5, with craters in the concrete with a depth The door got severely damaged by fragments. but no
of 50 - 150 mm. See figur 11. On the inside there were fragments penetrated the door leaf. It was not possible to
small areas (4-5 cm 2) of spalling, and the wall was covered open the door. The hinges had to be cut so the door could
by cracks. The concentration of cracks was in the upper be pulled out of the frame. The fragments caused a large
half of the wall. Also the largest deformation was at the hole in the front wall. See figur 14.
same level, indicating that the fragments caused the
biggest damage.

The permanent deflection was 8 mm and the maximum
deflection was 24 mm.
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CONCLUSIONS

The sidewalls of the test object was 0,35 m thick. That is
the walfthicknes of Swedish standard shelters. These walls
will give protection against MK 82 bombs from about 7 m
distance. The fragments are the decisive factor. The same
type of bomb will penetrate the Rc 90, 0,5 m wall after the
second shot from 3,5 m distance.

The fragments do not likely penetrate the reinforced door,
but the door need a redesign to function after a test.

The blast valves with discs worked well, but the let through
impulse was a bit too high for the chosen type of cooling
radiator.

Smaller charges at close distance can destroy light
mechanical components in valves.

When designing protective structures great care should be
used to shield off fragments from door, valves etc.

The powergeneration system worked well, although it had
no protection against blast waves in the exhaust pipe

The radio and telecomsystems functioned well, but some
modifications are needed in the fixation of the equipment.

The air purificationssystem could withstand the blast with-
out special attuniation volume other than the inlet pipe
behind the valve.

The chosen types of fixation for the installations proved to
be satisfactory.
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Figure 1 RC 90
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Figure 2 TEST OBJECT
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COUNTER TERRORIST FORTIFICATIONS IN NORTHERN IRELAND

by

Lieutenant Colonel R WATT RE
Commanding Officer 62 CRE (Works) Royal Engineers

and

Major MG RICHARDSON RE
Second In Command 523 Specialist Team Royal Engineers (Works)

INTRODUCTION

Fortification is the science and art of strengthening defensive works. It is a science because structures must be designed
to be effective and durable. Equally it is an art because it requires ingenuity on the part of the engineer to outwit the
aggressor. Within the British Army the Royal Engineers are responsible for fortifications and defensive works. The aim
of this paper is to review the defensive and protective systems used by the Royal Engineers to defeat terrorist attacks in
Northern Ireland.

BACKGROUND

In August 1969 the British Army deployed to Northern Ireland, in support of the Royal Ulster Constabulary (RUC), to
control civil disobedience. The deployment was to be only temporary to allow the police time to reorganise in the face
of the unrest. Initial structuiýs were constructed using temporary engineering expedients such as sandbags for sangars
and corrugated iron sheeting to provide Cover From View (CFV) screens. The structures could cope with the minor
threat from small arms and could easily and quickly be removed as the political situation dictated. Designs and
techniques evolved daily.

During the 1970's terrorist attacks became better organised and more sophisticated in the use of weapons. The threat
spectrum widened to include grenades, rockets, mortars and car bombs. In response new building systems were
developed. Sangars were constructed using specially configured high density blocks capable of providing protection
against most small arms fire. They were surrounded by wire mesh anti-rocket and anti-grenade screens. Buttressed
block work blast walls were constructed around vulnerable accommodation buildings and along exposed base perimeters.
Bases were surrounded by more robust CFV screens and concrete bollards were positioned at key locations to create a
greater stand-off against car bombs. During the 1980's the terrorist devices increased again in range, size and effective
power. Current layouts and designs of military installations have been developed to counter the increased threat. By
necessity some structures have become massive and consequently semi-permanent.

CURRENT THREATS

The aim in designing fortifications is to provide an engineering solution to a tactical problem. Specific forms of attack
must not be examined in isolation because each mode of attack demands distinctive defensive measures and conflict may
occur. The overall threat must be carefully assessed to determine the weapons likely to be used, the likely firing points,
the chance of an attack and the acceptable level of damage.

Small Arms. Modes of attack, using small arms, include the opportunist hit and run, ambush/sniper shoots and
conventional attacks with up to 30 terrorists mounting an assault. The weapons used include; 9 mm Pistol, Soviet AK
47, Armalite and Ruger 14, 0.5 inch Browning and 20 -n Recoilless M42. Technical data on the weapons and their
effects are shown in Table 1.

Grenades. The latest (fifteenth model) PIRA grenade is contained in a large coffee jar and contains between 0.5 lb and
1.1 lb of SEMTEX high explosive and ball bearings as shrapnel. It is detonated via a pressure release switch which is
triggered when the glass breaks on impact.

Rockets. The most popular rocket used by the terrorists is the Soviet RPG 7. The weapon weighs 5 lbs and has an
effective static range of 500 m. It has a 0.9 lb shaped charge which is detonated either by piezo electric fuse triggered
on impact or by a time delay fuse. On detonation it projects a jet of molten metal capable of penetrating 400 mm of
mild steel. Neglecting the effects of the jet, the rocket body can strike a target with a kinetic energy of 1,035 Joules.
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Mortars. There are a variety of improvised mortars used by the terrorist organisations. Technical data on those most
commonly used is shown in Table 2. The devices are becoming more sophisticated with initiation methods including the
use of; timers, light sensitive command, command wire and radio control. The terrorist is very creative in the use of
readily available materials. Modem home made explosives now have the same power as an equivalent weight of TNT.

KE (Jaowu) and Velocity (m1S)
Weight of

Ser Weapon and Calibre Round Muzzle 200 m Range
Ammuissto (m-) (gi1s)

KE Vol KE Vet

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (0 (9) (h)

1 9 mum Pistol 19 Ball 9.00 7.45 584 396 320 293

2 39 Soviet AK 47 5.45 3.45 1397 900 930 734

3 Armalite and Ruger 14 ball 5.56 3.56 1798 1005 1009 753

4 .30 MI Carbine 7.62 7.13 1298 603 475 365

5 SLR/M60 Ball 7.62 9.33 3275 838 2225 690

6 7.62 x 39 Ball 7.62 7.90 1993 710 1071 520

7 0.5 inch Browning APN 12.70 42.10 16583 888 12599 774

8 20 mnu Recoilless M42 APT 20.00 136.00 45167 815 29263 656

Table 1. Small Arms - Kinetic Energy.

Ser Type Total Weight of Dia Max Eff
Weight Explosive (mm) Velocity Range Remarks

Ow( (kgO (m1/) (m) I

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (0) () (h)

I MK 6 1.8 0.3 60 100 1000 Contents in all Mortars may
(4 Ibs) (0.7 Ib) be either Home Made or

commercial explosive.

2 MK 10 64 20 150 45 300 Launch tubes are made from
(141 lbs) (44 Ibs) industrial gas cylinders and

bombs from 1.4 tm rolled
steel pipe. The firing angle
is 45 degrees. Variants with
initiation systems are:
MK 10/1: Time fused, flash
bulb and safety fuse
MK 10/2: Time fused,
rimfire cap and safety fuse
MK 10/3: Omni directional
impact fuse.

3 MK 11 10 150 500 Omni directional impact
(22 Ibs) fused. Uses same launch

tube as MK 10, but has
greater range.

4 MK 12 2 145 Shaped charge warhead with
(4.4 Ibs) head-on impact fuse. Uses

same launch tube as MK 10.

Table 2. Improvised Mortars.
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Vehicle Bombs. Most vehicle bombs range between 100 lbs to 600 lbs equivalent weight of TNT. However some
recent bombs have been found to contain up to 2000 lbs equivalent weight of TNT. The effects from a 1000 lb bomb
can be seen in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. 1000 lb Bomb - Coleraine, November 1992.

COMMON PROTECTIVE MEASURES

Design considerations must cover all means of providing protection to a location and not only the purely physical
protection provided by building fortifications. Use should be made of camouflage and concealment techniques both to
help disguise vulnerable buildings and to deceive the terrorist. A good choice of layout and of siting an installation can
maximise natural protection and minimise the need for physical protection without detracting it from its primary function.
Numerous protective measures have been developed over the years to combat terrorist attacks.

Firing Point Denial. Likely firing points can be denied to the terrorist either by physically changing the nature of the
ground, by the use of obstacles and remote sensors, or by aggressive patrolling.

Access Denial. Wire obstacles, fences and vehicle ditches are used to delay or deny access. These are improved by the
addition of modern electronic surveillance equipment such as ground sensors, motion detectors and remote Closed Circuit
Television (CCTV) cameras.

Observation Denial. The terrorist is denied observation of military sites by the use of CFV screens. There are two
systems currently being used in Northern Ireland. Temporary CFV screens utilize Corrugated Galvanised Iron (CGI)
sheets supported by lattice braced scaffold frames which are set in 11/2 ton precast concrete blocks placed directly on the
ground. Permanent CFV screens are constructed using steel profile sheets supported by steel universal columns bolted
onto concrete pads. The pads weigh over 6 tons and unlike those for the temporary screen are set into the ground. The
system is known as Button On Fence (BOF) and after the bases have been positioned it is quick to erect and modify.
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Blast Walk. There are 2 blast wall systems in general use. Temporary protection is provided by The Rapid Assembly
Protective Wall (RAPW), a modular reusable system. It is constructed from 3 major components; a concrete pad, a steel
'A' frame and a reinforced concrete facing slab. The wall is 4 m higa and is bolted together in multiples of 2 m bay
lengths. RAPW gives protection against small arms rounds up to 0.30 inch AP. With the inside of the frame packed
with sandbags the wall has been shown to withstand a 300 lb charge at 12 m stand off. Permanent blast walls are
constructed using precast reinforced concrete panels supported between the flanges of universal columns set in large
concrete foundations. The walls are expensive to construct and are only built either in areas exposed to car bombs or to
protect *soft" important installations from mortar attacks. In extremely vulnerable locations 2 walls are built in parallel
and the gap in the middle infilled with compacted sand.

Rocket Protection. Weld mesh 'Dudding' screens are built at a stand off from the defended structure to provide
protection against rockets. Ideally they are provided at right angles to the likely line of flight of the rocket. In passing
through the mesh, which can be of a number of types and sizes, the piezo electric fuse within the rocket may be
disturbed and rendered inert. The rocket will go on to strike the target without detonating but may detonate a few
seconds later due to the time delay fuse. The screens also fill a secondary role by protecting the structure from other
projectiles such as grenades and some of the smaller mortars.

Morai r lP. ecti. The provision of full protection against the kinetic energy effects of the larger mortars is very
difficult, expensive and therefore seldom attempted. Key buildings are protected through the use of sacrificial roofs and
by attaching anti-scabbing plates to the underside of the concrete roofing slabs. General protection is provided by wire
mesh screens and glissades in an attempt to deflect the mortar onto the ground where the blast fragmentation effect can
be minimised. Vulnerable buildings have in-situ reinforced concrete blast walls surrounding their footings. The walls
have been shown to be capable of withstanding the in-contact detonation of a Mk 10 mortar.

Sangm. There are a great variety of sangars in use in Northern Ireland. High density concrete block sangars are still in
use on the older sites. These were custom designed to meet the requirements of the particular location and most have
now been upgraded with anti-scabbing plates and rocket screens. Mobile sangars are constructed from 20 mm mild steel
plate and are for temporary use only. The latest sangars are of steel plate and reinforced concrete composite construction
and include laminated glass windows with anti-shatter film. Additionally, Sangars positioned beside roads are upgraded
with bolt on armour plating. An example of the new sangar, which costs approximately US$100,000, is shown in Figure
2.

Figure 2. Raised Sangar with
covered access and weld mesh
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Hardened Accommodation. There are 3 types of hardened structure available for use in Northern Ireland and they are all
of similar design. The basic structure consists of steel frames supporting precast composite steel and reinforced concrete
panels. There are no windows and entry to the building is through 'Blast Lock' porches. Power and water supplies are
run underground and enter the building through the floor. All services have been designed to withstand blast loadings.
All 3 types of hardened structures have been proven against the Mk 10 mortar in direct contact. An example which costs
approximately US$ 1,000,000 can be seen in Figure 3.

MA f

Figure 3. Hardened Accommodation under construction.

CURRENTLE

Hill Top Sites. Hill Top sites are located in remote areas overlooking the border and major roads. They house up to 20
men and are only accessible by helicopter or on foot. The major threats are from intruders and long-range opportunist
shoots using heavy machine guns (HMG). Accommodation units are made from commercially prefabricated units.
Maximum use is made of the natural ground and camouflage to conceal the units. Small arms protection is provided by
steel plates welded to the faces exposed to the threat. Protection against infiltration is provided by wire obstacles,
observation posts, modem surveillance equipment and patrols. Sandbags are positioned on the roof to provide some
protection against grenades thrown by a successful intruder.

Border Sit. Border sites are located in rural areas along the border and house up to 20 men. Access is by helicopter
and 4-wheel drive vehicles. The main threats are from intruders, tractor bombs, and from HMG, mortar and rocket
attacks fired at long range from across the border. To gain maximum protection from the natural conditions the
structures are buried below ground level. Only the heavily armoured command sangar and defensive sangar show above
ground. Accommodation consists of commercial 'portacabins' positioned inside reinforced concrete bunkers. Sacrificial
concrete slabs provide additional blast protection for the roof against mortar attack and vehicle bombs. Sangars are of
armoured composite construction.

Permanent Vehicle Check Points (PVCPs). There are 299 known border crossing points. PVCPs are located on the
major routes and can be manned by up to 45 personnel depending on the military requirement. These sites are
vulnerable to the full threat spectrum. By necessity they are heavily fortified and are constantly upgraded with the latest
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protective measures. Because of the increased threat from vehicle bombs the new designs for PVCPs have the
accommodation and main control centres located in 'Forts' positioned well away from the roads. (In the need to gain
optimum stand off the Army has to purchase land. This is politically sensitive especially when compulsory orders have
to be issued). The Forts are triangular in plan and are surrounded by BOF. The shape offers good all round defence
using the minimum of manpower. Raised hardened sangaws are positioned in 2 corners of the Fort and can view all
sides. An example can be seen in Figure 4. Improvements include hardened accommodation and an array of
sophisticated surveillance devices. The raised sangars also control the traffic on the roads which is the primary function
of the PVCP. The new PVCP designs include the use of alternative routes for the traffic so that a suspect vehicle can be
isolated. Traffic control measures include the use of; collision barriers to channel the traffic, speed humps to slow the
traffic, traffic lights and drop arm barriers to stop the traffic, CCTV cameras and intercoms to check on drivers and
passengers, and dragons teeth and rising steel bollards to prevent vehicles crashing through the check point. In addition,
all the measures are covered by fire from sentries.

Figure 4. Modern Triangular Fort In Support of a PVCP

RU.a. t . Police stations are generally located within the local community and will remain in place after the Army
has been withdrawn. They often lack space to gain optimum stand off from a perimeter however because the buildings
are permanent they can afford to be of more robust construction. Typical features include; perimeter blast walls to
protect against vehicle and package bombs, a profile sheet topping to tie wall to provide CFV and to defeat grenades,
'Barbican' entrances (screened search bays) for vehicle access which are guarded by a heavily armoured front sangar
equipped with modern surveillance devices. The main station building is remote from other buildings to minimise the
effect of a bomb being carried in. Protection from mortars is provided by a sacrificial top floor to the building.

The size and effectiveness of terrorist mortars and bombs have increased dramatically over the past few years. To
contain the threat, the Army has been forced to enhance their fortifications. Where possible the stand off distance has
been increased. Physical protection measures have been improved by the construction of more permanent, hardened
structures. Furth - measures include the use of more sophisticated surveillance equipment. It is expected that
fortifications and dtiensive works will continue to evolve to contain any developments in the threat.
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ABSTRACT silty clays. The depth to bedrock averages about 14 m
below the testbed surface. The water table at the time of
the event was about 2.1 m below the testbed surface.

This paper discusses the results of a 3-D finite element cal-

culation of reinforced concrete piles in a saturated soil sub-
jected to ground shock from a buried conventional weapon Piles 3 and 6 from the Pile Cal Test were modeled using
detonation (12.5 m standoff). The problem configuration the finite element method in three dimensions. Piles 3 and
models pile test structures from the Pile Cal Test con- 6 were both located 12.5 m from the center of a buried
ducted at UTTR, Utah in September, 1992. The calcula- MK83 bomb detonation. Pile 3 supported 21,800 kg of lead
tion would have been a pretest prediction had it not been weight above the ground surface to simulate the weight of
for technical difficulties that did not allow completion of an aircraft shelter. Pile 6 did .iot support lead weights,
the calculation before the event. Once the technical dilR- but it did have a reinforced concrete deadman to restrict
culties were detected and solved, a single calculation was the -)utward radial motion of the foundation to simulate
performed within a week of the event with all model pa- the stiffness of the aircraft shelter arch.
rameters identical to what would have been a pretest pre-
diction. Digitized versions of the measured data were ob- FINITE ELEMENT MODEL DESCRIPTION
tained several weeks later to allow the comparisons shown
in this paper. The agreement between the calculation and
measured test data (both free field and pile response) is The finite element model discussed in this paper more
excellent. Due to the limit of finite boundaries, the calcu- closely resembles pile 3 in that it did not have the dead-
lation was only run to 25.2 ms after detonation. Analysis man restraint and it did model the 21,800 kg of supported
of the test results and 25.2 ms of calculation results sug- lead weight. The modeling approach used a condensed
gest that there may be significant aspects of pile response version of the DYNA-3D code (Hallquist 1991). The con-
during the late time flow of the saturated free field. Future densed version of DYNA-3D is a non-vectorized version,
calculations will investigate late time behavior through the with generic Fortran. It will compile and execute on a
use of motion boundary conditions and simpler models of wide variety of machines including PC's. The foreseen uges
the reinforced concrete piles. and adaptation of the DYNA-3D code (insertion of mate-

rial models, adaptation of structure-media-interaction in-
terface models, concerns of memory allocation on in-house

INTRODUCTION computers, etc.) necessitated the use of a much smaller
and concise version of DYNA-3D.

The United States Air Force has numerous critical facil-
ities supported on pile foundations at bases located atop The finite element model consists of a soil wedge covering
weak saturated soils. Structures such as aircraft shelters 19.4 degrees of arc around the explosive center (see Figure
and command and control facilities supported on pile foun- 1). A vertical plane of syrinetry exists that runs radially
dations in these geologies are likely to be subjected to en- from the center of the explosive to the center of the pile
hanced blast and shock effects from conventional weapons such that a full arc of 38.8 degrees is represented in the
which were not considered in the design of these struc- finite element simulation.
tures. Of particular interest are the TAB VEE aircraft
shelters supported on a pile foundation in weak saturated The soil was modeled all the way to the explosive bound-
soils found at Kunsan AFB, Korea. ary interface. The MK83 conventional weapon used in the

Pile Cal Test contains 189 kg of H-6 explosive. The density
Six piles were tested at a representative saturated site at of H-6 explosive is 1760 kg/m 3 which results in an initial
the Utah Test and Training Range (UTTR) in September explosive volume of 0.1072 mi3 . The explosive volume was
1992. The Pile Cal Test (Blouin, et al. 1992) subjected simplified into a spherical shape (0.2947 m radius) for ease
piles to the ground shock environment of a buried MK83 of finite element meshing. The steel casing of the MK83
bomb detonation. Baseline test piles were placed at four weapon was not included in the finite element model since
ranges, i.e., sure kill, sure safe, and two ranges bracketing the weapon detonates at a depth where the explosive en-
moderate damage. Estimates for these ranges were 5, 7.5, ergy is completely coupled with the surrounding media.
12.5 and 20 m from a MK83 conventional bomb, detonated According to Gurney equations (Gurney 1943), the work
at 5 m depth in the baseline geology. The piles had varying of expansion of the steel casing is less than 1% of the total
foundation support and tip bearing conditions. The soil explosive energy, which is a negligible amount compared
strata consists of fine silty sand, clayey silt, and sandy, to the other uncertainties of the problem.
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Figure 1. Three dimensional finite element mesh for the 12.5 m pile and soil wedge.

The inside surface of the explosive sphere is a large dis- sphere can only move along this axis. Nodes on the most
placement/rotation pressure boundary with the pressure distant curved surface are only free to move in the ver-
magnitude determined from the following JWL equation tical direction. The bottom and back boundary locations
(Dobratz 1981): were selected so that significant reflections would not influ-

ence pile response for a period of about 20 ms after shock
P( =AeRV + BR2 + C arrival at the pile. The duration of the major transient

P(V) =+ ground shock was anticipated to be significantly less than
20 ms based on preliminary free-field calculations. The

where: back boundary is 29 m from the explosive center, while the
vertical height of the finite element grid is 16.41 m. Only

P(V) = pressure magnitude in Mbar 16.41 m of vertical height was modeled due to the uncer-
V = ratio of current explosive cavity volume to the tainty of soil stratificaton and bedrock location below 12.5
original volume of the explosive material m. The first calculation was geared towards investigating
A,B,C,R 1 ,R 2 ,UJ = Equation of state parameters de- pile response to the initial passage of the ground shock
pendent upon explosive type for a total run simulation of approximately 25 ms. Future

calculations of longer duration will use prescribed motion

The solid continuum elements used to represent the soil boundary conditions for the bottom and back boundaries

and concrete in the mesh use a constant stress formulation obtained from a 2-D free n.d calculation of the same soil

(Flanagan and Belytschko 1981) with exact volume inte- stratification.

gration. The exact volume integration is extremely impor-
tant especially for the soil elements in close proximity to The analysis approach modeled the nonlinear response of
the explosive source due to the amount of distortion the the individual soil components; that is, the drained or ef-
grid experiences and the need to calculate exact volumet- fective stress-strain response of the porous skeleton and the
nic strain for proper pressure-volume behavior of the host pressure-volume relationships of the solid grains, pore wa-
material. ter, and pore air. The behavior of these constituents were

combined using fully coupled two-phase theory (Kim, et
The grid is partitioned into eight different regions of time al. 1988 and Simons 1989). The fully coupled effective
step integration. Soil elements immediately adjacent to stress model considers the strain in the skeleton resulting
the explosive run at the finest time step, while the large from the compression of individual grains by pore pres-
soil elements at the more distant ranges run at the largest sure, and the volume change in the solid-fluid mixture due
time step. The different regions are interfaced with tied to effective stresses acting on the solid grains. This sophis-
or sliding/separating surfaces to permit common multiple ticated formulation provides an accurate means of predict-
integration across the interface. This capability, termed ing undrained material response for any porous material
subcycling, allows very efficient calculation times for com- up to very high pressures.
plicated geometry and material combinations.

In the finite element simulation, the water table is 1.5 m
Nodes on the two side boundaries and bottom bound- below the testbed surface (the 2.1 m depth measured on
ary can only move within the planes of those boundaries, the day of the event was not known by the analyst when
Nodes on the vertical axis above and below the explosive the calculation was run). The Bingham Three-Invariant
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(B-31) material model (Bingham 1992) was used to model 9 m Diam.eter Looadinal Pre-trSteelo (fi - 1227 MP&, 16 Lotal) and

the soil skeleton and pile concrete. The B-31 model was 9 me ,Diameter Lmitudinal Mild Steel
selected due to its computational effeciency, versatility, and 1.324 Spiral Steel (f, -276 MP&) Adjan to wr E Other

capability to model both tensile fracture and compressive etmaing Bar a towl)

The material model fits to available laboratory test data
on the different soil layers are presented in (Blouin, et al.

1992).

For the saturated layers, the pressure-volume behavior is
strongly dependent upon the initial porosity. Higher ini-
tial porosity results in softer pressure-volume behavior, ap- .m5
proaching the bulk stiffness of water. The porosities of the Section A-A
different soil layers in the baseline site model ranged from
25% to 67%. The pressure-volume behavior of the soil AF" "-•A
above the water table is based on drained laboratory test
data of saturated soil samples. This resulted in a pressure-
volume behavior that seemed excessively soft compared to
the other layers. Assumptions used to represent the soil
above the water table should be reviewed for reasonable- No. Wire, Spiral Steel
ness at some future date. (3.8 mim Diameter).

76.2 mm Pitch (or Spacing)
Within 0.9 m a( Bottom,.

Gravity forces existed in the calculation and originally it 152.4 niD Pitch Everywhere else.

was planned to initialize the soil strata to geostatic load I, ..53 M.. .N.

conditions prior to detonation of the explosive. The partic-
ular technique developed at Applied Research Associates
had been used successfully in the past for non-layered, sin-
gle material geologies and had not been correctly adopted s.35 m ThickSteel

for layered geologies at the time of this calculation. Time End Detail Ead Plate

constraints did not allow the modifications and testing of
a corrected technique. Figure 2. Design details of the piles in the Pile Cal Test.

The finite element mesh for the reinforced-concrete pile is
9.754 m long from the bottom to the base of the foundation sliding/separating surface has the added capability of al-
and the half foundation is 1.524 m by 1.068 m by 0.406 m in lowing the pile structure to run at a fine time step, while
the X, Y, Z directions, respectively. A schematic showing the immediate surrounding soil runs at a larger time step.
the reinforcing details is shown in Figure 2. The grid for The normal stress that is developed at the interface does
the pile/foundation combination has 2,115 nodes, 1,024 8- not allow nodes on the opposite side of the interface to
noded solid continuum elements to represent the concrete pass through each other. The shear transfer is based on a
in the pile, 576 bar elements to represent the longitudinal pCAV model which has been shown in prior studies to ad-
prestressing steel, 256 ba&' elements to represent the longi- equately reproduce measured structure-soil interface data
tudinal mild steel, 512 bar elements to represent the spi- in a transient ground shock environment (Frank 1982 and
ral reinforcement, 32 membrane elements to represent the Frank and Cole 1984). The value of the shear stress is a
steel plating on the end of the pile, and 280 solid continuum function of the relative tangential velocity between the soil
elements to represent the concrete in the foundation block, and structure (AV) times the density of the soil (p) times
All reinforcing steel (except in the foundation) was mod- the shear wave speed of the soil (C). The value of this
eled explicitly in the calculation with a permanent bond shear stress is then limited by a bilinear envelope which is
between steel bars and concrete continuum elements. The a function of the normal stress at the interface.
mass density of the foundaton elements was artificially set
to a very large number in order to account for the 21,800
kg of lead weights placed on top of the foundation. The combined soil and structure mesh for the entire wedge

included 18,868 nodes, 19,052 elements, 8 interface surfaces
(7 of which were tied), and 1 pressure surface. The calcu-

The pile is in:ýialized to prestress conditions determined lation took 350 minutes of CPU time on a CRAY YMP for
from a prestr-ssing finite element calculation of the pile a 25.2 ms simulation.
structure without the surrounding soil. Prestressing is a
condition of static equilibrium between the concrete and
tensioned steel. Since DYNA-3D is an explicit integration RESULTS AND COMPARISON TO TEST DATA
code, static solutions are obtained through a technique
known as dynamic relaxation. A type of mass damping During the 25.2 ms simulation, the concrete in the pile did
is applied to the solution scheme such that when a step not experience any strain softening which suggests that the
load is applied (such as the prestress in the longitudinal piles at the 12.5 m range will not experience any compres-
prestressing steel), the calculation approaches the static sive failure damage. Tensile strains reached a maximum of
solution without dynamic overshoot. 0.02% strain over most of the length of the pile and 0.07%

strain at the top of the pile at the junction with the foun-

The pile structure and the surrounding soil are interfaced dation (upstream side). These suggest only minor, barely
with a sliding/separating (with re-impact capability) sur- visible hairline cracks due to tensile fracture occurring at
face that transfers both normal and shear stresses. The the top of the pile.
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Figure 3 shows comparisons of calculation results to mea- radial outward motion since it is in a higher bulk stiffness,
sured test data for horizontal motion at several ranges from saturated media. The top of the pile sees a significantly
the bomb at the depth of the bomb (5 m) in the saturated reduced outward pulse, since it is in an unsaturated soil
clay layer. The test data are integrated acceleration mea- media and connected to a large amount of lead weights.
surements. Positive motion is out, away from the bomb. This story is spelled out very clearly in what appears to
All time history plots shown have zero time coincident with be an excellent set of measured data in conjunction with
bomb detonation. well-thought-out placement of these gages.

Both the calculation and the test data show an initial, Post-test inspection (internal video probes, internal still
high-frequency pulse of 1 to 2 ms duration, followed by a photographs and visual inspection of the piles after exca-
lower, yet steady, outward flow of the free field. In general vation) revealed the following damage to piles 3 and 6. Pile
the agreement between the peak velocities and late time 3 had barely visible hairline cracks on the upstream side
outward flow is excellent. Close-in to the bomb at ranges of at the top of the pile near the foundation. Pile 3 also had
1.8 m and 2.5 m where the finite element mesh is very fine, localized bending failure at 1.54 m depth below the ground
the wave shape of the initial pulse matches the measured surface. No corresponding bending failure was observed in
data very well. But at greater ranges from the bomb, the pile 6. However, the tensile hairline cracks on the upstream
increasing coarseness of the finite element mesh tends to side at the top of pile 6 were much more noticeable than
spread out the width of the initial pulse compared to the on pile 3.
measured data even though the peaks are closely matched.

The orientation of the bending failure in pile 3 suggests a
The significant, late-time, outward flow in the calculation rotation of the lower part of the pile out away from the
(and most probably the actual testbed) is due to the very bomb while the upper part remained relatively still. In-
low shear strength of the shocked, saturated, host mate- spection of the measured test data shows that the greatest
rial. In the calculation, the soil does not develop any shear amount of differential motion on the pile occurred between
strength due to the presence of water and the algorithms in 40 and 300 ms, which suggests that the damage may have
the effective stress formulation. The lack of shear strength been a late time phenomenon. But why did this failure
(liquefaction) allows the free field to flow with little resis- not occur in pile 6 where the foundation seems to be even
tance to shear deformation. more restricted against outward radial motion due to the

presence of the deadman? It is most likely not due to any
variance in the ground shock seen by the piles, because

Figure 4 shows comparisons of horizontal (radial) stress the measured data suggests an extremely uniform distri-
time histories at several different ranges from the bomb bution around the bomb. The answer probably lies in the
center at the depth of the bomb in the saturated clay very heavy mass supported by pile 3. The extra compres-
layer. Again, the agreement is excellent both in peak and sive stress placed in the pile due to the supported weight
waveform. The excellent agreement both in velocities and in combination with the late time bending stresses caused
stresses, suggests that the effective stress model does a the compressive failure. Apparently the bending stresses
very good job in characterizing the response of the satu- alone in pile 6 were not enough to cause failure.
rated soil media. Both the calculation and the test data
show a stress pulse of 1 to 2 ms duration upon initial pas-
sage of the ground shock, followed by a nearly stress free CONCLUSIONS
environment during the late-time, outward flow of the free
field. The DYNA-3D finite element calculation closely matched

the free-field data and pile response data measured from
Figure 5 shows comparisons of measured horizontal/radial the Pile Cal Test. The effective stress modeling technique
motions on the piles with corresponding results from the fi- was very successful in reproducing the measure free-field
nite element calculation. The radial motion of the founda- environment.
tion from the finite element calculation showed very little
outward motion for two main reasons; (1) the foundation The finite element calculation did not result in any sig-
elements are very massive to represent the presence of the nificant compressive damage to the concrete in the pile.
supported lead weights and (2) the relatively soft charac- The calculation suggests only minor, barely visible hair-
ter of the upper dry layer does not put significant load on line cracks due to tensile fracture near the top of the pile
the foundation and upper portion of the pile. The motion near the foundation junction. This damage description is
measured on the pile foundation is low compared to the an accurate description of the post test condition of pile 6,
motion measured in the rest of the pile, but it is greater while pile 3 sustained more damage as discussed above. A
than as indicated by the calculation. It is possible that review of the calculational results and measured test data
some slippage may have occurred between the foundation suggests that the failure occurred late time (after 25 ms)
and supported lead weights and it is also possible that the and was due to the combined loading of induced bending
soil layer next to the foundation is more substantial than from the late time flow of the free field and axial compres-
that modeled in the finite element calculation. It is also sion from the supported lead weights.
possible that the differing locations of the center of mass
of the lead weights/foundation combination played a role.
A future calculation should probably include a separate Future calculations will include free-field velocity driven
block of material representing the supported lead weights, boundary conditions, which will allow the calculaton to bp
separated by a sliding/separating surface. run to much greater simulation times. A simpler structural

model, possibly using beam elements with damage capabil-
ity, is needed for the pile in order to make longer simulation

It is clear to see from Figure 5 that the middle section of times feasible. Longer simulation times will allow investi-
the pile at bomb depth is the first to see outward radial gation of late time interaction with free-field expansion. It
motion. Quickly after this, the bottom tip of the pile sees is possible that the 25.2 ms simulation time of the calcu-
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RESPONSE OF SATURATED AND PARTIALLY SATURATED
SOILS TO HIGH EXPLOSIVE LOADINGS

Numerical Analysis

R. E. Walker and S. E. Uouin

Applied Research Associates. inc.
Vlcksburg. MS and South Royalton. VT

ABSTRACT the boundary nodes is adjusted to equal the mass of
Within the last two years ARA has participated in the material from the shock front to the origin of the

field tests to determine the response of saturated soils to source. A pressure time history is also applied to this
4urface and buried HE charges. The field tests and same boundary. The pressure time history is estimated
empirical analysis are described in Part I. This paper from the time history that was calculated in the close-
describes supporting numerical analysis used to gain a in source region. This pressure time boundary
better understanding of the material response and to condition can be interpreted as the recoverable inner
provide detailed pre-test predictions and post-test analysis. energy as the material relaxes as well as the residual
Numerical calculations were used to study basic pressure signature from the detonation. The initial
phenomenology such as the influence of pore fluid motion velocity and the pressure time history are determined
relative to the porous skeleton on shock propagation and from first principle calculations of the explosive
the influence of degree of saturations on the attenuation detonation and early time flow field.
and loading waveforms. Test predictions and analysis
include development of axisymmetric two dimensional The above procedure has been applied to the
source models for various bombs and two dimensional current site configuration of interest. First, a detailed
calculations of site response in layered saturated geologies first principle I -D calculation with burn was performed
with water tables. Calculations use ARA's Three Invariant using a spherical source of 190 Kg of HE and the
effective stress model with soil skeleton parameters fit to Layer-B at 100% saturation. The close-in computed
laboratory drained test data for each individual soil data at the range of 0.9 mater were used to construct
stratum. Calculational results are compared to the field a cylindrical energy pill of 0.9-meter radius and
test measurements. 1.8-moter high. This energy pill was used in the 2-0

HONDO ground shock calculation.

FREE-FIELD GROUND SHOCK
INTRODUCTION The axisymmetric two dimensional grid is

Two dimensional finite a i.r ent free-field shown in Figure 1. Shown on the figure are the
calculations have been performed for the UTTR layered location of the recommended layers, the source region,
site using an ARA modified HONDO code (References 1-3). and the location of the output points from the
The computed ground shock from these calculations was computations. A cylindrical energy pill was
used to apply ground shock stresses and motions to an constructed with the center of the pill located near
SMI loading of an approximation of the piles to be tested. mid-depth (5.18 m) of the 2-D grid with an ideal
An energy pill was developed and calibrated and used as reflector at the bottom and a free surface at the top.
the source definition of the HE detonation. The energy The layers are replicated as outlined in the
pill was calibrated using the recommended properties of recommended site profile of PART I. The site is
the second layer, Layer-B, a saturated clay. The assumed 100% saturated except for the top 1.5 m of
computation was carried out to a time of 70 msec with dry sand.
snapshots of the field variables being stored at 2.5-msec
intervals. For these computations, material properties for The calculations are summarized in Figure 2
the layers as discussed in PART I were used for the ARA which presents the peak radial stress and the peak
Three Invariant skeletal model for the effective stress radial particle velocity with range along the horizontal.
formulation of the constitutive model for the test site. For each free-field borehole range, vertical and

horizontal velocity time histories and stress time
ENERGY SOURCE histories were computed. Complete field snapshots

The term 'energy pill' is used to denote a modified were saved for pressures, velocity and volumetric
material for the immediate source region. The basic strain.
premise is that the material very close to the detonation
(about a meter from a spherical representation of the HE) The horizontal velocity time histories are
is moving with the particle velocity at the shock front at characterized by a rapid rise to their peak, a double
. at range, i.e., a meter. The source is then represented peak, and then a decay as the pressure wave passes
with an initial velocity boundary condition applied to the by the zone. The decay reaches an almost steady
nodes at that range. To conserve momentum, the mass of state *flow' velocity with a very gradual decay toward
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zero velocity. A linear extrapolation of this decay results COMPARISONS
in a zero velocity in approximately 250 to 500 msec. Shown in Figures 4 and 5 are overlays of
Vertical spalN was obvious at the Z coordinate of 12.5 m selected velocity and stress time histories from the
Itop of grid) for each range. There was also an upward experiment with the calculated results. There is
peak in the vertical time histories corresponding to the excellent agreement between the calculations and the
arrival of bottom reflected pressure pulse. data with all of the predominate features of the

experimental histories being reproduced in the
Snapshots of the field variables, pressure and calculations. Even the long duration flow field is

velocity are presented in Figure 3. This snapshot portrays reproduced in the numerical simulation. Figure 5 is a
the development of the shock propagation and the display of the comparison of the peak stress and
momentum field of the media behind the shock front. In particle velocity verses range along the horizontal
Figure 3, the very dark or black zones represent the center line of the detonation. The computations are
compressive shock front while the light zones represent presented as the solid lines and the experimental data
decreases in pressure with white being the unloaded state. as the symbols. Shown also for comparison is the
As seen from an inspection of the pressure snapshot, there empirical 1 -D estimates. Note that the velocity is
is a primary compression wave almost spherical at the 2.5- slightly high and the stress are much closer. This is due
msec snapshot. Note that this wave has already in part to the use of the energy pill with the pressure-
interacted with the dry sand layer and the pressure front time loading of the equivalent cavity being set equal to
has started to unload in the region above the detonation. the pressure-time in the element at the range of the
By 5.0 msec the primary shock has reached the bottom equivalent cavity. This pressure function is high by at
and reflected. Also the unloading from the free surface least by the dynamic flow pressures that are
has begun to relieve the pressures behind the primary contained in this pressure function.
shock. At 7.5 to 10 msec the bottom reflected shock has
interacted with bomb cavity and the unloaded region CONCLUSIONS
behind the primary shock. Note the formation of a The following conclusions may be drawn from
pressure field that closely resembles the 'mach stem" this study. The peak free field stresses and motions in
pressure field that occurs in airblast propagation. The a saturated layered soil site can be reliably calculated
bottom reflected shock is almost dissipated by 20.0 msec using the effective stress formulation of the global
and only a horizontally moving primary wave remains. constitutive law. There are large late time motions due
This wave continues to propagate to the right while to the lack of shear strength and the peak stresses and
decreasing in amplitude and broadening in space until motions decay very slowly with range. These late time
impingement with the left boundary between 40.0 and motions are evident in the calculated response as in the
50.0 msec. experimental data and manifest themselves as a very

slowly decaying velocity time history. Damage that can
The velocity vector field snapshots assist in the be attributed to peak stress or peak velocity will occur

understanding of the developing flow field. Many of the at much greater ranges than would be expected in a
features of the pressure field are replicated in these completely dry site.
snapshots and a discussion of these will not be repeated
here. By 5.0 msec the primary wave in the clay layer ACKNOWLEDGEMENT
(Layer-B), has outrun the loading wave in the dry sand This project was funded through the
causing the sand to move up almost in plane loading. Engineering Service Center, Tyndall AFB, Florida. The
There is a complex horizontal scouring motion developing Defense Nuclear Agency was a primary supporter of
along the cobble layer at 5.0 msec that interacts with the the field test which was conducted by the Waterways
bottom reflection by 10.0 msec. This interaction turns the Experiment Station, Vicksburg, MS.
particle velocity field upward. Beneath the sand layer the
motions in the primary shock front are horizontal followed REFERENCES
by an upward rotation. The upward rotation is dominated 1. Key, S.W., HONDO--A Finite Element Computer
by the unloading and the bottom reflection. Program for the Large Deformation Dynamic Response

of Axisymmetric Solids, SLA-74-0039,Sandia
The analysis of the volumetric strain contours Laboratories, Albuquerque, NM, April 1974.

display the dilated zones. A net volumetric dilation zone
is produced by the late time motions (those after the 2. Key, S.W., Z. E. Beisinger, and R.D. Krieg, HONDO
passage of the shock fronts) of the flow field. A color Il--A Finite Element Computer Program for the Large
presentation of these contours reveals that most of the Deformation Dynamic Response of Axisymmetric
test site is in some state of dilation and hence the soils in Solids, SLA-78-0042, Sandia Laboratories,
the crater region will appear *dry" for some time after the Albuquerque, NM, October 1978.
transients die out. The fallback and dynamic crater have
settled by approximately 8 seconds. The soils in the crater 3. Hallquist, J.O., A Procedure for the Solution of
region are no longer at a degree of saturation of 100%. Finite-Deformation Contact-Impact Problems by the
The crater and the soil zones of less than 100% saturation Finite Element Method, UCRL-52066, Lawrence
will provide a place for the water to migrate during the Livermore Laboratory, Livermore, California, April
long time consolidation phase of the settlement. 1976.
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FIBER-REINFORCED CONCRETE IN

HARDENED SHELTER CONSTRUCTION

David L. Read and Larry C. Muszynski

Applied Research Associates, Inc., Tyndal AFB, FL

ABSTRACT Fiber Typo

A test program was conducted to develop a fiber- and rebar- Six different types of fibers were used during the fabrication of
reinforced beam design(s) using lightweight. high-strength beam specimens. Four of the fiber types consist of individualrenforte. bewgoal dfthesn uesting lioghtmweighto hdgtenh a steel fibers of differing lengths and shapes. Another fiber type
concrete. The goal of the testing program was to develop a is composed of individual nylon fibers. The remaining fiber
beam design(s) that provdes superior performance at a type is composed of steel, but in an interwoven mat matrix 4
reduced cost and weight versus the symmetrically rebar inch thick. Table 2 summarizes the fiber
reinforced beam design using normal-weight, standard- nices wide nd t inhthico.r a be
strength concrete currently used by the US.. Air Force in types used in the test program.
hardened structure construction. Beams of various designs Beam Standard Reinforeine Parameters
includng a baseline symmetrically reinforced beam designed
using current hardened structure criteria, were fabricated and Number 3, 60 Grade steel rebar was used in SR and M2 beam
tested on a load-frame under deflection control and flexural types. The Number 3 rebar stock was tested, and the rebaes
third-point loading to generate load-deflection curve& From actual yield strength was 54.5 ksi. In beam types FRI and FR2,thse curves, the ductility, energy absrto chr1eitc, ata iedsrnt a 45hi I emtpsF!adF1te cton characteristics FibeRGlass (FRG) rebar was used instead of steel. The FRG
and overall material toughness of eac beam design were rebar was 3/S-inch in diameter, with a 100 ksi yield strength and
determined a modulus of elasticity of 7,000,000 psi.

Six beam cross-sections were used during the test program.
TEST PROGRAM STRUCTURE Beam cross-sections are shown in Figure 1. Due to the limited

cross-sectional area of each beam no stirrups were used. The
locations of steel or FRO rebar reinforcement in the beams are

The test program consisted of two phases. In the first phase, shown in Figure 1.
the perfonnance of fiber-only reinforced beams was compared
to the performance of symmetrically reinforced beams designed No rebar reinforcement was used in beam types Fl, F2, and
using current hardened structure criteria. Performance MI. For the singly reinforced beam types (SR2, SR5 to SRI 1,
comparisons were based on the area under load-deflection FRI, and M2), the balanced reinforcing ratio (pb) was
curves for each beam type. In the second test phase, the best determined using the American Concrete Institute (ACI)
fiber and rebar reinforcement combination to enhance a beam's equation given below:
performance was investigated. Load-deflection curves were
generated for each beam type. Then using these curves,
ductility indices, energy ratios, and energy absorption as a Pb = -L (eq-1)
function of beam weight were calculated for each beam type. (f, /E,)+cc f,(
Using these material ductility and energy absorption
characteristics, comparisons were made between beam types. Where: c= Maximum concrete compressive strain from

compression cylinder tests
TEST SPECIMENS f, = Steel or FRG rebar tensile yield strength

Beams and Cylinders = Steel or FRG rebar modulus of elasticity
f' = Concrete compressive strength

The beams used in the test program are summarized in Table 1 a = 0.72 for f,' 5 4,000 psi, 0.72 - .00004(f1'-
(all tables follow at the end of this paper). Three beams of each 4000) for 4,000 psi <fý' > 8,000 psi, and
type were poured. All beams were 40 inches long, 8 inches
deep, and 4 inches wide. Beam types Fl, F2, and SRI were 0.56 for f,' > 8,000 psi
used in the first phase of the test program. All remaining beam
types were used in the second test phase. Compression The values for a were developed by the ACI for concrete
strengths and maximum concrete compressive strains given in without fiber reinforcement. However, use of these a values in
Table I come from compression tests of 6-inch diameter, 12-
inch long concrete cylinders. Average unit weight is based on
the average weight of all three beam specimens for a particular
type, including fibers and rebar as applicable.
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man or* d= depth to centroid of comp. reinforcing steel
P% or a" Paso e. = 0.00253 (see Table 1)

1 0 
e,= 0.0143 (h/E,, i.e., 100 ksi /7,000 ksi)

ur p.i= Max. allowable reinforcing ratio

AO4 p•,= Min. tensile steel reinforcing ratio

11 "I. I" Using Equations-2, -3, and -4 with A',= 0.22 in2 and d'= 10
"P"' inch, the following reinforcing ratio values were determined:

a F"t"" p = 0.00 7 9, p.= 0.0138, and pu,= 0.0063. Since the actual
,,,M,* pof 0.0079 is between these limits, failure should be initiated

-v 0",or $,,ow --. ,,,M by tensile yielding and the compression rebar will have yielded
at failure. This assumes FRG rebar exhibits behavior similar to,•am steel rebar. However, FR2 beams exhibited explosive failures

No I--s during testing, indicating the FRG rebar is more brittle, i.e, less
Sam, ductile, than steel rebar.

W 1u0 Beam Fabrication and Mixture Pronerties

onam.an-•z W."Pa- a-- , A portable, rotary, finned mixer was used to mix the concrete.
, ut, ~m~Fibers, if used, were added toward the end of the mixing

•w n*o process. The concrete was mixed for approximately 10

Figure 1. Test Beam Cross-Sections, Test Phases I and II. minutes, and then poured into the forms. A pencil, internal
vibrator was used to consolidate the concrete in the forms. The

the design of fiber-reinforced concrete members provides exposed concrete surface was finished with trowels. The forms
sufficient accuracy according to Refe 1, 2, and 3. Next were then covered with wet burlap for approximately 24 hours.
the maximum allowable ACI reinforcing ratio was determined Then the beams were removed from the forms and cured under
using p. =0.75pb. Finally, the actual reinforcing ratio w d r water for 28 days. As beams were being poured, some
each beam was determined using p=Actubad, where A is the concrete was poured into 6-inch diameter, 12-inch long cylinder

forms. The cylinders were also water cured for 28 days. Mix
reinforcing steel area, b = beam width, and d= depth to the designs for the different concretes are given in Table 5. A
centroid of tension reinforcement. Average reinforcing
parameters for all singly reinforced beam types are summarized Type-1 cement was used in all mixes.
in Table 3. All beam types except one were under reinforced by A slurry mixture consisting of 23.7 pounds of Type-3 cement,
4.5 to 5.75 times and exhibited good ductility characteristics A s oixtyre class of 10.4 pounds of ter, andent,
during the test program. Beam type FRI is over reinforced 5.9 pounds of fly-ash class "C, 104 pounds of water, and 105
because of the high tensile yield strength (100 ksi) and relatively grat s of Comi x Super 2000-C plasticizer was used in beamlow elastic modulus (7,000,000 psi) of its FRG rebar. Thle FRI types MI and M2. The slurry was used to infiltrate the steel

charactermfistcs dGrig The FI fiber mat matrix preplaced in the bottom of the concrete forms.
beam type exhibited poor ductility characteristics dung the test After slurry infiltration, concrete was poured over the infiltrated
program steel mat to complete the beams.

For the doubly reinforced beam types (SRI, SR3, SR4, and Test Eauipment
FR2), p, was determined using Equation-I. Then, as before,
p.,, and p were determined for each beam type. According to A 50,000-pound capacity Material Testing System (MTS) load-
the ACI, if p is equal to or less than p,m a doubly reinforced frame and data acquisition system were used to test beams
beam may be designed with acceptable accuracy by ignoring the under deflection control to failure or a maximum mid-span
compression reinforcement and designing the beam as a singly deflection of 2 inches, which ever occurred first. In general,
reinforced beam. As seen in Table 4, p.m, was greater than p test procedures from ASTM C 78-84 and ASTM C 1018-89
for all SR doubly reinforced beam types. These beam types were used to conduct the tests and obtain load-deflection
exhibited good ductility characteristics during the test program. curves for each beam. The beam loading configuration used on
However, p., was less than p for the FR2 beam once again
because of the FRG rebar. As a result, FR2 beam reinforcing the MTS machine is shown in Figure 2.
parameters must be calculated using the AC! equations given Compression tests of 6-inch diameter, 12-inch long concrete
below. cylinders poured at the same time individual beams were poured

were done using a 500,000-pound capacity Forney load-frame
p,=A'n (eq-2 ) under load control. Test procedures from ASTM C 39 were

bd used to conduct the compression cylinder tests.

p,, =0.7 5pb +p' (eq-3) TEST PHASE I RESULTS

In Test Phase I, beam types FI (nylon fibers only), F2 (steel

= 0.850, f--.- - + p' (eq-4) fibers only), and SRI (symmetrically reinforced with Number 3
da e. - ey rebar) were tested on the MTS machine. Typical generated

total load versus mid-span deflection curves of each beam type

Where: A,,= Compression steel area are shown in Figure 3. As seen, the symmetrically reinforced

11= 0.65 for f', >8,000 psi SRI beam without fibers is clearly superior, with the area under
its curve much greater than the FI or F2 beams.
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each beam type in this table, the maximm mid-span deflection, 1
the average maximum mid-span deflection, the maximum total Cu-rve (e Ty 7 1 FR
Reference 4), the average Japanese area, the total (ultimate) - - - - -• - m

area under the lod-deflection curve, and the average total areaare presented. The Japanese Area Method calculates the area *--------------------
under a load-deflection curve up to a deflection equaling the • Os Os u U 0. 0.7 U, -- 1.1 ,.21.21 , I
beam's load span in inches divded by 150. o~a 1W

TEST HASE!I REULTSFigure 6. L oad-Deflection Curves (Beam Types SR I1, FRI,
TEST HASEH RESLTS, an Ml).

Load-Deflectio1 Curves a 0

A total of 14 beam types were tested (3 per type) in this phase. A I
SR2 to SRII beams were reinforced with steel rebar and u -- l -

usually some type of fiber reinforcement. FRI and FR2 beams -- - { - -

were reinforced with FRG rebar, with FRI beams also "o - -O CA M -0abd

containing nylon fibers. NA beams were reinforced at the - -

bottom with the slurry infiltrated steel mat fiber matrix, with ism
steel fiber-reinforced concrete above the mat. M2 beams were
reinforced like MI beams, but also had steel rebar in the tension
zone. 0

S 0.2 U 0QI *I 1 1.2 1A II A I

Because rebar was used in all beam types except one in this test ol,,h.u-
phase, with or without fiber reinforcement, the specified mid-
span deflection rate for fiber-only reinforced beams in ASTM C Figure 7. Load-Deflection Curve of Beam Type M2.
1018-89 of 0.002 to 0.004 inches per minute was changed to
0.1476 inches per minute as recommended in Reference 2. Beam type SR4 in Figure 4 is thlc baseline beam. In Figure 7,
Typical generated total load versus mid-span deflection curves two different lines are shown for the cur'.'e M2 after the
for each beam type are shown in Figures 4 through 7. maximum load is reached. While testing the M2 beams on the

MTS machine, the 50,000-pound capacity of the machine was
reach before any significant cracking of the beams occurred and
deflection was only 0.292 inches. One of the beams was tested
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on the Forney load-flame to determine its ultimate capacity. SR4. This information is presented in Table 9.
However, the beam only supported a maximum load of
approximately 34,000-pounds and failed at a maximum mid- As seen from Table 8, beam type SR5 appears in the top five in
span deflection of 1.769 inches. The portion of this Forney ductility index (I), energy ratio (1), and energy absorption (2)
generated curve from a deflection of 0.299 inches (the closest Beam type SR6 appears in ductility index (2), energy ratio (2),
matching deflection point to the MST curve) is superimposed in and energy absorption (5). Beam type SR7 appears in the top
Figure 7 on the curve from the MTS machine. Also a straight five in all four categories: ductility index (4), energy ratio (5),
li0e is drawn on Figure 7 from the maximum load point of maximum load (4), and energy absorption (4) Beam type M2
50,000 pounds to the maximum deflection point. Both portions appears in the top five in energy ratio (3), maximum load (1),
of this load-deflection curve were used to calculate the ductility and energy absorption (1). For the three beam types mentioned
indexandenergyratioforbeamtypeM2. above that fall outside the top five in I of 4 categories, all but

beam type SR6 are still above the average for that category.
Duetiity Indices and Enertr Ratios Beam type SR6 falls slightly below the average maximum load

The performance of the beam types was compared using (32,063 lbs versus the 32,984 lbs average).

ductility indices, energy ratios, and average total absorbed As seen from Table 9, only three beam types fail to provide
energy divided by beam weight. The met. used to calculate ductility indices, energy ratios, or energy absorption per pound
ductility indices and energy ratios from load-deflection curves is values superior to the baseline beam. This strongly suggests
shown in Figure 8. This method was obtained from Reference thet the use of some type of fiber reinforcement in combination
2. The maximum load Pmax is determined. Then, a straight with standard reinforcement in the structural members used in
line is drawn parallel to the deflection axis until it intersects the hardened structures would, by increasing their ductility and
load axis. Next, a secant is drawn from the origin through the energy absorption characteristics, greatly improve the members
point corresponding to 0. 75Pmax on the load-deflection curve, ability to sustain large deformations caused by blast and
and extended until it intersects the straight line running from dynamic impact loading without catastrophic failure.
Pmax to the load axis. At this intersection point, a vertical line
parallel to the load axis is drawn until it intersects the deflection Fiber-reinforcement appears to eliminate the need for
axis. The point where this line intersects the deflection axis compression rebar reinforcement. Beam types tested -'ith
(Ay) is considered the yield deflection for the beam. The compression reinforcement and no fibers, i.e., beam types SRI,
energy dissipated at yield (Ey) is the shaded area under the SR3, and SR4, did not perform as well as beam types with
load-deflection curve up to the yield deflection as shown in tension rebar and fiber reinforcement only. Minimization, or
Figure 8. Next, the ultimate deflection point of the curve (Au) possibly elimination, of compression rebar by using fiber
is determine and the total area under the load-deflection curve reinforcement would save ,';ght and cost in hardened structure
up to this point (Eu) calculated. The ductility index is defined construction.
as the ultimate deflection divided by the yield deflection (Au /
Ay), while the energy ratio is defined as the ultimate area CONCLUSIONS
divided by the yield area (Eu / Ey).

Based on all test results, the use of fiber reinforcement in
combination with standard reinforcement in hardened structures

us. would provide a significant performance enhancement over
currently fielded hardened structures. The major benefits are

mcm threefold. First, the ductility and energy absorption
X characteristics of fiber- and rebar-reinforcel structural members

3m are clearly superior versus the symmetrically reinforced
0 structural members currently used by the U.S. Air Force.

Second, using fibers would minimize, or possibly eliminate, the
need for compression reinforcement in concrete structural

W members without sacrificing performance. Third, inclusion of
fibers would minimize, or possibly eliminate, spalling of the
interior walls of hardened structures from blast loading or

, ".~projectile impacts as stated in Reference 5.

1.* "FUTURE RESEARCH

0,0 .80 *.• IM 120 1.A0 1.10 2Mo 2.00
Da.tco pe) The U.S. Air Force is continuing this research effort. A new

Figure 8. Calculation of Ductility Index and Energy Ratio testing program is investigating the toughness characteristics of
From a Load-Deflection Curve. large concrete beams that use various combinations of fiber-

and rebar-reinforcernent. The beams are 14 inches deep, 8

Test Results inches wide, and 10 feet long. The load span of the beams is 9
feet with a corresponding L/D ratio of 7.71. The performance

Ductility indices, energy ratios, and total absorbed energy per of these fiber- and rebar-reinforced beams will be compared to
pound were calculated for each beam. A beam's span length, a baseline, symmetrically rebar reinforced beam (including
i.e., 32 inches, was used to calculate a beam's weight for stirrups) to verify the results of the testing program
absorbed energy per pound calculations. Results of all these documented in this paper.
calculations are given in Table 7. From the average results
shown in Table 7, each beam type was ranked by average ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
ductility index, energy ratio, maximum load, and energy
absorption per pound. This information is presented in Table 8. The authors express their gratitude to the Air Force Civil
Average ductility index, energy ratio, and energy absorption per Engineering Support Agency's (AFCESA) Air Base
pound were normalized with respect to the baseline beam type Survivability Branch (RACS) and Air Base Operability and
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Repair Branch (RACO), Tyndall AFB, Florda for suppting TABLE 1. TEST BEAMS DESCRIPTIONS AND PROPERTIES.
t s res earch effort. Av g AV & I Avg

Binder C max FilmM ak

REFERENCES Basin Type Svrnh Straui Bau: Ban: Type Vat wt.
ID (1) (psi) (iwin) Tensm Carn (2) (%) (xn

FI LW/IHS 9,873 0.00251 Noune Now Nylon 0.5 12471(1) Craig, RJ., "Flexural Behavior and Design of Reinforced P2 LW/IS 9.64 0.00273 None None Slte-I 2.0 12705
Fiber Concrete Members," Fiber Reinforced Concrete SRI LW/iS 8.475 0.00221 2 No 3 2 No. 3 Non NIA 12346

Properties and Applications. ACI SP-105, American Concrete 0 1 23

Institute Publication, P.O. Box 19150, Redford Station, SR3 Lw/HS 9,494 000265 2No. 3 1No 3 None N/A 12646
Detroit, Michigan, 1987, pp. 517-563. sR4 NW/MS 6,537 0-00136 2 No, 3 2 No. 3 Noe NIA 132-35
(2) Naaman, A.E., Reinhardt, H.W., and Fritz, C., sR5 LWIS 8,983 0.00245 2No, 3 None Stle-I2 2.0 130.73
"Reinforced Concrete Beams with a SIFCON Matrix," SR6 LW/IS 9.499 0.00276 2 No.3 Now seed-I 2.0 123-61

American Concrete Institute Structural Jou , Vol. 89, No. 1, sR7 NwM 6,537 0.0016 2 No 3 Now ste1 2.0 157.15ian-Feb 1992, pp. 79-88. Is LWHS 9,294 0.00259 2 No. 3 Nm Steel3 4.0 134.64
(3) Craig, R.J., Editor, Design with Fiber Reinforced sRI LWS 9,073 o. 2 N3 None Se4 1.0 126.U
Concrete, ACI SCM-10(85), American Concrete Institute sRio LW/HS 9.3 0.es25t 2No.3 No Ny 0.5 125.49

SR1 LWH ,648 0. 2 No a Sleel-I1 2.0 130.28Publication, P.O. Box 19150, Redford Station, Detroit, FRI LW/HS .976 4 000259 2 Nowe Nylo- 0.5 122.97
Michigan, 1985. FRW(4) _o0
(4) Nemegeer, P.O. "Identity Chart for Steel Fibres," Fib re FR2 LW/HS 9,269 0.00253 2FRO 2 FRO None N/A 123.6
Reinforced Cements - Recent Devlooments Elsevier Applied MI LW/HS 10.459 0.00277 None None Sweet-I 20 132.26
Science, 1989, pp. 401-410. M. L/ , 0a2 0.I6 3

(5) Kaushik, S.K., and Menon, V., "Behavior of Fibrous M2 LWIIS 1 0.00266 2_No. 3 None Stod-I 2.0 135.63
Matl 0.6

Composites Under Impact and Blast Loading," International
Conference on Fiber Reinforced Cements and Concretes - New. (I) LW-iUgh Weight, NW-Nonsal WeiKt HS-High Strength. And
Recent Developments University of Wales College, U.K., 18- MS-MdiuruStreigt

(2) Fiber Typ(see TaTle 2 for fiber details): Steet-I.,Ghwd. Hooked Ends20 Sept., 1989, pp. 240-251. Or Loom Hooked Ends. Steel-2-Anchorloc, Stel-3-Short And Straight,
and Steel -4-Long And Hooked Ends

(3) Standard No. 3 (3/3' Die.) Steel Rd,. 60ksi (54 5ksi tested)
(4) 3/8r Die. Fiberglas Reba. 100km

TABLE 4. REINFORCING PARAMETERS - DOUBLY
TABLE 2. FIBER TYPES AND PROPERTIES. REINFORCED BEAM TYPES.

Tensile - - - - - - - --
Aspec Yield Beam b d in A ' A )

fiber Lngth Din. RAti S"V ID (in (in) (in) (i.) I(in) P P- P PPb PiiPrax
ID Desciption (in) (in) (IJD) Shape h SRI 4.0 7.0 1.0 0.22 0.22 0.0471 0.0353 0.Or 1 0.1669 0.2226

Steel. Bekaee Steel 1.2 0.02 60 170 SR3 4.0 7.0 1,0 0.22 0.11 0.0571 0.0428 0.007 0.1376 01836
I Fibe L 9Honked Enda

Ho S od SR4 4.0 7.0 1.0 0.22 0.22 0.0369 0.0277 0.007 0.2129 0.2337Steel' Ancholoe St .0 L 0.10 42 60
2 Fibers By Mkcheli by 1FR 40 70 10 022 0.22 00073 00059 0007 10073 13317

Fibeivon., Inc. 0.044
Twisted Shape 1 9

Steel- Sho rt Steel Fibers 0.62 3 0.020 32.25 -- o1 o

SSBv MUTeec TABLE 5. CONCRETE MIXES FOR TEST BEAM SPECIMENS.

Stee- Lang Steel Fibers 2.4 0.03 s0 • 170 -- F- WRDA WPDA
4 13 -Bek-e- Fine Cones Solite 10K -79 -19

Nylon Nylon 6 By NyC..o 1.0 0.0009 111.11 - 130 Beam Fibers Ceniat Agg. Aeg (Ibs) ([be) Water (oz) (oz)
Inh. ID (I) (Ibs) (bs) ([I) (2) (3) (tlh) (4) (5)

Mat Steel Fiber Mal By N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A Fl 1.11 Ibs(eN) 104 135 N/A 94 24 23.5 5.64 6.35
Ribbon Tedmolo. F2 2 IIb (S1) 104 135 N/A 94 NIA 23.5 5.64 N/A

SRI None 104 135 N/A 94 24 23,5 5.64 N/A
SR2 None 104 135 N/A 94 24 23.5 5.64 N/A

TABLE 3. REINFORCING PARAMETERS - SINGLY SR3 None 104 135 N/A 94 24 23,5 5.64 N/A
REINFORCED BEAM TYPES. .SR4 None 33.5 103 200 N/A 9.5 32 N/A N/A

SR5 21 Ibs(•2) 104 135 N/A 94 24 24 5.64 N/A
SR6 21 bs (SI) 104 135 N/A 94 NIA 24 5.64 N/A

to in 0.33 lbs (N)
SR2 4.0 7.0 0.22 00471 0.0353 0.0079 0.1663 0.2226 SR7 29.4 ITe 3.5 108 200 N/A 9.5 32 N/A NIA
SR51 4.01 7.0 0.22 0.0522 0.0332 0ý0079 0.1505 0.2015 (SI) ___
SR6 4.0 7.0 0.22 0.0531 00435 0.0079 0.1360 0.1816 SRS 42 1t(S3) 104 135 N/A 94 24 23.5 5.64 N/A
SR7 4.0 7.0 0.22 0369 0.0277 0.0079 0.2141 0.2352 SR9 10.5 lbe 104 135 N/A 94 24 23.5 5.64 N/A
SRS 4.0 7.0 0.22 0,0551 0.0413 0.0079 0.1434 0.1913 (S...A5.... ---)
SR9 4.0 7.0 0.22 0.0539 0.0405 0.o079 046 6- 0 a95 SRIO 1.11 lbs 104 135 NWA 94 24 23.5 5.64 6.35
SRIO_ 4.0 7.0 0.22 0.0530 0.0435 10.0079 10.1362 T0o.1316A(N
SRII 7.0 022a 0.0587 00440 0.0079 I0.13 07 SRI! 21 Ib(St) 104 135 N/A 94 N/A 23.5 5.64 N/A

F0. 007 0 FRI 1I.I Ibs(N) 104 135 N/A 94 24 23 5 64 635
M2 4.0 7.0 .22 j0.0609 0.047 10.0079 10.1297 01730 FR2 1.11 Ibs(N) 104 135 N/A 94 24 23.5 564 635

MI 21(SI) 104 135 N/A 94 24 23.5 564 N/A
Phas Mtt

M2 21(SI) 104 135 N/A 94 24 23.5 564 N/A
Plus Mat

Notes: (1) N =Nylon. S I =Steel-l. S2= Siteel-2, S3 Steel-3. S4=Steel-4
(2) Lightweight aggregAte
(3) Force-10K liquid silica flume by W. R. Grace. Co.
(4) Water reducer by W R. Grace. Co.
(5) Super plasticizer by W. R. Grace. Co.
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TABLE 6. COMPARISON BETWEEN BEAM TYPES F1, F2, & SRI. TABLE S BEAM TYPE RANKINGS.

Avg. Avg. Avg, Avg Avg Avg, Avg, E-
max Max. .m max. japmm Japanes U mm UUssui -- MILL ,

Dedir- Dueut. Load LoAd Area Arm Arm. Arm Indi Rati Loit (11) P on
ID No. ) (jpn) (lb.) n (b ( (ni) .I!L-) (* m) SR5-3.92 SRS- 1696 N12- >50.000 W -8769
FI 1 0.3337 5,146 323.3 437 . SR6-23.7 SR8.49.708 R 7

2 0.4533 0.3443 3.314 4,181 365.0 3181 458.3 319.9 M SR2O.64 S2 10.55 SR9.47084 SR 3-74

3 0.2460 3,3.2 26M.8 273.5 S-SR0-6.94 M920-993 0 .5 SR9- 47.292 SI-5663

F2 1 0.5169 9,784 1,.14.1 1,709.7 S'-6.91 SR 7.913 S l -33 SR' 562 3

2 0.4600 0.4383 9,742 9,935 1,202.4 1,207.3 1.763.0 2,613.0 SR2-6.2 SRI7 -39.19 M I -53127 SR2-3533 24

3 0.3394 10,429 1236.7 571.2 1-0 I. 0 33I4

SR I 0.9439 2609 ,30.5 755.7 M2 6.00 SR3 -8.22 SRI I -32,423 f SRI 1493 I

2 2 1.0992 2.0339 23.006 25,105 2,436.2 ,43. 3,13.6 I 932.4 SRI) -4.92 SR2-6.63 SR6-32.063 SRI2 .4734

3 1.2017 26.99 1,393.9 319 M -4.59 SRI-6.54 SR4.29,006 SR3- 204
-SR2-3.%6 SR9-5',63 SR1O-28,473 SRI -2093
SR9.3.5 SR4.423 FRI -27,076 SR2 270.0
SR4.3. SRI -3.23 SRI -23.07 FR2- 140 8
SRI - 2. M- 25 FR2.24208 FRI - 252

.2 - 2.64 9FRL2-*29 SR2-22,521 SR4-2033
FRI 21.43 FRI -t1.4 SR3-21,793 ml . 1040
A 509 Avg: A 36 Avg: 32,934 Av 8 39

TABLE 7. DUCTILITY INDICFS, ENERGY RATIOS, AND ABSORBED ENERGY PER
POUND FOR TE•STED BEAMS.

Avg E-aa
SMax Avg Yield UIL Avg. Max a ( TABLE 9 NORMALIZED BEAM

Basso Beam . Dk. Duct, Area Area Eaer a Eneep Lead Load Par

I No. (in) (in) Index Index (in, t,) flb,) Ratio Ratio lb(.) (-) l(i) TYPE RANKINGS.
2 0.4033 0.9438 2.34 5,208 17,552 3.37 26,109 -r-

SRI 2 0,3430 1.0991 3.16 2.66 3.769 15,114 4.01 3.23 23,006 25,078 209.3 Avg. Av E n Abuoe.

3 0.4865 1.2087 2.43 6,526 1-,132 2.32 _ 26,119 eanm DuAv.t EAneg. Per

1(2) - - ID y Ratio Pound
SR2 2 0.1797 1.1265 6.27 6.27 1,895 12.566 6.63 6.63 22.521 22,521 170.0 Index

3-2) . SRI 0.73 0.76 1293
(2) - - - - - SR2 1.71 2.57 237

SR3 2(2) - - - 6.02 - - - 3.22 - 21,793 210.4 1.5 24 9 9

3 0.1770 1.0650 6.02 1,919 15.768 -.22 21-793 SR3 .64 1-.94 1.94

1 0.1737 0.4373 2.52 2,568 3,634 3.36 30,877 SR4 1.00 1.00 900

SR4 2 0.1342 0.5509 4.11 3.66 1.650 4.569 2.77 4.23 26.500 1.9,006 108.3 SR3 144 401 692

(31 3 0.1266 0.2117 4.35 2.470 16.227 6.57 29641 SR6 2.06 3.24 497

I 0.2258 2.0147 3.92 3,426 538,101 16.96 32.713 SR7 1.89 2.17 -. 19
S9.5 2(2) - - - 3.92 - - - 16.96 - 32,713 749.7 SRS 1.08 1.55 6.15

3( - -. . .. . - SR9 1.03 1.33 434
1 0.1903 1.1938 i.28 2,826 32,951 11." 30.913 SRIO 1.90 2.35 4.55

SR6 2 0.1965 1.8131 9.25 7.54 3,298 53,921 16.96 13.71 34,171 32.063 533.2 SRII 234 2.09 4.37
3 0.1792 1.2713 7.09 2.732 34.176 12.51 31,104 FRI 0.40 0.43 1.16
1 0.2395 1.9976 8.34 4.362 45,703 10.02 38,323 FR2 0.72 0.54 1.30

SR7 2 0.2491 1.9977 3.02 6.91 4,384 46,731 10.19 9.19 33.125 39.292 562.3 MI 1 .25 0.61 0.96
3 0.4357 1.9999 4.36 3.730 64.665 7.37 41,423 M2 2.64 2.49 3.20

1 0.3079 1.5102 4.90 7.051 56.945 8.03 49.544
SRI 2 0.4752 1.2791 2.69 3.96 12,52 49,743 3.97 6.54 49,743 49,703 666.3

3 0.2990 1.2791 4.28 2 52,797 7.56 49,938
6.932

2 0.3052 1.5328 5.02 6.899 53,941 7.32 48.003
SR9 2 0.3507 1.0378 2.96 3.35 7,040 23,781 4.09 5.63 44,573 47,234 524.4

L3 0.3116 1.1241 3.538 708 35.374 4.99 1 -,275

1 0.2101 1.8672 3.89 2.813 34,739 12.35 26,950
SR10 2 0.2738 1.4935 5.42 6.94 4,529 39,720 8.77 9.93 30,347 28,473 493.1

3 0.2733 1.8131 6.50 4.097 135,47 3.63 2- U22
1 0.4677 1.6055 3.43 7,401 41,759 5.64 33,087

SRII 2 0.2064 1.1182 5.42 4.92 3,245 30,198 9.31 3.30 33,442 32,423 473.8
3 0.2360 L3946 5.91 3.297 37,774 21.46 30.740
I 0.3647 0.5117 1.40 4,393 7.384 1.63 24,633

FRI 2 0.3346 0.5409 1.62 1.48 4,748 9,942 2.09 1.84 27,486 27,076 125.2
3 0.3804 0.5410 1.42 - 760 10.055 1.75 29-10-
I 0.4066 0.7084 1.74 5,259 10,452 1.99 26,192

FR2 2 0.3532 1.1310 3.20 2.64 4.532 15,773 3.48 2.29 25,768 24,208 140.3
3 0.3346 0.9975 2.98 3429 4,769 1.39 20.663
1 0.2266 1.0109 4.46 3,480 3,947 2.57 33,140

Ml 2 0.2098 0.3632 4.14 4.39 3,137 7,209 2.30 2.33 32,644 33,122 104.0
3 0.1767 0 9 5.1 2.894 .292 2.87 - 33,601

M2 I 0.2948 1.7690 6.00 6.00 6,679 61,025 9.14 20.55 >50K >50K 376.9
(.4) . . .. 79,939 1 1.97 (5) (6)

Noks: (1) Average ultimate area (inb.l) divided by beam weight in pounds
(2) Bad data due to equipment problens
(3) Baseline beam
(4) Ultimate area values were derived from the two curves shown in Figure 9 (lower values from the

lower curve, higher values fromn dte higher curve)
(5) Average of the two energy ratios for the two diffcrent curves (duis value is probably very conservative)
(6) Detenniti-d from the average of the 2 ultimate areas (61.025 and 79.938) divided by average beamn

weight in pounds (this value is probably very conservative)
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A COMBINATION OF STEELFIBERS AND CONVENTIONAL REINFORCEMENT IN
PROTECTIVE CONCRETE STRUCTURES SUBJECTED TO NEAR MISS EXPLOSIONS,
CONTACT EXPLOSIONS, DIRECT HITS, AND EXPLOSIONS AFTER PENETRATION

LTC G. Naeyaert *, CE A . H.Verhagen **, B. Sc. Phys. T . Tllrker ***, M.Sc .Mec.Eng.

* Infrastructure Dep.. MOD BELGIUM
** Royal Military Academy. THE NETHERLANDS
*** President UNITEK Consult. Eng., TURKEY

OBJECTIVE. EXPLOSION TESTS ON SLABS.

Alimost all existing studies and calculation methods relating 1. WORKING METHOD.
to the determination of the resistance of structures to nearby Slabs with different reinforcement configurations - CRC only.
explosions have been carried out and adapted to the use of combinations of CRC and SFRC. and all in varying dosages -
conventional reinforced concrete (CRC). The concrete matrix were subjected to identical explosion loads. Different
with a top and bottom reinforcement lends itself particularly behaviour patterns were observed and compared. Table I
well to determining the required calculation elements used in gives a summary of the test slabs used, totalling some 50
dimensioning, such as I (moment of inertia), Mpl (plastic slabs.
moment of resistance). and others. Thus taking into
consideration simple, rough calculations, a design calculation TEST MODEL SHAPE SLABS

can be carried out without many aids. When using steel I 9
fibres (SF) and conventional reinforcement (CR) in the same r i
concrete slab. the calculation elements are no longer as
simple to establish. To remedy this in the first instance a 2 r1
comparative study was required between :
1. slabs with conventional reinforced concrete (CRC), 3
2. slabs with a combination of both CR and steelfibresi SF).
The main objective is therefore to determine empirically the
differences in behaviour between the two slabs when
subjected to equivalent explosion and impact loads. By
comparing the damage phenomena such as deflections. $
cracks, plastic hinges. scabbing. spalling and perforation. a
good dimensioning method can be established for the
combination CRC + SFRC. The purpose of this article is TABLE I
simply to demonstrate the comparison of both types of 2. STUDY OF THE MODEL. (Fig.no.l)
reinforcement CR and CR + SF. and draw quantitative In terms of response the model was used to simulate as
conclusions from this comparison. closely as possible the lateral wall of a standard shelter. A

one-storey shelter already has a height of 5 m. The study of
CRC-SFRC TEST PROGRAMME. an area of approximately 5 m by 5 m was envisaged, with

the explosion at a distance of about 3 m. Due to limitations
These tests may be divided into two important areas. in the test area, a scale of approximately I to 4 was
I.Near-miss e.rplosion tests on slabs (scale approximately selected. Finally. a model was accepted on the basis of
1/4). Here use was made of explosives without a metal symmetry considerations with the scaled dimensions : 120 x
encasement (uncased charges). Supplementary tests, to 120 x 16.26 cm (48 x 48 x 6.6 Inches). The load had to
study the effects of the steel encasement, such as altered conform to that derived from a classic bomb. Standard
pressure build-up and fragmentation. followed by impact of millitary plastic HE explosive (3.75 kg) was used on each
splinters on the wall. will therefore have to be carried out at occasion.
a later stade. STANDARD SHELTER

2. Firing tests on slabs ( scale approximately 1/4.) PLATE DESIGNED FOR FASE 2
In this case use was made of inert projectiles for testing
slabs for penetration resistance. The inert projectile was
then replaced. at its place of rest in the slabs, by an HE /
explosive charge wich was finally caused to explode. The
complex phenomenon of impact and explosion after
penetration was therefore clearly unravelled here so that
both factors could be studied independently.These tests were L FREE-AIR EXPLOSION

carried out in Turkey. Fig.:1.
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3. TEST ARRANGEMENT. (Photo no. 1) 190 kg/ni a sav ing of well over 2f. ' can be achiev ed on the
In the first phase ten conventional square plates %%ere entire steel reinforcement. It must be pointed out. howeer.

inseried and tested when placed neatly on the four sides. that because this first test package (1988-899 was %erý
VerN soon it became apparent that in order to allow the limited - onl 9 slabs were tested - this could not bc
influence of the solidity of the plate with the rest of the accepted as an absolute conclusion.
shelter to be exerted on the one hand, and to guarantee It is important to know. hoe~er. that the idea of a reduction
adequate reproducibility of the tests on the other, the plates in reinforcement coupled with steel fibre addition conforms to
for the next phase had to be provided with a reinforced edge a number of calculations carried out in this respect bK MOI)
S Fig.no.2). However, it was not intended to provide an Belgium. As an example of this we give here the moments of
absolutely perfect clamp. The entire arrangement rested on a resistance of a beam of constant dimensions. w here %.%e
heavy Stelcon plate. The surfaces of contact between the varied the reinforcement percentage as well as the
test slab and this Stelcon plate were provided with a combination of CR + SF (Fig.no.3). With the same total
Bentonite slurry to guarantee continuous contact between reinforcement percentage it was observed that the beam with
them. The explosive charge was suspended above the centre both CR and SF had a slight advantage over the beam
on the slab. The stand-off distance could be adjusted simply reinforced with CR only. an advantage which may result in at
as required. reinforcement saving of 15 ci. This advantage is lost if the

. total reinforcement percentage exceeds a certain value Ipoint
of intersection of the two cur'ses in fig.no.3 Oln this specific
case (- 3 %). the reinforcement content lies outside the

"":" ,' \ j ;j normal reinforcement quantities.
SI. "Fig. no. 4 shows that a beam with single reinforcement - i.e.

- only provided for resistance to static loads - a combination of

iF CR + SF. will always be inferior to CR.
-----------------------------. ULTIMATE STRENGTH

12MO
Fig 2. SLABI FASE z ) k.i ,I %, I % I,

jall distancs in Fiirnlmertei
1 K"

ssiii 1 '. ; •iFH4 -'K\t,+,"k

i,-"ET " RC.

Fig 3 BEAM DESIGNED TO WITHSTAND DYNAMIC LOADS
BARS A A'Ssiu ar a=a'

Photo no.1

4. FIRST PHASE: TESTS / RESULTS. ULTIMATE STRENGTH

The first test series, carried out in 1988-89. clearly _ __,,_,___,___, ___,

demonstrated the positive effect of the steel fibres. Because
these slabs with a high reinforcement percentage (see Table _______,__,__

no.2) offered very good resistance to the explosive load. the .
stand-off distance was decreased to 37.5 cm. 4

Slab no./ Isee lable no.2). with a reinforcement of 190
kg'mI. without fibres. showed a deflection of the same order
as that displayed by some slabs with a combination of CRC
- SFR('.
Slab no. 7(see Table no.2). with a total reinforcement of only ..
15o ko1e,'n in a combination of CRC + SFRC. clearl.
displayed the same deflection and no resultant scabbing.
rhi, i, .erN important 1or the continued survivability in the
shelter. A further comparison of the scabbing material thrown 4,

out from both shlhs clearl, demonstrated the superiorit\ of
Slab no. -7

B. using2 a combination of 'R - SF a saving in reinforcement BARS ONTN %

of 401 A,..',o as achiesed.This means that out of a. total of
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S. SECOND PHASE : TESTS + RESULTS.
In this phase (1991-1992) all the slabs with a reinforced
edge were treated. This test series covered around 50 slabs D sag
which clearlN had much less reinforcement that) the previous
slabs. T%,o identical slabs were made from each ,
reinforcement combination. ()nl) 4 stirrups, required for
structural purposes. were placed in all the slabs in order to
stud, the influence of the steel fibres when the traditional
stirrups were replaced. Four identical reference slabs were
made with 88 kg/m- CR. These "reference slabs" were used. "

among other things. to examine the reproducibility of the -
tests. The reference slabs therefore had to display almost
identical damage patterns under an identical load.

STAND - OFF 750 MM.
The first series of slabs produced a number of results which
max be considered reliable in view of the good
reproducubility of the test series. Fig.5 shows the results in
connection with deflection as a function of the total
reinforcement. It is important to point out that the slabs .LASS
show\ed no visible damage or cracks. Cracks did not become
%isible until the slabs were moistened. However, the effect
of the fibres was not so immediately visible here. Photo no.2 SLAB 5
The deflec!i )ns of a number of slabs with CR + SF were
extremel) low : slab no.5 (Photo 2) with a total
reinforcement of 79 kg/m3 CRC+SFRC I 1% by volume) had
a deflection less than that of slab no.I (Photo 3). with 88
k-,,/ C'R.
[he general deflection pattern include the well-known plastic . .
hinges. wkhich varied from a fine crack to a series of parallel
cracks bearing no direct relationship to the reinforcement
percentage. No scabbing was observed.
Fig. no.7 shows that steel fibres contribute more to
deflection limitations than the same weight of reinforcing
bars. It represents the mean deflection at a constant bar
reinforcement content and variable fibre content, with the
total reinforcement content as abscis. Here it is clearly seen
that with the same total reinforcement the slab with the
lowest weight of reinforcement bars shows the least
deflection (88 and 56 kg/min)

CON(CLIUSION : So an addition o]Jiher% in the vane total -

weight of reinloreement produce.% a higher re.%istance .
rewiltint' in a reduced keflection.De.pite the fact that the 4 •
ttUe o/ the wteel fihre.% in thi.s pha.se of the teXt.S i.s not
immediatel vribihle, the latter observation i.s %till very
imnportant in view of the deflection limiting property of the Photo no.3 SLAB I
fibres, even in low dosage.%.

*, _____,_I_

6-

M11 IIo14 1211 M.14T1 IN4.4 M1A
14 11144 4241 .444 (.411 f 01 N\1
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Fit 5. RESULTS OF SLAB iO TO 22 Fix 7. INFLUEN(CE OF THE FIBERS
WITH L STAND-OFF EQUAL TO 7-,0 MM WITH A ('ONSTANT WEIGHT OF BARS
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RESU ITS OF SLAB 10I/11/12/1

WITH A STAND-OFF EQ( AL TO 750 MI%1

r I

nt 6 SLABS WITH 88KG / %13 FIBERS AND A
DIFFERENT QL ANTITY OF BARS

STAND -OFF 550 MM.
F~en in these tests good reproducibility, was observed. In
this series of tests the deflections were higher than in the
previous series. Yet the deflection pattern is totally different:
cracks along the edge. followed by a circular crack along
about ten cm of the edge. The well known plastic hinges - as
Seen] "ith a stand-off of 75 cm. had disappeared almost
conipletelN. Different slabs with a higher reinforcement
"roteflt shtowed no scabbina. whilst slabs with a lower Poon. LB1
reinforcement content did show scabbing.
The slabs with CR only. however, displayed majcr scabbing
wkithout exception.Photo 4 (slab lxx) and photo 5 (slab 5)
show~ the slabs sawn through and clearly indicate the 1

difference between the crumbled areas in a slab without
fibres ( slab l xx) and with fibres (slab 5).
The deflections of both slabs are roughly identical. However.
slab 5 had a reinforcement content of 78 kg,/r 3 CRC+SFRC.
whilst slab lxx had a reinforcement of 88 kg/rn3 CR.
Absolutel% no deflection or damage was observed on the
front of the slabs.

jow 14 -A

111%.#9P R AjjlIIP U4R
1\ K1. U N ELVRN. A RT

Fiv9 EILSWTASTDOFEIATO50MIPoon. 
SLB.
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STAND - OFF 350 MM. " "
In the case of the slabs reinforced with CR onls. the load o, ~
resulted in complete breaching (see Photo no.6 - slab no.2).
All the slabs provided with CR + SF offered resistance to

breaching to the extent that a third to half the thickness of 31

the slab remained intact.. This positive effect of the fibres '.

%sas already observed from a content of 21 kg/mr3 upwards
(photo no 7 - slab 13). Good resistance was displayed bN
slab no. 9 (photo no.9 ), which showed almost no scabbing. -

despite the very close explosion. This slab had 10 kg/mr' r. "

more reinforcement than slab no. I and only 30 kg/m-' less

reinforcement than slab no.2. A comparison of the two slabs 3.

(photos 8 and 9 requires no further comment. In the slabs
sawn through (photo no.8 - slab Ixxx and photo no.9 - slab
9) it was very clear that the addition of steel fibres
counteracted the disintegration of the slab. This conforms to
other studies carried out in Belgium which confirm that steel
fibres can partially replace stirrups. I
This conclusion only applies to the stand-offs of the tests
carried out here. Photo no.6 SLAB 2

CONCLUSION : The effect tnJ the .teelfihre is seen more M6

lear/v" than in the previoui. te.%ts. SpecificallY the breaching
is impeded here and the (rumbling area, the scabbing effect
WOd the dflech lion are reduced.

,". ,- IE

Photo no.7 SLAB 13

S-. These characteristics are increasingly evident as the stand-
off is reduced and the deflection becomes more pronounced.

"ii i It is important to note that the fibres actually exert their

influence from very' low dosages (21 kg/inm) upwards. but in
the case of structures which are statically loaded the

___ presence of fibres is only observed from a dosage of 35kg,,m-d •dll |upwards.

Besides the specific positive contribution made by the fibres

Photo no.8 - SLAB 1XXx% Photo no.9 SLAB9 the following may also be stated. From testing experience it
may be established that under the same explosion load the
reinforcement content can be drastically reduced to

CONCLUSIONS. approximately I per cent by volume, whether we are looking

The addition of steel fibres WCR + SF) provides the following at CRC or the combination of CRC + SFRC. The order of

idvantages magnitude of one per cent by volume had already been
proposed by other bodies around the , 9ears 199-19%0. and is

- reduction in detlection here confirmed once again.

Sprevention of breaching Last but not least it must be stated that a shelter designcd

- reduction in the crumbled area, thereby guaranteeing to resist a specific explosion load. will also resist the same

greater resistance to total collapse of the structure explosion, at wsell below half the stand-off distance if a

• replacement of the stirrups. not apparent until a greater combination of CR - SF is used. This is certainly not the

load is applied (or shorter stand-off distance)- case when only CRC is used.
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FIRING TESTS
SLAB STEELFIBERS REBARS, TOTAL

REINFORCEMENT 1. MODEL ELEMENTS.
\() K(t -i K6 %13 KW \ ,

2 se u.* n 7 A practical scale was used for the test walls. projectiles and

J so 1"4 154 explosives. Three reinforced concrete test walls 2-5) cm
4 Be 124 174 high. 250 cm long and 40 cm thick were constructed includine5 401 !i6 1" L-

6 IS* foundation with appropriate dimensions.t Photo no. lt)
7 *50

so 4 144
9 0 !16 it•

SLAB SCABBING SCABING DEFLECTION LACING

6S~CABIG SCABINSURFACE THICKNESS
0 CM cma

1 .•h 302 J ! 1 (1 r

2 301 ne 5 2 Y It %) Photo no. 10
3 36Bx4m i0 N
4 29 Xm s 2 N
s s56 m s 2 N The walls no.1 and no.2 had steel fibres in addition to the
6 2.5C= 4 4 N reinforcing steel. The reinforcements were three lavers and

7 s tX 2Ci 2 N N22,. N the ratio was 60 kg/m3 concrete. The ratio of steel fibresa O so 16iom 12 5 N

9 sn%"Ci I I - Y 42 D) (Dramix ZP.30/.50. 30 mm long. 0.50 mm diameter) was 40
kg/m 3 concrete. All three model walls had rock embedded

TrBEi. No.2 SL.AIFtSE ,, concrete outer layer on the faces to which projectiles were
fired. The rock used was of basaltic type with 2.7 specific
gravity and 2000 kg/cm 2 strenght. The nominal sizes the
rock pieces were 10 cm and they were placed in three lasers

SLAB STEELFIBERS REBARS TOTAL to get 35 cm thickness. As simulation of the actual threat to
M) REINFORCEMENT the structure. 105 mm standard tank gun inert rounds. 6.36

_KG ____ K__M3 KG \23
I a 81 * kg TNT equivalent explosives enclosed in 400 mm long. IM)
2 0 12# 126 mm diameter cylindrical containers with proper fuses were
.3 s3 ,4 lu used. The required nominal values for the tests were
4 44 44 1
S 35 . 79 identified as:
6 79 63 142
7 63 63 126 Weight of projectiles: 12.00 kg
S 50 431 II3

5 3 43 5 Weight of explosives: 6.56 kg
to 79 8S 107 Striking velocity of projectiles: 300 m/st C pee
21Compressive strenht of the reinforced concrete :3% kgf/cni2

13 21 a tlo The objective was to have no scabbing at the back surfaces
24 70 % 126 of the walls after impact and blast effects.
is 56 M 112
16 40 f4 %
20 79 so 16 2. TEST SEQUENCE AND OBSERVATIONS.
21 so as 136 The tank gun with inert round was fired to wall no.2 from
2237 50 12" approximately 290 meters distance. The projectile perforated

TrHI\. ,,3 S.NKst.•ss2, the rock embedded concrete and penetrated 7 cm into
reinforced concrete. Very few fine hair cracks were observed
behind the wall (photos no. 1 1.12).

J-

Photo no. 11
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Second round was fired to wall no.il Photo no. 15) and the
same result, complete perforation, was observed again.

Photo no. 12

Similar round was fired to the wall no.3. The projectile Photo no. 15
perforated rock embedded concrete and penetrated 20 cm
into the reinforced concrete. Severe cracks and scabbingwere observed at the back surface of the wall (Photo no. 13), A second round was fired to the wall no.2. (Photo no. 16 )

Similar results as stated before. 6 cm penetration into the
reinforced concrete layer was observed.

Photo no. 13 - "

Same type inert round was fired to wall no.1 and complete 4 40'
perforation was observed (Photo no. 14).

Photo no. 16

The first projectile was removed from wall no.2. The
explosive was placed in the same location. After blastin2 of
the explosive, a crater of 80 cm diameter kas obser~ed in
front of the rock embedded layers. Otn the back surface of the
reinforced concrete layer some more fine cracks were noticed.

Photo no. 14
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3. EVALUATION OF OBSERVATIONS.

Due to the circumstances beyond the control of the test
design group, the following major deviations from test design
parameters were occured : REFERENCE LIST.

Test design Actual model
values values

- B. Rohani. 'Penetration of kinetic energy projectiles into
Projectile weight 12.0 kg 15.0 kg rock rnbbles/boulder overlays" U.S. Army. 1987
Projectile impact velocity 300 m/s 360 m/s
Concrete strenght 350kgf/cm2 < - Herman Pahl, "Penetration of Projectiles into Finite
175kgf/cm 2  Thick Reinforced Concrete Targets- , NATO Headquarters.
Grouting concrete strenght 350kgf/cm2  < 60 kgf/cm 2  Belgium. (4 th Intern. Symposium. Florida 1989)

for wall no.I*
•Closeto l10kgf/cm2 forwallsno.2.3 - G.C.G. Naevaert, "Criteria used for the partial

The lower quality of grout in rock grouted wall might be the substitution of laced and bar reinforcement by steelfibers in
main factor for the explanation for the perforations occured on protective structures".
wall no.l. Grouted rock layers adjacent to R/C walls were Structures for enhanced safety and physical security
used to reduce residual velocity on R/C wall surface and to ARLINGTON. VIRGINIA, March 1989
deviate the projectile path. d G.C.G. Naevaert, "Criteria used for the partial

For a projectile, required velocity to fully perforate a rockfill substitution of steelbars by steelfibers in protective concrete
(given by Rohani) is inversily proportional to a quality factor structures".
of the filler material between rock units, If the filler is fine Fourth International Symposium on the interaction of
sand then the factor is 0.6. If the filler is ideal grout then the nonnuclear munitions with structures,
factor is 0.185. As filler of the grouted rocks deviates from PANAMA CITY BEACH, FLORIDA, April 1989
ideal grout to sand, the residual velocity increases. It has
been calculated that a round weighing 15.0 kg with residual
velocities greater than 152 m/s can perforate 40 cm
reinforced concrete wall with 175 kgf/cm 2 strenght. Taking
360 m/s striking velocity, filler grouts with quality factors
greater than 0.27 will lead perforation of the concrete walls.
Comparison of observed deviation angles of trajectories and
deflections of projectiles fired to wall no.1 and to other walls
confirms the greater residual velocity hence the lower quality
of the filler on wall no.1.

The imput parameters; deviation angles and deflections for
the penetrating process into reinforced concrete layers of
walls no.2 and 3 were observed to be very similar but
different penetrations and cracking/scabbing on them is due
to presence/ absence of steel fibres. The presence of Dramix
steel fibres has decreased the penetration depth yielding to
less cracking and no scabbing at the back surface of the wall
no.2.
4.CONCLUSIONS.

It seems reasonable to state that perforation of wall no.1 is
mainly due to accidental lower quality of grout used in wall
no.1 with respect to those used in other walls. Test results
signified the adequacy of the formulas used in design, hence
the validity of the projective measures applied to the real
structure. Comparison of the results on wall no.2 and wall
no.3 had indicated the positive effect of addition of steel
fibres to concrete.
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EXPEDIENT REPAIR OF MISSION-CRITICAL STRUCTURAL FACILITIES

David L. Read and Douglas H. Meride

Applied Research Associates, Inc., Tyndall AFB, FL

ABSTRACT Idemiflkation of Damaged Mod" t(Pafe p

To fuifif its mission after an attack an airbase must be able to In this phase, structural blueprints of mission-critical facilities at
quickly generate sorties and sustain them. To generate Bitburg AB were reviewed in detail. The purpose of the review
sories, an airbase must haw a usable and accessible runway was to determine likely damage modes to the facilities from
surface. To sustain sorties, an airbase's mission-critical conventional wepon effects. Based on this review, the
facilities must be operational. The US. Air Force has begun following expediently repairable damage modes were
fielding systems to rapikly repair cratered runways and determined.
taiway& However, the US. Air Force currently has no
fielded systems to expediently repair mission-critical facilities I) Damaged Steel Frame 7) Floor/Roof Breach
at forward operating bases (FOBs) in a postattack 2) Destroyed Column S) Damaged
environment. To ad*ess this problem, systems to expediently 3) Cracked Column Overpressure Door
repair conventional weapon damage to mission-critical 4) Damaged Beam/Girder 9) Stuck Blast Door
facilities at United States Air Forces in Europe (USAFE) and 5) Destroyed Wall 10) Destroyed Window
Pacific Air Forces (PA CAF) FOBs in a postattack environment 6) Wall Breach I1) Fractured A/C
were developed and demonstrated in the field Included in the Shelter Floor Slab
development of each repair system was the identification of the
personnel. equipment, materials, and procedures required to System Develooment and Screening (Phase IM

ERSF trstems to repair the damage modes to mission-critical

facilities listed above were developed, and underwent a
preliminary, subjective screening process. Systems were

DEFINITION OF EXPEDIENT REPAIR modified, if possible, to improve their viability. Based on this
screening and refinement process, the most viable candidate

In this research effort, expedient repair of structural facilities ERSF systems to repair each damage mode were identified.
(ERSF) was defined as simple, nonpermanent repairs to These candidate ERSF systems were then evaluated in-depth
mission-critical facilities that can be accomplished within 4 for effectiveness, and ranked in order of merit using evaluation
hours. The 4-hour limit is the maximum time an individual matrices.
repair can take to be accomplished. The purpose of such
repairs is to allow the damaged facility to continue to Each ERSF system was evaiuated in operational, structural, and
accomplish its mission without undue hazard to personnel logistical categories for criteria such as manpower, simplicity,
within the facility, or at a minimum allow critical resources to strength, durability, storage life, and cost. Each system was
be safely removed from the facility, assigned a score for each criterion. Scores ranged from one

(poor) to five (excellent). A system's criterion scores in each
ERSF is applicable to all mission-critical structural facilities on category were summed, and the sum multiplied by a weight
FOBs. This includes steel-framed, reinforced concrete, factor to obtain the system's category score. The three
masonry block, and wood structures, category scores were then summed to obtain the system's total

evaluation score. Based on this score, the system was ranked
ERSF REPAIR SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT against other repair systems for the same damage mode. The

outcome of this process was recommended and backup ERSF
The expedient repair system development process consisted of systems to repair each anticipated damage mode. These repair
three phases. Each of these phases are discussed below, systems are listed below. Recommended and backup ERSF
Mission-critical structural facilities at Bitburg Air Base (AB), systems are denoted by the letters (R) and (B), respectively.
Federal Republic of Germany (FRG) were used as the baseline
facilities during the development process. For a detail Damage Mod Repair Method
description of the ERSF system developement process see 1) Damaged Steel Frame Cutting and Welding (R)
References I and 2. 2) Destroyed Column Column Replacement

I - Shoring Jack (R)
2 - Glued, Laminated Timber

Column (R)
3) Cracked Column Steel Plate Column Splint (R)
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unatM e nMt repair time by over half between Tet Iterations I and 2 showed
4) Damaged Beam/Girder Vertical Shoin (R) that A learning curve existed during the first iteration. Figure 2

King Post S=uppor (B) shows a nearly completed column replacement repair. The
5) Destroyed Wall Plywood Backin (R) column replacement process was fast, easy to accomplish and is

Shotcrete Repair (R) a viable ERSF system. This ERSF system, but using a modular
Earth Beam (B) steel box section instead of a Glulam timber, was also
Precast Slabs (B) demonstrated during the FOAL EAGLE Air Base Operability

6) Wall Breach Plywood Backing (R) (ABO) exercise at Osan AB, Korea (see below).
Shotcrete Repair (R)
Precast Slabs (R) Shotcrete Wall Renlacemet/Wall Breach Recair. In this
Earth Berm (B) repair scenario, a non-load bearing reinforced concrete or

7) Floor/Roof Breach Plywood and Rolled Roofing (R) masonry block wall has been destroyed or breached. To repair
Rapid Set Concrete (R) the wail, a plywood backing is placed behind the damaged area.
Seal Stairs (B) Then steel fiber-reinforced, rapid-setting, high-strength

8) Damaged Overpressure Canvas/Sheeting Covering (R) shotcrete is sprayed onto the backing to complete the repair,
Door Third Door Insertion (B)

Door Replacement (B) The shotcrete ERSF system field demonstration was plagued by
9) Stuck Blast Door Pry Open Door (R) equipment problems. The shotcrete equipment used for the
10) Destroyed Window Plastic Sheeting Covering (R) demonstration was too small for the job and broke down

Acrylic Panel Replacement (R) nmierous times. Consequently, the repair process lasted two
11) Fractured A/C Shelter AM2 Panel Ramp (R) days with the actual repair time being 2 hours and 58 minutes.

Floor Slab Rapid Set Concrete Ramp (R) The completed shotcrete repair is shown in Figure 3,
Shotcrete Ramp (B)

Because of the equipment problems during this demonstration,
ERSF System Field Demonstrations (Phase [M an effort was undertaken to identify and evaluate a high-

capacity, automated, remotely controlled piece of shorcrete
To validate the ERSF system development process three ERSF equipment for use in the ERSF system. A piece of equipment
systems were field-demonstrated. The demonstrated systems sold by Surecrete, Inc in the United States was identified an
were; 1) the column splint system, 2) the glued, laminated evaluated. This piece of equipment is shown in Figure 4. The
timber (Glulam) column replacement system, and 3) the evaluation involved using the equipment to repair a 5-foot
shotcrete wall replacement and wall breach repair system. diameter wall breach in a 26-inch thick wall. The breach was
Beyond validating the system development process, the field approximately 15 feet above ground level. Using the automated
demonstrations verified the concept of each individual ERSF shotcrete equipment, it took approximately 16 minutes to fill in
system with respect to the equipment, materials, supplies, and the breach. Backing the breach prior to the placement of
procedures needed to accomplish the repairs. Brief summaries shotcrete added 35 minutes to the repair time. Figure 5 shows
of each demonstration are given below. All tables and figures the wall breach repair in progress. Using the automated
reference in the remainder of the text follow at the end of this shotcrete equipment, the wall breach repair process was fast,
paper. easy to accomplish and is a viable ERSF system. This ERSF

system, with the automated shotcrete equipment, was also
Column Splint Demonstration. In this repair scenario, a demonstrated during the FOAL EAGLE Air Base Operability
reinforced concrete column is cracked, but still capable of (ABO) exercise at Osan AB, Korea (see below).
carrying a load. However, because of the crack(s) it is
necessary to laterally constrain the column at the location of the FOAL EAGLE ABO EXERCISE, OSAN AB KOREA
crack(s) to prevent slippage. Steel plates connected together
with threaded rods are used to splint the column. As indicated above, the column splint, column replacement, and

shotcrete wall breach repair ERSF systems were demonstrated
Demonstration results are summarized in Table i. The splinting during the FOAL EAGLE exercise in late October and early
process took from 4 minutes and 27 seconds to 7 minutes and November 1991. In addition, an earth berm wall breach repair
38 seconds to complete. Figure I shows a nearly completed was conducted. The objective of the demonstrations was to
column splint repair. Overall the column splinting process was convince MAJCOM civil engineers that ERSF systems were
very fast and is a viable ERSF system. Some modifications ready for Engineering and Manufacturing Development (EMD).
were required to increase the splint's capacity and make its The demonstration process consisted of two phases. In the first
hardware easier to use. These modifications were done and the phase, Osan AB civil engineering personnel were trained to use
ERSF column splint system was demonstrated again during the the ERSF systems. In the second phase, repairs were
FOAL EAGLE Air Base Operability (ABO) exercise at Osan conducted under timed conditions. Each of these phases is
AB, Korea (see below). described below. For a detailed description of the ERSF system

demonstrations during the FOAL EAGLE ABO exercise see
Glulam Column Renlacement Demonstration. In this Reference 3.
repair scenario, a reinforced concrete column is damaged by
blast and/or fragments, to the extent that it can no longer FOAL EAGLE Training (Phase !)
support its design load and must be replaced. Consequently, a
Glulam replacement column in inserted next to the destroyed Column Splint Trainine. A 20-inch square concrete
column and braced laterally to carry part of the destroyed column located in a mechanical room in the basement of the
column's load. base hospital was used to conduct column splint training. The

repair team consisted of two Osan AB civil engineering
Demonstration results are summarized in Table 2. The column personnel from the 51 CES Two repairs were conducted.
replacement process took from 23 minutes and 52 seconds to Results from each repair are summarized in Table 3. Both
complete during Test Iteration I and I I minutes and 45 training repairs went well, with no significant problem
seconds to complete during Test Iteration 2. Reducing the
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encountered durin# the process. The two repair team members equipment yard was used to conduct this demonstration. As
felt comfortable with the process and associated hardware. indicated above, this wall had been braced with lumber toincrease its lateral strength. The plywood backing placed

Column Renlagement Training A 25-inch diameter, 10- behind the door opening in the wall during training had not
foot 9-inch tall circular column located in the emergency been removed and was used for the demonstration. One repair
entrance to the base hospital was used to conduct column was conducted. Results from the earth berm repair are
replacement training. The repair team consisted of four 51 CES sunmnarized in Table 6.

personnel. Results from the repair are summarized in Table 4. Even with bracing, the wall was still weak laterally
The repair went very well. No significant problems were Consequently, only a partial berm was formed against the
encountered durinp the process. The four repair team members castlab Ovl a pair wen veryed wit no
felt comfortable with the process and associated hardware. significant problem encountered. The completed repair is

garth Berm Wall Breach Reair Trininj. A burned-out, shown in Figure 7.
single-story, laundry building located behind the base civil Sbotcrete Wall Breach Repir Demonstlrtion. This
engineering equipment yard was used to conduct the training
session. A door opening in the structure was repaired by demonstration took placed immediately after the earth berm
backing the opening with plywood, leaning a precast slab wall breach repair demontion. Another door ope .g in the
against the building to cover the opening from the outside, and burned-out laundry building, previously backed with plywood,

hberm against the slab using a front-end was used to conduct the demonstration. Repair thickness was 8
t hen formaing tamh cinches. No lateral bracing was attached to the wall. One repairloader. The repair team consisted of five 51 CES personnel was conducted. Results from the shotcrete repair
One repair was conducted, with the results summarized in demonstrto Resummarie ta e 7.
Table 5. demonstration are s in Table 7,

One problem arose during the repair process due to the weaken Overall the repair the demonstration went very well, with noOne robem ros duingtherepar poces de t th weken significant problem encountered. A view of the shotcrete repair
structural condition of the burned-out laundry building. The in progle m encounred.A
roof of the building was completely destroyed and the standing i progress is shown in Figure 8.
masonry block walls could not resist a significant lateral loadu
As a result, when the precast slab was leaned against the Column Slnt Demonstration. Two column splintbuilding's wall, a visible lateral deflection occurred. To prevent demonstrations took place during the FOAL EAGLE exercise.collpseof he all ony aparialber wa fomedaganstthe The first demonstration was conducted using a 20-inch square
collapse of the wall, only a partial berm was formed against te column located in a mechanical room in the basement of the
slab. The berm covered approximately two-thirds of the slab. base hospital. Results from this column splint demonstration
To alleviate this problem during the actual demonstration, the are smmarized in Table . The second column splnt
building's wall was braced from behind with lumber. demonstration was conducted using a 14-inch square culutui

Except for the problem just described, earth berm repair located at the front entrance to the 7AF headquaters building.
training went very well and the five repair team members felt Results from this demonstration are also summarized in
comfortable with the process and associated hardware. Table S. Both demonstrations went very well. No problem

was encountered during either demonstration.
Shotcrete Wall Breach Repair Trainine. The main Column Renlacement Demonstrmtl9. A 10-foot 9-inch
purpose of shotcrete training was to familiarize 51 CES
personnel with the use and maintenance of the shotcrete and tal, 25-inch diameter circular concrete column located in the
support equipment. Additionally, one person was trained to use emergency entrance to the base hospital was used to conduct
the remote, hand-held, control panel to operate the automated demonstration are summarized in Table 9. The replacement
shotcrete equipment. Training consisted of lining a drainage ve ratio simma n Table 9cuterepair went
ditch, which was experiencing erosion problems. The lining very well with no significant problem encountered The nearly
process took approximately 2.5 hours to complete. A view of completed column replacement repair is shown in Figure 9.
the ditch lining process is shown in Figure 6. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Two problems were encountered during shotcrete training. Viable ERSF systems were developed for a wide range of
First, it was difficult to control the water flow rate to the damage modes. All recommended and backup ERSF systems
shotcrete nozzle. It took approximately 30 minutes to are relatively simple, fast, and easy to use. These system, if
troubleshoot the water supply system and obtain the correct available to civil engineering personnel on a FOB after an
flow rate in a reliable manner. The second problem involved attack, would significantly speed up the recovery process.
supplying shotcrete material to the shotcrete equipment's
hopper. Great care had to be taken in securing the bag Engineering and Manufacturing Development (EMD) of the
(Supersack) containing the shotcrete material and the attached ERSF system should be undertaken immediately. To this end, it
lifting harness to the forks of a forklift. The forklift was used to is recommended that Operational Requirements Documents
lift the bag over the hopper of the shotcrete equipment. If the (ORDs) for facility expedient repair be developed to initiate the
lifting harness was not properly secured, the bag could drop to facility recovery EMD process.
the ground and burst open.

Except for the problems described above, shotcrete training REFERENCES
went well. The five man repair team felt comfortable with the (1) Read, D.L. and Merkle, D.H., Expedient Repair of
repair process and associated equipment and hardware. Structutal Facilities (ERSF). Volume 1: ERSF System

FOAL EAGLE Demonstrations (Phase II) Development, ESL-TR-91-13, Vol. 1, Headquaters Air Force
Civil Engineering Support Agency, Civil Engineering Support

Earth Berm Wall Breach Repair Demonstration. A wall Agency Laboratory, Tyndall AFB, Florida, April 1991.
of the burned-out laundry building behind the civil engineering
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(2) Read, D.L and Merkde, D H., Expedient Repair of TABLE 6 FOAL EAGLE EARTH BERM WALL BREACH
Structutal Facilities (ERSF). Volume 1I: ERSF System REPAIR DEMONSTRATION
Requirements and Users Guide, ESL-TR-91-13, Vol. II,
Headquaters Air Force Civii ,ingineering Support Agency, Civil Rear Task Repair Clock Time

Engineering Support Agency Laboratory, Tyndall AFB, Place Plywocd Backing _ Not Required
Florida, July 1991. Position Precast Slab 2:30
(3) Merkle, D.H., Read, D.L. Reid, RA., Underwood, JM, Form Berm With Soil 5-42
Karaszewski, N F, and Purcell, N.M., Airbase Structural
Facility Postattack Recover - FOAL EAGLE Demonstration. TABLE 7. FOAL EAGLE SHOTCRETE WALL BREACH
CSL-TR-92-26, Headquaters Air Force Civil Engineering REPAIR DEMONSTRATION
Support Agency, Civil Engineering Support Agency
Laboratory, Tyndall AFB, Florida, March 1992. Repair Task Repair Clock Time

Position Supersack Over Hopper 1:00
TABLE 1. COLUMN SPLINT DEMONSTRATION Charge Hopper With Matenal 1:47

RESULTS. Begin Water Spray From Ncz-
Activity Time (Min:Sec) Onto Plywood Backing 740

lest Position Position Attach Tighten Total Delay Due -o Low Water Flow 10:30
Iteration Two-By Fours Plates Chains Spint Time Begin \ iter Spray Age. 11:00

Is 0:12 0:18 1:50 417 6:37 Begin Spray Pattern Onto Backing 12:00
2" 0:08 0:16 1:04 2 ,, 4:27 Begin Spraying Shotcrete 15:00

3"* 0:27 0:38 0:57 5:36 7:38 Delay Due To Low Water Flow 16:30
Splint placed at the bottom of the column. Complete Shotcrete Repair 20:55
* Splint placed 4 feet high on the column.

TABLE 8. FOAL EAGLE COLUM•N SPLINT DEMON-
TABLE 2. GLULAM COLUMN REPLACEMENT DEMO- STRATIONS

STRATION.
Clock Time (Min:Sec) Repair Cock Time

Test Test Iteration I Test Iteration 2 Repair Task Test I -est 2
Activity Start Stop Start Stop Position Two-Bv-Fours 1:53 1:08

Position Jack 0:00 4:00 0:00 2:00 Position Plates 2:10 1:27
Raise Jack 4:00 4:30 2:00 3:07 Tighten Splint 6:29 6:37

Trim Column 4:30 5:00 2:00 4:20 Remove Two-By-Fours Not Done
Position Colum 5:00 7:45 4:20 6:00
Wedge Column 7:45 11:10 6 ,00 7:30 TABLE 9, FOAL EAGLE COLUMN REPLACEMENT
Brace Column 11:10 22:30 7:30 11:00 DEMONSTRATION.
Remove Jack 22:30 23:52 11:00 11:45

Repair Task Repair Clock Time
TABLE 3. FOAL EAGLE COLUMN SPLINT TRAINING. Assess Damage To Column 0:15

Clock Time (Min:Sec) Position Column Parts 0:45
Repair Task Repair I Repair 2 Measure Column Height &

Position Two-By-Fours 0:40 0:30 Assemble Column 2:20
Position Plates 3:30 2:20 Position Column 2:50
Tighten Splint 4:30 3:55 Extend Jack Extender 3:38

Remove Two-By-Fours Not Done 4:25 Remove Ladder 3:50
Attach Bracing Members Not Done

TABLE 4. FOAL EAGLE COLUMN REPLACEMENT
TRAINING.

Repair Task Repair Clock Time
Access Damage To Column 0:15 . .• -

Position Column Parts 0:45
Measure Column Height &

Assemble Column 2:35
Position Column 2:50

Extend Jack Extender 3:45
Remove Ladder 4:16

Attach Bracing Members Not Done

TABLE 5. FOAL EAGLE EARTH BERM WALL BREACH
REPAIR TRAINING.

Repair Task Repair Clock Time
Place Plywood Backing 9:50
Position Precast Slab 15:00
Form Berm With Soil 19:40 Figure 1. Nearly Completed Coi&a'mn Splint Repair
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Figure 2. Nearly Completed Column Replacement Repair.

Figure 6. View of Shotcrete Equipment Lining Drainage Ditch.

AA

figure 7. FOAL EAGLE - Completed Earth Berm Wall Breach
Repair.

Figure 4. Surecrete, Inc. Automated Shotcrete Equipment.

Figue 5Secnd hozrer Wal Beac ReairIn rogessFigure 8 FOAL EAGLE - Shotcrete Wall Breach Repair In
Figue 5 Secod S otcete allBreah R pai In rog essProgress
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Figure 9. FOAL EAGLE - Nearly Completed Column
Replacement Repair.
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IMPACT COMPRESSION PROPERTIES OF CONCRETE

D. E. Grady

Experimental Impact Physics Division 1433
Sandia National Laboratories

Albuquerque New Mexico 87185

ABSTRACT by the Army Waterways Experimental Station (WES) [Ergott,

1992]. A 15-cm by 30-cm core of concrete obtained from a
Controlled impact experiments have been performed on con- larger body of material was machined to precise cylindrical

crete to determine dynamic material properties. The properties dimensions. Density and ultrasonic measurements were per-
assessed include the high-strain-rate yield strength (Hugoniot formed on the cylinder before further machining to impact

elastic limit), and details of the inelastic dynamic stress versus specimen dimensions was performed. A bulk density of
strain response of the concrete. The latter features entail the ini- 2263 kg/m3, and a longitudinal and shear elastic wave velocity
tial void-collapse modulus, the high-stress limiting void-col- of 4.45 km/s and 2.68 km/s, respectively, were determined-
lapse strain, and the stress amplitude dependence of the Ultrasonic measurements both along and across the cylindrical
deformational wave which loads the concrete from the elastic axis indicated isotropic elastic behavior. Density and ultrasonic
limit to the maximum dynamic stress state. Dynamic stress-ver- properties are in good agreement with independent measure-
sus-strain data are reported over the stress range of the data, ments at WES [Ergott, 1992]. A crystal density of about 2550-
from the Hugoniot elastic limit to in excess of 2 GPa. 2680 kg/m3 and a free water content of 4.1-4.8% by weight are

reported for this concrete [Ergott, 19921.

1NTRODUCTION

The transient response of concrete to impact loading represents
a complicated mix of thermodynamic compression and EXPERIMENTAL METHOD
dynamic strength resistance. The development of computational
models which adequately describe the behavior of this complex Impact experiments were performed with a single-stage light-
engineering material to such loads represents a challenge not gas gun of 100 mm inner-bore diameter capable of achieving
afforded by most other materials, controlled velocities over a range of approximately 50 m/s to

I km/s. A reverse ballistic configuration was used (Grady and
In the present study, controlled impact experiments are per- Furnish, 1988) in which a disc-shaped specimen of the test con-
formed which are intended to reveal the response of concrete to crete was mounted in the projectile and caused to undergo pla-
transient loading conditions, and to provide a base of dynamic nar impact on a stationary diagnostic target- The principal
compression and strength data for developing constitutive component of the stationary target was a large polymethyl
response models. Specifically, a smoothbore gas gun was used methacrylate (PMMA) disc with an interior reflecting interface
to perform planar impact experiments on concrete. A maximum (vapor-deposited aluminum). A diffused laser velocity interfer-
velocity of 1.0 km/s constrained the range of impact test data to ometer (Barker and Hollenbach, 1972) was used to measure the
below approximately 2.5 GPa compressive stress. Within this time-resolved motion as shock waves caused by the planar
stress range statistically significant data describing the dynamic impact traversed the recording interface. The impact experi-

strength, compressibility and deformational wave speed of mental configuration is illustrated in Figure 1.
aggregate concrete were obtained.

The reverse ballistic experimental configuration was used in the

MATERIAL DESCRIPTION present study because the method effectively averages the mea-
sured dynamic compression state over a sensibly large volume

Concrete tested in the present study was prepared and supplied of the test sample. This feature is attractive in heterogeneous
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Polyurethane Concrete T. Target EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS

Foam Sample AssemblyAsse y PM A The initial amplitude of the velocity profile u1 corresponds to a
- . ' Buffer symmetric impact of the projectile and target PMMAA buffer.

...... PMMA " and consequently the projectile velocity is exactly twice this
• Buffer To VISAR measured velocity value (VP = 2, ). The relevant particle

-* ,velocity interactions are indicated in Figure 3. The Hugoniot
___ ~j PMMA particle velocity (particle velocity jump) due to the impact-

' Window induced shock-wave propagation into the concrete is just the

Al Ring 4 Flush Pins difference between the projectile velocity and the velocity
Poetl Al Nose Plate Target amplitude "2. That is.Projectile Fixture
Body =h = V2P-12 =2

Figure 1 Experimental configuration for dynamic property Since the Hugoniot stress behind the compressive shock wave
studies on concrete. in the concrete is continuous across the PMMA interface, it is

determined directly from the relation.
samples such as the present aggregate concrete. A representa-
tive VISAR measurement of the interface velocity profile is 2r = p'C'2 +P'S' 2 (2)
illustrated in Figure 2. The initial velocity amplitude u1 reflects S 2

only the impact of the projectile and target PMMA buffer In Equation 2 the set (p', C', S' are the initial density and lin-
plates. The second velocity amplitude u2 is determined by the ear shock-velocity versus particle-velocity parameters for

dynamic compression properties of the concrete. Useful veloc- PM3MA (Barker and Hollenbach, 1970), while 112 is the mea-
ais recorded until the shock wave transits t sured velocity amplitude indicated in Figures 2 and 3. Experi-

winydat. Tmental results are provided in Table 2. and the stress versus
window. This transit occurs at about 17.5 Its in Figure 2. A low particle-velocity Hugoniot for the aggregate concrete is shown
density polyurethane foam sample is placed behind the concrete in Figure 4. The amplitude of the second plateau in the experi-
in the projectile. However, release waves from this interface do mental velocity profiles (see Figure 2) exhibits large fluctua-
not reach the recording interface before the VISAR recording tions due to intrinsic heterogeneity of the aggregate concrete.
time is exceeded. Pertinent experimental dimensions are pro- Uncertainty in the amplitude of 112 is the principal source of

vided in Table 1. The concrete discs are approximately 10 cm in uncertainty indicated by the error bars in Figure 4.

diameter. The target buffer and window assembly is approxi- The shock-wave conservation equations (Hugoniot relations)
mately 15 cm in diameter. used to determine shock-velocity and compressive-strain prop-

Table I: erties of the concrete cannot be immediately applied to the pres-
Dimensions of Impact Test Components sure versus particle-velocity Hugoniot data. This complication

Concrete Projectile Target Window 0.7 1 1 1 1..... ..Test Densiv PMMA PMMA PMMA TEST JC 5Tert Den/m" ) Thick. Thick. Thick. Thick. 0.6

Numer(k/rn (m) (mmn) (mm) (mm)

1 2234 15.23 4.80 4.76 35.7 0 0

2 2261 15.25 4.80 4.76 35.4 E 0.4 S~Concrete
3 2216 15.20 4.82 4.76 36.0 0.3 PMMA HugoniotReference State

4 2247 15.26 4.82 4.76 35.6 State- -_5 0.275 2225 15.23 4.82 4.78 35.5 3 0.2

6 2216 15.19 4.80 4.78 35.7 0.1

7 2225 15.25 4.80 4.77 36.3 0.0 . , ,0 5 10 15 20
8 2202 15.24 4.80 4.76 36.0 TIME (5. 1s)

9 2209 15.20 4.80 4.77 35.3

10 2239 15.26 4.80 4.76 35.6 Figure 2. Representative interface velocity profile for concreteimpact-property studies.
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Table 2: 2.5
Interface Profile Data

Test mi 12* VP uh 2.0 Longitudinal
number r/s m/s rn/s m/s GPa Elastic Modulus

132 164(40) 264 103(40) 0.61(.16) ( 1.5,
W___ ___ _ _ _L

2 221 250(25) 442 192(25) 0.95(.10)

3 298 330(50) 596 266(50) 1.28(,21) i 1.0

-- 3( 656 Z Linear Shock-Velocity32 3040 66 276(40) 1.49(.,17) 0 ,t 6Versus Particle-Velocity
S0.5

5 446 520(40) 892 372(40) 2.11(.18) Fit to Data

6 365 405(30) 730 325(30) 1.60(.13) 0.0 L

7 152 178(45) 304 126(45) 0.66(.18) 0 100 200 300 400 500

8 225 250(40) 450 200(40) 0.95(. 16) PARTICLE VELOCITY (m/s)

9 390 460(80) 780 320(80) 1.84(.34) Figure 4. Hugoniot-stress versus particle-velocity states for

10 430 500(50) 860 360(50) 2.02(.23) concrete.

* Number in parentheses is error estimate from uncertainty in

velocity amplitude.
where Au = u - u,. Through the momentum Hugoniot conser-
vation relation Ac = poUAn we arrive at a quadratic expres-

occurs within the present range of shock amplitudes because of sion for the stress versus particle-velocity Hugoniot,
wave separation into an elastic and a deformation component in
the concrete. The effective amplitude of the elastic wave (the AC = PoCoAlt + PoSAu . (4)
Hugoniot elastic limit) can be determined, however, from the
set of stress versus particle-velocity aata. In Figure 4 a slope Again, Ac = a - a, where a, is the stress amplitude of the
corresponding to the longitudinal elastic modulus is drawn from elastic wave.
the origin. The intercept with a curve representing the best fit to
the Hugoniot data is identified as the Hugoniot elastic limit and A least squares fit of Equation 4 to the compression data in

characterizes the effective amplitude of the elastic stress wave. Figure 4 results in the properties Co, = 551.0 mrs. S = 4.52,

The functional form of the curve fit to the stress versus particle- ce = 0.475 GPa and itu = 47.2 m/s.
velocity data is established by assuming linear shock-velocity A method has now been established to calculate the deforma-
versus particle-velocity behavior of the deformation shock tion shock velocities and compression strain from the experi-
wave. That is, mental data. In particular the shock velocity is calculated from

U, = C0 +Si = CoAu. (3) U., = Ao/pAu,. (5)

and the compression strain from,

Ch = Ee + Au/U1,,. (6)
4 0 A In Equation 6, F- = Cii/te is the compression strain at the elas-

PMMA • Concrete tic limit (cE = 0.0106).b PMMA Cocrt

V= 21,1 The shock-velocity versus particle-velocity data are plotted in
/ 2u! Figure 5. The complete Hugoniot data are provided in Table 3.

" u2 The data are found after the fact to be fully consistent with a lin-
ear shock-velocity versus particle-velocity behavior, justifying

(ii .4 the assumption made earlier to establish the amplitude of the

elastic limit. Deformation wave velocities within this range of
PARTICLE VELOCITY 1th = 2u1 - 2 shock amplitudes (less than 25 GPa) are observed to be quite

slow in comparison with the elastic wave speed. The limiting
Figure 3. Stress versus particle-velocity plot illustrating wave speed for vanishingly small shock amplitude is

interface wave interactions and Hugoniot state U, = C,, = 764.3 m/s.
analysis.
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Table 3: 2.5 .

Concrete Hugoniot Data
Ts.. 2.0 Longitudinal

Test Uth* oh* U,* 2.0 Elastic Modulus
No. m/s m/s m/s Ss o

___ ____ _ ___ _ ____V) --
1 100(40) 0.61(.16) 1130(430) 0.057(057) W

rs,, r
2 192(25) 0.95(.10) 1449(240) 0.110(.032)

I- 1.0
3 266(50) 1.28(.21) 1626(400) 0.145(.061) Q

Linear Shock-Velocity
276(40) 1.49(.17) 1960(360) 0.127(040) O 0.5 Versus Particle Velocity

5 372(40) 2.11(.18) 2224(300) 0.157(037) 0 Curve

6 325(30) 1.60(.13) 1790(220) 0.166(.034) 0.0 ,
0.00 0.05 0.10 0.15 0.20 0.257 126(45) 0.66(.18) 1037(460) 0.087(.067) STRAIN

8 200(40) 0.95(.16) 1374(360) 0.122(053)

9 320(80) 1.84(.34) 2211(680) 0.134(.071) Figure 6. Dynamic compression stress versus strain data for
concrete.

10 360(50) 2.02(.23) 2183(390) 0.154(.046)

• Number in parentheses is error estimate from uncertainty in states of about 2.5 GPa. The slope of the compression curve at
velocity amplitude, this amplitude is approaching the magnitude of the elastic mod-

ulus indicating that most of the void volume has been crushed
Compression strain data are plotted in Figure 6. The elastic out.
modulus and limiting deformation-wave modulus are identified.
The curve representing the best-fit linear shock-velocity versus CONCLUSIONS
particle-velocity behavior is compared with the experimental
results. The functional form for this stress versus compression- Through controlled impact methods dynamic strength and corn-
strain curve is, pression data for aggregate concrete has been obtained in the

stress range of 0.5-2.5 GPa. A confined dynamic compression
PoCOAc strength of approximately 0.5 GPa is inferred from the data.

Ac = (I- SAE), (7) Compression wave splitting is also predicted from the experi-
mental data with deformation wave velocities as low as 760 m/s

A limiting compression is predicted from this relation at at shock amplitudes just exceeding the elastic limit. Excessively
AE = 1/S or at a value of e, = 0.22. Strains of order low deformation wave velocities are a consequence of void vol-
E= 0.16 are achieved in the present data at the highest stress ume collapse during the compression shock process. A strong

amplitude dependence of the deformation wave velocity was
`5 determined from the data. Merging of elastic and deformation

waves into a single shock wave at stresses in excess of /.5 GPa
___ is inferred from extrapolation of the linear shock-velocity ver-

*4 Longitudinal Elastic sus particle-velocity behavior of the data to this amplitude.
E Wave Velocity

>3
I-- Sponsored by the U.S. Department of Energy and conducted under the auspices of
LO the Uý S. Department of Energy under Contract DE-AC04-76DP00789
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HIGH LOADING RATE EFFECTS ON STRUCTURAL CONCRETE RESPONSE
UNDER IMPULSIVE LOADS

D. Chandra and T. Krauthammer

Department of Civil Engineering
Pennsylvania State University

University Park, PA 16802

ABSTRACT aUk -' = a 6 )pdxdydz -I (fi.-u)odxdydz (2)

a = If J ý_ JUy.uuuIII (1-5)-a yz 2

There have been several attempts to explain strain rate effects v v

in concrete, but they are either empirical models or based on where, V is a control volume of the body under consideration.
hypothetical potential functions. The present approach shows It is quite obvious from Eq. (2) that the denser the material is,
how the fracture process of concrete with pre-existing cracks is the more pronounced will be this retardation effect. For linearly
affected by high loading rates and how that ultimately causes an elastic materials subjected to monotonically increasing loads, J
apparent strength enhancement of concrete under dynamic is related to the stress intensity factor, K, as follows:
loads. A self-consistent micromechanical damage model is K2

presented, and is verified by comparison with experimental j = - (3)
data. E'

where, E' equals to E for plane stress conditions, or to E/(1 -
V2 ) for plane strain conditions, E and P are the Young's
modulus and Poisson's ratio, respectively. Thus, the increase
or decrease of J is directly proportional to that of K2, and J in

INTRODUCTION Eq. (1) can be replaced according to Eq. (3) to yield,

Concrete contains aggregates and cement gel with complex Jeff = K2  
auk (4)

networks of voids, cracks and other flaws that are primary E' -a
sources of weakness. Yet, concrete exhibits a puzzling K can be expressed according to Loeber and Sih (1972) and
phenomenon of increased resistance when loaded at a very high Parton and Boriskovsky (1989), as:
rate. Strength magnification factors as high as 2 in
compression and about 4 in tension for strain rates in the range Kj = cjq jr Dj(I)exp( -iwi) (5)

of 102-103/sec have been reported (Weerheijm and Reinhardt,
1989). Existing models to explain this behavior are based on where, Kj is the stress intensity factor for fracture mode j (j =

either empirical curve-fitting techniques or hypothetical I, II and III); cj is a constant for mode j, q is the amplitude of
potential functions. Chandra and Krauthammer (1992) proposed remotely applied dynamic stress; Di is a complex function of a
a different approach to explain this phenomenon, as further complex variable, t, for mode j (Q in this case reduces to the
developed in this paper. Employing the principles of fracture real number, 1); a is the radius of the penny-shaped crack
mechanics, as discussed by Loeber and Sih (1972) and Parton under consideration: i is the imaginary number, v'(-1); w is the
and Boriskovsky (1989). Chandra and Krauthammer (1992) frequency of applied dynamic stress (assumed harmonic); t is
showed that an increase in strength should be expected based on a time variable.
the energy balance for an incremental crack growth. The
presence of a kinetic energy growth rate (with respect to the It is evident from Eq. (5) that the magnitude of K is directly
crack size a), aUk/aa, demands for increased energy release affected by the complex function, Dj, all other parameters
rate (denoted by J, as defined by Ewalds and Wanhill, 1989). remaining unaltered. (The complex term exp(-iwit) does not
Chandra and Krauthammer (1992) showed that: affect IKI even when w of the applied stress is changed). In

general, Dj(Q) is given by a Fredholm integral equation, as
= Uk (1) discussed in detail by Chandra and Krauthammer (1992). It was

(a shown that the kernel of Dj() is a function of several variables
that are dependent on the density of the material. p, frequency

It is noticed from Eq. (1) that the presence of aUk/aa retards of applied stress. w and some other material properties. Hence.
the crack development or the fracture process, and the role of it is quite logical to deduce that Dj(Q) would be affected by p
inertia effects was demonstrated by the following expression: and w, keeping all other parameters unaltered. So, the
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evaluation of N. by the method outlined above takes into STRENGTH ENHANCEMENT AT HIGH LOADING RATES
account the effects of both inertia (through p) and rate of
applied loading (through w). Generally, for very high value of Strength enhancement of any material at very high loading rate
wo, the ever decreasing magnitude of Kj along with the fracture (when existing flaws cease to grow because of low SIF, etc.)
process involved therein, reinforce the explanation for apparent is a relative effect of its increased load-intake (or, equivalently,
strength enhancement of concrete under highly time-varying energy-intake) capacity before internal failure occurs. This will
loads. Furthermore, when the effect of crack propagation be illustrated by employing lumped mass models (devoid of any
through the concrete is included, there will be a further initial flaw), starting with a single degree of freedom system
reduction of the stress intensity factors, KV, as discussed by approximation (SDOF). Let us assume that a lumped mass, M,
Achenbach and Brock (1972) and Freund (1972). This decrease is connected to a linear spring of stiffness, K. and is subjected
of K1 under dynamic conditions leads to a corresponding to a dynamic force, P(r) with loading rate a, as follows:
decrease in Jeff. Thus, higher energy input would be required P(t) = a t (7)
to produce the same level of damage, creating the effect of
strength enhancement. In the following analysis, a, is always kept positive and constant

to ensure the monotonically increasing load. The governing
Chandra and Krauthammer (1992) explained the incorporation equation of motion for this undamped system is:
of this rate effect phenomenon within a stress-based constitutive M .i + Kx = P(t) (8)
model developed on the basis of previous works by Fanella and
Krajcinovic (1988), Ju and Lee (1991) and Lee and Ju (1991). where, x is the displacement of the mass which is, in this case,
This type of micromechanical model was chosen as opposed to equivalent to the elongation in the spring.
a continuum damage model because the latter type fails to
correlate appropriately the microstructural microcrack kinetics It has been found experimentally (Mlakar et al. 1985.
with the overall constitutive behavior of concrete. Moreover, Weerheijm 1992) that the deformation capacity of concrete does
a continuum damage model often requires a good number of not change with increasing loading rates. This leads to the
fictitious material constants that have to be predetermined by assumption that the internal failure of concrete can be reckoned
fitting experimental data. Also, a stress-based model is chosen by a characteristic value of strain which is independent of
as opposed to a strain-based model because the former type of loading rates. Assuming this phenomenon is true for any system
model allows the additive split of the strain tensor, facilitating under dynamic load, it can be utilized for setting a failure
the consideration of anisotropic brittle behavior of concrete. criterion of the linear spring in the SDOF system: The spring
The most important of all is the fact that the present model is is considered to attain failure if
able to simulate the rate sensitivity of concrete under the I x I xf (9)
previously described framework of fracture mechanics
principles, where, xf is the elongation at failure, a pre-set limit for x. The

solution of Eq. (8) is,
The following mixed-mode failure criterion is applied to ai t 1 t
determine the unique set of conditions prevailing in different X = - sinwt
regions (subdomains) within the control volume: (10)

fy . 2  I (6) Wf -

Kc KI 11 and the internal force in the spring can be expressed as.

where, K1, Kil are the stress intensity factors at the crack tip F, = Kx = at - a'sinwt = P(t) -_ofsiat (11)
under mode I and mode II fracture, respectively (prime refers W Wz
to the coordinate system local to the crack); and KwP, K'7c are Eq. (11) is plotted in Figure 1. Here, the straiht line
the critical stress intensity factors for the concrete material at represents P(0and the nonlinear curve represents (asinwt)/u,.
the weak plane under mode I and mode II fracture, The difference in ordinates ofthese two curveseyields the value

respectively. The weak plane referred to above could be the of FT as expressed in Eq. (o1). The effect of the non-zero

interface plane between an aggregate facet and the cement paste loading rate, a e is very clear: The internal failure strength of the

when the crack size, a, is smaller than the aggregate facet, D, spring remais unchar: Th ing re orength the
or it could be the plane through the cement paste along which spring remains unchanged with loading rate or with time, and

the initial crack kinks into the cement paste. KVP and K'lc are F (12)

material constants that are not affected by the kinetic effects. su = Kx1
On the other hand, Ki and KIl, as described previously, are But externally, as an input to the system, the load at failure will
crucially dependent on the rate of applied load, propagation be decided by the value of P(t) at the time of failure. it is
speed of the crack tip during instability, etc. Hence, the evident from Figure 1 that the value of P(t) at failure is greater
fracture criterion employed here is made rate sensitive. The than F~u because of the presence of the term. (asinwtn/w,.
computational algorithm for this model is based on the Hence, although internally the failure in the spring occurs only
approach by Ju and Lee (1991), as presented by Chandra and when the force in it (i.e., the difference between P0t) and
Krauthammer (1992).
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(asina)/w) just exceeds a constant value, F., externally it explain the rate effect in light of the shape of strength curves
appears to occur with a value of P(t) greater than F,,. This similar to those shown in Figures 2a and 2b (Curbach 1987,
produces an apparent strength enhancement for the spring. Weerheijm 1992). They approximated the strength curve with

the help of a bi-linear curve having an initial milder slope
If the value of P(t) at failure (denoted as Pf) is plotted against followed by a steeper slope (shown in dashed lines in Figure
the logarithm of a, a familiar looking curve will be generated 2a). Thence, they ascribed two different strength enhancement
(Figures 2a and 2b). The shape of the resulting curve resembles mechanisms to these two different parts of the strength curve.
quite well the experimental curves obtained when strength of And, they regarded the point where two slopes intersect
concrete specimens is plotted against the logarithm of loading (denoted in Figure 2a as transition point) as a point of
rates or strain rates (Weerheijm 1992). Researchers tried to demarcation between different kinetics involved in the two

regimes of loading rates. But validity of this treatment can be
questioned when quite a good number of data points obtained
from the present analysis are used to generate the strength
curve (Figure 2b). It is evident from Figure 2b that the overall
shape of the strength curve is not changed; but the transition

-P( t point is changed. If the transition point were dependent on the
system parameters, it should have been a constant. Hence. it

Pf a Fu amay not be a characteristic point for the system under
consideration, but a result of the logarithmic scale used to
generate the strength curve.

F ' This issue can be visualized better when Pf is plotted against a
both on linear scales as shown in Figure 3. This curve exposes
a mode of linear variation of Pf with respect to a particularly
for high values of at. However, this curve does not have a well-
defined transition point as the curves in Figures 2a and 2b do.

Figure 1: Effect of aIn conclusion, it is possible to characterize this behavior in a
. P - dynamic strength SDOF system as follows: F, which is constant (the failure
t,,r Idvn / load, Pf, for high values of a), is: directly proportional to aL,
[.Ats PI... static strength / directly proportional to VM (inertia effect), and inversely

s proportional to VK. More simply put, for high values of a. Pf4 is directly proportional to a t and inversely proportional to the

approximate strength - natural frequency, w• of the system (where, o = V'(K/M)).
/L Another important outcome of this analysis is that as a is

actual strength increased, the effective stiffness of the spring is also increased.
The effective stiffness is defined here as.

i-

transition point Keff -(3Xf (13)

Substitution of Pf from equation (11) into Eq. (13) yields,
Figure 2a: Actual and Approximate Strengths as functions of v Keff = K + K'

A maxlK'f = Te -- (14)

-- Thus, for an approximate analysis with a very high loading rate
dyn.ata (high a), the effective stiffness of the spring can be increased

dyn strength by K' whose maximum possible value can be calculated very
P - static strength easily from equation (14) using all known quantities. And,

P3t.sa subsequent analysis can be carried out as if a static load were

applied to a spring having an effective stiffness equal to Keff.

Since concrete is a combination of cement matrix and
aggregates with marked difference in their densities and elastic
moduli, it is not appropriate to idealize a concrete body as an
SDOF system. Any idealizing model of this kind should

log(a) entwine at least two different masses and two different
stiffnesses. One set of mass and stiffness should represent the

Figure 2b: Shape of Strength 'urve with many data points cement matrix and the other set should represent aggregates.
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KI
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Figure 3: Shape of strength curve on linear scale Fgure 4: 2-DOF system and time-varying load

For this reason, a 2-DOF system under dynamic loading is tr
studied and the behavior thereof is tried to correlate that of a
concrete body.

Consider two sets of undamped mass-spring combinations, Ml-
KI and M2-K2 connected in series to a fixed base, as shown in
Figure 4. A concentrated force, P(t), linearly varying with time
is applied to MI. The relative values of these two masses and
stiffnesses are changed by changing the two parameters of this
system: Mass ratio, rM = MI/M 2, and the associated stiffness
ratio, rK = K1/K 2. For this idealized model, it is assumed that
the spring with stiffness, KI has a failure strength, F,1 and that
with stiffness K, has a failure strength, Fs2. It is also assumed
that Fsl is always greater than F, 2 for any combination of rM I
and rK. The governing equations of motion for this 2-DOF .
system can be written as: Figure 5: Effect of n on tf
M I + KI (xI - x2) = P(t) (15) system as a whole should be considered to attain failure since
M2x2 + K2x2 - K1 (xi - x2) = 0 the two springs are connected in series. But, after the first

failure occurs, the response computation is still continued until
where, x, and x2 are defined in Figure 4. the other spring also fails (with an assumption that the failed

spring continues to resist load in a regular fashion). Hence, this
As for the SDOF system, the value of load at failure, Pr is routine yields, in general, distinct values for tfi and r,. But,
studied for different values of a. For this 2-DOF system, there there is no physical significance for the higher one of these two
are two values of Pf: The two different values of P(t) at the time values which is calculated just for comparison.
onset of failures of the first spring and the second spring,
denoted by Pf1 and Pf2, respectively. The failure criterion is tit and t,-2 vary with ca, rM and rK. These two time variables
similar to that used for the SDOF system: Spring I fails if JxI - when plotted against log(a), yield graphs as shown in Figure 5.
X21 >_ xfl while spring 2 fails if 1x2l > xf2. xf1 and xf2 are It is interesting to note in Figure 5 that both tft and tf2 decrease
maximum elongations for springs 1 and 2, respectively, without with increasing oa. Also, there is a particular value of a for
causing failure in them. They are assumed to be independent of which tit and tt are equal (at the intersection point). This value
the loading rate, a, and can be derived from the given of a is, henceforth, referred to as the critical rate, ac. This
parameters of the system, as follows: value of rate demarcates the occurrence of failure in one spring

F51  from that in the other. If, for example, failure occurs first in
SKspring 2 for a < ot, then failure will occur first in spring I

(16) for a > at. Observing the variation of trf, ta2 and ac with rM
Fs2 and rK, it is found that:
K2

If a < ac, failure occurs first in weaker spring (i.e. spring 2
Furthermore, the times required to cause failure in the two here), be it associated with lighter mass or with heavier mass.
springs are also studied for different values of a. The times of However, for a > a•, failure occurs first in stronger spring
failure (tni for spring 1 and tf2 for spring 2) are measured from (i.e, spring 0). ct, increases as the mass ratio, rM increases.
the epoch, t=O. It should be noted here, however, that as soon This means that as M, becomes heavier relative to M, higher
as one of the springs fails (either spring I or spring 2), the loading rates are required to cause failure first in spring I
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Figure 6: Failure envelope for 2-DOF system Figure 7: Variation of critical rate. 0,i with r and rK

(which is stronger). On the other hand, cf, decreases as the r.). Evaluation of critical rate, in turn, requires consideration
stiffness ratio, rK increases. This means that as spring I of the continuum to include all possible modes of wave
becomes stiffer relative to spring 2, lower loading rates are propagation. To simplify this problem, longitudinal and
required to cause failure first in spring 1. transverse vibrations of the concrete body are considered

separately. Thus, two critical rates, a•t and ac, are evaluated
The two strengths, Pf1 and Pf when plotted against log(ct), also corresponding to longitudinal and transverse vibrations,
intersect at ac as shown in Figure 6. The overall strength curve respectively Then, the overall elastic moduli corresponding to
for the system can be drawn by connecting the points of lower longitudinal and transverse deformations are determined from
ordinates as shown in dashed line. And, when ac is plotted ec and ai:2, respectively, To calculate act and tc2, similar
against rM and rK, a 3D surface is generated as shown in transfer functions as used for the 2-DOF system can be
Figure 7 which depicts very clearly its mode of variation with employed. Thus.
rM and rK as described earlier. For practical purposes, this 3D k
surface can be obtained by fitting an approximate spline surface Iog(at 0 ) = • ci (Iog(r 0 ) aimd [Iog(r,) bi•] d

through an analytical transfer function (refer to Eq. 18). , I (18)
where, aja, b10, cia, mid n10 and k are constants and 0=1.2

The main goal for applying 2-DOF analysis to a concrete body stands for longitudinal (1) and transverse (2) waves. Numerical
is to obtain equivalent moduli for concrete at high loading methods can be employed to evaluate these constants
rates. Thereafter, these equivalent moduli are used to determine rigorously.
its fracture mechanics behavior governing the constitutive
model described by Chandra and Krauthammer (1992). The Thereafter, find the effective modulus, Ee of concrete body to
concrete body is idealized as a combination of two different be used in the subsequent analysis by incrementing E,,,I as
materials: Cement matrix and aggregates. Each of these entities follows:
is considered homogeneous within itself. Nevertheless, one 8a1 (19)
must consider the effect of a continuum, and the following Ee/!= E. -9
procedure is proposed: .-f E

Using the given moduli for cement matrix and aggregates where, cc is the failure strain of concrete (either in longitudinal
(assuming each to be homogeneous within itself), find an or in transverse mode): I is a characteristic linear quantity
overall modulus, Eo,, for the concrete body at a given loading (equal to either mean aggregate diameter [if ca > fc] or mean
rate as follows: inter-aggregate clear spacing within the concrete [if a < aj);
E, = (1 ~aI -ac)Em + (a/ctc) E, , ifat (17) PO is an overall density of concrete that can be obtained by an
Eo,, E=,, (-c/)E+cE, if <cic (17) interpolation function similar to Eq. (17). Eq. (19) was derivedEo,1 = Ea, if a >a% using the analogy with an SDOF system and the principles of

where, Em and Ea are the elastic moduli for cement matrix and elastodynamic wave propagation in an elastic solid.
aggregates, respectively. The rate of loading, ca, in this case,
is considered to be the rate of applied stress. This algorithm The performance of the present model in comparison to other
requires the determination of a critical loading rate, ac similar analytical and experimental results is illustrated in Figure 8.
to that defined for a true 2-DOF system. The mass ratio, rM as The solid bold line was obtained for a concrete body under
introduced for the 2-DOF system, is replaced by the ratio of pure uniaxial tension.
mass densities of cement matrix and aggregates (denoted by rQ)
and the stiffness ratio, rK in 2-DOF system, is replaced by the
ratio of moduli of cement matrix and aggregates (denoted by
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comprise of a specimen of the material and the
ABSTRACT apparatus used to load it. Such systems exhibit

their own peculiar characteristics which may
Experiments designed to determine dynamic material significantly influence the measured results.
properties often indicate modification of those Systems which perform predictably at low strain
properties when compared with material properties rates may have dynamic characteristics which must
determined statically. The hydrocode assisted be accounted for before the true dynamic
analysis of a split-Hopkinson bar experiment is properties of the material can be determined.
described, the aim of which was to determine how Some of the investigations reviewed by Bischoff
much of the apparent enhancement of the material (eg., [2]) have involved attempts to calculate and
strength often observed in such experiments is remove system effects from results.
generated by inertial effects within the apparatus 2 5

and the specimen. It was concluded that inertial Figure 1. Reported increase in
effects within the specimen significantly modify compressive strength ol concretc
the stress state and hence the results of such at high strain rates ,-,- 30
physical experiments. (after Uischofl 1908 111)

1 INTRODUCTION IS,

The use of analysis techniques which involve
computational simulations of the real world is now "
widespread across many disciplines. Hydrocodes or - ,
dynamic finite-element programs used by scientists
and engineers to analyse the behaviour of s w tab I
structures subjected to dynamic loads are just one .0.--.---. o,
example of this. A realistic hydrocode simulation -1 -, - 6 -4 - 3 -2 -, 0 1 2 ,
requires that the engineering properties of the This paper describes the hydrocode assisted
materials from which the structure is built are analysis of a split-Hopkinson bar (SIIB)
accurately represented. These properties must be experiment. The aim was to determine how much of
applicable at the appropriate strain rates for the the apparent enhancement of the material strength
real event. There is evidence that the often observed in such experiments is in fact
engineering properties of many materials undjr generated by inertial effects within the system,
dynamic loads (at strain rates greater than 10-3) that is, the apparatus and the specimen.
differ from those which are measured under static
lcads (at strain rates of less than 10-). For 2 DESCRIPTION OF PHYSICAL EXPERIMENTS
example, a concrete specimen loaded at a strain
rate in the region of 102 may support twice the 2.1 76.2mm diameter split Hopkinson bar
load than when loaded at a strain rate of 10- 5 . A series of experiments have been carried out
Consequently, there is a need to quantify these using a 76.2mm diameter split Hopkinson bar sited
differences in order to improve the accuracy of at DRA Farnborough (Figure 2). Each experiment
hydrocode simulations. involved the detonation of a PE4 explosive charge

using an L2A1 detonator. The charge was generally
Bischoff [1] reviewed earlier experimental a disc 70mn in diameter and 5mm thick with a mass
investigations into the properties of concrete of approximately 30g. This geometry was defined
loaded at strain rates from 10-8 to 102. He found by the internal profile of a cylindrical perspex
a wide variation in the reported incriase in block which held the charge in contact with a
concrete strength at strain rates from 10- to 102 steel anvil 76.2mm in diameter and l5nm long,
(Figure 1) and suggested that much of this itself in contact with the end of the incident
variation may be due to differences between the bar. A concrete specimen, 75.2nin in diameter and
testing techniques employed, typically 20 to 25mm thick was placed between the

incident and transmitter bars (each l8Onin long).
A typical experimental system designed to measure The transmitter bar butted against a 25nmn thick
the engineering properties of concrete will stopper plate attached to the support "spine" of
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F'igure 2. DRA 76.2mm Split Hopkinson Bar

Linear bearings Stopper plate
Incident bar TransaiLter bar Moneninin l .pps

Support spine for burs

Charge/detonator Specimen Strain gauge

the apparatus. Cylindrical plates were placed in lateral stress and strain curves can be evaluated
contact with the other side of this plate, to act for conditions of approximately uniaxial strain
as momentum traps. An acoustic coupling gel was ([3] and [4]).
used on the steel/concrete and anvil/incident-bar
interfaces. This also reduces friction at these 2.3 Age of concrete at testing
interfaces. A single 6nmn long electrical Although the primary static testing took place at
resistance strain gauge was placed on each of the 42 days, the timing of dynamic testing was
incident and transmitter bars, at mid-length and controlled by the date of implementation of the
aligned axially. SHB apparatus and the availability of range time.

Consequently, the age of the concrete specimens
The fourth trial after comnisioning the apparatus used in T4 and T5 was 100 days and 148 (lays
(T4) was the first to successfully produce a full respectively. The concrete properties iay have
set of high-quality data suitable for comparison changed significantly in this period, thus
with hydrocode predictions. The 21.5nm thick complicating the analysis which follows. Further
concrete specimen was cut from a 76.2nin diameter experiments are planned in which specimen age will
by 150nim long cast cylinder produced from the same be 42 days for all test techniques.
batch as similar specimens tested statically. The
fifth trial (T5) also used this concrete. 3 HYDROCODE SIMULATIONS OF THE SHB EXPERIMENW

2.2 Static testing of the concrete material T4 has been simulated using the hydrocodes DYIIA2D
The concrete from which the SHB specimens were and AUTODYN2D. The compressive material data used
made (designated DRA92-3-5) was one of many was generated from the GREAC cell tests carried
concretes tested statically as part of the out on the same concrete mix as described in
production of a large database of triaxial section 2.2. A pressure/compaction relationship
concrete, rock and soil properties. DRA92-3-5 was and yield stress/pressure relationship were
made with a crushed limestone coarse aggregate of extracted from the GREAC cell data and used as
nominal size Onun, this aggregate composing 58%m of input data to the following hydrocode material
the concrete by weight. The free water/cement models.
ratio (by weight) was 0.50. For each concrete in (a) "Soil and crushable foam" (material 5) -
the database, three 101.6mm cubes were crushed, DYNA2D/3D and NIKE2D/3D [5]
one at 28 days and two at 42 days. Also at 42 (b) "Porous" Equation of State and "Mlohr-
days, a single 76.2mm diameter by I5Omnm long Coulomb" strength models - AUTODYN2D/30 [6]
specimen was tested in indirect tension (the
split-cylinder or Brazilian test) and two 76.2nun The pressure-volume relationship used is shown in
diameter by 148nmm long specimens were tested in a Figure 3. Both models used a 5-point linear-
"Gauged REActive Confinement" (GREAC) cell. The piecewise (Spt L-P) relationship for the
GREAC cell consists of a gauged cylindrical uncompacted material which is easily fitted to the
(steel) jacket around an axially loaded specimen. GREAC cell data. For unloading and reloadinig
Using this apparatus, a complete set of axial and partially compacted material, a constant bulk
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modulus (Ku) was used (approximately constant for achieved. The cube crushing strengths were used
AUTODYN), though this does not fit the GREAC cell to provide data for an alternative "Von-Mises"
data particularly well. However, the strength model (VN), ie., constant yield stress
unload/reload characteristics were less (no pressure hardening). The properties of the
significant than the main load curve for the steel were calculated from the recorded wave
simulations considered here. velocities in the bars and from the measured

density of an anvil.
Figure 3. Prelim'e-volume relaton'•hps ureed iniPuluations The detonation was not modelled explicitly, but

o was instead represented by a triangular pressure
0 -- am• eel pulse applied at the far end of the incident bar,

the shape and magnitude of this pulse being
20 - ."-" , V- calculated from the incident bar gauge record and

Ka then adjusted until the simulation incident pulse
5 closely matched that from T4. T5 was not

specifically simulated, that is, the incident bar
1Wpulse was not matched with a simulation, but

5comparison of the pulses from T4 and T5 shows no
, vemdric Asignificant differences (figure 5). The incident

o oo0 002 o.03 .04 0c0 0.08 pulse is not dependent on the specimen behaviour,
either in the simulations or in the physical

DYNA2D uses a polynomial yield-stress/pressure experiments. The simulations used 895 elements
relationship and AUTODYN a linear Mohr-Coulomb (179 x 5) in each bar and 100 elements (10 x 10)
type (Figure 4). In each case, the model was in the specimen. Slidelines at the interfaces
fitted to that part of the data thought most between the specimen and the bars were either
significant for these simulations; - that is, frictionless or frictional, both with voids
ignoring that data on or close to the uniaxial permitted.
stress path (yield stress = 3 ties pressure, US)
and treating data above a pressure of 1OOMpa as The initial analyses used the static triaxial
less significant. A multi-point linear-piecewise properties of concrete and assumed no friction at
model would fit the GREAC cell data better in both the interfaces. Nearly identical simulations were
cases (and has subsequently become available for carried out using AUTODYN (A) and DYNA2D (DO) to
both hydrocodes). A point of particular interest confirm that the two hydrocodes would produc
is that at which the yield stress coincides with similar results (see Figures 5 to 8). Subsequent
the uniaxial stress path, at yield stress = OYNA2D simulations assumed a frictional
57.8Mpa and 71.4Mpa for the OYNA20 and AUTODYN coefficient of 0.1 at the interfaces (D1) or a
models respectively. This theoretically indicates Von-Mises yield condition (OV), as well as the
the axial stress at which a (long) statically latter enhanced by a factor of 2 (DV2).
loaded specimen will fail, for example, if such a
specimen were simulated using NIKE2D. These 4 COMPARISON OF EXPERIMENTS AND SIMULATIONS
values can be compared with the stresses indicated
in the transmitter bar to establish any apparent Table 1 suninarises the peak transmitter bar
enhancement to the specimen strength. Yield stresses indicated by the experiments and the
behaviour to the left of the uniaxial stress path simulations:
is probably not represented accurately by either
of these models. Table 1

(ref.)(peak stress) (/strength)
Figure 4. Yield conditions used in simulations T4 144.7 MPa /62.5= 2.32

Yiel Arie= (111a) 15 164.7 MPa /62.5= 2.64
A 114.1 MPa /71.4= 1.60

s DO 117.6 MPa /57.8= 2.03

150 ... DV 86.9 MPa /62.5= 1.39
too DV2 152.6 MPa /125.0= 1.22

5 -- '--Atm(whe CU 62.5 MPa /62.5= 1.00
(where CU is the cube crushing strength, and

0 strength for the simulations is the intersection of
-50 the yield envelope with the uniaxial stress path.)

-10D• rm (111a) *M- Figures 5 to 8 show the incident pulse, the
transmitted pulse, the reflected pulse and the

The indirect tensile test results were used to specimen circumferential strain (respectively) for
estimate the tensile pressure limit for both the trials and for the simulations.
material models. For the DYNA2D model, that value
had to be reduced (that is, made less tensile) in The incident stress pulses for T4, T5, A and DO
order to bring it within the yield envelope and only are plotted in figure 5 since the pulses for
thus prevent the simulation from failing/crashing the remaining DYNA2D simulations were identical to
as soon as any significant tensile pressure was that for DO. T4 and T5 show similar pulse shapes
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Figure 8. 76.2mm SillB trials compared with hydrocode simulations
Specimen lateral strain
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with small variations in magnitude. An attempt constraint provided by friction at the interfaces
was made to reproduce the detail within the real significantly reduces the magnitude of thiis
pulses by using a similarly detailed pressure strain. After 360 micro-seconds, T4 and T5 differ
pulse for DYNA2D. However, these details were to the extent that it is not possible to draw many
smeared (presumably by the mesh size) and the conclusions from from the comparison with
resultant stress pulse was indistinguishable from hydrocodes. Comparisons of the various
that produced by a triangular pressure pulse simulations, however, indicate that increasing
input, hence the latter was used for all concrete strength reduces the magnitude of the
subsequent simulations. A much finer mesh might lateral strain, as would be expected since shear
allow this detail to be retained, but this has not deformation is the primary mechanism.
yet been investigated.

The use of hydrocode simulations in the analysis
The stress pulses recorded in the transmitter bar of physical events allows the assessment of
(Figure 6) all achieved a higher peak stress than aspects of such events which were not or cannot be
that indicated by either the cube crushing physically recorded, for example, the state of
strength of the concrete or the point at which the stress at any point within the SHB specimen. For
simulation yield stress coincides with the simulation DO, the pressure (or mean stress) in
uniaxial stress path. The lowest peak was that the centre of specimen achieved a value of
for simulation DV. The effect of using either approximately 83.5Hpa, indicating a local increase
triaxial strength properties, increased friction of the yield stress to 126.5MPa and a consequent
or enhanced constant yield strength was to increase in the axial stress to 167.BMPa. This
increase the peak stress and hence improve effect reduces with increasing radius, but when
agreement with T4 and T5. The variation in the the axial stress is averaged through the radius to
age of the specimens may be significant here. The calculate the peak total load on any x-section
T5 pulse is significantly higher than T4 and could through the specimen normal to its axis, this load
be due to increased strength with age, though will be far greater than that expected if a
alternatively, this could also be a statistical uniaxial stress state is assumed. The specimen
variation. Clearly there is a need to repeat axial strain rate for analysis DO was determined
these experiments with better control of concrete to be of the order of 1000/sec during the first
age. loading. The strain history calculated from the

relative motions of the ends of the bars agreed
The tensile stress pulse reflected from the well with that experienced by an element within
specimen (Figure 7) compares well for all trials the specimen, until voids formed at one or both
and simulations until the stress reaches a value interfaces.
of around 22O0Pa, at which point the pulse
recorded in T4 and T5 markedly reduces in It is appreciated that the specimens considered in
gradient, recovering slightly a few micro-seconds this study have a length to diameter ratio (L/D)
later. This may be due to the detail in the of 0.28 whereas many of the specimens used in the
incident pulse, specifically to the first peak of investigations reviewed by Bischoff have L/D
a slightly lower stress than the maximum peak. greater than 1.0. Consequently, a DO analysis was
This needs to be investigated by further hydrocode carried out with a 76.2mm long specimen
analysis. substituted for the original specimen 21.5iiin long.

The peak transmitted stress pulse in this case was
During the onset of lateral strain in the specimen 83.4MPa, greater by a factor of 1.44 than that
(up to about 360 micro-seconds; - see Figure 8), indicated by static analysis. During the first
the trials and simulation data agree well, with loading, the specimen axial strain rate for this
the exception of 01 where the additional lateral simulation was of the order of 250/sec.
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5 CONCLUSIONS The material models used in this study are not
particularly complex and do not allow for theThe hydrocode analyses described above, yield stress increasing to a higher ultimate

particularly A and 00, used realistic static stress with volume dilation during the failure
compressive triaxial properties for the concrete process, as has been observed in static triaxialmaterial and had no rate dependent components. testing of concrete [8]. More ccmplex materialNevertheless, an increase in the axial load models could be used in the hydrocode simulations
supported by the specimen was noted. It can be provided that suitable static data can be
concluded that at least some of the ability of measured, for example, material type 16 in DYNA2D
such a specimen to support a higher axial load [5].
than its statically-loaded uniaxial-stress
counterpart can be explained by the presence of a 7 ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
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'Use of Large Diameter Hopkinson Bar to Investigate the Stress Pulse Generated

During High Velocity Projectile Penetration into Construction Materials'

by

Mr J Peters, Dr W F Anderson And Dr A J Watson

(Department of Civil and Structural Engineering,

University of Sheffield, UK)

Abstract

This paper documents the design and construction of 2.0 Design of the Bar

a large diameter Hopkinson Bar to investigate the 2.1 Bar dimensions
stress pulse generated during the penetration of 7.62 The standard specimens used for other related tests in
mm Armour Piercing Projectiles into construction this study of projectile penetration, were 450 mm diameter
materials. Details are given of a laser based alignment and 125 mm thick and results are reported elsewhere, (2).

The Hopkinson bar specimens have the same thickness,
device along with typical results obtained from both 125 mm, but the diameter could not be so large as 450
confined and unconfined specimens and an initial mm.
analysis of the results. The factors considered in the choice of bar and specimen

diameters were as follows:

4 The length of a Hopkinson bar must be twenty times its
diameter if a one dimensional analysis is to be
reasonably accurate.

1 The length of bar had to be sufficient to avoid signal
1.0 Introduction overlap from the pulse reflected at the end.

As part of an ongoing study into the fundamental 0 The design of the test facilities limited the length of the
mechanisms of projectile penetration into concrete and bar to around 3.15m (including support frame).
mortar, it became evident that during the penetration of
7.62 mm armour piercing projectiles a complicated time * The minimum dimension of a concrete specimen,
dependant stress regime is developed. In order to study considered representative, is often stated as four times
this stress event, to better understand the penetration the maximum aggregate dimension. For the specimens
event as a whole, and to assist in the development of a tested, which had a maximum aggregate size of 10
realistic model for perforation and rear face tensile mm, this gave a minimum specimen diameter of 40
scabbing of the impacted target, a realistic stress pulse mm.
for the penetration of projectiles into construction • The deviation in bullet flight path with standard 7.62
materials would have to be determined, armour piercing projectiles and the firing system used

To determine the effective stress pulse induced by a gave a spread of impact lying within a circle of 15 mm
penetrating projectile, the Hopkinson bar technique has diameter on a flight path of 20 m (3). To obtain
been used. The standard analysis of the Hopkinson bar relatively central impacts a large diameter specimen
is well documented and it is this that is frequently used for and hence bar would be required.
the experiment carried out at laboratories of Civil * The specimens were to be cored from a number of 450
Engineering Dynamics at Sheffield University to measure mm diameter specimens cast for this purpose
impact and explosive events (1). To allow for some therefore the bar would have to be of a diameter of the
deviation in the bullet flight path it was decided to available coring facilities, this limited the maximum
construct a 100 mm diameter bar for these tests and diameter to 100 mm.
develop a precise method for aligning the bar with the
flight path of the projectile. This paper describes the From the above considerations, the largest practical size
design instrumentation and construction of the bar, of bar and specimen, chosen for these tests, was 100 mm
manufacture of test specimens and the test procedure. diameter and 3.1 m long.
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2.2 Bar material f-Tionslotion

The material chosen for the construction of this X TronsIoltorr--
Hopkinson bar was EN 24(T) (817M40), a heat treated
high tensile steel with composition and properties suitable 4ý ,
for this work. This steel has a low cost, compared to Guie ao+- I

maraging steel for example.

2.3 Support frame ~H c~
With the bars approaching 200 kg in mass a support -j or-h
system had to be provided and a support frame/trolley
was fabricated as shown in Fig. 1.

The alignment of the bar can be achieved as shown in
Fig. 2 by simply adjusting the supports to bring it into Fig. 2. Hopkinson Bar X-Y Translation Details
position with the aid of the laser device discussed later. to the bar with CN glue after careful surface preparation of
The slings supporting the bar, at roughly quarter points, the bar. The cable used for connecting the gauges to the
are of fabric to minimise any stress pulse modification due bridge and amplifiers was 4 core semiconductor shielded
to the supports. cable which gave excellent resistance to noise. The

gauges had attached terminal wires so that the
3.0 Construction of the bar connections to the 4 core cable were separate from the

3.1 Ends of bar gauge.
The gauges had a 3 mm length with gauge factor of 2.09

The ends of the 3100 mm x 100 mm diameter bar of EN and a nominal resistance of 120f. Each station consisted
24 (T) were surface ground and lapped to provide a flat of four gauges, at 900 intervals around the perimeter of
surface perpendicular to the axis of the bar. A 50 mm the bar at 500 mm and 1000 mm from the end of the bar.
long section of 100 mm diameter bar was used as an anvil The use of four gauges was in order to cancel out any
and was butted against this end to protect the bar from bending induced in the bar due to any eccentric impact.
damage by the bullet or specimen. The length of the gauge was chosen to be 3 mm as a

3.2 Strain gauging compromise of the following constraints.
0 The longer the gauge the easier it would be to place

A number of strain gauge stations were prepared on the accurately.
bar, but only two were used during these tests. The
gauges were Kyowa KFG-3-120-C1-11 and were applied r The shorter the gauge the more accurate will be therecording of the time varying signal•

.3100.0

I Sr = 0 - - -r

17200

Hopkinson Bar 100mm Diam 3mrn Long

260 0 2 ---

"" ,,.'1 o

125 0

Fig. 1 100 mm Diameter Hopkinson Bar In Support Frame
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With the rod velocity of sound in steel of the order of 5.2 _IIvIl )pecirnto/Anwil inlerco

mm/pisec and a data sampling frequency of 2 MHz, a -- Steel Bond Bind lip
gauge length of around 3 mm would be activated by a -

pulse of 520 mm length for about 1 OOisec during which - h

200 data points would be recorded at intervals of 0.5psec. I,

This would mean that each data point sampled u-iI ,i, Pn.

represented 2.6 mm of the pulse in the bar, which gave ,

some smoothing of the measured pulse.

4.0 The Specimens * "

4.1 Concrete specimen preparation Conctele Specime I

A number of 125 mm thick x 450 mm diameter specimens
were cast and later cored to form the specimens for this Fig. 4. Confined Concrete Specimen
series of Hopkinson bar tests. The pattern of coring is The steel straps were not in contact with each other and
shown in Fig. 3 and allowed for nine 100 mm diameter The steel str e not taveing down the
cores to be taken out of each specimen. Exactly the same so had little effect on the stress pulse travelling down thebatch of concrete was used for these specimens as the specimen and transmitted into the bar. Because the

bands were only 0.5m thick it was probable that the level
related rear face scabbing tests, (2), thus ensuring of confinement was not as efficient as the thicker solid
comparability of results. steel jacket employed in other confined tests (4)- However

the nature of the straps facilitates them being strain
gauged to obtain some measure of bursting pressure

,-450.0 against time, for a number of distances from the impact
~430.0 face.

S' 2 4.3 Steel specimens

~ Qi 1 ou To study the stress plegenerated during the
penetration of 7.62 mm armour piercing projectiles into

7+ -4 steel, 50 mm thick x 100 mm diameter machined and
) + surface ground anvils were mounted onto the bar without

>\ • a concrete or mortar specimen. The stress pulse from the

20.9 -"0 100.0 impact of the projectiles was then compared with to that of
(4 impact into concrete I mortar specimens and is discussed

S,,/ ,in Section 7.0.

">.. •( -smm min deorance
0l~mm Clearance 5.0 Instrumentation

5.1 Wheatstone bridge
Fig. 3. Coring Pattern As stated earlier each of the strain gauge stations on the

Each of these 125 mm thick x 100 mm diameter bar consisted of 4 gauges. Dummy gauges, mounted on
specimens was mounted on the 50 mm thick x 100 mm steel anvils, were used to complete the Wheatstone
diameter 817M40 steel anvil using plaster of Paris, bridge. The gauges were powered at 5V DC using bridge
approximately 0.3 mm thick, to provide acoustic coupling, amplifiers with the amplification factor set at 1,000 times.

Even with this high amplification factor the noise levels
4.2 Confined concrete specimens were very low and during triggering tests, using an

To investigate the effect of lateral confinement on the amplification factor of 10,000 times, the noise levels

fracture of the concrete specimen and on the stress pulse, remained remarkable low. The use of semiconductor

high tensile steel bands were placed around some of the shielded cable in the wiring of the gauges is felt to have

concrete and mortar specimens. These bands were pre- an influence on this although no comparative date was

tensioned to remove any slack, and produced a pre-test obtained during these tests.

confinement in the order of 0.5 N/mm1 . Fig. 4 shows the
arrangement of the 9 No 12.7 mm wide 0.5 mm thick 5.2 Data storage
straps and clips around the specimen. These specimens A Gould Biomation 2805 Digital Storage Oscilloscope
were mounted onto anvils in the same way as the (DSO) was connected to the Fylde bridge amplifiers and
unconfined specimens. sampled the gauge output at intervals of 0.5 iisec. This

information, stored in the digital storage oscilloscope was
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later transferred data to a PC using in-house developed
software. The traces were processed and the graphs 0,u U ,,? ,4u l-x,0 -

were plotted using commercial spreadsheet software. ,I Hw!

6.0 Test method , 7 K

6.1 Specimen mounting . &,,I)Q -

The concrete specimen is held in place on the anvil by the Bo - .,,,, Bb

plaster of Paris. Each of the combined concrete (or
mortar) I steel anvil assemblies was suspended on two Fig. 6. Bar Alignment Jockeys
adjustable straps. This assembly was accurately aligned
and mated to the Hopkinson bar using a very thin layer of 6.3 Firing system
Swarfega, a thin thixotropic jelly acting as an acoustic All tests used a 7.62 mm pressure barrel attached to a
interface, by being wrung onto the bar to ensure minimum pressure housing. The firing lever was connected by a
couplant between the anvil and the bar. mechanical linkage to a solenoid of stroke 18 mm and

6.2 Bar alignment pullout force 11.8N. This solenoid was connected,
through a full bridge rectifier for greater efficiency, to the

In the tests a projectile is fired along the projected axis of 240 volt supply via an interlocked key operated firing box
the bar to impact the end of the bar. To obtain a central (3)
and normal impact on the bar, the bar is aligned such that
it is coaxial with the projectile flight path. To achieve this, 7.0 Results.
a laser line was established at a fixed distance (68.5 mm)
directly above and in line with the gun barrel. (Fig. 5) This Figure 7 show the load time histories for 7.62 armour
laser line was accurately targeted at a point at the far end piercing projectiles impacting mortar, concrete and steel.
of the range, the same fixed distance (68.5 mm) above the Figure 8 compares the load time histories for bothnormal and central impact point. This offset ensured that confined and unconfined concrete. Figure 9 shows the
with the bar in position there was still an unobstructed pulse, measured at a gauge station 1000 mm from end ofwith fothe baser beam po tween there wast and uppobtructed the bar, and its associated reflected the tensile wave,
path for the laser beam between the bar and its supports. generated during penetration into a confined concrete

Two 'Jockeys' were fabricated as shown in Fig. 6 and specimen.
were placed one at each end of the bar so that by In order to compensate for the impedance miss-match
adjusting the bar the shadow of the cross hairs from the between the specimen and the bar the Transmission
first jockey was cast by the laser beam onto the cross Factor (0e) for the concrete bar interface was calculated,
marked on the removable screen on the second jockey. From the e oncbelowband ithsfact appledt
The bar was then aligned and on axis. The screen on the from the equation below, and this factor applied to the test

second jockey could be removed to demonstrate that the results.
laser was still in alignment, the shadow of the cross being
cast on the far wall and the point established 68.5 mm
above the central, theoretical impact point. The wire 2p 2 A1C0 2
cross hairs needed to be no finer than 0.6 - 0.8 mm 0", = -- . +jdr/ a OTO",
diameter in order that the Moire fringes, produced by the P 2 2  p 1A - C0 1 ) =
coherent light source, have no detrimental effect on the
shadow of the cross cast on the screen.

L1_1:er Tarqet Po Int

0 C

• _J

Fig. 5 Hopkinson Bar Alignment
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where:-

p= density 3W com~e Ps h

A = Cross sectional area M ."
S0

C, = Longitudinal wave velocity 8.1o

subscripts indicate: concrete (1), steel (2) Reflected Tensile Pulse

The values used are given in Table I below and the . . .

Transmission Factor was calculated as8,=l.649 0 005 0.1 015 0.2 0.25 0.3 05.4 04 0. 0560606W0707506

Steel Concrete Fig 9 Stress Pulse Showing Reflection (Concrete).

EN24(T) I Mortar mortar specimens, coupled with a correspondingly
reduced duration for the event. In order to compare these

p = density (kg / n3) 7800 2400 values the impulse received by the bar was calculated
and the results compared to the theoretical value for the

A = Cross sectional area (Mm 2  7853 7853 projectile of 8084 N psec for a nominal impact velocity of
1 860 rn/sec. This showed good correlation for the

CLongitudinal wave 3.6 5.2 cementitious materials but an error of around 30 % for the
veloct Longiudin wae 3steel specimens. The authors feel that this error may be
velocity (mm/psec.) _due to assumptions made in measuring the area of the

pulse from the graph along with some self compensating
Table 1. Values for Transmission Factor Calculation errors in the cementitious materials.

Table 2 gives peak loads, measured impulse, average
strain rate (for the bar area as a whole) and implied strain
rate at the bullet tip (assuming a forged nose diameter of Specimen Peak Impulse Average Implied

7.62 mm), for the penetration events detailed. As can be Load (N 0sec) 'bar Strain (forged tip)

seen, the peak load for impact on the steel specimen is (kN) Rate Strain Rate

greater than the corrected loads on either the concrete or - (Strain/sec) (Strain/sec)
Mortar 108 7000 1.09 188

Concrete (unconfined)- - - - Unconfined 1

Mortar (unconfined) Mortar 120 7400 1.18 203
S3o Steel (EN24 T) Confined 120 740_118 20

.200Concrete
- d 151 8900 1.82 313d= o - •\ . . . Unconfined

/ 1W . Concrete 167 9300 2.18 375
Se "Confined*

_ Z._ Steel 262 10650 4.49 773
EN24(T)

-,00 _________ ,.. ____, , _ *figures corrected for impedance mis-match.
0 00.2 0.04 0.06 0.0 0.1 0.12 0.14 0.16 0.16 0.2 0.22 0.24 0.2 0.28 0.3

n, ("-) Table 2. Values of Load, Impulse and Strain Rates.
Fig 7 Stress Pulse (Concrete,Mortar and Steel).

Concrete (confined) - If these values of peak load are used, and it is assumed
Concrete (unconfined) that the forged nose of the projectile has a diameter of

Z= 7.62 mm, then the range of peak stresses, at the forged

2W tip of the projectile during penetration, range from 2.37
So. .kN/mm 2 for the unconfined mortar to 3.66 kNImm 2 for the
1 ,0 , confined concrete up to 5.74 kN/mm 2 for the steel

lo specimens. These figures must be viewed in the light of
o-- the actual penetration event in which the mass and

diameter of the projectile reduce during the penetration
_100_ event from 9.41g and 7.62 mm to 4.42 g and 5.73 mm due

0 002 0.04 .06 0.08 0.1 0.12 O.14 0.16 0.18 0.2 0.22 0.24 0.26 0.28 0.3 to the shedding of the soft copper jacket which surrounds
Tim* (msw) the hardened steel core of NATO standard armour

Fig 8 Stress Pulse (Confined and Unconfined Concrete). piercing rounds.
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that more accurate modelling of rear face tensile scabbing
and of the penetration event as a whole could be
developed. The results given in figs 7, 8 and 9 suggest
that the stress pulse may be simplified to that of a triangle
of duration and peak load shown.

9.0 Conclusions
The results show the viability of using a large diameter
Hopkinson bar for the determination of load time histories
for impact events.

The use of a laser to align the bar provides a simple yet
effective method of what would otherwise be a difficult
task.

There is a close correlation between the theoretical and
experimental impulse values.

Confinement has little effect on the initial pulse but
increases the peak load measured during penetration.
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LOAD R I* EFFECTS ON CONCRETE COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH

J.W. Tedesco
Dept. of Civil Engr., Auburn University, Auburn. AL 36849

C. Allen Ross
University of Florida, Eglin AFB, FL 32542

M.L_ Hughes
WL/FIVCS, Tyndall AFB, FL 32403

AMBSTRA direct compression experiment consists of a concrete specimen
placed between, and in contact with, the two pressure bars.

Plain concrete cylindrical specimens, 51 mm in length and Each pressure bar is 51 nun in diameter and constructed of PH
diameter, were tested in compression quasi-statically at strain- 13-8 MO staialess steel. The concrete specimen is 51 nun in
rates between 10"6/sec and 1/sec in a standard MTS machine, diameter and 51 mm in length. The loading compressive stress
and dynamically at strain rates between 1/sec and 300/sec in a wave is initiated by the impact of the striker bar (which is
Split-Hopkinson Pressure Bar. The results of these tests indicate propelled by the gas gun) on the incident bar (Figure 1). The
a true strain rate sensitivity of the pertinent concrete material amplitude of the incident stress pulse is determined by the impact
strength parameters such as compressive strength, strain at velocity and material properties of the striker bar, which the
maximum compressive stress, and ultimate compressive strain, duration of the pulse is dependent on the length and the wave
Complete stress-strain curves for various concrete strengths at a speed or the striker bar 141.
broad range of strain rates have been generated from the
experiments which clearly illustrate the strain-rate sensitivity. The incident stress wave (a,) generated in the incident bar travels

down the bar and is recorded at strain gage A (Figure 2), is
partially reflected at the incident bar/specimen interface, and

INTRODUCTION partially reflected at the specimen/transmitter bar interface.
Strain gage B (Figure 2) on the transmitter bar records the

Most all materials exhibit some load-rate or strain-rate sensitivity portion of the wave that has transmitted the specimen (OT)- while
relative to strength. Strain-rate effects in materials, induced by strain gage A on the incident bar records that portion of the
high amplitude short duration impulse loads, are important in the wave reflected at the incident bar/specimen interface (on). From
design and analysis of structures to resist dynamic loads from these strain gage measurements, the stress and strain in the
conventional weapons explosions, accidental explosions and high specimen, which is sandwiched between the two pressure bars,
speed impact. Analytical and numerical modelling of such can be computed as a function of time using simple wave
events require knowledge of dynamic material properties, mechanics 151.
response mechanisms, fracture mechanics, and constitutive
relations. Laboratory experiments and equipment required to In the present study five different concretes were examined for
investigate material properties at high load or strain-rates must strain-rate sensitivity. The specimens for all five concretes were
simulate an environment very similar to that of the field. The tested quasi-statically in a standard MTS machine at strain rates
split-Hopkinson pressure bar (SHPB) is capable of producing of 10"6/sec and 10-3/sec, and dynamically in the SHPB at strain
high strain-rate loading in the range of 10 to 104/sec on small rates ranging from 3/sec to 375/sec. The quasi-static material
specimens, inducing uniform stress over the length of the properties for the five concretes are presented in Table I.
specimen.

RESULTS OF SHPB EXPERIMENTS
A range of strain-rates associated with testing of concrete may be
obtained if one compares the time required to reach a strain of An approximate dynamic stress-strain curve can be obtained
0.003 in the very low load-rate of a standard concrete cylinder using the raw data traces obtained from the SHPB experiments.
test to the loading pulse of close proximity conventional A typical data trace, corrected for dispersion and phase change.
explosion. The loading time for the low load-rate cylinder test is presented in Figure 3. By applying continuity of force and
is approximately 30 minutes or I.Sxl03 seconds, resulting in a velocity between the two specimen/bar contacting faces, the
strain-rate of i .7x 10"6/sec (3x 10-3/ I.8x 10'4). The loading pulse average strain, e,, average stress, a,, average strain-rate. i,, and
of a conventional explosion is on the order of !.Oxl0"4 seconds approximate stress-strain curve at any strain-rate can be
with a strain-rate of 30/sec (3x10 3/1x10 4). determined.

The Split-Hopkinson pressure bar has been used extensively to Concrete strength as a function of strain rate for concrete mix A
investigate the dynamic response of solid materials 11,2.31. is presented in Figure 4. The secant modulus as a function of
Illustrations of the SHPB, which is maintained and operated by strain rate is presented in Figure 5 and the strain at maximum
the Air Force Civil Engineering Support Agency (AFCESA), stress (f,) as a function of strain rate is presented in Figure 6.
Tyndall AFB, Florida, are presented in Figures I and 2. The The dynamic stress-strain curves for concrete mix A at the five
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TABLE 1. QUASI-STATIC CONCRETE MATERIAL PROPERTIES

Concrete Mix E. Young's Modulus (GPa) f, Compressive Stress (MPa) f,, Tensile Stress (MPa)

A 29.2 27.8 2.8

B 28.4 38.6 2.4

C 25.1 39.3 2.4

D 31.7 54.5 3.1

E 52.3 56.8 3.7

different strain rates are presented in Figure 7.

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 1. Tedesco. J.W., Ross, C.A., and Brunair, R.M. et al.,
"Numerical Analysis of Dynamic Split Cylinder Tests,"

Figure 4 indicates that dramatic increases in concrete strength Computers & Structures, vol. 32, no. 3/4, pp. 609-624, 1989.
over the quasi-static strength are exhibited when specimens are
subjected to loading at high strain-rates, both in tension and 2. Tedesco, J.W., Landis, D.W. and Hayes. J.R., 'Dynamic
compression. The critical strain-rates at which these increases Response of Layered Structures Subject to Blast Effects of Non-
occur are notably different, however, for tension and Nuclear Weaponry," Computers & Structure , vol. 26, no. 1/2,
compression, the former appearing at a strain rate of pp. 79-86, 1987.
approximately 3/sec, and the latter at a strain rate of about
40/sec. Figure 5 shows that there is no significant variation in 3. Tedesco, J.W., Ross, C.A., McGill, P.B., and O'Neil, B.P.,
dynamic secant modulus values as compared to static values. As "Numerical Analysis of High Strain Rate Concrete Direct
seen in Figure 6, the strain value corresponding to the maximum Tension Tests," Computers & Structures, vol. 40, no. 2. pp.
compressive stress increases sharply as the strain rate reaches the 313-327, 1991.
critical threshold value of 40/sec, which correlates well with the
critical strain rate value observed in Figure 4. This same pattern
is also exhibited in Figure 6 by the ultimat,; compressive strain. 4. Follansbee, P.S. and Franz, C., "Wave Propagation in the
Several of these trends can also be distinguished in Figure 7, Split Hopkinson Pressure Bar," Journal of Engineering Material
which shows that as the strain-rate increases, the maximum TI.hn!Qzx, vol. 105, pp. 61-66, 1963.
compressive stress increases, as does the strain value
corresponding to the maximum stress, whereas no significant 5. Nicholas, T., "Material Behavior at High Strain Rates,"
change is noted in the secant modulus values. Chapter 8 in Imoact Dynamics, Zukas, J.R., Editor, John Wiley

& Sons, New York, N.Y., pp. 277-332, 1982.
CONCLUSIONS

The results of the SHPB experiments conducted reveal that the
compressive and tensile strengths of concrete are indeed strain-
rate dependent properties. There appear to be distinctly different
threshold strain rates at which this sensitivity begins to be
manifested, however, for tension and compression. Also, it can
be concluded that the strain at maximum compressive stress and
the ultimate compressive strain are rate-sensitive parameters and
exhibit the same approximate threshold value of strain-rate as the
compressive strength itself. Conversely, the secant modulus is
a relatively rate-insensitive property, showing only very slight
deviation for tests conducted at high strain-rates over those
conducted at quasi-static rates.
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ABSTRACT integrating the load-deformation-curve, is proportional to the
In an experimental programme, impact tensile tests were increase in strength. This can be described by:
performed on notched and unnotched cylindrical specimens in a _ G
Split Hopkinson Bar apparatus to determine the dynamic Gfracfdyn st frac~sg (I)
fracture energy of concrete. The results have been compared to
static deformation controlled tensile tests. Distinction must be
made between material and structural response in order to obtain Geom2 ts
a correct material model. The combination of experiment and
numerical calculations offers the possibility to analyse these (7
contributions. It has been observed that the fracture energy just
slightly increases with the loading rate. -,4

INTRODUCTION 0 i I/S

For the design of concrete structures, which must resist
explosive and impact loadings, knowledge of the dynamic 2s 1-6/s
material behaviour is essential. Advanced computer codes offer
the possibility to calculate the distribution of the load in complex
loading situations. A necessary condition to obtain reliable
results, is the implementation of a corect material model. 0
In this study, we focus on the dynamic deformation capacity 0 0.05 0.10 0.5s 0.20
and fracture energy. From many studies in preceding years ([I], 6 mml
[2], [31, [4]) it is well known that a higher loading rate results
in a higher uniaxial strength, but the influence of the loading
rate on the deformation capacity is more debatable. There is still Figure 1 Rate effect on load-deformation curve for tension (6].
little knowledge of the dynamic deformation capacity and
fracture energy. If this relation (1) is true, it implies that the rate dependence on
Uniaxial impact tensile tests have been performed by T L the tensile strength in the pre-peak deformation process, where
and DUT in a Split Hopkinson Bar apparatus on notched micro-cracking occurs, can be extended to the macro-cracking
cylindrical specimens in order to determine the influence of the mroc king occurs, anibe exteed the macrackinprocess. But the question arises whether the increase in
loading rate on the fracture energy. In former experiments [5] absorbed energy during the post-peak deformation is not just
this testing technique in combination with numerical simulation caused by structural instead of material response. The fracture
appeared to offer good possibilities for the determination of zone for instance is not fixed and multiple cracking occurs. The
correct material models. larger number of (micro) fracture planes increases the total
The results of these tests concerning the deformation capacity fracture energy. But this does not mean that the fracture energy
will be discussed here. They will be compared with static per fracture plane changes. Inertia effects can also influence the
experiments and a numerical simulation. The influences of the behaviour. hese aspects were not considered in the past.
loading rate, geometrical aspects and inertia on the fracture
energy will be of primary interest. The possibility that deformation data could be influenced by
DEFORMATION UNDER DYNAMIC LOADING these aspects of structural response was realised by the authors

[5]. Therefore, we tested notched specimens in a Split
The general opinion ([6] and [7]) is that the deformation Hopkinson Bar apparatus. Because of the notch, fracture was
capacity increases with the loading rate, in the same fashion as limited to a single zone.
the strength is sensitive to the loading rate. Figure 1, determined As a result of these tests, after taking the influence of the
by Kbrmeling [6] from impact tests with a Split Hopkinson Bar notches into account, a tendency was found that concrete had a
apparatus, illustrates this sensitivity for concrete under dynamic more brittle behaviour under a higher loading rate. The total
tensile loading. This figure shows that the strength increases, deformation decreased with an increasing loading rate and the
but that the maximum deformation is not affected by the strain fracture energy remained approximately the same. Furthermore,
energy that can be absorbed and which can be found by it was shown by numerical simulation that these data still

overestimated the real fracture energy because of inertia effects.
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EXPERIMENTS depicted in Figures 2 and 3. These load-deformation-curves
give information about the deformation and fracture energy of

The conclusion of a more brittle behaviour under higher loading the specimens. These data are given in Table 1.
rates by Weerheijm [51 was based on a small set of experiments
and the test conditions were not optimal. The experiments were Table I Strength, deformation and fracture energy
carried out within the scope of a biaxial study, in which the
primary interest was neither the deformation capacity nor the DO D2 D4 S2 S4
fracture energy under uniaxial load conditions. For the biaxial
study it was necessary to use a prismatic geometry, which is not
the best choice for uniaxial tests. Furthermore, the comparison dpldt [GPa/sj 24.0 22.8 19.7 0.03 0.03
with static behaviour was done on the basis of experimental data ft IMPa] 5.1 4.6 3.9 2.5 2.4
available in literature and not on the basis of static experiments dflop [l.ml - 6.0 9.5 4.5 7.7
on the same specimens. dflot [1unj 270 153 135 >200" >200"
For these reasons, it was decided to perform additional tests J ,top [N/f]i - 22 25 9.8 16.1
with improved conditions to verify the test method and the con- jftot [N/n] 270 163" 170*" 108" 114"
clusion of the previous experiments with regard to the influence
of the loading rate on the deformation capacity and fracture Tests were stopped at 200 pin
energy. Determined at a deformation of 153 jLm
In the Split Hopkinson Bar apparatus impact tensile tests with a Deteinined at a deformation of 135 pim
loading rate of approximately 20 GPa/s were performed on
cylindrical notched specimens with a diameter of 74 mm and a Some observations can be made from the load-deformation-
height of 100 mm. The notches were 2 or 4 mm deep, which curves and from the deformation data.
corresponds with a reduction in cross-section of 10% or 20%. The expectation that the strength increases with the loading rate
These test series will further be indicated as D2 and D4 (D has been confirmed. The specimen strength in the dynamic tests
stands for dynamic and the number for the depth of the notch). was higher than in the static tests. This increase can be
Unnotched specimens (indicated as DO) were also tested. attributed to the changing geometry of the fracture plane and
Static, deformation controlled tests with a loading rate of inertia effects on crack propagation (see model as described by
approximately 0.03 GPa/s were performed on the same notched the author [5]).
cylindrical specimens at the DUT (indicated as S2 and S4, The difference in strength between the DO, D2 and D4
where the S stands for static). specimens shows that another phenomenon also influenced the

strength of the specimen. This phenomenon must be coherent to
From the measurements the load-deformation curves of the total the application of notches since that is the only difference
specimen and of the fracture zone could be derived. They are between the specimens. The most probable explanation is the
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Figure 2 Average load-deformation-curves of the fracture zones,
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gasl" of stress before maximum stress (see also (51), thanks to which
i f 7 I I I failure is delayed. Another reason why the resistance did not

-5 - DOimmediately drop is rotation. While the strength is reached on
"L/0 one side of the specimen, the other side has still some reserve.

4 -Rotation occurs because of the heterogeneity of concrete.

3 -Comparison of the dynamic deformation data of unnotched
specimens with those of notched specimens shows clearly the

2 effect of the size of the fracture zone. In the unnotched
specimen the location of the fracture zone was not fixed, which

1 caused multiple cracking, a larger deformation and a higher
fracture energy. This effect can also be observed from the form

0 * of the load-deformation-curve for the DO-series. The ascending
0.00 0.05 0.10 0.15 branch of the curve showed a considerable pre-peak

(m11) deformation. Since this non-linear response cannot be caused
by notch-sensitivity as for the D2 and D4-series, it must be
attributed to the larger fracture zone, where multiple micro-

- cracking occurs. The descending branch showed a similar

D2 feature. After an initially steep drop the descending branch
4"-4becomes moderate sooner.

3 DThe dynamic fracture energy, found in the DO, D2 and D4 test
series is larger than the fracture energy in the static experiments
S2 and S4. This result is in contradiction with the results of the

2- former experiments [5], in which it was seen that the dynamic
fracture energy was approximately the same as static and

1 showed the tendency to decrease with an increasing loading
rate.

0 1 This contradiction can be explained by the difference in
0.00 0.05 0.10 0.15 geometry of the specimens in both experimental programmes.

(mM) In the former programme the specimens were prismatic (50 mm
wide, 80 mm deep and 100 mm high). The cross-section was
reduced by applying notches at two opposite sides. So, the
cross-section was reduced in just one direction. Due to

0 4 h eterogeneity concrete behaves asymmetrically. This means that
in one direction failure starts earlier than in the other direction.

C" In the prism probably the weakest direction was reduced,
3 -resulting in a mor brittle behaviour.

The asymmetrical behaviour of concrete is shown in Figure 4,
which gives the load-deformation-curves, derived from
measurements at different sides of the specimen. It is obvious

S.from the differences in mainly the descending branches that the
average of the left and right curves differs from the average of

0 - the front and rear curve which also results in different fracture
0.00 0.05 0.10 energies. And it is likely that again another result would be

(mm) found if measurements were performed at two other opposite
sides of the concrete specimen.

92513-4
Figure 3 Average load-deformation-curves of the whole

specimen. 4

S• frontsensitivity for stress concentrations, which occur due to the 23 \....... left
applied notches. This sensitivity is more pronounced for high . rear
loading rates, when time available for redistribution is limited. right

2
In the dynamic tests the pre-peak deformation is larger than in ,. .
the static tests. From comparison of the deformation-load- 1 , -
curves it emerges that for the dynamic curves the ascending. ,. -
branches become nonlinear sooner. In the D2-series the - -,_

nonlinearity startsatapproximately60%ofthemaximum stress 0 , i , , I i i
and in the D4-series the nonlinearity starts at approximately 0.00 0.05 0.10 0.15 0.20
30%. In the static tests nonlinearity starts at approximately 80% (ram)
of maximum stress for the S4-series and at approximately 90% Figure 4 Load-deformation curve at different sides of the
for the S2-series. Because of stress concentrations at the notch Figure formtio curveas
the strength is reached locally and the specimen becomes specimen for the D4-series.
nonlinear. Micro-cracking increases and enables redistribution
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Next, it will be shown with use of numerical results that inertia followed a dual approach, namely, that for the tensile strength
influences the energy data. These inertia effects are another we included the dynamic effect and for the fracture energy we
reason why the fracture energy found from the current tests is did not.
higher. The higher loading rate increases the influence of The increase of the tensile strength under dynamic loading
inertia, conditions is measured in this programme and is commonly

accepted (e.g. [41). The measured value, f, = 4.0 MPa. in the
The fracture energy in the dynamic experiments is not as large D4-series is influenced by geometrical effects and is not a
as predicted by equation (1). This equation overestiniates the material parameter. It turned out that the value we had to put in
dynamic fracture energy as is shown by the difference in the the smeared crack model should be taken larger, namely
predicted and the measured dynamic fracture energy and by fct = 5.2 MPa, to compute the same tensile strength as it has
Figure 5. been measured in the test. Compare this value with the strength
Based on equation (1) a fracture energy of respectively 220 N/m found in the DO-series.
and 233 N/m for the 2 and 4 mm test series is predicted, which
is more than found in the dynamic test series D2 and D4. One of the objectives of this study is to investigate the influence

92513-s of the strain rate on the fracture energy. The fracture energy of
the specimen is influenced by three effects, namely (i) the
geometry of the specimen, (ii) the inertia of the specimen and

2c(iii) a possible increase of the material parameter due to rate-
. 2 • static effects. The first two effects have been covered by the

.......... dynamic adjusted numerical simulation. By taking the static value for the fracture
energy G" = 125 N/in the third effect has been analysed.Next to the tensile strength and the fracture energy two

parameters determine the smeared crack model, namely the
shape of the strain-softening curve and the crack band width h.

... ...

. . . ..................

0.00 0.05 0.10 0.15
(MM)

Figure 5 Comparison of the static load-deformation curve
with the dynamic curve which has been divided by
fd/fst for the D2-series.

In Figure 5 the static and dynamic load-deformation-curves for
the 2 mm test series are compared. For that purpose, the
dynamic curve is divided by fdlfst. The figure shows that the
form of the moderate part of the descending tail is not the same
in both curves. It is due to this part of the curve that the fracture
energy is overestimated by equation (1). The ascending branch
and the steep drop is the same for both curves except for the top
of the curves because of the greater notch sensitivity in the
dynamic experiments.

NUMERICAL SIMULATION

The response measured in the experiments is influenced by
structural effects as the geometry, the inertia of the specimen
and the stiffness of the experimental set-up. For this reason the
material parameters which determine the post-peak response can
not be derived directly from the test. A combination with a
numerical analysis can overcome this problem. Figure 6 Crack patterns and displacements.
The specimen with a 4 mm notch was modelled with eight-
noded axi-symmetric elements, using a nine-point Gaussian The power-law function of Moelands [101 has been taken to
integration scheme. By making use of the axial-symmetry of the describe the nonlinear post-peak behaviour. The crack band
specimen it suffices to analyse a plane section of the specimen width h is a parameter which controls the mesh sensitivity of the
along its axis of symmetry. The finite element modelling of the solution. A finite element representation of strain-softening
experimental set-up was done similarly to a previous study on materials results in a severe mesh dependence, because the
prismatic specimens (see [8]). The elastic material properties crack will always propagate along one row of integration points
have been taken as: Young's modulus Ec = 40 GPa, Poisson's [8]. But by introducing a parameter which is dependent on theratio vc = 0.2 and mass density Pc = 2325 kg/in 3 for the [].Btyinrdcgaprmerwhhiseedntoth
conreteo andE 68 a = 0.2 and massdensity p a = 240 kg/ 3 for t size of the zone belonging to that row of integration points, theconcrete and Ea = 68 GPa, va = 0.2 and pa = 2400 kg/m3 for result can be kept objective with respect to the finite elementthe aluminium. size.
A smeared crack model (91 was used to model fracture in the The results have been plotted in Figures 6 and 7. Cracks start to
notched zone. For the inelastic material parameter set we propagate in one row of elements from the notch to the centre of
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the specimen. In Figure 6 the crack pattern and the total CONCLUSIONS
displacements show the development of the crack plane. When
the crack reaches the axis of symmetry the deformation pattern As a result of the research programme the following
changes into a symmetric failure mode. In Figure 7 the stress- conclusions can be drawn:
deformation curve has been plotted, where a represents the - Deformation data in dynamic experiments are influenced
vertical stress at the top of the specimen and 5 the deformation by structural response. This has been demonstrated by the
at the notch. difference (40-50%) in total deformation and fracture

energy between unnotched and notched specimens
5 a [MPa] - The observed dynamic fracture energy of a specimen is5.0 larger than the material fracture energy because of inertia

effects. These effects are responsible for the observed and
calculated long tailed load-deformation curves.

4.0 - The fracture energy slightly increases with the loading
.- rate.

- In order to obtain the best results currently possible, it is
3.0 recommended to apply the static fracture energy in

dynamic calculations.

2.0
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Abstract time scale with the scale factor, and all material propernies, such as
strength, stiffness (modulus), and density are scale independent. All

Numerical simulation is used to analyze the stress wave dimensionless parameters are also scale independent (the same in
induced in small scale and prototype reinforced concrete slabs by both the prototype and scale model). Provided that replica scale
high pressure airblast loading from close-in detonations. The stress modelling laws are correctly applied, the damage mode and relative
wave is of interest because localized concrete damage such as spall amount of damage should be scale independent.
and breach, which is caused by the wave, does not scale in replica
scaled tests. In this paper, through thickness stress histories A potential problem with the application of replica scaling
calculated with the PRONTO2D code are shown to compare to cases with dynamic loading is that the strain rate, which can affect
reasonably well with experimental results. It is also proposed that material parameters such as strength and stiffness, is not identical
the use of reduced concrete strength in small scale models can be in the prototype and scale model. In almost all previous scale tests
an effective way to produce subscale localized damage similar to on reinforced concrete structures the effect of load or straining rate
that in the prototype. on material strength, stiffness or ductility has been ignored. This

assumption is not a bad one in cases of blast and impact provided
the primary response mode of concern is flexural motion where
strain rates are below 0.1 sec-'. In these cases scale model tests

Introduction involving blast loading of structures have typically yielded results
which compare well against those obtained from full scale

Reinforced concrete structures have been used for decades experiments.[1][21[31
as protective structures for use in warfare, in hazardous material
processing and storage applications, and as robust structures However, in a number of recent cases where scale
designed for secure storage of sensitive or valuable material. To modelling has been used to investigate spall, breach, and concrete
more effectively design concrete structures for these applications it wall breakup under severe close-in loading, good correlation with
is important to gain a better understanding of concrete spall (rear full-scale results has not been observed. This is due in large pan to
face impact induced tensile failure) and localized breach or shear the fact that strain rate has a significant effect on material properties
failure. These types of response can control the design in cases such in this response realm. The principal set of data that will be used
as near miss bomb explosions in air or soil, storage facilities throughouttheremainderof this paper to consider the effectof strain
subjected to the accidental detonation of high densities of stacked rate on concrete strength is shown in Figure 1. This data was
munitions or explosives, or secure storage facilities attacked with generated through the use of the Split Hopkinson Pressure Bar
terrorist tools or explosives. (SHPB).[4] Concrete tensile strength is of primary interest here

because most spall and breach damage is caused by tensile stresses
In order to establish this understanding, a combined induced by close-in explosions which overcome the relatively low

theoretical and experimental approach is necessary. Typically, tensile strength of concrete.
experimental testing of structural response to blast loading relies
heavily on the use of small scale testing. However, as the body of WH EN....-

this paper discusses, significant problems have been encountered - :::.:... 1

in applying this approach because localized spall and breach EW.........SCURtlENlT W[ýF.A CH!• O- -
observed in scaled tests does not compare well with that in full-scale .'sp,, .... W- Uyl .
tests. This paper describes a computational simulation of the stress 'D .... T .....
wave induced in concrete by close-in explosions and applies the .C,•,,ss, 2: 0,:. ý,1CN- IN ... ....---
computationalapproach to the problem of scaled testing of localized CI t" I' n...... q I"

concrete response.3" IA'

Use of Scale Modelling to Investigate Concrete Spall and Breach i
In this section, scale modelling is briefly discussed since

a primary goal of this paper is to apply the computational approach
which is presented to available scaled data of localized concrete , I
response. Principally, replica, or geometric scaling has been used . .
for blast and impact loaded structures since this approach is more
straightforward than other types of scaling and a number of Figure 1. Tensile and Compressive Strength Ratios of
complexities, such as large plastic responses and dramatic failures, Concrete versus Log,. of strain rate (from Reference 4)
often occur. Replica scaling laws require that all dimensions and
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Data'from Re-ent Scaled Tests Investigating Concrete Spailand propagates through the thickness of a twelve inch concrete slab At
wallp time 1, the wave is shown prior to reflection off the back face of the

slab. The wave shape is similar to that of the applied pressure history
An example of replica scaled tests where the observed except that an elastic precursor, which has a stress slightly greater

localized damage did not follow replica scaling laws is shown in than the assumed unconfined concrete yield stress, travels ahead of
Table 1. This data is from a large test series performed recently by the rest of the wave, where much higher stresses exist. The peak
SwRI for the Department of Energy (DOE) which studied the pressure and impulse in the high stress "plastic" region of the wave
breakup of reinforced concrete and masonry structures subjected to attenuate as the wave propagates so that in a very duck slab the
close-in explosive loading.[51 Replica scaling laws were used to wave shape becomes nearly square with a peak stress near the
construct the scaled walls in the test series and Hopkinson-Cranz unconfined yield stress. The concrete is assumed to be an elastic,
scaling (which is based in replica scaling) was used to apply the perfectly-plastic material where only the deviatonc stresses cause
scaled blast loads. The reinforcing steel size and placement and yielding. The equation for the von-Mises stress (a.), which is used
concrete aggregate size were scaled except as noted in the table and in the computational approach to define the yield condition, is shown
material sengths, and therefore stiffnesses, were scale independent below in terms of the three principal stress differences.
within practical limits, except for Test 3.1. In this test the scale
model strength was intentionally reduced in order to cause damage
more similar to that measured in the protoype. o= [(o, -flo+ (0 - 03)"+ (!-3

The test results in Table I clearly show that more severe

modes of damage occurred in the larger scale tests in each pair of
scaled tests. The debris velocities also were not scale independent
as replica scaling predicts. Other wall breakup parameters, such as
total number of debris and average debris weight, also did not follow
replica scaling laws. If the response of the prototype had been
predicted solely by "scaling up" the response measured in the scale
model using replica scaling laws, it would be significantly '2

underprecicted. 2-

In addition to the test series summarized above, other
researchers have also noted that local damage to concrete from
close-inexplosive loading in small scale studies is significantly less Time
than that in the prototype.[6][71 It is emphasized here that this trend Cop;...eo (ý IZm
is observed within the limited loading realm of close-in airblast Te.si.. (T)
loading of concrete and masonry walls.

Stress Wave Propagation in Concrete (C)
Ted r _ - -- - - -

Most of the damage to the concrete walls in Table 1 was I V Tme 2
caused by the stress wave that propagated through the thickness of
the wall near the explosive, reflected off the unloaded face as a
tensile wave with a magnitude greater than the dynamic concrete
tensile strength, and failed the concrete. As shown in Figure 1, the Fo.t
dynamic tensile strength differs from the static strength by a factor
which depends on the strain rate of concrete response to the stress V 3
wave. An understanding of the stress wave propagation and the
concrete response is therefore critical to an understanding of how IT) T...
a scaled test should be conducted so that it will accurately predict
concrete spall and breakup observed in full-scale. Figure 2. Simplified Illustration of Stress Wave Propagation

in Concrete Slab
Figure 2 shows an idealized representation, based on

results obtained with the computational approach explained below,
of how the stress wave generated by an close-in explosion

Table 1. Summary of Results from Tests of Reinforced Concrete Walls
Investigation Effect of Scale Factor

Debris Veladly
(R/Se) I

cye Wa T s Charge

Struglht Thlelsm Disae Weighi Standoff Wals
Group Tedl No. seek (Pull (hehm) (fi) (6. () Damop Maziasmm Average

1.1 1/2 64M0 6 4.5 25 1.5 Total 92 62
1__ ___ Collapse

1.2 1/4 5800 3 1225 3 0.75 Spell 54 25

3.1 1/4 1600 3 2.25 3 0.75 Total Joe 65
Collapse

2 3.3 Full 4'00 12 9 25 1.5 Single 32 26
r Crck

2 34 1/4 50D0 3 2.25 0.4 0.375 Large Spall 17 15
Area

"1/4" aggregate used for all seats
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Stress in the through thickness direction greater that the Figure 3 shows the model of the concrete slab used in the
von-Mises yield stress exist because large stresses also develop in PRONTO2D simulation of both sets of experiments. The slabs and
the other two directions. Plots of calculated stresses in these applied loading were modeled as axisymmetric with the axis of
directions confirm that this is the case. The attenuation of the plastic symmetry extending from the center of the charge through the
portion of the wave is most probably due to the gradual conversion thickness of the slab. Therefore. a circular portion of the slab was
of the energy in this portion of the wave into strain energy. The modeled centered below the explosive charge. The slab thickness
large strains also cause significant lateral strains which are in turn in the model was equal to the actual thickness and the radius of the
restricted by the lateral confinement of the localized region of the slab volume considered in the model was equal to at least three times
slab. This lateral restraint is the cause of the large lateral stresses the thickness. This radius was found to give the same results in a
that permit the plastic portion of the wave to exist. preliminary study as a model with a radius equal to six times the

thickness. A non-reflecting boundary condition was used at the far
At time 2, the plastic portion of the wave has reflected and boundary through the thickness so that no stress wave reflections

the stress at a point in Figure 2 two inches in from the back face is would occur there. A very fine mesh (a minimum of 2200 elements)
tensile. For the simplified case shown here, where the slope of the was used for all analyses.
plastic portion of the stress wave is constant, the tensile stress at a
given point remains constant until either the whole wave passes
through the point or the front of the wave reflects off the loaded 2
face and passes back through the point as a compressive wave. As 1 2
the stress history shown at time 2 indicates, the tensile stress is 4
heavily dependent on the slope of the receding portion of the stress
wave (the "backslope") and distance from the back face. For a
non-idealized case, this slope is not constant. ThnSTh;ck~ness •Nn•e etn

The stress history at time 3 shows the wave has reflected Var;es

off the loaded face as a compressive wave and has passed through "
the point of interest two inches off the back face. Because of the 1
high sound speed of concrete, the wavelength of the stress wave 3 x thckness
caused by blast loading is usually equal to several wall thicknesses
and therefore "wraps around" on itself within the thickness. The
duration of the tensile stress at any point through the thickness is Axis of Symmetry

dependent on time required for the stress wave to wrap around as a
compressive wave, which is a function of the wall thickness and the Region Test Test 3.4
concrete density and stiffness. in in in

Figure 3 Reference 13 Table I
Description of Computational Study of Concrete Response to -

Close-in Blast Loading 1 33000 0.1 23000 0.2

The previous section described the propagation of a stress 2 15800 008 20000 0.2

wave induced in the slab near the explosive for the blast loading 3 15800 0.08 16000 0.2
realm of interest here in a general manner. In the following sections
results from the numerical simulation of two experiments where 4 15800 0.1 11000 02
close-in blast loading was applied to concrete slabs are presented 5 5000 0.1 5000 0.25
and discussed.

PRONTO2D, which is used to perform the simulations, is Figure 3. Model Used in Numerical Simulations of Close-in
a two-dimensional transient solid dynamics code for analyzing large Blast Loading Applied to Concrete Slabs
deformations of highly nonlinear materials subjected to extremely
high strain rates.[9] It is the latest in a series of transient dynamics The blast pressures applied to the slab surface were
finite element codes that has been developed at Sandia National calculated from the chiurge weight and standoff used in the
Laboratories, beginning with HONDO.[ 10] As such, PRONTO2D experiments with the CONWEP computer program.[ 11] This code
contains a number of state-of-the-art numerical algorithms, uses the methodology in the U.S. Army handbook TM5-855 (121
including an adaptive timestep control algorithm, a robust hourglass to calculate blast pressures. Separate pressure histories were applied
control algorithm, an accurate incremental rotation algorithm, and at various distances from the axis of symmetry as drawn to scale in
a robust surface contact algorithm. Four-noded, uniform-strain, Figure 3 to model the spatial variation in the applied blast load. The
quadrilateral elements with single-point integration are used in the pressure and impulse used within these areas were average values
finite element formulation. Beyond its general capabilities, calculated from contours of reflected pressure and impulse
PRONT02D was chosen for this study because of the extensive calculated with the CONWEP code from a free air explosion. A
suite of existing constitutive models, and the fact that new models simplified linearly decaying blast pressure history was used in all
can be easily added. A three-dimensional derivative of the program the analyses which preserved the calculated positive phase peak
is also available (PRONTO3D). pressure and impulse. In the case of the test in Reference 13, the

pressure distribution was simplified to cause the average pressure
The equations of motion are integrated using a modified over locations in the slab where the stress was measured to be exactly

central difference scheme in PRONTO2D. The velocities are equal to the pressure calculated over the gage locations.
integrated with a forward difference and the displacements are
integrated with a backward difference. Numerical damping is An elastic, perfectly plastic material model was used in all
introduced in the solution by adding artificial viscosity. This the analyses. A von-Mises yield strength equal to 1.5 times the
prevents high velocity gradients from collapsing an element before measured cylinder strength of the concrete in the experimental slabs
is has a chance to respond, and to quiet truncation frequency ringing. was assumed. The factor of 1.5 approximately accounts for strength
The technique used in PRONTO2D is to add viscosity to the "bulk" enhancement caused by the high strain rate of the concrete response
response. This generates a viscous pressure in terms of the volume to the compressive stress wave and enhanced strength due to lateral
strain rate. confinement provided by the concrete surrounding the region of
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interet. A Youngs modulus equal to 57.000(f,)"2 was assumed,
where f', is the measured unconfined concrete strength in the units wef
oflb/i 2. Also, aPoisson. ratio of 0.18 was assumed. I

There are several material models available in the
PRONTO2D code including elastic, elastic-plastic with kinematic
or isotropic hardening, and a model for soils and crushable foams. -

The elastic-plastic model used in this analysis allows unlimited
volumetrc stresses. The soils and crushable foams model allows o
separate yield criteria to be input for deviatoric and volumentric
parts of the response. Several different equations of state are also L
available that can be used to control the volumetric material
response. Some preliminary runs were made using the material
model for soils and crushable foams where an elastic,
perfectly-plastic criteria was used to model the deviatoric response
and a hydrostatic pressure vs. volumetric strain curve based on some -

limited measurements was used to model the volumetric response.
The primary effect of this model was to cause faster attenuation of
the plastic portion of the stress wave. The use of this model did not
cause an appreciably better fit between calculated and measured I 7
stress histories discussed in the next section.

Comparison of Calculated and Meamued Stress Histories in a . . . .. .

Concrete Slab , -

The first experiment modeled with the PRONTO2D code Figure S. Calculated and Measured Stress Histories at Gage
is shown in Figure 4. In this test. which was recently conducted at I in Figure 4
SwRI [ 131, a set of stress histories were measured in a concrete slab
with very thin embedded carbon stress gages at two locations close
to the explosive as shown in Figure 4. The measured concrete
cylinder strength was 5500 psi. The blast load was applied with a
spherical charge of 2.8 lbs of C4. The total slab dimensions were
4 ft by 4 ft by 4 inches thick. The calculated pressure history used
in the analysis is summarized in Figure 3.

- 2.8 Ibs. of C4

6 " O. 75"

4' Renforced 3.25 Gage I 1
Concrete Slob G 2I

Experimentol Setup ,-

Figure 4. Experimental Setup for Test in Reference 13

Figures 5 and 6 show a comparison of the calculated and -n
measured stress histories at the two gage locations. Compressive -_

stress is positive. Figure 5 shows that the calculated stress history
at gage I compares very well with the measured value. Figure 6 --

shows that, at a gage location where more compressive wave
propagation occurred prior to the measurement, the calculated peak --

compressive stresses overestimate measured values. However,
there is good correlation between the measured and calculated
tensile stress histories and between the duration and shape of the
calculated and measured stress histories. Based on the comparison
in Figure 6, the material model is evidently not accounting for all
the attenuation in the stress wave that occurs during propagation
through the concrete above the gage location. It is also possible
that the gage did not measure the peak stress in the stress wave. The .L m.L.
accuracy of the measured stress histories in Figures 5 and 6 is not , __

really known since this type of in-slab stress measurement has not
been made except very recently and only for a limited number of Figure 6. Calculated and Measured Stress Histories at Gage
cases. 2 in Figure 4
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The second set of experimental tests modeled with the The figures show that the calculated stress histories scale

PRONTO2D code are Test 3.3 (full-scale) and Test 3.4 (quarter according to replica modelling laws where the stress is the same in

scale) described in Table I. As Table 1 shows, scaled blast loads both the prototype and scale model and anme scales with the scale
were applied. This means that the peak pressures in both tests were factor. Since the primary interest in these tests is the fact that the
identical at similar locations (the geometry scales with the scale prototype had significant spall whereas the scale model had no spall.
factor) and the duration of the blast load in the small scale test was the calculated tensile stress histories (shown as po-.nve stress in
one quarter that in the full-scale test. The pressure distribution used Figures 7 and 8) are important. The peak tensile stress is equal to
for the full-scale test (Test 3.3) is sunmarized in Figure 3. The between 4000 and 6000 psi, for an average of 5000 psi, at the two
pressure distribution used in the model of the quarter scale test was locations and the full-scale rise time at both locations is near 50
scaled from this distribution, microseconds. This loading rate informarion, along with an

assumed concrete modulus of 4,Ox 106 psi, can be used to calculate
Figures 7 and 8 show the stress histories calculated at the strain rate. Then the measured relationship between strain rate

scaled locations near the back face of the models of Tests 3.3 and and dynamnic increase factor (DIF) in Figure 1 can be used to
3.4. One point is along the axis of symmetry and the other point is calculate the DIF which can be applied to the static concrete tensile
1.5 ft in full scale (0.375 ft in quarter scale) off the axis of symmetry, strength to determine dynamic strength. The static tensile strength
The observed radius of the spall area in the full scale test was is assumed to be one tenth the measured cylinder compression
approximately 2 ft. Both locations are 2.5 inches away from the strengths shown for each test in Table I. This strength can be
back (unloaded) slab surface in full scale, which is approximately compared to the peak tensile stress in order to predict determine if
equal to the observed spall depth. The stress history at the loaded spalling will occur. These calculations are summarized in Table 2.
face directly below the charge, which corresponds to the applied
blast pressure history at this location, is also shown for reference.

t.S1

Table 2. Analysis of Calculated Tensile Stress Histories for
7 . Tests 3.3 and 3.4

-*.\.... ..

-1 -.oS -- -- -i•4 Rau*

I __Steass ut tLsde Swfacs Teas Time Stral. DYMink Dymrnk Peak
.........u. . alokg A.0 of Sr_ Imkro- Ratu Itucra. Stewe.b Str"L

M5s Symmewy Tea Ilm4) $sea&) oft I Facew (Plt Strefltlek

S5M. I5 from Axis 3.3 5000 35 35 5.7 2565 2
o( Sym W A 9 1--1

34 5000 9 140 9 4500 I.

3.4- 3000 30 40 6 1200 2.5

with reduced concrete strength of 2000 psi

goo a' "1• .• i 1 1.tt 23s .310

Time (millieCond)

Figure 7. Calculated Stress Histories for Test 3.3 (Full Scale)
in Table I

The summary in Table 2 shows that the difference in
observed damage in tests 3.3 and 3.4 can be predicted using a wave
propagation simulation and the measured relationship between

--.... I tensile strain rate and concrete tensile strength DIE As a last
0.5 + ,-, numerical simulation, the input for Test 3.4 (the quarter scale test)

was reanalyzed assuming the test was conducted using a reduced

concrete strength of 2000 psi, one-third of the original strength. The
- .. von-Mises yield stress was assumed equal to 1.5 times this reduced

"-.0 - 4- - - .•, valueandtheentireanalysiswasperformedaccordingtothemethod
-/ - - S=,=- Spreviously described. Figure 9 shows the calculated stress histories

-•0ss a I Sufa at the same locations shown in Figure 8 for the full strength results.
Ss" Note the increased rise time to the peak tensile stress which causes

-t . 4.51of'Axi, a smaller strain rate and therefore smaller DIF. This fact, and the.of symm W• lower static tensile strength, both cause a smaller dynamic tensile
-,,-0strength. The intermediate calculations used to determine the strain

rate and dynamic tensile strength for this case are shown in Table
2 where a reduced Youngs modulus has been used to calculate the

-- l~ strain rate. The calculated ratio of peak tensile stress to tensile
2O 0 : strength for this last case with a reduced concrete strength, and the

T-. a ,ato a measured response for Test 3.1 shown in Table 1, both indicate that
reduced concrete strength in small scale tests may be a good way

Figure 8. Calculated Stress Histories for Test 3.4 (Quarter to cause approximately equal local damage in tests which are
Scale) in Table 1 otherwise scaled according to replica scaling laws.
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ABSTRACT

Applied Research Associates, Inc. (ARA) under contract to the USA, as

Department of the Air Force, Aeronautical Systems Directorate, at 1 F
Eglin AFB was tasked to develop algorithms that address the
cumulative damage to reinforced concrete resulting from multiple d Zo 30 -si c,0 oacm,
weapon attacks. .... 5,000 Pe coarte

NOW: Nb inaiaslwkim IN 0n &L.
In many attack scenarios against an underground hard target, the N i
penetrating weapon detonates in soil near a roof or wall. The • L5
concrete slab may be breached or damaged, providing less
penetration resistance for a subsequent weapon passing through ,
the slab. The objective of the effort presented in this paper Is to ,a
quantify the damage that occurs in a concrete slab due to a nearby jLO
soil burst. Numerous finite element calculations were performed for
various explosive weights, concrete thickness, reinforcing steel
percentages and standoff distances. Presented in this paper are the " p.. am,.
results of calculations and a comparison to test data. The Information 0. ".
was used to modify the resistance to penetration experienced by
subsequent weapons impacting the slab. Based on the results of
numerical effort, algorithms were developed to incorporate the %
reduced resistance into the Effectiveness/Vuinerability Assessment ,,'- Q 0, L2 L LO
in Three Dimensions (EVA-3D) computer code. (Reference 1) Scaled Ranlge (ft/W"/')

Figure 1. EVA-3D concrete breach curves due to detonations in soil.
INTRODUCTION

Previous versions of the EVA-3D computer code did not address the
reduced capacity in concrete due to detonation in soil. It was Failure and reduced concrete capacity were determined by
assumed the zone of damaged concrete was completely destroyed, performing a series of two-dimensional, axisymmetric finite element
and thus treated as air for subsequent weapons. In addition, the calculations. In these calculations, a spherical, uncased charge was
previous versions of EVA-3D used only two mechanisms for detonated in a soil medium at prescribed standoff distances from a
damaging concrete: panel collapse and punching shear. In panel supported concrete slab. The following calculational matrix was
collapse, the walls are assumed to be constructed of prefabricated used.
concrete panels supported by beams and columns. The concrete
panels between support columns could only be damaged by an Explosive weight: 100, 1,000 pounds
edge shear failure mechanism. The second mechanism treated by Scaled standoff distance: 0.50, 0.75, 1.0, 1.25, 1.5 ft/WV3
EVA-3D is punching shear as manifested in breach. The breach Amount of steel reinforcement: 0%, 0.5%, 1% Slab thickness: 39.4
holes were determined by comparing the free-field impulse on the in, 78.7 in, 118.1 in (1 m, 2 m, 3 m)
slab to the shear capacity of a circular concrete plug within the slab.
Figure 1 shows the breach curves used in the EVA-3D code for a soil SAMSON2
detonation. The curves represent the largest circular plug that can
withstand the impulse in a quarter of the slab's flexural period. The The extent of concrete damage was based on axisymmetric
figure relates the breach radius to the soil detonation range for 1- SAMSON2 (Reference 2) calculations. SAMSON2 is a two-
foot, 2-fool, and 3-foot-thick slabs. The 1-foot and 2-foot curves dimensional, nonlinear finite element computer code designed
compare well to test data. However, little test data exists for the 3- primarily for dynamic analysis of plane and axisymmetric solids. The
foot-thick slabs. It is the author's opinion that shear failure program is commonly used to analyze buried protective structures
mechanism does not apply for slabs thicker than 3 feet for the spans subjected to blast and shock loading. SAMSON2*s main features
commonly found in construction. Damage to thicker slabs is include nonlinear material modeling, explicit time integration, large
discussed in this paper. Computer simulations of thicker slabs were displacement sliding/separating interfaces, and multiple time step
performed to build a more thorough concrete damage algorithm, integration.
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Four material models were used in the SAMSON2 calculations: CALCULATION SET-UP
explosive. concrete, soil, and steel. The explosive was modeled by a
spherical cavity with a pressure boundary at the soil-cavity interface. In the SAMSON2 calculations, an explosive cavity is placed in a soil
The pressure, P, at the interface was determined using the Jones medium centered above a concrete slab at a prescribed stand-olf
Wilkens Lee (JWL) equation of state parameters. These parameters distance. Figure 2 shows the axisymmetric mesh for a typical
calculated the cavity interface pressure using the cavity's relative SAMSON2 calculation. The explosive was modeled by a spherical
volume, cavity in a soil medium with a preswure boundary at the soil-cavity

interface. The slab's horizontal bottom surface extended 116 inches
P - Ae-Rlv + Be-R2v + CN-1n (psi) (1) from the centerline, and the slab was supporled at the edge with a
V - (current explosive volume/ 40-inch-thick concrete wall. The wall extended at least 8 feet below

original explosive volume) (dimensionless) (2) the horizontal slab to minimize any wave reflection effects from the
where A, B. C. R1, R2 , o) = JWL parameters mesh's lower boundary. A large soil extended at least 8 feet below

the horizontal slab to minimize boundary effects. Additionally, 20

The explosive type modeled in the calculations was H-6. H-6 Is a feet of soil covered the slab, again to minimize boundary effects.

composite high explosion (HE) with non-ideal behavior, and has the Radial and circumferential bar elements were placed in the concrete

following JWL values: mesh to model the steel reinforcing bars. These bar elements
simulated reinforcing bars at 8-inch centers running each way on

A - 109.95x10s psi RI - 4.9 each face In the 39.4-inch-thick slab. Layers of similar reinforcing bar
elements were placed horizontally in 39.4 inch increments in the

B - 1.235x16 psi R2 - 1.-1 78.7 and 118.1-inch-thick slabs. Hence, the 39.4-inch-thick slab
C - 0.1658x10e psi 0) = 0.20 had four layers of reinforcement. The elements simulated No. 6

reinforcing bars (approximately 0.5 percent total reinforcement) or
The concrete and sand were modeled using ARA's 3 invariant, No. 10 reinforcing bars (approximately 1.0 percent total
double radius CAP model (Reference 3). The concrete had an reinforcement). For the 1,000 pound calculations, elements
unconfined compressive strength of 5,000 psi and a density of 145 reingorertia For th u were pound betion elemend
lb/ft 3 . The soil in the calculations used a Fort Polk sand model. This bottom reinforcing bar layers. These stirrups were half the cross
type of sand Is stiff and dry, having a friction angle of 31 degrees, and sectional area of the other reinforcing bars, and they were spaced 16
density of 116 lb/It3 . The reinforcing steel was modeled as an elastic- inal are of the other reinforcin bespc1inches apart (8 inches apart near the corner). The reinforced design
plastic material with yielding occurring at 67,000 psi. Is typical of what is found in most structures.

1,000 Pounds 1-6 Detonated 60 Inches From a 39.4 Inch Thick Slab

Epressure conar

Steel reinforcement
elements

Figure 2. Typical SAMSON-2 axisymmetric calculation.
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The calculations were run 15 to 18 milliseconds after detonation. COMPARISON TO DATA.
Most of the damage to the concrete was expected to occur during
this time frame. The slab was considered to have faded when large The results of the finite element calculations were compared to test
vertical displacement occurred In the slab. A large vertical results for validation. Figure 4 compares the calculations to the
displacement indicated that the slabs breached. National Defense Research Committee's (NDRC) soil burst curves

(Reference 4).
Modeling crack formulation In concrete is a complicated process.
Concrete commonly cracks at tensile strains of 0.02 percent of The NDRC soil burst curves indicate breaching, heavy scabbing,
unconfined compressive strength. If the concrete is compressively moderate scabbing, and light scabbing (not shown in Figure 4) for a
confined, the tensile strains can be orders of magnitude higher given stand-off distance, concrete thickness, and explosive weight.
before the material cracks. However, it the material Is in uniform These curves, are based on tests of walls whose face dimensions
tension the concrete is expected to crack with tensile strains of 0.02 (length to width) have a ratio of 3 to 5, and whose span to thickness
percent. Cracks large enough to effect the penetrability of the ratio is between 5 to 1 and 15 to 1. The test concrete had
concrete are assumed to occur when the material Is In tension in all approximately 1 percent steel reinforcement by volume. The
directions and the maximum principle strain is above 0.2 percent. explosive weights used in the tests ranged from 1/8 pound to 1,000

pounds. Note that the breach curve in Figure 4 includes all failure
1,000 POUND CALCULATIONS mechanisms for the slab (i.e., shear and flexure failure).

1,000 pounds of H-6 was detonated near 39.4, 78.7, and 118.1-
inch-thick slabs at a variety of stand-off distances. The stand-off The calculations performed follow the NDRC breach curve
distances ranged from 60 Inches to 18 inches. reasonably well. All the SAMSON calculations which clearly indicate

failure to the concrete slab fall within the NDRC breach curve. The
two borderline calculations, 1,000 pounds explosives 60 inches from

For a 1,000 pounds of explosive stapidoff distances of 60, 90, 120, a 118.1-inch-thick slab and 1,000 pounds 180 inches from a 39.4-
150, and 180 Inches corresponds to scaled ranges of 0.5, 0.75, 1.0, inch-thick slab, are plotted near the breach curve in Figure 4. Three
1.25, and 1.5 lb ft/W1 /3 . Results of several of these calculations are of the five calculations which did not indicate slab failure are located
provided in Figure 3. The calculations indicate that in the zones outside the breach curve, the other two are found just on the inside
where the concrete experiences only tensile strains, the maximum of the breach curve.
tensile strain is almost always above 0.2 percent.

The calculations which did not indicate slab failure showed signs of
heavy cracking and scabbing. These calculations all fell within or on

The results of the 1,000 pound explosive calculations generally the heavy scabbing curve in Figure 4.
showed that if the slab failed, it failed near the comer where the wall
and slab intersected. A failure near the comer indicates that the slab CONCLUSION
failed flexurally rather than from a punching shear. The following
calculations showed a failure in the slab near the comer: Previous versions of EVA-3D incorporated damaged concrete to

effect the penetration of subsequent weapons. However, they
Concrete Thickness Standoff Distance modeled punching shear failure only. SAMSON2 calculations were

run for various concrete thicknesses, reinforcing steel percentages,
39.4 inch 60 inch and standoff distances. These calculations were compared to the

"90 inch test results provided in the NDRC report. Not presented in this paper
" 120 inch is the algorithms developed for incorporation into EVA-3D. The

"150 inch presented information was, however, the basis for the algorithm
78.7 inch 60 inch development.

These calculations showed a significant vertical displacement at the REFERENCES
slab's center.
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Percent strain softening, 18 ms Minimum principle stramn, 9 rs

a.) 39.4-inch-thick slab, 60-inch range.

Percent strain softening. 18 me Minimum principle strain, 12 ms

b.) 39.4-inch-thick slab, 1 80-inch range.

Figure 3. 1,000 pounds of explosives detonated in soil near a concrete slab, 1% reinforcement.
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ABSTRACT ANALYSIS

This paper describes an analytic and test effort conducted by Denver The analysis of the test program was performed using SAMSON2

Research Institute (DRI) and Applied Research Associates, Inc. with an ARA concrete material model. Each of these are discussed in

(ARA) for Wright Laboratory, Armorate Directorate, (WLIMNMW) to the sections that follow.
define concrete material models to establish equations of state
(EOS), constitutive behavior and failure. Specific applications of the SAMSON27 The SAMSON2 computer program (Reference 2) is a

concrete models are related to material behavior resulting from high two-dimensional finite element code designed primarily for dynamic

pressures generated by projectile impact and/or detonation, analysis of plane and axisymmetric solids. The code contains the

Provided in this paper Is an overview of the EOS and constitutive following capabilities:
behavior for the ARA model and an application to an experimental
program conducted for WL/MNMW. A comparison of the test results * explicit time integration
and analysis Is also presented. • large deformation/rotation formulation

- static solutions through dynamic relaxation
- sliding/separating boundaries
• multiple time step integration or subcycling

INTRODUCTION • element library that includes:
- solid continuum (4-noded quadrilaterals or 3-noded triangles)

The results obtained using a computational code for a given material . beam elements
and loading condition depend on the dynamic response of the - shell elements
material to the imposed loading and is governed by specific material - membrane elements
properties. The volumetric response, or the resistance to - 2-noded spring or truss elements
compression, is described by the equation of state. The resistance - material library that includes:
to distortion is described by the constitutive relations. Finally, the - isotropic elastic
reduction in the ability of the material to carry stress as damage - multi-linear elastic-plastic
accumulates is described by a damage model. - ARA 3-Invariant model (ARA-31, Reference 3)

- Bingham 3-1nvariant, Double-Radius Cap model

Modem codes for calculation of dynamic material response use the (B-31, Reference 4)

principles of continuum mechanics in the form of equations for mass, - effective stress modeling

momentum, and energy balances to determine the time - a variety of boundary conditions to include:

dependence of the distributions of density, velocity, and stress - large displacement/rotation pressure boundary

within the target material. If the stress depends only on the density - prescribed force time history

and internal energy, no further relationships are needed. The - prescribed velocity time history In an optional, user-defined,

material response in this simplified situation Is called hydrostatic local-coordinate system

behavior. If the stress depends on additional dynamical variables, - initial velocity

additional constitutive equations are required to describe the yield restart capability

strength, shear modulus, tensile strength, and other properties of
the material. These are termed deviatoric properties. It material SAMSON2 has sliding/separating boundary capabilities with the

damage, such as the formation of crater ejecta, is important in the options of Mohr-Coulomb, relative velocity formulation or perfect slip

problem, then additional relationships are required to describe these shear transmission. The sliding/separating boundary formulation Is

aspects of the material behavior, very useful in modeling the large relative deformation that can occur
between a rigid structure and its softer, surrounding support media.

For an impact into concrete or a contained explosion within a mass of The sliding/separating boundary also permits the use of multiple time

concrete, the response of the concrete spans a wide range of step integration (or subcycling). Subcycling has a significant effect

material behavior as the high pressure generated by the impact or upon the computational efficiency of a calculation that requires

explosion attenuates as the shock propagate through the material relatively small time steps in certain areas of a finite element mesh,

and the release waves from the free surfaces overtake the shock. but larger time steps in a substantial remainder. Regions that may

The highest pressures of interest in the test program to be discussed require relatively small time steps include finely detailed portions of

later are several hundred ksi (tens of kbar) for impacts and 100 ksi (7 stiff structural components or fine material elements in the immediate

kbar) for explosions (Reference 1). The lowest pressures of interest vicinity of an explosive charge.

for stresses), after attenuation by spherical shock expansion and the
release waves are about I ksi (0.7 kbar).
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SAMSON2 has a variety of element types which make it highly elastic stiffness modification with plastic strain
versatile in analyzing a wide range of differnt problems with different two phase capability (pore water pressure and effective stress
degrees of complexity. Plane strain, plane stress, or axisymmetdc formulation)
cont!nuum elements use velocity-strain, linear-displacement, single- sOlid-solid phase change
point Integration with optional hourglass damping for quadrilaterals
(not applicable for 3-noded triangles). Rebar spring elements The B-31 model also has the additional capability to model:
(unlaxial stress or unlaxial strain) have an optional bond/debond
capability with adjacent continuum elements for modeling rebar pull- non-linear elastic shear moduli
out. The element library also includes two-dimensional, plane beam • compressive failure or strength loss with continued loading
elements and axisymmetric shelf elements.

Some of these characteristics are associated with material subjected
Detonation pressures of a large variety of explosive types are to very large strains, high pressures, and failure. Behavior
Included In the SAMSON2 code through the use of JWL equations- modification based on strain rate is currently not a capability of either
of-state (Reference 3). The JWL equation-of-state can be material model, but this capability can be indirectly implemented
Implemented In either hydro-dynamic continuum elements or through material property definition based on anticipated strain rates
pressure boundary interaction with volume voids, and published data.

MATERIAL MODEL Stress states which occur In concrete can be Both material models use a shear yield surface and a cap to obtain the
very complicated and diverse. A material model that can plastic strain observed In material response. Both material models
mathematically handle all of the stress states occurring In laboratory use non-associated flow models in the form of potential surfaces to
testing Is well adapted to handle the more complicated stress states define the direction of the plastic strain vector (or the direction of
that occur In the field. Two such material models are the ARA Three- stress correction in the case of the B-31 model). The potential surface
Invariant and the Bingham Three-Invarlant (B-31). capability allows the user to control dilation behavior which typically

cannot be controlled in associated flow models. Strain hardening
Both material models are very versatile In matching material response parameters on the cap describe the volumetric compaction behavior
characteristics. The ARA-31 model is primarily used for soil, while the of the material. In the B-31 model, the response of the shear yield
B-31 model can be used to represent soils, concrete, rock, ceramics surface and the cap are coupled providing a type of "unified" or
and metals in Lagrangian finite element or finite difference computer 'single" yield surface concept.
codes. The ARA-31 model is more expensive to use in terms of run
time, but it is more theoretically rigorous in calculating plastic strain
vectors and a plastic stiffness matrix, which allows the material model TEST PROGRAM
to be used in both explicit and Implicit finite element codes. The B-31
model Is much more efficient In computational speed, but currently is Since concrete exhibits complex behavioral features, improvement in
only adapted to explicit finite element codes. Both material models constitutive modeling was needed. A set of experiments was
have the capability to reproduce many behavior characteristics designed to allow measurement of the distortional behavior of
observed in laboratory testing to include: concrete under dynamic loading - In this case, explosive loading.

The resulting data were intended to provide a point of review for
* elastic response researchers involved in developing equations of state for the
* plastic response or irrecoverable strain material, to provide a controlled data set for evaluation of existing
* strength dependence upon mean normal stress constitutive models, or the suggestion of new constitutive models
* strength dependence on Intermediate principal stresses and to indicate how various failure mechanisms should be treated.
* strain hardening
* tensile fracture The material model concrete test target is shown in Figure 1. The
* dilation test series involved the detonation of a 1-lb sphere of Pentolite
* shear compaction explosive inside an 8-ft diameter by 6-ft-thick concrete target. Table
* non-linear elastic bulk moduli 1 presents the specifications for the concrete used in the tests.
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Figure 1. Design of material model data test article.
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TABLE 1. CONCRETE SPECIFICATION.

COMPONENT MATERIAL LBS/CU YD OF SPECIFICATION

CONCRETE

TYPE I PORTLAND CEMENT 445 ASTM CI 50-90

FLY ASH 94 ASTM C618-89a

COARSE AGGREGATE 1,749 ASTM C33-90

FINE AGGREGATE (SAND) 1,417 ASTM C33-90

WATER REDUCING AGENT (HR) 3.4 ASTM C494-65

WATER REDUCING AGENT 1.7 ASTM C494-85

WATER 247 Municipal Supply

TOTAL WEIGHT, CU YD 3,957

In addition to the specifications shown In the table, requirements The wavefront shape was confirmed by the use QI simple time-of-
were levied on the particular components of the mix, such as the arrival gauges. A small, piezoelectric transducer from PCB
cement type, fine aggregate, coarse aggregate, water reducing Corporation, commonly referred to as the "Microgauge", was
agent, air detraining agent, and fly ash. AN materials were required to used.
conform to the applicable ASTM specifications. It should be noted
that this material has now, at the conclusion of this first year of The positioning of the gauges for the material model data co~lactiun
research, become somewhat standardized within the experimental tests is illustrated in Figure 2.
ballistics and structural response community. The material has been
given the designation *SAC-5", denoting "Smafl Aggregate, Chert (a ANALYSIS
rock mineral type), 5,000 psi strength.*

Pretest predictions using the SAMSON2 Finite Element computer
ELOSIV The explosive used was cast Pentolite spheres. The code were made. Figure 3 provides the pretest prediction of the

Pentolite formulation employed was a 50/50 mix - 50% TNT radial stress using SAMSON2. Also, time histories of radial velocity,
(Triniltrotoluene) and 50% PETN (Pentaerythrltol Tetrartfrate). This radial stress and strain at four distances from the centerline of the
material exhibits a heat of explosion of 1,220 cal/gm, compared to concrete block; 10 in, 18 in, 30 in, and 42 in were provided prior to
TNT at 1,080 cal/grn and is thus a more energetic material. The the test. Predicted peak accelerations at these four ranges are
design density for cast Pentolite charges in this research was chosen 139,000 g's, 19,600 g's, 11,000 g's, and 2,530 g's, respectively.
as the nominal or 1.65 gnVcc value. The predicted peak radial stress was 25 ksi, 10 ksi, 5 ksi, and 1.4 ksi

for 10 in, 18 in, 30 in, and 42 in ranges respectively. The peak stress
INSTRUMENTATIONW The data desired from these experiments from the tests were 11 ksi, 7 ksi, and 2 ksl for 18 in, 30 in and 42 in
included radial stress, radial acceleration/velocity, and hoop strain, as ranges respectively. The peak stress matches well. The duration of
well as methods for confirming stress wavefront shape. An additional the pulse does not however. As seen in Figures 4, 5, and 6, the
constraint placed on the choice of instrumentation was that all duration is much shorter for the test data than for the pre-test
transducers used in this program must represent types which had predictions. The figures present the Zest results for four tests and
been used in similar applications in other programs - i.e., the the associated pre-test predictions. The exact reason for the
transducers must have been demonstrated in similar applications, difference in duration is still being investigated, however at this point

it appears that the presence of the sand stem and moisture in the
" The direct measurement of transient stress was accomplished concrete effected the pulse duration.

using a Model LO-08OU soil stress gauge, with maximum capacity
of 10,000 psi. The gauge has approximately 50% over-range CONCLUSION
capability with acceptable linearity.

A test program was conducted where a 1-lb sphere of explosive was
"* For measurements of radial acceleration, the Endevco Model detonated inside a massive concrete slab. The slab was

7270A accelerometer was used. instrumented at various ranges. The objective of the test effort was
to obtain sufficient test data to validate/improve/develop concrete

" Measurements of hoop strain was accomplished using a material models.
resistance strain gauge made by Ailtech Division of Eaton
Industries. The gauge consists of a resistance element Prior to the performance of the tests, pre-test predictions were made
encapsulated within a tube which is attached to a perforated disc at using SAMSON2 with the B-31 material model. The test results and
each end. As the gauge is strained - either compressed or predictions match very well with regard to peak values but differ in
stretched - the length of the resistance wire changes, and hence duration. Continued evaluation is underway.
the resistance.
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JOINT SERVICES PROGRAM FOR THE DESIGN AND ANALYSIS
OF HARDENED STRUCTURES TO CONVENTIONAL WEAPONS EFFECTS

J. E. Welter

Defense Nuclear Agency
Structural Dynamics Division

6801 Telegraph Road, Alexandria, VA 22310

ABSTRACT DISCUSSION

Recent experiences during DESERT STORM brought to The Defense Nuclear Agency (DNA), in cooperation with the
light the vulnerability of hardened structures to conven- Services, is sponsoring a multi-year, Joint Service initiative to
tional weapons and their delivery systems. Existing modernize the design and analysis methodology for hardened
Service manuals on protective construction are incom- structures against the effects of conventional weapons. The
plete, out of date, and in part based on erroneous products of this program, depicted in Figure 1, will comprise
assumptions. Designers and analysts alike require clear the Design and Analysis of Hardened Structures to Conven-
concise, state of the art design and analysis tools for tional Weapons Effects System (DAHS CWE System). The
protective structures. DAHS CWE System integrates new design and analysis meth-

odology for hardened structures with PC-based codes and
The Joint Services Program for the Design and Analysis of digitized references into a single automated system.
Hardened Structures to Conventional Weapons Effects
(DAHS CWE Program) is a joint DoD effort sponsored by The basis of the DAHS CWE System is the Joint Services
the Defense Nuclear Agency (DNA) to replace existing, Manual for the Design and Analysis of Hardened Structures to
out of date, redundant, and conflicting Service manuals Conventional Weapons Effects (DAHS CWE Manual) cur-
with state of the art DAHS CWE methodology, criteria rently under development. The supporting components of the
and automated 'tools". system, in addition to the Manual, include the DAHS CWE

DAHS CWE SUPPORTING CODES DAHS CWE MANUAL
PC BASED AUTOMATED 1OOLS HARDCOPY & ELECTRONIC VERSION
WEAPONS EFFECTS, STRUCTURAL HYPERTEXT ELECTRONIC VERSION
RESPONSE, COMPONENT DESIGN ON CD-ROM

* INTERACTIVE INPUT/OUTPUT BIBLIOGRAPHICAL REFERENCES
DISTRIBUTED ON CD-ROM

I..I- Al01

MULTIMEDIA DATABASE
(VISUAL/TEXTUAL) GRAPHICAL USER INTERFACE

TEST/PERFORMANCE DATA EXPERT KNOWLEDGE BASE
(WEAPDA) INTEGRATES MANUAL, SUPPORTING CODES,
WEAPONS DATA REFERENCES, AND MULTIMEDIA LIBRARY
HISTORICAL DESIGNS ASSISTS USER THROUGH THE DAHS CWE PROCESS
EXPERT INTERVIEWS
TECHNICAL REPORTS FIGURE 1. DAHS CWE System Components.
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Supporting Codes, a digitized Bibliography, a Multimedia The primarv purpose or th,_ DAHS CWE Manual development
Reference Library, and an Automated Design Advisor which program is to replace existiig outdated, contlicting, and

will integrate the Manual with the supporting components and redundant Service manuals vw ith a greatly impro\ ed, 5tate o,

guide the user through the DAHS CWE process. All DAHS the art Joint Services Manual in both nard copy and electronit.
CWE System sottware and codes will be produced and distrib- versions. The program objectives include improving the

uted on CD-ROM and will eventually operate on both DOS- reliabilitvoi the DAHS process through a better understanding
and UNIX-based platforms. or the basic science and physics governing the response ot

hardened structures to CWE, developing a clear cuncise

As currently conceived, the DAHS CWE System will be design and analysis methodology tor hardened structures, and

developed in two multi-year phases as shown in Figure 2. In developing a comprehensive PC-based code "toolbox" that

Phase I, the focus or centerpiece of tho system will be an facilitatestheautomatiornoftheDAHSprocessandreflectsthe
electronic hypermedia version of the DAHS CWE Manual. In new DAHS CWE methodology.
concept, the Phase I user will be able to access applicable PC-

based DAHS CWE Supporting Codes and digitized biblio- Figure 3 depicts the overall DAHS CWE Manual development

graphical references via a graphical user interface program process and lists the seventeen chapters which will make up

directly from within the Manual text. Phase I will be devel- the new Joint Services DAHS CWE Manual. Joint Service

oped in parallel with the first hard copy edition of the Manual. Technical Working Groups (WG) have been established to

First editions of the hard copy and hypermedia versions of the write and review the chapter drafts. The WGs are typically

Manual are planned for the end of calendar year 1994. comprised of five to six government technical experts from
each of the three Services. Where state ot the art technical

In Phase II, the Automated Design Advisor will be developed expertise does not reside within the government, contractors

and become the centerpiece of the DAHS CWE System. Based are providing the needed expertise. A senior level Joint Ser-

on expert opinion, intelligent technologies, and detailed deci- vices CWE Advisory Group tAG) has also been established to

sion trees, the Phase 11 Automated Design Advisor will guide review and approve the completed WG chapter drafts. DNA

the designer or analyst through the DAHS CWE methodol- functions as the overall project integrator for the Manual.

ogy providing quick, user friendly access to supporting DNA coordinates and sponsors WG and AG activities,

automated tools, archived multimedia references, and ensures the chapters are technically integrated, arbi-

the DAHS CWE Manual. trates differences between the Services, and publishes

________ -SPECTRUM OF
PHASE DAHS CWE CWE CODES

Bibio ra hI RIGID PENCOCW J - _1 _!J

I /i

Inor ato SuRCt con0L

TES/PEFSCIANC IAH jW ProeHWEAPONS DATA LIBRARY II P

PR-A HISERSCA DESIGNS (MLT MEIA

FIUR 2. C yopen r

PII CodPes',221
PROW) V"T USERS PRI)It (" IS

FIGURE 2. DAHS CWE System Development Approach.
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The remaining 1I chapters will be major rewrites of chapters ture shock mitigation will be reformatted and expanded to
in existing Service manuals. The Chapter I introduction will bring structural response analysis and shock isolation design
become thecornerstonechapterinthemanual Chapter I will in line with current standard practice and computational
contain general design methodology flow-charts for at least capabilities. Much more emphasis will be given to multi
three major categories of hardened structures, above ground, degree of freedom modeling and analysis techniques than in
below ground (shallow buried cat and fill, and deep under- past manuals. This is a conscious acknowledgment ot the
ground) and aircraft shelters The flowcharts in Chapter 1 will greatly improved capability to perform these type ot analyses
link majir steps of the design and analysis process to the on a PC. The equipment shock mounting methodology has
applicable chapter sections of the manual. In the hypermedia been greatly expanded and is based on comparison of calcu-
version of the Manual, these relationships will be heavily lated shock response spectra to equipment fragility curves
hyperlinked to the manual chapters, design problems, and recently developed from navy ship shock data. The auxiliary
supporting codes. In this way a less experienced user can systems chapte- is also greatly expanded and includes impor-
maneuver quickly and easily to applicable sections of the tant new guidance on active versus passive airblast valves and
manual by following the design process/methodology out- chemical and biological design considerations.
lined in Chapter 1 or Chapter 17, containing the DAHS CWE
Design Example Problems, for the type of problem he is Thechaptersofthemanualandthesupportingcodesarebeing
interested in. developed roughly in parallel. Several of the chapters are

scheduled for initial publication as DNA technical reports in
Chapter 2, the weapons characteristic chapter, will contain FY 93. The remaining chapters will be published in FY 94 or
greatly expanded weapon parameter and characteristic data early FY 95. Once all chapters have been completed, the

on a range of generic conventional weapons systems neces- complete manual will be sponsored through the tri-service
sary for consideration in the design process. The chapters on approval process and published as a Joint Service Manual.
airblast, penetration, fragmentation, and ground shock are The supporting codes will be available with the first edition of
being completely rewritten and updated with the latest weap- the hypermedia version of the Manual in early FY 95.
ons effects predictive techniques and methodologies. For
example, the new ground shock prediction methodology will SUMMARY

be based on analytical fits to a series of SABER code runs using
the Cray supercomputer. Recent research has shown that the DNA's DAHS CWE Program is an excellent example ot how

SABERcodedoesa much better jobof matchingactual ground DoD and the Services must work together now and in the

shock test data than existing ground shock equations found in future to achieve common objectives. In the spirit of Joint

current Army and Air Force manuals. Service cooperation, the DAHS CWE Program will develop
common, consistent, and state of the art methods and auto-

The chapters covering loads on structures, behavior of struc- mated "tools" for use by all the Services in the design and

tural elements, dynamic response of structures, and in-struc- analysis of protective construction.
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CENTRIFUGE MODELLING TESTING TO INVESTIGATE THE USE OF BARRIERS TO MITIGATE
BLAST EFFECTS ON BURIED STRUCTURES

M.C.R. Davies and A.J. Williams' and Major K.J. Claber RE.2

SSchool of Engineering, University of Wales College of Cardiff, PO Box 925,
Cardiff CF2 1YF, UK

2 DRA, (RARDE, Christchurch), UK

ABSTRACT techniques has been used by other workers to study blast
effects on buried structures and the effect of blast loading

A study of the protection of buried structures against blast on deep foundations [References 11.
loading using barriers has been conducted using the
technique of centrifuge modelling. Four concepts were The experiments described herein were conducted using
appraised in the trials. Barriers were formed from the geotechnical centrifuge at the University of
polystyrene, reinforced concrete, a composite of Manchester, UK. This has a diameter of 6.4 m and is
polystyrene and reinforced concrete and an air void (an capable of carrying a soil package 2 m x 1 m x 0.6 m. For
open trench). The effectiveness of each barrier concept the test programme described herein, the models were
was measured using the results of strain gauges and contained in a strong box 0.75 m diameter and 0.46 m
accelerometers to compare the response to loading of deep. All tests were conducted at a centrifuge
protected structures with similar unprotected structures. acceleration of 20g.
Methods recommended by TM-5-855 for predicting crater
dimensions and stress wave attenuation were also CENTRIFUGE MODEL TESTING
assessed in the study.

A general arrangement of the models may be seen in Fig.
1. Two structures were subjected to blast loading in each
experiment. One, the "protected" structure, was located

INTRODUCTION behind a low acoustic impedance (the product of mass
density, t, and wave velocity, c) protective barrier and the

The stress strain behaviour of soil is highly non-linear, other, the "unprotected" structure, was placed at the same
The response of soil to loading being dependant on both distance from the charge and acted as a control
the in-situ stress and stress history. Hence, in order to specimen. The sides and base of the strong box were
extrapolate model tests to prototype situations these lined with a 12 mm thick polystyrene sheet to reduce the
effects have to be modelled correctly. By placing a reflection of stress waves as they reached the boundaries
suitably prepared nth scale model on a centrifuge in an of the model. A 40 mm drainage layer of pea gravel was
elevated gravity field (nxg) the correct stress state may be placed in the bottom of the box.
simulated in the model. A consequence of the scaling
laws is that mass of explosive scales by n3 thus very barrer
small quantities of charge may be used to model large p U
explosives. For example, in the tests described herein
which were conducted at 20 g a charge totalling 2 g of C- cha.W
4 explosive was equivalent to a 16 kg charge at prototype 'T.c
scale; had the test been conducted at 100 g the
equivalent charge size would have been 2,000 kg. When Typical plan View
considering the effect of blast close to buried structures it 0 M
is important that any influences of crater geometry on the 1o min io0 m

soil/structure interaction are correctly modelled. This can I M
satisfactorily be achieved at elevated gravity. Benefits of 460 ,m p Cr U
using centrifuge models to investigate blast phenomena in {,,,ew
soils include a high standard of repeatability, control over Typical section
variables, such as soil density, together with time and
financial savings compared to full scale trails. The Fig. 1 Centrifuge model package
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The soil used in the centrifuge tests was a fine Mersey In addition to the strain gauges located on the structures,
River Sand (D50 = 0.22 mm, CU = 1.5). Sand was placed accelerometers were placed in each structure and earth
in the box by pluviation; resulting in a density of pressure transducers located in both the free field and
16.68 kNIm 3 . The model structures and instrumentation protected zones of the models. The signals were
were installed at the required depth during formation of conditioned and stored digitally on the centrifuge arm, the
the soil model. Layers of dyed sand were placed at amplified signals being passed through the slip rings for
regular intervals during the pluviation process. The layers storage on disk and analysis following the test.
enabled discontinuities to be observed in the foundation
layer when it was sectioned following the test. On RESULTS
completion of the model the soil was saturated and then
allowed to drain thus producing a damp sand exhibiting Craterofi
negative pore pressures. Investigations into cratering phenomena in centrifuge

models (e.g. Reference 3) have indicated that scaled
The structures used in the experiments consisted of a crater volumes agree closely with those measured in full
cubical steel box of internal dimensions 90 mm x 90 mm x scale field tests. In both centrifuge and field studies
90 mm and side wall thickness 5.0 mm. Steel plates, empirical correlations between crater volume, V and
either 0.5 mm or 2.0 mm thick were located on the front charge mass, W indicate that
and back faces of the structure. These plates were fixed
to the side walls only (i.e. spanning one way) and are V oCWn (1)
considered as encastre for analysis purposes. The plate
facing the charge was instrumented with strain gauges on where 0.75 < n < 1.0.
both its outside and inside face. At prototype scale the
face plates of the model structures represented a steel Typical crater profiles measured in the centrifuge tests are
plate either 10 mm or 40 mm thick with a span of 1.8 m. shown in Fig. 2. An advantage of these centrifuge models
The mid-height of the structures was located at a depth of was that it is possible to section the model following the
100 mm beneath the ground surface, i.e. 2 m at prototype test to locate the outline of the true crater profile in
scale. addition to that of the apparent crater. The diameter of the

craters in the experiments was typically 300 mm, the
Four barrier concepts were investigated in the model apparent depth 80 mm and the true depth 120 mm. This
tests. These were: corresponding to 6 m, 1.6 m and 2.4 m at prototype scale,

respectively. Measured dimensions are in excellent
(i) a low acoustic impedance barrier - a 12 mm thick agreement with predictions using the method proposed in

sheet of expanded polystyrene (equivalent to TM 5-855-1 (Reference 4) which are also shown in Fig. 2.
0.24 m a prototype scale)

(ii) a stiff barrier - a 15 mm thick reinforced concrete depth, mm

wall (equivalent to 0.3 m a prototype scale) 0 -- ,.
(iii) a composite barrier - polystyrene and reinforced

barriers (similar to concepts i and ii) placed 10 p
together with the polystyrene facing the charge true crater

(iv) an air void - a 15 mm wide trench excavated to the
inverse level of the structures and supported by - zoo
cantilever sheet piled walls.

-300. experiment - solid line

The barriers spanned the full width of the strong box and prediction - broken line

extended to the full depth of the box or the invert level of a 200 400 6o 6oo

the structures as determined by the requirements of each distance, mm

experiment. Fig. 2 True and apparent crater profiles - measured

In all tests the charge consisted of 1.5 g of plastic and predicted using TM-5-855

explosive plus a detonator (equivalent to 0.5 g); giving a As Fig. 2 shows, the protective barrier and hence the
total charge weight of approximately 2 g. This structures were located outside the true crater. The
corresponded to 16 kg at prototype scale. The charge soil/structure interaction therefore resulted from the
was placed in a borehole with its centre of gravity at a effects of stress waves propagating through soil and not
depth of 100 mm, the same level as the mid-height of the from ejecta interacting with the structure or barrier.
structures. The borehole was backfilled following
placement of the charge. Stress Attenuation

Measurement of peak stress amplitude at varying
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distances from the charge in the free-field (i.e in the values of tensile strains. The period of this loading
unprotected region of a model) are shown in Fig. 3. Also phase, about 550 Is, corresponded with the length
plotted is the predicted stress attenuation calculated using of the compressive wave impulse at this distance
the attenuation formula suggested in TM 5-855-1 from the blast.
(Reference 4) with values of soil density and stress wave (ii) Following this first phase there is a continued
velocity measured in the experiments and the value of the increase in strain development in both structures.
attenuation coefficient, n, for sand with >4% air voids. Both reach a peak some time afte the propagating
Figure 3 shows very good agreement between measured wave passed the structure.
and predicted values of peak stress amplitude.

0ek streee. MPa 0o0ostrain. riorostrain
30

21 ft .- d"20S

I - T-600

10

S- _60006 +

0 0.002 0.004 0.006 0.009
0 s0 0 Ig0 200 260 300 360 400

radial distance. ag ties, seconds

Fig. 3 Stress wave attenuation - measured and Fig. 4 Response of mid-span strain gauge on protected
predicted using TM-5-855 and unprotected structures - polystyrene barrier

The predominant cause of attenuation in the free-field is strain. mioroatrain
geometric damping. Protection of buried structures close 0
to blast may be achieved by screening the wave using a -200.

barrier. The effect of screening the propagating stress
wave by placing a polystyrene barrier in its path was a -40
reduction in its peak amplitude. At a distance of -600 protected

approximately 200 mm from the blast (i.e. the location of
the structure) the peak amplitude was reduced from 1.17 -800
MPa to 0.08 MPa. Using the theory of wave propagation -100 unprote

in an elastic medium the attenuation provided by a barrier L
may be quantified by the value of the "transmission -,0oo 0.004 0.006 0.00,

coefficient' i.e. the ratio of the intensity of the incident ti00 .t ewo,
wave on the barrier to the wave transmitted through the
barrier, Reference 5. The average value of this coefficient Fig. 5 Response of mid-span strain gauge on protected
was measured to be 0.027 in the centrifuge models which and unprotected structures - reinforced concrete barrier
compares with a predicted value of 0.013. Thus measured
and predicted values were in close agreement.

strain. microetrein
Soil-Structure Interaction 2 io

A comparison of strain gauges located at the mid-span of 0oo
the front face in the protected and unprotected structures 0
is shown for each of each barrier type in Figs. 4, 5, 6 and
7 (N.B. in these figures tensile strains are negative). The --00

plots indicate that: -poc

(i) As the stress wave arrived at the two structures the -- Ao

mid-span gauges went into tension - indicating -400 ntct
bending. The gauges on the unprotected structure -so0
and the structure protected by the reinforced 0 0.002 0.004 0.006 0.0od

concrete barrier initially recorded a compressive
strain - indicating hogging - prior to tension. During Fig. 6 Response of mid-span strain gauge on protected
this phase the protected structure displayed higher and unprotected structures - composite barrier
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concept was obtained by combining both polystyrene and
reinforced concrete to optimise the favourable properties

400 _, __________tr___ of both materials, i.e. the low acoustic impedance of the
polystyrene and the stiffness of the reinforced concrete,

no tFig. 6.

0• The best protection was afforded by an open trench, as
-no Iindicated by the lowest protected structure strains

measured in the series of tests shown in Fig. 7. Loading
of the protected structure resulted from distribution of

400-=o uoect~ed stress due to inertial loading on the embedded portion of
the cantilever sheet pile wails.

S 0G00 0.004 0M006 0.00M

tiwo. C Although in the experiments the open trench resulted in
the lowest structural response this concept may not be

Fig. 7 Response of mid-span strain gauge on protected the best practical means of protection. Should the trench
and unprotected structures - open trench become inundated with water (which has a high acoustic

impedance) this will facilitate the transmission of stress
These observations indicate that there are two distinct waves. Collapse of support, resulting in closure of the
loading mechanisms operating on the structures. In void, during a first strike will also reduce second strike
Phase 1 the dominant loading of the structures resulted protection. This later situation is particularly a problem
from interaction with the propagating stress wave - "stress with unsupported trenches excavated in cohesive soils
wave loading". This was highly attenuated by the low and has been observed in centrifuge tests using a clay
acoustic impedance materials in the polystyrene and medium, Reference 7.
composite barriers and by the open trench, Figs. 4, 6 and
7, but not by the high acoustic impedance reinforced Structural Accelerations
concrete barrier, Fig. 5. The presence of the barrier reduced the frequency of

vibration and magnitude of the acceleration experienced
The increase in deformation with time after the wave front by the structure. Figure 8 shows typical acceleration
had passed the structure indicated a continued loading, history plots for a structure protected by a polystyrene
This resulted from the acceleration of the soil located barrier and the unprotected structure from the same test;
between the structure and the edge of the crater. The the peak acceleration was reduced from 130 g to 25 g.
response of the structure develops over a relatively longer This type of barrier would therefore be effective in
time because of the inertia of this mass of soil - loading in reducing the magnitude of shock loading to buried
Phase 2 is thus referred to as "inertial loading". Similar structures and the foundations of surface structures.
behaviour has also been observed in other series of
centrifuge tests References 1 and 6.

pAk accelerations,. g
Although the polystyrene barrier was demonstrated to be
highly effective in reducing the stress wave loading on the so-
structure, the results show that it provided limited, it any, d
resistance to inertial loading. This is because the location O J-
of the barrier in relation to both the crater and the
structure was such that significant inertial force could be -50
developed by the acceleration of the soil between the protected
crater and the barrier. Since the barrier was highly flexible -,00
this loading was not distributed over a large area, but was
transferred to the soil in the zone immediately behind the -0o0 0.00, 0.00, 0.0o6 0.006 0.01
barrier and hence to the structure. time. "conda

In contrast, although there was only limited attenuation of
the stress wave loading by the reinforced concrete barrier, Fig. 8 Acceleration response - protected and
Fig. 5, significantly less strains were developed in the unprotected structures
protected structure than in the unprotected structure
during the inertial loading phase. This was because the CONCLUSIONS
barrier had a significantly greater bending stiffness than
the polystyrene barrier and thus acted to distribute the The following conclusions can be made from the results of
loading over a greater area. The most efficient barrier the series of centrifuge tests:
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ABSTRACT conventional weapon detonation can be reduced to the solution
of a differential equatio, of the type indicated by Equation (1).

Operation Desert Storm conclusively demonstrated the

vulnerability of aboveground structures to modem, precision-
guided, air-to-ground munitions. It is now abundantly clear that do a2u
earth berming or deeper burial of hardened military structures is - " P7 + Cipg
required if they are to possess an acceptable survivable
probability, unless they are protected by special armor.

In this equation, a is stress, x is distance, p is mass density, u
The mechanism of cohesionless soil resistance to penetrating is particle displacement, t is time, and g is the effective
weapons involves shear strength derived from the weight of soil gravitational acceleration. The nondimensional constant, C1 ,
above. This means that gravity is a vital factor in determining the relates the X direction to the direction of gravity. Using smaller
survivability of a bermed or buried structure, than actual size test structures can result in different behavior fbr

the model than for the prototype, if proper scaling is not used.
Explosive tests of full-scale, buried, hardened structures are To prescribe how model quantities should vary with respect to
expensive. Since, in principle, all physical relationships relating prototype quantities, scale factors can be introduced in Equation
weapon attack parameters to structural response can be rendered (1), resulting in the following expression for the model
dimensionless, the prospect of using relatively less expensive response, where each K is the ratio of the indicated model
reduced-scale models to develop design criteria and methods is quantity to the corresponding prototype quantity:
very attractive. The problem is to satisfy important scaling
relationships between model and prototype, so the model results
can be extrapolated to yield accurate predictions of prototype Kdoa Kqd2 u
behavior. In the project at hand, powdered coal was used to - K + (2)
simulate the stress-strain-strength properties of dry sand, and KOx2t2 CiKKpKg2 (2
lead shot was used to increase the average mass density of the
soil simulant without significantly affecting its stress-strain-
strength behavior. Froude scaling was then used to properly or, rearranging terms:
account for gravity without using a centrifuge.

INTRODUCION act (KK u (KpKgKf)
NTOUT_ • - K • 1Cg (3)

The following discussion describes the development of Froude

scaling relationships between the important parameters for the
general problems of both static and dynamic loadings on soil or If the scale factors are chosen so that:
buried structures affected by gravity. The results of laboratory
tests on potential simulant materials are presented, and the
rationale for selecting crushed coal, and a mixture of crushed KpKt
coal and lead shot as sand simulants is presented. K -K 1 (4)

Results of proof-of-principle static tests of cone penetrometers
pushed into sand and the crushed coal and crushed coal/lead
shot simulants are presented, and results of three field tests and
involving a buried explosive loading a buried cylinder are
presented. The results are very encouraging for the use of coal KpKgK(
and a coal/lead mixture as Froude-scaled sand simulants. K1 (5)

GENERAL THEORY
then Equations (I) and (3) will be identical, and the computed

Determining the response of a protective structure to a responses will be identical for model and prototype.
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REPLICA SCALING AND ITS CONSEQUENCES determine their initial density. The tests were Iully instrumented
to record both axial and radial components of load and

Replica scaling normally uses smaller versions of the larger deformation. Two different types of loading were employed:
prototype structure. The model structure is geometrically scaled uniaxial strain, and conventional tnaxial compression. Uniaxial
by the length scale factor, Ke, and the same materials are used in strain was used to determine deformation properties, and tnaxial
the model as in the prototype. This results in the mass density compression to measure the friction angle. If axial stress is
scale factor, Kp, and the stiffness scale factor, Ka, being equal plotted as a function of axial strain in a constrained compression

to one, which in turn leads to the other scale factor values test, the slope of the inital linear portion ol the curie is the

shown in Table 1. initial constrained modulus, M.

The replica scaling requirement that all accelerations scale as the Primary screening of candidate matenals %ias done on the basis

reciprocal of the length scale factor results in the requirement of the computed length scale factor, which is the ratio of the

that gravity be artificially simulated. This is often done by mass density and stress scale factors determined by laboratory

conducting small-scale centrifuge experiments, whereby the tests. To assess a material's suitability in terms of nonlinear

centrifugal forces simulate the increased gravity. sum-strain behavior, plots were made of both the model and
prototype stress strain curves. The model stress data was then
scaled by the stress scale factor, Ko, derived from the initial

FROUDE SCALING AND ITS CONSEQUENCES loading slopes of the model and prototype curves. If the two
curves then matched over the entire strain range of interest, that

Froude scaling accepts the fact that the gravity scale factor, K., aspect of the model material behavior was judged perlectl,
will be equal to one. Therefore, as shown in Table 1, the stress Froude-scaled to the prototype. For materials that passed initial
scale factor must equal the product of the mass density and screening based on constrained modulus and density, triaxial
length scale factors. The dimensional properties of the scaled compression tests were performed to determine their friction
material must then be different from those of the prototype angle, using standard soil testing procedures.
material, but the dimensionless properties, such as Poisson's
ratio, must be the same. SandLSimulany Two materials were eventually selected as

Froude-scaled sand simulants, although it was necessary to
SIMULANT SELECTION FOR FROLJDE SCALING compromise on the length scale factors initially desired. At a

length scale factor of approximately 1/5, finely crushed
bituminous coal was selected. To obtain a more extreme scaling,

SelertinaCdtria Soil simulant selection criteria were based on fine lead particles were added to the coal, resulting in a material
Froude scaling laws, which were enforced only at the about twice as dense, with approximateli the same stiffness. A
macroscopic level. Thus, the materials were considered 60/40 mixture (lead/coal by weight) produces a length scale
homogeneous, and no attempt was made to scale grain size. factor of approximately 1/10. Due to the large difference in mass
Further, attention was restricted to simulating a cohesionless density between the two constituents (11.3 Mg/m3 for lead; 1.33
sand. Within these restrictions, a cohesionless sand simulant Mg/m3 for bituminous coal), this is equivalent to 85% coal and
was sought that would satisfy the Froude scaling relationships 15% lead by volume. Because of the high volume fraction of
for mass density, nonlinear uniaxial stress-strain behavior (up to coal, the strength and deformation properties approximate those
lock-up) in one-dimensional (constrained) compression, of plain coal. However, the high weight fraction of lead
Poisson's ratio, and friction angle. The objective was to find significantly increases the density.
materials having modulus and density properties yielding three
length scale factors up to 1/50. Materials with porosity
significantly higher than the prototype porosity were eliminated, Tests were performed on coal and coal/lead specimens with a
because their deformation behavior did not scale properly at variety of grain-size distributions, all in the range of natural
large strains. Like strain, Poisson's ratio is dimensionless, and sands. A very fine-grained lead shot was used, having 10% in
its value should be equal in model and prototype. For a sand the 0.22-0.41 mm range, and 90% in the 0.41-1.14 mm range.
loaded in uniaxial strain, the incremental Poisson's ratio varies
as a function of axial strain. In this simulant selection effort, Figure 1 shows the axial stress-strain curve from uniaxial strain
only the initial value of Poisson's ratio was considered. tests on a coal/lead specimen compared with the criterion curve

for WES Flume Sand. In the figure, the coal/lead data have been
scaled by a factor of 10. Within the variation in laboratory test

To a very good approximation, sand can be a considered a data for the various coal-based simulants, the data can also be
cohesionless, frictional material. Therefore, the only strength considered representative of the mechanical response of pure
property that need be considered is the friction angle, which is coal. In Table 2, the properties of the crushed coal and the
also dimensionless, implying that its value must be the same for coal/lead mixture are compared with those of criterion sand.
the prototype and simulant materials. Both candidate simulants closely satisfy all density, strength,

and deformation criteria for Froude-scaled sand simulants at
Protoype Properties: The prototype material was a fine sand length scale factors up to 1/10. This, combined with the
that had been extensively characterized by the U.S. Army reasonable cost of coal, and the dearth of other suitable simulant
Engineer Waterways Experiment Station. Properties of the materials, led to the decision to compromise the requirement for
prototype sand are summarized in Table 2, and its uniaxial three length scale factors up to 1/50, and to concentrate on coal-
stress-strain curve is presented in Figure 1. based simulants.

Laboratory Testing for. -Matriaf Selection: Strength and STATIC PROOF-OF-PRINCIPLE TESTS
deformation properties of over 20 candidate materials were
determined by triaxial testing. The tests were performed on Tests were conducted to demonstrate the application of Froude
reconstituted specimens that were carefully measured to scaling under static conditions, in which the response is
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sensitive to the influence of gravity. Electric cone penetrometer pgD
tests (ECPT) were conducted in specially prepared uniform test Mmensionless De6h -)
beds at three different scales. An existing set of data from full-
scale (1.4 inch (36-mm) diameter) ECPT work at the Misty Port oBpg
I11 field test site was used as the prototype. Two sets of Froude- Dimensionless Stress - 1 (7)
scaled tests were performed in the laboratory, one with a length M2
scale factor of 1/3.5 using crushed coal as the sand simulant,
and the second in a coal/lead mixture at a length scale factor of where: B is penetrometer diameter, D is depth, M is initial
1/7. constrained modulus, g is gravitational acceleration. p is dry

bulk mass density of sand or simulant, and o is cone
Prototype.Testm: The prototype penetrometer has a diameter of penetrometer tip stress.
35.7 mm, conforming to ASTM D3441. Care was taken in
testbed construction to achieve as uniform a density as possible. Figure 2 compares the tests at the three dillcrcni scales. The
Four cone penetrations were made through the nominally agreement is good. Comparison with the one-standard-deviation
uniform testbed. bounds showed that the variation among tests at different scales

is of the same order as the scatter in nominally identical tests.

1/35 Scale Tes The first laboratory tests in the static POP FIELD TESTS
series were conducted using a specially constructed 10.2-mm
diameter cone in a test chamber filled with bituminous coal. It Qbjmtixv: The objective of the field tests was to obtain shock
was considered desirable to keep the coal grain size less than wave propagation data in sand simulants, using Froude scaling
one tenth of the cone diameter. The resulting material had over procedures, and to obtain data on the ngid-body motion
90% passing a U.S. Standard No. 16 (1.0 mm) sieve. On the response of a buried structure. To meet this objective, three field
fine end of the grain-size distribution, 10% passed a No. 140 tests were conducted.
sieve (0.11 mm). To be consistent with the laboratory material
property tests, the target density for the test chamber material The full-scale prototype system is a simplified version of the
was 857 kg/m 3. To control the density, the crushed coal was French-designed Survivable Collective Protection System
placed in 100 mm lifts. The final average density was 852 (SCPS) that has been tested under conventional weapon effects.
kg/m3. The prototype threat is a penetrating weapon with 500 kilograms

of TNT, detonated at a depth of 4.2 meters beneath the ground
Four cone penetrometer tests were conducted in the bituminous surface, and at a distance of 6.0 meters from the outer edge of

coal The test holes were located so that each was well separated the SCPS, as shown in Figure 3.

from the others, and from the chamber walls. Of the three model field tests conducted, two were at different

Froude scales, to provide results showing whether Froude
scaling can be used with appropriate material simulants. The

IlTScah..Test,: The final static POP tests were conducted in a third was a replica-scaled test at the same scale as one of the
test chamber filled with a mixture of crushed bituminous coal Froude-scaled tests. This test provided results that could be
and lead particles, using a 5.1 mm diameter electric cone compared directly to the Froude test results, as well as scaled to
penetrometer. Although the details differ, the penetrometer was the prototype size.
conceptually the same as the 10.2 mm penetrometer used for the
1/3.5 scale tests. TestDescription: The simulant selection study showed that the

smallest practical Froude scale sizes were 115 for coal as the
The sand simulant for the 1/7 scale static POP tests consisted of sand simulant, and 1/10 for a mixture of coal and lead as the
a mixture of crushed bituminous coal and fine lead particles. The sand simulant. While it was desirable to also Froude-scale the
bituminous coal was first crushed, and only material that passed reinforced concrete structures, that was not economically
a U.S. Standard No. 20 (0.71 mm) sieve was used to prepare feasible. Therefore, the structures were scaled geometrically,
the simulant. The coal was then mixed with fine lead shot in a which kept their mass generally correct, but they were stiffer
ratio of 40% coal to 60% lead, by weight. The target density for than if Froude-scaled. However, this was acceptable, since
preparing the sand simulant in the test chamber was 1.81 rigid-body motion, not structural deformation, was of primary
Mg/M3 . Based on this density, quantities of lead and coal interest.
sufficient to form 25-mm lifts were weighed out and mixed
together. The actual density achieved was 1.845 Mg/m 3 - The test bed dimensions were chosen to reproduce results of a

prototype system test out to a time of 40 milliseconds. This
Comparison of POP Test Results: If the laboratory penetrometer corresponds to 4 msec for the 1/10 replica-scaled, 12.6 msec for
tests had been completely Froude-scaled, the results could be the 1/10 Froude-scaled, and 17.9 msec for the 1/5 Froude-
compared by simply scaling the depth and stress data by their scaled tests.
respective scale factors. In these tests, the length scale factors
of the cone penetrometers were somewhat different than the True Froude scaling of explosives requires that the explosive
length scale factors suggested by the material properties. The energy density vary by the same ratio as the stress scale factor.
cones in the two model tests scaled to the prototypes by factors Such explosives are not available. C-4 was chosen as the
of 1/3.5 and 1/7. The best estimate of the simulant scale factors, explosive because it is moldable, does not require a container (a
based on incomplete knowledge of the material properties as bomb case was not simulated), and is relatively safe. Since the
they existed in the actual testbeds, is 1/3.9 and 1/8.3. To prototype explosive was TNT, the energy equivalency o1 C-4
compare the results of the three tests as accurately as possible, had to be accounted for. When this was done, the sizes of the
they were converted to nondimensional quantities, using the C-4 charges for the 1/10 and 1/5 Froude-scaled tests and the
foilowing expressions: 1/10 replica-scaled test were 310, 390 and 39 grams

respectively.
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The 1/10 replica-scaled testbed consisted of mortar sand, which testbed and buried cylinder from scaled tests involving 1/10
approximated the grain-size distribution of flume sand. It was replica-scaled, 1/5 Froude-scaled and 1/10 Froude-scaled
clean, fairly fine, and uniform. At least 90 percent passed a No. parameters showF considerable agreement among all the tests.
20 sieve, and the coefficient of uniformity was less than 4. The largest difference existed in nondimensional peak free-field
Because the testbed was small, compaction of 6-inch lifts was stress as a function of nondimensional range for the replica test,
obtained by hand tamping, using a 1-foot square metal plate. when compared with the two Froude tests. Peak scaled bending
The measured unit weight was 97 Ib/ft3 , which corresponds to a velocities of the buried structure in the transverse direcuon

bulk mass density of 1550 kg/m3 showed a wide variation. Both differences may be related to
parameters that were not scaled or not scaled appropnately.

The 1/5 Froude-scaled testbed consisted of crushed, Also, the measurement of stress is difficult in dynamic tests.

bituminous coal. Since the properties of coal vary, depending
on its origin, the same coal used in the simulant selection Both replica and Froude scaling of buned structures subjected to

process was used for the tests. The coal was crushed to obtain weapon effects offer cost-effectue means fr inmesugating the

grain-size distributions similar to sand (90 percent passing a No. response of a prototype system. The choice of which scaling to

16 sieve, and 10 percent passing a No. 140 sieve). The coal use depends on the objectives of the test.

was compacted in 6-inch lifts, using a steel plate hand
compactor and a water-filled roller. The measured unit weight ACKNOWLEDGEMENT
was 53 lb/ft3 , which corresponds to a bulk mass density of 850
kg/m3 . This work was funded by two Small Business Innovation

Research grants from the Air Force Civil Engineenng Support
The 1/10 Froude-scaled testbed was a mixture of the same type Agency, whose sponsorship is greatfully acknowledged. Capt
and size coal used in the 1/5 Froude-scaled test, and lead shot. Richard A. Reid was the AFCESA Project Officer.
The ingredients were mixed together in a 60 percent lead to 40
percent coal ratio, resulting in an average bulk mass density of REFERENCES
1890 kg/m3 (measured unit weight 118 lb/ft3 ), and a porosity of
0.34. Again, because the testbed was small, compaction was I. Zahrah, T.F., Merkle, D.H., and Auld, H.E., GOtaiLy
obtained by hand tamping, using a metal plate Effects in Small-Scale Structural-Modeling, Applied Research

Anagys-i& ofeL._Rsulfs: The test data was scaled, Associates, Inc. final report to the Air Force Engineenng and

nondimensionalized and plotted. The peak free-field particle Services Laboratory, ESL-TR-88-57,December 1988.

velocity data is shown in Figure 4. If scaling has been adequate, , Plamondon, M.A., Chitty, D.E., and Guice, R.L.,
the results from all tests should provide single estimates for such ""
quantities as variation of scaled peak acceleration, peak velocity, Eroude ScalingoLBunirdSLc=ures UsigCo.- and CoallLead

uvsceas imulansi Sand, Applied Research Associates, Inc. dralt
peak stress, and time-of-arrival, as functions of scaled range. final report to the Air Force Civil Engineering Support Agency,
The scatter of the acceleration, velocity, and time-of-arrival data 19 June 1991.
for all tests was about the same as that to be expected from a
single test, thus validating both replica and Froude scaling for
those measured free-field parameters, for the range of scales
investigated. The stress data was less conclusive.

Table 3 presents nondimensional peak structural velocities from TABLE 1. SCALING FACTORS
all three field tests. Comparison of the nondimensional radial
velocities (relative to the burst location) shows an average Variable Scale Factor Froude Rcplica
nondimensional value of 0.0(48, with a variation of 15 percent Symbol Value Value
on either side of the average value.

CONCLUSIONS length K, K, K,
mass density Kp I

Crushed coal can be used as a Froude-scaled sand simulant. The asdensity KP 1

mass density scale factor of about 1/2 and stiffness scale factor acceleration Kg I K
of about 1/10 lead to a length scale factor of about 1/5. The stress K, KpK, I
initial porosity, Poission's ratio, and angle of internal friction
for appropriately prepared coal and sand are very similar. time K, , K

A mixture of crushed coal and lead can also be used as a velocity K/I

Froude-scaled sand simulant. A small amount of lead shot by force Kf K 3K

volume does not appreciably change the stiffness or
nondimensional values of the coal. The lead, however, does unit weight KY KP K
increase the mass density. Length scale factors of about 1/10 can
be obtained. impulse Ki KP,37 K,

The use of coal and a mixture of coal and lead as Froude-scaled energy KF KPK4 K

sand simulants leads to the same nondimensional results for the 11 energy

vanation of stress at the tip of a cone penetrometer as a function
of depth as was obtained from a full scale test in sand.

Comparison of the nondimensional dynamic response of the
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TABLE 2. SUMMARY 01: SAND AND SELEcr TE SmiaLANT TABLE 3 MODEL S'rRUCfL'RAL RADIAL RIGID BODY
PROPIWrTIFS BASED ON LABORATORY TFSI S AND BENDING VELOCITY

"" Propery WES Coa Leadcoa T
Flume Sand 6&40 b Wt

Graim Density, kg/ms3  2 64 1330 (coal) RadialVelocity I 10 Repica 15 Froude* 1 10 Froude**
11300 (lead)

Porosity, dimensionless 0.39 0.4 0.4 c .ues (06s) 0.3 71.6 0 6 0.37
Bulk Mass Density, kgirm3  1610 850 1850 1 4 06 0 3
initial Constrained Modulus, MPa 230 - 375 20 -40 20 -40 1 2 0 45 0 39
Poisson's Ratio, dimensionless 0.34 0.34 0.34 Nondimensionalized 00064 0 0058 0 0037
Angle of Internal Fnction, Deg 30 31 31 by Sod/ Simulant 00057 00050 00044- -Popel (v/c) 00050 00050 00037

I_ - 1 0.0043 0OO38 0 0046

*Mass and Bending stiffness approximaely correct
*Mass: 0.8X low and bending stiffness factor of lOX high for
".exact" I/O Froide Scaling

1.2 m

4.2 m Simplified French

2.5 m SCPS Facility

6.0 M

I' ,-- -. 25m

Point of 7.35 m
Detonation -

Figure 3. 500 Kg TNT Prototype System.
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IMPACT LOADING OF PLATES
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Abstract primary variables have been the plate thickness, mass of
projectile and support conditions.

Model tests have been carried out to study the plugging
capacity of thin steel plated structures of grade St52-3N Based on these results and basic principles of mechanics a
subjected to circular blunt ended large mass projectiles in the design model has been proposed to calculate the plugging
low velocity regime (vi < 50 m/s). To extend the parametric capacity of thin steel plates subjected to large mass projectiles
range of this study numerical simulations have been done with [4] [5]. However, to extend the parametric range of this model
LS-DYNA3D. The simulations so far have been carried out to and to get a better understanding of the physical mechanisms
verify the code against the present test results. Good agreement present during impact, numerical simulations have been done
has been found between tests and analyses based on models with LS-DYNA3D [6]. The simulations so far have been
using shell elements and the quasi-static material properties. carried out to verify the code against the present test results.

The comparison is made for simply supported plates and
clamped plates equipped with stringers.

1 Introduction The experimental results have been published in ref 171.

According to the Norwegian Petroleum Directorate large mass However, as a basis for the present comparison between the

projectiles such as dropped objects and fragments generated by experimental results and LS-DYNA3D calculations, a short

a gas explosion have to be considered in the design of offshore summary of the most important findings from the experiments
astru repsin hwill be given.structures.

Based on a survey of possible dropped objects, long rods such
as drill-collars are identified as the most dangerous item due to 2 Experimental studies
its high kinetic energy and small contact area with the structure
during impact. A drill-collar has a mass of approximately 3200 2.1 Test program
kg, a length of 10 m, a diameter in the threaded pin end of 146
mm and may be dropped from heights up to 40 m. All tests were carried out in scale 1:4 using replica modelling.

As structural model for the impacted structures was chosen
Fragments generated by a gas explosion can be both primary clamped plates with and without stringers (test series DM) and
and secondary fragments and can vary both in shape and size. simply supported hatches (test series Al, BI-3, C1-2) of the
However, for large mass fragments the response in a steel type used in the wellhead area on a platform for simultaneous
plated structure will be the same as for dropped objects, drilling and production, Table 1. The hatches consisted of a
consisting of global elastic and plastic deformations combined square steel plate reinforced with rectangular transverse
with a local failure at the impact point. This combined mechan- stiffeners along all four sides.
ism results in a difficult design situation, and existing design
formulas show poor agreement with large mass projectile tests For the present tests the projectile was modelled as a rigid body
[11 (2]. Furthermore, formulas developed for other mass and with a flat ended circular nose. Throughout the tests the
velocity regimes are not directly applicable, as the physical diameter of the projectile was taken as d - 36.5 mm.
behaviour during impact is quite different (3].

The dynamic tests were performed by means of a pneumatic
Due to lack of knowledge about penetration mechanics in the accelerator consisting of a reservoir of compressed air and an
low velocity regime (v, < 50 m/s) for large mass projectiles, a accelerator tube. The reservoir operated at a pressure up to 7
model test study has been carried out. Rigid body blunt ended bar and allowed a 50 kg mass to be accelerated to an impact
projectiles have been fired against thin steel plates of grade velocity of 40 m/s. For each combination of target geometry
St52-3N to study the plugging capacity of such targets. The and projectile mass, a sequence of tests were carried out. By
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Table 1 - Test program and specimen geometry

Plate geometry Projectile
Test mass Test spcmen geometry and boundary conditions

seris h(mm) a (mm) MUakU)
Test series Al. B1-B3. Cl-2 Test series DM

Al 4,6.8,10 52 49.54 A

81 4,6.8 52 18.86
B2 4.6.8 52 34.62 _I_

53 6.8 52 26.00 0 .

Cl 4,8 137 49-54 _______ .,.
C2 4,8 242 49.54 1;T 1
DM 4,6 49.54

Boundary conditions in laboratory Boundary conditions in laboratory for test series DM
for test series Al, 61-B3, CI and C2 175 •s

Shfis, 7<2

SNOWS D3
RH-WW hsP Namm S5O-VM

Diameter of pmjectile d - 36.5 mm

varying the impact velocity the critical velocity giving plugging deformed shape of the target plate throughout the impact. The
of the target was determined, impact velocity of the projectile was measured by means of two

photocells located immediately above the target.
In addition, a series of static tests were performed in order to
study a possible relationship between the dynamic and static
plugging capacities. Furthermore, the material properties were 2.2 Experimental results
determined by means of tests at elevated rates of strain in
tension and torsion [8]. The primary information gained from the experiments was the

impact velocity at incipient plugging. Fig. I shows how the
The test program, test specimen geometry and support con- impact velocity was varied in order to bracket the critical
ditions in the laboratory are shown in Table 1. Test series Al velocity. Fig. 2 depicts a typical time history of the interface
was designed to study the plugging capacity as a function of force between projectile and target for a hatch. As seen, the
the plate thickness, while series B1-3 were carried out to impact can be divided into a transient and a global mode phase.
investigate the influence of the mass ratio of the projectile to In the transient phase only inertia forces are present in the
target. Test series C1-2 were included to study the influence of plate, as no forces are transmitted to the supporting structure.
an increased inplane stiffness. Finally, test series DM were In the global mode phase the supports a,- fully activated, and
included to study the effect of stringers in the free span. As the target behaves almost quasistatically.
shown in Table 1, the hatches rested on RHS-profiles while the
clamped support for test series DM was obtained by clamping A sequence of displacement profiles for a hatch is given in Fig.
the plates between RHS-members bolted to a rigid base. 3 for five discrete times during the impact The permanent

displacement profile is given as well.
The projectile was instrumented by strain gauges that were used
to record the interface force between projectile and target. The most significant results of the experimental study were as
Based on this force-time history the displacement of the follows:
projectile and consequently the displacement of the plate was • The critical kinetic energy at impact was an increasing
generated by double integration. The target plate was instru- function of the plate thickness. Reducing the projectile mass
mented with a total of 24 strain gauges, which were primarily from 49.54 kg to 18.86 kg led to an increased critical
used to determine the strain and strain rate levels in the target energy. However, the critical kinetic energy seemed to
during impact. Furthermore, a high speed camera shooting approach the static plugging energy when the mass was
10000 frames per second made it possible to determine the increased.
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" An increase in the inplane stiffness reduced the critical 3.0 Numerical simulations
plugging energy.

The comparison between numerical simulations and tests is

" Stringers seemed to have no effect on the critical plugging carried out for the simply supported hatches from test series A l
energy. and BI and the clamped plates equipped with stringers from

test series DM, Table 1.
" Plugging always took place at maximum interface force, and

the critical force for each plate thickness was independent
of the mass of the projectile and the support conditions. 3.1 Modelling

" A comparison showed that the dynamic force at plugging During an impact large elastic and plastic deformations take

deviated from the corresponding static one with + 5 %. The place which extend to the supports. Tests have shown that 90 -
permanent deformations at plugging were quite similar for 95 % of the initial kinetic energy of the projectile is absorbed
the static and dynamic tests, even though more energy was as global strain energy in the plate and that only a small

required to produce plugging in the dynamic tests. This fraction is spent to push out a plug. This means that the test

indicates that the path dependency of the plastic work is specimens can be modelled using shell elements and that no

important. account needs to be taken of the local indentation of the
projectile into the plate at the impact point.

" The energy absorption connected to the indentation of the
punch into the plate represented less than 10 % of the total The Belytschko-Lin-Tsay shell is the default element in LS-
absorbed energy at plugging. DYNA3D due to its computational efficiency and is chosen

here. Five through-the-thickness integration points and one

" Plastic strain rates up to 40 s -1 were measured in the plates. integration point in the plan of the element are used. The

Based on the tensile strain rate data shown in Fig. 4, this projectile is modelled as a rigid body using 8-node hexahedron

gave an increase of the lower yield stress of 30 %, while a elements.

reduced strain rate sensitivity was found in the hardening Fig. 5 shows a view of the finite element model of the test
region. specimens. As seen, the test specimens and projectile are both

modelled using two symmetry planes. 144 solid hexahedron
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profiles for test no Al-8-7. As seen, the deformation profiles
are different during the loading periode of the impact, Fig. lOa,
resulting in larger permanent displacements than those for the
test, Fig. lOb.

Even if the magnitude of the deformations are different in
analysis and test, the deformation patterns are similar during the
deformation process. After initial impact, a deformation wave
moves radially towards the support. Before this wave reaches
the support both test and analysis show that the shape of the
deformation pattern is approximately axisymmetric. After this

(a) (b) time yield lines extend inwards from the comers. This is shown

FIgm'e 5 Rear view of finite element models in Fig. 11, where contour line plots of the computed defor-
(a) Hatch, test series Al and B I mation pattern are given. Fig. 1 la shows the deformation
(b) Clamped plate equipped with stringers, teat series DM pattern before the deformation wave reaches the support, while

Fig I lb depicts the permanent deformation shape. Furthermore,

elements are used for the projectile while 1273 and 2067 shell it is worth noting that the impact event in the analyses, as for
elements are found to give sufficient accuracy for the loose the tests, is divided into a transient phase and a global mode
hatches and clamped plates respectively. This element mesh phase, and that the time when the supports are activated is
requires a time step of 1.3 its for numerical stability. The approximately equal for test and analysis, Figs. 6-9.
support conditions of the test specimens from test series AI and
B1 (Table 1) are modelled as a stonewall that prevents inner Fig. 9 shows a comparison for a case where a plugging failure
penetration of boundary nodes while allowing for separation. occurs. As the local indentation of the projectile into the plate
Both the stringers and the plate are modelled as clamped for has insignificant influence on the global response, the measured
test series DM. Furthermore, the contact between the projectile and calculated curves are approximately equal until plugging
and plate is modelled as a sliding interface without friction. takes place followed by a sudden drop in the measured force-

time curve. As plugging always takes place at maximum force,
Due to the length of the yield plateau for steel grade St52-3N the shell analysis can then be used to determine the onset of
compared to the measured magnitude of the strains in the plugging when the critical interface force between plate and
plates, the plate material is modelled as elastic perfect-plastic. projectile is known. In ref. [7] the critical interface force for a
Even if the plate material has shown to be strain rate sensitive, circular blunt ended projectile is determined based on a mean
the best fit to the test data is found by using the quasi-static critical shear stress, t,, - oJ(0.41 hid + 042).
material properties. However, a separate comparison will be
shown when the material strain rate effects are modelled by the In the previous analyses, the quasi-static material properties are
Johnson and Cook Plasticity Model, using the tensile strain rate used. However, Fig 12 shows a comparison between test and
data shown in Fig. 4. Also for this case the material is model- analysis when the latter is based on the Johnson and Cook
led as elastic perfect-plastic. Plasticity Model and the strain rate data shown in Fig. 4. For

comparison the analysis based on the quasi-static material

properties (; - 10-4s -) is shown as well. As can be seen, the
3.2 Comparison and discussion inclusion of the strain rate effect increases the stiffness of the

plate causing the maximum interface force to be overestimated,
When comparing measured and computed time series, it should while the maximum displacement is underestimated compared

be noted that no attempt has been made to filter out the toite te data. T inceaent is evde nt ase

oscillations due to tra,,ýIling stress waves in the projectile for responseein theaplate is in co ned by plast memrae
the easredintrfac-foce Xrn seies.As he ompted response in the plate is mainly controlled by plastic membrane

the measured interface-force •ime series. As the computed stresses. An increase in the yield stress will then imply an

values are only available at 0.2 ,ns time intervals, the computed increase in the overall stiffness of the plate.

histories are in effect filtered.

Test series DM: Fig. 13 shows a comparison between the
Test series Ad and B l: Figs. 6-8 show a comparison between measured and calculated interface force and displacement
the measured and calculated interface force time curves for a histories for a 4 mm thick plate equipped with stringers when
representative case when a rebound occurs. Plotted is also the a rebound occurs. Good agreement is also here found between
displacement of the plate at the edge of the projectile and good test and analysis. However, as for the simply supported hatches,
agreement between the measured and calculated data is found. the numerical model is too stiff during the unloading periode,
However, the permanent displacement at the center of the plates resulting in a larger permanent displacement than for the test.
is too large compared to the measured value. This means that No further discussion will be given to this test series as only

the numerical model is too stiff during the unloading phase of the interface force and the permanent central displacement are

the impact. High-speed camera measurements have shown that measured.

this effect may be related to a difference in deformation

profiles for test and analysis during impact. Fig. 10 shows a
comparison between the measured and calculated deformation
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ABSTRACT This paper describes development and validation of a
procedure for designing the prefabricated roof elements

This paper describes development and validation of a in this concept. One of the goals in developing the design
procedure for designing prefabricated blast-resistant procedure was to keep the computational effort low so
beams to form the roof of a protective shelter. The that the resulting analysis can be carried out with hand
structural system is being considered for rapid calculator or spreadsheet, or readily programmed for
construction by intrinsic troop units.The pocedure computer. This allows the designer to investigate a wide
considers several concepts, including conventionally variety of options or run parametric studies before
reinforced and prestressed precast concrete, and focusing on a detailed beam design. Validation with
composite steel and concrete with typical span lengths more sophisticated models and physical testing confirm
from 20 to 50 feet. The design procedure relies rational the accuracy of the method for predicting the structural
methods of analysis for which calculations may be response. The design procedure permits analysis of
performed in a spreadsheet. Development of the conventionally reinforced concrete, prestressed
procedure includes validation by detailed finite element (pretensioned) concrete and composite steel-concrete,
modeling, laboratory tests on prototype beams, and future consisting of a solid concrete slab placed upon and
full-scale field tests, integrally connected to a welded plate or box girder.

The design procedure represents a synthesis of existing
analysis and design methodologies described in
textbooks, technical manuals, journals and concrete and

INTRODUCTION steel codes. The methodology consists of defining the
problem constraints and performance criteria, analyzing
the dynamic response, and t~reating additional design

Changes in the scale and geographic diversity of potential considerations. The following discussion describes each
future military involvement favors a different approach to of these areas. Validation of the structural calculations

construction of hardened shelters for personnel, aircraft and work necessary to finalize the overall design of the

or storage. Required characteristics of these new

generation shelters include rapid construction, protection protective structure is also briefly described herein.

from advanced weapons and concealment. One concept PROBLEM CONSTRAINTS AND PERFORMANCE
under development consists of an earth-covered shelter CRITERIA
constructed with reinforced soil walls and prefabricated
roof elements shown in Figure 1. The initial step of the design procedure is definition of

constraints and performance criteria for a specific type of
The roof consists of prefabricated beams containing an shelter and threat. Problem constraints include the
integral slab lifted into place after construction of the geometry of the shelter, blast loading and maximum
reinforced soil walls. The prefabricated beams and allowable weight of the beams.
additional construction materials would be stored at
strategic locations worldwide and shipped to the required Problem Constraints
site(s) when needed. Therefore it is advantageous that
the beams be relatively lightweight and wide in order to Adjacent simply supported beams spanning the short
minimize the overall weight and number requiring dimension comprise the roof structure of the shelter. This
transport and erection. study considered roof spans of 20 and 50 feet. The roof
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ROOF BEAM CROSS SECTION A-A

REINORCEO-SOIL WALLS -/NTEOCKING iOAR WALL

Figure 1 Conceptual View of Protective Shelter

will likely have a covering of soil, burster slab and beam mid span relative to an er.d, approximately
deflection layer. For purposes of concept comparison, corresponds to the plastic strain in the hinge. Concrete
the shelter was assumed to have six feet of overlying soil, maintains its ultimate flexural resistance for support
contributing to the mass of the system and reducing the rotations up to 2 degrees, whereas achieving support
available moment capacity of the beam. rotation up to 4 degrees requires special reinforcement to

confine the concrete or to permit tensile membrane action
Threat assessment and development of design roof [2]. This study used a maximum support rotation of 4
loading are not directly addressed in this study. With degrees, with consideration given to reinforcing the
blast generally representing the critical design case, a compression zone to give the concrete added ductility.
uniform distributed pressure with an instantaneous rise
time and linear decay (triangular load pulse) Evaluation Criteria
approximated the impulse from detonation of a general
purpose bomb over the shelter. Penetration or breaching It is helpful to identify a set of criteria and associated
are being addressed by separate design features under weighting factors for evaluating various beam designs or
development, concepts. A proposed set of criteria and weights is:

Size and weight restrictions associated with transportation 1) Fabrication Cost (25%) - Price to initially design and
and placing the beams using equipment normally fabricate the beams, including material, labor and capital
available presents another problem constraint. This equipment used in fabrication.
criterion will likely differ for shelters situated in more 2) Handling (15%) - Moving beams between fabrication,
remote settings versus locations easily accessible by land storage and erection, including special precautions or
or water transport. The latter case could make use of equipment.
fewer larger beams versus more numerous lightweight 3) Storage (15%) - Addresses long term storage and
beams for shelters in areas with difficult access. maintenance requirements such as protection from
Therefore, beam weight represents a problem constraint corrosion, prestress losses and amount of storage space.
and affects a number of evaluation criteria described 4) Erection (25%) - Degree of difficulty and resources
below. required to erect the beams in a shelter.

5) Reliability (20%) - Level of confidence in design and

Performance Requirements performance of a given concept or material.

Ductility and support rotation commonly measure the Having established the problem parameters, performance
ability of a structure to :.-,sist dynamic loading. Ductility requirements and evaluation criteria, the analysis
expresses the ratio of the maximum dynamic deflection to procedure is described next.
the yield deflection, assuming the beam has an elastic-
plastic response. This study adopted a target ductility DYNAMIC ANALYSIS METHODOLOGY
factor of 6, typical for this type of construction I1 1.
Support rotation, calculated as the angular rotation of the In this study a single degree-of-freedom model
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approximates the dynamic response of the roof beam. In addition to shear, designing and detailing the beam
This approach permits analysis of numerous designs due such that flexural response governs includes
to the moderate computational effort involved and consideration of:
provides sufficient accuracy for structures such as the
simply supported roof beams. Conventional or prestressed concrete:

A majority of the required calculations for a given 1) Web thickness and reinforcement for shear
concept pertain to determining the flexural resistance and 2) Shear and bending of the top flange in the transverse
stiffness. A spreadsheet containing the strength and direction
stiffness formulas and numerical integration of the 3) Effective width of the top flange
resulting SDOF differential equation was developed to 4) Prestress losses due to shrinkage and creep
facilitate the analysis.

Composite steel-concrete:
Calculating the beam's flexural resistance uses the
accepted strain compatibility and force equilibrium 1) Local buckling of the web or flange
approach. The procedure generally follows the 2) Shear capacity of web
assumptions and guidelines given in the ACI Building 3) Shear connectors
Code (3] and the AISC Manual of Steel Construction 141, 4) Bearing and intermediate stiffeners
with the exception of load and resistance factors. The
underlying statistics represented by the load and Member sizes are proportioned or checked for conformity
resistance factors in the codes do not apply to blast with requirements from the relevant portions of the
resistant design. Thus, the analysis uses load and concrete and steel design codes [3,41 including concrete
resistance factors equal to unity in accordance with the cover, rebar or strand spacing and weld requirements.
general practice for blast resistant design.

VALIDATION OF THE DESIGN PROCEDURE
The stiffness of a conventional or prestressed concrete
beam depends on the extent of cracking it has An initial evaluation of the three concepts considered in
experienced. As an approximation, the analysis averages this study based solely on estimated fabrication cost
the gross and cracked moments of inertia to calculate the favored prestressed concrete and composite over
stiffness of a concrete beam [2,5J. Computing the conventionally reinforced concrete. Subsequent
stiffness of a composite steel-concrete beam uses evaluation using the above criteria and weights found that
transformed-section moment of inertia. Finite element the composite steel-concrete beam ranked highest. The
analysis provides a means of validating these composite steel-concrete concept ranked particularly well
assumptions, as described later in this paper. for each criteria and permitted significant flexibility in

individual beam weight.
The design methodology described above relies on the
beam attaining its intended flexural response. Other limit Keeping the analysis methods intentionally simple
states, such as shear failure, must be prevented from required using more detailed methods to check the
governing the beam's ultimate strength. validity of the key assumptions and calculations. Finite

element analysis of several beams for each concept
The design procedure employs two methods to estimate showed good agreement with the static load/deflection
the shear force in the beam. Dynamic reactions obtained response predicted by the design procedure. Load tests of
from the SDOF calculation consider the dynamic prototype beams serve to further validate the design
equilibrium of the applied load, resisting moment and procedure. In going to each of these levels, greater detail
inertial force. I , approach uses the assumed deflected is included in the validation. The following discussion
shape to compute the inertial force and applies to both the more fully describes some of the finite element results
elastic and inelastic ranges. The second approach and subsequent static load tests.
includes the contribution from the higher normal modes
since they become increasingly important when Finite Element Analysis
calculations involve higher derivatives of the deflection
expression, as for shear [5]. Therefore, the analysis uses Finite element modeling utilized the nonlinear analysis
a simple procedure to computes the shear force using the program ADINA [6) to validate the static resistance
higher modes over the linear response range of the beam. functions embodied in the design procedure. Plane-stress
Shear design is based on the higher of these two results. two-dimensional elements modeled the steel and concrete

portions of the beam while truss elements modeled the
shear connectors and longitudinal reinforcing.
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The response of a 50 foot conventionally reinforced beam LOW (kil.)
is shown in Figure 2. The load deflection curve depicts 20D, A MO"

the mid span deflection and total applied load computed
using the design procedure and predicted by the finite16-SO
element analysis. The figure also shows the extent of I ' ....-....
concrete cracking at three stages of loading, starting with
the development of flexure cracks and progressing to 120

shear and flexure cracks at intermediate and yield loads.

-10. 20 30 4.0
__d Span Oeftcon (fthes)

a) Flexural Cracks Figure 3 Load-Deflection Response of 10 Foot Long
Prototype Test Beam - Design Procedure vs FE Model- The finite element analysis also indicated that achieving

an end rotation of 4 degrees requires strains of 2-3% in
the concrete and 4-5% in the steel. Concrete typically

b) Flexural and Shear Cracks - exhibits only 0.2 to 0.4% maximum usable compressive
b) Flexural and Shear Cracks strain. However, adding confining stress causes concrete

]] to behave in a more ductile manner and greatly enhances
its compressive strength. Analytical procedures and
experimental results of columns of various sizes and
shapes quantify the ductility achieved by using closely
spaced rebar cages to create a confined concrete core

c) Cracks at Yield 17,8,91. Figure 4 shows the reinforcing used to confine
the concrete in the test beams and the resulting stress-

strain curve used to derive the ADINA concrete model.PC5O
1000 F

eoo-[.s•÷ -il'r.•i---------------#3RebarCage2"O.C.

8 00Z-700

04c600 -- -y

J~200

Il' 300 - - - - - - - - - - -

Si . .a\ 'e 4 " 18"Concrete Slab

too-- -- -- -- --- ---- -- -stress (psl)
0 2 4 6 i b Ii 1'4 am&

Deflection at Mid Span (in) 700confined byreinforcing cage

E- -E D esign Procse1jre

Figure 2 Finite Element Results for 50 Ft 4=

lConventionally Reinforced Beam3= U-oitd

Figure 3 plots the predicted load-deflection curve for one 10
of the test beams and shows the good agreement between
the design procedure and the finite element model. 0.0%r.50% t 'Strain 5  

20 2.%
Differences include a slightly less stiff elastic response Figure 4 Concrete Slab Reinforcement and Predicted
and positive slope in the plastic region due to the strain Stress-Strain Response for Prototyp Roof Beam
hardening behavior of the steel in the model.
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Static Load Tests

Static load tests will further substantiate the predicted Load (kPS)

strength and stiffness of the composite beam concept and 120

confirm the ability of the overall design to reach the
intended flexural response. The design, fabrication and
testing of scaled prototype beams is described, though s - -- I.........
test results are not available in time for discussion herein.

Design of the test beams involved scaling to the capacity
of available test devices. The design followed exactly the 4--..............................
same procedure as for full-size beams. The 20 foot span
is represented by a 1/2 scale 10 foot beam while the 50 . .. .

foot span is scaled by 1/3 to give a 16 foot beam. Figure
5 shows the configuration of the 16 foot beam. Material 0 - - - , -,0 2.0 ,. 6. 0 .0
used to construct the beams consists of 4000 psi concrete 0 2.0 4tfo.0 (inc0es)

reinforced with 3/8" diameter rebar and 1/4" and 3/8" Mgr 6 DeflectionRsns

thick A572 (50,000 psi yield strength) steel plate. Fgure 6 Computed Load-Deflection Response of 16
Foot Long Steel-Concrete Composite Test Beam

The 10 ft and 16 ft beams both have the same cross-
sectional shape, but because of their different lengths and ADINA predictions regarding the percentage strain
loading, the structural response of the two beams differs. required to achieve the desired ductility and support
The design triangular pressure pulse for the 20 foot span rotation. Information from gages on the reinforcing bars
has a shorter duration and higher pressure than for the 50 will confirm the concrete strength and ductility predicted
foot span. The resulting load duration is about 1/2 of the by the analysis.
natural period for the shorter beam, while the longer
beam has a load duration of 1/4 of its natural period.

7 in

16 ft

Figure 5 Geometry of 16 Foot Prototype Test Beam

Figure 6 shows the load/deflection response for the 16
foot beam predicted by the design procedure and finite FUTURE WORK
element analysis. While both beams have the same static
flexural resistance, the shorter beam is predicted to have a At the time of writing, the test beams have been
maximum deflection of 3.8 inches and end rotation of 4 fabricated and testing will begin when the concrete
degrees. The longer beam is predicted to have an end reaches its design strength. Analysis of the test results
rotation of 4 degrees and maximum deflection of 6.4 will indicate any modifications or refinements to the
inches. The corresponding ductilities for the short and design procedure.
long beams are 9.0 and 5.5, respectively.

The next phase of concept development will integrate the
A 150 ton ram will apply two-point loading on 2 foot individual components into an overall design of the
spacing for the 10 foot beam and 3 foot spacing on the 16 protective shelter. Analysis and design will encompass
foot beam. Instrumentation consists of 28 strain gages, the reinforced soil walls, blast doors, mechanical systems,
six displacement gages and a load cell. The strain gage waterproofing, soil cover, burster slab and rubble layer.
data will validate the design procedure assumptions and Physical response modes include forced vibration,
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penetration and breaching, considered either separately or
in combination. The design will address interaction
between the roof beams and reinforced soil walls to
determine requirements for bearing and anchorage in
rebound. In addition, the design effort will develop
standard details to facilitate trouble-free and reliable
construction and operation of the shelters.
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ABSTRACT field incident stress, and u is the velocity of the structure
They also derived the equation of motion for a single-degree-

The objective of this research is to develop a simple of-freedom (SDOF) structural system, and presented
analytical method that characterizes plane shock wave solutions for perfectly plastic and elastoplastic structural
propagation through reinforced earth and the dynamic responses.
interaction with modular retaining wall panels. The shock
wave was initiated as a velocity boundary condition. The ANALYTICAL MODEL
exact solution was obtained by the Laplace transform
method. A step-by-step design procedure based on the "limit Figure 1 shows a one-dimensional model for the dynamic
state" concept is proposed. Because of the impulsive nature interaction between a wall panel and the reinforced earth
of ground shock, the maximum response of the wall panel attached to it. The presence of reinforcement in soil may
and reinforced soil system depends mainly on the capacity significantly alter the soil's original mechanical properties.
and rate of energy absorption and dissipation of the system. Since soil is not capable of carrying tensile stress, it is
Therefore, the connection between wall panels and soil assumed in this model that any tension developed in the soil
reinforcement, and soil reinforcement itself should be ductile will be taken by the reinforcement and that the soil and wall
beyond the proportional limit. Furthermore, the soil panel stay bonded at the interface. The shear and bending
reinforcement should possess a high elastic tensile modulus to resistance from connections between the panels has also been
minimize the wall panel displacement. included in the analysis.

v.•dr

INTRODUCTION N

The use of reinforced earth in the construction of retaining
walls has received much attention during the past decade. A
typical wall can be constructed with interlocking modular
panels or blocks connected to soil reinforcement. The layers // u
of soil reinforcement, in the form of sheets or grids placed in ___

a backfill, usually run parallel to the direction of wave
propagation. Recent field explosive tests on a reinforced "R R
earth shelter conducted in Israel(Raudanski 1990; Reid
1990,1991) have shown that such shelters can provide good Fiure 1. 1-0 Mode of ShockWae Propagation Through Renforced Earth
protection from blast loading. Cruciform wall panels Governing Equation. The I D wave equation for the
attached to horizontal metallic strips in a sandy backfill were particle displacement, u(m), in a homogeneous medium is
utilized in that shelter construction.

d2u 2,9UImposing continuity for both stress and displacement at o =u 2 (2)
the interface between the soil and structure, Drake and 1T& -92
Rochefort (1987) showed that the interface stress can be where c is the wave propagation velocity of reinforced earth.
expressed as Assuming strain compatibility, the apparent constrained

modulus of the reinforced soil can be expressed in terms of
oi =ff + PC/(Vif -(V ) the volume ratio of soil reinforcement, Vg,

2cff-pcLE,(I - v,) E g

where p is the mass density and cL the loading wave velocity K= (-g)+ g- vg)

of the soil, Vff is the free-field particle velocity, Offis the free- (1+ v,)(l- 2v,) (l (I+ vg)(l- 2 vg) g
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designed to be ductile. Assuming perfectly plastic wall
response, then R(u) = Rmamx(t - tQ, where H(t - ta) is a

E 2 Heaviside step function, t. = R/c is the arrival time of the
E•V3  - EgVg shock wave, and the ratio of unit resistance to the

1(1+ VS,)(-2vi,) (I+ vXl- 2v,) constrained reinforced earth modulus becomes a constant-*lV) E,(1- V') .(VS)+ Eg(1-!ý) _ I-V.R
(I+ v,) Xt- 2v,) (l+v,)(1-2v,)" 9 .Rma(xl

(3) K.

where E. and Eg- and vs and vg , are, respectively, the Initial conditions. The wall panel and reinforced earth

Young's moduli and Poisson's iatios of the soil and system is at rest before the shock front arrives, and thus the

reinforcement. The wave propagation velocity can be initial conditions are:

approximated by u(x,0)=O (OxS R) (12)

c- K. (4) - (xO)=0 (05x<R) (13)

Solution. Eq.(2), together with boundary and initial
and po0 is the mass density of the reinforced earth given by conditions, was solved by the Laplace transform method.

(5) The solution for the particle displacement u(x,t) is in the
P, =P,(IVg)+PgV8  form

where Ps and pg are the mass densities of the soil and
reinforcement, respectively.
Boundary Conditions. At x = 0, the shock wave front, u(x,t) =Xu, (14)
having an initial particle velocity, vo, arrives at time t = 0
and decays exponentially, so that Keeping only the first five terms and using the variables,

du(0,t) = Voe-( t > 0) (6) t I = t -- (15)
C _

where a is the particle velocity attenuation rate. The shock
front pressure, ao, is the product of the impedance of the 12 =(1+:! 2T (16)
reinforced earth, p0 c, and the initial particle velocity, vo. cJ
At x = R, the equation of motion of the wall panel is

M = -cahb- K(u)u (7) t3= I (17)

at2

where M is the mass of the wall panel, h is the panel height, t4 I+.=, 4T (18)
b is the panel width, and K(u) is the structural stiffness of the -c)
wall. Expressing soil stress in terms of the wall panel
displacement, Eq.(7) becomes t5= I-x-4T (19)

dOu du K(u)u
-+- + =0 (8) R

&2 dX KhbT = T - (20)
where C

m =gace (21)
M p =m+l (22)

Kxhb q = m - 1 (23)
The unit resistance function, defined as the structural
resistance per unit area of wall panel, can be expressed as = - (24)

R g(u)u PC
(u)hb (10) _=/c2 (25)

The unit resistance function R(u) may be modeled as linearly the terms on the right hand side of Eq.(14) take the form

elastic, elastoplastic, perfectly plastic or by some other ul=O (ti < 0)
appropriate model. However, the high strain rate of a
structural system under a strong incident shock would =-vo. e-(.tl ti >0 (26)
produce perfectly plastic response, if the system were a
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u2=0 (Q <0) in the design calculations. Figure 2 shows different

characteristics of the confined versus unconfined stiffnesses

= VaO~ e422~gvt)~t~eVi) of CONWED Stratagridn' 9027(Farrag et al. 199 1)ý

(2 > 0) (27) Geogrld CONWED
u3=0 (t3 <0 ) Confining pressu .e 48 KN/I

2

- *0

=l
(t3>0) (28) L

u4=0 (t4<0) -.

--1' 2(- e-4144)- 42(-e-144) + 4mq [I - (I + - 4)e-- y4
txq 2.

... 5Unconfined Extension Test

1" (6. in height x 7 in length)

(t4>0) (29) I

u5=0 (t5<0) o 5 10 is 20

Strain dy/dx Wl

2 V0 {2(i - e-a15) - 4M2(l -eCris5+ 4 mq[II-(I+ yis5)e-' J" Fapam 2. Confinim v,. Unwn~wod Sufftimiii ofak Osop

The higher confined stiffhess can be attributed to the
-A.[c. t I- I - er't5)] + 2)AI- (I + y. t5)e-r"S composite action of the reinforcement with surrounding soil.

I If the wall panel stays in contact with soil, the connection
(t5 >0) (30) system is termed "compression-controlled" If the wall panel

The expressions for the longitudinal normal stress, particle separates from the soil, the connection system is termed
velocity, particle acceleration of the soil medium can be "tension-controlled". Figure 3 shows the relationship
readily derived from Eqs. (26)-(30). Although higher order
terms could be added to the solution, the transient response between the ratio a and the ratio a0 / R which can

of the reinforced soil system due to shock loading will have be used to determine whether separation will occur
been damped out before they become effective. The I-D
model accounts for superposition of incident and reflected INTERFACE STRESS

waves propagating between the explosion point and the (Perfectly-piwic: structural response)

interface, and accommodates Eq. (1) as a special case. The

I-D model gives the same interface stress as that given by Eq.
(1) when the soil medium is semi-infinite. The I-D model is
used as the basis to develop a procedure for the design of a Compression

100modular wall panel and soil reinforcement connection system. = =--

DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS
___ V

When the deceleration of the panel by the structural C
resistance from panel connection and soil reinforcement is - - Tension
less than the deceleration of the incident shock, the interface -

stress becomes tensile and the wall panel tends to pull the l li l
soil reinforcement out from the soil. The soil reinforcement ,., V,,
will have to carry the tension developed at the interface. The Peak incident stress/aximurn unit resistance, oF / Rmax
equation of motion of the wall panel, Eq.(7), becomes

Fi-,2U R Predicton o'Terue or Comapiveuawrfam Sune

M a + Rmaxbh + T = 0 (31) The free-field soil displacement under the shock wave°&2 9prescribed by Eq.(6) is

where Tg is the tension in the soil reinforcement at the
interface. If this interface tension is greater than the "pull-
out resistance" of the soil reinforcement, slippage will occur Uff (t) = v° (1-e a) (32)
between soil and soil reinforcement and the wall panel will cc
become separated from the soil. The confined stiffness or The maximum wall panel displacement, Uma,, for a
"pull-out resistance" of the soil reinforcement should be used compression-controlled system is always less than twice the
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peak free-field soil displacement. This corresponds to the ao =Pocvo =230 psi (34)

limiting case of a free soil boundary where A -- 0, pL--4 0 and a, / Rmu = 46 From Figure 3, the connection
and y -+ -. However, a large wall panel displacement may system falls in the "tension-controlled" region This means
occur for a tension-controlled system. When the wall panel that, during the loading phase, the wall panel is likely to
becomes separated from the soil, slippage between soil and separate from the soil Using Figure 4, the ratio of maximum
soil reinforcement will have occurred. If the soil wall panel displacement to the peak free-field displacement is
reinforcement tension at the interface is assumed to be a found to be approximately 2.5 The peak free-field soil
constant, being equal to the smaller of the soil reinforcement displacement is determined using Eq.(32).
yielding force or the dynamic frictional resistance between
soil and soil reinforcement, the maximum panel
displacement can be determined by solving Eq.(31) Uff 0.92 in. (23 mm) (35)
numerically. In this case, the unit resistance Re. is the a

combined resistance of the panel connection and soil

reinforcement. Figure 4 shows a normalized displacement 0.92 X 2.5 = 2.3 in. (58 mm)

envelope in terms of o, / Rnm for both compression- and
tension-controlled systems. Table 1. I-D Model Parameters for the Example

.1Parameter Value
1(1) (2)

Young's Modulus of Soil, Es 255 MPa (37,000 psi)
. Poisson's Ratio of Soil, vs 0.35

.... Dry Unit Weight of Soil. Ps 1765 kg/i 3 (I1t0 pci)3.9Young's Modulus of Reinforcement, Eg 1,08 OPa (157,000 psi)
Unit Weight of Reinforcement, pg 963 kg/m3 (60 pcf)

Poisson's Ratio of Reinforcement, vg 040
_as 2 Volume Ratio of Reinforcement, Pi 0.024%

. Free-field Soil Particle Velocity, vo 1.8 m/s (6 ¶ps)
SExponential Decay Rate, a 80 Sec-

.8Length of Reinforced Earth, R 6.1 mn (20 (1)
j Seismic Velocity of Soil, c 488 m/s (1600 fps)

Unit Structural Resistance, Ra 35 kPa (5 psi)
1 .a is 10 Height of Wall Panel, h 154 cm (5 ft)

Width of Wall Panel, b 180 cm (6 ft)
Pea jj mea m rim s l• ix u, eo~/R,,m Weight of Wall Panel. M I I80 kg (2600 Ib)

Figure 4 Ratio of Maximum Wall Displacement to Maximum
Free-field Soil Displacement Figure 5 shows that the interface stress is the

EXAMPLE superposition of the incident stress and the structural unit
resistance.

A numerical example is given herein to illustrate how the Incident Stre, Unit Resistance and Interface Stress

simple I -D model can be used to determine the Pormal stress a_
acting on the interface between the reinforced earth and thet ~ I.-

wall panel and the kinematic response of the wall panel. _____ I- sn VU

Furthermore, the effects of wall panel separating from the soil - -

on these response parameters are also presented. The -

physical parameters used in this example are given in Table 1. ! 2 _

Figures 3 and 4 may be used to determine the maximum wall
panel displacement rapidly. Using Eq.(3) and the values i
given in Table 1, the apparent constraired modulus of the • - - -

reinforced earth, K., is computed to be 59,427 psi (410
MPa). Since the soil is very lightly reinforced, the mass -2W
density of the soil is not significantly affected by the presence
of the reinforcement. The seismic velocity of the reinforced
earth, c, is computed to be 1583 fps (482 m/s). Combining __00 _0 2_1 s

Eqs.(9) and (24) yields r,.u(ns5. )
Figure S Composition of interface Stress

= -Kxhb 2000 Sec-' (33) In this example, the interface stress becomes tensile at time t
Mc = 14.36 mSec when the wall panel starts separating from the

and y/ c = 25. The peak normal stress is computed from soil. Eq.(3 1) becomes effective from that time instant and is
the free-field particle velocity, solved numerically to determine the maximum wall panel
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displacement. Figure 6 shows that wall panel displacement Step 6. Design 1aains breaching of wall panels
would be significantly undcrestimated if Eqs.(26)-(30) were The 1989 version Air Force Protective Design Manual
used for a "tension-controlled" connection system. provides guidelines for determining structural element

o Pal Do&h t thickness and minimum standoff distance to prevent localized
t i - breaching. McVay(1988) reported that breaching is likely to

Z, -occutr when the scaled range, R/WU3, is less than 1-3
ft/lb , where R is the standoff in feet and W is the net

- explosive weight in pounds of TNT In general, the concrete
wall panels are reinforced with welded wire fabric(WWF)

" ',, made of A82 steel with a minimum yield strength cf 64000
"psi For close-in and contact explosions, fibrous concrete
may be used as an alternative."- ~CONCLUSION

TW 41n e(, The I-D mathematical model proposed in this study

FIgue 6. Effect d•Ped on rm Sod an, Wal Pan Dap provides a simple method for predicting the dynamicinteraction between reinforced earth and wall panels under

LIMIT STATE DESIGN PROCEDURE ground shock loading. The model accounts for superposition
of incident and reflected waves propagating between the

Using the above information, a step-by-step design velocity boundary and the wall panel. The model treats
methodology is illustrated herein: reinforced earth as a linearly elastic and homogeneous

Sg1. Determine the volume ratio of reinforcement in the medium, and as such cannot model the hysteretic
reinforced soil, Vg. compaction or other plastic behavior of soil under stressg wave propagation.
SL*2- Determine the peak value % and the decay rate (x of

the free-field normal stress in the reinforced soil due to a This method of analysis can t applied to earthquake
given explosion. engineering, where the ground motion may be treated as a

S Conduct limit analyses of the maximum pull-out series of shock waves arriving at the wall at different instants
resistance of reinforced soil. of time. It is anticipated that wall panel will iot separate

from the soil at low stress level, and therefore, the responses
The resistance of the reinforced soil may become ineffective if to the different shocks can be superimposed to find the wall
sufficient embedment length is not provided to develop the response under an earthquake motion.
required tensile force in the reinforcement. Due to the high
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ABSTRACT at the wall locations. Soil was compacted
behind the panel to the level where metal

This paper presents a summary of a reinforcement strips (inextensible
comprehensive research program which reinforcement) were laid out behind each
was developed to evaluate the wall panel and connected to anchors in
effectiveness of reinforced soil for each panel. The strips were then covered
blast protective shelters. Following a with compacted soil. After completion of
thorough review of previous the first layer of wall panels, a second
investigations, the following three course of panels was added and the process
phased experimental program was repeated. The bunker was tested by
undertaken: (i) a lab testing program detonating general purpose bombs in the
using geogrids subjected to impulse soil backfill behind the wall. Deflections
loading; (ii) a numerical modeling of the wall panpls were measured. The
program using 3-D dynamic finite reinforced soil bunker for these full
element analysis and a two invariant scale tests showed a high resilience to
cap model; and (iii) a physical conventional weapon detonations.
modeling program using 1/30th scale Unfortunately, no analysis was conducted
centrifuge models subjected to blast in the full scale test program to
loading. in this paper an overview of determine the primary design variables
results is presented for the successful that affect system performance. A
experimental program, with emphasis on comprehensive research effort was
parameters affecting hardened shelter subsequently initiated to determine the
performance. role of the parameters which influence the

response of reinforced soil systems to
conventional weapon detonations.

INTRODUCTION
OVERVIEW OF THE RESEARCH PROGRAM

Protection of sensitive equipment,
munitions, communications networks, and The objective of the research program was
high-performance aircraft for military to develop validated techniques for
applications is typically accomplished by evaluating the influence of the parameters
construction of hardened shelters. that affect the response of reinforced
Traditionally, these shelters are soil to loads from blast waves. The
constructed of reinforced concrete, but research program was developed to include
may incorporate earthen berms to deflect a three-phased investigation. These
and reduce blast loads. Recently, the included: Wi a laboratory testing
United States Air Force (USAF) has been program, (ii) a numerical model testing
evaluating the potential use of reinforced program, and (iii) a physical model (i.e.,
soil technology for the construction of centrifuge) testing program (Ref 5). Each
protective shelters. The response of phase of the testing program was
geogrid reinforced soil subjected to undertaken to provide either complimentary
impulse (i.e., blast) loading has been the data which could be used in other phases
subject of recent study. or validating data which could be used to

compare results from other phases.
In 1990, a series of full scale explosive
tests were conducted on a reinforced soil There were several elements of the overall
munitions bunker by the USAF and the testing program which were common to each
Israel AF to evaluate the survivability of phase, and therefore warrant discussion.
these structures when subjected to The program focused on structures which
conventional weapon effects (Ref. 1). The could be used to house aircraft, equipment
bunker walls were constructed with and/or personnel. These 'structures' were
conventional reinforced soil as follows. actually 14.8 ft (4.51 m) high reinforced
A row of vertical facing panels was placed soil walls which can be constructed with

an optional roof. The studies focused
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primarily on the use of geogrids as the of 10% per minute. Static tensile stress-
soil reinforcement material. Dry sands strain responses of the three geogrids are
were used or modeled in the study. The shown in Figure 1.
structure was loaded by use of a blast
wave, herein referred to as an impulse
load, induced by explosive detonation. ____

The impulse loads have rise times from a
few milliseconds (ms) to less than 1 Ins;
corresponding strain rates in soil exceed 360-
several percent per ms. Three geogrid - MIRAGRID 10T: IMPACT
reinforcing materials were selected for 320 - MATREX 120- IMPACT
evaluation in the lab study. The geogrids 0000 UX1500: STATIC

0--o. MIRAGRIO ICOT: STATICwere selected based on variations in E 280 - o•e MATREX 120: STATIC
material composition, structure, and z - A"

tensile strength. The types of geogrids 6 240_
tested and their properties are shown in
Table 1. 0

C)200
A generic geogrid was modeled in the
numerical and physical testing studies. A = 160
detailed description of each of the three Z

phases is presented in the remainder of 120
this paper. Detailed information on all
facets of this research program can be 80-
found in reference 5. _

40 - / . -

Product Name Manufacture Structure Polymer Ultimate -
Composition Tensile 0-4,

Strength 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16
(kN/m) STRAIN (S)

UX1SO0 The Tensar Punched Polyethylene 86.0
Corporation Sheet-Drawn Figure ) (Ref 5)

Miragrid lOT Mirafi, Inc, Woven Polyester 93.6

MatrexI2O The Reinforced Woven Polyester 181.3
Earth Company Unconfined Impact Tensile Tests: To

evaluate the unconfined dynamic strength
of the geogrid, the dynamic loading systemTable I (Ref 5) from the pullout box was used. The

LABORATORY TESTING PROGRAM results of the three impact tensile tests
on Tensar UX1500, Miragrid 10T, and Matrex
120 geogrids are presented in Figure 1 andThe laboratory testing program consisted Table 2. It can be seen from Figure 1

of two types of an evaluation of both Tat fo al three seo product t
static and dynamic response. One portion that for all three geogrid products the
focused on the unconfined response and the dynamic tensile strength and dynamic
other focused on the pullout response of tensile stiffness are higher then the
geogrids embedded in soil. Unconfined corresponding static properties. The
response testing of the geogrids was relative increase of tensile strength,
performed in general accordance with defined as ratio of the impact to the
American Society for Testing and Materials static strength, is 33.8, 14.5, and 10.7
(ASTM) Standard Method D4595-86. Confined percent for Tensar UXl500, Miragrid 10T,
response testing was performed in general and Matrex 120 geogrids, respectively.
accordance with ASTM draft Standard Test
Method D35.01.87.02. The pullout test , -. • .. • .. . .. .
device was modified to provide peak loads '- .. . -,
within tens of milliseconds. 01, 4 ..

V23 1
0

1~ 3 M2 1.029 30.2
Unconfined Static Tensile Tests: Three ... a = a, ,,=, 23 33
unconfined static tensile test were
performed on Tensar UX1500, Miragrid 10T
and Matrex 120 geogrids at a constant rate Table 2 (Ref 5)

Static Confined Pullout Test Results:
Pullout testing consisted of measuring the
force necessary to pull the geogrid
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specimen out from the confining soil mass. It is observed that the peak pullout
resistance of each geogrid specimen at

'Static' pullout tests were defined as the these two different displacement rates isconventional pullout tests in which the almost identical when tested at low
specimen is loaded in a displacement confining pressure. As the confiningcontrolled manner at a rate of 0.04 in/min pressure increases, there is an indication(1 mm/min). Conventional static pullout that the dynamic pullout resistance may be
test series were conducted using specimens slightly greater than the static
of each three geogrids in each of two resistance, particularly for the Tensar
sands to establish six test series. Three UX1500 geogrid. Although this affect maytest series were conducted in a poorly be indicative as a rate dependent pullout
graded sand (Unified Soil Classification phenomenon, the response results at the
System (USCS) I SP) compacted to a two loading rates are similar. Based onrelative density of approximately 80% by the relatively consistent, yet limited
hand tamping. The other three test series test data, the authors do not believe thatwere conducted in a well-graded silty sand these results suggest a significant rate
(USCS - SW-SM) compacted to a relative dependency effect.
density of approximately 75% by hand
tamping at a moisture content of 3.0%.
Tests were conducted at a range of 110
confining pressures. Detailed test
conditions and results for these six too- CEOGRIOS IN SP SAN0
series of tests are presented as Test - LX150o at I mm/mm
Series 1 through 6 in Table 3. 90 •,ATREX 120T at mm/min

SUX1500 at 152 m/mlin
S" MIRAGRIO lOT at 152 rnm/nin

(I . ... MATREX 120 at 152 mm/m

~. ....aa. - w : a .... _-fl- 70-
LAJ

'..a "': 'S 3 , * 5 ,.3 
3

u S.57777 :~ 50-
17 IS IN t I M 40 - --- -"1 30::"* ...e, t o ItS 53 31 w 5 io I 36 3 "5 ,

. :3 N. 71.. .. .. .. :1 No ,0
* ,133 5. IS M 3IN. 3 I N 20 33

01 I
5 .? .it IS S 3 IS 33 I 3o0 o

1. . ...53lt 3 33* , 33 I .. . .. S'z

,a 3 , I 33 IS 33 I SS 1, 0 10 20 X0 40 50 60 70 80 90 tO< IO,,,,,,,, 3, ItSoMI ,.3 ,, 33 Io 13NORMAL STRESS (kPo)

331SIt I M, I,, , 3 ,. "" 3S Figure 2 (Ref

S MS13 - INt 31 111 t 3 1

IN.3 l75313 3. Confined Impact Test Results and
S-Comparisons: An impact or dynamic pullout

5test is one in which the reinforcement is
Ssubjected to an impulse load exhibiting a

Confined Pullout Testing at Increased rise time of a few tens of ns. Six series
Deformation Rate: Three additional series of impact pullout tests on the threeof pullout tests were conducted on the geogrids in each of the SP and SW-SM sands
three geogrids in the SP sand at a were conducted.
displacement rate of approximately 6
in/min (152 mm/min) to evaluate the effect Comparison between the impact and static
of testing rate on the geogrid response. pullout resistances for the three geogrids
Figure 2 shows comparison of pullout in the SP sand is shown in Figure 3. For
resistance curves at the 0.04 in/min (1
mm/min) rate and those at the 6 in/min
(152 mm/min) rate.
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analysis are available. These codes have
Tensar UX1500 and Miragrid 10T geogrids, been used for the dynamic analysis of
the impact and static pullout resistance protective structures subjected to weapons
curves in the SP sand are almost identical effects. However, very few offer soil
for the range of test normal stresses. models of the type appropriate for
However, for the Matrex 120 geogrid, the sophisticated non-linear dynamic analysis.
impact pullout resistance was consistently Selection of a code which could implement
higher (range from 1 to 15 percent) than a realistic soil model was considered
the static resistance. For the geogrids essential. The soil model that was
in SW-SM sand, the difference between determined to be best suited for the
impact and static pullout resistance was present study was the Weidlinger Cap model
insignificant (Ref 5). (Ref 5). This model has been used

extensively for ground shock problems, and

Summary: Based on the composite results it is versatile enough to incorporate
from all of the pullout test series, the various effects that were considered
authors suggest that there is, at best, important during this study, such as rate
only a slight indication that the pullout effects.
resistance demonstrates a rate dependent
effect. With the possible exception of A variety of numerical models were
the Matrex 120 geogrid in the SP sand, in evaluated for their applicability to this
fact, the results consistently indicate study, including ANSYS, ABAQUS, ADINA, and
that there is a negligible effect. This DYNA3D. Of these, DYNA3D was developed
lack of rate dependency is supported by specifically for the analysis of blast
the pullout resistance versus deformation problems. This non-linear, explicit 3-D
response, not presented in this paper due finite elenicrt code developed by the
to space limitations but presented in Lawrence Live.more National Laboratory
reference 5. (Ref 3), also Incorporates the Weidlinger

Cap model for toil behavior. These
characteristics, coupled with the
advantage of being currently in use by the

ISO IUSAF and available in the public domain,

le- GEOCRI5S IN SP M D made DYNA3D the most suitable choice for
*44*4UX 1500: I mm/mmn

ý MIRAGRID lOT: I mm/min use in the numerical modeling program.
MATREX 120: 1 mm/min

1SO - UX1500: IMPACT
-. MIRAGRID: IMPACT

E -- MATREX 120: IMPACT 
-vi-.',

P- 140

S120 --
IM/

100-

o

60- 
0__ _ _

40 -
.

20 -

0 I l r t l l ~ l lOA-- l- Z'..t~ 

M,

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80

NO RM AL STRESS (kPo) 
_t,,,Jil2.t.fl a,,

Figure 3 (Ref 5) Figure 4 (Ref 5)

NUMERICAL MODELING OF REINFORCED SOIL For analysis, a prototype structure was

modeled. The prototype geogrid reinforced

Several numerical codes for non-linear wall was 14.8 ft (4.5 m) high and

finite element or finite difference
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contained 6 layers of Tensar UX1600 reinforcement moved as one in response to
geogrid, each layer being 14.8 ft (4.5 m) the blast load, meaning little relative
long. Each layer of geogrid was attached movement between the reinforcement and the
to the center of a concrete facing panel soil (i.e. pullout), was observed.
2.46 ft (0.75 m) high and 0.48 ft (14.63
cm) thick. The soil used for both the - Weapon size and distance from the wall
wall backfill and the foundation was face are critical parameters which
modeled as a clean sand with a friction influenced wall behavior much more than
angle of 35 degrees. any other parameters.

An example of the mesh used for the finite - For a constant soil friction angle, the
element analysis is shown in Figure 4. range of soil/reinforcement interface
This mesh was used in all of fourteen friction coefficients have a relatively
computer runs to evaluate the effect on small influence over system behavior
the performance (i.e., deformation) of the (i.e., 0.7-0.9).
wall face due to variations in the
following parameters: reinforcement - Soil strength and stiffness are very
stiffness and length, weapon size and important parameters governing system
location, soil/reinforcement friction behavior. Wall panel deformations
coefficient, soil stiffness and strength, decrease as soil strength and stiffness
and constraint of the top of the wall. increase. This effects appears to be more

important than reinforcement stiffness.
The conclusions of the parametric study
are summarized as follows: - For a given soil, the behavior of the

reinforced soil system is very sensitive
- Reinforcement stiffness significantly to placement soil density because of the
affects the displacements induued by blast close relationship between soil density
loading. Displacements decrease with and soil strength and stiffness.
increasing reinforcement stiffness in the Increasing the relative compaction of the
following non-linear fashion: increasing soil leads to enhanced wall performance.
reinforcement stiffness by two orders of
magnitude above the stiffness of the PHYSICAL MODELING OF REINFORCED SOIL WALL
baseline model material leads to
approximately a 17% decrease in average Centrifuge modeling of reinforced soil
displacement of the wall facing; walls subjected to buried blast loading
decreasing reinforcement stiffness by two was conducted at Tyndall AFB. Nine, 1:30
orders of magnitude leads to approximately scale physical model tests were conducted
a 40% increase in average displacement of using Tyndall beach sand, gypsum facing
the wall facing. panels and six layers of either steel shim

stock or woven nylon netting
- Within the range of lengths investigated reinforcement. The steel shim stock was
(14.8 and 10.8 ft (4.51 & 3.29 m)), sized to model the steel strip
reinforcement length has little effect on reinforcement used in conventional
the behavior of the reinforced soil system reinforced soil walls. The properties of
provided these lengths meet static design the nylon netting approximately modeled
criteria, the scaled strength and stiffness of

Tensar UXl500. The gypsum panel modeled
- The reinforcement is subjected to very the size and behavior of conventional
high compressive stresses as the blast concrete panels. The explosive was
wave passes through the system. Dynamic modeled with 3 gm (0.106 oz) of RDX placed
tensile stresses in the reinforcement at various locations in the backfill
develop after the blast wave has reached behind the reinforced soil mass.
the facing. Instrumentation included accelerometers

placed on selected facing panels and
- Dynamic tensile stresses develop carbon resistance gages placed within the
relatively slowly in the reinforcement, soil mass. Video and high-speed cameras
Rise times of tens of milliseconds are were used to document the tests.
predicted by the numerical code.

The centrifuge tests were used to evaluate
- Reinforcement rupture and excessive the influence of wall displacement on
deflection were the only observed failure reinforcement type, length, and stiffness;
mechanisms. The soil mass and weapon location; and facing restraint at
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the top of the wall. Two of the kept within normal ranges for static
centrifuge tests were conducted to provide stability.
a comparison with numerical predictions.
Data collected from the test included: (i) Physical Modeling: The physical modeling
peak wave pressures; (ii) facing panel testing has s demonstrated that
peak accelerations; (iii) wave reinforcement type and stiffness play a
velocities; and (iv) permanent wall significant role in wall behavior. The
displacement. The results of the testing importance of a horizontal constraint at
indicate the following: the top facing panel has also been

demonstrated. Reproducibility of test
- Peak wave pressures measured in the results and the close agreement between
centrifuge agree well with predicted centrifuge test results and numerical
values (based on CONWEP analysis, Ref 4). predictions provide evidence that

centrifuge modeling techniques are
- Based on the limited testing program, appropriate for this class of problems.
centrifuge test results are reproducible.

-Below a minimum length for static This research program has developed some
stability, reinforcement length is a of the first quantitative data on the
minimal factor in wall response. response of geogrid-reinforced walls to

impulse loading. Conclusions were
- Reinforcement width and type are developed showing which of the reinforced
significant factors in wall response. The soil design variables affect the response
walls with nylon netting performed better of the system to this severe loading
than walls with steel shim stock. regime. Full-scale testing is now in

progress at Tyndall AFB to provide
- Wall deformations are significantly validation to the laboratory, numerical,
smaller when top restraint is used, and centrifuge test data presented in this
assuming all other factors remain equal. paper.

- Peak pressure, wave velocities, panel
displacements, and the effects of wall References
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2 INTRODUCTION on the basis of an Euler-Lagrange-link. At
each timestep the state of equilibrium andThis contribution continuous a paper [5] the conservation of mass, impulse and en-

presented 4 jears ago at the Fourth Inter- ergy are satisfied.
national Symposium. In this report the
boundaries for the posibility of a kinema- In the Lagrange-formulation the nodes,
tic chain and the fixing of the necessary which are describing the investigated me-
destruction areas (hinges) were described. dium, are moveable. The grid gets the pos-

sibility to deforme and distort. In this
case the elements may degeneratet, so that
negative masses or energies can occur.In
the Euler-formulation the grid is located

T (D •in the space and the medium moves through
" it. In the Euler-Lagrange-connection, the

I -pressure -calculated in the Euler grid --- _will be act on the structure which is de-
.. 4 -" .-- -[ scribed by the lagrange grid.

0 3 SIZES OF THE SPATIAL GRIDS AND THE
TIMESTEPS

For the spatial grid of the detonation
Fig. 1: Arrangement and dimensioning of area the size of one element is taken sothe necessary hinges small, that the highes occuring pressure

reaches at least 50 % of the Chapman-Jou-
guet-pressure.

In this contribution the analytical de- With the chois of the timestep the fol-
scription of the explosion-impact and the lowing conditions have been satisfied
behavior of concrete and steel and the
coupling of the explosion with the struc- - the numerical stability of the calcu-
ture are presented. lation

- the shockwave must reach each element
- the loss of energie must be limited un-2 SPATIAL AND TEMPORAL REPRESENTATION OF der a fixed level because the energie-

THE HIGH EXPLOSIVE AND DESTRUCTION conservation is satisfied approximately.
PROCESSES

The two last conditions guarantees the nu-The interaction of a high-explosive deto- merical stability of the calculation auto-
nation upon a reinforced concrete struc- matically.
ture can be solved sufficiently through a
numerical simulation. The description of
impact and detonation processes is possi- 4 DESCRIPTION OF THE MATERIALS
ble in a coupled or separated process. For
our examination we have been used a cou- For a practical description of the
pled solution which can include the corre- materialstrength it is necessary to divide
lation between the impact and the reaction the stresses and strains in a hydrostatic
of the structure directly. and a deviatoric part.

The used program AUTODYN solves this pro- In a simple approximation the hydrostatic
blem-with the method of finite differences parts represents the volumetric change and
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A more exact adaption of the failure cri- the deviatoric parts represents the pla-
teria to testseries is not worth untill stic behavior, the failure and the strain-
the influence of the strain-rate in the rate influence.
rang. • = 1001*1 cannot be described yet. The explosive properties are described

with the Jones-Wilkins-Lee equation.

+ B, (I - -) C"'+V

0 6W ~R 21 V, .

For characterising the material two funda-
mental relationships are necessary.

u--'"byUT--- 2 - The equation of state, EOS, which des-
Scribes the stress-strain-relations.

I I t II I t 0 .4

-,8 -16 -14 -12 -10 -8 -6 -4 -2 YT 6.tlfý - The failure-criterion. It determines the
maximal possibile stresscombination.

Fig. 3: Failure-criterion (3]

S COMPARISON OF NUMERICAL CALCULATIONS

WITH FIELDTESTS

The used calculation models and the laws K0
of material are checked for her abilitys.

This happens by comparing craterdiameter, I
craterdepth and damage of the lower side Iof the plate. For our first inverstigati- -4 / f
ons we used the fieldtests of the /
"Forschungsinstitut fUr milit~rische Bau-
technik", ZUrich (4]. failure criterion

used by AUTOODY

-2 -4 -6 -8 -10

fieldtest 3O,,
• q.¢'. .- ,/ Fig. 2: stress-strain-relation [3]

For the presentation of the EOS we use the
pressure-density-relationship. This is
similar to the hydrastatic stress-strain-
relation. The pressure is equal to the
octahedral normal stress Goct and the

S first approach step density is indirect proportional to the
volume.

The fail-ure of the concrete is described
by Drucker-Prager with

Fig. 4: First approach step

f = J +- - . 0=
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AB$STRACT

A high explosive charge detonated in contact with show that if the charge is large enough a hole will
a reinforced concrete slab causes an essentially be punched. and a cloud of particles will be
different effect than a charge detonated at generated on the back of the slab.
distance from the slab. If the charge is large At FOA effort has been made to find how charge
enough a hole will be punched, and a cloud of and hole characteristics depend on each other.
particles will be generated on the back of the slab. The reason for this is to be able to predict the
At FOA experiments have been done in purpose to leakage of explosive gases to adjacent rooms.
find a connection between the weight of a half Knowing the hole area PROMIX simulations can
sphere high explosive charge in contact with a be done to accomplish this. The simulations can

reinforced concrete slab and the diameter of the be verified using the test plant for confined
generated hole. The velocity of the particle cloud explosions constructed at FOA.
has also been measured. The connection between charge and hole
There are several parameters effecting the diameter is consequently the first part of
process, for instance charge characteristics as research leading to improved algorithms for the
weight. density and explosive energy, and slab VEBE-code. The purpose of this studle is to find
characteristics such as density and strength. By an equation descibing the relation between a half
performing dimension analyses relevant sphere charge in contact with a concrete slab and
parameters have been considered and an equation the diameter of the generated hole. considering
describing the connection between charge and all physical l'arameters relevant to this case of
hole diameter has been adapted to the load.
experimental data.

2. METHOD

1. INTRODUCTION - BACKGROUND A series of experiments has been performed
mainly in purpose to find a relation between

At the Swedish National Defence Research weight (or diameter) of a half sphere charge and
Establishment - FOA a dynamic Computer Model hole diameter.
for Conventional Weapons Effect in Urban Areas - The relation between charge weight and velocity
VEBE, has been developed. VEBE calculates the of the particle cloud has also been studied but not
effects of blast, fragments, fire, smoke and debris yet analysed.
on buildings, main systems and humans. 2.1. MATERIAL

The algorithm for calculating the effects from
internal explosions on buildings in VEBE is The experiments have been executed in 1/4-
generated from a more detailed computor code scale. Previous work at FOA (Jonasson 1990)
PROMIX (Forstn Jonasson 1989). shows that using 1/4-scale is valid in this case of
PROMIX calculates blast effects on a construction load. The length and width of the reinforced
consisting of several cells, for instance a building. slabs were 1000*1000mm 2 . and the thicknesses
First the effects in the room where the bomb have been 40. 50, 60, 70 and 80 mm which
detonates are calculated, knowing the correspond to slabs used in ordinary Swedish
deformations and openings the effects in adjacent dwelling houses. The strength of the concrete
rooms can be predicted. slabs has been recorded with a concrete test

hammer (PROCEQ SA Schmidt L) to 38 - 50 MPa.

A high explosive charge detonated in contact or The reinforcement was 2.5 mm o at 75 mm cc's.
very close to a reinforced concrete slab causes an Two kinds of reinforcement "old" and "new"
essentially different effect than a charge have been used. simply because of different
detonated at distance from the slab. Experiments deliveries. The yield strengths were 450 MPa
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(old) and 266 MPa (new). The reinforcement is 2.2.1. DIMENSION ANALYSIS -
concidered to be of minor importance in this case RELATION BETWEEN CHARGE WEIGHT i4D
of comparatively lightly reinforced slabs. HOLE DIAMETER
One experiment was done in full scale, the slab
thickness was in this case 32 cm and the The objective of the experiments was to find a
reinforcement 10 mm o at 300 mm cc's Ks400 relation between charge weight and hole
(410 MPa yield strength and 790 MPa ultimate diameter. To accomplish this Buckingham's x-
strength). theorem (Baker 1973) was applied. According to

this all relations between variables in a physical
2.2. EXPERIMENTS process can be expressed as a function of

dimensionless parameters. so called x-terms, that
Totally 28 experiments with charge weights 10 - is:
1000 g have been executed in 1/4-scale. and one
with charge weight 5 kg has been done in full F(x -X2,K3 .... XJ = 0
scale.
The explosive used in the experiments was where
plastic explosive NSP 71 with a density of 1770
kg/m3. an explosion energy of 5.54 MJ/kg. a Rn = X1 q1 X2q2..--qn
detonation velocity of 6800 m/s and a calculated
detonation pressure of 20,500 MPa. x1, x2 and Xn are physical variables relevant to the
The measurements of hole characteristics (Figure problem.
1) have been done at 10 points evenly spread problem.
around the hole. qd, qi and ql are exponents making en
To measure the velocity of the generated cloud of dimensionless.
particles a board with lines every 10 cm was
placed at one of the slab edges, and the By applying Buckingham's x-theorem the problem
experiments were recorded with a high speed of how high explosive charges in contact with a
camera (frame speed: 4000 frames per second). concrete slab effects the slab is not solved. But by
A sketch of the test setup is shown in Figure 2. recording the relevant parameters and

performing dimension analysis the way in which
charge we~ght and hole diameter depend on each
other can be predicted.

2.2.2. RELEVANT PHYSICAL VARIABLES -
RELATION BETWEEN CHARGE WEIGHT AND
HOLE DIAMETER

Variables considered to effect the relation
"between hole diameter and charge weight in the

d bu process of high explosives in contact with
"- "Iý "Ireinforced concrete slabs are:

Flure 1: Measured data Charge parameters: •yI~Q Unit: 1n~~ir
weight Q kg M

density Px kg/m3 L-3 M
explosion energy K J/kg L2T-2

Concrete parameters: Smal Unit: Dimension:
Concrete Slab Explosive Charge slab thickness h m L

hole diameter d m L
II I I I l Idensity Pc kg/m3 L-3 M

strength 0 Pa L-IMT-2
Si t StageI' [ (L = length, M = mass, T = time)

Reinforced concrete is a composed material, the
C 0. a•s total strength of the concr-te depend among

other things on the cement, the aggregate and
2.5mm at Lined board the reinforcement. In the dimension analysis all
75mm cc's High- these factors can be put together since they all

speed have the same dimension.
Camera In the case of finding a con,'ction between the

IH weight of a half sphere contact charge and the
Figure 2: Sketch of the test setup hole diameter, the strength of the reinforcement

is presumed to be of minor importance.
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Consequently the strength of the slab in this case Table 1: Measured data (see Fig. 11
is considered to be equal to the cube compressive Charge: Slab:
strength of the concrete. h h d

Q h d bo bu hb I hb/hl a
The number of x-terms is In this case 4 (7 g mm mm mm mm mm % MPa o/a
variables - 3 dimensions). There are several sets 10 40 68 25 24 25 63 38 n
of x-terms that satisfy the equation; 25 84 38 32 25 63 38 n

50 104 40 38 24 60 38 n
125 144 37 40 26 65 50 o

one of them is; 250 " 182 38 48 25 63 43 o500 219 37 42 22 55 39 n

X1 = Px/Pc X2 = d/h 10 50 37 37 66 33 66 44 n25 "75 33 52 35 70 44 nl
x3 = Q/h3 PC, x4 = QK px/h3a Pc - 7 33 52 35 -

50 98 39 50 35 70 44 n

The function can now be written: 125 139 40 56 31 62 48 o
250 170 52 61 30 60 42 o

d/h = fW pep, Q/h3 PC, QK pJh3g Pc) 500 230 44 65 30 60 40 n

25 60 89 - - - - 46 n

The only conclusion that can be drawn from this 50 116 - - - - 46 n
is that if the relation between hole diameter and 125 137 - - - - 46 n
charge weight only depend on the declared 250 176 - - - 48 ovariables the equation for the hole diameter must 5look like the one above. 500 231 - 44 n
To gain our objective a relation between charge 1000 293 - - - 50 o
weight and hole diameter however this can be 50 70 97 43 74 48 69 47 n
adequate. 125 136 53 83 48 69 47 n

250 186 58 78 42 60 45 0
2.3. RELATION BETWEEN CHARGE WEIGHT AND 500 224 60 95 47 67 42 n
THE VELOCITY OF THE GENERATED CLOUD OF -
PARTICLES 0 306 60 82 37 53 40 o

50 80 83 52 90 55 69 44 n
To find an equation for the relation between 125 j 128 60 76 55 69 44 n
charge weight and the velocity of the generated 250 168 69 84 55 69 46 o
cloud of particle the physical process of a high 5oW 235 62 86 49 61 43 n
explosive in contact with a concrete slab must be " 307 69 81 47 59 42 o
comprehensively studiede Most surely charge 0

characteristics as the detonation velocity and 5000 320 695 49 -

detonation pressure and concrete characteristics
as acoustic impedance must be regarded.
Experiments at TNO (v. Amelsfort WeerheiJm 3. 1. RELATION BETWEEN CHARGE WEIGHT AND
1988) also indicate that the location of the charge HOLE DIAMETER
in relation to the reinforcement must be
considered, and the different modes of failure Dimension analysis has been performed to find
(cratering and spalling) fully understood. the form of an equation describing the relation
Because of this the experiment data have merely between a half sphere high explosive charge and
been plotted in a diagram with average cloud the diameter of the generated hole.
velocity on the y-axis and the charge weight on The experimental data (Table 1) has been plotted
the x-axis (Figure 4). in a diagram with d/h on the y-axis and

QK px/h 3 a Pc on the x-axis and a function has been
3. RESULTS adapted to the datapoints using least squares fit

The measured data are presented in Table 1. The analysis (Figure 3). The obtained equation reads:
presented hole parameters are mean values of 10
measurements evenly spread around the hole. d/h 0.919 In( QKpx/h3ap ) - 1.11
The strength of the concrete is the cube
compressive strenght recorded with a concrete 3.2. RELATION BETWEEN CHARGE WEIGHT AND
test hammer. THE VELOCITY OF THE GENERATED CLOUD OF

PARTICLES

The measured cloud velocities have been plotted
in a diagram with the velocity on the y-axis and
the charge weight on the x-axis (Figure 4).
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Scaled hole diameter (d/h)

7,5 0 h=0,04 m (Jonasson, 1990) Plastic axpiosive
* h=0,04 m (Persson, 1992) "
0 h=0,05 m (Tab. 1)
* h--0,06 m (Persson, 1992) "
o h=0,07 m (Tab. 1)
* h=0,08 m (Tab. 1)
A h---0,16 m (Jonasson, 1990)

5,0 X h--0,32 m (Tab. 1)
+ h=0,04 m (Jonasson, 1990) Dynamex

0

2,5 0

OR A
1 5 10 50 100 500 1000

Scaled charge weight (Q.k.p)/(h3oa.pc)

Figure 3: Measured diameters and the adapted function: d/h = 0,919 In( QKpx/h 3 apc) - 1,1

Maximum velocity (mis)
1000.. . .

h=O,05 m
-" h=O,06 m (Persson, 1992)

h=0,07 m

750 - h=0,08 m
h-0 =,32 m

I*.4.. : , ...

2I0- 0 , /0s

.. ,0.-'
0 

I I II

0/

0,01 0,02 0,05 0,1 0,2 0,5 1 2 5 10

Charge weight (kg)

Figure 4: Measured particle cloud velocities
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4. DISCUSSION 5. CONCLUSIONS

When a high explosive charge is detonated in An equation describing the relation between
contact with a concrete slab a pressure wave charge weight and hole diameter in the case of
propagates in the slab. The propagation velocity of half sphere charges in contact with reinforced
the wave depends on both charge and slab concrete slabs can be derived from dimension
characteristics. The pressure wave is reflected at analysis and adaption of experimental data.
the free surface at the back of the slab as a tensile To find a connection between the velocity of the
wave. generated cloud of particles and the charge a
The pressure at the front of the pressure wave more comprehensive analysis is required
causes the concrete to fail if the dynamic One reason for finding a relation between charge
compression strength of the concrete is and hole diameter was, in our case, that knowing
exceeded, and a crater is generated (cratering) at the area of the generated hole. the PROMIX code
the front/top of the slab. The reflected tensile (Forstn Jonasson 1989) can be used to simulate
wave causes the concrete to fail due to tension the effect of a contact charge on a construction
and concrete fragments are ejected from the back consisting of several cells. The results of such a
of the slab (spalling). As a result of the cratering simulation can be verified in the test plant for
and spalling processes a hole is generated in the confined explosions constructed at FOA. However
slab. (This process is more thoroughly described a more profound analysis, fore instance a
by v. Amelsfort and Weerheijm 1988.) continuum dynamic approach, of this case of load
By applying dimension analysis relevant physical is desirable and our research will continue.
variables for both slab and charge are considered,
and an equation describing the relation between
charge weight and hole diameter in the case of
half sphere charges in contact with reinforced ,REFERENCES
concrete slabs (Figure 3) can be adapted to the
experimental data (Table 1). 1. v. Amelsfort R.J.M., WeerheiJm J.
At FOA (Jonasson 1990) contact charge The Failure Mode of Concrete Slabs Due to
experiments have been executed with plastic Contact Charges
explosive NSP 71 and Dynamex M. Dynamex M TNO Prins Maurits Laboratory
has a lower density (1400 kg/m 3 ), detonation PML 1988-57 Dec. 1988
velocity (5000m/s) and calculated detonation
pressure (8,750 MPa) than plastic explosive NSP 2. Baker W.E., Westin P.S., Dodge F.T.
71. An interesting result is that the shape of the Similatity Methods in Engeneering Dyi.amics
punched hole is not the same in the different Hayden Book Company 1973
cases. As shown in Figure 5 in the case of
Dynamex M there is no crater at the front/top of 3. Forsdn R.. Jonasson T.
the slab which indicates that the dynamic PROMIX A Computor Code for Calculating
compression strength of the concrete has not Building Damage from Internal Explosions
been exceeded. In spite of these differences the FOA Report C20766-2.3 Sept. 1989
measured diameters connect to the equation
(Figure 3) adapted to the data presented in this 4. Jonasson T.
paper (Table 1). KONTAKTVERKAN I Sprdngladdningars
An other notable observation is that the quota of kontaktverkan pi armerade betong plattor
hb and h is aproximately the same in all the CONTACT CHARGES I The Damage to

Reinforced Concrete Slabs from Detonatingexperiments with plasic explosive NSP 71. The High Explosive Charges in Contact (in
quota is 64% +- 5% in 80% of the shots. Swedish)

FOA Report C20809-2.6 Aug. 1990Plastic Explosive NSP 71

5. Persson J.F.
KONTAKTVERKAN 2 Inverkan av kontakt-
verkande sprangladdningar pi armerade
betongplattor
CONTACT CHARGES 2 (in Swedish)

D exFOA Report D 20199-2.6 May 1992Dynamex_ M .,

Figure 5: Dynaxnex M only gives
a crater at the bottom of the slab
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ON MODELLING OF SHAPED CHARGE JET INTERACTION WITH SPACED PLATES

Pierre Y. Chanteret

I.S.L French-German Research Institute of Saint-Louis
P.O. Box 34, 68301 Saint-Louis, France

ABSTRACT with a fluid target of density Pt. Considering a system of
coordinates moving with the cratering velocity U, the

The problem of modelling the interaction of a shaped pressure on the two sides of the interface between jet
charge jet with spaced targets has been studied with a and target must be the same, and the phenomenon
particular look at predicting the residual jet velocity on being steady state, Bernouilli's equation along axial
exiting metallic plates. It is shown that an analytical streamline gives:
1 D-code is able to predict shaped charge performance
against homogeneous steel armor, providing that jet 1/2 (1 (V1-U)2 - /2 ptU (1)
lateral velocities are taken Into account. But It is also From this relation, one obtains an expression for the
shown that on perforating a single steel plate, such a cratering velocity U:
code overpredicts the tip velocity of the exiting jet. The
Interaction between a metallic plate and a high velocity U = V1 I (1 + t.P/--p) (2)
copper cylinder Is studied with the use of eulerian
hydrocode computations and the amount of projectile which is independent of target strength. In reality, target
length reduction is evaluated as a function of plate strength does have some influence on shaped charge
thickness. From these computations, a semi-empirical performance: it Is known that real shaped charge jets
formula is derived and introduced In the analytical achieve a larger penetration into mild steel than into
shaped charge code. Comparison between experimental armor steel. This observation is often quoted when
and computed Jet velocities after perforating ERA stipulating that the assumptions made in the
sandwiches illustrate the significant improvement hydrodynamic theory are too crude for accurately
obtained with the modified code, predicting jet cratering by the use of equation (2). But

this Influence of target strength on shaped charge per-
INTRODUCTION formance does not occur through any significant influ-

ence on the cratering velocity U, but through variations
The penetration performance of a shaped charge on crater diameter values: Increasing the strength of the
warhead Into homogeneous armor steel may be as high target induces a decrease in the crater diameter value
as 8 times its charge diameter. When the shaped charge and consequently reduces the number of jet elements
is initiated at some distance from the target, a metallic which actually hit the crater bottom.
jet is formed which stretches before cratering into the
armor material. This large penetration capability is due The independence of cratering velocities with regard to
to the fact that the shaped charge jet is a very particular target strength has been experimentally verified in 12!,
kind of projectile which associates a very high velocity where measured cratering velocities have been found to
and an extremely large total length. Typical copper jets be identical for 5 steel qualities with strengths comprised
from modern shaped charges exhibit !ip velocities of the between .3 and 2.9 GPa.

order 10km/s with total lengths which may reach 12 Furthermore, it is possible to predict the penetration vs
charge diameters for the jet portion above 3km/s. standoff performance of any shaped charge with the use

of equation (2) as the only cratering formula. As shown
This high velocity regime concerning extremely long in 131 and 141, once the jet characteristics (velocities,
projectiles gives the opportunity to predict shaped mass and break-up times distributions) are known, the
charge jet penetration by applying the simple penetration depth achievable at a given standoff can be
penetration model established from the hydrodynamic calculated under the condition of knowing the three
theory of liquid jets impinging on fluid targets (11. This components of the velocity vector of each jet element.
theory which is referred as the hydiodynamic theory, By taking the off axis trajectory of each jet element into
stipulates that during jet-target interaction, the strengths account, it appears that some of them strike the target
and viscosities of the jet and target materials may be not a the bottom hole but somewhere up the hole profile.
neglected with respect to the pressures produced in the
crater bottom region. Thus, the penetration process may Figure I presents some calculated penetration vs
be considered as the incompressible, inviscid flow of a standoff curves obtained during a study where jet
jet of density pl, with a constant velocity VI, interacting off axis velocities were experimentally measured for a
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given non-precision shaped charge (5j. These curves dP - U dt and dL - (V1-U)dt
have been obtained using the following procedure: _ d

where U is given by equation (2). Due to jet consumption

* calculation of nominal jet characteristics (mass, through the plate, the jet tip velocity is continuously
axial velocities and break-up times) with an reduced; the V (t) function is obtained using jet mass
analytical 1 D-code; conservation Ind velocity distribution in the jet.

* calculation of 3D jet elements trajectories from Denoting by tr the time at which tne penetration depth

experimentally measured lateral velocities; is equal to plate thickness et, one obtains the exiting jet

9 calculation of crater shape as the sum of individual velocity Vj, Vj(tr and the consumed jet length AL

craters created by each jet element. Each individual v j:et, (V- U)
crater is assumed to be a cylinder with a length AL = U)dt = dP (3)
given by equation (2) and a diameter given by a /

proportionality factor relating the crater volume to Subsequent performance into residual armor is then
the jet element energy. calculated considering a new jet with a new tip velocity

Vir which will be denoted as the residual jet velocity.

4M - Now, experience show that using su'ch a procedure will
P (mm) lead to an overestimation of jet residual velocity VIr.

S-• Figure 2 presents a double X-Fay picture of a 45mm
3M Jdiameter shaped charge interacting with two steel plates

separated by an air space.

130 L

______ tAindoff (CD)
a 2 4 a a 10 12 14 ai 1 20 •'J 24 ' • •+ ;

figure 1: Penetration-standoff curves calculated using
hydrodynamic theory and measured transversal
velocities. (57mm diameter charge, (51)

On this figure, each curve corrasponds to calculated
penetration depths using one set of lateral velocities
measured during one free-flight experiment. It appears
that as standoff distances are increased, off-axis
displacements become larger, increasing the number of
jet elements which hit the crater walls and do not
contribute to penetration depth. This kind of calculation
appears to provide a reasonable estimate of the overall
performance for the given charge.

It remains that several other effects such as
compressibility effects, strength effects, multiple impact
effects.... have been neglected in equation (2), and an
extensive survey of more refined penetration models for
shaped charges can be found in [61. The purpose of this
introduction was to show that the discrepancy between
predictions of the hydrodynamic penetration theory of
ideal jets and real shaped charge performance is mainly
to be attributed to jet particles off axis trajectories
rather than to the simplicity of equation (2).

JET INTERACTION WITH SPACED PLATES

The jet interaction with targets consisting of armor pla-
tes separated by air spaces, can be calculated as the '.2 Lmi, --
semi-infinite target case. The jet penetration into the first
plate is described using a time step procedure: during
incremental time dt, the incremental penetration depth figure 2: double X-Ray picture of a jet interacting
dP and consumed jet length dL are obtained from: with two steel plates.
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In the experiment shown on figure 2, the two plates are eroding after this time. On the pictures, some lagrangian
mild steel plates of 10mm thickness separated by an air tracers particles can be seen in the jet, which have been
gap of 45mm; the distance between the charge and the placed in order to make the additional jet erosion visible.
first plate being also equal to 45mm. The jet tip velocity In the example shown, this additional jet erosion is
is 8.5km/s and the measured residual tip velocities are somewhat larger than twice the jet diameter.
respectively 8.0km/s after perforating the first plate and
7.2km/s after perforating the second plate. The hydrocode computations show that two features

contribute to this extra jet erosion:
The residual velocities predicted by an analytical
1D-code using the previously described algorithm are 1. when crater depth equals plate thickness, there still
respectively 8.4km/s and 8.1km/s. Consequently, the jet exists some target material in front of the projectile
tip velocity drop through the double plate target is which still has to be 'perforated';
calculated to be 0.4km/s, which Is less than one third of 2. during penetration, a certain amount of jet material
the experimentally measured value of 1.3km/s. Such a Is highly compressed In the jet target Interface
discrepancy cannot be attributed solely to an inadequate region, and this jet material will 'burst out, due to
cratering description by equation (2). This Is the reason almost instantaneous unloading on exiting the
why some eulerlan hydrocode computations have been target.
performed with the HULL code 171, In order to get a
closer look at the amount of projectile length reduction From these simple phenomenological observations, It is
during hypervelocity plate perforation clear that the additional jet erosion effect will Increase

with Increasing target thickness, until reaching an
asymptotic value when the plate is sufficiently thick for
achieving steady state penetration conditions before jet
exiting. Hydrocode simulations have therefore been
performed for determining the influence of plate
thickness on the amount of additional projectile erosion.

a L (mm) Cu-.RHA V=7km/s

dj = 2mm e,-- 10mm

16

0 0 0 0

120

ao o hydrocode
10 0

Cu tip position behind plate

"0 5 ,0 15 20 25 30 3 5 (Mm)

figure 4: hydrocode result of projectile length
reduction vs residual jet tip position behind the plate.

figure 3: HULL computation of a 2mm diameter Cu jet Figure 4 shows the computed eroded projectile length

perforating a 10mm RHA plate at 7km/s. as i. function of the jet tip position behind the plate, for
a 2mm diameter copper jet impacting a 10mm RHA plate
at 7km/s. In the following, the computed final projectile

Figure 3 shows four computational pictures of a non length has been defined as the jet residual length at the
stretching 2mm diameter copper jet of semi-infinite time when the jet travel through air is equal to 20 jet
length, impacting on a 10mm thick RHA plate at a diameters. The amount of additional jet erosion will then
velocity of 7km/s; the computation has been performed be denoted as Alt. and be defined as the difference
using 20 cells across jet diameter. These four pictures between the computed projectile final length and the
illustrate the phenomenon which is responsible for the analytically calculated length using equation (3). The
jet residual velocity ovorprediction by the simple results obtained from hydrocode computations for jet
analytical perforation model. Rt can be seen that the additional erosion are presented on figure 5, where a
second picture on figure 3 corresponds to the time at cratering velocity U - 3.5km/s (taken from hydrocode
which the crater bottom displacement is just equal to the computations in a semi infinite RHA target) has been
plate thickness. According to the simple model, the plate used for defining ALs values. These results have been
perforation should be completed at this very time, while scaled by the jet diameter d and are presented as the
third and fourth pictures show that the projectile is still Influence of scaled RHA plate thickness e/dI on scaled
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additional eroded length ALs/dI. Most of the compu- In the following, one presents several comparisons
tations have been performed for a 7km/s impact velocity between calculations and experiments, which show the
and a 1.1 GPa strength steel targets. Influence of the AL,, term on jet residual velocities

predictions. Table 1 presents the results obtained for
the experiment previously shown on figure 2: one can

AL s- - see that the use of the additional erosion terms gives a

-l1 Cu -- RHA good agreement with experiment.
ALs/dI - 2.9 [I - Table 1

/ residual velocity Vir after plate I after plate 2
,.."""experiment (fig.2) 8.0 km/s 7.20 km/s

2 ID-code + eq.(3) 8.45 km/s 8.09 km/s
0o V-7km/s ei-.I GPa ID-code + eq.(5) 8.05 km/s 7.25 km/s

I' * V - 4km/s a- I.i GPa

o V-7km/s o-0.6 GPa
id I Similar comparisons have been performed In the case

f et/d1  of inclined plates. It is commonly considered that a jet
S2 6, 'a 10 Interacting with a plate of thickness et under an obliquity

a has to perforate an equivalent 'line of sight thickness'
figure 5: computed let scaled additional erosion as a e -- et/cos(e), -a being measured between jet axis and
function of scaled RHA plate thickness. the normal to the plate. But when looking at the the

schematic representation depicted on figure 6, one can
consider two additional terms corresponding to plate

On figure 5 are also plotted both one hydrocode result entering and exiting, which may be added to the 'line of
for a 4km/s Impact velocity and one result obtained for sight thickness'. The following expression:
a 0.6GPa strength armor plate. The computed
corresponding ALs values show the same tendency as eeq - et/cos(a) + dj tg(a) (6)

the reference results (7km/s, 1.1Gpa), showing that im-
pact velocity -in the hypervelocity range- and target giving the equivalent normal thickness.

strength do not affect significantly the additional jet
erosion. On figure 5 is also plotted the following
equation:

ALs/d1 - 2.9 [1 - e'(' ll/d1)] (4)

which fits the hydrocode results and will be used for
ID-code modelling.d=2rd

MODELLING JET INTERACTION WITH SPACED PLATES

Among the existing analytical penetration models
reviewed in 161, no model accounting for the additional
erosion effect can be found. It appears that Backofen's
"Kernel' model [8], provides an Improvement for

describing local interaction between penetrator and et
target: this model allows for a better prediction of crater
diameter In thin plates [91, but has still to be further
developed for quantitatively predicting jet additional
erosion. Reference [10] suggests to reproduce the figure 6: schematic representation of the equivalent 'line
additional erosion in analytical models by adding extra- of sight thickness' to be perforated In an oblique plate.
layers of a hypothetical superdense material on the rear
surface of each spaced plate: adding 1mm of a material
with a density one hundred times higher than steel, Table 2 shows a comparison between computations and
would allow for predicting jet residual velocities for an experimental measurement of the residual velocity
60-70mm diameter shaped charges. of the same jet as for table t, after perforating two steel

plates of 1Omm thickness under an Incidence of 60°. The
In the present work, the results obtained from hydrocode distances measured along the jet axis being respectively
and plotted on figure 5, have been introduced in the 90mm between the charge and the first plate, and 20mm
analytical ID-code. Using equations (3) and (4), the between the two plates. These. results show the res-
consumed jet length AL on perforating a plate with pective influence of eq.(5) and eq.(6 ). As in the normal
thickness et is now given by: impact case, it appears that the correcting terms induce

more than 10% reduction of the V value and allow for

AL t( (V -U) )dP 2.9 d1[I - et . Ie~dl)] (5) a good agreement with experiment al values.
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Table 2

residual velocity Vir Vir after plate 2

experiment 6.67 km/s

ID-code -+ eq.(3) 7.48 km/s Vir (km/s) ERA 10/2/10 W CD 45t;
1 D-code + eq.(5) 7.20 km/s 8 5 5

ID-code + eq.(5) + eq.(6) 6.62 km/s ID-code+eq(3)I D-code + eq(3) _ .. . . -. .....
7.5 + eq(6) - .....

The analytical model has also been used for predicting
residual jet velocities after perforating ERA sandwiches. s. 5 " ID-owe
Figures 7 and 8 present some comparisons between
1 D-model predictions and experimental jet residual
velocities measured for the 45mm previously mentioned 5 5 experiment
shaped charge attacking reactive sandwiches. In all the
presented experiments, the sandwiches were made of a standoff
2mm explosive layer embedded between two Identical 0 2. '. (CD)
steel plates; the obliquity being 600 and the standoff
distance being two charge diameter for figure 7.

figure 8: residual jet velocities behind a thick plate
reactive sandwich as a function standoff distance ;
comparison between experimental results and
analytical models predictions.

VI, (km/s) ERA et/2/et 600 CD 45amm

8. 5 CONCLUSION

....... ID-code+eq(3)+eq(6) It has been shown that the hydrodynamic penetration
7 theory can be used for getting a good estimation of

shaped charge performance against homogeneous steel
7 0---.......... targets, provided to know the lateral velocities of all jet
6 5 +eq(5)+eq(6) elements. But it has also been shown that such

modelling is not suitable against spaced targets and
6 0 - overpredicts the jet residual velocities after perforating

o experiment metallic plates.
5 5

0 2 et The jet erosion due to perforating an armor plate has
0 2. 4 6 . 10 (mm) been studied using hydrocode computations and the

obtained results have been introduced in

figure 7: residual jet velocities as a function of reactive 1D-computations through a fitting function relating the
figure- thickesidua eeompriesaon betwen eermentace jet additional erosion and the armor plate thickness.plates thickness; comparison between experimental This effect should be further studied, especially for
results and analytical models predictions, material properties and velocity effects, but the modified

1 D-code has already given a notable improvement for
predicting jet velocities after perforating reactive

Considering the small distance between the two reactive sandwiches.
plates -about 2 jet diameters along the jet axis- and
remembering the hydrocode results plotted on figure 4, REFERENCES
it Is assumed in the calculations that the first reactive
plate induces only 50% of the AL., value given by [11 G. Birkhoff, D. MacDougall, E. Pugh and G. Taylor,
equation(4). Figure 7 presents the computed residual Explosives with lined cavities. J. appl. Physics 19,
jet velocities plotted as a function of reactive plates 563-582, 1948.
thickness. One can see that the AL., correcting term
reduces the residual velocities by about 0.5km/s, giving (21 K. Hollenberg, The Penetration of Jets from Shaped
a very good agreement with experimental values. Charges in Steel Targets with Tensile Strengths between

30 and 300 kp/mm 2, German Ministery of Defense ReportOn figure 8 are plotted the jet residual velocities as a BMVg-FBWT 75-13, 149-158, 1975.
function of standoff distance for the 45mm charge
attacking a given sandwich with heavy plates (10/2/10). [31 J. Smith, Shaped Charge Penetration at long Standoff,
On this diagram are also plotted the predictions of the AFATL Report TR-81-25, 1981
model without any of the two correcting terms. One can
see that at low standoff, the effect of correcting terms is [41 S.B. Segletes, Drift Velocity Computations for Shaped
larger than 1km/s. Charge Jets, BRL Report ARBRL-MR-03306, 1983
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Antonio, 1990

(91 J. Backofen, Shaped Charge Jet Perforation of Thin
161 W.P. Walters, W.J. Flis and P.C. Chou, A Survey of Plates-- The 'Kernel' Model, 13th International Ballistics
Shaped Charge Jet Penetration Models, Int. J. Impact Symposium, Stockholm, 1992
Eng. 7, No3, 307-325, 1988
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OPTIMIZATION OF SHAPED CHARGES AGAINST CONCRETE TARGETS

Hermann Rosner

Deutsche Aerospace AG - Munitions and Demilitauisation
8898 Schrobenhausen, Germany

ABSTRACT

Utilization of theoretical simulation models allows optimization of
Shaped Charge designs not only again steel targets but also against :
concrete targets. With requirements for borehole volume and borehole
diameters at certain depth given the models could be applied easily
and yielded important dues for the determination of Shaped Charge
design characteristics.

INTRODUCTION

For the bridge destruction system PAM (= Penetration Augmented
Munition a two-stage system consisiting of a Forward Shaped Charge
(FSC) and a Follow Through Charge (FTC) had been selected as the
most promising technical solution (Fig. 1) The requirement for FSC -

performance is to cut a hole in a surrogate bridge pier target which
allows emplacement of the FTC and detonation at an optimal position
inside the target. Fig 2. FSC-Test Set-up
DASA Schrobenhausen was selected as a subcontractor to ATK,
Minneapolis, for the design and engineering work of the FSC and the
FTC for the two-stage system because experience was available here CONCRETE
from the development of the Anti-Runway-Submunition STABO and .
from a demonstration of PAM, at Ft. Polk, Lousiana. \/ //

FO ~RAR SHAPED PROPULSION

STANC OFF ASSEMGLV CHA*Gf (FSC: FOLLOWTHARO•GN sysvm
• CH&R(C;AME (FTC)

MODULE

Fig 1 Penetration Augmented Munition

Fig 3 Typical FSC Result
THEORETICAL INVESTIGATION

From previous comparisons it was well-known that results of Furthermore, for the performance of the tandem system the borehole
simulations and tests were not always in correspondence. One reason profile over a depth range of 700 + 200 mm only was relevant as the
for this phenomena lay in a discrepancy between the calculated FTC was to be emplaced in this range Therefore a better optimization
kinetic energy of the SC-jet (as a measure for hole volume) and that of the FSC could be expected i0 only the borehole behind the entrance
portion of total energy which really interacts with the concrete target. crater would be regarded and optimized This was the reason to
Tests with a typical test set-up (Fig. 2) with a HE mass of 5 kg and a define the so called "energy criterion", which means that only that
stand-off of 200 mm showed a big crater of the entrance of the protion of the total jet energy was considered which contributes to
borehole which was produced by the energy in the jet tip together with borehole formation beyond the first 300 mm of depth and up to 1000
the detonation products. So, an evaluation of the borehole profile and mm. For the calculation two semi-empiric I-D codes were employed
volume created by tt-! jet energy alone was not possible for the first for the determination of jet properties (DESOB) and for the interaction
300 mm of borehole depth (Fig. 3). of the jet with the target (PECO). Jet properties were calculated on the

basis of the P.E.R.-theory which is characterizied by a hydro dynamic
description of the collapse process Interaction with the target was
also described hydrodynamically and material properties as well as
lateral velocities of jet particles were taken into account.
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Optimization criteria were total borehole depth and the energy - A

criterion, i e. as explained jet energy consumed between 300 mm and a Csz*tT'% 300-2900...
1000 mm depth in the target. From a greater number ot FSC oesigns _HA

seven were selected for further investigation (Fig 4) Table 1 gives FSC
the results ot the simulations.

DESIG• DESIGN 2 DESIGN 3 DESIGt 4t 2800 Make S.- ,
-, 4000

24Kot,-4440

11000-- _
ý F XR, 0s

DESIGN 5 DESIGN 4 DESIGN 7to::Mk::+a. .o '.%A=, + •:,.-.•f ,+Tra FXR. MaH ke S., i Tch~~~ ....... ...... VIEW A-8 •

The first visible particle has a velocity of about 9.800 rnvs. Three large

particles occur over the range from 8.000 to 8.500 nvs. Below 8.000
Fig 4 FSC-Oesigns 0 185 rn/s a particulated jet is found, with the jet for the most part having the

appearance of macaroni. This means that it is not a question of small
Design Vtip Energy (crit) fishes but small tubes which, however, in their cumulative length are

[nvs] [kJ] indicative of good particulate behaviour. The second flash X-ray
shows the jet over the range between 7 500 mvs and 3.300 nvs. The

1 9.700 1.340 jet is not yet particulate over the range below 3.300 mis.
2 10.600 1.570
3 8.200 1.260
4 9.700 1.340 Design 3:

5 9.500 1.340 With this design peak velocity of 8.600 rn/s occur. Compared to the
6 9.700 950 photograph relating to Design No. 1 large particles cannot be
7 ......... determined at the peak of the jet, the particulate effect is very uniformr

Here again there is no pronounced macaroni effect, the jet is fully
Table 1 Simulatin results particulate up to a velocity of 2.800 mis. The apparently final particle

of the jet is again in the picture.
FXR-TESTS

Design 5:
Following theoretical examination FSCs to the seven designs were In this instance a tip velocity of 8.925 rnvs can be evaluated. The
fabricated and test fired with FXR diagnostics. Type of HE was contact film, however, has been triggered by particles which must
TNT/HMX 15/85. The test set-up is shown in Fig. 5 The FXR photos have had a velocity of 12.500 m/s. The jet is seen in its entirety as a
(Fig. 6) were evaluated and four of them are described in detail below, shower or an elongated cloud, the tip being relatively thin, thickness
These tour designs have been selected for further testing against around 8.000 mis, becoming somewhat thinner up to a range of 7.000
targets. mis and then thickening continually in diameter up to its visible end of

about 3.500 rnvs. Jet density appears to be constant.

Design 3

Design 5

~*' Design 7Fig.. .,, -,_--..- -- - - - m.w_-

Fig 6 FXR-pictures of FSC-Jets
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Design 7: Additionally a FTC dummy (Fig 8) was pushed into the hole and the
The fastest particles occur with this design at a velocity of 5.900 rris. CG-depth of the HE-charge of the FTC was determined This gave a
A relatively regular particulate effect arose. The particle shape, more realistic measured for the quality of the holes The table 4 shows
however, is indlative of severe shear fracture behaviour, i.e the liner that the best results in terms of C.G -depth were achieved with design
material is certainly not comparable with that of high-performance I and 5. C.G -depth for these designs also were markedly above the
liners. In addition, it can be seen in this photograph that a certain requirement which was 570 mm.
asymmetry of the jet is present. This could be due to initiation On
account of the flash being triggered by the contact film particles of-.
about 8.000 mns must have occured here, too, but are not visible in L - 30 23 CC"
the picture. The second flash shows the jet over the whole range V [- -- o 23_--

down to approcimately 2.800 mns. "
VO L. .24 CC"

A remarkable difference is visible of the particle shapes and sizes for ...
the various liner materials pure Aluminum (99.5%), cast Aluminum
alloy AISI12 and copper. 1<1
The X-ray photographs were evaluated in accordance with the 2-70..o 25 CC,

standard used at DASA-Schrobenhausen. Evaluation o1 the X-ray
photographs was performed for both the first photograph, i.e. the L- -J V ..--s . ,, Ca

exposure with the short delay time, and the second exposure. The
results are listed in table 2. It was not possible to perform an _ _ _

evaluation of this kind for Design No. 5. When this variant was
detonated, no classical particles were produced; a particle shower and_. VOL 44W70.2 CC--

highly distinct disintegration of the jet occured. Since a continuous jet j .,

length is visible in the X-ray photograph, it was not possible to rW 30f

determine a prticulation time. *o. ,'
Comparison of velocity and energy from simulation and test shows
some minor differences yet still the same trend in relation to the ti--f
various designs. VOL v, o453 . ,S CC-

Design i Energy (crit) Patic. lime Jet-length I-z:Z i •- i::
(kmns) (kJ) (us) (mm)

Fig 7 Bore Hole Proiles

t 9.8 2.000 295 1650 1 9.8-4.2)
2 11.0 2.300 218 1680 (11.0-4.3) I"-. -
3 8.6 1.900 416 2290 (8.6-3.1)

.4 9.8 190 1200 (9.8-3.5)
5 8.9 (12.5) . ..-..... .- --
6 10.2 800 182 1040 (10.2 -45)'.-2 37
7 6.0 1.500 358 1220 ( 6.0-2.6) I,

Table 2 Test results cG

TESTS AGAINST TARGETS
Fig 8 FTc Dummy

As mentioned above four of the seven designs were selected on the Dsg 8 DpPe tao d t

basis of quantitative and qualitative jet characteristics for further tests. Design CG-Depth Penetration depth

Two each SCs to these designs were fabricated and fired against a __ [mm]
reinforced concrete target with a width of 1.53 m. Concrete quality 1 597 624 1000
was 855 (German designation) which means a compressive strength 651 1038
of 8.000 psi minimum. The characteristics of the four designs are 579 1036
listed in Table 3. 3 480 530 892

Design Description of Design 738 616 1301
495 1252

1 70e- Cone; 8,6 mm; At 99.5; Waveshaper
3 Trumpet; Al 99.5 272 939
5 700- Cone; 9.0 mm; AlSif2; Waveshaper 312 292 1120
7 Hetmi sub-cal; Copper; MPI-Plate

Table 4 CG-Depth of different designs

Table 3 Design charactensrtcs

Test results are to be compared best by means of the plotted borehole
profiles (Fig. 7). To measure borehole diameter as a function of depth
cylinders with different diameters at steps of 5 mm were pushed into
the borehole as deeply as possible, i.e. to the depth of the repective
borehole diameter. These measurements were converted into the
borehole plots.
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These designs, although with minor modifications were selected for
the next test series. System requirements called for a shorter FSC. CoCePI CG-dep-h Penetra-on depth Rba ing
Therefore design 1 was reduced in diameter from 185 mm to 175 mm - -

(Concept B) and the liner angle of design 5 was changed from 70" to 944 1222 27
80" (Concept A), see Fig. 9 Both concepts had approximately the A 834 852 1266 27
same length. Characteristics are given in the following Table 5 780 1049 31

Concept Description of design 851 1196 11
B 660 802 1262 12

A 80 - Cone; 9,0 nm; AISi 12.0 185, Waveshaper I859 1530 15
B 70 - Cone; 8,6 mm; AI99.5, 0 175, Waveshaper _

T" 5: Des characlorba Tab" 6. Test results

CNCIEPT A C04COW 9

..,., ., .',.,, With both Concepts required C.G. depth (570 mm) was exceeded by
far. Due to the higher rebar bending which is essential for initial
penetration of the FTC it was decided to follow Concept A for the
subseqent steps
After successful transfer of the necessary technologies the next test

series were conducted by our subsidiary CMS in Tampa, Fla These
tests also had very satisfying results

/ To simulate the ultimate step in the functional sequence of the system
a FTC was hand emplaced into the FSC borehole and fired The
resulting reduction in load bearing capability of the bridge pier which is
the ultimate measure for the performance of the system is determined
with a code developed by James Ray from WES in Vicksburg, Miss It
determines residual strength of the pier from test data such as amount
of concrete blown out or disruptet, rebars form or bent, asymmetry of

Fig. 9 Seectoi FSC-.Osin damage etc.

Three each FSCs of both concepts were tested against targets as FEEDBACK

specified for the system. Target compressive strength was above
4.000 psi; vertical rebars were L 11 with 90 mm distance. Both Refinement of theoretical models to enhance their prognostic power

concepts yielded very good results as can be seen from Fig 10 and and reliability is a continuous concern An effort like that presented

Table 6. here is an excellent apportunity to teedback test results into the
models and thereby calibrate them and achieve a better

CONCEPT A correspondence with reality.
A somewhat trivial and crude example is the so called volume factor
which is the kinetic energy of the jet necessary to create one unit of

borehole volume. This factor can be determined from both simulation
and test results In the tests described earlier the volume factor was
found to be 360 J/cm3 for the 8.000 psi target and 215 J/cm3 for the
4.000 psi target Comparison of these figures with these from

L , 5.8o08o, esimulation allows to modify the parameters in the PECO code which
control interaction of the jet with target materials of different properties
"and so to obtain better predictions.

r, .• G21,06,26 CCM CONCLUSION

r(9 . cCM Warheads for a sophisticated bridge pier destruction system withtough requirements have been developed successfully. An initial

CONCEPT B phase of theoretical analysis gave valuable information on promising

LINER AL 99.5; 70"; 0175: WAVE-SHAPER warhead design characteristics. Thus, effort for subsequent hardware
fabrication and test phases could be reduced substantially A
feedback of test results into theory is useful to calibrate and refine the
models and, therby, to increase their reliabilty.

53733 .34 CCH

427 3.27 CO4

X0- -7*.5 302.82 CCM

Fig 10 Bore Hole Profiles
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RESPONSIVE CHARACTERISTICS OF BURIED STRUCTURES SUBJECTED TO IMPULSIVE LOADINGS

Fang Qin

Nanjing Engineering Institute , Nanjing , PRC

ABSTRACT

The response of buried structures to impulsive on the deformation response is studied. The
loadings is determined by an approximate TDOF model is used to predict the effect and
method.The structure is modeled by a dimensionless deformation responses are presented
three-degree-of-freedom(TDOF) system. The two for nondimensional parametric variations.
exterior walls perpendicular to the blast
direction are modeled by lumped mass and
stiffness. The third DOF is the rigid body THREE-DEGREE-OF-FREEDOM MODEL
motion of the structure. The effect of rigid
body motion on the response of the structure is A buried box-shaped structure is subjected to an
considered and dimensionless responses are explosion located at a range Ro,from the nearest
predicted for nondimensional parametric surface. Three generic configurations are shown
variations. in Fig.(l).

The explosion produces a radially expanding shock
INTRODUCTION wave that propagates through the soil. The

stress wave encounters the nearest wall
Extensive research in the area of groundshock due first,which cause the wall deform downward.
to nuclear explosions has resulted in analysis Then ,as the stress wave envelops the structureit
methods which have been successful in predicting moves as a rigid body.
the responses of buried structures in simulation The fundamental basis for the analysis presented
tests. These problems are solved by using the in this paper lies in wave propagation theory and
numerical method,such as FEM,BEM etc, and the enforcement of appropriate conditions of
simplified analysis methods. Those studies show continuity of stress and motion at the interface.
that the deformation of the roof and bottom of the Formulation for this condition have been widely
structure is affected by the rigid body motion used by many other researchers successfully for
under the nuclear explosions.[l,2,3] The the case of nuclear explosions.
deformation of the roof and bottom of the Unfortunately,the free-field stress is not well
structure are usually neglected for simplicity in defined for non-nuclear groundshock problems and
determing the interaction load on structures and these are only limited test data available.
response of structures subjected to this Reference 7 provides a semi-empirical expression
interaction load is predicted. These methods for the free-field stress based on test data fre"'m
have been used with success for the case of the early 1970's. Considering the degree of
nuclear explosion, uncertainty in the definition of the free-field
Design procedures used for conventional weapons stress,one-dimensional wave propagation theory
effects are founded in methods developed for considering approximate treatment of the localized
designing against nuclear weapon threats, nature of the loadings, and lumped parameter
Current method for designing buried protective models are justified at this time in order to gain
structures to resist the effects of impulsive insight into physical behavior of these systems.
loadings due to conventional weapons use a The TDOF model is proposed in this paper. The
single-degree-of-freedom(SDOF) idealization of the two exterior wall perpendicular to the blast
structure. The stresses produced by the weapon, direction are modeled by lumped mass and
with or without reflection factors,are applied stiffness. It is assumed that the two exterior
directly to the structure. walls parallel to the blast direction have no
Simplified SDOF models are usually used to deformation and move as a rigid body.
examining the response of the exterior wall near Therefore,the system has three DOF. They are
the non-nuclear weapons explosion. In these the deformation of the near wall,W (t),the
studies the two principal response mode,the deformation of the far wall,W (t) and the rigid
deformation response and the rigid body response
are treated separately.J4,51 Reference 6 body motion of the structure,W (t).
studies the effect of deformation on the shock The interface pressures acting on the near wallresponse of buried structures, and far wall are

In this paper,the effect of the rigid body motion
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introduced so that the results can be applied
Pn(t)l2p(t)-nc n[W0 (t)÷Wn(t) X (x,y)f (1) widely. Set

Pf(t) ftc f 0l(t)-Wt(t) Xf (x,y) ( 2)

Wn(t) Wn(t) /ns

where (*) indicates differentiation with respect -( * W (t) /W (13)
to time, fc is the equivalent acoustic impedance t /s
of the soil. X(x,y) is the mode of deformation W (t) /W
and subscript n and t represent the near and far 0 0 /s

wall separately. p(t) is the equivalent t - t /tr
free-field stress,namely

where W and W are the max-mum deformation ofIs f

PE t/t t)t the near and far wall subjected to static load, Ps
r r ,respectively. Therefore,eqs. (4)-(6) may be

p(t)- (3) written as follows after introducing dimensionless
P0 exp(-(t-tr)/te) t"tr parameters.

in which t is atrival time of frew-field
a 

2 - - - -

stross,presented by Ro/c and t is rise time,about d U /dticldW /dt+c2dWn/dt+c3dW /dt

0.1 t .(7) +c4W +c5W +c6wf +c7p (t-) (14)

Virtual displacement principle is used to
formulate the differential equations of motion of
the system. The equations of motion of the 2-n-d a
rigid body and the near and far walls are d w /dt-aldw /dt~a2dW /dt~a3dw /dt

+a4WU+a5W +a6Wf+a7p(t) (15)

U +C WOU 2p(t)/Mo-fn Cn/M0 k,. Wn+ ff cf /M k fWf

-k MnIo Wn +kif H f/M (4) d W /dt-bldW /dt+b2dW /dt+b3dW /dt
In n 0 n I 1 0 f f 0 Wnf

S+2 D U +wUa2 =k [2p(t)/N -2D W W (5) +b4Wb+b0 Wf+b/p(t) (16)
n n n n n irn /n nO 0

where

Wýf2 Df Wf +w• Wf k(,f (2 Df W4 +1O) (61 cI=(2ktnMn/MoktnDn/ MO.V W.tr

+2ktf (H f/M0 )ktif (( If/w'r )dW,.t,- (c-n).)ntr]/s

where
c2-c3-c4-O

Di = e, c /2 M( n,)7) cS=k n(Mn/M 0 ) (Wnt) 2/s

kImi ti /k mi (i=n,f) (8) C6=-kIf (M f/M 0) (uftrl 2(Wns/Wfs )/s
kt, = k1Xi(x,y) dF /F (i=n,f) (9) 2

Li' (Is c7=2 (MnNM )4W nt r) (1/ IfW n) /s

km, = - x(x,y) dF /F (i=n,f) (10)

s=l-k (H /M)k -°k (M /M )k
t(nMnM U ln If f U tro

2
(A) i = tit /MW (i=n,f) (11) c 20 H /N +2 D f / M

C = ( cn + fcf) / M0  (12) Wfs/W2s=k mfMrA 2/ 2

K = stiffness of the wall (i=n,f) Is nsc l -2ki al--cik -2k
Imn IM

M ,Mn , Mf = mass per unit area of the total

structure, the near wall and far wall = n ntr
respectively.

a3=a4=0

SOLUTION OF THE DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS OF MOTION a5=-c5k imn-(n t r2

Eqs.(4)-(6) are ordinary differential equations of a6=-c6k
order two. Nondimensional parameters are IM
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A0 is insensitive to the rigid body motion.

e7 -cktn÷2((Untr Therefore,acoustic impedance below the far wall
has not influence on the response of the near

bl=(W /W t)k t cl+2(Df/wf)WftrJ wall.
"The insensitivity of A0 to the boundary

b2-b4-0 conditions of the structural element is shown in
Fig.(6).

b3=-2( f//)wftr Fig.(?) indicates the effect of t r/t on the

response of the near wall.

b5=cS(W/W fs)ktlo

b6-c6(W /Wfs)kt (Wftr)2 CONCLUSIONS

The results of this study indicate that the peak

bT=c?(W /W )k deformation response of the near wall for the TDOF
model is lower than that of the SDOF model by 10%.
It is suggested that the response of the near wallEqs.(14)-(16) are solved using numerical method,. u ocnetoa epo xlsosi rdcedue to conventional weapon explosions is predicted

The independent nondimensional parameters are by the SDOF model for practical design purpose.
Dn/Wn', UWntr, Mn/M 0 , h"/hf and ffcf/ ncn , in which The response of the near wall of buried structures

h and h are thickness of the near and far wall is insensitive to the acoustic impedance of the
n f soil below the far wall and the boundary

repetitively, conditions of structural elements.
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FEN IN SATURATED SOIL UNDER EXPLOSIVE LOADING

QiHu Qian Mingyang wang

Nanjing Engineering Institute ,P.R.C.

ABSTRACT

Saturated soil is a three-phase media comprised of corresponding formula for the calculation of the

particles of solid soil,water and a small amount stresses propagation and the soil-structure

of closed air.In this paper,motion equations for interaction in non-saturated soil can't be used in

saturated soil under explosive loading are saturated soil. and there are still no such better

presented .Dynamic finite element equations in methods to study the dynamic properties of

which artificial viscosity is introduced are saturated soil under explosive loading. So it is

deduced . The stability and convergence properties very urgent to provide a appropriate model and

in the finite element analysis are preliminary numerical methods for saturated soil .

investigated .The law of propagation of explosive Tests also indicate that the saturated soil can't

wave in the media with a different amount of air be treated as a elastic continuum, therefore the

are obtained .The comparisons of solutions by FEM constitutive equations for the saturated soil must

and by DEN (Godunov's solutions) are given to be established at first. For simplification, only

verify the effectiveness of the presented method plane waves under nuclear and chemical explosoin

1. INTRODUCTION are studied in this paper. The problem is regarded

Some protective structures are buried in saturated as a one-dimensional one, the shear stresses in

soil .One of the characteristics of saturated soil the media are neglected.The pressure-density

is that it contains a certain amount of closed air equations of three-phase media in saturated soil

• Hence, it is a three-phase medium comprised of are deduced from the pressure-density equation of

particles of solid soil, water and air. The individual phase medium . It shows that the

behavior of saturated soil is quite different .rom saturated soil is a nonlinear elastic medium

that of non-saturated soil even under a small This conclusion is identical to the experimental

explosive pressure. Tests show that when explosive result [1).

wave propagates in saturated soil , its velocities Differential equations of movement are obtained

of wave front,the pressure and the particles according to dynamics of medium. Nonlinear

velocities at the wave front are closely related ordinary differential equations of finite element

to the content of the air .The methods and analysis are established by applying the Galerkin
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method and then the differential equations are of saturated soil can't be determined. Assuming

discredited into nonlinear algebra equations. that the contents of the corresponding media of

Artificial viscosity is introduced into the saturated soil are a• ,a2 and a; under the

equations to improve the convergence property in pressure respectively,p is the density of

the finite element analysis. Many useful results saturated soil. We can obtain the following

are obtained with FEM. The comparisons of finite equations from Eq.(3) to Eq.(5)
-1

element solutions and difference equation ai = a (p/p0) k1 (6)

solutions are given to verify the effectiveness of .; ,' 2 iR; 0) - (7)
P2c

presented method. It lays the foundation for the 22

.; - C 3i22•0) ÷ 1 ]-k 3  (8)
study the dynamic behavior and related topic of p 3 c2

saturated soil under explosive loading. P - 0 0 (a a 1)P + (a i.
0 P + (a .a P (9)

2. BASIC EQUATIONS OF SATURATED SOIL substitute Eq.(6),Eq.(7) and Eq.(8) into Eq.(9),

Assume that the contents of air, water and the equation of state of saturated soil is
_k-1 k2 (p-p 0)-

particles of solid soil in a unit volume of p 0 0{ 1- -- P k-pc- 10 0 1 c2 pc

saturated soil are a,, a2 and a3 respectively, k3(p-p0)+ -k -1

+2 _[ 2 + 3 } (10)3 p3 c 3

PlP 2 and P 3  are the densities of the

The above equations of motion represent the
corresponding medium. c1, c2 and c3 are voice

conservations of mass and momentum. In Euterian

speeds of the corresponding medium under the
description ,after neglecting the effect of shear

condition of initial pressure equals to .
stresses for one-dimensions: flow ,the equations

For p-p 0 ,the density of medium in saturated soil

of motion can be written as
is

a u 8u p = 11
P0=1P++" ? 3 (1) U + p x

a1+a +a3 =1 (2) up + a u + P~lO x = 0 (12)

The equations of state for an individual medium of where x-spatial coordinates and t-time

saturated soil are initial conditions

P = P0 (P/P k, (air) (3) p(X,O).p0 (13)2
P0p, + -P2 "c 2 [(P/D k2 - 1 3 (water) (4) u(x,O).O" (14)

k
2

p(x,O)=po (15)

2 and boundary conditions
p I PO + P3 c•3 1(p/lp)k 3  - 1 ] (solid) (5)

k3 p(O,t)=f(t) (16)

where,k ,k and k3 are the specific entropy of the it is not convenient to solute for Eq.(ll) and

corresponding medium,2generally k31.4, k2=k3=3.0 Eq.(12) which are unsteady and nonlinear equations

.As tie compressibility of a individual medium of However, it is convenient to treat the

saturated soil is different from each other under propagation of plane wave in dense media in the

the pressure the content of a individual medium Lagrangian description. To get the equations of
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motion in the material coordinates, we introduce a explosive wave propagates in this media, the shock

change of coordinates, and set wave will produce. It is very difficult for
t = t ,h , (xt)

t - t ,h f p dx-p u dt ,v-l/p (17) ordirary FEM, to treat the problem of shock wave.
(0,0)

(1T)The following relations can be obtained from The reason is that the shock wave front is a

above equations geometrical surface, physical variables are
8x h 8x aa a h x_ 1/v - - p u discontinues functions on this surface . In the

a___ P __ uE U a u
1/p x 8 h u 37= p u 3-7 sense of physics, the shock wave surface is not a

au au au
S- p u •,-• ÷ a"(18) geometrical surface but a surface with certain

17t 28u 7-h~ + ;v
U 2 u a P 2 a v depth because of the effects of viscosity and

The change of density varying with the dispersion in the medium .Theoretically , if the

propagation distances is not great in the dense effects of artificial viscosity and dissipation

media where it contains a small amount of air are adequately introduced into the dynamic

.Therefore , the density can be approximately equations,above equations can be still used to

regarded as the function of time. that is solute the problem of shock wave.But the

0a(•19 thickness of shock wave surface is so small that

it is very difficult to choose adequate size ofSubstitute Eq.(19) and above identities into

element in the practical calculation. Therefore,Eq.(ll) and Eq.(12),we obtain

au + a 0 (20) the effects of viscosity and dispersion must be-. + y•=o(0
a-t a h
a u a v enhanced .It requires some effects of dissipation* 0 (21)

to extend the depth of shock wavefront ,this can
The initial conditions and boundary conditions are

be accomplished by introducing the even order
p(O) - p, (22)

) 0 deviation term into the dynamic equations. but,
u(0) - 0 (23)

the numerical oscillation should not appear. How
p(O) - p0  (24)

to dissipate the effects of artificial viscosity
p(0,t) = f(t) (25)

and dissipation is a problem needs further
From Eq.(21), for the specific volume v.1/p ,we

discussion
obtain

v1/p{)-k k -I "(Fp- -k -1 Assume the artificial viscosity is q , and replace
v=l/P0 1 + a - 2 + 1 2k3 (-1 P 2 2 2 the variation p in Eq.(20) with p+q , thek (p-p^) -k1
+ _3(- 2  

+ 1]-3 ) (26) equations of motion can be written as

Assuming v-F(p),as the result of Eq.(19),F(p) is L--+ =a 0 (27)

only the function of time. a u T-h
where, q= {J -h a and -y=a p c Ah

3.DYNAMIC EQUATIONS OF FINITE-ELEMENT 0 -a 0

(1). artificial viscosity in which,p is the density of saturated soil ,c is

It may be seen from Eq.(l0) that the saturated local voice speed , Ah is the size of element, a

soil is a nonlinear elastic media. When the is a constant.generally varying from 0.2 to 0.5
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Consider the following relationship are rewritten as

2 . * * * dhp dhc dp/dp (28) u(t)J 1.hp, (t) I dh vu (t) jp p~~d

C 0 S C 0 (33
and the state equation (10), eq.(28) can be .- p (t)!*i* e+u(t)i i .

rewritten as uPt, '. dh- (t), p . dh - 0 (34)

-1 e e ep -k k (p-p^) _k 1  k (p-p0 ) From Eq.(33) we have yu (t)•: 0 0
(a 1 (P/p 0 )-k 1 +a [2 2 + 1 1 2+aJ E("-0 eP2 p 2 3

2 2 2 3  3 for the first element

S (- +k a k-(p-p o1 -
-2(p/p) 1 2 2 0 --O--I-. i) +k 2

0 C p 2c 2  22 -p2 M -f(t),'
1 2 21

+ 3 0-k ) 10 and for the other element

(29) -po (t,) .. 0

( p-p 0 ) (k to*
P2c-2 .) 3c3 Assume

For p-p0 ,we have AC=. f •d d
3 a.. 1/2 3

co .(/ -L2) (3) i I

and . 2/k the Eq.(33) and Eq.(34) can be written as (note
andP 0=p Ic 1 1

the change of footnotes)
(2) finite-element equations Ae C"e .0 t) (3

u (t) - C - pe(t) + I a". ue(t) - f.(t) (35)
Introduce the following approximations into i 1 i j J i

.. u.(t) - A F (p) pe(t) - 0 (36)
Eq.(27) and Eq.(21) I,

(e) (Ce) f(t) (1 - 1) fC(t) 0 (i $ 1)
u u. M(t) •o(h)

i i F'(p) _ ve(t)/pe (t)
v ,, v'(t) R i(h) (0-1,2) } (31)

( t) e After assembly of the condensed elements, thep pi p(t) Oei(h)

equations of motion take the form
(Pi is shape function ,and it satisfies the

Anm Um(t) - C m P (t) + D UM(t) = f (t) (37)
following equation B mfl *n

+ 2 m Um(t) - An F (p) Pm(t) - 0 (38)

Because the specific volume of element ve) where

A - 3 B 13 'ýl '
doesn't vary with the distance , we have n. ii 4n im nM ij in jm

C~ ~ e ea ~ =~ 3
Cl e (h e (e) flu ij in im flif I) Iin JOv.(t) •.(h) * vT(t) (.(h, + ,,(h,)]v '(t) " "' " -, °,

M(t) p vi (h C + t = f (t) (n = 1) f (t) = 0 (n ; 1)
hence, v(t) v.(t)

in which,Ae is the Boolean matrix of the ,,e-
Substitute Eq.(31) into Eq.(27) and Eq.(21), apply

element
Galerkin method to dynamic equations ,and set

Consider the difference relationships
weight function wi = •.o(h) ,we obtain uk Uk+l- Uk .k pk+l p k

-U k p -pM
,e ()e e M COMi. (t)• • d h + t p (t,;° • dh At At

Ue~et) dh = 0 U ( - t I Uk P (1_0) pk,1+ t pk
ep m 1n i M m

ee d e e Set A' = A /at
e (t) q dh v (t) dh =0 et Anm nm

By the partial integration methods ,and introduce and substitute above relations into Eq.(37) and

the boundary conditions , the equations of motion Eq.(38) the final equations of motion are
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*+ -C.0(1-0, 0 k.1j carried out . he results of the two methods are
no a

kI ISillustrated in Fig.3 and Fig.4,respectxvely.
(l-t~) B -A, F,(p) P. rsue rtepril eoiisrsl.wt

onIt i shown in Fig.3 and ?ig.4 that either the

10 _ ) - ,F p'l Pk FM agree with, Oodunov'. solutions. In addition,

OF SATURATED SOIL the method presented here take. lees computer time

Comparisons of the FIN solutions and GOdunov's and is more effective than Godunov's method .

results are firstly presented for verifying the Now,we investigate the law of propagation of plane

effectiveness of the TEM. explosive wave in the free field of saturated soil

The parameters used in calculation are with different contents of air.The parameters of

c, . 340.m/sec c 2 - 1500.m/sec c3 - 4500.m/sec medium used in calculation are also taken as

P0 . 2.21e-6kgf.sec 2/cm4 P, . 1.2e-gkgf.sec 2cm4 above.

P 2 -l.e-6kgf.sec2 1cm4 P 3 - 2.65e-6kgf.sec ,cm4 Comparison charts of pressure and velocity

a, - 0.001 a2 - 0.3 a3 . 0.699 waveforms for different sections (nodenumber (N) =

and assume the form of loading is 1,40,and 80 )in saturated soil

p (t/t!r) t t
p(t) = s{ x ch Ch (a-0.0,a2=0.3,a3-0.7) are shown in Fig.5 and

pma (1 - t-ch)(t -tc ))tch!5 t !; t
a.a - (ch h Fig.6,respectively .The similar comparison charts

The value of the parameters in above equations are
in saturated soil (a=.0.001,a2=O.3,a3=0.699) are

shown in Fig.1
shown in Fig.7 and Fig.8

The mesh for the finite element of one-dimensional
,respectively. It can be seen from Fig.5,7 and

problem is shown in Fig.2 . The size of element
Fig.6,8 that even a small amount of air in

(Ah) and time (At) in finite element are 4.5cm
saturated soil can lead to a obvious decrease of

and O.05ms,respectively. The number of element (N)
pressure and particle velocity .Comparisons in

equals to 100 .The viscosity coefficient (a) is
Fig.5,6 and Fig.7,8 indicate that with the

taken between 0.2 and 0.5 ,which is varying with
increase of the distance from the explosive center

the changing air content in calculation
the pressure and particle velocity in the

procedure,the best value is that the numerical
saturated soil with more air content decay more

oscillations are not appeared . The viscosity
rapidly than those in the saturated soil with less

coefficient should be appropriately enlarged with
air content .Fig.9 shows the comparisons of

the increasing of the content of air in our
pressure waveforms on the same section (nodenumber

numerical experiments. (N) = 60)in saturated soil with the different

Comparisons of waveform of the pressure and the amount of air,the similar comparisons (nodenumber

particle velocities located at node No.50 are
(N) - 90)is shown in Fig.lO • Fig.9 and Fig.lO
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indicate that the explosive waveform in saturated prof.TingYing Su who provided the GodunIovs

soil vary obviously with the contents of air solutions for this paper

.Waveform neither the same section nor the REFERENCE

different section is alike , the near waveform is 1. r.wl I~xo,:Oc logu agB&imugH I p ussa x &oil

of rising time , the far waveform is close to r Y I T & x 2 r o p a U x n 0 p o0 8 X . 1974

shock wave .The above solutions are identical to 2.Graham F.Carey J.Tinsley Oden I <<FINITE

the experimental results [1). ELEMENTS>> FLUID MECUMAICS VOLUME V1 1986

5. CONCLUSIONS 3.QiHu Qian , <<Calculation principle of

The following conclusions are obtained from the protective structure>> 1981

above analysis

(1) The FEM with artificial viscosity is adequate 0p(l.r) - ® -
for the study of dynamic properties of saturated 2

3.
soil under explosive loading.

(2) The numerical and experimental results )

indicate that

a. with the increase of the distance from the to 15 t(ns

explosive center,the decay of explosive wave in Fig.1 loading of the ground Fig.2 mesh for FE model

saturated soil depends the content of air more 1 00

obviously GUDCONO'. •S u.T0',
50- po~t
01 Q=00 0-09

b. a small amount of air in saturated can still a3=0 699

lead to a obvious decay of maximum pressure and

particle velocity. /
c, the explosive waveform section with the j

000
000 00 1000 1500 2" CC

different content of air in saturated soil is 11-51

quite different; the waveform neither in the same Fig.3 comparison of pressure waveformaccording
to FEM and Godunov's method

section nor in the different section is alike .

for the loading just like Fig.l, the near waveform 200

is of rising time, the far waveform is close to
, 50 - C c-

shock wave. " \ j3=0 69S

0100

3. numerical experiments indicate that the FEM

presented here takes less computer time and is c0 50

more effective than the DEM (Godunov's method) +

0 0 -0
The discussions on this topic will be presented in

another paper. Fig.4 comparison of velocity waveform according

AcknowLedgement:The authors are irdebted to to FEM and Godunov's method
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MATERIAL PROP RTIES DATABASE SEARCH AND RETRIEVAL PROGRAM

B. R. Phillips, D. E. Barnes, and A. E. Jackson, Jr.*
T. R. Slawson and R. E. Walker-

"US Army Engineer Waterways Experiment Station, Vicksburg, MS
"Applied Research Associates, Inc., Vicksburg, MS

ABSTRACT To assist in the management and distribution of the
mechanical property recomendations generated by

A material properties database coupled with a search WES, a database structure and a query program were

and retrieval code were developed to provide those developed by Applied Research Associates (ARA)

within the defense community who are performing during 1990. The database file format is dBase III

ground shock calculations and hardened structure Plus (Ref 1). Input and maintenance can be

designs and analyses associated with conventional performed using dBase or the file editor included

weapons effects with consistent mechanical property with Clipper, DBU. To access the database, a search

data sets for a wide variety of soil and rock and retrieval, or query, code was written in Clipper

materials. The database contains a general descrip- (Refs 2 and 3), a dBase language compiler. The
tion of both structure backfill and undisturbed query program MPQ is designed for users that require

geologic materials in terms of the project for which information on WES mechanical property
the material is associated, the material's location recommendations for specific materials. The program
with respect to geologic interfaces, and its allows the user to extract information about a

classification and composition. The grain size selected material from the database and to plot the

distribution for soils is provided. Mechanical available recommended responses for that material.

responses of each material are available for a MPQ also allows very broad searches so that
variety of stress and strain boundary conditions. information can be obtained for all materials in the

To retrieve information, an interactive PC- database that meet a general description (like

compatible, search and retrieval code MPQ was "sand" or "clay"). It can be used easily by

developed. To use the code, the user establishes inexperienced users on commonly available IBM PC-

the bounds for a query involving most all of the compatible computers. Composite plots of material
variables discussed above. responses can be made using the DPLOT graphics

program, which is part of the HGRAPH library (Ref 4)
of graphics programs.

BACKGROUND
The purpose of this paper is to describe the

The Geomechanics Division, Structures Laboratory at material properties database in its present format
the US Army Engineer Waterways Experiment Station along with the query code MPQ and its use. An

(WES) conducts high-pressure quasi-static and example of the use of the code is also presented.
dynamic mechanical property laboratory tests on
soil, rock, and cement-based materials to define MATERIAL PROPERTIES DATABASE
their responses to intense transient loadings such
as those produced by explosive detonations and high- The Material Properties Database actually consists
velocity projectile impact. Standard classification of three databases linked together as shown in
and composition tests are also conducted for F.gure I. The basic philosophy is to use multiple
correlations and comparisons. Results are analyzed databases linked by keywords to maintain flexibility
to provide graphical data sets required for fitting in data storage. The general structure consists of
the mathematical constitutive models currently used the main database MPROP containing general material
in first-principle weapon effects prediction and descriptions and two supporting databases that
analysis codes. The database contains mechanical contain gradation data GRAD and file names for
property recommendations for a wide variety of soil material property plots MPPLOTS. These databases
and rock materials associated with numerous high are tables of information. Each table consists of
explosive (HE) and conventional weapons effects records (rows), and each record is subdivided into
(CWE) test events as well as hardened facility site fields (columns). The fields in a record contain

characterization studies. It continues to be specific information (like "density" or "Unified
expanded with current interest focused on effective Soil Classification System designation") for that
stress properties for saturated and nearly saturated record. A field may also be a keyword that is used
soils and properties of high-strength cement-based to link the record to additional records in other
materials being evaluated for use in hardened databases.
construction.
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Main Database (MPROP) SEARCH AND RETRIEVAL CODE

The MPROP database contains basic information as The MPQ program was developed to assist in the

shown in Table 1 about each material that WES has management and distribution of the WES material

characterized. The general information includes the property data. MPQ is a database query program

project name associated with the material, keyword written in the Clipper programming language that

links to the HE event or series of events associated enables the user to easily locate and extract data

with the material, site information (layering, water from the Material Properties Database (MPROP. GRAD,

table depth. etc.), material composition (water and MPPLOTS). MPQ consists of a main module that

content, density, etc.), and keyword links to the provides the user with five options and the

MPPLOTS (mechanical property plots) and GRAD procedures that perform the operations associated

(gradation data) databases, with each option. The five options are:

Plot File Database (MPPLOTS) (1) Create a query condition,

(2) Modify the query condition created in

The MPPLOTS database consists of three fields per Option 1,

record. The first field consists of a keyword link (3) Execute a query based on the conditions from

(PLOT KEY) to a record in the MPROP database. The Option 1 or Option 2,

second field is a mechanical property plot file (4) Generate revorts of the information found in

name. The plot file name identifies the file that Option 1, and
contains the data required to generate the plot that (5) Exit MPQ.

is described in field 3. Typical data available for
each material include: Query conditions (Option 1) are constructed by

specifying information in the query table to any

a. Isotropic Compression (IC) Test Results in desired extent. The query table consists of twenty-

terms of Mean Normal Stress versus Volumetric two fields from the MPROP database. The fields used

Strain. for searching the database are marked by ýsterisks
"." in Table 1. Text strings are input for

b. Triaxial Compression (TXC) Test Results in character fields, and ranges (upoer and lower

terms of bounds) are input for numeric fields in the query

(1) Principal Stress Difference versus Axial table. Based on the information contained in the

Strain, query table, macros are constructed to filter the

(2) Principal Stress Difference versus MPROP database to identify all records that meet the

Principal Strain Difference, and query conditions. If the default query conditions

(3) Failure Envelope as Principal Stress are used for all fields in the query table, all

Difference versus Mean Normal Stress. records in the MPROP database are considered
matches. If the default value for any field in the

c. Uniaxial Strain (1U1) Test Results in terms of query table is used, that field is not used in

(1) Axial Stress versus Axial Strain, constructing the search macros. This means that the

(2) Mean Normal Stress versus Volumetric scope of the query can range from every record in

Strain, and the MPROP database to one record based on the extent

(3) Principal Stress Difference versus Mean of the user specification in the query table.
Normal Stress.

Option 2 allows the query conditions to be modified

d. Special Strain Path Test Results in a variety to expand or restrict the scope of the query.

of the above mentioned Stress and Strain Option 2 may be selected at any time after Option I

spaces. has been used.

Several plot files may be available for each type of After the query conditions have been specified, the

plot listed above based, for example, on the number database may be searched by selecting Option 3. All

of confining stresses used in the TXC tests and the records in the MPROP database are identified that

peak stress levels achieved during the IC and UX satisfy the conditions of the query.
tests. The plot files are ASCII data files that
contain the data sets, line types, axes labels, and After searching the MPROP database for all records

titles required by DPLOT (Ref 4). that match the query conditions, reports may be
displayed by selecting Option 4. As each matching

Gradation Database (GRAD) record is reported, gradation information in tabular
form and mechanical property information in

This database contains the results of a standard graphical form may be viewed. Gradation data are

sieve analysis of each soil material in the MPROP extracted from the GRAD database by finding all

database. The GRAD database consists of three records in the GRAD database in which the GRADKEY

fields. These fields consist of a keyword link field matches the GRADKEY field in the current

(GRADKEY) to a record in the MPROP database. The record in the MPROP database. Similarly, available

second field is a sieve size in millimeters, and the mechanical property plots for the current material

third field is the percent of the material by weight are identified by keyword links (PLOTKEY) between

passing the sieve size in field 2. Several records the MPROP database and the MPPLOTS database.

(sieve sizes) are available in the GRAD database for Plotting an individual mechanical property data file

every record in the MPROP database that pertains to from within MPQ is accomplished automatically.

a soil. Composite plots of mechanical property data files
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can also be prepared by exiting MPQ and utilizing After exiting the mechanical property plotting
the DPLOT program. option, the first record that matched the query

conditions is shown. The user may now move to the
If the reports do not satisfy the user, the scope of next record of the report, move back to the previous
the query can be modified by editing the query record of the report (or the last record if the
condition table (Option 2). The database is queried current record is number one), or exit the report
again by Option 3, and data are reported by option without examining the remaining records.
selecting Option 4 as discussed above. After viewing the remaining records or selecting the

exit option on the report screen, the user returns
EXAMPLE to the main menu. The query conditions can now be

modified to began a new query or the Exit Option can
Preceding sections described the structure of the be selected to terminate the MPQ session.
linked databases (MPROP, GRAD, and MPPLOTS) that
comprise the Material Properties Database and DPLOT is a stand-alone graphics program that may be
introduced the function of the MPQ program. This used to create overlay plots of several sets of
section presents an example query. material response data. After running MPQ to

identify the data file names containiig the desired
To begin, Option I is selected, and the Query Table material response data, DPLOT can be executed to
shown in Figure 2 is displayed on the PC screen. create overlay plots.
Note that all text fields are initially blank and
all numeric ranges are zero by default. If the user STATUS AND PLANNED MODIFICATIONS
exits the Query Table without changing the default
values, the query conditions are such that all The Material Property Database and computer code MPQ
records in the MPROP database are matches when the are documented in an evaluation draft report (Ref 6)
query is executed. that was distributed in September 1992 for review by

a limited number of government agencies and private
For the example problem, we will set the query contractors. Comments from this evaluation will be
conditions to find all records with the SERIES KEY incorporated into a final report that is planned for
equal to CONWEB as shown in Figure 3. The CONWEB publication and distribution in the early Fall of
test series consisted of four tests performed at 1993. This report will be in loose-leaf format to
Fort Knox, KY (Ref 5). After typing CONWEB in the allow for easy updates. We are presently modifying
SERIES KEY entry box, the user returns to the main the MPQ code to handle descriptions of cement-based
menu. The MPROP database is searched for records materials and will insert material properties for
that satisfy the query conditions by selecting selected cement-based materials into the database.
Option 3 on the Main Menu. After the search of the This modification should be included in the Fall
database is complete, a Query Results screen is 1993 report. We also plan to continually augment
displayed showing the total number of records in the the database with additional property sets for
database and the number of records that match the geologic and manmade materials zf interest to CWE
query conditions. For this example, the number of analysts and designers.
matching records for the example query is 4 matches
out of the 41 records presently available. ACKNOWLEDGEMENT

After searching the MPROP database, reports for each The research reported herein was conducted as a part
matching record can be displayed by selecting Option of the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) Hardened
4 on the Main Menu. Each report screen displays the Structures Work Package, Work Unit No. AT22-HS-001,
information contained in one matching record as "Statistical Evaluation of Dynamic Material Property
shown In Figure 4 (the first record found that Variations." The permission from the Office, Chief
matches the example query conditions). In addition, of Engineers, to publish this paper is gratefully
the GRAD database is searched for available acknowledged.
gradation data based on the keyword link between the
MPROP and GRAD databases. Similarly, the MPPLOTS REFERENCES
database is searched to compile a list of file names
for mechanical property data for plotting. Messages 1. "dBase III Plus," Version 1.0, Ashton-Tate, Inc,
are displayed on the report screen informing the 1986.
user about the availability of gradation data and
mechanical property plots as shown in the bottom 2. "Clipper," Summer of 1987, Nantucket,
left corner of Figure 4. Los Angeles, CA, 1987.

A prompt is displayed at the lower right corner of 3. "Clipper 5.0," Nantucket, Los Angeles, CA, 1991.
the screen asking the user if he wants to view the
gradation data for the current material. The 4. Hyde, D. W., "HGRAPH," Version 5.1, US Army
gradation table for this example is shown in Figure Engineer Waterways Experiment Station, Vicksburg,
5. Plots of mechanical properties may also be MS, 1990 (unpublished).
displayed. The menu shown in Figure 6 allows the
user to display available mechanical property plots. 5. Hayes, P. G., "Backfill Effects on the Response
Figures 7 through 10 are plots of the mechanical of Buried Reinforced Concrete Slabs," Technical
properties listed in Figure 6 for record 1 of the Report SL-89-18, US Army Engineer Waterways
example query. A hard copy of each of the plots Experiment Station, Vicksburg, MS, September, 1989.
shown in Figures 7 through 10 may be obtained by a
screen dump if desired.
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6. Slavson. T. R., and Walker. R. E., "User's Guide
for Material Properties Database Search and 0 U E RY V A 8 L E

Retrieval Program.* Evaluation Draft, Applied_____
Research Associates. Vicksburg, 145, September 1992; wis r1EVN larl f'00-.9 C3
prepared for US Army Engineer Waterways Experiment SITE ______LOCATION:_______

Station, Vicksburg, MS.I
15511UJ.w.Ejotat: C: "TA-FLAS, S 0AlJ1.A0 CD

GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF MATERIAL F
Table 1. Structure for MPROP database. 5011LASFIATO MAM A0 0.0ENT E to

Field field Nm. Type Description MET DESIY ý o)t c00- my Mai TV:z-c 000 to r00

---- --- --- --- ---- --- ---- --- ---- ---- --- ---- --- SPECIFIC 0000210: [- toRiM ] OEUOI AIR V0IDS. [-0 coE-0.0-0
* I so~ r Character Link to SUItIS database
* 2 ZYUTtS K Character Link to ZVO? database ON. OF SAIRat 5 ý .r0.001 V0ID MAT1{0-_0 t{qý

3 POW~i N" Character Project now POM[Tr ý 0 E~iiJ LIOUID LIMIT: f 1to 0 0
* 4 TYCF- haracter Type of material:PLSILII:r04 o07 PATCTYNDXr_.0t= 1

- backfill NATCLeT
"U"- undisturbed stimic va (ur. to=~ DEERMINISTIC OR POABILISTIC

* 5 5113 LJOC Character Site location
* A 135110 LI Character Insitos reW esentation of 4C to *.it,

poperties: "L - Live stress
"T" - total straes

7 LAY RM Numeric Layer number
8 USPI TOP Numeric Depth to top of Layer. meatrs
9 DuES SOT Numearic Depth to bot of Layer, meotes Figure 2. The Query Table Showing the Default Conditions

10 DEFTHUTGT Nlumeric Depth from top of layer to pto 1.
water table (positive down) (pin1(

* 11 WATtS FLAG Character Water table fleg:
"A** - rAbove layer________________________________

"14" - w4Twithin layer U ERAY T ABL E
o 12 SAT-FLAG Character 1002 saturation point fleag:

A. 5, or W as in 11

* 13 GEN DES M Character General description of materiel SERIES KEY.(40 EVENTfr lvPEJpi

* 14 USCi clA;SS Character USCS classification SIT LOCATIUA
* is wATU7 COvT Numeric Water content. I ____________________________

* 16 WEI -D7D Numeric Wet density. Mg/m'
o 17 DRY DEN *omric Dry density, MS/sP INSITUJilvsooata l:
* 1s sPzECIFIC..G Nummeric Specific gravity SA....J

* 19 P AIR VO-ID Numeric Percent air voids GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF MATERIAL
* 20 DEG SAT Numeric Degree of saturation. Za O. CASSIFICATION: WATER CONTENT: aidt Ej
o 21 VOID RATIO Numermic Void ratio
o 22 P03051?! Numeric Porosity WET OENSITY: 0.0 r-0 0.0 SY DENS ITY: r0.001 to r0.;

23 GRADU -KY Character Keyword link to database SPCIFIC GRmviny [-oo tq(ý PERCENT AIR VOID& [Or t.F0.0
* 24 ALL Numeric Liquid limit
* 25 APt. Numeric Plastic limit DES. OF SAO1.AATIOR ý *E F0.001 VOID PATooxnj-0- t.Tý

* 26 A7PI: Numeric Plasticity index tylrY ý~Jo F-i7 LIQUID0 LIIT Fito .FO.
27 C&ll NOTE Character Note on compaction

* 28 SKIS7VII. Numeric Seismic velocity. m/s PLASTIC LIMIT: rF to 0.0- PLASTICITY INDEX 0. o 0.0T7

* 29 DZT PROS Character Type of properties: uF-7ali'~ t I TIeo~I 0 *0S~

"D" deterministicSESIVEOIY -ot= DTRIITCRPOBILTC

"P"- probabilistic -ECto #.lt,

30 TIMS FACT Numeric TX3 strength factor
31 PLC7TiES Character Keyword link to plot file database

Notes: 1. -means that this Field can be used in a
Query condition by MPQ. Figure 3. The Query Table Showing an Entry in the SERIES KEY Field

2. If TYPEBFU - "lU, then fields 6-12 (Option 1).
should be populated.
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IAOII I0T1I OAAU 103St. 80os isye I Ano of Proewti TOTAL

G A IP O SMatera-W &MI SPAVELLY CL.AY Desiie f/c):go
GF~~~AD MPPLOTS b~~~"ear Can'tentfSI: 0S Oolts /d St4i]

GRADATIONl~sC~ PRT Specific -0,It,: .70SAir otisf-4.00- osvores ; 01Sawtiol5

DATA PLO iLLM Void Awtlo: 00* Fro,. .10 eoý 03 d
Liui Lmi L10 1.1.1 3I. Plastic111:100 POEcity 100. Rjj

FILl, PrOonrt 15 are: EOICEIIIIMZNST1Cý TXE Strength Foctor: eN/Al

00 You wont Cira~tipo Informat ion? /N>

Figure 1. Material Property Database General Structure. Figure 4. Report Screen.
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Effective Stress Constitutive Models for Saturated & Partially Saturated Soils

H.D. Zimmerman, Y.M. Ito, J.A. Carney

California Research & Technology, Titan Corporation, Chatsworth, CA

ABSTRACT approach in the modeling of saturated and partially
saturated geologic materials; 1) Reduced modeling

California Research & Technology (CRT) has effort and increased model fidelity, 2) Reduction of
supported the U.S. Army Engineer Waterways uncrý ,inty in modeled material response, 3)
Experiment Station (WES) In development and Extension of modeled response regime beyond
evaluation of material models and numerical regime of laboratory testing or other available data
simulation techniques for predicting the ground shock used in model fitting.
environment due to explosive-produced loading
conditions from buried conventional munitions. An EFFECTIVE STRESS CONSTITUTIVE MODEL
effective stress constitutive formulation is described
which is Intended for modeling the response of Geologic materials are generally multiphase
geologic materials (rocks and soils) subjected to materials, consisting of matter in solid, liquid, as well
explosive loading. This paper will discuss the as gaseous states. The solid portion of such a
advantages of employing such an approach in the multiphase material exists as a complex assemblage
modeling of saturated and partially saturated soils. of particles of various shapes and sizes forming a
Comparisons of model response for dry, partially porous skeleton. The pore volume in this skeleton is
saturated and fully saturated conditions and the occupied by a mixture of fluid and gases. 1 In.
effects of model response and the importance of performing the task of developing a constitutive
shear-volume coupling on calculated ground shock model for a multiphase geologic materials, it will be
will be presented. seen convenient to break the total stress tensor into

two components
BACKGROUND

Ot = ce + MU I]
Effective stress model formulations were

originally developed and implemented into CRT. where at is the total state of stress of the material, 2

numerical codes (Frederickson, Zimmerman, Carney, U is the pressure of the pore air/fluid, M is the matrix
1989) and validated against SRI International lab- equivalent of the Kronecker delta function, and ae is
scale saturated rock HE experiments (Zimmerman, termed the effective stress, a measure of the loads
Carney, & Ito, 1992). This constitutive model has carried by the skeleton. This relationship, first
been implemented intc the SABER/CWE-family of proposed in 1923 by Terzaghi implicitly defines the
large-strain finite element codes specifically term effective stress as employed herein.
designed for calculating ground shock from
conventional munitions (Akers & Stelter, 1991), Consider first the case of a porous material
(Zimmerman, Shimano, & Ito, 1992). loaded in drained conditions. In drained conditions,

the pore air and fluid are allowed to drain away,
This effective stress approach involves explicit thereby preventing the development of pore

consideration of the portions of the material stress pressure. In this case, loads are supported by the
carried by the porous soil or rock skeleton and by the solid skeleton alone via a complex state of
fluid/gas phase constituents. The effective stress is intergranular stresses. For a control volume
that portion of the material stress supported by the containing a statistically relevant number of
porous skeleton, and the portion supported by the
fluid/gas phase constituents is termed pore pressure. 1 Gas phase matter will hereafter be referred to simply as "air".
There are several advantages to employing such an 2Compressive normal stresses are positive.
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particles, traction's supported by this very complex to be higher than the pore pressure. 1 he remaining
structural system are characterized by the effective equilibrium relationship,
stress tensor alone.

Pa =Pf = U [5]
Since effective stress is expressed relative to a

volume of material consisting both of srlids and pore simply mandates that any air occupying the pore
space, the "average" state of stress in solid material space is in pressure equilibrium with pore fluid. The
is somewhat higher than the effective stress. The satisfaction of Eqs. [4b] and (5] is central to the
average state of stress of solids in the drained operation of the effective stress constitutive model in
material, as is assumed to be the numerical code.

Os=0e/(1-0) [21 The uncertainties in mechanical response of
saturated geologic materials are largely attributable

Nhere 4 is the (porosity) volume fraction of the to the uncertainty in response of the porous skeletons
material which is occupied by pore space. Note that since the behavior of the water/gas and solid mineralthis relationship assumes that the area fraction of constituents of geologic materials is quite well
pore space on any plane is equivalent to the volume understood. Because the effective stress approach

por spce n ny lan i eqivaenttothevolme considers the role of the skeleton and the
fraction of the pore space, an assumption which consitens exlcle of the material
strictly holds only for isotropic materials. cnttet xlcty h oto ftemtraresponse which is well understood is automatically

Next consider the case of a saturated porous included in the modeling.

material, loaded in undrained conditions. Under DEMONSTRATION OF MODEL
these conditions, control volume tractions are
supported by "partial" stress contributions from solid Use of the effective stress response requires
and pore fluid constituents as follows: development of three separate constitutive response

models, 1) the dry or drained skeleton, 2) the solid
at=as(1-0)+OMU [3] grain, and 3) the fluid behavior. Once the grain and

fluid behaviors are fit for a given type of material only
its drained response needs to be fit to provide aSubstituting Eq. [1] for at, the average state of stress complete description of the material's constitutive

of the solids in a saturated material in undrained moerspn. Wlldvoedcntuie
conditions is seen to have an additional contribution response lelwater/gspad soidurin

fromthe ore ressre.response laws for the water/gas and solid grain
from the pore pressure. (quartz) constituents, are used. No additional fitting

of solid or fluid/gas constituents is required to use the
as=W(e/1 -0)+MU [4a] effective stress model. After the drained response is

developed it can be used to predict material
response over all saturation ranges, from totally dry

The hydrostatic component of the solid stress is to partially saturated to fully saturated. All that is
required is the specification of air filled void or

Ps =Pe / (1-0)+U [4b] degree of saturation.

Where Ps and Pe are the solid and effective Total stress responses (under uniaxial strain)
pressures, respectively. As in the case of the of a 30.5% porous soil at three levels of airfilled void
drained material, the effective stress tensor is again (Oa=O, 5, & 30.5%) were calculated with effective
seen to be a measure of the loads carried by the stress theory (see Figure 1). At low pressures, dry
intergranular state of stress in the solid skeleton sand, Oa=3 0 .5O/o, is very hysteretic and relatively
expressed relative to the entire control volume of strong (i.e. it can support significant stress
material. deviators). For the partially saturated response, Oa

Equations [3] and [4] are the first two of three =5%, no pore pressure can develop, until all of the
relationships which together define the equilibrium air-filled porosity is crushed out (marked as
between the material constituents and the external saturation in the figure). Until saturation, all of the
tractions on a control volume. Physically, Eq. (4b] load is carried by the drained skeletal response. At
defines the extent which the intergranular state of saturation, almost all of the load is carried by the
stress causes the average pressure of solid material pore pressure, and the development of any
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significant additional strength isq precluded. Because coupling is presented. The non dilatant model (no
the load carried by effective stress is small, partially shear-volume coupling) is seen to produce
saturated sand is relatively non-hysteretic. For the liquefaction i.e., strength reduces to zero while
same reason, saturated sand has a low shear significant pressures remain in the material. On the
bearing capacity and virtually no hysteresis, as other hand, the strain path sensitive model dilates on
indicated in the pressure-strain curve, and stress unload, resulting in cavitation, i.e. a loss of pore
path. There are several key differences in the dry, pressure resulting in all load being carried by the
and partially/totally saturated responses. Greater drained skeleton. These affects can drastically effect
volumetric compaction (due to compression of air- the duration of free-field velocity waveforms, and
filled porosity), accompanied by higher material peak displacement.
strength is attained at lower levels of saturation.

FREE-FIELD GROUND SHOCK
It is illustrative to demonstrate the behavior of

the effective stress model for partially saturated The role of strain path dependent hysteresis on
conditions under a uniaxial strain loading, Figure 2. calculated ground shock has previously been
Note that until air-filled porosity is crushed out investigated in dry soil (Zimmerman et al., 1993).
(marked as saturation) no pore pressure can The role of path dependence in an effective stress
develop. The initial volume fraction of air-filled formulation was investigated here by conducting a
porosity and air filled fraction of pore volume are series of 1-D spherical fully contained hydrocode
given by: calculations of the detonation of 15.4 lbs of C-4

explosive in partially saturated soil.
0=31.3 % Porosity
S= 85% Saturation Calculated free-field displacement waveforms
0a=( -S)O =4.8% Air-Filled Void using drained response models with shear-volume
1-S=15% Fraction of Air-Filled Porosity coupling (enhanced model) and without shear

volume coupling (non-dilatant model) are presented
The volumetric strain at the saturation point is in in Figure 4. The non-dilatant model drastically
agreement with this value of air-filled porosity as well overestimates the duration of the velocity waveform,
as the constituent strain. After saturation, most of the due to liquefaction on unloading. The enhanced
load is carried by the pore pressures, effective model, which retains strength on unloading,
stress and strength increase only slightly. Neither significantly reduced the positive phase velocity
the grain nor pore response have any hysteresis. pulse duration.
Hysteresis in the total pressure is seen to stem from
the stiff unloading effective stress modulus. CONCLUSION

A shear-volume coupled drained response A multi-phase effective stress constitutive
model that is capable of capturing strain path model which can provide better response fidelity
sensitive hysteresis (Zimmerman et al., 1993) is when used with drained skeletal formulations that are
employed for the skeletal response. Effective stress capable of capturing the dominant physical process
mechanics with shear-volume coupled treatments of of strain path sensitive hysteresis has been
the porous material skeleton are crucial in presented. The multi-phase effective stress
determining the strength of saturated and partially approach is capable of simulating various levels of
saturated soils under a wide variety of saturation and important strain path dependent
loading/unloading conditions. The effective strength phenomena such as liquefaction and cavitation,
of saturated materials may be reduced or which cannot be predicted by single-phase total
dramatically increased, depending on the strain path stress formulation.
and amount of dilatancy or shear induced
compaction that occurs in the skeletal resoonse. ACKNOWLEDGMENT

The importance of shear-volume coupling in The work reported herein was conducted by
determining the residual strength is illustrated in California Research & Technology Division, Titan
Figure 3. Here, the calculated hydrostatic and Corporation, and the U.S. Army Engineer Watways
deviatoric response for uniaxial strain load followed Experiment Satiation (WES) for Headquarters, U.S.
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drained models with and without shear volume Research Program Work Units AT22-HS-005 and
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Figure 1. Sand Response obtained with effective stress theory for three air
filled void (4Ja=O, 5, and 30.5% ) levels for 30.5% porous sand.
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85%Saturated Sororro Plaster Sand II - Enhanced Model
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Figure 2. Undrained Uniaxial Strain Response of a 85% Saturated, 31.3% Porous Sand
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Figure 3. a) Total Stress Response and b) Effective Stress Response for Uniaxial Strain Load Followed
by a SphericallyDiveregent Unloading Path (dE2/dE, s-1), Showing Effects of Strain Path Sensitive
Hysteresis on Residual Strength.
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Figure 4. Comparative displacement .waveforms, 15.4 lb of C-4 in partially saturated
sand using a shear volume coupled and nondilatant model
(range= 0.43, 0.46, 0.59, and 0.67 meters from charge CG).
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ABSTRACT or empirical methods available for predicting the groundshock
energy arriving at a structure in unsaturated soils. This arises from

The Split-Hopkinson Pressure Bar (SHPB) at the AF Civil the fact that dynamic load transfer mechanisms in soils are not well
Engineering and Support Agency, Air Base Survivability Branch defined especially when moisture is present. In addition, there is
(AFCESA/RACS) Tyndall AFB, Florida was used to study the little if any actual data available for the transient dynamic behavior
uniaxial strees-strain behavior of compacted moist soils. Soils were of unsaturated soils, particularly at high strain rates.
subjected to one-dimensional, undrained, confined compression
loading at high strain rates (1 000/sec and 2000/sec). Three soils. The ability of a soil to transmit applied dynamic stresses (energy)
Eglin Sand, Tyndall Sand and Ottawa 20-20 Sand were tested. is of particular interest with respect to military protective
Each sand was compacted to a constant dry density at varying construction and survivability designs. Typical engineering analyses
degrees of saturation between 0% (air dry) and 100% (fully assume that little or no material property changes occur under
saturated). General features of the uniaxial stress-strain results dynamic loadings and in addition, analyses do not account for the
indicate: a) an initially steep loading portion associated with the effects of saturation (moisture conditions) on the stress-strain
initial rise in the loading pulse which appears to be strain rate behavior of soils. This is primarily due to an incomplete
independent; b) the slopes of each curve are about the same after understanding of soil behavior under transient loadings and
the initial steep portion up to lock-up; c) the initial saturation uncertainties about field boundary conditions. Results from field
affects the point at which lock-up occurs; and d) after lock-up the and laboratory tests with explosive detonations in soils have shown
slope is approximately that of water. Lock-up refers to the sharp that material property changes do in fact occur and that variations
increase in the slope indicating a stiffening behavior at some in soil stiffness (or compressibility) significantly affect both
compressive strain after the initial steep loading portion of the dynamic and static stress behavior. The research described in this
curve. The results suggest that the stress-strain response is paper is important since there are currently no theoretical, empirical
dominated by the water phase from the lock-up strain and beyond, or numerical methods available for predicting the dynamic uniaxial
while the soil skeleton dominates the response from the start of stress-strain response of unsaturated soils from loading
loading up to the lock-up strain. It appears that there may be some environments such as those produced by conventional weapons
strain rate effects, however, the data are insufficient to adequately effects.
demonstrate this and further investigations are required.

Recent research (1-8) using the SHPB facility at AFCESA/RACS to
The research described in this report has demonstrated that the study unsaturated soil behavior has shown that: (a) the presence
SHPB system is a viable technique for high strain rate dynamic and amount of moisture significantly affects the dynamic and static
geotechnical testing of unsaturated, saturated and dry soils, and response of soil specimens; and (b) the amount of stress
provides a framework for conducting further studies using the transmitted, stiffness, wave speed and compressibility in
SHPB with soils. While the saturation dependent uniaxial unsaturated soils varies with the amount of moisture present during
stress-strain behavior observed in this study has been theorized and compaction. Experimental evidence from a number of researchers
hypothesized in the past by other researchers, these results appear suggests that such behavior for both dynamic and static loading
to be the first detailed measurements of this phenomenon for conditions can be attributed to variations in soil compressibility and
undrained uniaxial confined compressive loadings at high strain soil microstructure as a result of conditions during compaction
rates. including the compaction method used and the amount of moisture

present during compaction (1-4, 6-17). While the moisture effects
on soil behavior as described above have been observed

INTRODUCTION experimentally, a clear and concise explanation of the phenomenon
is not currently available. This is primarily due to the fact that the

Current empirical relationships for predicting soil pressure as a multiphase behavior of unsaturated soils, the interaction between
function of standoff distance from a buried explosive typically have the individual phases lair, water and solid), and the mechanics of
a variation of + 50% or more and use material properties data load transfer mechanisms in soils are not well understood.
based on conventional weapons effects in drIsils However, most
soils, whether naturally deposited or placed as select engineered The research described herein was performed as a part of the 1992
fill, exist with moisture at saturations somewhere between 0% and Summer Faculty Research Program (SFRP) (18) to investigate the
100%. The reaction of a structure to a specified loading can undrained behavior of unsaturated soils subjected to dynamic
usually be determined, however, there are no theoretical, numerical confined uniaxial compression loading at high strain rates using the
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Split-Hodkinson Pressure Bar (SHPB) it AFCESA/RACS. With significant effects on the results. The SHPB at AFCESA/RACS (1-8)
reference to this research, the term *dynamic' defines large has also been used to study stress transmission characteristics of
amplitude, high strain rate loadings as opposed to the low strain unsaturated soils for conditions of undrained confined uniaxial
oscillatory frequency pulses used in wave attenuation studies. The compression. Detailed information about the SHPB device at
results of studies such as that described herein will lead to a better AFCESA/RACS and results of recent investigations to study
fundamental understanding of the load transfer mechanisms and dynamic soil behavior can be found in the references cited above.
constitutive relationships for unsaturated soils and have direct
applications to groundshock prediction techniques including stress
transmission to structures. EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION

Three different granular soils were tested using the
BACKGROUND AFCESAiRACS SHPB facility: Eglin Sand (from Eglin AFB), Tyndall

Sand (from Tyndall AFBI, and Ottawa 20-30 Sand (commercially
Differences in the stress-strain response for dry and moist soils available from the Ottawa Silica Company). Representative soil
under both dynamic and static one-dimensional loading conditions samples were randomly obtained for analysis and testing from bulk
have been observed experimentally by a number of researchers at quantities of each material using standard sample splitting
various strain rates. Farr and Woods (19) accurately describe the procedures. The Eglin Sand is a medium to fine, angular to
current state of affairs with regards to the uniaxial stress-strain subangular Sand with about 7% fines; the Tyndall Sand is a fine,
behavior of soils: "it has long been recognized that the uniform, subangular sand with no fines; and the Ottawa 20-30
one-dimensional or uniaxial strain response of most soils subjected Sand is a uniformly graded, subrounded to rounded, medium sand
to high intensity transient loads differs from the response measured with no fines. Various physical index properties data were obtained
under static conditions. As the time to peak pressure decreases, for each sand and the results are summarized in Table 1. The
most soils exhibit a stiffening of the loading stress-strain response. compacted void ratios and dry densities utilized in the research are
The stiffening is usually referred to as a time or loading rate effect. also included in Table 1. A detailed description of specimen
Some researchers (20, 21) have suggested that, as the time to preparation and operation of the SHPB is given in References
peak pressure approaches the submillisecond range, a drastic (4,18).
increase (up to tenfold) in the loading constrained modulus occurs
for partially saturated granular soils under unconsolidated-undrained
conditions. The existence of this effect has been the subject of RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
much debate." A number of researchers have attempted to
address the controversy surrounding the issue of strain rate effects Figures 1, 2, and 3 show typical SHP8 uniaxial stress-strain results
in both dry and unsaturated soils. for the Eglin, Tyndall and Ottawa 20-30 sands, respectively

obtained at a strain rate of 1000/sec. Figure 4 shows two high
High pressure static uniaxial confined compression tests were strain-rate tests for pure water obtained at approximately the same
conducted on moist specimens of sandy silt at various dry densities strain rates. There are some general features observable in the
by Hendron et al. (22). They observed increases in stiffness with stress-strain data: a) an initially steep loading portion of the curves
increasing saturation and from their results, concluded that the key which is probably associated with the initial rise in the loading
variables in uniaxial stress-strain behavior are void ratio and pulse and appears to be strain rate independent; b) the slopes of
saturation. Wu et al. (231 tested moist silty soils at small strains in each curve are about the same after the initial steep portion up to
the resonant column device and found a significant increase in the the lock-up strain; c) the initial saturation affects the point at which
dynamic shearing modulus for specimens compacted moist at lock-up occurs (the higher the initial saturation, the smaller the
saturations in the range of from 5 to 20 percent. Whitman (24) strain required); and d) after lock-up the curves exhibit a stiffening
indicated that rate effects become very important at submillisecond response with a slope approximately that of water (Figure 4). In
loading times and theorized that at high saturations, the pore phase comparing the test results at different strain rates, it appears that
of the soil is much stiffer than the soil skeleton (pore fluid there may be some strain rate effects, however, the data are
compressibility dominates), while at lower saturations the skeleton insufficient to adequately demonstrate this and further
matrix is stiffer than the pore phase (skeleton compressibility investigations are required.
dominates). Jackson et al. (25) conducted
unconsolidated-undrained one-dimensional confined compression In comparing the three different soils together it can be seen that:
tests on several different air dry soils at various loading rates and a) the slopes of the curves after the initial steep portion are nearly
observed loading rate effects at submillisecond loading times, with identical regardless of the initial saturation and soil type; b) the
the constrained modulus increasing by an order of magnitude in initiation of the lock-up strain is somewhat different for each soil
going from 0.1 to 1.0 ms rise time to peak stress. Farr and Woods at the same saturation; c0 lock-up was not developed in the Ottawa
(19) used a modified version of Jackson et al.'s (25) experimental 20-30 sand below 80% saturation. Differences in the basic
apparatus to conduct similar tests on moist carbonate sand. They features between the curves when comparing the three different
observed a progressive stiffening in the stress-strain response with soils are most likely due to differences in grain size characteristics
faster loading times to peak stress and noted rate dependent (i.e., size and distribution).
effects occurred even at multi-second loading rates for the
carbonate sand. The term 'lock-up" as used herein refers to the sharp increase in

the slope indicating a stiffening behavior of the stress-strain curve
Limited research has also been conducted using the at some compressive strain (after the initial loading portion of the
Split-Hopkinson Pressure Bar to study the uniaxial stress-strain curve). Since the slope is approximately double that obtained for
behavior of compacted moist soil under one-dimensional confined SHPB tests conducted on water (theoretical predictions show that
compression loading at high strain rates (26-28). The results of the saturated soil-water mixture slopes are approximately twice
these studies indicated that the uniaxial stress-strain response is that of water due to the density and modulus differences) the
primarily governed by the initial gas filled porosity of the soil lock-up strain represents a condition of full saturation in the soil
specimen, and that strain-rate effects did not occur at strains less due to a reduction in void space. Therefore, the results suggest
than the initial gas filled porosity. However, it should be noted that that the stress-strain response is dominated by the water phase
the specimen container boundary conditions were not for (saturated soil-water mixture) from the initiation of the lock-up
completely undrained conditions and therefore, this may have had strain and beyond, while the soil skeleton (unsaturated soil-water
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mixture or soil-air mixture if dryl dominates the response from the 3. Fitzpatrick, 8. J. and Veyera, G. E., (1992), "The
start of loading up to the lock-up strain. Lock-up was not Microstructure of Compacted Moist Sand and Its Effect on Stress
developed at lower saturations even at large strains, which Transmission," Report No. ESL-TR-92-01 Under Contract Number
indicates that insufficient pore space reduction occurred (i.e., not F49620-88-CO0531585881-0378,AI;ES C/RDCM, TyndallAFB, FL,
enough compressive strain was developed). p. 200.

Therefore, larger amplitude stress loadings (higher compressive 4. Ross, C. A., 11989) "Split-Hopkinson Pressure Bar Tests,'
strains) with longer pulse lengths need to be applied so that the Report No. ESL-TR-88-2, AFESC/RDCM, Tyndall AFB, FL. 80 p.
stress-strain response at the lower saturations can be determined.

5. Ross, C. A., Nash, P. T., and Friesenhahn, C. J., (1986),
Table 2 shows a comparison of the approximate measured lock-up "Pressure Waves in Soils Using a Split-Hopkinson Pressure Bar,"
strains estimated from the SHPB data (Figures 1, 2, and 31 and the Report No. ESL-TR-86-29, AFESC, Tyndall AFB, FL, July, p. 83.
theoretical compressive strain required to reach full saturation (i.e.,
lock-up). Stress-strain curves for the 2000/sec strain rate were 6. Veyera, G. E., (1989), "Static and Dynamic Behavior of
omitted due to length requirements of the paper. The theoretical Compacted Unsaturated Sands," Final Report to US AFOSR Under
calculations only account for the amount of air-filled void space in Contract No. F49620-87-0004, AFESC/RDCM, Tyndall AFB, FL,
each soil based on initial void space and initial saturation. The Sept.. pp. 451, :45-20.
theoretical calculations of lock-up generally over estimate the
measured compressive strain at lock-up. However, the interaction 7. Veyera, G. E. and Fitzpatrick, B. J.. (1990), "A Specimen
of the various components of the soil-water mixtures are not Preparation Technique for Microstructural Analysis of Unsaturated
accounted for in these calculations. Since the soil-water mixture Soils," Final Report to US AFOSR Under Contract No.
represents a multi-phase material, a complete description of the F49620-88-C-0053, Boiling AFB, Washington D.C., Sept., 20 p.
problem becomes very complex since in general there are four
different interacting components contributing to the bulk response: 8. Wilbeck, J. S., Thompson, P. Y., and Ross, C_ A., (1985),
a) the soil skeleton; b) the pore air, c) the pore water; and d) the "Laboratory Measurement of Wave Propagation in Soils." Proc. of
individual grain stiffnesses. While the individual stress-strain the 2nd Symp. on the Interaction of Non-Nuclear Munitions With
response of each component can be determined separately, it is Structures, P. C. Beach, FL, pp. 460-465.
their interrelationship that determines the overall behavior. A
further complicating factor is that the dominance of any one (or 9. DeGregorio, V. B., (1990), "Loading Systems, Sample
combination) of these components changes depending upon the Preparation, and Liquefaction," Jnl. of Geotechnical Engineering,
initial conditions and those during loading (i.e., strain magnitude). Vol. 116, No. 4. ASCE, pp. 805-821.
However, these interrelationship are not well defined or
understood, particularly for transient dynamic loading conditions. 10. Ladd, R. S., (1977), "Specimen Preparation and Cyclic

Stability of Sands,* Jnl. of the Geotechnical Engineering Division,
SUMMARY ASCE, Vol. 103, No. GT6, pp. 535-547.

This investigation sheds some new light (and poses new questions) 11. Lindholm, U. S., (1971), 'High Strain Rate Tests."

on the undrained dynamic behavior of unsaturated soils at high Measurement of Mechanical Properties, Vol. V Part 1, Interscience
strain rates and represents an important first step towards Publishers, New York, NY, pp. 200-271.
establishing an understanding of this phenomenon. In addition, this
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study has been theorized and hypothesized in the past by other Waterways Experiment Station, Vicksburg, MS, pp. 1-38.
researchers, these results appear to be the first detailed
measurements of this phenomenon for undrained uniaxial confined 14. Mulilis, J. P., Seed, H. B., Chan, C. K., Mitchell, J. K., and
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TABLE 1. Physical Properties of Eglin, Tyndall and Ottawa 20-30 Sands.

Zglin Tyndall Ottawa 20-30
USCS Classification SP-SM SP SP
Specific Gravity 2.65 2.65 2.65
D, Particle Size (mm) 0.26 0.19 0.70
bC V 3.41 1.18 1.4n
CC 1.29 0.95 1.03
dpercent passing #100 sieve (%) 12 2 <1
dPercent passing #200 sieve (%) 7 0 0
cMaximum dry density (kg/m3) 1,670 1,630 1,720
'Minimum dry density (kg/m3) 1,450 1,450 1,560
Maximum void ratio 0.817 0.817 0.705
Minimum void ratio 0.590 0.621 0.545
Tested dry density (kg/m3) 1,351 1,645 1,444
Tested void ratios 0.510 0.654 0.545

Note: 'Unified Soil Classification System (1) 'U.S. Standard SievebCoefficient of Uniformity 'ASTM D4253 (29)
cCoefficient of Curvature 'ASTM D4254 (29)

TABLE 2. Comparison of Approximate Xeasvirod Compressive Strains at Lock-Up and
Theoretical Compressive Strains to Reach 0=100% Based on Initial Void Ratio and
Initial Saturation.

EGLIN L OTTAWA 20-30o
S fe t e 4 C ed e 4 , C

0 33.8 (g) (g) 39.5 (g) (i) 35.3 (g) (g)
20 27.0 (g) (g) 31.6 (g) (i) 28.2 (g) (q)
40 20.3 (g) (g) 26.7 (g) (i) 21.2 (g) (g)
60 13.5 7.5 6.0 15.8 10.5 (i) 14.1 (g) (g)
80 6.8 3.0 2.0 7.9 6.5 (i) 7.0 6.0 1.5

100 0.0 0.5 1.0 0.0 0.5 (i) 0.0 ?(h) ?(h)

Note: a Eglin sand at initial void ratio = 0.510
b Tyndall and at initial void ratio = 0.654
c Ottawa 20-30 sand at initial void ratio = 0.545
d Theoretical compressive strain (%) required to obtain S=100% based

on initial void space and saturation. For S=0%, this represents a
condition of zero air voids

e Approximate lock-up compressive strain (%) from SHPB data for strain
rate = 1000/sec.

f Approximate lock-up compressive strain (%) from SHPB data for strain
rate = 2000/sec

g Unable to obtain lock-up strains using the 0.653 m (25.7 inch)
projectile at 690 kPa.

h Unable to obtain reliable data for Ottawa 20-30 sand at S=100%.
i Data not obtained for Tyndall sand at this strain

rate.
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Effects of Enhanced Constitutive Models on Calculated Free-Field Ground Shock

H.D. Zimmerman, Y.M. Ito, J.A. Carney
California Research & Technology, Titan Corporation, Chatsworth, CA

J.E. Windham
U.S. Army Engineer Waterways Experiment Station, Vicksburg, MS

ABSTRACT loading, unloading and reloading. These speeds
strongly influence the interaction of the ground shock

California Research & Technology (CRT) has with interfaces (layers, free-surface and structures)
supported the U.S. Army Engineer Waterways and associated relief/reflected signals, and hence the
Experiment Station (WES) in development and attenuation of shocks. Hysteresis also determines
evaluation of material models and ru'merical simula- how much energy is absorbed in the form of waste
tion techniques for predicting the ground shock heat, (i.e. energy that no longer contributes to ground
environment due to subsurface detonations from shock propagation). Strength is an important factor
buried conventional weapons. This paper will in determining the total duration of the ground motion
discuss the development of an enhanced strain path and hence peak displacement. While the general
dependent hysteretic constitutive model for character of strain paths developed in ground shock
computational applications and hydrocode events is known (i.e. uniaxial strain during shock
simulations of an instrumented field event; DIPOLE loading followed by spherical divergence on unload),
FACADE 2 (a vertically oriented 1/3-scale MK-83 details of the strain path can become very
buried bomb containing 15.4 lb of C-4 detonated in complicated. Shear-volume coupled treatments are
high air-filled void sand). Comparisons of model thus crucial to modeling material hysteresis in a
response with and without path dependent hysteresis robust manner.
and the effects of model response on the calculated
ground shock will be presented. CONSTITUTIVE MODEL

An enhanced mathematical constitutive model
BACKGROUND formulation that is capable of capturing the dominant

physical process of strain path sensitive hysteresis
Results of recent laboratory material property has been developed. This model employs a strain

tests (Phillips,1991a) indicate significant shear- hardening yield surface and a strain path dependent
volume coupling for Socorro plaster sajid; showing plastic flow potential. Nonlinear three-invariant
that hysteresis is highly strain path dependent. Hybrid-Elastic-Plastic models of the type previously
Shear-volume coupling implies that the deviatoric developed (Zimmerman et al., 1987) were fit
stress state influences the hydrostatic state via consistent with the WES laboratory mechanical
dilation or shear-induced compaction. In the property tests [e.g. uniaxial strain compressibility
illustration (Figure 1) of strain path dependent (Phillips, 1991b) and biaxial strain unloading
hysteresis, E is the strain, the subscripts 1, 2, 3 refer (Phillips, 1991a)]. At the time the original non-
to the principal directions, and v indicates the volume dilatant baseline model was developed (Zimmerman,
strain. This sand has been extensively employed as Carney, Ito, 1991), only uniaxial strain load unload
the backfill material in a number of recent data was availaole. As strain path dependent
instrumented conventional munitions field events and mechanical property data became available, model
has been the subject of laboratory mechanical enhancements in terms of shear-volume coupling and
property tests. strain hardening were implemented. The main model

parameters varied are given in Table 1, and
Key aspects of the material response that play represent a step-by-step developmental approach to

important roles in the physics of ground shock incorporate greater detail and improvements in both
propagation are material hysteresis and strength. the material constitutive relations and the numerical
Hysteresis controls the relative wave speed in simulation of ground shock.
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Emphasis of model fitting has been on sufficiently deep such that free surface relief effects
developing model response for uniaxial strain loading are of second order, a 1-D spherical fully contained
and a number of spherically divergent unloading approximation is adequate to simulate the ground
strain paths. Calculated and recommended shock environment. Earlier experimental and
deviatoric and hydrostatic responses for uniaxial calculational efforts focused on measurement and
strain load, followed by pure shear unload are prediction of early-time ground shock (i.e., duration of
presented in Figure 2.1 The laboratory mechanical a few milli-seconds past peak stress and velocity).
property tests exhibit significant shear-induced This earlier calculational effort employed total stress
compaction until the ultimate failure surface is constitutive models with a non-dilatant flow rule that
reached, wherein compaction ceases and the were fit to uniaxial strain (UX) compressibility and
material becomes dilatant. Both the baseline (non- stress path, and peak triaxial compression (TX)
dilatant) and baseline-coupled (associated flow) failure relations determined from laboratory tests.
models continue to compress, a trend opposite that Calculated ground shock with non-dilatant total
observed in the test data. stress models was nominally consistent with early-

time measurements. During the initial shock loading,
Hydrostatic and deviatoric responses for a the material is predominately in a state of uniaxial

second spherically divergent strain path (dE2/dEl= - strain.
0.65), are presented in Figure 3. Various levels of
material hysteresis are predicted by the three The previous field tests were primarily focused
models. The fully associated flow model over- on measuring early-time near source ground shock.
predicts both the onset (when the deviatoric state Reliable measurements of free-field motions out to
exceeds the failure criterion) and the extent of the time of peak displacement were not obtained.
dilation (i.e. path is unloading volumetrically, The DIPOLE FACADE 2 test was specifically
however pressure and strength increase as the designed to obtain late-time motion measurements.
material walks up the failure surface). This is a result This test employed redundant measurements with
of the magnitude of the plastic strain increment shock-mounted accelerometers and DX velocity
exceeding the volumetric strain increment resulting in gages at ranges of 1.52, 2.13, and 2.74 meters form
a compressive elastic step, i.e.: the charge CG. These measurements provide a

database for evaluating the ability of various models
P(Eelastic), dEelastic=dev-dEplastic >0 to predict late-time behavior.

On the other hand, non-associated flow drastically The role of strain path dependent hysteresis
underpredicts the amount of volume recovery, both was investigated by conducting a series of 1-D
pressure and strength rapidly drop. For these and spherical fully contained hydrocode calculations of
other paths, the enhanced model matches both the the DIPOLE FACADE 2 event. Comparative
qualitative and quantitative material response. waveforms (using the three models) and attenuation

of peak stress and velocity along the side of the
FREE-FIELD GROUND SHOCK bomb are shown in Figures 4 and 5. At sufficiently

high stress levels, predicted attenuation of peak
This enhanced constitutive model has been quantities is nearly identical. At these levels,

implemented into the SABER/CWE-family of large- attenuation is dominated by pore crushing, all three
strain finite element codes specifically designed for models have the same nominal level of hysteresis.
calculating ground shock from conventional munitions As stress levels drop, the effects of strain path
(Akers & Stelter, 1991), (Zimmerman, Shimano, & sensitive hysteresis starts to be manifested.
Ito, 1992). Previous research (Windham, Attenuation is most rapid in the baseline non-dilatant
Zimmerman. & Ito. 1991). (Zimmerman. Ito. & response. Referring back to the hydrostatic response
Windham, 1991) on the influence of geometric plot, Figure 3, this model is seen to be the most
asymmetries on the near source ground shock dissipative. On the other hand, the Baseline-Coupled
indicated that the environment to the side of the model (assoriated flow) is significantly less
bomb was nearly identical to that of an equal mass dissipative. Excessive dilation holds up the pressure
spherical source. Thus, for depths of burial pulse on unloading, resulting in the development of

larger stress deviatiors which resists radial flow,

'Laboratory mechanical property tests employ the small or reducing the positive phase velocity pulse amplitude.
engineering strain definition of pure shear, AEv=O, ev=E1+c2+E3 . The Although the magnitude of the peak particle velocity
actual volumetric strain path is compressive cv=1-(1- 1 )(1-E 2 )(10-3 ). is lowest for the baseline non-dilatant calculation,
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the amplitude of the overall positive phase pulse is B.R. Phillips, "Mechanical Property Recommenda-
larger. Here the development of large late time tions for Post-Test Evaluation of MIDNIGHT HOUR 2
stress deviators are precluded due to the rapid Test", US Army Engineer Waterways Experiment
hydrostatic unloading. Station, Vicksburg, Mississippi, (CEWES-SD-S),

"Personal Communications", 6 August 1991.
In terms of dissipation and volume recovery

the enhanced model falls in between the fully B.R. Phillips, "Mechanical Property Recommenda-
associated (dilatant) and non-dilatant models, as do tions for Post-Test Evaluation of DIPOLE AXIAL
the attenuation's. Calculated waveforms (using the Shallow-Buried 1000-lb Bomb", US Army Engineer
path dependent enhanced model) are compared with Waterways Experiment Station, Vicksburg, Missis-
measured waveforms at three ranges in Figure 6. sippi, (CEWES-SD-S), "Personal Communications",
These enhanced model waveforms match best the January 1991.
peak particle velocity and positive phase duration
(displacement). J.E. Windham, H.D. Zimmerman, & Y.M. Ito,

"Analysis of Ground Shock Measurements from
CONCLUSION Shallow-Buried MK83 Bombs", in Proceedings of In-

strumentation for Nuclear Weaoons Effects Testing
An enhanced mathematical constitutive model Conference, Blast & Shock Session, Vicksburg,

formulation that is capable of capturing the dominant Mississippi, 16-19 April 1991.
physical process of strain path sensitive hysteresis
has been developed. The model's ability to better H.D. Zimmerman, J.A. Carney, Y.M. Ito, "Cratering
replicate laboratory strain path mechanical property and Ground Shock Environment Prediction of Buried
tests has been demonstrated. Previous research 500 lb SAP Bomb in Dry Socorro Plaster Sand:
indicated that when total stress models without DIPOLE CHAIN 4 Test", CRT 3295-080-01, Submit-
shear-volume coupling were used, the calculated ted to U.S. Army Engineer Waterways Experiment
ground shock for CWE test events are nominally Station, 1991
consistent with early-time measurements. A
predictive capability to also simulate late-time motion H.D. Zimmerman, R.T. Shimano, & Y.M. Ito, "Early-
has been achieved with the addition of strain path Time Ground Shock From Buried Conventional Ex-
sensitive hysteresis. plosives: Users Guide for SABER-PC/CWE", I.R. SL-

92-1 Structures Lab U.S. Army Engineer Waterways
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___________________________ Model Parameter ________

Model HysterSi Shear Volume Coupling Failure Surface
____________ ___________(Now rule) _______

Baseline f(ra)none, (flon-dilatant) Non-Hardening
Baseline-Coupled l(Emax) on Peak TXC surface, Non-Hardening

________________________________ associated) ___________

fEnhanced l(erna) & E path full, (generalized) Hardening

Table 1. Key Constitutive Model Parameters Varied
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Figure 4. Attenuation of Peak Stress and Velocity, 15.4 Ibof C-4 in dry sand backfill, measured and calculated response.
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Figure 5. Calculated velocity waveforms using different constitutive models. 15A4 lb of C-4 in dry sand backfill.
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Figure 6. Velocity waveforms, 15.4 Ib of C-4 in dry sand backfill, measured and calculated response.
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HOW TO SELECT A DESIGN FRAGMENT FOR PROTECTIVE
STRUCTURE DESIGN WITH CONSISTENT RELIABILITY

Robert H. Sues and Lawrence A. Twisdale

Applied Research Associates, Inc., Raleigh, North Carolina 27615
Telephone: 919 876-0018

ABSTRACT considers the number of fragments that impact the
structure.This is a key feature of the method since the greater

In traditional, deterministic protective construction, the the number of impacting fragments, the greater the chance that
structure is designed to withstand the penetration effects of a fragments more lethal than the design fragment will hit the
single "design" fragment. We present here a reliability-based structure. The RBD framework is used herein to illustrate the
design (RBD) framework that can be used in the design process of developing and applying design charts and tables for
fragment selection process. The RBD methodology differs a Mk82 500-lb GP bomb threat for frag~nent penetration in
from the Confidence Level (CL) approach used in current concrete. The framework uses the fragment penetration
manuals in that the structure designed using the RBD method formulas given in the U.S. Air Force Protective Construction
will protect its contents with a known level of confidence. It Design Manual [Drake, et al., 19891, hereinafter referred to as
has been shown that the CL approach used in current manuals the PCDM. Research is underway to tabulate and generalize
does not directly relate to design reliability or confidence and results for a range of weapons of interest and to develop
in fact can sometimes be grossly conservative and sometimes validated penetration formulas, since the current formulas tend
grossly unconservative. The RBD framework is used herein to to significantly overpredict penetration depth (lethality) for
illustrate the process of developing and applying design charts high-speed fragments generated by modern weapons.
and tables for a MK82 500-lb GP bomb threat for fragment
penetration in concrete. 2. OVERVIEW OF RBD FRAMEWORK
1. INTRODUCTION The developmental framework for reliability-based

selection of a design fragment encompasses the important
In traditional, deterministic protective construction, the fragmentation variables (e.g., velocity, shape, impact angle and

structure is designed to withstand the penetration, perforation, orientation) as well as the number of fragments that strike the
and/or spall effects of a single "design" fragment, where the target. The framework accounts for the multivariate nature of
design fragment is characterized by a specified weight, initial penetration by transforming the problem variables into a single
velocity, and shape. Although current manuals recognize the load-effect called the fragment lethality variable. Using this
variability in fragment mass (via Mott's distribution), the transformation and the distributions of the underlying fragment
Confidence Level (CL) approach that is used to select a design variables, the probability distribution for the lethality variable
fragment does not directly relate to design reliability or is computed. Finally, the expected number of fragment hits on
confidence since it does not consider the number of impacting the structure is evaluated and the extreme value distribution for
fragments (which varies with standoff and target sire) and it the lethality variable is derived. The extreme value distribution
does not address the inherent variability in the velocity, shape, is the appropriate distribution for use in designing the structure
impact angle and orientation, and spatial distribution of the since it gives the probability that no fragments more lethal than
fragments generated by the cased explosive [Dass and the design fragment will hit the structure. Thus, the design
Twisdale, 1987]. In addition, fragment-structure interaction fragment is selected from the extreme value distribution for the
phenomenon can be highly uncertain, that is, fragment ricochet lethality variable. Design charts and tables can be developed
and fragment penetration. In fact, it can be shown that for a range of cases to aid in the selection of the design
structures designed to resist fragment perforation (or spall) fragment so that the designer need not perform any
using the current CL approach can sometimes be grossly probabilistic computations. Also, the probability that one or
conservative and sometimes grossly unconservative. more fragments that are more lethal than the design fragment

will hit the target (i.e., in addition to the probability that rno
We present here a framework that provides the basis for fragments more lethal than the design fragment impact the

developing reliability-based design (RBD) charts and tables structure) can be obtained in closed form. More details on the
that can be used in the design fragment selection process. With methodology are documeted in Twidsale, Sues, and Lavelle
these charts and tables the designer need not perform complex [19921.
fragmentation or probabilistic analyses. The RBD
methodology differs from the conventional approach in that the 3. RBD PROCEDURE
structure designed using the RBD method will protect its
contents with a known level of confidence. Specification of the Using the developmental framework a step-by-step design
design fragment in the RBD approach can consider the procedure has been developed. The steps in the design
variability in each of the fragmentation variables as well as procedure are illustrated in the flow chart of Figure I.
how these variables combine to affect the lethality (load-effect)
of a particular fragment. Most importantly, the procedure
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7wea Rniskaity GtW: S•,vivul Tau mu• Step 2. The second step is to compute the expected
MA.e II II number of fragments that hit the structure without ricocheting.The cylindrical spray pattern is most appropriate when the

+ • bomb length to standoff ratio is relatively large and for
L. CoqRH, weapons having narrow beam sprays. For a cylindrical spray
(Flgior()) pattern, the problem is as depicted in Figure 2 and the number

of non-ricochet hits is

.1ilii__ 

( . 0 _ 
(2)

n =N 2x c

where the two angles0,,• and 8,;., and the vertical
Non-RicodIio a W n Non-Rijacdu hiss, x dimension y are given by

3. Comptau L.•thlity: I - X1
INFreiss (a.(4)) *= minja mtan- -I (3)

4. Non-EzceedumcPtobahitty: FLO)
(CrUe I or FApivalad)

5. Esp. Lzdul Fings: m
(E! quaasio 5)

# y = mrin c, hi
6Pobof ai,) where, as illustrated in Figure 2, w is the width of the target, x

Yes is the distance from the edge of the target to the point on the
target directly opposite the bomb, h is the height of the wall,

Fnmgtme with Lethality - Targe o R

Figure 1. Flowchart for Reliability- Based Selection of a....
Design Fragment. PLAN ELEVATION

Step 1. The first step is to evaluate the expected number of Figure 2. Fragment Non-Ricochet Hit Analysis Assuming a
fragments generated by the threat weapon. This number can be ir. a nt Non-riohe tteAna
obtained from arena test data or can be estimated using the Cylindrical Dispersion Pattern.following formula from the PCDM: and c is the length of the bomb. The angle, a, is the ricochet
N = W.& (1) angle. The fragments that have impact angles, 0 (the angle2 (1) between the normal to the target and the fragment velocityvector), less than a do not ricochet.

where W, is the bomb casing weight, and MA is the fragment
weight Mott probability distribution parameter (values of MA The spherical spray pattern is most appropriate for
for various weapons are given in a number of design manuals small values of c/Ro (see Figure 2 and for weapons that have
including the PCDM). less distinct beam sprays. For a spherical spray pattern, design

charts have been developed. First the structure is divided into
four separate sections with a common corner as shown in
Figure 3. The fraction of non-ricochet fragments impacting
each section of the structure under the threat at a standoff, Ro is
then calculated using the following procedure: (1) Calculate the

values of s ( = Ro/a ) and t ( = R 0/b) where R, is the standoff

distance, a is section length, and b is the section height: (2)
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From the design charts (Figure 4 or 5) obtain the fraction of

B non-ricochet fragments, sO/ 4* for a section. The design charts
of Figures 4 and 5 have been developed for ricochet angles of
30 and 45 degrees, respectively; (3) The total number of non-
ricochet fragments impacting the section is now obtained by

A multiplying the fraction W/4xr by the total number of fragments
N, (Equation 1); (4) This procedure is repeated for each section

"Z 0 and the total number of non-ricochet fragments impacting the
Ck' ýýstructure is obtained by summing over each section.

D x Step 3. Step 3 is to select a trial design fragment and

Figure 3. Weapon Structure Idealization for Computing compute its lethality. Lethality is a measure of the penetration
Number of Non-Ricochet Hits for Spherical ability of a fragment and will be a function of several fragment
Spray Pattern. variables, such as fragment weight, velocity, shape, etc. Thus,

fragment lethality is specific to the fragment penetration theory
0.1.. being used. For example, based on the penetration formula for

concrete given in the PCDM, fragment lethality would be
J|;,-ut An,.e= 30 _0-g.1- defined as:

L =W1
0*4 VS1. (4)

0.01 where W/f is the fragment weight (ibs) and v, is the fragment
striking velocity (fps). Nose shape factor and fragment
diameter do not appear in the equation since the standard

"t<1. 3:3 fragment shape is assumed.

_ 0.001:• t-3 Use of the PCDM formula is a simple approximation since
30 I the fragment lethality should, theoretically, include all of the

.41 variables that affect the penetration ability of the fragment,
such as the fragment rotational velocity, impact orientation, etc.

F - In fact the PCDM formula is likely very conservative (i.e.,
overpredicts penetration) for the high velocity fragments

0.0001. generated by general purpose bombs.
1 10 100

S Step 4. The fourth step is to compute the non-exceedance

Figure 4. Percentage of Non-Ricochet Fragments probability for the design fragment lethality. This is the
Impacting Structure Section for a Spherical probability that no fragments with lethality greater than the
Spray Pattern (Non-Ricochet Angle = 30 design fragment will be generated by the bomb. The non-
Degrees -spray center opposite Structure exceedance probabilities can be obtained from tabulations forCoDrer). specific weapons. The tabulations are made by propagating the

probability distributions of the fragment variables in the
lethality equation through the lethality equation (e.g., by
Monte-Carlo Simulation). For example, using the lethality

Ro" ,,,, -rA 45D or.. equation given above (Equation 4) and using the Mott
distribution for the fragment weight (as recommended in theC'% a1 (swa-n.-,a-,) PCDM) and a truncated lognormal distribution for the fragment

E velocity, preliminary non-exceedance probabilities for a Mk82
"LL t F"•/ b (StwxI "WgNare given in Table 1'. Research is underway to improve these"" 0.01 • . . . .

o 'preliminary cdfs and to compute lethality distribution cdfs for
other weapons.

I - lSlep 5. Step 5 is to compute the expected number of lethal
E t fragments, m, in the total fragment population:
t-

m = N, [1 -FL (1)] (5)

, where I is the lethality of the trial design fragment and FL (I) is
the non-exceedance probability obtained from a tabulation for

0.0001 -the threat weapon (e.g., Table l).
1 10 100

S

Figure 5. Percentage of Non-Ricochet Fragments
Impacting Structure Section for a Spherical t The results should be taken as preliminary because of lack of data to
Spray Pattern (Non-Ricochet Angle = 45 validate Equation I for high velocity fragment penetrators and because of
Degrees - spray center opposite Structure limited data to establish both the distributions of fragment weight and
Corner). velocity and tlecir correlation. These non-exccedancc probabilities werc

obtained using the Monte-Carlo Simulation method.
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TABLE 1. PRELIMINARY LETHALITY VARIABLE Step 7. As mentioned above the design fragment must
CDF FOR Mk82 500-LB GP BOMB FOR be selected so that the probability given by Equation (7) is
PCDM PENETRATION EQUATION. thedesired reliability level. If the probability obtained in Step 6

is acceptable then we proceed to Step 8. Otherwise we revise
the design fragment lethality up if the probability in Step 6 is

FL(l). Fraction of Fragments Lethality. la too small, and go back to Step 4; or we revise the design
with Lethality < I (lb0"4 kf• 1 .1) fragment lethality down if the probability in Step 6 is too big,

0.01 0.05 and go back to Step 4.
0.A 0.33
0.2 0.64 Step 8. Design the wall to resist the design fragment using
0.3 0.98 procedures given in PCDM Section VI.D.2. Note that Steps 1
0.4 1.4 through 7 only address fragment load-effect. Reliability-based
0.5 2.9 capacity reduction factors to account for penetration equation
0.6 2.4 prediction errors and material property uncertainties should
0.7 3.2 also be included in the final design.0.8 4.6

0.9 7.2
0.95 9.6 4. RELIABILITY-BASED DESIGN FRAGMENT
0.975 13.1 SELECTION EXAMPLE
0.99 16.3
0.995 19.9 As an example, we consider the selection of a design
0.999 26.0 fragment for a 12ft by 12ft door panel on a protective shelter
0.9995 29.0 that must resist penetration of fragments from a 500-1b Mk82
0.9999 37.0 GP bomb at a standoff of 50ft. A spherical spray pattern and a

a Based on PCDM Penetration Equation (Equation (4) herein), ricochet angle of 45 degrees are assumed. Pertinent parameters

Step 6. For reliability-based design we need the for the Mk82 threat are: Wc = 311 lbs, MA = 0.067 lbs/12 , and

probability that there will be no lethal hits. That is, that there c = 7.5 ft.
will be no hits by fragments that are more lethal than the design
fragment. This probability is evaluated using the First, we compute the expected total number of fragments

hypergeometric function. The probability that there are x hits generated by the bomb. The number of fragments is given by
with lethality greater than the design fragment is: Equation I as Nt = 311/(2) (0.067)2 = 34640, where we have

rounded to the nearest integer.

(m)( N-m) The second step is to compute the expected number of

P (X =x)= n (6) nonricochet hits on the panel. Given the 45-degree ricochet
(Ni angle, we use the design chart given in Figure 5. Assuming

fn / that the bomb is centered horizontally along the wall and that
the center of the bomb is at a height of 3.75 ft (i.e., half of the

(M m = mbomb length), the wall can be broken up into four sections.
xIx ! (m - x)! The calculatiuns for the fraction of fragments hitting the panel

are summarized in Figure 6. The expected number of
where ! is factorial and N, is the total number of fragments nonricochet hits for a 50-ft standoff and spherical spray pattern
generated by the bomb (computed in Step 1), m is the number is 156.
of these fragments with lethality greater than the design
fragment (computed in Step 5), n is the number of fragments The next two steps are to select a trial design fragment and
that impact the structure and do not ricochet (computed in Step determine its non-exceedance probability using the preliminary
2). The probability that no fragments with lethality greater lethality probabilities for Mk-82 bombs given in Table I. To
than the design fragment will impact the structure is given by begin the iterative design process, we select a fragment with
Equation (6) with x = 0. Thus, lethality greater than 99.9% of the fragments (i.e., the 0.999

fragment with a lethality of 26.0 lb0_4 kf-ps 1.8 ).
FL.(1) P n< 11 n The expected number of fragments with lethality

N, 'Nt (7) greater than 26.0 lh0.4 kfpsh_8 is given by Equation (5) as m =
n It 34640(1-0.999), or 35 fragments, rounding to the nearest

=(N - m)! (N, - n)! integer.

Nt ! (N, - m - n) ! We now have all of the inputs needed to compute the

reliability of the selected design fragment. The probability thatThe design fragment must be selected so that the nofamnsmrlehltn260b.4kp1.wiltiete
probability given by Equation (7) is the desired reliability level. no fragments more lethal than 26.0 (b 0 _4 kfpsl 8 will strike the

Because a general purpose bomb can generate tens of panel is evaluated using Equation (7) as,

thousands of fragments, some numerical difficulty may be
encountered in evaluating the factorials in Equation (7). To P(L,,, < 1) = (34640 - 35)! (34640 - 156)! -0.854 (8)
avoid the problem two simple approaches are given in (34640)! 134640 -35-156)!
Appendix A. (Sues, Twisdale, and Lavelle (19931.)
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addition, the current JMEM tables are erroneous for the large
= ... 

2ft - weight fragments. The error arises because the new tabular
format includes a finer discretization of the large fragment
weights than was used in the old format. Finer discrctization of
fragment weight classes is a needed improvement; however, in
fitting the old data into the new format, the JMEM authors
have "created data." All of the fragments from the heaviest

() () 3.25ft fragment group in the old table have been lumped in the newS~table assuming that they all have a weight equal to the average
12 ft weight of the group. Thus, the new table implies that there is table auming ta they al thav ae weight e al thaveag

large number of fragments at this average weight and that no
fragments heavier than this were generated. Clearly this is
unconservative for protective design.

3.hIft Finally, we mention that the reliability framework, as
presented here, makes it probable that the structure will not be
hit by a fragment more lethal than the design fragment.

Sft _ .~ 6 ft------ However, the methodology can also be used to compute the
probability that the structure will not be hit by any number of

Sectio. I or 2: fragments more lethal than the design fragment. Thus, for
cases wherein more than one fragment penetration would be

R0 = 50fl required to cause damage, selecting the design fragment can be
a = 6fl, b= 8.25f tailored to the specific damage criteria (e.g., allowing one hit
s= 50/6 = 8.33, t= 50/8.25 = 6.07 more lethal than the design fragment per 100 feet 2 of target
"4xr = 0.00154 (see Figure 5) area).

Section 3 or 4: 6. REFERENCES

R,= 50$t
a 6ft, b = 3.75f Dass, W. C., and Twisdale, L. A., "Comparison of Design
s= 50/6=8.33, t= 50/3.75 = 13.33 Procedures for Fragmentation Effects," International
q4x = 0.000710 (see Figure 5) Symposium on the Interaction of Conventional Munitions with

Protective Structures, Mannheim, FRG, March 1987.
n = ((2) x (0.00154) + (2) x (0.000710)1 x (34,640)

= 156 Drake, J. L., et al., Protective Construction Design Manual.
ESL-TR-87-57, Air Force Engineering and Services Center,

Figure 6. Expected Number of Nonricochet Hits Tyndall Air Force Base, November 1989.
Computation for a 50-foot Standoff and
Spherical Spray Pattern. Sues, R. H., Twisdale, L. A., Lavelle, F. M., Addendum to

Protective Construction Design Manual, Reliability-Based
Thus, the 0.999 fragment almost provides the required Design for Reinforced Concrete Structures, Air Force Civil

reliability of 90%. If we increase the design fragment to 29.0 Engineering Support Agency, 1993.
lbO.4 kfpsl. 8 (i.e., the 0.9995 fragment) and repeat the above
steps, the resulting reliability is 92.7%. Simple linear Twisdale, L. A., Sues, R. H., Lavelle, F. M., Reliability-Based
interpolation between these points yields a design fragment of Analysis and Design Methods for Reinforced Concrete
approximately 27.9 1b0 -4 yfpsl- 8 to achieve 90% reliability. Protective Structures, Air Force Civil Engineering Support

5. DISCUSSION AND NEED FOR FURTHER Agency, August. 1992.

RESEARCH 7. APPENDIX A - EVALUATION OF THE

The foregoing is a systematic framework for reliability- HYPERGEOMETRIC FUNCTION FOR LARGE

based selection of design fragments. A validated, robust NUMBERS.
procedure can be implemented for PC-based design that is
significantly better than the outdated CL approach. Final Selection of the design fragment requires evaluating the
design tables can be developed within this framework as new equation:
bomb arena test data become available. New sophisticated data
acquisition systems are making it possible to do a much better (N - m)! (N - n)!
job of characterizing the fragmentation environment for Ft_,(I) = P(L,,U < 1) = N ! (N - n) (A-I)
protective design. In particular, better characterizations of the
upper tail of the fragment weight distribution and of the entire
fragment velocity distribution are needed, and the correlation Because a general purpose bomb can generate tens of
between weight and velocity should be studied. thousands of fragments, some numerical difficulty may be

We emphasize that it is necessary to use the raw arena test encountered in evaluating the factorials in this equation. Two
data, before it is reduced, as presented in manuals such as the approaches are possible to avoid this problem. The first is an
JMEM 119901. The reduced data tables only provide averages approximate close form solution based on Stirling's factorial
and are insufficient for characterizing the distributions, in formula and the second is a simple FORTRAN algorithm that
particular the upper tails required for protective design. In
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provides an exact solution yet avoids generating very large

numbers that would result in numerical overflow.

Stirling's factorial formula is given as:

n V =i-2 n + 1/2 e- (A-I)

Using this formula we can rewrite
Equation (A-I) as:

In [P (L,= < I)] = In P* = (N - m + I/2) In (N - M) + (A-2)
(N - n + 1/2) In (N - n)
- (N + 1/2) In N - (N - m - n + 1/2) In (N - m - n)

and finally, the probability given by Equation A- I is given as:

P(L,, <1) = ein PO (A-3)

Stirling's formula is highly accurate for
large numbers and becomes exact as n approaches infinity.
Even for factorials as small as 10, the error is less than I
percent.

An exact FORTRAN algorithm that
avoids generating very large numbers that would result in
numerical overflow is given below. It takes advantage of the
fact that, after dividing out common multiples in the numerator
and denominator, exactly m multiplications must be performed
in both the numerator and denominator. That is, after dividing
common multiples, Equation (A-1) becomes:

P(L,,, < 1) = (N - n) (N n n- 1) (N - n - 2).-.. (N - m - n +1
{N)(N - I)(N - 2)... (N -m + I)

= (N n)(N -n-)(N-n- 21... (N - m+ -n

N N - N-2 A4)

The algorithm for evaluating the above
equation is:

A=N-n
B=N
C = 1.0
DO I = l,m

C = C * A/B
A =A -1
B=B-I

END DO
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Reliability-Based Safety Factors for Ground Shock Loads in Protective Construction

R. H. Sues, J. L. Drake, and L. A. Twisdale

Applied Research Associates, Inc., 6404 Falls of Neuse Rd.. Ste. 200, Raleigh, NC 27615
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ABSTRACT

To develop survivable buried structure designs, we must where P, = peak pressure, psi;f = coupling factor for near-
first predict ground shock loads on the structure and then apply surface detonations; C1 = loading wave velocity, fps; R =
load factors to ensure an appropriate margin of safety. This distance to the explosion,ft; W = charge weight, lbs. V, = peak
paper presents such tabulated load factors as a function of particle velocity, fps; p, = mass density, lb-s2/ft4 n
design reliability (survivability) - the greater the design artic efvlcit; pdd
reliability the greater the load factor. Detail of the attenuation coefficient; and
methodology used to derive the load factors and for use in
making site-specific reliability-based predictions are also C, = max •kc +SV 0
given; along with a presentation of the ground shock database Ic (3)
used in the research.

where k = 0.06 for clay; k = 1.0 for sand; c is the seismic
1. INTRODUCTION velocity; S - I/ro for partially saturated soils; and S = 0.0 for

Ground shock loading is a highly variable conventional fully saturated soils (E, = irreversible volumetric compaction
weapons effect. This variability is due to the complex behind the wave front).
multiphase composition of geologic materials and their
inherent spatial variability. To develop survivable buried 3. RELIABILITY-BASED DESIGN PROCEDURE
structure designs, we must first characterize the uncertainty in
predicting free-field ground shock and then develop load The magnitude of the load factors, A, for reliability-based
factors to ensure an appropriate margin of safety. In this paper prediction of free-field ground shock depends on the variability
we analyze the sources of uncertainty in predicting ground in the geologic material at the site and the detail to which the
shock from a conventional weapons explosion and present site has been characterized. Thus, the load factors are site
reliability-based load factors for free field velocity and stress specific and should, strictly speaking, be computed on a case-
that can be used in protective design. The load factors have by-case basis. We present in the following a reliability-based
been derived for use with the ground shock prediction methods model that can be used to make site-specific predictions.
given in the Air Force Protective Construction Design Manual However, because most protective design situations fall in a
(Drake, et. al., 19891, hereinafter refered to as the PCDM. limited range of cases we are able to provide, at the conclusion,

generic load factors for typical cases. These generic factors are
To characterize ground shock prediction uncertainty, it is applicable for preliminary design. For final design of mission

important to consider and quantify both the model prediction critical structures we recommend that the site specific
error and the model parameter (i.e., geologic descriptors) prediction model be used.
uncertainties. Model prediction error has both a systematic
component and a random component. Model parameter The site-specific reliability-based peak free-field velocity
uncertainties have both prediction error and random and stress predictions are obtained, respectively as:
components. Uncertainties are quantified by analysis of
ground shock data. V, -- exp[E[In V o] + 0'(R ) , V.]

2. PCDM DETERMINISTIC GROUND SHOCK
PREDICTION MODEL Po, = exp[E [in Po.] + 01 (R)x Oin PJ (5)

The PCDM prediction model for peak free-field velocity
and stress from bombs detonating on or within the soil near a where R is the desired reliability level, El I denotes expected
structure is given as (PCDM Equations (V-11) and (V- 10)): value (mean), a denotes standard deviation, and (D is the

V, f " 160 • R.---.A" standard normal function. Values for the standard normal
WW /3 function can be obtained from Table 1. Equations 4 and 5

assume that the free-field velocity and stress are lognormally
distributed. This is a good assumption since, as we will show

P"I- =f p. C1 . 160 . R below, the model prediction error is lognormally distributed
144 144 W (2) and dominates the total prediction uncertainty.
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TABLE 1. STANDARD NORMAL FUNCTION FOR by the distribution of the natura! log of the prediction enror
USE IN SITE-SPECIFIC FREE-FIELD ratio. The prediction error ratio, 4, is evaluated for each data
GROUND SHOCK RELIABILITY point as the ratio of the observed ground shock (velocity or
CALCULATION. stress) to the value given by the regression line. For linear

regression in the log-log space this is proportional to the

R 0" (R) regression residual. Table 2 shows the standard deviation of
the natural log of 4 for each soil type, for both the velocity and

0.05 -1.65
0.10 -1.28 stress data. The expected value of the natural log of 4 (not

shown) is 0 for all cases because the regression line is an
0.25 -0.67 unbiased model. The table also shows the results of the
0.50 0.00 hypothesis test for lognormality of
0.75 0.67
0.90 1.28 TABLE 2. VARIABILITY OF LOG-PREDICTION
0.95 1.65 ERROR RATIO (In [4J).a

The statistics in Equations 4 and 5 are the mean and Free-Field Velocity Free-Field Stress
standard deviation of the natural logarithm of the free-field
velocity and stress, respectively and are obtained as: Soil Tpe St. Devi. HypoRhesas St Dev Hypothesis:o• Reject al, ReJect

E [In VoJ = E I[In + In 160 - E [n] In (R/WI1 3) (6) a. Dense Wet 0.32 No 0.48 No

Sand

- my= o+[in (RwII3)I 2 02, (7) b. Loose Wet 0.31 Marg. 0.28 NoSand

c. Sandy Clay 0.33 No 0.45 No
E [In Po] = E [In p.1 + E [In C,I + E [iIn VJ - In 144 (8) & Loess

d. Dry Sand 0.17 No 0.36 No
0ý p. = c2n p. + 2 C, + On V. + 2 COV[ln po, In CI ] (9) e. Wet Clay 0.08 No 0.39 No

f. Sand 0.15 No 0.04 No
(Varied

where COV[ ] denotes covariance, 4 is the model prediction Wet to
error random variable, and all other symbols are as defined for Dry)
Equations (1) and (2) earlier. The scaled range term R/Wh'3 is g. Wet Loess 0.32 No
treated as a deterministic quantity (i.e., specified threat), h. Shaley- -0.31 No
however it is straightforward to extend the approach to treat Clay, Clay-
this quantity probabilistically. Shale II _ I___

a In(ý) = Natural logarithm of prediction error ratio.
4. MODEL PREDICTION ERROR = Observed Ground Shock

The database used for quantifying the model prediction Regression Model Prediction

error is a collection of both published and unpublished free- Since peak free-field stress is simply po x CI times free-
field velocity and stress measurements [Drake, et al., 1989!. field velocity, we use the free-field velocity data to quantify theThe data are shown in the plots of Figures I and 2. The filveoiyweuetere-edveotyaatouniyth
geologic conditions and shot names are shown on each plot. random component of the model prediction error. The larger

data scatter for free-field stress is due to greater sensitivity of

The model prediction error can have both a systematic and free-field stress to spatial variation of the geologic parameters
a random component. The systematic component is the bias in Po and Cl. Since this additional uncertainty is highly site
the model (i.e., a systematic under or over prediction at some specific, we will treat it as a parameter uncertainty.
range) and the random component is the unexplained variation
of measured ground shock about the prediction model (i.e., the There are three main contributors to the free-field velocity
scatter of the data). Since the prediction model is linear with model random prediction error (i.e., factors that are not
scaled range in the log-log space, the random component of the accounted for in the model): (I) bomb-to-bomb variability
model prediction error is the variability (or scatter) of the data (i.e., repeatability of experiments at a single site; (2) site-to-site
about the linear regression in the log-log space. This is pure differences for sites that fall into a single category (e.g., all dry
error that cannot be accounted for by systematic adjustment to sand sites are not the same); and (3) spatial variability of
the model. The systematic error is the difference in the velocity attenuation within a single soil type.' Not all sources
prediction and the linear regression. of uncertainty are adequately represented for each of the soil

types. For example, for case f in Table 2 we have only one
a. Random Component shot, so that bomb-to-bomb and site-to-site variability is not

represented. Hence, we estimate the random component of the
To quantify the random component of the model model prediction using only those cases wherein we have

prediction error, the data are grouped by soil type (i.e., groups
for which the same model parameters are used) and analyzed
by linear regression in log-log space. The data and the
regression lines are shown in Figures I and 2 for free-field 'Random measurement error can also add to the data scatter, however, we
velocity and free-field stress, respectively. The random have not attempted to remove the measurement error component in this
component of the model prediction error is now characterized analysis.
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* CONWEB2
* . CONWFB 4 multiple shots -- that is: cases a, b, and c. We do not include

Roger lollow Above case e, even though there were multiple shots, because these
-. ",i- o Beno, shots used an atypical, highly controlled clay material that is

lowo snot representative of backfill used in protective design. t

,, From Table 2, the logarithmic standard deviations of 4, for
the three selected soil cases (a, b, c), vary over a small range
from 0.31 to 0.33 and for all three cases we do not reject the

100- lognormal model. Hence, we model the random component of
I the model prediction error as lognormal with a unit median and

Scaled Range (Mb'() conservatively select the logarithmic standard deviation to be

e. Wet Clay- Conweb 1. 2, 4, Rogers Hollow Above 0.35 (slightly larger than the observed 0.31 to 0.33 range).
Water, Below Water.

The model presented above does not attempt to represent
ltO Sand.- Varies Wet to Dry

any change in the mean and standard deviation of ý with range.
O-rgression To investigate range variability, we regress ý on range and (4 -

1)2 on range. In both cases the R
2 value is very small,

indicating that the mean and standard deviation can be modeled
low as range-independent. Hence, the range-independent model is

" • 00used herein.

b. Systematic Component

The systematic component of the model prediction error is
100 the difference between the model prediction and the mean of

10 the data. From the analyses performed in the previous
Scaled Range (MAWh"') sectionwe observe that the mean ground shock is a linear

f. Sand (Varies Wet to Dry) - Conweb 3. function of scaled range in the log-log space (if it were not then

I An alternative approach would be to use analysis of variance techniques to
separately quantify each uncertainty source.
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prediction error would show a significant trend with range). The mean and standard deviation of the attenuation
Therefore, the systematic component of the model prediction exponent is site specific and can be obtained using the
error is simply the error in selecting the attenuation exponent, n following procedure (see Twisdale, Sues, and Lavelle 119921
(slope of the model in the log-log space) and the multiplying for details): (1) Categorize the soil using Table V-I of the
coefficient of the model. For purposes of the following PCDM which gives attenuation exponents and other soil
discussion we will refer to the multiplying coefficient as vI. properties necessary for ground shock predictionl;(2) Select the
For the PCDM free-field velocity model, vI = 160, as given by mean value of the attenuation coefficient to be the value
Equation 1. recommended in the table. If a range of values is given in the

table, select the midpoint of the range 2; (3) Quantify the
The systematic model error that is due to error in selecting uncertainty in the attenuation exponent as follows: (a) if a

the attenuation exponent (i.e., error in specifying the proper range of values is given in the table, assume that this range
attenuation exponent given that the soil properties are known or represents ± I standard deviation. (b) if the standard deviation
well understood) is in addition to the basic parameter obtained from the above procedure is less than 5% of the mean
uncertainty (due to basic soil porperty randomness and value, set the standard deviation to 5% of the mean attenuation
prediction error) which is the subject of Section 5 to follow, exponent 3.
These two sources of error are difficult to separate since we
don't have precise soil characterization data for all of the tests. To evaluate the free-field stress we also require statistics
Hence, we will present a procedure for quantifying attenuation
exponent uncertainty in Section 5 that combines both sources of the mass density, p0 and the loading wave velocity C I.
of uncertainty. Uncertainty in these model parameters results from variability

in the soil properties at the site (random component) and
It remains to quantify the systematic component of the model uncertainty in predicting the soil propertics due to limited
prediction error that is due to the use of a fixed value for vl for testing and site characterization (prediction error component).
all soil types. The PCDM model is a simplified procedure Both uncertainties will be case specific. For example, for
wherein vI is independent of material properties. In actuality, design of a new buried structure located in a well controlled
vt is a function of the size of the expanded cavity and the and well characterized backfill, the model parameter
expansion velocity, and, therefore, depends on the uncertainty will be small. However, for survivability
materialdensity, strength, and compressibility. The simplified assessment of an existing structure wherein the soil properties
PCDMprocedure addresses this model deficiency by are not well characterized the uncertainty could be large. As a
recommending attenuation exponents that compensate for this general rule, even for a well characterized and well controlled
source of error. Because the compensating affect is range site, mass density and seismic velocity can be expected to have
dependent, and was developed to match the ground shock data coefficients of variation of approximately 5%. Often it is
in the range of interest in protective design (i.e., scaled range of acceptable to estimate the coefficient of variation for mass
l.Oftlb1 3 to 3 ,the PCDM model should only be used density and loading wave velocity using judgment since otherin this range. 3frtlbm1 i), the PCDM model tend uncertainties will typically dominate the reliability evaluation.inothsranedt tFor most soil types the PCDM model tends to The correlation coefficient (covariance, COV, divided by
overpredict the ground shock loading and is, therefore, design- standard deviation of each variable) of these two variables is
conservative in the range of interest, taken as 0.9, based on work of Sues and Twisdale 119901.

Research is ongoing to correct the design-conservative 6. GENERIC RELIABILITY-BASED LOAD FACTORS
bias, therefore, we do not propose a systematic adjustment at
this time. However, because of the simplified nature of the For many protective design situations, ground shock
prediction model, we recommend that additional uncertainty be predictions are necessary for only a limited range from 1.0 to
included to account for the potential systematic error. To
quantify this uncertainty, we use a bounding procedure and 3.0ft/lb1 /3. Since model prediction errors will dominate the
estimate that conservative 90% bounds on the systematic error, prediction uncertainty, it is possible to tabulate generic load

factors for ground shock prediction. We have tabulated
in the scaled range of interest, is from I/2 the predicted value to reliability-based load factors for two cases (A and B) that
1 1/2 times the predicted value. These bounds are represent two different degrees of uncertainty in the site
approximately fit by a lognormal distribution with unit median geologic properties. Case A corresponds to a controlled
and a logarithmic standard deviation of 0.30. backfill material typical of protective construction, and Case B

corresponds to a site where only limited material property
Finally, we combine the random and systematic information is available. The reliability-based load factors are

components of the model prediction error. Since the total derived using the equations given in Section 3 and are
prediction error is the product of these two componets, the total tabulated in Table 3.
prediction error, 4 is also a lognormaml random variable with
unit median, i.e., ElIn 4 1 = 0.0 and logaithmic standard

deviation given by an -- 0.352 = 0.32 = 0.46

5. MODEL PARAMETER UNCERTAINTY If the soil does not fall precisely into one of the categories, select the two
that best describe the site. Assign each category a weighting factor

It remains to compute the statistics of the model representing the degree of belief for each category. The weighting factorsmust sum to 1.0. If each category is equally likely, assign each categoi y a
parameters given in Equations 6-9. Model parameter weighting factor of 0.5.
uncertainty can have both a prediction error component (due to 2 1f more than one soil category was selected in Step I, use a wcightcd
limited testing and site characterization) and a random average of the tabulated values.
component (variability in soil properties at the site). 3 1f more than one soil category was selected in Step 1, evaluate the total

standard deviation using the weighting factors assigned to each attenuation
exponent and the standard deviations evaluated in Step 3a.
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TABLE 3. FREE-FIELD GROUND SHOCK LOAD Note, that a more exact analysis using the equations given in
FACTORS, . Section 3, yields a slightly smaller A = 1.9. More complete

example applications can be found in Sues, Twisdale, and
Free-Field Velocity Fee-Field Stres Lavelle [ 19931.

Case A Case Bb Case A Case B & REFERENCES
Reliability oo= 0.49 oav,= 0.54 o * 0.53 ow = 0.73

0.05 0.45 0.41 0.41 0.30 Drake, J. L., et al., Protective Construction Design Manual.
0.10 0.53 0.50 0.51 0.39 ESL-TR-87-57, Air Force Engineering and Services Center,
0.10 0.53 0.50 0.70 0.39 Tyndall Air Force Base, November 1989.
0.25 0.72 0.70 0.70 0.61

0.50 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 Sues, R. H., and Twisdale, L. A., "Probability-Based Design
0.75 1.39 1.44 1.43 1.63 Factors," Chapter 8 in, DNA Manual for the Design
0.90 1.87 2.00 1.97 2.55 Underground Tunnels, Defense Nuclear Agency, DNA-TR-88-
0.95 2.24 2.44 2.40 3.34 87, July 1990.

aCase A: Typical Backfills: = 0.15. ol,,= olm -= 0.10 Sues, R. H., Twisdale, L. A., Lavelle, F. M., Addendum to
COVllnp,, Incil = (0.9) (0.10) Protective Construction Design Manual, Reliability-Based
(0.10), R/W1 3 = 3.0 Design for Reinforced Concrete Structures, Aiu Force Civil
* O1n.. 0.49, o01,W - 0.53 Engineering Support Agency, 1993.

bCase B: High Site Uncertainty: a, = 0.25, ol,,° = o1c = 0.25

COV[Inp°, lncll = (0.9) (0.25) (0.25). Twisdale, L. A., Sues, R. H., Lavelle, F. M., Reliability-Based
R/W13 = .3.0 Analysis and Design Methods for Reinforced Concretea. - 3.04 al,,0.73 Protective Structures, Air Force Civil Engineering Support

S-0.54. ° -0Agency, August, 1992.

7. SUMMARY OF RELIABILITY-BASED GROUND
SHOCK PREDICTION PROCEDURE AND
EXAMPLE

Reliability-based analysis for ground shock prediction
using the generic load factors consists of the following three
simple steps: (1) Evaluate the nominal ground shock values
(velocity and/or stress - Equations 1 and 2); (2) Select the
desired reliability level based on the mission criteria and then
find the corresponding load factor from Table 3 ; (3) Multiply
the nominal ground shock value by the load factor obtained in
Step 2. Note that for free-field stress, the load factor is applied
to the nominal free-field stress value; do not use the factored
velocity to compute the free-field stress.

For site-specific reliability-based prediction, Equations 4
and 5 are used.

To illustrate use of the generic load factors, suppose that
we wish to compute a 90% reliability level for free-field stress
at a scaled range of 2 ft/lb"13 . The soil is a dense dry sand
whose properties will be controlled during construction to have
a target density of 104ft/lb3, a seismic wave speed of iO00fps,
and 32% air voids.

The first step is to use Equation (1) to get the nominal
PCDM prediction of peak free-field velocity. We select a
value for the attenuation exponent, n, from Table V-I of the
PCDM. For a dense dry sand, a range of values is given in
thetable, i.e., 2.5 - 2.75, and we select the midpoint, or 2.63.
The nominal value of the peak free-field velocity is obtained
from Equation (1) as: vo = 25.8 fps. The next step is to
evaluate the nominal peak free-field stress. To evaluate peak
free-field stress we multiply the nominal peak free-field
velocity by the soil mass density and loading wave velocity.
Thus free-field stress is (Equations 2 and 3), P0 = 626 psi.

Table 3 shows that A = 1.97 for 90% reliability and the
90% reliability-based peak free-field stress prediction is
(1.97)(626) = 1233 psi. Thus, to achieve 90% reliability the
free-field stress prediction is increased roughly by a factor of 2.
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ABSTRACT

Table 1 summarizes several RBD definitions and theReliability-based design methods have been developed for three-step procedure for performing reliability-based design.
use with the analysis and design procedures in the Protective This table emphasizes that reliability-based approaches are
Construction Design Manual (PCDM). The ar'lication of particularly relevant to protective construction where the
these methods is based on easy-to-use, reliabiliti I ased design accepted design philosophy has long embraced the concept of
factors (RBDFs). The research focused on fiv,, iundamental limit states for both nuclear and non-nuclear weapon effects.
areas: (1) airblast and aboveground structure response; (2) Nonlinear response and local damage are acceptable to some
groundshock and belowground structure response; (3) degree, provided that structural integrity is maintained and
fragmentation effects; (4) projectile penetration; and (5) critical assets are protected. Uncertainties are large due to the
protective structure systems reliability. The scope of the extreme load effects and the nonlinear dynamic response
structural response research was limited to reinforced concrete behavior of protective structures under these loads. Also, in
structures; however, the load uncertainty analyses are generally protective construction it is important to have a quantifiable
applicable to protective structures of any material. The measure of the confidence that the protective structure will
research also uncovered several areas of significant bias in the survive the weapon threat. In summary, the philosophy and
analysis methods, which could not be corrected without approaches of protective design fit in ideally to the RBD
changes to the fundamental approach in the PCDM. RBDFs concept. Concepts of structural reliability theory that pertain to
were not developed for these cases; however, either specific protective construction are discussed by Twisdale, et at.,
ways to improve the model prediction accuracy were 119881 and also in Section II of the PCDM (Drake etal. 19891.
recommended or improved models were provided and The results of the research are given by Twisdale, Sues, and
demonstrated. Lavelle [1992] and a summary addendum has been prepared

for use with the PCDM [Sues, Twisdale, and Lavelle, 19931.INTRODUCTION This paper will summarize the approach, list the specific areas
where RBDFs have been developed, and identify areas whereThe process of developing RBDFs is illustrated in Figure significant biases in the PCDM methods were discovered.

1. By conducting research to identify and analyze the
uncertainties in load and structural response, the safety margins APPROACH FOR DEVELOPING RBD FACTORS
in the nominal load (E) and nominal capacity (C) can be
quantified. Once the research is completed, the For each design method that we analyzed from the PCDM,
analyst/designer does not perform "probabilistic" analysis, but the approach for developing RBD procedures followed four
simply uses the resulting probability-based safety factors in a basic steps. These steps are summarized in Figure 2 as: (1)
simple design equation for acceptable structural performance identify failure modes and limit states; (2) characterize

parameter uncertainties; (3) perform the probabilistic response
analyses; and (4) perform the reliability assessment. The

.C > ;- E (1) nominal parameters and models are the prediction equation in
the PCDM for each load/response failure mode considered.where T= RBDF on capacity and A = RBDF on load effect. In The experimental data provides the linkage between the

some cases, a load factor of unity may be appropriate, whereas nominal procedures and the RBD development process. Figure
in others the load and capacity factors may be combined into a 2 also illustrates that, in addition to RBDFs, there are many
single factor. In general, a table of WP and A values are additional benefits of the RBD process.
provided corresponding to different levels of design
survivability, Ps. A value of Ps is selected consistent with the This systematic step-by-step process may lead to one of
design requirements, considering the consequences of failure several results in terms of how well the nominal PCDM design
and cost-survivability tradeoffs. A key advantage of the RBD procedures perform. If the systematic errors (biases) were
approach is that optimized safety designs can be developed, acceptably small and the data were sufficient, RBDFs were
whereas the traditional approach produces unknown safety developed for use with the nominal PCDM procedures. If we
margins. Reliability-based methods thus provide the designer found marginally acceptable errors and the data were sufficient
with knowledge of the degree of conservatism or to update the model parameters, we produced RBDFs for the
unconservatism in the design. The benefits of reliability-based PCDM procedures, using updated parameters. In most of these
design have been recognized in the structural and geotechnical cases, we qualified the updates to the range of relevant data
engineering community and several major design codes are available. For cases in which the predictions did not agree with
now reliability-based, the experimental results, we determined if the data and our
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understanding of the issues and research resources were Below-Ground Structure Response. The structural model
sufficient to update the model. If so, we provided an updated for the flexural response given in the PCDM treats the wall as
or new model, stated necessary limitations, and gave factors for an equivalent lumped mass SDOF spring system and accounts
use with it. If not, and if the PCDM methods are conservative, for effects of structure-medium interaction. Comparisons of
we provide qualitative discussion and recommend that no the model to experimental results indicates that the PCDM
additional factors be used. procedure significantly overpredicts wall response (support

rotation). Additional comparisons were made with improved
An important final point regarding this research is that it resistance functions and a 2DOF model that accounts for

has been done following the publication of the PCDM. motion of the reaction structure. The 2DOF model with
Although in some cases we had access to new data or data not improved resistance function had significantly reduced
considered in the PCDM, the work would have proceeded more prediction error and a reduced coefficient of variation for the
smoothly if it had been done in conjunction with PCDM random error. No recommended RBDFs were developed due
development, to the systematic errors in the PCDM model. However, the

improved model was recommended for RBD and we believe
SUMMARY OF RBDFS the 2DOF prediction error statistics are more indicative of full

scale structures (even when the SDOF model is used). For
Table 2 summarizes some key RBD aspects for each breaching failures, the empirical PCDM model was found to be

conventional weapon effects phenomena considered. Due to applicable only for scaled ranges less than 1.3ft/lb113. Due to
space limitations, sample RBDFs are given only for 50% and the limited data, RDB factors were developed for only three
90% reliability levels, reliability levels: 0.25, 0.50, 0.75.

Airblast Effects. The approach used to analyze the Fragmentation Effects. The confidence level selection
airblast uncertainties and preliminary RBDFs were described procedure in the PCDM design fragment penetration
by Twisdale et al., (19911. The final load factors for incident methodology has no direct relationship with the actual structure
airblast have changed slightly to reflect the fact that significant design survival probability. Analyses performed in Chapter 2
differences were noted in the mean prediction errors for the of the PCDM and by Sues et al., [19911 demonstrated that the
surface tangent and half-buried bombs [Twisdale et al., 1992]. fragment penetration survival probability depends significantly
Separate RBDFs were therefore developed for surface tangent on weapon standoff and target geometry. A preliminary RBD
and half-buried bombs for reliability levels from 5 to 99 framework for selecting a design fragment was developed in
percent . A preliminary set of load factors for normally this research. A lethality extreme value distribution is derived
reflected airblast was also developed, based on the assumption and the hypergeometric distribution is used to compute the
that the PCDM method is median centered. Comparisons of probability that no fragments with lethality greater than the
the reflected normal pressure to an independent data set design fragment will impact the structure. Additional research
[Coltharp et al., 1985] indicate acceptable agreement, although is needed to tabulate results for use in selecting design
the preliminary factors tend to understate the data scatter. No fragments. For fragment impulse effects, a table of velocity
RBDFs were developed for non-normally reflected airblast load factors was developed based on comparisons to JMEM
since the PCDM methodology overpredicts pressures and [1990] data. More work is needed to refine and verify an
impulse by factors greater than three. improved procedure.

Above-Ground Structure Response. The single degree- Penetration Effects. The PCDM penetration formula was
of-freedom (SDOF) response model in the PCDM for found to be approximately median centered when compared to
aboveground wall flexural response was found to be 534 penetration tests into semi-infinite concrete. Dichotomous
conservatively biased by factors of two to four, when compared regression formulations of the spall and perforation models
to half-scale tests. Sensitivity analyses identified the two indicate that the PCDM methods are essentially median
largest sources of prediction error bias as reflected impulse centered and unbiased. Analytic RBD models as well as RBDF
(particularly for small standoffs) and flexural capacity tables were developed for both effects. The PCDM residual
(particularly if significant membrance action is likely). An velocity model was compared to 45 test records and found to
RBD model was developed for breaching of above ground significantly overpredict actual residual velocities. In addition
walls, based on dichotomous regression analysis of the PCDM to these RBDFs, velocity load factors that account for
equations, using data from McVay [1988]. For spall, the uncertainty in striking velocity were developed for projectile
PCDM formula is overly conservative and a new, empirically penetration, perforation, and spall.
derived spall model was developed for cased bombs. The new
RBD spall model reduces both systematic and random PROTECTIVE STRUCTURE SYSTEMS ANALYSIS
uncertainties vis a vis the PCDM model.

Protective structures are designed to defeat multiple
Ground Shock Effects. The uncertainty in predicting weapon effects from a wide range of threats. In addition,

ground shock is both site-specific and range dependent. A because the loading, structural response analysis, and failure
reliability-based model is developed using the PCDM analysis will be subject to uncertainty it is often not possible to
prediction procedure coupled with analysis of free-field identify a single critical failure mode. For example, it may not
velocity and stress measurements from the ground shock be possible to establish, with certainty, whether a flexural
database. Generic RBDFs are also developed for scaled ranges failure from a standoff burst or fragment penetration will
of 1.0 to 3.0 ft/lb"13 for two cases that represent two different dominate. The reliability levels for the RBDFs must be
degrees of uncertainty in the site geologic properties: a selected so that when the individual failure mode reliabilities
controlled backfill and a site where only limited soil property are combined, the system reliability meets the structure or
information is available. The details of the ground shock RBD facility design criteria. A simplified procedure for performing
methodology are discussed in a companion paper ISues, Drake. RBD for a protective system or facility is given in Figure 3.
and Twisdale, 19931. The system reliability objective RL* is established based on th,

mission objectives, considering facility functional performance.
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Failure modes are identified using fault trees (see Twisdale, Sues, R.H., Drake, J.L., and Twisdale, L.A., "Reliability-Based
Sues, and Lavelle (19921 for a complete set of generic fault Safety Factors for Ground Shock Loads in Protective
trees). The system reliability model takes into account the Construction," 6 1h Int. Symp. on the Interaction of Non-Nuclear
failure logic for each performance level, generally reduced to a Munitions with Structures, Panama City, Ft., May 1993.
Boolean expression of AND and OR operators. As indicated in
Figure 3, reliability is allocated to each failure mode and RBD Sues, R.H., Hwang, C-W., Twisdale, L.A., and Lavelle, F.M.,
is performed for the controlling failure modes using the 1991. "Reliability-Based Design of R/C Structures for
developed RBD factors. The final step involves a design check Protection Against Projectiles and Fragments," Proceedings of
to recompute the system reliability, using the model developed the 51h Int. Symp. on the Interaction of Non-Nuclear Munitions

in Step 3. Iteration is required if Ri < R' or if Ri >> R. with Structures, Germany, April, 1991.

SUMMARY Twisdale, L.A., Sues, R.H., and Lavelle, F.M., "Reliability-
ndeveloped for many of the design Based Analysis and Design Methods for Reinforced Concrete

RBD methods have been d enel o ne tany of design Protective Structures," Final Report F08635-89-C-0121, Air
procedures given in the PCDM. Twenty-one tables of design Force Civil Engineering Support Agency, Tyndall Air Force
factors have been developed for use with the PCDM methods Base, FL, August, 1992.
or for updates to the PCDM methodology. A partial summary
of these factors is given in Table 2. Significant biases were
found in several of the PCDM design methods. In some cases, Twisdale, L.A., Sues, R.H., Lavelle, F.M., and Miller, D.,

RBDFs were not developed due to the fundamental nature of "Research to Develop Reliability-Based Design Methodology

the prediction errors or unknowns. Table 3 summarizes the for Protective Structures," 5th Int. Symp. on the Interaction of

biases and methodological gaps found in the PCDM methods Conventional Munitions with Protective Structures, Germany,

examined in this research. It is clear that the procedures in the April, 1991.

current Air Force PCDM are not risk-consistent. The RBD
process provides a focused procedure to identify, characterize, Twisdale, L.A., Sues, R.H., and Murphy, C.E., Assessment of
and reduce prediction errors in the analysis and design of Reliability-Based Design Methodology for Protective
protective structures. The resulting RBDFs are easy to use and Structures, ESL-TR-88-27, Air Force Engineering and Services
provide the designer with rationally developed safety factors to Center, Tyndall Air Force Base, Florida, 1988.
produce risk consistent designs.
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TABLE 1. DEFINITION OF RELIABILITY-BASED DESIGN.

Reliabiliy - Probability that the system will perform to its intended function under specified conditions.
Ret/ajj fy of a protctiv stcMre a Probability that the pmective sructure will perform to its intended

function under specified conditions; i.e., the probability of survival to specified weapon threat(s)
where survival means that the structural response does not exceed specified design limit states.

Paliabty-buae design (RBD):

I. Integrally tied to limit states (functional and ultimate).

2. Three-ste procedure:
i. Identification of all modes of failure.
ii. Analysis of uncertainties and deterimination of reliability for each limit state.
iii. Analysis/design for the controlling limit sates.

3. RBD = Sructural analysisdesign based on probability-based limit states using factored loads and
capacities; permits a quantitative (reliability) measure of assurance of structural performance.

PCDM Nominal PCDM Nominal PCDM Nominal
Paramers Models TesPredictions

Full-ScaleDam A i ISub-Scale
Experiments

1. IdentWy Faiu 2. ChacuJerfae 3. Perform ProbMbiusc 4. Perform Reliability
Modes, Liuut Swer Panumsekr UfIcermiades Response Analyzes Assessment

* Flexure • Load Inputs FOSM • Model Robustness
Spell Capacity Inputs FORM/SORM/FPI " Parameter Updates

* Shear • Materials • Monte Carlo . Error Analysis
Penetration Systematic Errors Sensitivity Analysis
Components Random Uncertainties • Dichotomous Regression

__Products

I Optimize Ratonal Improves Reliability Level RakOdr Inty] Design j of Structural IConsequences Prediction
[ j Ma[ual Requirements of Damage Errors/Biases

Figure 2. The Four Steps of the RBD Process.
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DYNAMIC PROPERTIES OF NOVEL THERMOPLASTIC
HONEYCOMB CORE MATERIAL

by

Dr. R.L. Sierakowski Dr. C. A. Ross
Civil Engineering Department University of Florida
Ohio State University Graduate Engineering
Columbus, Ohio 43220 USA and Research Center

Eglin AFB, FL 32542 USA

ABSTRACT thermoplastic core materials is their better resistance to impact
damage. The increased energy absorption obtained with this

An experimental Investigation of the dynamic properties of novel honeycomb core material is attributed to the peripheral surface area
thermoplastic honeycomb core materials was performed. The new formed during the forming process of the stretched honeycomb
materials, known as NorCore e, consist of a triangular type of core. While some manufacturers data on this material has been
honeycomb cell structure with sloping walls which are reported on in reference (2) and transverse shearing stress data in
geometrically interlocked. In the present study, the static and reference (31, there appears to be less data available on the
dynamic compressive behavior of three different thermoplastic dynamic properties of this material. In the present paper, a series
honeycomb core materials (high impact polystyrene, polycarbonate, of static and dynamic compressive tests on three different core
surlyn) for several core thicknesses as well as for several initial materials are reported on. The dynamic tests were conducted using
starting thicknesses of the drawing sheet were studied. The a Split-Hoplkinson Pressure Bar with the peak compressive data
corresponding diameters and heights of the specimens tested were obtained shown to be a measured function of the original material
2 inches by nominally one, two, and three inches respectively, draw height and web thickness of the core material. In addition,
Static tests followed guidelines as set forth in Mil-Std-401 B and the surlyn core material is shown to exhibit a unique energy
ASTM Standard C-365. At least three specimens of each absorbing and recovery feature. In support of the static and
configuration were tested following the test procedures noted. Due dynamic test program, high speed pictures of the static and
to the unique cell structure configuration and large ai; entrainment, dynamic events have been obtained.
these honeycomb core materials show considerable promise as
efficient energy absorbing materials. Parameters studied include
initial starting draw thickness and free standing height for each of COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH
the three thermoplastic core materials studied.

INTRODUCTION The flatwise compressive strength of sandwic. cores was
determined following ASTM Standard C365 and Mil-Standard

The subject of sandwich construction can be traced historically to 401 -B, Section 5. It should be noted that the applicability of these
the mid-nineteenth century (1). In the broadest context sandwich standards to honeycomb cores is premised upon the
construction consists of two thin and stiff facing sheets of a dense ligaments/flutes/ribbons being parallel and perpendicular to the core
material separated by a less stiff and strong core material of low thickness and facings respectively. As previously described herein,
density. The core should be stiff in shear in order to ensure that the the present new honeycomb core structure has
facing sheets remain separated and flat. In general, the facing ligaments/flutes/ribbons which are at an angle with respect to the
sheets take the bending loads while the core is designed to resist core and facing directions. In view of the lack of a directly
the applied shear loads. A commonly used sandwich panel in applicable standard to the configuration studied here, the test
aircraft structures consists of metal faces with a honeycomb specimen geometry as discussed in Mil-Standard 401-B, which in
metallic core as shown in Figure 1. turn refers to ASTM Standard C-365, is used. Thus, for open-celled

cores with cell size diameters greater than one-half an inch a
In the present paper, a unique forming method is used to form a minimum cross sectional area of 4 inches squared is recommended
light weight sandwich core material. The technique is based upon as long as at least one unit cell is included within the selected area.
the principle that when a thermoplastic polymer in either a sheet or In the present tests, two inch diameter specimens were selected
extruded form is placed between heated mold surfaces, an for the static tests since a dynamic test specimen size of two inch
adhesion between the polymer and heated platens occurs as the diameter was the maximum specimen size which could be tested.
result of the application of a slight amount of pressure. By drawing For each of the static compression tests, data is reported based
the platens apart, the viscous polymer flows, extends, and forms upon a minimum of three tests per material with specimen core
a geometric core which is patterned after the design on the mold size, and starting thickness of plastic sheet reported (See Table I).
surfaces. An illustration of the press is shown in Figure 2. Unlike
classical parallel wall honeycomb cores, the new material has
angular walls with a resultant cell structure that is a function of the - Dynamic
expansion height and the mold surface design. A unique feature of
the stretched core structure is the increased flexural and shear Dynamic compressive tests of the same size of specimen as used
integrity achieved through the existence of a wide flange area in the static tests, were performed on a Split Hopkinson Pressure
above the periphery of each open cell, obtained through the Bar (SHPB) as shown in Figure 3. A detailed description of the
forming process. This area and the structure of the angular walled pressure bar and its operation can be found in Reference (4).
honeycomb core material provide new and interesting design Basically, the system operates with a striker bar launched by a
possibilities. One important area of application of these stretched spring, pneumatic, or gas driven system which impinges upon an
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instrumented incident bar. Compressive pulses are generated in
both bars, the length and/or duration of which in the incident bar
is twice the wave transit time in the striker bar, and the magnitude
of which is directly related to the striker velocity. When the
compressive pulse, through the incident bar, reaches the specimen,
a part is reflected and a part is transmitted, this due to the t
characteristic impedance mismatch of the specimen and bar, and Thicknes (T)
also due to any mismatch in the cross sectional areas between the
specimen and bar. The cross sectional area and the mechanical
behavior of the specimen determine the exact shape of the
reflected and transmitted pulses. A record of the strain-time history
of the pulses at the incident and transmitter bar stations allow for
determining dynamic information occurring at the specimens. The
key elements to the pressure bar analysis is knowledge of the
dispersive properties of the longitudinal wave speed in the pressure
bars in order to shift the pulse in time, using the phase change of '

the Fourier Components of the wave between the strain gage
position and the specimen. Results of the test programs are also Figure 1. Classical parallel wall honeycomb core.
shown in Table 1.

RESULTS & DISCUSSION

The relation of dynamic to static compressive strength for the core How NorCore is made
materials tested are shown in Table I. In an effort to show strain plastic sheet Healed molds
rate effects on stress-strain relations the results of tests of three
honeycomb specimens are shown in Figures 4, 5, and 6. Figures
4, 5 show effects of changing the starting thickness on the
strength of a polycarbonate honeycomb core. Figure 6 is an
example of a polystyrene core material.

In each of Figures 4 and 6, one sees an increase in strength along 1. Plastic sheet is placed 2 Molds are closed.
with a reduction of strain at peak stress, with increasing strain- between heated molds. warming the plastic.
rate. This is typical of many materials with increasing strain rate. Flat surface area
What appears to be an increase in Young's Modulus with betweence"s 7

increasing strain may be deceiving in that the initial portion of the
stress strain curve is in the rising portion of the loading pulse. In
fact none of the specimens are true SHPB specimens because of
their low wave speed. The wave speed of the polycarbonate 4 Partially cooled
material was experimentally measured at approximately 500 m/sec 3. Molds are separated by a dis- expanded core is
(1670 ft/sec). tance equal to the thickness removed from the

of the finished core. mold.
Uniformity of stress along the length of a SHPB specimen may be Figure 2. Schematic of fabrication process for
achieved in a specimen where a stress wave can make at least five NorCore honeycab core panel.
double transits across the specimen during the loading pulse.
Using the measured wave speed, a single transit of a 25 mm
polycarbonate specimen is 50/Jsec. Since the loading pulse is only
260 usec then only about 2.5 double transits are possible. The
lack of uniform stress along the specimen length does not negate
the measurement of the peak stress of the specimen. However, SPECIMEN STOP
accurate measurement of the strain is not possible and validity of STRAIN GAUGE STRAN GAUGE
the stress-strain curve is doubtful. V v

S-•-tl INaDErT + BAR I TRANS. + BAR
The mode of failure for both static and dynamic loading was L,
observed to be the same. The initial failure is one of unsymmetric OSCIOSCOPE
out of plane buckling of the sloping webs. The unsymmetric I I
buckling is present because of the misalignment of the web and the STRAIN STRAIN GAUGE
load. The buckling of the web was observed using a low speed CONDInONER CONDMONER
video camera for the static case and a ultra high speed image
convening camera for the dynamic case. Figure 3. Schematic of a Split Hopkinson Pressure

Bar (SHPB).
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TABLE 1: COMPRESSIVE DATA
SUMMARY
All of te novel zhermoplasuc honeycomb coi materials shlow NorCore Nominal Starting Compressive

Aliofthenoelftroostc hnecob c mteial Sow Material Thickness Thickness Strength. MPa L.
increased strength with increased strain rate. The dynamic M i Th Strength, M .a I.
increase factor ldynamic/static strength ratio) is approximately 1.4

for the polycarbonate material, however, the surlyn material

exhibited a much higher value of 3.8. In addition the suy Polcarbonat 25 3.2 0.88 1 29 1.47

material exhibits an almost complete return to its original shape Polycarbonate 25 4.8 3.45 4.95 1.4

after the load is removed. This occurred in both the static and

dynamic surlyn tests. Polycarbonate 48 4.8 0.43 0.52 121

The honeycomb material tested in this study does not show the 76 4.8 0.48 0.67 14

large energy absorption exhibited by multicell foams at high strain Potycarbonate

rates. Polystyrene 51 - 1.43 2,0 1.41
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COMPOSITE MATERIALS - THE FUTURE OF AIRMOBILE SHELTERS

Robeit J. Majka

Applied Rexawd Asxiwan
Bulding 1142, PO. Box 40128

Tymlall AFB, FL. 32403

ABSTRACT

No bare base shelter exists that will protect personnel and obtained through organizations such as the American
equipment in mobile command and control centers, aircraft Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM), the Society for
maintenance facilities, dinning facilities, sleeping and the Advancement of Material and Process Engineering
administrative facilities and in any other critical facility from (SAMPE), the United States Army's Natick Engineering,
all conventional weapon and chemical/biological weapon Research and Development Center (NRDEC), Natick, MA,
effects. At present, bare base facilities consist mainly of Materials Laboratory, Watertown, MA, and the Combat
soft-walled tents, which provide limited protection against Systems Test Activity, Aberdeen Proving Ground, MD.
weather and chemical/biological weapons, and tactical Information from these meetings and the literature reviewed
shelters which protect only against fragments, low blast is contained in a report to Wright Laboratory, Airbase
overpressures and some chemical/biological weapons. This Survivability Section (WLJFIVCS), Tyndall Air Force Base,
has an obvious negative impact on the survivability of our FL, Survivable Airmobile Personnel Shelter (3]. At the time
mobile forces supporting the United States doctrine of of the writing of this paper the referenced report was in the
Global Reach/Global Power. A rapid reaction force must be review process prior to publishing. It is the intent of this
able to transport large amounts of material and supplies paper to discuss current Air Force requirements and seek
directly into the action area, using the least number of information on emerging technologies covering airmobile
aircraft to establish a temporary operating location, shelters.

SHELTER REQUIREMENTS

INTRODUCTION TAF SON 314-88 and the draft ORD address airmobile
shelters ranging in size from personnel shelters to aircraft

Future airmobile facilities must be simple to erect, provide maintenance shelters. Although the shelters differ in size,
protection, operate across a full range of climatic the requirements are the same for each. Each shelter will be
conditions, and be recovered with minimum effort. The deployed largely by airlift, but also by sea or land systems.
new Family of Portable Shelters (FOPS) will use state-of- The following requirements are included in the TAF SON
the-art composite technology to provide transportability, [!] and draft ORD [2].
survivability, durability and ease of constructionlrecovery.
This paper will review the Air Force requirements and I. Each shelter must be rugged, portable, ;nexpensive
compare those against the most recent advancea in materials and simple to maintain.
engineering, shelter geometry, and prefabrication 2. They should maintain as much similarity in design as
techniques. Air Force shelter requirements are contained in possible.
TAF SON 314-88, Survivable Airmobile Shelters [1] and in 3. Each shelter must be capable of being delivered in a
a draft Operational Requirements Document (ORD), CAF standard shipping/storage container designed for outside
314-88-1-A, New Family of Portable Shelters (FOPS) [2]. storage, and must be compatible with current Material
An ORD Working Group meeting was held in February Handling Equipment (MI-IE), i.e., 463L pallets.
1992 to establish threat criteria and shelter requirements. 4. Containers must be airliftable on C- 141, C-I17, and
Based on these inputs various shelter manufacturers, C-130 aircraft. They must be transportable in or as part of
designers, material producers and fabricators were sealift containers, or over land on flatbed trailers and/or
contacted and meetings/briefings were held. An extensive railcars, and able to withstand the shock loading induced by
literature search was conducted through the Technical rail transport.
Information Center, Air Force Engineering Support Center, 5. Personnel shelters should require no more than four
Tyndall Air Force Base, FL. Additional information was personnel to erect, and no more the two man-hours per 150
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square feet of floor space. Other size shelters should have EXISTING SHELTER TYPES
comparable erection times.6. Shelterc must include suitable and expedient There are two basic shelter types being considered under
flooring l this research effort, soft wall or fabric shelters and rigid wall
7. Flammability should be minimized in all shelters, and shelters Fabric shelters are generally lighter in weight and
7.teFlammabilioty shodule moinifumied in all n sheltrs ahave a higher packing volume ratio than rigid wall shelters

material must not produce toxic fumes when burning or On the other hand rigid wall shelters are usually more
melting. ual n a fe ete rtcinaantsm

a. Shelters must have the capability to interface with all durable and can offer better protection against some

available utilities, specified weapon threats. Fabric shelters would require the
9. Shelters must be functional throughout the use of add-on kits to provide weapon effects protection
temperature range from -50 OF to +130 OF. This was while a rigid wall shelter could use modified wall panels
changed to -60 OF to +150 OF during the ORD Working with ballistic material included in the panel construction or

Group meeting and further revised to say, "The shelters will an add-on kit similar to the fabric shelter kit.
operate across all climatic conditions".10. All shelters must be able to withstand winds of 80 The typical dimensions of an existing personnel shelter are

10. Al smut b bleroo mhstad wdsuort a 0 s20 ft. by 32 ft. (fabric) and 20 ft. by 36 ft. (rigid wall). The
mph, with gusts to 100mph The roof must support a snow TEMPER Tent (Tent, Extendable, Modular, Personnel) is
load of 10 psf, with a solar load sufficient to raise the outer currently used by United States forces for short duration
skin to a temperature of 205 OF. All shelters must deployments (less than six months). The TEMPER tent is
withstand the ultraviolet effects of sunshine. 20 ft. - 6 in. wide and is extendible in 8 foot sections, The
11. All shelters should have adaptation kits for world older GPM (General Purpose Medium) tent is 16 ft. by 32
wide climates, differing conventional weapon protection ft MERWS (Modular, Extendable, Rigid Vail Shelter)
levels, and differing shelter functions. an ERW (Exp a ndable Personne l Shelter)
12. Shelters require some degree of hardness: splinter and EXP (Expandable Personnel Shelter) shelters etc. are

the personnel shelter and up to semihardened used for longer deployments. MERWS is 19 ft. - 10-1/2 in.
protection for wide and is extendible in 6 foot sections. MERWS provides
protection for the aircraft shelterm a 1200 sq. ft. sheiter when used in combination with a two
13. Shelters should afford b e dcamintd sided expandable ISO (International Organization for
protection, and be able to be decontaminated. Standardization) container or 720 sq. ft. when used alone.
14. Shelters must be capable of being coated with The required set up rate for the personnel tents is 75 sq.
camouflage paint or be compatible with existing camouflage ft./MH (man-hour).
systems.
15. Shelters must retain blackout, rain and The older GPM tents use wood poles for support and a
chemical/biological agent resistance capabilities, yet vent heavy cotton duck fabric. They weigh in excess of 500fumes, smoke, steam, and heat.heycotndcfarcTeywihnecssf50
16. Portable shelters must be operable, maintainable, pounds. The TEMPER tent uses a lighter vinyl-coated
and repairable in all types of foreseeable conventional polyester fabric and fold-out frame sections made from
warfeare environments. lightweight aluminum. A common problem in both types of

emaintainable heating tents is durability. Long duration storage adversely effects
17. Shelters require reliable and the GPM tent. The fabric itself has a tendency to tear or rot
and cooling. and the tie down ropes rot. The wood poles warp or are
18. Shelters must be durable, and capable of effected by termites, moisture, etc. The TEMPER tent
withstanding 26 annual cycles of assembly and disassembly. fabric survives longer in storage and is less effected by
19 Shelters should be suitable for prolonged use for moisture and mold. If properly packed the aluminum
periods up to one year.20. Shelters should withstand long-term storage (20 frames should last for the duration of the deep storage (20
continuos years) with no degradation. years). The fabric itself, Velcro stripes, and zippers are
21. Hinges, pins, fasteners, and components requiring where the problems have been identified. During recent
maintenance or periodic replacement should be either off- operations (Desert Shield/Storm) TEMPER tents were the
maintenanef or periodicaresplacemedith shou eeither, omain source for billeting, food service and air transportable
the-shelf or have spares provided with the shelter, hospital facilities. Typically zippers broke, material wore
The above requirements are not in priority order. During through because of the coarse soil and Velcro material

the ORD Working Group meeting transportability and failed to work properly, although this was not as big a

protection from chemical/biological weapons were placed problem as the first two items. Solutions are already being
ahead of the other requirements. Shelters developed under worked by personnel at the NRDEC. Within a relatively

ahea oftheothr rquiemets. helersdevlopd udershort time after setting up the TEMPER tents, most units

this effort will use the latest collective protection systems. s tatie w fl orsetng enth e dooR s.

Based on recent military experiences we must be able to installed wood floors and entrance doors.

deploy a force in a minimum amount of time, using the least
number of aircraft possible, and protect that force from the The larger shelters used for vehicle maintenance, supplyenvionmnt ad ay spcifed wapo thratstorage, aircraft maintenance, etc. range in size up to the
environment and any specified weapon threat. ACH (Aircraft Hangar) that is 76 ft. wide by 125 ft. long
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and 25 ft. high at the crest [3]. The ACH Is made from and entrance doors, for fabric shelters, need to be

aluminum rib sections that are raised by using a block and developed. Composites with characteristics that will

tackle or with light equipment such as a high reach. There improve the performance of shelter components will be

are fabric or rigid aluminum skin panels that are placed used. We must reduce the weight, make the shelters more

between the ribs to form the outer surface. The K-Span durable, decrease the complexity of set up and recovery

shelter is 50-60 ft. wide by generally 100 ft. long. The operations, reduce unit costs, and make the shelters

length can vary depending on the number of arch sections survivable.

joined together. This shelter is constructed from 24 in. wide
galvanized sheet steel that is formed into a 12 in. wide arch CONCLUSIONS
after being fed through a K-Span roll-forming machine.
Other shelters of similar construction are also available Because survivability is a critical requirement we should
The required set up rate for the larger shelters is 120MH. continue the intensive study of requirements, material

behavior, and system configurations. We must accurately

None of the existing shelters mentioned above meet all the define the types and amounts of material required to provide
requirements stated in the ORD [2] or the TAF SON [1]. survivability against the specified threats and determine the
They provide an excellent shelter but the emphasis for the cost effectiveness of each level of protection. A detailed test
new shelters has been placed on protection, ease of erection series should be developed to effectively evaluate the
and recovery, transportability, cost, and a no special materials and shelter systems. We must look at the
equipment requirement. The ORD states that all shelters durability of the material and the shelter system. The shelter
should be able to survive at the splinter protection level, as a must be capable of surviving 20 years of storage with
minimum, and up to the semihardened threat level for the minimal maintenance and/or multiple set up and tear down
aircraft shelters. A detailed description and analysis of each operations. During the review of material for this research
existing shelter system and some recently developed systems effort it was determined that the latest information was not
is included in Reference 4. contained in published papers. Many of the new materials

identified in this research effort were either proprietary and
COMPOSITE MATERIALS not yet released to the public or were being analyzed by a

very small number of people, usually working for the
Protection can be provide by integral systems or add-on material manufacturer This paper is a call for information
kits. Various fibers and their performance characteristics on materials and shelter systems that will meet the
have been analyzed for use in the shelter components [5]. requirements specified by the Air Force. Any information
Kevlar 129, Kevlar KM2, Spectra Fiber, and various S-2 should be forwarded to the author, who is the principal
Glass fibers can be used in areas such as ballistic protection. investigator for Airmobile Shelters, or to LT Westmoreland
Other fibers such as E-Glass can be used in the structural (USN), WL/FIVCS, Tyndall AFB, FL 32403-6001. LT
members. We have also studied several manufacturing Westmoreland is the Air Force Project Officer for Airmobile
methods such as pultrusion, filament winding, and braiding. Shelters.
All may be used to produce various shelter components. A
number of upgraded systems are on the market and may REFERENCES
meet most of the requirements in the ORD. MERWS is
being re-engineered by NRDEC through DBA Systems, I. Statement of Operational Need for a New Family of
Melbourne, FL. The rigid panels are lighter and easier to Portable Shelters, TAF SON 314-88, Headquarters,Tactical Air Command, HQ TAC/DERX, Langley AFB,
assemble. A new connection system has been added and the VA, 2 Novemler 1990.

set up rate is now equal to that of the TEMPER tent.

Additional research using FRP (fiber reinforced plastic), 2. Minutes of the Reguirements Document Working
such as Kemlite, to replace the aluminum skin on a rigid Grow,, Working Group Meeting, Headquarters, Air Force
panel and foam insulation or various Owens-Coming Civil Engineering Support Agency, Tyndall AFB, FL, 12
insulation systems will further reduce panel weight and March 1992.

increase the insulation efficiency of the panels. Variousweaon hrets av ben aalyed n efeenc 5.To3. Majka, R. J., Survivable Airmobile Personnelweapon threats have been analyzed in Reference 5. To Shelter, Headquarters, Air Force Civil Engineering Support
protect personnel and equipment in the shelters various Agency, Tyndall AFB, FL, February 1992.
protection methods have bezn analyzed and are discussed in
Reference 5. Methods such as box bin revetments, earth 4. Twisdale, L. A., Frank, R. A., Lavelle, F. M.,
berms, reinforced earth, ballistic blankets, and rigid panels Airmobile Shelter Analysis (U), Vol. 1, Headquarters, Air
were reviewed. The Air Force will determine the threat Force Engineering Support Agency, Tyndall AFB, FL,
level for the final design of the shelter systems based on the November 1992.

information in Reference 5 and other operational 5. Twisdale, L. A., Frank, R. A., Lavelle, F. M,
requirements. Using the specified threat level, panels will be Airmobile Shelter Analysis (S), Vol. II, Headquarters, Air
developed for use in either fabric or rigid wall shelters. In Force Engineering Support Agency, Tyndall AFB, FL,
addition to weapon effects protection systems floor systems November 1992.
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Airmobile Shelter Concept Selection Methodology

Francis M. Lavelle and Lawrence A. Twisdale

Applied Research Associates, Inc., Raleigh, North Carolina

ABSTRACT SHELTER CONCEPT SYNTHESIS

A decision analysis methodology for screening and Sixteen small shelter concepts and eight large shelter
selecting air transportable shelter design concepts is presented. A concepts are formally assessed in the full research report
major objective for the new family of portable shelters [Twisdale, Frank, and Lavelle, 1992]. Due to space constraints,
investigated in this research is to provide some level of either the scope of this paper is limited to our evaluation of the eight
integral or upgradeable protection against fragmenting weapons. large shelter concepts. The shelters have nominal unobstructed
The methodology integrates the results of several subsystem trade floor areas of approximately 4800ft2 and are intended for use as
studies (including shelter hardening studies) into a multi-attribute, portable aircraft maintenance hangars.
multi-objective decision analysis tool for airmobile shelter
evaluation. Shelter Classification Hierarchy. All of the small

and large shelter concepts considered in this study fall into the
INTRODUCTION shelter classification hierarchy shown in Figure 1. Since we

This paper describes the development and implementation consider the cladding system to be the principal distinguishing
fa multi-objective, multi-attribute decision analysis feature of a portable shelter, four major categories of shelters areof dalmuytobevaltate dcon anew shown in Figure 1: (1) fabric shelters, (2) rigid-panel shelters,methodology to evaluate and select design concepts for the new

U. S. Air Force (USAF) Family Of Portable Shelters (FOPS). (3) built-up load-bearing wall shelters, and (4) portable shells.
An overview of the FOPS research program and results from the Within these classes, we differentiate shelter concepts according
shelter hardening trade studies are presented in two companion to their structural systems (e.g., pole-, frame-, edge-, and air-
papers at this symposium [Twisdale, et al., 1993; and Frank, et supported fabric shelters). Due to practical limitations, several
al., 19931. shelter classes are unable to provide the large clear spans

required for the portable hangar category. The shelter categories
In developing and evaluating new portable shelter represented by the eight candidate large shelter concepts are

concepts, the designer is faced with several design constraints summarized in the following paragraphs.
(e.g., air transportability, erectability, etc.) and a wide array of Frame-supported fabric shelters are the most prevalent
design objectives (e.g., rapid assembly, low weight, durability, class of fabric shelters. Frame-supported tents retain most of the
survivability, low cost, etc.). Due to the serious conflicts
between many of the design objectives, it is not possible to fully mobility and cost benefits of pole-supported tents while
maximize each individual design objective. For decision providing improved structural integrity and permitting the

problems involving a limited number of alternatives and necessary clear spans.
objectives, informal judgment-based procedures are often Air-supported fabric shelters eliminate the need for a
adequate for identifying the best alternatives. However, the separate structural support system by using pressurized air tc
complexity of the portable shelter evaluation problem requires a support their fabric skins. Air-supported fabric shelters offer the
more formal and systematic decision-making process. greatest potential payoffs in terms of shelter mobility (i.e.,

The decision analysis tool developed for the airmobile transportability and rapid assembly). Air-support shelters may

shelter analysis project is called ASEM, for Airmobile Shelter be either passive or active. In passive air-supported shelters
sEvluateroanai pecthodo . Th c md l isM, morA oe Shelteral tsuch as air beam or dual wall fabric shelters, the air pressure is
Evaluation Methodology. The model is more general than maintained in sealed bladders. Active air-supported fabric
approaches used in previous shelter studies and eliminates many shelters have a single skin, and their interiors are constantly
of the difficulties involved in comparing a wide array of
disparate attributes. ASEM quantifies the influences of the pressurized by mechanical blowers.
design requirements and objectives specified in the FOPS Frame-supported rigid panel shelters are highly
Operational Requirements Document (ORD) on several expandable rigid wall shelters that are shipped in disassembled
fundamental, preliminary design decisions. A Summary of the pieces. The current USAF Harvest Bare family of shelters
ORD design requirements is provided in Majka [1993]. The key includes one large-area frame-supported rigid panel shelter, the
issue investigated in this research is the impact of proposed Aircraft Maintenance Hangar (ACH). The advantages of frame-
FOPS hardening objectives on the candidate shelter concepts. supported panel shelters generally include strength, stability,
For this study, the term shelter concept refers to basic design maintainability, and habitability; drawbacks include cost and
issues such as: general shelter geometry, basic structural assembly rate.
system, cladding materials, CWE hardening systems, and Built-up, load bearing wall shelters have field
logistics features such as transport demand, assembly rate, constructed load bearing wall systems that function as both
estimated cost, and relative durability, cladding and as primary structural elements. Within this class.
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the proposed bin wall shelter concept incorporates a terms of dollars, and lightweight is an objective that can be

conventional soil bin expedient hardening system directly into measured in pounds. Utility theory provides a framework in
the basic shelter design. A lightweight roofing system such as a which design attributes can be measured, combined, and
truss-supported fabric roof would enclose the structure. The compared consistently with respect to a decision makers values
shelter offers significant survivability and is 100% redeployable. and preferences. Based on a scale of 0 to 1, utility quantifies the
The drawbacks of the bin wall shelter are its packing efficiency intrinsic worth that the DM places on a particular attribute or
and slow assembly rate. combination of attributes.

The only feasible large -area portable shell shelter system As the number of attributes to be considered increases
identified in our research is the K-Span corrugated cylindrical and as the preference set of the DM becomes more complex, a
shell system. The K-Span system takes rolled sheet metal and well-defined hierarchical structure for the decision problem
deforms it on-site into a series of circular corrugated sections. becomes necessary. The hierarchical structure documents the
The transportability of the K-Span system is reasonably good relevant objectives and attributes, and explicitly illustrates the
for a rigid wall shelter, and the structural integrity of the system interactions between competing design objectives. The
is sound. Disadvantages of the system include: construction hierarchy employed in ASEM is illustrated in Figure 3. Detailed
rate, specialized equipment and construction skill requirements, definitions of the objectives and attributes listed in the hierarchy
and inability to relocate the shelters, are provided in Twisdale, Frank, and Lavelle [ 19921.

Large Shelter Concepts. The eight candidate 2. ASEM Preference Sets
portable hangar concepts selected for consideration in the
concept evaluation and selection task are summarized in Table 1. The four major shelter objectives in the ASEM decision
The shelters are classified according to the shelter classification analysis hierarchy are: (1) high mobility (i.e., transportability
hierarchy presented above. Sketches of the eight portable and rapid assembly), (2) low initial and life cycle costs, (3)
hangar design concepts along with preliminary estimates of their adequate basic shelter performance features (i.e., habitability,
design attributes (packing ratio, cost, etc.) are provided in durability, etc.), and (4) protection from weapon effects. The
Twisdale, Frank, and Lavelle [1992]. first three objectives encompass the traditional objectives

typically considered in the design of a portable shelter. In

TABLE 1. CANDIDATE LARGE SHELTER CONCEPTS. addition to these three objectives, the FOPS ORD specifies both
Conventional Weapons Effects (CWE) and Chemical-Biological

Concept Class (CB) survivability objectives. CB protection is generally

1. Fraze-Supp. Fabric Fraine-Supp. Fabric achieved through careful design of the shelter cladding system
details and the shelter HVAC system, design considerations that

2. Arched Truss/Fabric Frame-Supp. Fabric are beyond the scope of this preliminary design study. Our
3. Air Beam Hangar Passive Air-Supp. Fabric research focuses on the CWE criteria specified in the FOPS
4. Dual-Wall Intl. Passive Air-Supp. Fabric ORD since these requirements will have a significant impact on
5. Air-Supp. Hangar Active Air-Supp. Fabric the basic configuration of the FOPS design concepts.
6. Arch Panel Hangar Frame-Supp. Panel The relative priorities assigned to the multiple design
7. Bin Wall/Fabr. Roof Load Bearing Bin Wall objectives listed in the shelter evaluation hierarchy are specified
8. K-Span Hangar Portable Shell Struct. in ASEM as scaling constants. Four diverse sets of scaling

constants were developed for the ASEM trade studies. In the
CONCEPT EVALUATION AND SELECTION first preference set, the scaling constants of the four major

objectives are based on the results of a survey of AF personnel
Formal decision analysis methodologies are comprised who attended the FOPS Requirements Working Group (RWG)

of four basic steps: (1) structuring the problem alternatives and meeting. In the second preference set, the four first-level
objectives in a clear, well-defined manner, (2) assessing the objectives are assigned equal scaling constants. These two sets
probable impact of each alternative on each of the design of scaling constants are referred to as the RWG preference set
objectives, (3) determining the preferences of the decision maker and the Equal preference set, respectively. The third and fourth
(DM), and (4) evaluating the alternatives given the information preference sets are bounding cases: a set in which the scaling
in steps (1) through (3). Several decision analysis constant for survivability has been set to zero, and a set in which
methodologies have been applied to shelter development the scaling constant for cost has been set to zero. In both cases,
problems. Linear weighted objective decision analysis schemes the remaining three first-level scaling constants are assigned
have been used by Schmidt, et al. 119881 in a concept study for equal values (i.e., one-third). The third and fourth preference
portable collective protection shelters, by Johnson [19781 in an sets are referred to as the No Cost and No Survivability
evaluation of tent concepts, and by Nickerson [1987] in a preference sets, respectively.
concept study for chemically hardened battalion aid stations.
Steeves [1987] uses Saaty's analytical hierarchy process to The lower level scaling constants are assumed to be
evaluate tent concepts for use in a chemical warfare constant throughout the four preference sets. Since we did not
environment. Seabold, et al. [19861 have implemented a have the opportunity to explore the question of attribute
cost/benefit/time utility model for shelter selection. We believe independence with a designated USAF DM (or group of DMs),
that the decision analysis methodology best suited to the shelter we have proceeded with the preliminary assumption that the
selection problem is multi-attribute utility theory (Keeney and shelter attributes satisfy additive independence.
Raiffa, 19761. Figure 2 presents a schematic overview of inputs
and outputs for the ASEM multi-attribute decision analysis 3. Hardening Upgrade Attributes
model. Four standard hardening upgrades are considered in the

ASEM analyses: (1) a 36-inch thick free-standing soil bin or
I. Multi-Attribute Decision Analysis shelter-supported soil berm, (2) free-standing or shelter-
An attribute is any parameter that can be used to measure supported aluminum panels with an areal density of 4 psf, (3)

the degree to which a specific design objective is achieved. For free-standing or shelter-supported S2-glass reinforced composite
example, low initial cost is an objective that can be measured in panels (4 psf), and (4) shelter-supported Spectra ballistic
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blankets (4 p#I). These four upgrades constitute a representative When ks =kc = 0. 125 and km =k = 0.375, this second set of
sampling of the hardening upgrades evaluated in the shelter constants closely approximate the RWG scaling set.
hardening studies [Frank, Lavelle, and Twisdale, 1993). At low values of k. the leading concept under Equal

The weapon threat selected to evaluate hardness of the scaling is the basic air beam shelter, but under RWG scaling the
four upgrades is a surface burst of a vertically oriented cluster basic arch/panel concept is most preferred. At ks values above
munition at a standoff of 100ft. Using the fragment hardening 0.12 to 0.14, the 36-inch bin wall concept ranks first under both
analysis results described in Frank, Lavelle, and Twisdale scaling sets. Note that the mid-range values of k, produce the
[19931, we quantified the CWE survivability attribute as the lowest points on the overall utility envelope. The intermediately
expected number of fragment perforation densities per 10f12 of hardened large shelter concepts (i.e., the 12-inch bin wall and
exposed wall area. Survivability attribute values for the four the arch-supported S2-glass panel shelter) are fairly insensitive
hardening upgrade configurations are tabulated in the full to the survivability scaling factor under both preference sets.
research report [Twisdale, Frank, and Lavelle, 1992]. Due to the lower perforation density in the 4 ps4 S2-glass

panels, they become the preferred upgrade as ks increases.
4. ASEM Results Similarly, the S2-glass hardened arch/panel shelter becomes

Several measures of shelter utility were considered in the preferred to the basic arch/panel hangar and the basic air beam

research. In this section, present the overall shelter utility results hangar at ks values greater than 0. 10 to 0. 15.
as an illustration. The best-estimate overall utilities of the basic Sensitivity to Single Attribute Utility Function
and upgraded shelter concepts are summarized in Figure 4. The Curvature. Next, we assess the sensitivity of the overall
plot in these figures illustrate the combined overall utilities of utilities of the leading large shelter concepts to the curvature of
each shelter configuration under the four different preference the fragment perforation density utility functions. These
sets (RWG, Equal, No Survivability, and No Cost). These sensitivities are evaluated through perturbations of the median
plots form the primary basis for the shelter recommendations attribute value (i.e., the value associated with a marginal utility
provided in Twisdale, Lavelle, and Frank [ 19931. of 0.50). The ASEM results presented in the previous section

Under three of the four preference sets used in the are based on a perforation density utility function having a
ASEM studies, the basic and upgraded arch/panel and bin wall median value of 0.2 perforations per 10 ft2. Here, we also
hangars are consistently ranked as the leading concepts. The No consider median perforation densities of 0.1 and 0.05. The
Survivability preference set is the only case under which the reductions represent stricter survivability performance
arch/panel and bin wall concepts do not rate the best. When requirements in that lower perforation densities will be required
survivability is given little or no priority, the basic air beam and to achieve a given level of survivability utility. The results of the
frame-supported fabric shelter concepts excel. However, even median perforation density sensitivity study are shown in Figure
under the No Survivability preference set, the basic arch/panel 6. The legend in Figure 6 displays the preference set and
and bin wall hangar concepts are competitive with the fabric median perforation density associated with each point. The
hangar concepts. For survivability scaling factors equal to or in basic concept number and hardening upgrade configuration for
excess of thepreference levels inferred from the RWG survey, each of the 10 concepts are encoded in the labels on thethe basic and upgraded arch/panel and bin wall hangar concepts horizontal axis (e.g., 3BS indicates concept 3, the air beam
outperform the fabric hangar concepts, fabric hangar, in its basic, unhardened configuration).

Within a given preference set (i.e., RWG or Equal),
5. Sensitivity Analysis overall shelter utility always decreases as the median perforation

The ASEM studies indicated that the relative priorities density is decreased. The affect of median perforation density
assigned to the survivability and mobility objectives and the on overall utility is slightly greater under Equal scaling than
curvatures of the packing ratio and perforation density marginal under RWG scaling because survivability receives greater
utility functions significantly influence the overall shelter preference under Equal scaling. Shelters with 36 inches of soil
utilities. Sensitivity study results for two of these four factors protection (i.e., 3SL, 6SL, and 7SL) are unaffected by changes
(survivability priority and median perforation density) are in the median value because their perforation densities arepresented belowi already at the best possible level. Similarly, unprotected shelters

are also largely unaffected by changes in the median perforation
Sensitivity to Survivability Priority. Six leading density because their perforation densities are essentially at the

portable hangar design concepts are considered in the worst possible level. Shelters influenced by variations in
survivability priority sensitivity studies: (1) the basic air beam median perforation density include those with S2-glass, Spectra,
fabric hangar, (2) the basic arch-supported panel hangar, (3) the or 12 inches of soil in either their basic or upgraded
arch/panel hangar with free-standing 36-inch soil bins, (4) the configurations (I S2, 6S2, 6SP, and 7BS).
arch/panel hangar with S2-glass panels on the lower 15f, f (5)
the 12-inch bin wall hangar, and (6) the upgraded 36-inch bin If we restrict out attention to the top three RWG large
wall shelter. Figure 5 shows plots of overall utility for these shelter concepts, we observe that the 36-inch bin wall hangar
shelters as a function of the survivability scaling factor (ks). (7SL) rises from fourth to first and the basic arch/panel hangar

(6BS) drops from first to second as the median perforation
In Figure 5, the mobility, cost, and performance, scaling density is reduced below 0.2. The soil hardened arch/panel

constants, (kin, kc, and kp, respectively) are assumed to be (6SL) shelter maintains its overall utility and becomes one of the
equal: top three large shelter concepts as the median value is reduced.

km= kc = kp = (1 - k,,/3 (1) For the Equal scaling preference set, the leading large shelter
concepts are all soil hardened and, as a result, are completely

The Equal scaling set used in the ASEM studies is generated insensitive to median perforation density.
when k,=0.25 in Equation (1). Sensitivies were also developed In general, decreasing median perforation density
for a second case in which the four scaling constants are
assumed to be in the following proportions: significantly affects the overall utility of the intermediately

hardened shelters concepts. Therefore, stricter ,equirements for
km kp = (I - 2 ks)/2 high probabilities of survival tend to reduce the relative utility of
k= kv (2)
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Research to Develop Concepts for a New Family of Airmobile Shelters

Lawrence A. Twisale, Francis M. Lavelle. and Robert A. Frank

Applied Research Associates, Inc., Raleigh, North Carolina

ABSTRACT METHODOLOGY

This paper summarizes research to develop operational The approach to identifying and evaluating the most
requirements and design concepts for a new family of Air Force promising shelter and hardening concepts for FOPS included
portable shelters (FOPS) that provide basic and upgradeable five basic tasks, as illustrated in Figure 1: (1) Definition of
levels of protection from conventional weapons effects. The Operational Requirements; (2) Shelter Concept Synthesis; (3)
research focused on identifying and reviewing applicable Hardness Analysis; (4) Concept Evaluation, Screening, and
technology, developing and evaluating shelter concepts, and Selection; and (5) Trade Studies and Optimization. These five
evaluating the feasibility of hardening the shelters against tasks provide for the definition of operational requirements for
conventional weapon threats. The basic products included a FOPS; review of relevant technology on portable shelters,
computational model for quantifying survivability from fragment materials research, weapon effects, and hardening concepts; the
effects, a multi-attribute shelter selection methodology, synthesis of this technology into shelter and hardening concepts;
recommended shelter/hardening concepts, and a roadmap for and the screening, evaluation, and selection of recommended
shelter development, shelter concepts for follow-on development. The first step in
INTRODUCTION developing a structural design concept for the new shelters is to

define the loads the shelter must support. The magnitude of

Basic USAF doctrine identifies the need for flexibility, these loads is heavily dependent on the fragment hardening

responsiveness, and mobility of Air Force tactical forces. The system. Consequently, the structural analysis in this study

primary purpose of the transportable shelters in the USAF focused on the hardening methods and loads required to provide

inventory is to provide shelter for rapidly deployed forces in Splinter Protection, which was the goal specified in the draft

bare base situations and other similar settings. Shelters in the Operational Requirements Document (ORD).

current inventory include Harvest Eagle, Harvest Bare, and The primary end products of the research effort included
Harvest Falcon assets. These shelters will require replacement recommended shelter concepts and a roadmap for development
in the near future, providing an opportunity to develop new and testing of the shelters. Additional products of the research
shelter designs that provide protection against conventional were: (1) a working draft ORD, (2) an assessment of current
weapon effects. technology with respect to portable shelters and methods for

Current portable shelters were primarily designed to hardening lightweight shelters, (3) an improved methodology
address three critical design considerations: mobility, for evaluating the survivability of structures for fragment effects,
operability/maintainability, and cost. impiQýd operability in (4) an assessment of the feasibility of hardening FOPS, (5) a
high threat areas, specifically protection from chemical- multi-attribute decision analysis methodology for evaluating and
biological warfare (CBW), is an additional design consideration ranking shelter concepts, and (6) results of preliminary trade and
reflected in the more recent additions to the shelter inventory, optimization studies.
However, existing shelters offer little or no protection against Task 1: Definition of Operational
small arms and fragment threats. Significant advances in
materials technologies have occurred since the current shelters Requirements. Under this task we developed the operational
were developed, providing the opportunity to incorporate requirements for FOPS. To formalize the operational needs
ballistic protection in the new FOPS without unduly specified in TAF SON 314-88, we reviewed the current

compromising shelter mobility. This paper summarizes the inventory of modular and expandable shelters and visited over a
results of the initial research project [Twisdale, Frank, and dozen user and support agencies to gather data on current shelter
Lavelle, 19921 performed for Wright Laboratory, Airbase performance, perceived deficiencies, and desired attributes for
Survivability Section, at Tyndall Air Force Base. FOPS. On the basis of our review, we prepared a working draft

ORD. We also identified conflicting shelter performance
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priorities within the Air Force and recommended that a FOPS would therefore provide biased and incorrect analyses of
Requirements Working Group (RWG) meeting be held to airmobile shelter concepts and would not permit evaluation of
review the draft ORD and form an Air Force consensus on survival levels vis a vis Air Force specified threats.
shelter priorities. This meeting was held on 10-14 February
1992. A FOPS survey was subsequently prepared and The new analysis methodology, termed SAFE

distributed to the RWG attendees soliciting their comments and (Survivability Assessment for Fragment Effects), models the

inputs on the relative importance of the major shelter weapon fragment weights, velocities, and ejection angles based

requirements. The RWG survey results provided the basis for on arena test data for the selected munition. The munition

one of the preference sets used in the shelter evaluation under surface is discretized into series of cells and mapped onto the

Task 4. target surface using straight line trajectories. Output quantities
calculated include the bomb cell impact points on the target

Task 2: Shelter Concept Synthesis. We surface; critical fragment weight, impact angle, and striking

reviewed relevant shelter technologies and synthesized possible velocity; and number of perforations. SAFE is used to perform
shelter and hardening concepts through a systematic procedure a preliminary assessment of the fragment hardening feasibility
that included literature reviews; computerized database searches; for FOPS. As part of this assessment, we developed fragment
and visits to relevant laboratories, researchers, and practitioners. models for six munitions that represent a spectrum of potential
The resulting hierarchy of shelters is shown in Figure 2. Based weapon threats for FOPS: (1) a 1000-pound bomb, (2) a 40-

on the results of this technology survey, we developed a total of mm aircraft (A/C) cannon, (3) a cluster munition, (4) a 152/155-

24 small and large span shelter concepts for evaluation. For the mm artillery round, (5) a 122-mm rocket, and (6) a 250-pound
purposes of this study, the term shelter concept included the missile. We also developed empirical Thor perforation models
following design features: (1) geometry (size and shape), (2) for Kevlar KM2, Spectra, and S2-glass fabrics and panels. The
structural system, (3) cladding system (soft- or hard-wall), (4) detailed models and results are described by Frank, Lavelle, and
materials, (5) integral and/or upgraded hardening systems, (6) Twisdale [19931.
packaging, (7) assembly characteristics (rate and skill/equipment
requirements), and (8) estimated cost. These basic design Task 4: Concept Evaluation, Screening, and

features encompass key operational issues and constraints for Selection. We developed and implemented the Airmobile

the candidate airmobile shelter concepts that must be Shelter Evaluation Methodology (ASEM) code, a multi-attribute

quantitatively assessed before detailed design and validation decision analysis tool, for selecting the most promising design

studies of selected concepts can begin, concepts [Lavelle and Twisdale, 19931. There were three major
tasks involved in selecting the leading concepts- (1) developing

Task 3: Hardness Analysis. The SON and ORD a set of design attributes that accurately characterizes each basic
for FOPS require Splinter Protection as a minimum with or upgraded shelter concept, (2) evaluating these design
Semihardened Protection a goal for high value shelters. Under attributes, and (3) implementing a decision analysis
this task, we developed the necessary analysis tools and methodology that models the conflicting design objectives

performed a preliminary assessment of the feasibility of specified in the FOPS ORD. Since the selection of the "best"
hardening FOPS against small arms fire and the airblast and shelter concept depends on the relative priority or weight
fragmentation effects of conventional munitions. assigned to each of the design objectives, we considered four
Fragmentation, being the controlling weapon effect for lightly different preference sets: (1) preferences based on a survey of
protected structures, was the focus of our hardening analyses. the members of the FOPS Requirements Working Group

(RWG), (2) an Equal preference set (i.e., mobility, cost,
The analysis of fragment hardening feasibility for FOPS performance and survivability equally important), (3) a No Cost

required the development and implementation of new analysis preference set, and (4) a No Survivability preference set. The
models for weapons effects data and perforation resistance. latter two cases represent bounding sets in which one major
Current design procedures, such as those presented in the objective is given zero weight and the remaining three are
Lightweight Armor Design Handbook [MTL, 19901 and the Air weighted equally.
Force Protective Construction Design Manual [Drake, et al.,
1989], were inadequate in that: (1) they consider only the Task 5: Trade Studies and Optimization. The
fragment weight distribution and do not consider the number of trade studies and optimization task provided supporting
fragments generated or the probability that critical fragments will calculations for quantifying the basic and upgraded shelter
strike the target at the specified standoff; (2) the weapon attributes, preliminary optimization studies on shelter geometry,
characteristics are overly conservative in that they generate larger an assessment of shelter heating and cooling loads, and an
average fragment weights and higher initial velocities than analysis of the sensitivity of shelter selection to uncertainties in

observed in arena testing; and (3) the methods do not provide a decision maker preferences.
means for evaluating the survival probability stated in the
Splinter Protection and Semihardened Protection threat
definitions. Use of the traditional fragment analysis procedures
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RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS walls), most of the basic concepts assessed in this study are

either currently in use or under development. The remaining

Hardening. Methods considered in the hardness concepts have either been published previously, or they are
analysis include: integral, field installable upgrades, and field portable shelter adaptations of existing construction techniques.

expedient upgrades. Integral hardness is defined as the inherent
hardness of the basic shelter and can be provided through the There areosignificat une rtaints and suete
use of ballistic fabrics or panels in the basic shelter design. judgments associated with the ASEM inputs used in the shelter
Field installable upgrades consist of lightweight armors that ae evaluation; however, AF prioritization of the competing shelter
added to the shelter in the field. These upgrades can be either objectives stands out as the dominant source of shelter selection
shelter supported or free standing. Several ballistic hardened uncertainty. The sensitivity analysis results suggest that the
panel concepts suitable for integral or field installable upgrades RWG preferences fall at or near a cross-over point in the overall
are proposed in the study. Field expedient hardening upgrades utility concepts. A stronger censensus either for or against
include conventional hardening systems such as soil berms, soil hardening will produce clear differences in the leading shelter
bins, sand bags, and concrete revetments. These hardening concepts. Without this consensus, we believe that the most
upgrades can also be integral (as in the case of bin-wall and effective design solutions will be upgradeable, adaptable shelter
reinforced earth shelters) or field expedient. Areal densities concepts. Thus, a major challenge will be to minimize the
considered for the fabric and panel upgrades ranged from I to 8 number of different shelter components so that inventory
psf (16 and 32 psf densities were calculated for selected cases)
while soil thicknesses were varied from I to 4feet. Small Shelter Results. Two concepts appear most

Although significant hardness levels can be achieved by frequently at the top of the small shelter overall utility rankings:

incorporating modern ballistic composites such as Kevlar, the basic air beam fabric shelter and the upgraded airmobile

Spectra, and S2-glass, our results show that it is not feasible to Modular Extendable Rigid Wall Shelter (MERWS)

integrally harden the entire shelter to Splinter levels of configurations. Under two of the four preference sets (RWG

protection. The three composite materials (fabric or panel) and No Survivability), the leading concept is the basic air beam-

provide comparable levels of protection and are generally as supported fabric shelter. For the RWG scaling, the air beam is

effective as twice the areal density of aluminum; however, they followed by the basic pole-supported tent and the soil bin

are not capable of stopping the large, high-speed fragments upgraded airmobile MERWS concept. The third tier of concepts

generated by the bomb and missile at realistic areal densities. includes the basic dual wall and air-supported fabric shelter

Splinter Protection can be provided for the A/C cannon and concepts as well as the S2-glass panel and Spectra blanket

rocket at reasonable areal densities, but the areal densities upgraded airmobile MERWS concepts. Under the No

required for the missile and bomb are excessive. These results Survivability preference set, fabric shelters make up the top five

emphasize the varying severity of the four weapon types concepts, followed by the basic airmobile MERWS and hybrid

encompassed by Splinter Protection and the difficulty in MERWS concepts. Under the Equal and No Cost preference

achieving Splinter Protection for the large munitions. Only the sets, the airmobile MERWS concept with the free standing 36-

soil bin walls and soil berms are capable of providing Splinter inch soil bin upgrade is the highest rated concept followed by six

level protection at low costs. other soil hardened concepts. If soil protected shelter concepts
are excluded, the MERWS with shelter-supported S2-glass

The heavy panel weights required for ballistic protection panels or Spectra blanket upgrades and the basic air beam shelter
will significantly degrade shelter transportability and erection become the recommended concepts under Equal scaling. Of the
times. Selective hardening offers an alternative to integrally non-fabric shelters, the airmobile MERWS concept is the leading
hardening the entire shelter. Selective hardening concentrates overall concept for all four preference sets.
ballistic materials into dedicated "safe" areas that provide very Large Shelter Results. Under three of the fourhigh levels of protection. SAFE results show that by Lag .hle eut.Une he ftefu
highnleventratingpbottic pon. SAFteralts i theower 2et b preference sets used in the shelter evaluation studies, the basicconcentrating ballistic composite materials into the lower 2 feet and upgraded arch-supported panel and bin wall hangars are
of a panel, "Splinter Protection" can be achieved. In practice,
providing this "Splinter Protection" over the bottom 2feet will consistently ranked as the leading concepts. The No

require segmenting the panel height for handling and erection. ;vability preference set is the only case under which the
,cch/panel and bin wall concepts do not rate the best. When

Shelter Concept Synthesis and Evaluation. Our survivability is given little or no priority, the basic air beam and
concept development approach was to systematically identify a frame-supported fabric shelter concepts excel. However, even
wide range of design alternatives for each of the major shelter under the No Survivability preference set, the basic arch/panel

subsystems (i.e., geometry, structural system, cladding system, and bin wall hangar concepts are competitive with the fabric

and hardening upgrades). Although we do propose hardening- hangar concepts. For the arch/panel concept, the utilities of soil
related shelter design modifications for some of the design bin, S2-glass panel, and Spectra blanket upgrade configurations
concepts (i.e., hybrid panel/fabric claddings and soil-filled approximately meet or exceed the overall utilities of the basic,
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unhardened concept. For the bin wall concept, the only upgrade addition, the experimental program for panel hardening is
considered is an increased wall thickness with 36 inches of soil applicable to the arch/panel hangar. Since the preferred portable
infill. The overall utility of the upgraded bin wall concept is also hangar concept will ultimately depend on whether our estimates
similar to or better than that of the basic bin wall concept (which for the bin wall design attributes can be met, we also recommend
has only 12 inches of soil). In both cases, the relative utilities of that a preliminary structural design and analysis of the basic and
the hardening upgrades improve as the importance placed on upgraded bin wall concepts be developed. The feasibility of the
survivability is increased, bin wall concept will be determined by three key issues: (1) the

required hardness level, (2) the acceptability of soil-based
SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS hardening methods, and (3) the developmental uncertainties

associated with the bin wall hangar concept. After a more
Hardening. We recommend that the basic shelter be detailed cycle of design and analysis on the arch/panel and bin

hardened to provide integral protection against small fragmenting wall hangar concepts is complete, a re-evaluation of the two

munitions and be designed to support field installable or r concepts su b omed a withvthetsmallfshelter

expedient methods against larger weapons. SAFE results show commentsousd te mo d cst penalt ssoited
tha smll rea dnsiies(i~.,2 t 3 sj)of omosie mteral recommendations, the mobility and cost penalties associated

that small areal densities (i.e., 2 to 3 psI') of composite material with shelter hardening may lead Air Force decision makers to

are effective in stopping fragments from antipersonnel munitions abno thelt of harden ed portable selesin t ase, th
suchas /C annn fre ad custr mnitons nd lsoproide abandon the goal of hardened portable shelters. In this case, the

such as A/C cannon fire and cluster munitions and also provide No Survivability preference set would be the most applicable

protection from most small arms fire. These areal densities can mo and w ew eren d ta the basi airlbeamhg
be esil inorpoate ino te shlte deignand e rcomend model, and we would recommend that the basic air beam hangar

be easily incorporated into the shelter design and we recommend concept be pursued as a high risk/payoff approach to shelter

that this level of protection be provided as an integral feature of mobilit an d c s a low risk/back-u altroati beite

themobility and cost with a low risk back-up alternative being the
frame-supported fabric hangar concept.

To resist combined airblast and fragment impulses, the ACKNOWLEDGMENT
structural system must be capable of supporting the dynamic
loads imparted via the shelter shell. Shelter concepts with This research has been supported by the Airbase
modular load bearing panels, such as MERWS, do not employ a Survivability section of Wright Laboratories at Tyndall Air Force
frame as part of the structural support system and must transfer Base. The USAF contract monitor is Lt. Keith Westmoreland
loads through discrete connectors. These shelters are (USN).
susceptible to collapse by lateral side sway which limits their
airblast resistance. Consequently, we recommend modifying
MERWS to incorporate a frame structure. Drake, J. L., et al., 1989. Protective Construction Design

Manual, ESL-TR-87-57, November, 1989.

Small Shelter Concepts. For the small shelter, we Frank, R. A., Lavelle, F. M., and Twisdale, L. A., 1993.
recommend that the hardened airmobile MERWS concept be the "Fragment Hardness Analysis of Composite Materials for
focus of the next phase of the research program. If satisfactory Airmobile Shelters," Sixth Int. Symp. on the Interaction of

Nonnuclear Munitions with Structures, Panama City, FL, May
hardening levels cannot be achieved or if the mobility and cost 1993.
penalties prove to be beyond AF constraints, we recommend that Lavelle, F. M., and Twisdale, L. A., 1993. "Airrobile Shelter
a new generation of unhardened air beam (i.e., pressurized rib) Concept Selection Methodology," Sixth Int. Symp. on the
supported fabric shelters be pursued as a high payoff approach Interaction of Nonnuclear Munitions with Structures, Panama
to shelter mobility and cost.1 A low risk alternative fabric City, FL, May 1993.

concept that rates better with respect to performance and Materials Technology Laboratory, 1990. Lightweight Armors
structural reliability is the frame-supported fabric concept. The Design Handbook -- Monolithic Armor (U), MTL-TR-90-40,

hardening technology developed under further research for the U.S. Army Materials Technology Laboratory, Watertown,
Massachusetts, 1990.

MERWS system will also be directly applicable to an upgraded Twisace, 199A.
frame-supported hybrid fabric/panel concept. Thus, the frame- Twisdale, L. A., Frank, R. F., and Lavelle, F. M., 1992.

Airmobile Shelter Analysis, Air Force Civil Engineering Support
supported fabric concept should be kept under consideration as a Agency, Tyndall Air Force Base, FL, Contract F08635-88-C-
low-risk back-up alternative. 0067, November 1992.

Large Shelter Concepts. For the large shelter, we
recommend that the arch/panel and bin wall hangar concepts be
studied in parallel. The arch/panel concept is basically an
upgraded version of the current Harvest Bare ACH shelter and
preliminary design should be relatively straightforward. In

tThe transportability threshold is to be determined in a future revision of the
ORD. It is possible that the MERWS may not meet this threshold due to
its relatively low packing ratio.
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